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Abstract (English)
The present work investigates the compositional pedagogy of J. S. Bach and his circle. According
to Bach, the Fundamental-Regeln (fundamental principles) of composition are derived from
thoroughbass and the keyboard. I have discovered that, in an autograph manuscript likely used in
his lessons, Bach used the words licentia and fundamental to rationalize a contrapuntal
phenomenon known as anticipationes transitus in precisely the same manner as J. D. Heinichen
did in his treatise, Der General-Bass in der Composition (1728). Given that Bach knew Heinichen’s
treatise and that both men associate thoroughbass with composition, this study posits that Bach’s
Fundamental-Regeln are related to Heinichen’s rationalization of modern contrapuntal licenses in
relation to a “fundamental,” stile antico background. Additional support for linking Bach and
Heinichen comes from my discovery that the anonymous “Vorschriften und Grundsätze” (1738),
which originates from Bach’s circle, includes the same table of “fundamental” thoroughbass
figures as Heinichen’s earlier 1711 treatise. For these reasons, Heinichen’s conception of
thoroughbass, which diﬀers significantly from late-eighteenth-century thoroughbass theory, plays
a foundational role in this reconstruction of compositional pedagogy in Bach’s circle.
Based on an account by C. P. E. Bach, his father’s teaching involved three topic areas:
thoroughbass, chorale, and fugue, each of which receives a chapter in this study. Chapter One
argues that the primary reason thoroughbass emerged in Germany c.1700 as the dominant
pedagogical and compositional method is that thoroughbass promotes an understanding of
compositional relationships in a manner that tablature does not. Bach may have attributed such
significance to thoroughbass because it enables a single player to control a polyphonic texture in
real time through the simplification, synthesis, and embodiment of traditional contrapuntal
teachings. Chapter one also explores the two most significant aspects of Heinichen’s thoroughbass
theory: what I call “contrapuntal function” and “scale-degree function,” which are combined in
Heinichen’s method of improvising a prelude. Next, Chapter Two explores the implications of
the recent attribution of the Sibley Chorale Book to Bach’s circle and calls for a greater awareness
of a generic distinction between chorale harmonization in the ornate, four-part, vocal
Choralgesang style and the simpler, thoroughbass- and keyboard-centered Choralgesang style,
which is in essence only two-voice (soprano and bass). A growing body of sources from Bach’s
circle containing multiple basslines under each chorale supports the hypothesis that Bach’s
teaching also included this technique. Finally, Chapter Three begins by examining the
relationship between chorale and fugue and by suggesting a possible pedagogical method of
transitioning between the two. Next, thoroughbass fugues from Bach’s circle are explored,
including two such works that Bach apparently used in lessons. Chapter Three closes with an
investigation of the techniques of invertible counterpoint and canon as they relate to Bach’s
teaching and presents some of their underlying principles in mathematical form.
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Abstract (Deutsch)
Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht die Kompositionslehre von J.S. Bach und seinem Umkreis.
Laut Bach stammen die „Fundamental-Regeln der Composition“ vom Generalbass und vom
Klavier. Der Verfasser dieser Arbeit hat entdeckt, dass eine Urschrift Bachs, die er
höchstwahrscheinlich in seinem Unterricht verwendet hat, die Termini licentia und fundamental
einsetzt, um ein kontrapunktisches Phänomen namens anticipationes transitus auf genau der
gleichen Weise zu beschreiben wie Johann Heinichen es in seinem Traktat „Der General-Bass in
der Composition“ (1728) tut. Da Bach mit Heinichens Traktat vertraut war und da beide den
Generalbass mit der Komposition verbanden, ist es eine Hypothese der vorliegenden Arbeit, dass
Bachs „Fundamental-Regeln“ in Zusammenhang stehen mit Heinichens Rationalisierung
kontrapunktischer Lizenzen in Bezug auf einen „fundamentalen“ stile antico Hintergrund. Ein
weiterer Hinweis auf einen Link zwischen Bach und Heinichen liefert die Neuentdeckung, dass
das anonyme Manuskript namens „Vorschriften und Grundsätze“ (1738), welches aus Bachs
Umgebung stammt, die gleiche Tabelle der „fundamentalen“ Generalbassziﬀern enthält wie
Heinichens Traktat aus dem Jahr 1711. Aus diesen Gründen spielt Heinichens
Generalbasskonzept, welches auf ganz anderen Prinzipien basiert ist als die Generalbasstradition
der zweiten Hälfte des 18. Jahrhunderts, eine zugrundeliegende Rolle in dieser Rekonstruktion
der Kompositionslehre in Bachs Umkreis.
Laut C.P.E. Bach teilte sich der Unterricht seines Vaters in drei Themenbereiche auf: Generalbass,
Choral und Fuge – jedem Bereich wird in der vorliegenden Arbeit ein Kapitel gewidmet. Das
erste Kapitel stellt die These auf, dass der Generalbass als das vorherrschende pädagogische und
kompositorische Werkzeug in Deutschland circa 1700 aufgekommen ist, da er (anders als die
Tabulatur) ein Verständnis der Satztechnik ermöglicht. Der Grund, warum Bach dem
Generalbass solche Bedeutung beigemessen hat, könnte sein, dass es der Generalbass einem
Klavierspieler ermöglicht, durch eine Vereinfachung, Synthese und Verkörperung der tradierten
Satzregeln einen polyphonen Satz in Echtzeit zu beherrschen. Darüberhinaus werden im ersten
Kapitel zwei zentrale Aspekte der Theorie Heinichens untersucht: die sogenannte „KontrapunktFunktion“ und die „Skalenton-Funktion“, welche in Heinichens Methode zum Präludieren zum
Einsatz kommen. Das zweite Kapitel beleuchtet die Bedeutung der Zuordnung des sogenannten
„Sibley Choralbuchs“ zu Bachs Schülerkreis und plädiert für eine klarere Wahrnehmung des
Unterschieds zwischen zwei Hauptgattungen der Choralharmonisierung: dem verzierten,
vierstimmigen Choralgesang-Stil und dem einfacheren, generalbass- und klavierorientierten
Choralbuch-Stil, der im Prinzip nur zweistimmig ist (Sopran und Bass). Eine zunehmende Zahl
der Quellen aus Bachs Umkreis, die mehrere Bässe unter jedem Choral enthalten, führt zur
Hypothese, dass Bachs Kompositionslehre auch diese Technik möglicherweise mit einbezogen
hat. Im dritten Kapitel werden zuerst sowohl die satztechnischen Beziehungen zwischen Choral
und Fuge untersucht, als auch eine mögliche pädagogische Verbindung zwischen den beiden
vorgeschlagen. Danach wird ein Überblick über die Gattung der Generalbassfuge geschaﬀt und
ihre Beziehung zu Bachs Unterricht gezeigt. Abschließend werden die Techniken des doppelten
Kontrapunkts und des Kanons in Bachs Umkreis untersucht und in mathematischer Form
dargestellt.
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Octave, Arabic Numeral, and Scale Degree Designations
This study designates cello c as C, followed by c, c1, c2, c2. 5/3 refers to thoroughbass figures 5
and 3. c–d refers to consecutive pitches. Upper-voice scale degree have carets (1, 2, etc.); bass
scale degrees are encircled ( 1o , 2o , etc.).

Referring to Examples vs. Text Sections
No distinction is made between musical examples, tables, and facsimiles in their citation. They all
receive a bold three-digit designation in the system: chapter.section.example. Thus, 3.2.3 refers to
Chapter Three, subsection two, example three. In contrast, each chapter is divided into sections
designated with two bold digits. Thus, 3.2 refers to Chapter Three, section two.

Citing Historical Sources
Most historical sources are listed in the bibliography according to their original publication date,
followed by modern translations and editions. For instance:
Walther, Johann Gottfried. 1708. Praecepta der Musicalischen Composition. Ms. D-WRtl. German
edition edited by Peter Benary. Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1955.
When citing the translation or modern edition, the modern date appears in square brackets after
the original date. For instance, page 65 in Peter Benary’s edition of J. G. Walther’s Praecepta is
cited in the following manner: Walther (1708 [1955], 65).

Abbreviations
AmZ – Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung. Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1798–1848.
Bach-Dok. – Bach-Archiv Leipzig, ed. 1963–2017. Bach-Dokumente, Supplement zur Neuen
Bach-Ausgabe. 9 vols. Kassel: Bärenreiter.
NBA – Johann-Sebastian-Bach-Institute, Göttingen and Bach-Archiv Leipzig, ed. 1952–2006.
Neue Bach-Ausgabe. Kassel: Bärenreiter.
NBR – Wolﬀ, Christoph, ed. 1998. The New Bach Reader. New York: Norton.
Zahn – Zahn, Johannes. 1889–1893. Die Melodien der deutschen evangelischen Kirchenlieder aus
den Quellen geschöpft und mitgeteilt. 6 vols. Gütersloh.
Regarding chorales, the digits indicated after the word “Zahn” are not page numbers, but the
number of the chorale in Zahn’s ordering.
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~~~
Aus dem leeren toden Chaos weniger Noten, schwimmt eine lachende Welt, voll Leben,
Licht und Kraft hervor, und wer kann sagen, wie sie enstand? 1
Out of the empty, dead chaos of a few notes breaks forth a laughing world, full of life, light,
and power, and who can say how it came about?2
J. S. Bach’s pupil, J. C. Kittel (1803)

Methodological and Disciplinary Considerations
The present study broadly subscribes to what we might call the “argument from proximity.” This
is a historicizing position that contends that those nearer in time and space to a given thing tend
to have a privileged knowledge of it. The underlying premise of this argument is essentially an
anti-modernist one: that knowledge transmitted within a tradition, particularly an oral one, does
not accumulate indefinitely. Rather, history is seen as a fundamentally entropic system marked by
frequent ruptures, leading to the loss of accumulated knowledge—not an eternal forward march
of progress. In this perspective, the historian aims to recover, reconstruct, and recontextualize,
ever wary that there remain yet undiscovered sources and fresh insights that can bring us closer to
that elusive yet laudable goal of “historically informed” thinking. While the twentieth century
witnessed various early-music movements seeking to recover bygone techniques of instrument
building and performance, the last five decades have enjoyed an analogous “Early-Theory
Revival”3 (sometimes called the “historical turn”) that can be understood as a logical extension of
previous early music movements. Thus, this exploration of compositional pedagogy in J. S. Bach’s
1

Kittel (1801–1808, 2:9).

2

My translation.

3

Remeš (2018b, 90) coins this term.
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circle can be understood as part of a broader trend of music-theoretical historicization in recent
years.
Without wishing to get mired down in well-worn disputes, it is worth acknowledging the
primary counterargument against the “argument from proximity.”4 This is the modernist’s claim
that the historicist’s project is folly—the fantasy of objectivism—since one can never fully recover
past modes of thought. In this countervailing view, historical accuracy is a self-serving fiction
whose true goal is to reinforce one’s own (unacknowledged) ideologies. Yet as Leo Treitler has
argued, “The worries about our ability to [represent history] lead properly not to the frantic
denial that there is anything to represent but to a sensitivity and vigilance about the
commitments, interests, obligations, ideologies, and habits—conscious or unconscious, fresh or
stale—that influence our representations.”5 And as Markus Jans has written, even though truth is
indeed a function of perception, this should not prevent us from making educated guesses to fill
in the gaps in our knowledge, akin to the modus operandi of an archeologist.6 Of course, there are
excellent grounds for supplementing historical awareness with the broader perspectives that
historical distance aﬀords. (We are, after all, prisoners of our own era.) The argument from
proximity merely holds that those nearest to a thing in time and space have an intimate and
therefore privileged knowledge of it—not the only valid kind of knowledge. In essence, this
position simply holds that context must be addressed, to the extent that this is possible. It follows
that the present study will therefore attempt to recover as faithfully as possible the predominant
modes of music-theoretical thought native to Bach’s circle of pupils in the eighteenth century.
The Early-Theory Revival arguably began with the emergence of historische Satzlehre (historical
composition) in German-speaking lands in the 1970’s. Thanks to the eﬀorts of pioneering figures
like Wulf Arlts, Markus Jans, and Dominique Muller at the Schola Cantorum in Basel,
Switzerland, music theory became ever more historically grounded, due in part to a skepticism of
monumental, epoch-spanning explanatory systems like Jean-Philippe Rameau’s basse et son
fondamentale and Hugo Riemann harmonic functions.7 An English-language counterpart to these
developments began with two works published in 1992: Joel Lester’s groundbreaking
monograph, Compositional Theory in the Eighteenth Century, and Thomas Christensen’s prescient
article, “The ‘Règle de l’Octave’ in Thorough-Bass Theory and Practice.” Like Lester, I too intend
to “focus on how the structural bases of [eighteenth-century] music were conceived by its own
time.”8 And like Christensen, I too understand the rule of the octave as lying at the nexus of
theory and practice, composition and improvisation, and harmony and counterpoint.9 Given the
centrality of the rule of the octave to the Early-Theory Revival, it is no surprise that we have in
recent decades begun to see a desirable blurring of long-entrenched disciplinary boundaries
between music theory, musicology, performance, and composition. Particularly the recent
4

See Christensen (2005) regarding the historicist vs. presentist dispute.

5

Treitler (2007, 104).

6

Jans (2003, 93).

7

See Menke (2019, 278–279) regarding Artls, Jans, and Muller as pioneers of historische Satzlehre at the Schola Cantorum.

8

Lester (1992, 302).

9

Christensen (1992, 117).
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renaissance of interest in Italian partimento practices has responded to Lester’s epilogue, where he
called for an investigation of the “virtually unknown body of compositional pedagogy” in the
eighteenth century. 10 My work can therefore be understood in part as an attempt to answer this
call as it relates specifically to compositional pedagogy in Bach’s circle.
Unlike the history of music theory, the field of historical pedagogy focuses not only on musictheoretical concepts, but particularly on their modes of transference. The sources that record this
moment of transfer are particularly revealing witnesses of contemporaneous thought. Teaching
can rightfully be likened to cellular osmosis; in this image, it would seem that an idea is at its
most exposed during the moment of transfer from teacher to pupil. The historian is thus like the
scientist who peers through the microscope to observe this process—or more properly, the
archival traces it leaves behind. Therefore, to reconstruct past pedagogical methods (if only
imperfectly) is to recover not only the concepts themselves, but also their means of transfer. The
field of historical music pedagogy is thus particularly suited to a methodological approach based
in the argument from proximity, for we are never closer to the quixotic goal of “historical
authenticity” than when we allow ourselves to become students of the great musicians of the past.
Understanding “Bach as Teacher”
Like the great teachers, Josquin des Prez (c.1450/55–1521) and Jan Peeterszoon Sweelinck
(1562?–1621), Johann Sebastian Bach (1685–1750) is distinctive in that he was a composer of
the highest rank for whom teaching played a significant role throughout his professional life.
Despite being an active pedagogue for almost five decades with over eighty documented students
(and likely many more for whom no record exists),11 no sources survive that document in precise
detail how Bach taught. Of course, one must recognize at the outset that no singular “Bachian”
method ever existed. Bach’s teaching inevitably developed over time and varied depending on the
circumstances, such as the pupil’s ability and profession, the available resources, the duration of
study, etc. Add to this dilemma a fragmentary source situation and the result is one yielding
merely tentative speculation resting on a shaky philological foundation. Given this state of aﬀairs,
it is understandable why no scholar has yet placed Bach’s compositional pedagogy at the center of
a monograph-length study.12 Fortunately, recent archival discoveries have prompted a shift in
some long-standing aspects of our understanding of Bach’s teaching and have made claims to
represent Bach’s compositional pedagogy in some respects more tenable than was previously
possible. Nevertheless, definitive answers remain elusive and many questions remain. For these
reasons, the present work extends the purview of enquiry beyond merely Bach’s individual
practice to include that of his circle of pupils, even at times casting the net wide enough to
include his German contemporaries. Although it is impossible to know precisely how Bach

10

Lester (1992, 301).

11

See NBR (315–317) and Löﬄer (1953) for a list of Bach’s known students.

Among the more recent investigations into pedagogy and compositional practice in Bach’s circle are Heimann (1973), Mann
(1985; 1987), Deppert (1989; 1993; 2008), Dreyfus (1996), Jones (1997), Jacob (1997), Daw (1997), Jones (1997), Lester
(1998), Christensen (1998; 2008), Hiemke (2005), Froebe (2012), Lang (2013), Byros (2015), Leaver and Remeš (2018), and
Remeš (2017a; 2019b; 2019c).
12
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taught composition, we can nonetheless define many guiding principles regarding how the craft
of composition was usually taught in Bach’s sphere of influence.
What constitutes Bach’s “sphere of influence”? Bach’s musical output can be likened to a universe
in its seemingly infinite diversity of genres and styles.13 To extend this analogy, I suggest we can
view Bach (or any influential figure, for that matter) as a star at the center of a system within a
larger cultural cosmos. Like a massive celestial body, Bach’s fame as an organist, composer, and
teacher exerted a gravitational pull on his contemporaries. The German organist and theorist, A.
F. C. Kollmann, adopted this same analogy with his 1799 illustration of Bach as the center of the
sun of German composers (see 0.1). Kollmann’s image should not be understood to imply that
Bach’s music had attained widespread public recognition by 1799, for—or so the story goes—the
Bach-revival first began in earnest with Felix Mendelssohn’s performance of the St. Matthew
Passion in 1829. Fascinatingly, Peter Wollny of the Bach-Archiv Leipzig has discovered that at
least the final chorus from Bach’s Matthäuspassion was in fact performed privately by the
Musikübende Gesellschaft in Berlin c.1770, suggesting that the Bach-revival may have begun
earlier than previously thought.14 This is a fine example of how the historicist’s continual
searching for new sources and approaches can yield fresh insights into well-established narratives.
Regardless of precisely how the Bach-revival got going, Kollmann’s sun seems to indicate the wide
respect for Bach’s music, at least among professionals and especially keyboard players in the
second half of the eighteenth century.15 But just as Copernicus’s discoveries shattered the earthcentered model of the universe, it neither defensible nor desirable to claim that Bach’s music has
universal significance for all times and peoples. We now know the universe to contain myriad
solar systems; similarly, the proper image of Bach is as one particularly brilliant star among many
—but not the sun itself. That is, Bach is not an eternal benchmark with which to judge all
composers or pedagogues. In keeping with the overarching aim of maximal historical
contextualization, we should instead merely see Bach as one of the brightest stars of his time and
place.
Just as gravity holds smaller bodies in orbit, Bach’s own massive influence radiated outward to
influence a circle of pupils, grand-pupils, admirers, colleagues, and acquaintances, all at various
degrees of remove. For this study, I define the outermost orbit as Bach’s German contemporaries,
second generation pupils, and late eighteenth-century admirers who may have lacked a personal
connection to Bach, but nevertheless shared the same broader cultural space. The inner-most
orbit is occupied by those persons nearest to Bach, such as his pupils. These individuals are
therefore given priority as witnesses to typical compositional instruction in Bach’s circle, since
their proximity to Bach aﬀorded them a particularly intimate (and therefore privileged)
understanding of teaching practices in his milieu. Thus, the claims made in this book sometimes
depend on one presumably reliable witness near to Bach’s sphere of influence, or alternatively, on
a constellation of more distant figures. In the latter case, each node in the constellation may
13

Christoph Wolﬀ’s 2020 monograph is titled Bach’s Musical Universe: The Composer and His Work.

Brachmann (2020). According to Wollny, Mendelssohn’s grandmother, through whom he learned of the Matthäuspassion, was
likely active in this society, where she may have taken part in the 1770 performance.
14

Wolﬀ (1991, 383–385). Mozart’s arrangements of fugues by J. S. Bach in K.404a (whose authenticity has been questioned) and
K.405 are further evidence of Bach’s enduring influence among professional musicians.
15
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represent one minuscule piece of seemingly trivial evidence. But taken together, these nodes of
information form patterns that can sustain reasonably plausible inductive claims, even when no
direct evidence may exist relating a given idea to Bach himself.
This approach is not without hazards. An all-pervading Bach-centered myopia risks minimizing
the contributions of his contemporaries (by viewing them merely as a means to an end), while at
the same time fetishizing those sources that are firmly attributable to Bach. That is why it is
important to emphasize at the outset that my intent is not merely to reconstruct how Bach
taught composition, but also to investigate the practices of his broader circle of pupils and
admirers. In this way, I hope to avoid the pitfall of constantly measuring the value of a person or
source based solely on the proximity to Bach. As outlined in the argument from proximity,
nearness is certainly a contributing factor, but it should not be the only one. Instead, my intent is
to begin to weave a vast tapestry of pedagogical practices that were employed in Bach’s Germanspeaking milieu in the first half of the eighteenth century, with special emphasis on those nearest
to Bach. The fringes of this tapestry reach back into the seventeenth century while also extending
forward to the beginning of the nineteenth. In this way, we can begin to delimit a horizon of
expectations—a sort of music-theoretical paratext—within which the craft of composition in
Bach’s milieu was situated. Thus, even if certain concepts cannot be directly associated with Bach,
the fact that they enjoyed a degree of popularity within his circle is nevertheless useful
knowledge, since Bach’s pedagogical methods was situated in a particular time and place, and
thus inevitably drew on contemporaneous practices. Like an archeologist, we can thus make
educated guesses (i.e., inductive inferences) regarding the gaps in our understanding of Bach’s
teaching by gleaning practices from his broader cultural horizon.
The above-mentioned image of Bach at the center of a solar system (i.e., as influential source of
knowledge) might easily lead to the impression that I intend to exclude an important type of
historical evidence. Indeed, I originally intended to limit the scope of this study to source
material relating to Bach’s teaching—that is, where he exerted influence on someone else. But
this would be to ignore a rich source of indirect evidence: that material related to Bach’s own
education—that is, where he was the object of others’ influence. The reason for incorporating
this additional body of peripheral evidence is that Bach’s own training likely had an eﬀect on his
later teaching. For those who may doubt this claim, let us consider a hypothetical case where
Bach was taught a particular way and later purposefully avoided this method in his own
pedagogy. Even here, his upbringing would be exerting an influence on him, albeit in the
negative sense. Thus it is important to understand the cultural context in which Bach was
educated, even if he later disregarded some of these practices. This means giving more weight to
the late seventeenth century than previous studies have tended to do. Besides, as already
mentioned, the available documents related to Bach’s pedagogy leave certain gaps in the picture,
such that sources describing his education can potentially provide clues in such cases. And since
Bach was an autodidact par excellence, this body of evidence also includes how Bach taught
himself, particularly through the copying of other composers’ music. Yet the primary focus of this
study is not analysis of these works, but an investigation of the modes of thought that Bach and
his circle likely brought to bear upon such works.
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As just intimated—and returning to Markus Jan’s image of the historian as archeologist—the
resulting image of “Bach as teacher” at times requires a degree of philological interpretation, of
historical imagination. Just as each culture has found diﬀerent constellations in the night sky, so
too are the historical patterns I perceive diﬀerent from another scholar’s. This may lead some
readers to question the logical and objective bases of my work, particularly its claims to be
historically informed. I hope to minimize such objections by stating unequivocally at the outset
that the assertions made in the following pages vary in their inductive strength. A similar variance
would occur, for instance, between surveys of diﬀerent sizes; the survey polling 10,000 people
more plausibly represents the average person’s opinion than one polling only 100 people. In the
same way, some claims are supported by more evidence and others by less. No absolute criteria
can be made to decide what constitutes a suﬃcient body of evidence for a given claim. Besides,
scholarship is an ongoing process that continually yields new sources and insights, as Wollny’s
above discovery reminds us. My goal is merely to state clearly upon what evidence my assertions
rest. The rest I leave to the reader’s judgement.
Delimiting the Aims of the Present Study
The image of Bach’s cultural sphere as a cosmos applies equally well to Bach scholarship. The
almost three-hundred years since his death have witnessed a steady stream of secondary literature,
far more than any one person can hope to survey. As Richard Jones has noted, “Gone are days
when such a scholar as Philipp Spitta could cover Bach’s life and works in equal detail and in
comparable depth.”16 Given the nearly inexhaustible scope of Bach scholarship, it is particularly
necessary to delimit one’s aims. At the same time, an investigation into historically pedagogy
naturally draws upon a variety of disciplines, making it diﬃcult to establish firm boundaries. As
stated above, I am primarily concerned with contemporaneous theoretical concepts and their
modes of transmission in Bach’s circle. As a result, the present study straddles a line between the
sister disciplines of music theory (the concepts themselves) and musicology (their modes of
transmission). Regarding the former, I will interpret contemporaneous treatises and analyze
Bach’s works. Regarding the latter, I will investigate manuscripts sources and the attendant issues
of chronology and attribution. Still, there are numerous topics which need to be cordoned oﬀ.
First, I draw a distinction between Bach’s creative process and his compositional technique. The
two are nearly synonymous, but “creative process” connotes largely unknowable mental workings,
whereas “compositional technique” refers more to mechanical aspects inherent to a given style,
genre, or technique, such as imitative counterpoint. Crucially, “compositional technique” is a
topic addressed in treatises and it can sometimes be inferred from the music itself, while a
“creative process” usually cannot. For this reason, the reconstruction of Bach’s creative process is
not my primary aim, for I consider this ultimately to be a futile pursuit. To my surprise, Robert
Marshall conceded as much at the end of what is likely the most important investigation into
Bach’s creative process: The Compositional Process of J. S. Bach: A Study of the Autograph Scores of
the Vocal Works (1972). Marshall admits that, “It is impossible to uncover ‘significant’ material on
16

Jones (2007–2013, 1:vii).
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the compositional process of any composer by studying autograph manuscripts,” because
“creation is done only in the mind.” 17 This shocking admission follows after over two hundred
some pages of virtuosic archival inquiry, and seems to call into question the validity of Marshall’s
entire enterprise.
Instead I embark on a diﬀerent path, one that ventures into the hazards of more subjective
textual and musical interpretation, but whose goal is related: to investigate how Bach and other
composers of his circle understood the music-theoretical foundations of their craft and how they
conveyed them during teaching. Unlike Marshall, I believe the analysis of treatises yields better
results than the study of compositional revisions (though I also engage in a bit of this). For this
reason, the present study focuses primarily on pedagogical documents from Bach’s cultural
sphere, and spends less time analyzing Bach’s compositions. Surely such analyses can yield
fascinating insights, but there is already so much material to discuss, even when one is limited to
contemporaneous teaching materials. Moreover, practically all of Bach’s works have been analyzed
countless times in other studies from a variety of methodological angles. To broaden the scope of
this project to include Bach’s vast compositional output would make it unmanageably large while
also diluting its focus.
I exclude other topics and subfields of music theory besides the creative process. Reception
history, chronology, and numerological analysis are outside the purview of this work, as is the
burgeoning field of music cognition. Aﬀektenlehre and Figurenlehre are also excluded, though they
are certainly important facets of baroque hermeneutics, particularly regarding text-setting.
Instead, I treat text-music relationships only in a very general sense related to the accompaniment
of a chorales containing multiple verses, but I avoid semiotic, hermeneutic, or narrative
speculation.18 Lastly, it should be mentioned that, for reasons outlined below, keyboard music is
central to this study, to the near exclusion of most other instrumental genres. My purpose is not
to study Bach’s keyboard works in detail, though, as this has already been done elsewhere.19 The
reason for this focus is that the keyboard held a privileged place in Bach’s pedagogy as the
primary tool for communicating fundamental compositional principles. Thus, I contend that the
keyboard provided an important conceptual basis for works for other instrumentats.
As mentioned already, it may come as a surprise that, given the sheer quantity of Bach
scholarship, no monograph study exists investigating Bach’s compositional pedagogy. One reason
for the apparently neglect of this topic is a general preference among Bach researchers to focus on
fields supported by “hard” archival evidence. Ulrich Siegele attributes this state of aﬀairs in Bach
studies to a post-WWII desire to preserve and document all that had escaped destruction. This
desire manifested itself specifically in the initiative of the Neue Bach-Ausgabe (NBA), begun in
1950, which was part of the broader cultural and economic reconstruction of West-Germany.20
17

Marshall (1972, 2:236).

This is not to say that textual illustration was not important to Bach. On the contrary, we know that he once advised Johann
Gotthilf Ziegler to play “not oﬀhand, but in accordance with the text” (Bach-Dok. 2: 423; NBR, 336).
18
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See, for instance, Keller (1950), Jones (1997), Dürr (1998), Ledbetter (2002), and Schulenberg (2006).
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Siegele (2016, 399).
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According to Siegele, to “focus on the project of an edition was a retreat into a clearly defined
terrain,” but the NBA’s prioritization of questions of source criticism “elevated auxiliary
procedures into main issues” to the neglect of compositional technique.21 While claims made in
more favored “hard” subfields such as manuscript studies are “stronger” in a formal sense, the
scope of their inquiry is often sharply curtailed, as demonstrated by Robert Marshall’s own
admissions mentioned above. In contrast, the study of historical pedagogy and compositional
technique are necessarily more interpretive than archival studies. In these fields, the certainty of
one’s claims are attenuated, for inductive logic can only ever be more or less likely, but never true
or false in a formal sense. However, the advantage gained in this trade-oﬀ is a potential for
broader relevance because the scope of inquiry is wider. For instance, the investigation of Bach’s
conception of evaded cadences in the present work depends on documents which are either only
attributable to Bach’s circle (the “Vorschriften und Grundsätze”) or merely stem from his milieu
(like his cousin Johann Walther’s Musikalisches Lexicon). Thus I cannot prove with absolute
certainty that Bach conceived of cadential evasion in a given way. I can only make assertions that
are supported by the documents originating from Bach’s circle and which resonate meaningfully
when applied to Bach’s music.22 Since my aim is not exclusively restricted to reconstructing
Bach’s individual pedagogy, but in fact includes his wider circle, one can unproblematically rely
in part on such peripheral sources, so long as their relationship to Bach (be it near or far) is
clearly established. As mentioned already, such inductive arguments sometimes depend on a
constellation of interconnections, where each node makes the overall claim stronger, but never
“true” in an absolute sense. For instance, a source from a pupil of Bach’s pupil may be of interest
for Bach’s broader circle, but of limited value for our reconstruction of Bach’s own teaching.
Therefore, the validity of my inductive arguments regarding Bach himself depends upon a solid
philological basis, with four documents playing a particularly central role.
Four Foundational Documents in the Present Study
My reconstruction of Bach’s pedagogy and that of his circle rests upon four main pillars of textual
evidence. The first is a 1775 letter from Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach to Forkel in which he
describes his father’s teaching method:
In der Composition gieng er gleich an das Nützliche mit seinen Scholaren, mit
Hinweglaßung aller der trockenen Arten von Contrapuncten, wie sie in Fuxen u. andern
stehen. Den Anfang musten seine Schüler mit der Erlernung des reinen 4stimmigen
Generalbaßes machen. Hernach gieng er mit ihnen an die Choräle; setzte erstlich selbst den
Baß dazu, u. den Alt u. den Tenor musten sie selbst erfinden. Alsdenn lehrte er sie selbst Bäße
machen. Besonders drang er sehr starck auf das Aussetzen der Stimmen im General-Baße.
Bey der Lehrart in Fugen fieng er mit ihnen die zweystimmigen an, u. s. w. Das Aussetzen des
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Of course, many authors over the years have used Bach’s music as a proving ground for their own theories. Since the risk of the
confirmation bias is high, such an endeavor often devolves into a self-confirming exercise. I hope to avoid this pitfall.
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Generalbaßes u. die Anführung zu den Chorälen ist ohne Streit die beste Methode zur
Erlernung der Composition, quoad Harmoniam.23
In composition he [J. S. Bach] went right to practical matters with his students, avoiding all
the dry kinds [i.e., species] of counterpoint found in Fux and others. His students had to
start by learning pure four-part thoroughbass. Then he went with them to chorales; first he
set the bass himself and they had to invent the alto and tenor. Next he taught them to invent
their own basses. He was particularly insistent on the writing out of the voices in
thoroughbass. In the instruction in fugue he began with two-voiced ones and so on. The
writing out of a thoroughbass and the introduction to chorales is without doubt the best
method of learning composition, regarding harmony.24
C. P. E. Bach, in a letter to J. N. Forkel (January 13, 1775)

This statement is telling on multiple accounts and will be investigated in Chapter Two in greater
detail. First, it suggests that Bach’s approach was eminently practical, avoiding a-contextual
cantus firmus exercises in the style of Fux or the Italian contrapunti artificiosi tradition.25 This
reaﬃrms what Emanuel Bach wrote earlier in the same letter, namely that his father, “like myself,
or any true musician, was no lover of dry, mathematical stuﬀ,” indicating that neither of them
were generally interested in speculative theoretical matters.26 Second, Emanuel’s account outlines
three broad topic areas: thoroughbass, chorale, and fugue. The present work dedicates a chapter
to each these three subjects. Third, Emanuel’s letter implies that his father tended to treat these
topics in the prescribed order. As I argue throughout the course of this study, I believe the reason
for this is that thoroughbass was foundational to the chorale and fugue, and indeed, to all other
compositional topics. In fact, we find this notion made explicit in the second philological pillar.
In 1727, Bach wrote a testimonial for his student, Friedrich Gottlieb Wild (1700–1762), that
attests that Wild “has taken special instruction from me in the clavier, thoroughbass, and the
fundamental principles [Fundamental-Regeln] of composition that are derived from them.”27 This
23

Bach-Dok. (3:289).
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My translation here diﬀers slightly from that in NBR (399).
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For more information on the contrapunti artificiosi tradition, see Menke (2017, 169–186).

“Der seelige war, wie ich u. alle eigentlichen Musici, kein Liebhaber, von trocknem mathematischen Zeuge” (Bach-Dok. 3:288).
David Rumsey (1997, 143) argues that Emanuel Bach was not in a position to know his father’s opinion regarding numerology in
the last decade of his life, since he was away in Berlin since 1738. Rumsey points to J. S. Bach’s entrance in 1747 into Lorenz
Mizler’s Correspondirende Societät der Musicolaischen Wissenschaften as evidence of his interest in mathematics and philosophy.
26

“Demnach mich Endes-Unterschriebenen, Mr: Friedrich Gottlieb Wild, Cand: jur: und renommirter Musicus freundlich
gebethen, Wegen seiner Profectuum in studiis so wohl als wegen der edlen Music, ihm mit einem glaubwürdigem Attestato an die
Hand zu gehn; Als habe solches wegen christlicher Schuldigkeit nicht abschlagen, sondern vielmehr mit Bestand der Wahrheit
attestiren können, daß wohlgedachter Mons: Wild in die Vier Jahre so er auf hiesiger Vniversitæt gelebet sich allezeit fleißig und
emsig erwießen, solchergestallt, daß er nicht allein Unsere Kirchen Music durch seine wohlerlernte Flaute-traversiere und Clavecin
zieren helﬀen, sondern auch sich bey mir gar speciell in Clavier, General-Bass und denen daraus fließenden FundamentalRegeln der Composition informieren laßen, daß er sich bey aller Gelegenheit vor verständigen Musicis mit besonderm Applausu
hören laßen kan; Achte Ihm dießer, und seiner anderweitigen Conduite wegen, guter Befördrung würdig, mit angehengten
Wunsche, daß Ihm dießes mein aufrichtiges und Schuldiges Attestat zu seinem völligem Avancement gedeyen mögte. Leipzig den
18 Maij. 1727. Joh: Sebast: Bach Hochfürstlich Anhalt-Cöthenischer Cappellmeister u. Director Chori Musici Lipsiensis” (BachDok. 1:127). Emphasis added.
27
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statement firmly establishes a fact which is of critical importance for the present study: it reveals
that, at least around 1727, Bach believed that the fundamental principles of composition were
derived from both the keyboard and thoroughbass. The ramifications of this statement are
enormous, and will be discussed in detail in Chapter One. One implication that bears mention
here, however, is that the underlying meaning of Bach’s statement is not “keyboard and
thoroughbass” as separate disciplines, but of course “thoroughbass played at the keyboard.” This
is not only the primarily rationale for the present work’s focus on Bach’s keyboard works, it is also
the reason thoroughbass will be understood primarily as a keyboard-centered practice, despite the
fact that thoroughbass can also be played on other instruments. As David Kellner writes in his
1732 treatise (the significance of which is addressed in Chapter Two),
Derselbe [General-Bass] wird gespielet auf viel oder vollstimmigen Instrumenten, als da sind
Clavir, Laute, Theorbe, Calichon, Panbor [sic, Pandor], auch wohl Viola di gamba; ja man
tractiret ihn gar auf der Guitarre, so gut sichs thun läßt. Indessen ist das Clavir doch das
Haupt-Instrument zum General-Bass, in Betrachtung, daß man bey den andern sehr viele
diﬃcultäten findet.28
Thoroughbass may be played on many- or full-voiced instruments such as the clavier, lute,
theorbo, calichon, bandora, and even the viola di gamba—one can even play thoroughbass
on the guitar, insofar as the instrument allows. The clavier, however, is the main instrument
for thoroughbass because one finds many diﬃculties with the others. 29

Thus, we will assume that Bach’s compositional pedagogy relies not just on thoroughbass, but
specifically on thoroughbass played at the keyboard. This leads to the question of the relationship
between thoroughbass and chorales.
The third foundational document for the present work is an anonymous manuscript known as
the Sibley Chorale Book (SCB), named after the library where it is held at the Eastman School of
Music (Rochester, New York, USA). 30 Robin A. Leaver has recently shown that the SCB likely
originates from Bach’s circle of pupils in Dresden, c.1730–1740.31 The implications of this
discovery are examined in detail in Chapter Two. In essence, the SCB is significant to our
understanding of compositional pedagogy in Bach’s circle because it contains thoroughbass
chorales (i.e., with outer voices and figures) that are intended for congregational accompaniment.
This has led to a greater awareness of a long-neglected generic distinction between Bach’s fourpart vocal Choralgesänge and thoroughbass Choralbücher that are intended to be played at the
keyboard. Historically informed baroque pedagogy has long considered Bach’s Choralgesänge to
be paradigmatic of Bachian pedagogy, but the SCB—along with a whole host of additional
Choralbücher from Bach’s circle—suggests that Bach may actually have emphasized thoroughbass
chorales in his teaching. One reason for this is that thoroughbass chorales correspond particularly
28

Kellner (2nd. ed. 1737, 1).
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Translated in Remeš (2019, vol. 1, 78).

30

“4 stimmiges Choralbuch” (US-R M2138.B118C). A modern pedagogical edition is given in volume two of Remeš (2019e).

31

Leaver (2016a).
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well to Emanuel Bach’s description of his father’s teaching, where Johann Sebastian first provided
outer voices and had his pupils first add inner voices, and later compose their own basslines.
Emanuel Bach’s use of the plural “basses” has also come under renewed consideration, since many
of the newly resurfaced Choralbücher from Bach’s milieu actually contain multiple basslines under
each melody. Because of this, I argue that Emanuel Bach’s reference to “basses” in his father’s
teaching could very likely be a reference to multiple-bass chorales as well, which could amount to
a drastic revision of the traditional, Choralgesang-centered image of Bachian pedagogy.
The fourth and final philological pillar to the present study is another source that, like the SCB,
associates thoroughbass practice with Bach’s circle of pupils.32 Listed as LM 4665, this
anonymous manuscript, which originates from the estate of Kittel’s pupil, J. C. H. Rinck,
contains not thoroughbass chorales, but thoroughbass fugues. As described in section 3.2.10, I
have discovered that many of the fugues in LM 4665 also appear in the anonymous Langlo(t)z
Manuscript (P 296), which is attributed to Bach’s circle. LM 4665 suggests that thoroughbass
fugues may have played a role in the instruction Rinck received from Bach’s pupil, Kittel. As I
show in Part Two of Chapter Three, thoroughbass fugues appear in a number of sources
stemming from Bach’s broader circle. Therefore it is not surprising that there exist two fantasia
and fugue pairs (BWV 907/908) that are also attributed to Bach and which likely played a role in
his teaching (see 3.2.5). Thus, the genre of thoroughbass fugue receives particular attention in
Chapter Three.
In sum, the present study bases its claims on four foundational documents: (1) C. P. E. Bach’s
account of his father’s teaching involving thoroughbass, chorale, and fugue; (2) J. S. Bach’s
statement that the Fundamental-Regeln of composition are derived from thoroughbass and the
keyboard; (3) the thoroughbass chorales in the Sibley Chorale Book, together with a growing
body of multiple-bass Choralbücher from Bach’s circle; and (4) the LM 4665, which contains
many of the same fugues as the Langlo(t)z Manuscript. As already mentioned, the primary factor
uniting all four sources is the centrality of thoroughbass. Yet there is actually one final source
that, through a novel interpretation of mine, casts new light on Bachian pedagogy by suggesting
a hitherto unknown relationship with Johann David Heinichen.

32

US-NH LM 4665.
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A Newfound Link Between J. S. Bach and J. D. Heinichen
There is another more significant ramification of Bach’s above statement that the FundamentalRegeln (fundamental principles) of composition are derived from the keyboard and thoroughbass.
This has to do specifically with the adjective fundamental (a cognate between German and
English). As discussed in detail in Chapter One, I have discovered that Bach uses the word
fundamental in opposition to the word licentia (license) in a pedagogical manuscript called the
“Etzliche Reguln,” or “Various Rules” (see 1.52 and 1.53; the complete source is given in 3.34).
This autograph source, which dates from the 1740’s, models how to use syncopatio dissonances
(i.e., suspensions) in two-voice invertible counterpoint. The reader will recall that a dissonant
suspension is typically prepared and resolved by a consonant interval, making three stages in the
pattern “consonance-dissonance-consonance.” Yet in Bach’s example, the dissonance first resolves
to a dissonant diminished fifth, a phenomenon Bach labels licentia. But Bach also gives a
rewritten fundamental (i.e., proper) version, where the syncopatio dissonance resolves “correctly”
to a consonance. Both this manner of rationalizing an “improper” dissonant resolution (this
particular device being called anticipationes transitus) and the terminology used to describe it (i.e.,
fundamental) can also be found in J. D. Heinichen’s 1728 treatise, Der General-Bass in der
Composition (and to my knowledge nowhere else). Could Bach have borrowed this contrapuntal
concept, or at least its name, from Heinichen?
Since the relationship between Bach and Heinichen is outlined in copious detail in Chapter One,
only the main points will be summarized here. The main thrust is that, although there is no
record of personal contact between Heinichen and Bach (although this cannot be ruled out
entirely),33 there exists abundant evidence linking the two men. First, and quite significantly,
Bach acted as publisher’s agent for Heinichen’s treatise, meaning there were copies of it in the
Bach household in Leipzig.34 This suggests Bach’s potential endorsement of Heinichen’s work, or
at least a willingness to be publicly associated with it. But even if Bach was primarily motivated
by the financial commission he likely received from the publisher, he presumably read through
Heinichen’s work, or at least parts of it, given its immediate accessibility in his home.
Second, both Bach and Heinichen believe that thoroughbass is foundational to composition.
This is evidenced in Bach’s testimonial for Wild (cited above), and all throughout Heinichen’s

“Johann David Heinchen hatte seine Generalbaßlehre 1728 im Selbstverlag herausgegeben. Persönliche Begegnungen zwischen
Bach und Heinichen haben wahrscheinlich stattgefunden, lassen sich aber im einzelnen nicht nachweisen” (Bach-Dok. 2:191, n.
260, note II.) Bach also knew at least one cantata by Heinichen (Bach-Dok. 2:238).
33

“Denen musicalischen Liebhabern dienet zur Nachricht, daß des Herrn Capell-Meister Heinichen zu Dreßen jüngst heraus
gekommene Tractat, genannt: der General-Bass in der Composition, &c. auf Veranlassung guter Freunde hinführo an folgenden
Orten Deutschlandes wird in Commission zu finden seyn, nehmlich: in Hamburg bey dem Herrn Capell-Meister Mattheson; in
Hessen-Darmstadt bey dem Herrn Capell-Meister Graupner; in Wolﬀenbüttel bey dem Herrn Concert-Meister Simonetti; in
Berlin bey dem Königl. CammerMusico, Mr. Glösch; in Leipzig bey dem Herrn Capell-Meister Bach; in Freyberg bey dem Herrn
Organist und Mathematico Lindner, und in Dreßden bey dem Autore des Buches. Weil aber dieser die Exemplaria mit vielen
Unkosten an benannte auswärtige Orte muß transportiren lassen, so werden sich die Herren Liebhaber gefallen lassen, vor das
Exemplar über den gesetzten ohne diß sehr vicilen Preiß der 2 Rthlr. nach Abgelegenheit des Orts, annoch 2, 4, bis 6 gl. Porto zu
bezahlen. N B. Bey erwehntem Capell-Meister Bach ist auch zu haben Herrn Joh. Gottfried Walthers, musicalischen Lexicons
Litera A. vor 2 gl.” (Bach-Dok. 2:191).
34
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treatise. 35 Indeed, the name of Heinichen’s work translates as “Thoroughbass in Composition”—
the true meaning of which is more akin to “Thoroughbass as Composition.” Yet it is worth
noting that Bach wrote Wild’s testimonial on May 18, 1727, whereas Bach’s role as agent for
Heinichen work was first announced in the Leipziger Post-Zeitung on April 4, 1729.36 This means
that Bach already held thoroughbass to be of central importance for composition even before the
publication of Heinichen’s 1728 treatise. But let us not forget that Heinichen published an
earlier, shorter edition of his treatise in 1711. What evidence is there relating Bach to this work?
There exists an anonymous source titled the “Vorschriften und Grundsätze” (Precepts and
Principles), also called the Generalbasslehre of 1738, that appears to originate from around Bach’s
activities at the Thomasschule in Leipzig.37 I have discovered that the table of “fundamental
figures” (fundamentale Harmonien) copied in the front of this source is the same table given in
Heinichen’s 1711 treatise (see 1.13 for a comparison). While we cannot rule out the possibility
that the author of the “Vorschriften” copied the table from an unknown intermediate source, the
discovery of this connection nonetheless places Heinichen’s treatise in close vicinity to Bach’s
teaching in Leipzig. We already know that the “Vorschriften” culls passages from F. E. Niedt’s
Musicalische Handleitung (Niedt was likely a pupil of J. S. Bach’s cousin, Johann Christoph Bach,
in Ohrdruf ). Perhaps Bach also instructed his pupils (directly or indirectly via a prefect) to copy
the table from Heinichen’s 1711 treatise. That Bach was willing to act as agent for the expanded
edition in 1728 suggests he may have already been aware of the original 1711 edition. Moreover,
that a pupil from Bach’s milieu copied Heinichen’s table suggests Bach may even have approved
of Heinichen’s overall pedagogical approach. Still, many questions remain, such as the issue of
why there do not appear to be other traces of Heinichen’s 1711 treatise in the “Vorschriften.”
Thus far we have established that (1) Bach had Heinichen’s treatise in his home beginning about
1729, (2) both Bach and Heinichen associate thoroughbass closely with composition, and (3) a
source from Bach’s circle (the “Vorschriften”) contains the same table as Heinichen’s 1711 treatise
(of which there are no precedents I know of ). Given these three pieces of evidence, I argue that it
is likely that Bach’s use of the word fundamental to describe the contrapuntal license known as
anticipationes transitus is based on Heinichen’s 1728 treatise. Admittedly, there are other
contemporaneous treatises (like Walther’s Praecepta of 1708) that describe anticipationes transitus
as a contrapuntal phenomenon; but to my knowledge, none except Heinichen (1728) term the
“correct” version of this phenomenon fundamental. Thus, it is conceivable that Bach could
already have been familiar with this particular means of contrapuntal rationalization by 1728,
but at the very least, he appears to have borrowed Heinichen’s terminology for describing the
“proper,” license-free version. This suggests that Heinichen’s 1728 treatise may be broadly
representative of Bach’s compositional pedagogy and that of his circle.

35

See, for instance, the epigraph to Part Two of Chapter One, which reproduces the first sentence of Heinichen’s treatise.

36

Bach-Dok. (2:191).

37

For the reader’s convenience, Appendix 1 provides an annotated bibliography of sources relevant to the present study.
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Heinichen (1728) as Paradigm of Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln
As we know already, the autograph manuscript from the 1740’s called the “Etzliche Reguln” is
not the only instance where Bach uses the word fundamental—there is also the testimonial for
Wild from 1727 containing the reference to the Fundamental-Regeln of composition being
derived from thoroughbass and the keyboard. Could there be a relationship between the two
sources? To answer this question it will be helpful to review the many meaning of the word
Fundament (noun) and fundamental (adjective) in Bach’s time.38 An exhaustive list of instances of
these terms can be found in Appendix 3. Only the most pertinent meanings will be covered here.
First, at its most general, Fundament can simply mean a solid understanding of the fundamentals
of music. For instance, in his written pledge to the Leipzig town council in 1727, Bach vows “not
to take any boys into the school who have not already laid a foundation in music, or are not at
least suited to being instructed therein.”39 This may refer to elementary prerequisite knowledge
for the study of music, like those concepts covered in the first pages of the Clavier-Büchlein für W.
F. Bach: note letter names, clefs, ornaments, and the sort. In another instance, Bach’s student, C.
Christian Friedrich Schemelli,40 described in his application for an organ position how he had
learned the “fundamentals of music from the deceased Capellmeister Bach in Leipzig […].41
Schemelli’s usage suggests a more in-depth study than that implied in Bach’s pledge, since
Schemelli is referring to the instruction he received from Bach (although Bach also said he would
accept boys into the school if they were “suited” to receiving instruction). 42 As these two
examples illustrate, the word Fundament can designate musical ability in a quite general sense.
Appendix 3 contains numerous further instances of this particular meaning. It could be that
Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln simply refer to this kind of basic understanding of compositional
principles. Yet there are also other potential meanings.
The additional usages of the term Fundament described in Chapter One include the meaning
found in Bach’s “Some Rules of Thoroughbass,” which is given in translation in Appendix 6. As
seen in rules two and three, Fundamental Note simply refers to the lowest note in a chord—the
bass. The image of the bass voice as the foundation goes back to Zarlino’s Le istitutione
Christensen (2004) provides a detailed examination of the term “foundation” throughout many historical eras. Diﬀerent
instantiations of the word have over the centuries referred variously to: the tenor or bass voice; the chordal root; certain root
progressions; the finalis or tonic; a chant or chorale melody; thoroughbass practice; thoroughbass instruments; the lowest note in
a tone-system (Proslambanomenos) or hexachord (Ut); certain ratios/intervals; certain rhythmic values; the major triads on
degrees I, IV, and V; harmonic functions tonic, dominant, and subdominant; the monochord; the Trias harmonica; the overtone
series; certain figures (e.g., Bernhard’s suspension and passing notes in stylus gravis); Rameau’s major triad and dominant seventh;
Schenker’s Urlinie; preexisting stylistic norms (in any era); and standard prerequisite pedagogical concepts or exercises teaching
these concepts.
38

“Keine Knaben, welche nicht bereits in der Music ein fundament geleget, oder sich doch darzu schicken, daß sie darinnen
informiret werden können, auf die Schule nehmen, auch solches, ohne derer Herren Inspectoren und Vorsteher Vorwißen und
Einwilligung, nicht thun” (Bach-Dok. 1:177; NBR 104–105).
39

Schemelli studied at the Thomasschule in Leipzig from 1731–1734. His father was Georg Christian Schemelli, who edited the
Gesangbuch of 1736 for which Bach provided sixty-nine chorale harmonizations.
40

C. F. Schemelli habe seine “Fundament in der Music bey dem seelig verstorbenen Capellmeister Bach in Leipzig und bey
itzigem Directore Musices bey der Kreutz Kirche in Dreßden damaligem geschickten Musico in Leipzig homilio [G. A. Homilius]
geleget und erlernet […]” (Bach-Dok. 1:145).
41

42

Bach’s testimonial for C. C. F. Schemelli can be found in Bach-Dok. (1:144–145).
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harmoniche (1558), where he quotes the following poem by Merlinus Cocaius (pseudonym for
Teofilo Folingo):
Plus ascoltantum Sopranus captat orrechias.
Sed Tenor est vocum rector, vel Guida Tonorum.
Altus Apollineum carmen depingit & ornat.
Bassus alit voces, ingrassat, fundat & auget. 43
The soprano captures better the ears of the listeners,
but the tenor is the leader of the voices and guide of the modes;
the alto portrays and ornaments the Apollonian song;
the bass enhances, supports, and strengthens the other voices. 44

Given that thoroughbass constructs harmonies on top of the bass voice, it is understandable that
instruments capable of playing thoroughbass would also come to be viewed as fundamental, as we
see in the writings of Michael Praetorius and W. C. Printz (see Appendix 3). But, as I posit in
Chapter One, it is particularly around the beginning of the eighteenth century that German
authors begin to refer to thoroughbass practice itself as foundational, as F. E. Niedt, A.
Werckmeister, and Heinichen do (please see the epigraphs to Parts One and Two of Chapter
One). Heinichen even refers to four-voice thoroughbass realization (the same number of voice
parts that Bach apparently used in his lessons) as “the most useful and fundamental
accompaniment.”45 As noted already, the table of thoroughbass figures that appears in both
Heinichen (1711) and the anonymous “Vorschriften” also contains what Heinichen refers to as
fundamentale Harmonien, which could be understood as yet another reference to the
foundational nature of thoroughbass. After all, throughout both Heinichen’s treatises he refers to
bass pitches that receive their own chords as Fundamental-Noten in order to distinguish them
from unharmonized passing notes or arpeggiations—logically enough, Fundamental-Noten
receive fundamental Harmonien. Bach’s pupil, J. C. Kittel, also uses the designation FundamentNoten in the same context (see 2.68), as does Bach himself in the title to his fourteen canons
based on the bassline of the Goldberg Variations (BWV 1087): “Diverse Canons on the first eight
fundamental notes of the previous aria by J. S. Bach.”46 Given this evidence, it is plausible that
Bach’s conception of Fundamental-Regeln refers specifically to the fundamental nature of
thoroughbass practice, and not just a generic understanding of basic prerequisite knowledge, as
described earlier.
I would like to introduce one final meaning of fundamental that will lead to this study’s most
significant claim. Throughout his 1728 treatise, Heinichen repeatedly refers to the stylus gravis
(i.e., prima prattica or style antico) as fundamental:

43

Zarlino (1558, 239), cited in Menke (2015, 30).

44

Translated in Zarlino (1558 [1976], 180).

45

Heinichen (1728, 132).

46

“Verschiedene Canones über die ersteren acht Fundamental-Noten verheriger Arie von J. S. Bach.”
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Indeß ist nicht zu läugnen, daß der Stylus gravis nach seiner wahren Accuratesse dergleichen
Freyheiten hasset, und allezeit seine Dissonanten præpariret haben will. Also möchte man
wenigstens aus Curiosität nach der Ursache fragen, warum alle andere styli von diesen
fundament abgegangen?47
One cannot deny that, according to its true exactness, the stylus gravis hates this freedom [of
unprepared dissonance], and always desires to have its dissonances prepared. Would one at
least out of curiosity inquire as to the cause, why all other styles depart from this fundament?

Thus, the stylus gravis, which admits no licenses regarding the preparation of syncopatio
dissonance, is understood as the foundation of more modern styles. On another occasion,
Heinichen expands on this notion and makes it even more explicit, clarifying in addition that the
foundational stylus gravis admits no licenses regarding the resolution of dissonance either:
§. 4. Die Alten haben uns mit dem Stylo gravi, oder so genandten Alla breve die ersten Regeln
einer legalen Resolution der Dissonantien erfunden, welches allerdings was schönes, und
fundamentales ist. Allein gleichwie in allen Künsten die Inventa der Alten nach und nach
raﬃniret, verändert und vermehret worden: also ist es auch mit gedachten Resolutionibus des
Styli gravis ergangen. Man wurde gleichsam überdrüßig, die Dissonantien immer nach einer
Leyer vorher zu binden, und nachgehends (nach der meisten Arth) per gradum unter sich zu
resolviren, welches bey unsern Zeiten eine Sache ist, die man noch wohl einen kleinen
musicalischen a. b. c. Schüzen ohne grossen Kopﬀbrechen beybringen kan. Dahero fienge
man endlich an, den Stylum zu verändern, die musicalischen Säze mit mehrer Freyheit zu
verkehren, und insonderheit die ligaturas & resolutiones dissonantiarum nach Anleitung der
Natur (welche in allen Künsten die beste Lehrmeisterin ist) auf allerhand Arth theils zu
variren, theils vor und nach der resolution die Stimmen zu verwechseln, wie wir unten
weitläuﬀtige Exempel sehen werden. Dergleichen Verwechselung der Stimmen, oder
Verwechslung der Harmonie (nach der bekandten Arth zu reden) ist nun sonderlich nach
Erfingen des Theatralischen Styli auf das höchste und gleichsam ad excessum getrieben
worden, weil immer einer dem andern es in solchen Neuigkeiten, und vermeinten Libertæten
zuvor thun wollen, ohne zu wissen, warum? oder aus was Fundament solches geschehen
könne?
§. 5. Wollen wir nun den Stylum Theatralem ins reine bringen, das Solide behalten, und das
ungegründete verwerﬀen, so müssen wir auf das wahre Fundament gehen, und vor allen
andern principiis zu einer Haupt-Regeln sezen: Daß ordenlicher Weise kein, in Dissonantien
bestehender Theatralischer Saz oder Gang vor richtig passiren könne, wo nicht zugleich eine
legale Resolution der Dissonanz darauﬀ erfolget, es geschehe nun solches vor oder nach der
Verwechselung der Harmonie, in der obern- mittlern- oder untersten Stimme. Hält der Saz
diese Probe, so ist er fundamental: wo nicht, so ist er allerdings verdächtig, und ohne grosse
raison nicht zu approbiren.48
47

Heinichen (1728, 602).

48

Heinichen (1728, 586–587). Emphasis added.
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~~~
§. 4. With the stylus gravis or so-called alla breve the ancients invented for us the first rules of
a legal resolution of dissonance, which certainly is something beautiful and fundamental. But
just as in all arts, the inventa of the ancients has been slowly refined, modified, and
augmented, so is it with resolutions in the stylus gravis. One became weary of always tying
dissonances and afterward resolving them downward by step (according to the most common
procedure), which today one can teach to a young beginner [kleiner a.b.c. Schüzen] without
much trouble. Hence at last one began to alter the style, to invert musical settings with more
freedom, and one began, according to the guidance of nature (who is the best teacher in all
things), to vary the ligatures [ties] and dissonance resolutions in manifold ways, to invert
[verwechseln] the voices before and after the resolution, as we will show below with copious
examples. This inversion of voices [Verwechselung der Stimmen], or Verwechselung der
Harmonie (after the well-known manner of speaking), is now, especially after the invention of
the theatrical style, been driven to the highest and simultaneously most excessive [manner],
because each [composer] tries to outdo the other in these novelties and licenses [Libertaeten],
without knowing why or from which Fundament [rationale] such a thing may occur.
§. 5. If we wish to bring the theatrical style into the pure, maintaining what is solid and
casting out what is unfounded, then we must pursue the true Fundament, setting a primary
rule before all others: that normally no dissonant passage in theatrical style may be considered
correct where a legal resolution of dissonance does not follow either before or after the
Verwechselung der Harmonie in the highest, middle, or lowest voice. If the passage passes this
test, then it is fundamental; if not, it is certainly suspect and should not be praised without a
compelling reason.

Thus, the stylus gravis, which generally requires its syncopatio dissonances to be prepared and
resolved by consonances, is foundational to more modern styles. In this sense, fundamental comes
to have the additional connotation of a music-theoretical rationalization or justification for
modern contrapuntal licenses. The reader can no doubt sense the implications of this meaning of
fundamental: this is precisely the same manner in which Bach used the term fundamental in his
“Etzliche Reguln”—to rationalize a contrapuntal license (a resolution to a dissonance) as an
extension of a fundamental version that adheres to the strictures of the stylus gravis. Thus follows
the central claim of the present work: I posit that Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln of composition may
refer not just to a generic understanding of the basics of music or to thoroughbass practice in
general, but specifically to Heinichen’s manner of rationalizing “modern” contrapuntal techniques
in terms of licenses applied to a stylus gravis foundation. On the first page of the preface (Vorrede)
to Heinichen’s 1728 treatise, he declares his intent to expound the Fundamenta Compositionis—
given the evidence outlined above, I believe that Heinichen’s work can be understood as one
paradigm for Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln.49 This is the primary rationale for placing not just
Further evidence for this claim will be given in section 1.2.7, based on the unmistakable similarities between Heinichen (1728)
and C. P. E. Bach’s own thoroughbass treatise.
49
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thoroughbass practice in general, but specifically Heinichen’s conception of thoroughbass, at the
center of this study’s reconstruction of compositional pedagogy in Bach’s circle. As we will see,
the thoroughbass concepts outlined in Chapter One play a foundational role in the following
chapters on chorale and fugue.
Thoroughbass, Chorale, and Fugue as Shifting Fundament
A brief exploration of one final, more speculative, meaning of Fundament will close out this
introduction: that of a concrete voice-leading pattern used in composition and improvisation. In
his 1728 treatise, Heinichen outlines a method for how to improvise a prelude at the keyboard
(see section 1.2.6). He refers to this procedure as only the prima fundamenta of many:
§. 25. […] Ungeübten Musicis allhier die vielerley Arthen der præludien nach allen
Fundamentis beyzubringen, ist so unmöglich, als dazu nothwendig ein ganzer Tractat, und
nicht wenige Zeilen eines Capitels erfodert würden: die prima fundamenta aber zum
præludiren hier zu entwerﬀen, solches gehet wohl an, und das wollen wir so kurz als möglich
auﬀ folgende Arth bewerckstelligen. 50
§. 25. […] To teach the inexperienced the numerous ways of preluding according to all the
foundations is so diﬃcult that it would require an entire treatise, not a few lines of one
chapter. But we only wish to discuss the first foundation of preluding; this is our concern,
and we would like to manage this as briefly as possible in the following way.

In this context, Fundament could refer to a general strategy, procedure, or method. But, as I argue
in more detail in section 1.2.8, it could also have the additional meaning of a brief,
unornamented voice-leading framework. That is, after all, essentially what Heinichen’s method
amounts to: a means of generating improvise polyphony—voice-leading patterns—at the
keyboard according to his Schemata (a variant of the rule of the octave). We also see the same
meaning of Fundament used even more explicitly in Jacob Adlung’s newly rediscovered
manuscript treatise, the “Anweisung zum Fantasieren” (Instruction in Improvisation; c.1726–
1727).51 Adlung’s treatise consists of twenty-eight voice-leading patterns that are to be
concatenated and embellished in myriad ways (see 1.61 and 1.62). The header introducing these
patterns is “The Doctrine containing the Fundamentals of Improvisation” (Doctrinale so die
Fundamenta des Fant[as]irens in sich hält”),52 and at one point Adlung describes a new voiceleading pattern as a new Fundament.53 It follows that Fundament may also denote a more
concrete meaning of an unornamented voice-leading pattern.

Heinichen (1728, 901–902). This is an obvious reference to Johann Fux’s Gradus ad Parnassum (1725), which is otherwise not
mentioned in Heinichen’s treatise.
50

51

See Remeš (2020a) regarding Adlung’s treatise. Remeš (2020e) is a forthcoming edition and translation thereof.

52

Adlung (c.1726–1727, 15).

53

Adlung (c.1726–1727, 22).
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By way of conclusion, I suggest that this meaning of Fundament can be brought into relationship
with the three topic areas Emanuel Bach associates with his father’s teaching: thoroughbass,
chorale, and fugue. Regardless of whether J. S. Bach actually taught these subjects in this order, I
claim that there is a distinct pedagogical advantage to be gained by doing so: namely, that it helps
the pupil overcome the principle disadvantage of a thoroughbass-centered approach to
composition—that it is bass-centered. My rationale is presented graphically in 0.2. In all stages of
the method, the pupil responds creatively to a given stimulus. Like a cantus firmus, this starting
line functions as the basis for what follows. That is why I call it a Fundament, even though no
source does so. This is why I refer to Bach’s method as “reactive.”
One presumes Bach began by introducing elementary concepts like note names, clefs, and
fingerings (e.g., the material found in the Klavierbüchlein für W. F. Bach). The next stage,
thoroughbass, always proceeds from a given bassline—here the bass voice (whether figured or
not) is the Fundament, or given voice. This is quite useful pedagogically, since the pupil must
only respond to the given line, rather than inventing free material. In the next stage, chorale,
both the outer voice are supplied. Here the bass and discant voices form a combined outer-voice
Fundament, to which the pupil must only supply the middle voices.54 Next comes the crucial
step, where pupils have to invent their own basslines to a given chorale melody. In a
thoroughbass-centered approach to composition, this represents a formidable challenge. The
reason is that thoroughbass always assumes the bass is given and reckons intervals from the bass.
In Chapter Two we will encounter various strategies for surmounting this problem—that is, how
to invent counterpoint to a given upper voice. Suﬃce it for now to say that the chorale melody in
the discant now forms the Fundament, or given voice, to which the pupil must add original
counterpoint. In the final stage, fugue, the Fundament is the fugue subject, which can appear
anywhere in the texture, requiring the highest degree of contrapuntal flexibility thus far. As I
show in Chapter Three, a simple pedagogical strategy here is to first compose fugues on chorale
melodies, and then later compose one’s own fugue subjects. That is, the Fundament in fugal
composition could be borrowed or original. It should not go unmentioned that presumably
Bach’s pupils proceeded to “free composition” at some point (or at least the most talented among
them). Yet even here, the pupil was not necessarily completely “untethered.” As seen in Adlung’s
“Anweisung,” it was apparently common for composers and improvisers in Bach’s day (or at least
beginners) to invent music that incorporated many borrowed voice-leading patterns. This may
seem like a platitude, especially given the centrality of schemata analysis in the Early-Theory
Revival, but in fact, few treatises outline model-centered composition and improvisation as
clearly as Adlung’s newly rediscovered treatise. Hence, the “reactive” basis of thoroughbass,
chorale, and fugue remains in force in free composition, if only in part.
The image of composition as essentially “responsive” in nature evokes the original meaning of the
term “counterpoint”: the act of adding original polyphony to a given line. It is perhaps no

Michael Wiedeburg (1720–1800), who addresses the topic of chorale harmonization in more detail than any of Bach’s
contemporaries, notes how thoroughbass chorales are actually easier than normal thoroughbass realization, since the upper voice
is predefined. This is the reason why the second volume of Wiedeburg’s treatise addresses chorale harmonization before moving
on to thoroughbass in volume three (Wiedeburg 1765–1775).
54
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coincidence that one of the earliest definitions of counterpoint—that found in the fourteenthcentury treatise, “Cum notum sit”—likens counterpoint to a structural foundation:
Et prius de contrapuncto sit hec prima conclusio: Contrapunctus non est nisi punctum
contra punctum ponere vel notam contra notam ponere vel facere, et est fundamentum
discantus. Et quia sicut quis non potest edificare, nisi prius faciat fundamentum, sic aliquis
non potest discantare, nisi prius faciat contrapunctum.55
This is the first instruction in counterpoint: counterpoint is nothing other than the setting of
one point against another or one note against the other, and this is the foundation of
[discant] polyphony. And just as one cannot build anything without first laying the
foundation, neither can one sing polyphonically if one has not previously made
counterpoint. 56

Over the next four centuries, counterpoint in its various guises would continue to be viewed as
foundational to the production of music—whether manifest in real time via improvisation or in
written form via composition. The linguistic similarity between Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln and
Heinichen’s notion of the stylus gravis as fundamental to all other styles suggests not only a
potential link between the two, but also Bach and Heinichen’s membership in a received
tradition of music-making spanning centuries. But did Bach not say that his Fundamental-Regeln
of composition are derived from thoroughbass, not counterpoint? Rather than seeing this as a
contradiction, I would suggest that, in the context of Bach’s compositional pedagogy and within
the present work, thoroughbass should be understood not in opposition to, but as synonymous
with counterpoint.

55

de Muris [after 1340?].

56

Translation based on Menke (2015, 70).
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Chapter Overview
In the introduction we established that, by J. S. Bach’s own account, the foundational principles
of composition are derived from the keyboard and thoroughbass. This leads to the primary
questions of Chapter One: What was thoroughbass in Bach’s day? Why did he associate
thoroughbass with composition? How precisely might thoroughbass have functioned in Bach's
teaching? To better address these questions, Chapter One is divided into three sections. The first
two define some historical perspectives on the development of thoroughbass theory, and the third
applies them in context.
Part One explores thoroughbass and composition in the century before Bach’s birth. The farreaching conceptual changes that occurred in seventeenth-century German theory suggest some
reasons why Bach attributed such significance to thoroughbass as a compositional tool. Part Two
attempts to define what thoroughbass theory entailed during Bach’s day and particularly in his
circle. This reconstruction relies primarily on Johann David Heinichen’s two treatises (1711 and
1728), since, as shown in the introduction, they both have strong connections to Bach. Part
Three applies the theoretical perspectives developed in Part Two to the analysis of documents
from Bach’s teaching. Here I will also analyze various excerpts and pieces by Bach to see what
they imply about his pedagogy, since his teaching was based in part on his own compositions.
The central claim of this chapter as a whole is that the primary reason Bach links composition
with thoroughbass is that thoroughbass enables a single composer-keyboardist to conceive of
multiple contrapuntal lines simultaneously through the simplification, synthesis, and
embodiment of the precepts of Renaissance vocal counterpoint. That is, I argue that
thoroughbass in early eighteenth-century Germany is in essence a reformulation of traditional
contrapuntal principles transferred from their original vocal model of musical space to a
keyboard-centered model. Nowhere is this more apparent than in Heinichen's 1728 treatise. Yet
there is an inherent tension in this claim. This arises from the fact that Heinichen’s theory
integrates the traditional dyadic model of dissonance with the newer conceptual domain of
thoroughbass, the latter of which depends upon the principle of grouping to be able to control
multiple lines simultaneously. The resulting tension is that chords are understood as both (1)
intervallic constellations composed of individual dyads (the older view), and (2) as haptic units,
or Griﬀe, at the keyboard (the newer view). Over the course of the eighteenth century, the newer
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perspective would gradually displace the older one. That is, harmony would increasingly be
viewed primarily as discrete vertical units—a logical extension of the necessary and useful
principle of grouping. Yet increased convenience came at a price. The highly context-dependent,
dyadic model of dissonance, which is so contrapuntally nuanced and flexible (yet also
unmanageably complex for a polyphonic improviser), was gradually discarded in favor of what
were perceived to be more rationalistic and streamlined theories of harmony. Bach’s pedagogy
seems to have existed at a particularly fruitful confluence between these two competing models of
musical organization: the traditional, dyadic, vocal, and more linear model vs. the newer,
thoroughbass- and keyboard-centered view of chords as haptic composites. The goal of this
chapter is to explicate the ramifications of this for our understanding of compositional pedagogy
in Bach’s circle.
Though it was mentioned in the introduction, it bears repeating that no singular “Bach method”
ever existed. Since Bach was active as a teacher for many decades and his pupils likely numbered
over a hundred, we must assume his pedagogical approach evolved over time and varied
depending on the context. Thus, at best, any reconstruction of teaching methods in his milieu
remains speculative and by no means definitive. The conclusions put forth in this chapter should
be understood within this context.
~~~
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1.1.1 Introduction to Part One
Wer aber zu einem jeglichen Clave im General-Basse selber suchet, der lernet noch eher, wie
die Claves mit einander klingen, und wie er eine harmoniam recht machen lerne.1
He who searches [for the corresponding notes] to a given clave using thoroughbass learns
sooner [than with tablature] how the claves sound together and how to make a proper
harmony.2
Andreas Werckmeister, Harmonologia Musica (1702)
~~~
Der General-Bass ist das vollkommenste Fundament der Music, welcher auf einem Clavier
gespielet wird mit beyden Händen, dergestalt, daß die lincke Hand die vorgeschriebene
Noten spielet, die rechte aber Con- und Dissonanteen dazu greifet, damit dieses eine
wollklingende Harmonie gebe, zur Ehre Gottes und zulässiger Ergezung des Gemühts.3

1

Werckmeister (1702, 68).

2

All translations are my own unless indicated otherwise.

3

Niedt (1700–1717, 1: Chapt 1).
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Thoroughbass is the most complete Fundament of music. It is played on the clavier with both
hands such that the left hand plays the prescribed notes, while the right hand grabs the
consonances and dissonances so that the result is a well-sounding harmony for to the honor
of God and the proper delight of the soul.4
Friedrich Erhard Niedt, Musicalische Handleitung (1700)

Musical practice in seventeenth-century Germany exists amid various models of musical space. In
essence, there were four: (1) the voces, or traditional Guidonian hexachord syllables used in vocal
music; (2) the claves, or letters associated with staﬀ notation and the keyboard; (3) so-called New
German Tablature, which uses letters for pitch and a system of dashes for rhythm;5 and (4)
thoroughbass, in which Arabic numerals or tablature letters indicate one or more upper voices
over a bassline in staﬀ notation. The goal of Part One is to show how, after decades of relative
neglect, thoroughbass with Arabic numerals as figures emerged around 1700 in Germany not
only as the dominant conceptual model of musical space, but as the preferred model for
composers, many of whom had connections to Bach’s circle.
To understand the events that preceded the recognition of thoroughbass as a compositional tool,
Part One begins by investigating the reception of Renaissance vocal polyphony in seventeenthcentury Germany and by examining some of Bach’s aﬃliations with this tradition. Next, we turn
to the origins of thoroughbass in Italy c.1600. While thoroughbass originally arose as a
notational shorthand for accompanists, authors like Adriano Banchieri recognized the
compositional potential of thoroughbass almost immediately. It would be almost a century,
however, before German authors like Andreas Werckmeister and Friedrich Erhard Niedt would
come to the same conclusion c.1700. One reason for the delayed recognition of the
compositional potential of thoroughbass in Germany was musicians’ persistent adherence to New
German Tablature. As numerous treatises emphasize (including Werckmeister’s epigraph of this
section), tablature hinders an immediate understanding of musical context, whereas
thoroughbass with Arabic numerals promotes it.
I argue that the principle of grouping is what enables thoroughbass to become an eﬀective
compositional and pedagogical tool. Before c.1700, compositional instruction took a primarily
intervallic, dyadic approach based in Renaissance vocal polyphony, often listing tediously how
every consonance may proceed to every other consonance and how every dissonance may be
approached and resolved. In contrast, thoroughbass enables a single keyboard player to conceive
of a complete polyphonic texture by reducing all possible dyadic combinations to just one—an
outer-voice framework, conceived as right hand vs. left, with subordinate inner voices that are
dependent on the motion of the highest voice and which are added somewhat automatically.6 For
instance, J. D. Heinichen, whose treatises will be examined in Part Two, gives the advice that a
6/4/2 chord should be understood in an embodied manner as a 5/3 chord in the right hand
4

Based on Poulin’s translation of Niedt (1700–1717 [1989], 28).

5

Ammerbach (1571) gives instruction in New German Tablature.

6

We see the advice that thoroughbass players use contrary motion already in Agazzari (1607; see Arnold 1931, 1:71).
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located one step above the bass note.7 And Emanuel Bach suggests a similar technique for
realizing the figure 7/4/2. 8 Thus, the idea of grouping saves the player from having to count the
individual intervals. Instead, one understands this chord as a haptic composite. Heinichen’s and
Carl Philipp’s treatises are full of instances of this pedagogical strategy. An earlier instance of nonhaptic, more speculative grouping of intervals into chords is Johannes Lippius’s trias harmonica
(1612). The present work is the first to show that the earliest known treatises to combine trias
harmonica theory with thoroughbass are by Friedrich Emanuel Praetorius (1623–1695), who
exhibits an indirect connection to Bach’s circle. I contend that Bach’s concept of Accord is a
thoroughbass-centered extension of the speculative trias harmonica. In this way, the Accord
evidences the principle of grouping in Bach's thoroughbass pedagogy in a practical way.
1.1.2 Renaissance Vocal Polyphony in Seventeenth-Century Germany
During the Renaissance and early Baroque, polyphony and polyphonic improvisation was
traditionally the domain of vocalists and to a lesser extent, lutenists.9 Keyboard music was often
derived from vocal models through the practice of intabulation.10 Thoroughbass, which first arose
towards the end of the sixteenth century in Italy, helped unlock the polyphonic potential of the
keyboard, in part through the simplification of the traditional precepts of Renaissance vocal
polyphony.11 This gradual process of simplification, which involves a deemphasis of speculative
theory, is observable throughout the seventeenth century. For example, we see this as early as
Sethus Calvisius’s Melopoiia (1598), which inaugurated the transmission of aspects of Zarlino’s Le
istitutione harmonische (1558) in condensed form into German-speaking lands.12 The Melopoiia
served well into the eighteenth century as a digest of Zarlino's teachings.13 Calvisius and Zarlino
were also important influences on Johann Crüger’s Synopsis musica (1630), which took an even
more practical outlook than the Melopoiia. Zarlino reception in Germany and the Netherlands is
also evident in the teachings of the famous Amsterdam organist and pedagogue, Jan Peeterszoon
Sweelinck (1562–1621), whose Composition Regeln (part of the so-called Sweelinck manuscripts)
are based in part on Zarlino’s Istitutione.14 Even more than Calvisius or Crüger, Sweelinck shed
the speculative aspects of Zarlino’s teachings, instead focusing exclusively on Zarlino's musical
examples, while also contributing much original material. It must be noted, however, that neither
Crüger, Calvisius, nor Sweelinck treated thoroughbass at all. A strong association between
thoroughbass and composition did not arise in Germany until the end of the seventeenth
Heinichen (1711, 42–43). Jacob Adlung also uses the same strategy of defining thoroughbass figures in terms of a right-hand
Accord located on a note other than the bass note (1758, 645–651).
7

8

Bach, C. P. E. (1753–1762, 2:150).

Regarding the techniques of vocal improvisation, see Ferand (1956), Janin (2014), Canguilhem (2012, 2016, 2017), Fiorentino
(2017), and Haymoz (2017).
9

For an overview of keyboard music before 1700, see Silbiger (ed. 2004). For Germany and the Netherlands specifically, see
John Butt’s contribution in this volume (Butt 2004).
10

11

On the role of the keyboard as a polyphonic tool, see Chisholm (2015).

12

Rivera (1989, 1).

13

Braun (1994, 26).

See Grapenthin (2001 and 2002) for an overview of the Sweelinck manuscripts, Gehrmann (ed. 1901) for a transcript of
Sweelink’s Composition Regeln, and Dirksen (1997) on Sweelinck’s keyboard music in general.
14
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century. Perhaps the first German work to explicitly link thoroughbass with composition is
Daniel Speer’s Grund-richtiger Unterricht (1697).15 I examine some of Speer’s fugues in Chapter
Three (see 3.21). But since his instruction is primarily example-based and quite rudimentary, I
will focus primarily on Niedt and Werckmeister in the present chapter.
Sweelinck's manuscripts are particularly significant in that they seem to represent the first
documents to shift the language of compositional instruction in German-speaking lands from
Latin to the vernacular.16 One reason for this linguistic shift is that Sweelinck had numerous
German pupils, most of whom later held important organ posts, particularly in Hamburg.17 In
fact, a century later, Johann Mattheson would describe Sweelinck as the “maker of Hamburg
organists” (hamburgischen Organistenmacher).18 Michael Praetorius’s Syntagma Musicum (1619)
should also be mentioned as one of the first German-language music publications, though I
consider this more a general reference work than a composition treatise.19 Whereas Sweelinck’s
teachings were passed on in manuscript form throughout the seventeenth century, the first
published German-language compositional treatise is Johann Andreas Herbt’s Musica Practica
(1642), followed by three more German-language treatises by Herbst in the next decade. One
aspect influencing the adoption of the German language in seventeenth-century compositional
pedagogy is that, unlike cantors, German organists were not generally scholars, and were
therefore less equipped to engage with the speculative aspects of Renaissance theory, which were
usually transmitted in Latin or Italian.
The linguistic transition from Latin to German, coupled with a preference for the practical over
the speculative, is part of a larger social shift in which Lutheran organists increasingly take on the
compositional duties once reserved for cantors. Whereas cantors like Calvisius were men of letters
trained in the liberal arts, organists generally lacked a rigorous formal education and thus were
initially excluded from the church hierarchy. But, as Arnfried Edler writes,
By the beginning of the seventeenth century organists had achieved such mastery of their
musical craft that they gradually became serious competitors to the scholarly cantors, the
choir masters of the municipal Latin schools who traditionally were the leaders of all church
music and who were oﬃcially the superiors of organists.20

This change arose because of the new function of the organist within the Lutheran church:
whereas before the Protestant Reformations, “organist” was a spiritual oﬃce, beginning around
See Speer (1697, 261–276). Some might suggest Wolfgang Ebner’s Eine kurze Instruction und Anleitung zum General-Bass
(before 1653) as the first German work to link thoroughbass and composition, but Ebner’s treatise only treats thoroughbass as
accompaniment.
15

Werckmeister writes that, “Im Teutschen weiß ich auch keine Autores, als das wenige, was Herbst geschrieben, dann ein
Manuscript, so in Niederländischer Sprache, und aus derselben ins Hochteutsche versezet, welches doch aus dem Zarlino
mehrentheils genommen ist” (1702, 110). This probably refers to Sweelinck’s Composition Regeln.
16

Sweelinck’s pupils include Samuel and Gottfried Scheidt, Melchior Schildt, Paul Siefert, Jacob Praetorius (teacher of Matthias
Weckmann), Heinrich Scheidemann (teacher of Johann Adam Reincken), Ulrich Cernitz, and Andreas Düben.
17

18

Mattheson (1740, 332).

19

See section 2.2.3 for more on M. Praetorius.

20

Edler (1990, 25).
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the mid-sixteenth century it increasingly became a profession, and increased competition that
resulted raised the average ability level.21 By the end of the seventeenth century, it was therefore
not unusual that Johann Kuhnau (1660–1722), Bach’s predecessor as Thomaskantor in Leipzig,
began as organist there in 1682 and eventually transitioned to cantor in 1701, a post he held
until his death. In some cases, a German organist even became more important than the cantor.
Dieterich Buxtehude (1637–1707), whom Bach visited in 1705 in order to “comprehend one
thing or another about his art,” is a prime example of this reversal.22 We will return to
Buxtehude’s role in Bach's education. Significant for the present topic is that the increased status
aﬀorded organists (and instrumental music in general in the seventeeth century), contributed to a
paradigm shift around 1700. Up to that point, vocal music was the dominant compositional and
pedagogical paradigm in Germany. But in the works of Speer, Werckmeister, and Niedt we see
the emergence of a new model of compositional pedagogy revolving around thoroughbass and
the keyboard. We should therefore understand Bach’s keyboard- and thoroughbass-centered
Fundamental-Regeln in the context of these broader social and pedagogical trends.
1.1.3 J. S. Bach’s Relationship to Renaissance Polyphony
To better understand and contextualize Bach’s teaching methods it will be helpful to explore
some of the ways in which Bach relates to the seventeenth-century reception of Renaissance vocal
polyphony. First, it is well-established that Bach became increasingly interested in the stile antico
in his later years, evidenced especially in the third part of the Clavierübung, among other works.23
This interest is also verified by the fact that Bach copied several of Zarlino’s canons out of
Calvisius’s treatise (or some lost intermediary), but omitted the textual commentary, thus
continuing the trend of simplification in German Zarlino reception. This source is treated in
Chapter Three, section 3.3.3.
A second connection is that in 1729, Bach purchased a well-known collection of Latin and
German motets titled Florilegium Portense for his choirs in Leipzig.24 This two-volume collection
was originally published in Leipzig in 1618 and 1621, edited by a clergyman named Erhard
Bodenschatz (1576–1636). In volume one, works by Jacob Handl, Lassus, and Hieronymus
Praetorius predominate, with other contributions by Bodenschatz himself, Calvisius, Erbach,
Melchior Franck, Hans Leo Hassler, Michael Praetorius, and Vulpius, among others. Volume two
emphasizes Italian composers like Agazzari, Croce, Giovanni Gabrieli, Marenzi, and Viadana,
though the German Martin Roth is the best represented composer with fifteen pieces.25 Most
works are for eight parts and utilize double-choir eﬀects. The volumes apparently played a central

21

Edler (1990, 25).

Bach made this statement in 1706 while being rebuked by the Arnstadt consistory. “Wird der Organist in der Neuen Kirchen
Bach vornommen, wo er unlängst so lange gewesen, vnd bey wem er deßen verlaub genommen? Ille Er sey zu Lübeck geweßen
vmb daselbst ein vnd anderes in seiner Kunst zu begreiﬀen, habe aber zu vorher von dem Herrn Superintend verlaubnüß
gebethen” (Bach-Dok. 2:19).
22

23

See Wolﬀ (1968a) and (1991, 84–105) regarding Bach and the stile antico.

24

Bach-Dok. (2:199).

25

Riemer and Gottwald (2001).
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role in the repertories of the Thomasschule choir and remained in use at least until 1770.26
Significant for our purposes is the motets contain a newly added thoroughbass line, presumably
by Bodenschatz himself. Yet since over half the motets were previously published in the collection
Promptuarii Musici (Straßburg, 1611–1617), it is possible that Bodenschatz merely copied some
of these basslines. We will investigate Promptuarii Musici below in section 1.1.6.
A third connection between Bach and Renaissance polyphony is that, according to the anecdote
related in Bach’s obituary, an aged Johann Adam Reincken (1623–1722) said upon hearing Bach
improvise at the organ in 1722 that, “I thought this art was dead, but I see that it still lives in
you.”27 Could this “art” involve aspects of traditional vocal polyphony? 28 The context of the
encounter is that Bach was improvising on the chorale, “An Wasserflüssen Babylon,” likely as an
homage to Reincken’s massive chorale fantasia on the same melody, which Bach copied around
1700.29 Moreover, we know that Bach arranged movements from Reincken’s Hortus Musicus
(1688) as BWV 954, 965, and 966. And I believe there is yet another connection between Bach
and Reincken that points more specifically to Renaissance counterpoint. Among the Sweelinck
manuscripts are two treatises by Reincken dating from 1670. The second, covering canon and
imitation in simple and double counterpoint, carries the description “Arcana, [that is] secrets or
tricks of the true science of composition.”30 We often find descriptions of this sort in
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century treatises because compositional instruction in Germany was
not yet institutionalized. (The Leipzig Conservatory, the first such institution in Germany, was
founded in 1843.) Instead, student-teacher relationships were still organized according to the
traditional guild system or merely as private lessons, which guarded access to trade secrets.31
According to Ulf Grapenthin, Reincken's “Arcana” correspond closely to the last section of
Sweelinck’s Composition Regeln.32 This is not surprising, since Reincken is a grand-pupil of
Sweelinck through Heinrich Scheidemann. It therefore stands to reason that the “art” Reincken
praised Bach as having preserved may be partly contained in these “Arcana,” which have their
basis in the Renaissance practice of vocal counterpoint, as transmitted by the Sweelinck school.
Thus, Reincken may have been praising Bach for having maintained traditional contrapuntal
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Bach-Dok. (2:199).
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“Ich dachte, diese Kunst wäre gestorben, ich sehe aber, daß sie in Ihnen noch lebet” (Bach-Dok. 3:84).

David Yearsley contends that, given Bach’s virtuosity and the importance of the pedal division in north German organ building,
the art Reincken referred to is founded on the use of pedals (2012, 277).
28

29

Wollny and Maul (2008).
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“Arcana[,] geheimnißen oder handtgriﬀe der wahren wißenschaft der Composition.” Quoted in Grapenthein (2002, 175).

For instance, Jacob Adlung (1699–1762) describes how a good Lehrmeister must be honest and “not attempt to retain the best
[teachings]” from his pupil. Andreas Werckmeister also opened his 1702 treatise with an admonition that such a publication is
very much scorned upon, no doubt because he reveals trade secrets. Later in the same work he noted that, “many musicians are
secretive and scarce with their information.” And there is of course the obituary’s account of the “moonlight copying episode,”
where J. S. secretly stole access to manuscripts that his brother, Johann Christoph, had withheld from him (NBR, 299). “Er muß
treu seyn im Informiren, und nicht suchen, das beste zu verschweigen” (Adlung c.c.1726–1727, 11). “Ew. Hoch-Edl. Herrligk.
und Hoch-Ehrwürd. eine solche Schrift von der Music, so doch bey der Welt sehr verächtl. ist, zu oﬀeriren, solte ich wol
Bedencken tragen, allein wañ ich ihre Würde, die vielen verborgen ist, ansehe, deucht mich nicht, daß mein Unternehmen so gar
tadelhaﬀt möchte erfunden werden […]” (Werckmeister 1702, first page of the dedication). “Denn viel Musici sind heimlich und
rahr mit ihren Wissenschaﬀten” (Werckmeister 1702, 95).
31
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Grapenthin (2002, 179). For a transcript of the section in the Sweelinck manuscripts, see Gehrmann (ed. 1901, 59–84).
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techniques during a time when musical tastes were beginning to shift towards a more galant style
in the 1720’s.
A fourth connection between Bach and Renaissance counterpoint is an anecdote from
Sweelinck’s student Andreas Düben (1597–1662) that suggests a potential link between
Sweelinck’s teachings and Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln. A document from 1615 states that Düben,
a native of Leipzig, had his study with Sweelinck extended “so that [Düben] can learn his craft
more eﬀectively and perfectly master the art of composing and learn the art of fugal playing from
the Fundament.”33 Could Sweelinck’s Fundament relate somehow to Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln?
A statement by Heinrich Schütz (1585–1672) in the Vorrede to his Geistliche Chormusik (1648) is
revealing in this regard.34 After ceding that the style of composing according to Italian
Generalbass has indeed become very popular in Germany, Schütz nevertheless cautions his reader
to first study the traditional techniques of counterpoint—modes, canon, double counterpoint,
etc.—without thoroughbass. For Schütz, the study of vocal counterpoint as an independent
discipline constitutes a “hard nut” whose core contains the “true Fundament” of counterpoint
that Schütz himself attained in Italy (presumably with Giovanni Gabrielli, the only person
Schütz ever credited as being his teacher). Again we see the use of the word Fundament to
describe knowledge essential to compositional craft. But Schütz’s statement contradicts Bach’s
assertion that the Fundamental-Regeln of composition are founded on thoroughbass and the
keyboard, not the techniques of vocal polyphony. This shift in the meaning Fundament is
indicative of the new significance attributed to thoroughbass c.1700. At the same time, it
suggests a degree of continuity with earlier practice. This is why thoroughbass in Bach’s time is
best understood, not as a replacement of traditional counterpoint in the Schützian model, but
rather as a reformulation of earlier teachings in the new medium of thoroughbass at the
keyboard.
Which tradition—Schützian vocal counterpoint or Bachian thoroughbass—does Düden’s
Fundament refer to? It stands to reason that Düden’s instruction with Sweelinck is in part
represented in the Sweelinck manuscripts. As already mentioned, Sweelinck’s pedagogical method
is not founded on thoroughbass, but on vocal polyphony. This suggests Sweelinck’s Fundament is
more closely related to the Schützian model of instruction. But if this be the case, what do we
33

Quoted in Dirksen (2005-, 10).

“Es ist bekand und am Tage / das nach dem der über den Bassum Continuum concertirende Stylus Cornpositionis, aus Italia
auch uns Deutschen zu Gesichte kommen und in die Hände gerathen / derselbige gar sehr von uns beliebet worden ist / und
dahero auch mehr Nachfolger bekommen hat / als vorhin kein anderer iemahls mag gehabt haben / davon dann die bißhero
unterschiedliche in Deutschland hin und wieder ausgelassene / und in denen Buchläden befindliche Musicalische Opera,
genugsam Zeugnüß geben. Nun tadele ich zwar solch Beginnen keines weges; Sondern vermercke vielmehr hierunter auch unter
unserer Deutschen Nation / allerhand zu der Profession der Music wohlgeschickte und geneigte Ingenia, denen ich auch ihr Lob
gerne gönne / und selbstzugeben willig bin: Weil es aber gleichwohl an dem / auch bey allen in guten Schulen erzogenen Musicis
auser zweifel ist / daß in dem schweresten Studio Contrapuncti niemand andere Arten der Composition in guter Ordnung
angehen / und dieselbigen gebührlich handeln oder tractiren könne / er habe sich dann vorhero in dem Stylo ohne den Bassum
Continuum genugsam geübet / und darneben die zu einer Regulirten Composition nothwendige Requisita wohl eingeholet / als
da (unter andern) sind die Dispositiones Modorum; Fugae Simplices, mixtae, inversae; Contrapunctum duplex: Diﬀerentia Styli
in arte Musica diversi: Modulatio Vocum: Connexio subiectorum, &c. Und dergleichen Dinge mehr; Worvon die gelehrten
Theorici weitleuﬀtig schreiben / und in Schola Practica die Studiosi Contrapuncti mit lebendiger Stimme unterrichtet werden;
Ohne welche / bey erfahrnen Componisten ja keine eintzige Composition (ob auch solche denen in der Music nicht recht
gelehrten Ohren / gleichsam als eine Himmlische Harmoni fürkommen möchte) nicht bestehen / oder doch nicht viel höher als
einer tauben Nuß werth geschätzet werden kann / etc.” (Schütz [1889] 1648, 5ﬀ.).
34
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make of the fact that Düben’s study with Sweelinck describes playing the Fundament? I believe
this can be attributed to the fact that Sweelinck’s Fundament represents not an independent
keyboard method, but rather the transfer of vocal models to the keyboard, as was often the case
in this time as witnessed in the practice of intabulation. It would seem that, absent the
conceptual framework of thoroughbass, the keyboard remained largely dependent on vocal
models, with some exceptions. Of course, we cannot attribute everything to the absence of
thoroughbass. In the early seventeenth century, instrumental music was just beginning to be
recognized as equal in status to vocal music. To summarize, while Sweelinck’s Fundament was
likely centered on vocal polyphony, thoroughbass teaching in Bach’s day viewed the keyboard as
fully independent, capable of synthesizing the precepts of Renaissance vocal counterpoint. This
illustrates the shift that had occurred between Schütz and Bach, whereby the keyboard was
granted increased status as capable of transmitting contrapuntal precepts on its own. To better
understand the context within which this shift occurred, it will be helpful to sketch the origins of
thoroughbass. As we will see, Adriano Banchieri was one of the first to recognize the
compositional potential of thoroughbass.
1.1.4 The Origins of Thoroughbass: Accompaniment or Composition?
The origins of thoroughbass are closely linked to the practice of accompanying vocal music on
the keyboard or lute. Thoroughbass seems to have first emerged in the second half of the
sixteenth century in Italy.35 One of the original functions of thoroughbass, particularly in sacred
settings, was to aid organists in covering for absent singers in the accompaniment of vocal music,
as Lodovico Viadana describes in the preface to his Cento concerti ecclesiastici (1602).36 As F. T.
Arnold points out in his classic study, it is useful to distinguish between “thoroughbass” (basso
continuo, bassus generalis, basso per l’organo) and “figured bass” (basso numerato). 37 As the name
implies, a “thoroughbass” is a bassline that continues through an entire composition, and need
not have figures. On the other hand, a “figured bass” (which of course includes figures) might
only incorporate the bass voice of a polyphonic composition, leaving gaps when the bass rests,
thus not qualifying as a true “thoroughbass” that runs throughout the entire work. Another
useful distinction is that put forth by David Schulenberg:

For a brief overview of the origin of thoroughbass practice, see Rampe (2014, 25–32). For more detail, see Arnold (1931, 1:2–
236).
35

“There have been many reasons (courteous readers) which have induced me to compose this kind of Concerti, among which the
following is one of the most important: I saw that singers wishing to sing to the Organ, either with three voices, or two, or a
single one by itself, were sometimes forced by the lack of compositions suitable to their purpose to take one, two, or three parts
from Motets in five, six, seven, or even eight [parts]; these [i.e., the parts selected], owing to the fact that they ought to be heard
in conjunction with the other parts, as being necessary for the imitations, closes, counterpoints, and other features of the
composition as a whole, are full of long and repeated pauses; closes are missing; there is a lack of melody, and, in short, very little
continuity or meaning, quite apart from the interruptions of the words which are sometimes in part omitted, and sometimes
separated by inconvenient breaks which rendered the style of performance either imperfect, or wearisome, or ugly, and far from
pleasing to the listeners, not to mention the very great diﬃculty which the singers experienced in performance.” Translated in
Arnold (1931, 1:3–4). According to Agazzari (1607), thoroughbass arose for three reasons: “First, on account of the modern style
of singing and composing recitative; second, for convenience; third, on account of the quantity and variety of the works which are
necessary for the Concerto.” Translated in Arnold (1931, 73).
36
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Arnold (1931, 1:6).
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Early continuo parts fall into at least two categories. On the one hand are the so-called bassi
seguente of works in the stile antico, which evolved as a shorthand employed in place of
tablatures or scores which keyboard players used in accompanying sixteenth-century
polyphony. On the other hand are the continuo parts found in the new genres of the stile
moderno, the independent, compositionally essentially bass lines of recitative, sonata, and
other forms.38

The earliest printed examples of thoroughbasses without figures are found in Placido Falconio’s
Introitus et Alleluia per omnes festivitates (1575), but there are others in manuscript that may be
older.39 Later examples of unfigured basses are the polychoral motets of Giovanni Croce (1594)
and Adriano Banchieri (1595). 40 Emilio de’ Cavalieri’s Rappresentatione di Anima e di Corpo
(1600), Jacopo Peri’s Euridice (1600), Giulio Caccini’s Le nuove musiche (1602 or before), and
Lodovico Viadana’s Concerti (1602) all incorporate figures to some degree. Caccini claims,
however, that his songs had been composed at various times from the mid-1580’s onward, while
Viadana contends some of his concerti were composed five or six years prior—that is, around
1596–1597. Regardless of who was the first to use figures, credit for “inventing” thoroughbass
went decidedly to Viadana (at least in Germany), in part because of the enormous popularity of
his Concerti.41
In the following years, writers like Agostino Agazzari (1607) and Francesco Bianciardi (1607)
would continuing to systematize the conventions of thoroughbass accompaniment. Among
works of this sort, Adriano Banchieri’s L’Organo Suonarino (1605) is particularly significant, as it
is one of the first to recognize thoroughbass’s potential as a tool for improvised composition.42
Banchieri’s method involves the transfer of a plainchant melody (canto fermo, musica choralis) into
a (sparsely) figured bassline in metrical notation (canto figurato, musica figuralis). Banchieri
explains this process, writing that,
Ne mi ostenterà qualche Momista, che questa inventione forse, (& senza forse) non più
scritta da altri, non sia per utilitare sopra gl’Organi, atteso che (vaglia il vero) sariano in
errore, che essendo questa novella Armonia trasportata, & tradotta dal Canto ferto al
figurato, ardirò dire, sia necessaria a qual sie voglia Organista.43
Some critics will declare to me (without doubt) that this invention, not described by other
[composers], may not be for use on the organ. Considering (may the truth be examined) that
they may be in error, and since this new harmony has been transposed and translated from
the canto fermo to the figurato, I dare say that it is indispensable for any organist.44
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Schulenberg (1984, 133).
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Williams and Ledbetter (2001).
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Kinkeldy (1910, 196–197); cited in Arnold (1931, 1:6). See Hill, J. W. (1983) on early Italian continuo realizations.
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See Hill, J. W. (1983) for examples of realized continuo accompaniments from Florence, c.1600.
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See Edoardo Bellotti’s preface in Banchieri (1605 [2014], vi–xxiii), as well as Bellotti (2017; 2020).
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Banchieri (1605, book one, discorso dell’autore).
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Translations based oﬀ Banchieri (1605 [1970], 111) and Banchieri (1605 [2014], 125).
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And later on in the L’Organo Suonarino he continues, making a comparison with the same
linguistic shift from Latin to the vernacular that was noted above:
Dico adunque che quest’ Organo Suonarino tradotto, & trasportato con sicurissima guida dal
Canto fero al figurato, si può dire essere alla conditione die vn Libro latino, che solo è inteso
da quelli che hanno cognitione della lingua latina, ma tradotto in volgare viene inteso, non
solo da quelli che hanno cognitione della lingua latina, ma parimente da quelli che intendono
la volgare concludendo che tutti gl’Organisti nanno, (chi più, & chi manco) cognitione del
Canto figurato, ma vaglia il vero pochissimi del Canto fermo.45
I say, therefore, that this Organo Suonarino, in which the canto fermo [musica choralis] is
transposed and translated into the canto figurato [musica figuralis], is similar to a Latin book,
that is understood only by those who have knowledge of the Latin language; but, having
translated it into the vernacular, it is understood not only by those who know the Latin, but
likewise by those who understand the vernacular. I conclude that all organists have
knowledge more or less of the canto figurato, but very few of them of the canto fermo.46

In Chapter Two we will see another example of this transfer process modeled in the writings of
Hans Buchner (1482–1538) and J. H. Buttstedt (1666–1727).47 In Banchieri’s method, the
bassline is to be realized at the keyboard as versets in alternation with a choir during the mass
(i.e., alternatim practice).48
Perhaps recognizing that there was a pedagogical need to be filled, Banchieri provided some of
the first detailed instruction in how to realize a figured bass in his Dialogo Musicale in the second
edition of his L’Organo Suonarino (1611). 49 The key diﬀerence between his explanations and
those of Agazzari and Bianciardi is that Banchieri was not describing accompanimental practice,
but instead the composition of original counterpoint. One surmises that one factor in this
diﬀerence may be that, by his own admission, Banchieri is not an organist, but a composer.50 It is
therefore logical that he would see thoroughbass as a compositional tool. Though Banchieri is
critical of musicians who can only play thoroughbass, he also insists that thoroughbass requires a
knowledge of the "correct rules,” by which he means the principles of counterpoint in improvised

45

Banchieri (1605, book three, discorso dell’autore).

46

Translated in Banchieri (1605 [2014], 129).

47

See sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.7.

Alternatim practice is the tradition in which organ and choir (or soloist) alternate verses during certain parts of the bass. The
organ’s “singing,” which takes the form of short versets, may or may not allude to the chant melody sung by the choir. The
primary functions of the organ are to maintain pitch, relieve the choir of exhaustion, and provide timbral contrast.
48

49

Banchieri (1605 [1970], 368–391).

In his dialogue, Banchieri, taking the role of the master, says, “You are asking too much in making this last request [which
method must be adhered in applying this knowledge in practice], nor do I consider myself competent [to answer you], as I profess
to be a Composer (for my recreation) rather than an Organist.” Translated in Arnold (1931, 1:90).
50
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composition.51 This supports the notion that Banchieri views thoroughbass as a form of
composition, since, in his view, both draw from the same principles. Let us briefly outline
Banchieri’s method, aspects of his approach resurface in later treatises with connections to
Bach.52 Chief among similarities are the use of scalar basslines in compositional instruction and
the diﬀerentiation between whether a bass note takes a perfect fifth or a sixth.
1.1.5 Thoroughbass as a Compositional Tool in Banchieri’s Diagolo (1611)
Musical space in the Renaissance and early Baroque was primarily vocal in conception, relying
more on the voces (Guidonian solmization syllables) rather than the claves (letters or keyboard
keys). 53 The continued influence of this model in the seventeenth century is evidenced, for
example, in the treatises of Sweelinck, Herbst, and Christoph Bernhard (1628–1692), among
others.54 Cantus mollis is the tone system that includes Bb, while cantus durus has Bn. The natural,
soft, and hard hexachords are distributed in these two systems as shown in 1.1. Banchieri’s
illustration of these systems, which opens the discussion of thoroughbass in his Dialogo, is shown
in 1.2.55 He recommends the student sing and play these scales on the indicated syllables in order
to achieve fluency in more complicated basses. 56 Banchieri uses black noteheads to indicate where
one mutates between hexachords. In accordance with traditional instruction, one changes on re
when ascending, and on la when descending.57 Logically, Banchieri uses a bass clef, since, in his
method, the player should analyze the syllables of a given thoroughbass line in order to identify
its melodic intervals as a prerequisite to composing or improvising additional voices above the
bass. 58
Next, Banchieri demonstrates how to add a fifth, third, or their compounds to each note in the
bass in a two-voice context, as shown in 1.3. The bass is almost identical to 1.2. Banchieri even
Banchieri describes the four types of organ playing necessary to master as fantasia (contrapuntal improvisation), intavolatura
(two-staﬀ notation), spartitura (open score with c-clefs), “And lastly, the basso seguente (widely practiced). Since it is easy to do,
many organists today are successful in its realization, but blinded by their own vainglory in their confidence of being able to
realize a bass, they neglect the diﬃcult study of the fantasia and spartiture whose practice surely has immortalized many worthy
musicians. Soon there will be two classes of performers: the organists who pursue the correct study of fantasy and spartiture, and
the bassisti [thoroughbass players], full of slothfulness, who are content simply to play the bass, tamquam asinus ad liram. I do not
say that realizing a basso continuo is not useful and convenient, I do strongly aﬃrm however that every organist should seek to
play it according to the correct rules” (Banchieri 1609, 24). Translated in Bellotti (2017, 116). Note, however, that Agazzari
(1607) writes that thoroughbass players do not need to have a great knowledge of counterpoint (Arnold 1931, 71).
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Schulenberg also describes Banchieri’s method briefly (1982, 138–139).

53

For a critical view of the importance of hexachordal thinking in the Renaissance, see Mengozzi (2010).

Regarding Bernhard's treatises, see Müller-Blattau (ed. 1963). For Sweelinck's, see Gehrmann (ed. 1901). Other treatises that
incorporate solmization include Penna (1672), Bononcini (1673), Baudrexel (1689), Samber (1704), and Buttstedt (c.1715–
1716).
54

55

See 1.29 for an example of the vocal model of musical space transferred to the keyboard.

“After having practiced [1.2] from key to key with fingers and voice, one can then take a basso continuo printed with whole
notes, broken notes, notes moving by step, and notes moving by leap, and practice the said bass with fingers and voice […].”
Translated in Arnold (1931, 1:83).
56

57

For more detail on solmization, see Smith (2011, 20.

For instance, Banchieri writes: "Understand by a minor third, that which is formed by a tone [with] a semitone following, and
by a major third, that which is formed by two successive tones, which are Ut re, Re mi; Fa sol, and Sol la” (Banchieri 1605 [1970],
381). The legacy of this technique can be seen in the south-German treatises of Baudrexel (1689) and Samber (1704), which were
influenced more by Italian practices than were mid- and north-German works of the same period.
58
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maintains the filled-in noteheads indicating where one should mutate, presumably to assist in
solmizing the bass. Then, he illustrates the use of the same intervals (i.e., third and fifth) in a
four-voice context in 1.4. He writes:
Quest’e il Basso continuo chi’io dico con gli accompagnamenti di Quinta, Terz, & Ottava,
cuero loto Duplicate & Triplicate, che praticar si deuono gradatamente prima il Basso solo,
poi con il Tenore à dui Voci, aggiungendo Alto & Soprano, & seruino per esempio &
giudicio di chi pratica.59
This is the basso continuo of which I am speaking, with the accompaniments of the fifth,
third, and octave, or their duplicates and triplicates [i.e., compounds], which must be
practised by degrees [in stages], first the bass alone, then with the tenor, in two parts, adding
the alto and soprano [not in three parts?], and let them serve as an example and criterion for
whoever practices them. 60

The examples in 1.4 carry the additional heading, “and added to it the octave for the fourth part
and filling in.”61 That is, to the intervallic possibilities of a third and fifth (in 1.3) comes the
option to double the bass at the octave in 1.4 in order to make four voices. Indeed, except for
those places I have marked with arrows, every chord in 1.4 has a third, fifth, and octave. This
suggests that the “complete” triad with doubled bass represents Banchieri’s ideal harmony. We
will return to this idea later in connection with the trias harmonica and the Bach’s Accord.
Next, Banchieri’s fictional student in the Diagolo notices the absence of E in the cantus mollis
example and the absence of Bn in the cantus durus example (both solmization syllable mi) in the
basslines of 1.4. This prompts Banchieri in the role of the teacher to explain how these pitches
require a sixth because they do not have a perfect fifth, but a diminished fifth above them (e–bb
and b-f, respectively). The use of a scalar bassline to open Banchieri’s pedagogical method (1.3
and 1.4) and the issue of “perfect fifth vs. sixth” invite comparison with later bass-scale
harmonizations, especially the so-called rule of the octave (henceforth RO), as we will see.
What of the fact that Banchieri refers to 1.3 and 1.4 as “accompaniments” (accompagnementi)?
Does this not contradict my claim that he employs thoroughbass as a compositional tool? As
Felix Diergarten has shown, “accompagnare” was very often synonymous with “contrapunto
sopra il basso.” 62 That is, the word “accompaniment” was often used in Italy to designate not just
accompanimental practice, but the composition of original contrapuntal lines over a given bass.
This fact seems readily apparent in Banchieri. The progressive and contrapuntal nature of his
pedagogical method (i.e., two voices and then four), together with the use of open score
(partitura) rather than a two-staﬀ “reduction” (intavolatura), suggests his goal is in fact actual
composition (or perhaps improvisation), independent of accompaniment. Another reason is that
59

Banchieri (1605 [1611], 5:7).

60

Banchieri (1605 [1611], 5:7), translated in Arnold (1931, 1:85).
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“Et aggiuntoui l’ Ottaua per quarta parte & riempimento” (Banchieri 1605 [1611], 5:7).

62

Diergarten (forthcoming).
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presumably Banchieri intends his reader will apply the compositional training of the Diagolo to
the realization of the figured basses given earlier in L’Organo Suonarino. 1.5 shows three such
verses given as models for alternatim practice. The textual underlay of 1.5(a), which is in the
original, reveals the source of the melody: Banchieri has transformed the Kyrie chant from the
“Messa della Madonna” (actually just its incipit) from canto fermo to canto figurato. The organist
is to realize upper voices to this bassline, not as an accompaniment of a vocal piece, but as a selfstanding verset.63 The choir then answers with verse two in alternatim. (Banchieri does not notate
this.) Next, the organ proceeds to verse three (1.5[b]). The clef change, the repetition of the text,
and the reuse use of the same melodic motive from verse one (rising third, rising step) all indicate
that verse three is actually a sketch of a polyphonic composition, as Edoardo Bellotti has already
shown.64 Banchieri intends the player to continue these lines of counterpoint, as my hypothetical
solution in 1.5(c) demonstrates. Excellent models for realization can be found in Girolamo
Frescobaldi’s Fiori musicali (1635), which includes a complete set of Kyrie versets on the same
chant melody. A comparison of 1.5(c) with 1.5(d) reveals obvious similarities between
Banchieri’s and Frescobaldi’s approaches.65 The main diﬀerences are that Frescobaldi inverts the
head motive of the incipit in the upper voice of m. 2 and uses a four-voice texture instead of my
three-voice one.
In sum, Banchieri’s versets plainly demonstrate how, although thoroughbass originally arose as a
notational shorthand to support the accompaniment of a preexisting vocal work, thoroughbass
became a tool for polyphonic improvisation—that is, for composition itself. The procedure of
sketching a polyphonic work in thoroughbass would come to be referred to as a partimento
(“little score”). This technique surfaces again in a manuscript by Bernardo Pasquini (1637–1710)
and his nephew Bernardo Ricordati, dated 1708.66 It is around this same time that German
musicians also rediscover the compositional potential of thoroughbass. I argue that the practice of
notating pieces in New Germany Tablature posed a significant hindrance to this rediscovery. To
understand why this is so, we must investigate the history of notation in seventeenth-century
Germany.
1.1.6 Tablature and Staﬀ Notation in Seventeenth-Century Germany
The rise of “modern” Italian staﬀ notation goes hand in hand with the gradual disuse of tablature
throughout seventeenth-century Germany. Interest in staﬀ notation was largely the result of
Italian influence, which played a decisive role in shaping German musical culture throughout the
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See Bellotti (2020, 66–72).

64

Bellotti (2017, 119) and (2020).

Schulenberg (1984, 141) is surely right that not every performer would have attained the level of contrapuntal refinement of
Frescobaldi’s versets, yet I believe it is nevertheless appropriate to take Frescobaldi as an ideal.
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See Pasquini (2006–2009, vol. 7). Some of the earliest known partimenti are the anonymous ones presented in modern edition
in Messori (ed. 2019). Partimenti were central to the Italian conservatory system under which thousands of composers were
educated. See Sanguinetti (2012) and Gjerdingen (2020).
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entire baroque period.67 In fact, nearly every seventeenth-century German thoroughbass treatise
imitates Italian practices to some degree.68 Viadana, whose Concerti were reprinted in 1609–1610
in Frankfurt, is one of the most important early influences in German thoroughbass practice.
Viadana’s influence can be seen in the first thoroughbass treatise to be published in Germanspeaking lands, which is also the first German publication to include a thoroughbass part: Gregor
Aichinger’s Cantiones ecclesiasticae 3 & 4 voc. cum basso generali et cantu ad usum organistarum
(Dilingen [near Augsburg], 1607).69 Aichinger, a prolific south-German composer and organist,
was one of the first German pupils of Giovanni Gabrielli, even before Heinrich Schütz.70
Germans’ eager receptiveness to thoroughbass practice is evidenced by the fact that nearly all of
Aichinger’s subsequent publications included a continuo part. Besides Aichinger, Viadana’s
influence can also be seen in the thoroughbass rules given in a massive four-volume collection of
vocal music published in Straßburg, titled Promptuarii Musici (1611–1617). The editor, Caspar
Vincentius, added his own figured basses to each of the 132 Latin motets, a procedure he would
repeat in his reprint of Orlando di Lasso’s Magnum opus musicum (Würzburg, 1625). In the
preface to the second volume of Promptuarii Musici (1612), Vincentius gives a list of rules based
largely in Viadana.71 And in the preface to the fourth volume (1617), Vincentius advises that less
experienced organists might put the pieces into German, French, or Italian tablature. The French
and Italian varieties were simply a condensed score on two staves in staﬀ notation.72 This is to my
knowledge the first instance of such advice. Vincentius writes:
ORGANICIS ZOILIS
Inveniri quosdam audio cavillatores Organistas, qui plane laborem hunc meum (quo ad Basin
generalem) contemnant, nullique fere usui esse dicant, cum ex ea cognosci non possint
ligaturae, nec species num sint perfectae an imperfectae, 3 an 10, 5 an 12. Tertia itemque
sexta major aut minor: Verum cum non ignorem, multis rem gratam hac in parte me
praestitisse, videntur mihi hujusmodi cavillatores vel non intellegere, nec ulla principia
artificii Musici habere, vel ex aliqua animi elatione despicere. Illis non suaserim nec autor
esse velim, ut Partitura hac nostra utantur, ne totum Musicum concentum, seque ipsi
confusioni exponant, at vero huiusmodi hominibus sedulo scribendum, contionesque in suas,
ut vocant, Tabulaturas seu Italicas, seu Germanicas, seu Gallicas diligenter transponendae
sunt, donec melius excitati in hoc nostro opere progredi possint, quibus non gravate operam
meam profiterer, si a me instrui cuperent.

A late eighteenth-century example from Bach’s circle is Johann Kirnberger’s citation of the treatises of G. M. Bononcini (1673)
and Angelo Berardi (1687), along with J. J. Fux’s Gradus ad Parnassum (which Lorenz Mizler translated into German in 1742), as
worthy of praise: “Berardi, Bononcini und Fux sind diejenigen, denen die Musik die reinsten Lehren zu verdanken
hat” (Kirnberger 1782, 3).
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German thoroughbass treatises influenced by Italian practices include nearly all of them: M. Praetorius (1619), Staden (1626),
Albert (1640), Ebner (before 1653), Poglietti (1676), Prinner (1677, 100–20), Speer (1697, 261–76), Baudrexel (1689), Printz
(1696, 2: Chpts. 17–23), Muﬀat (1699; c.1710).
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Hettrick (2001).
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Hettrick (2001).
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Kinkeldey (1910, 214).
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Arnold (1931, 1:91, note 4).
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Quod si vero intelligant, et ex inani quadam gloriola contemnant, iuxta commune adagium,
Figulus Figulum: non me, sed virum R. Ludovicam Viadanam, primum huius Tabulaturae,
peritissimumque authorem, iam fere ubique terrarum notum, et ab omnibus peritis huius
artis approbatum reprehendunt.

Parcius igitur utrosque loqui velim, cum prohibuerim

nunquam, ne huiusmodi vel Tyrones, vel Scioli pro libito scribant, transponant seu gallice seu
germanice. Reliquis vero si opera nostra arridet, fruantur, et bene precentur, Valete feliciter.73
~~~
TO CRITICAL ORGANISTS
I hear that some organist fault-finders have appeared who (to speak in general) completely
scorn this work of mine and say that is almost entirely useless, since it does not allow ligatures
[i.e., suspensions] to be recognized, nor whether the qualities [of intervals] are perfect or
imperfect [i.e., simple or compound]: [whether it’s a] third or a tenth, a fifth or a twelfth.
Likewise, are the third and the sixth major or minor? But since I am not unaware that I have
provided for many people a thing that deserves their thanks [in reducing motets to figured
basses], critics of this kind seem to me either not to understand or to possess any of the
fundamentals of the art of music—or to look down on them from some loftiness of spirit. I
would not encourage or suggest to them that they use this score, lest they expose all musical
harmony and themselves to disorder. Instead, people of this sort must write busily and
transcribe their songs into either Italian or German or French tablatures (as they call it), until
they have a better foundation and can make progress in my work. I would happily oﬀer them
my service if they were willing (as they are not) to learn from me.
But if they actually understand it [i.e., thoroughbass realization] and scorn it out of some
vain little feeling of pride (as the common saying goes, “Potter envieth potter”), then it’s not
me but the Reverend Lodovico Viadana, who is the foremost and most learned author of this
tablature [i.e., thoroughbass notation], who is known throughout nearly the whole world,
and who is approved of by all who have learning in this art, that they are critiquing. So I
would like both sorts of people to speak less, though I would never prohibit either beginners
or fake experts of this type from writing as they please or from translating [it] into French or
German [tablature]. But if our work gains the approval of the rest, let them enjoy it, and let
them kindly wish me a fond farewell.74

73

Vincentius (1617, preface to organ part).

My sincere thanks to Dr. Christopher M. Brunelle of St. Olaf College (Northfield, MN) for his assistance in translating this
passage. Dr. Brunelle remarks additionally (via email correspondence) that, “Zoilis: Zoilus is the name of an ancient Greek who
criticized Homer’s poetry. His name becomes a symbol of the critic, especially one who attacks art forms that are loftier than he
realizes. A more literal translation of the title would be ‘To the Zoiluses of the organ’ or ‘To organist Zoiluses.’ Figulus figulo:
‘Potter (envies) potter.’ The origin of this phrase is the ancient Greek poem Works and Days by Hesiod (c.8th century BC), who
discusses the beneficial aspect of competition in rousing individuals to perform better than they might. Here, however, the author
seems to take the phrase in the more negative sense of simple envy. R. virum: I’m reasonably sure that the abbreviation here stands
for Reverendum, but whether he’s referring to Viadana as Reverend because he had entered a monastery or simply as a title of
honor I do not know. utrosque: The author seems to be referring to both those who criticize without understanding and those
who criticize despite their knowledge of music.”
74
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The first publication to discuss thoroughbass in the German language is Michael Praetorius’s
Syntagma Musicum (1619), which translates and comments upon Viadana’s and Agazzari’s rules.
Praetorius is also the first author I know of who treats thoroughbass in connection with chorales,
a topic we will return to in Chapter Two (see section 2.2.3). In his gloss on Agazzari’s
recommendation that the thoroughbass player must have a solid grasp of staﬀ notation,
Praetorius gives similar advice as Vincentius regarding the use of tablature:
Dieweil aber die meisten Organisten in Deutschland, der deutschen Buchstaben Tabulatur
(welche an ihme selbsten richtig, gut, leicht und bequemer ist, nicht allein daraus zu
schlagen, sondern auch daruﬀ zu Componiren) sich gebrauchen, und ihnen sehr schwehr für
fallen wolte, von newen zu der Noten Tabulatur oder Partitur sich zu gewehnen: So ist es wol
zum besten gerathen, daß sie im anfang die Concert und Gesange ganz und gar in ihre
gewöhnliche Buchstaben Tabulatur absezen, und sich darinnen notdürﬀtig ersehen, wie es
allerseits mit dem Gereral-Baß oberein komme, ob sie darnechst durch fleissige auﬀmerck
und übung sich zu solchem General Baß auch gewehnen köndten. 75
However, since most German organists are accustomed to German letter notation (which is
not only easy and convenient for them to play from, but also to compose with), it would be
very diﬃcult for them to become familiar with staﬀ notation. My advice to them would be to
transcribe the compositions completely into their normal letter tablature at first and
determine from there how it conforms with the thoroughbass, and whether they could get
accustomed to such a thoroughbass through hard work and practice.76

Interestingly, by 1625 Vincentius seems to have reconsidered his endorsement of tablature. This
can be seen in the preface to his edition of Lasso’s Magnum opus musicum. Again, Vincentius
refers to Viadana as an authority, citing the same reason Viadana had mentioned in 1602 for the
necessity of thoroughbass accompaniment: the lack of singers. Vincentius also recommends that
organ accompaniment can cover for single singers when they breathe. More importantly, he
retracts his 1617 recommendation that organists use tablature, at least in a way that does not do
justice to the piece:
Dann es ist am Tag, wann man, bevorab in den Kirchen, nicht alle Stimmen ordentlich
zusammen unnd untereinander höret, das durch abgang einer Stimm, oder auch wol sehr
weniger Noten, die Kunst verzückt, unnd die Liebligkeit deß Gesangs mercklich geringert
wirdt, welches die folg und gegen fugen, Bünde, Cadenzen, mit einer solchen art der
vollkommenen und unuollkommenen Concordantz und discordantz specien gezieret, das
durch außbleibung einer Stimm, oder auch wol gar weniger Noten man die Kunst nicht
mercket, und also desto weniger oﬀ die Gesänge achtet.

75

Praetorius (1619, 126).

Translated in Praetoriues (1619 [2004], 135). Praetorius also recommends organists who cannot read staﬀ notation transcribe
the piece into tablature at (1619, 144).
76
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Weil nun derogleichen volkommenes absingen allein bey etlichen hohen Stiﬀtern, und der
Fürsten Capellen, da alle unnd jede Stimmen, mit drey, vier, oder auch vol mehr Personen
besezt seynd, zu haben, damit wann einer oder mehr den Athem holen, die andere nichts
desto weniger fort singen unnd die Kunst ohne verzuckung der Stimmen gehöret würde, ist
erfolget daß an Orthen und enden, man ein solche volle, und wolbesezte Music nicht haben
können, auß abgang und verzuckung der Stimmen, die Kunst und Liebligkeit nit also
begriﬀen worden, unnd wegen der, auß solcher Ursachen hero geslossener Mißhäle, auch die
Gesänger ausser acht gelassen.
Diesem ubel haben allem ansehe nach die jenige Rath schaﬀen wollen, welche von vilen Jahre
hero, solche Gesänger zu den Orgeln gesungen, damit die Orgelpfeiﬀen, welche in ihrem
laut, allezeit gleichstimmig, unnd so lang sie mit der Hand gerühret und Wind haben, nicht
nachlassen, den Mangel der nach Atham greiﬀenden Singer ersezeten.
Es hat aber obgeregte sonderbahre Ursach dieser guten Leuth wolmeinende Neygung auch zu
grund gerichtet, weil die Organisten auß so vielen vornehmer Componisten Gesängen, den
wenigsten theil, unnd allein was ihnen gefallen, in Tabulatur gesezt, unnd was andere der
Music verstendige gern hören wolten, wenig in acht genommen, dahero ist erfolgt, weil sie
der Gesänger wenig gehabt, unnd auß Faulheit nicht alle absezen mögen, das auch die
Zuhörer dern, welche sie so oﬀt gehöret, guten theils müth worden seyndt. 77
~~~
It is universally acknowledged that, especially in churches, when not all voices are heard
together that the absence of one voice or even a few notes damages the art, diminishing
noticeably the pleasantness of the song. This is particularly true in Lasso’s works, where the
imitations, suspensions, and cadences are ornamented with perfect and imperfect
consonances and dissonances in such a way that the omission of a voice or even a few notes
causes one to miss out on the artfulness, such that the song is valued less.
Singing with a full ensemble of voices is only possible with certain wealthy benefactors and in
royal chapels, where each voice is taken by three, four, or even more people. When one or
more singers breathe, the others continue singing and the artfulness is heard without
omission of voices. But in places where such full and well-staﬀed music is not possible, the
art and pleasantness [of a work] is lost through the absence of voices. Because of the
deficiencies resulting from this, the singers are [also] ignored.
This misfortune has for many years now led to the consensus that such vocalists [singing one
to a part or in incomplete ensembles] should sing with the organ, so that the organ pipes,
whose volume always remains steady, not diminishing as long as the hand touches [the key]
and there is wind, compensate for singers when they breathe.
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Vincentius (1625, preface to the continue part, unnumbered pp. 1–2).
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But this circumstance has also led to a negative opinion among otherwise well-minded
people, since organists only set into tablature that small part of excellent compositions that
pleases them, taking little notice of what others trained in music would like to hear. Thus it
results that, because there are not enough singers, and [organists’] laziness does not account
for all the voices, the listeners grow weary upon repeated hearings.

Like Praetorius, Vincentius goes on to describe how many organists with little musical training
can only realize a bass after translating it into tablature, and that they often copy from someone
else and make errors in the process. He then continues his reprobation of organists, writing that,
Meines ermessens, hat der Ehrwürdig und Edel Herr Ludwig von Viadana dieser Gesellen
Hinläßigkeit straﬀen, und iren Hochmuth dämpﬀen wollen, in deme er ein newe Manier
erfunden, die Organisten der Mühe deß außsezens zuenthaben, unnd der Music unerfahrne
ehe sie die Hand anlegen, dieselbige besser zulernen, gleichsamb zu nötigen.
Diesem haben so bald andere nicht im Welschland allein, sondern auch Teutschland
nachgefolget, welche nit allein ire eygene, sondern auch frembde Gesänge, oﬀ solche weiß,
unnd ober ein gemeinen Baß gesezt, wie ich dann selbst auch derogleichen vier Bücher under
dem Namen Promptuarij Musici außgehen lassen.78
~~~
In my opinion, the worthy and noble Master Lodovico da Viadana desired to punish the
negligence of these fellows and chasten their arrogance by inventing a new method of
relieving organists of the trouble of making tablatures, and of, as it were, compelling those
who are unversed in music to learn it better before they become practitioners.
He has been followed, not only in Italy, but in Germany as well, by others, who set not only
their own vocal compositions, but those of others as well, in a similar manner and over a
thoroughbass, just as I myself have issued four such books under the name of Promptuarium
Musicum.79

With this statement Vincentius becomes the first musician I know of to explicitly recommend
staﬀ notation over German tablature. Below we will explore some of the reasons that may
underlie Vincentius’s opinion. Some of these are described by W. C. Printz. Writing in 1677,
Printz expresses the a similar sentiment as Vincentius in the second volume of his Satyrischer
Componist:
Weil aber hierzu nothwendig ein Fundament erfordert würde; als hat ihm [Viadana] solche
Nothwendigkeit die Erfindung des General-Basses an die Hand gegeben; Indem er nemlich
gesehen, daß nothwendig ein Bass zu solchen Monadien und Concerten müste gesezt seyn,
78

Vincentius (1625, preface).
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Translation based on Arnold (1931, 1:92).
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und doch gleichwol nicht vonnüthen wäre, daß sie von denen Organisten erst müsten in die
Tabulatur gebracht werden.80
The need for a foundation prompted Viadana to invent thoroughbass, since he saw that a
bass had to be set to such monodies and concerti. At the same time he also saw that it was
unnecessary that organists first set them into tablature.

Another, much later example supporting Vincentius’s position comes from 1765, when Michael
Wiedeburg (1720–1800) laments that organists in villages still use tablature. But he assures his
reader that modern staﬀ notation is not only easier to learn, it is strongly preferable over
tablature, in part because “it makes the notes visible.”81 We will return to the advantages to be
gained from staﬀ notation and thoroughbass later on, and to Wiedeburg’s chorale harmonization
pedagogy in section 2.2.13. Despite voices like Vincentius, Printz, and Wiedeburg, tablature
would continue to exert a strong influence in Germany well into the eighteenth century,
particularly in the north.82 This leads us to the question of J. S. Bach’s relationship to tablature.
It was already mentioned that in 1705 Bach went to hear and presumably study with Buxtehude
in the north-German city of Lübeck. 83 One assumes Bach came into contact with tablature there,
since the majority of Buxtehude’s keyboard compositions survive only in tablature copies by his
students.84 Indeed, Bach used tablature in his copy of works by François Dieupart, and also
periodically throughout the Orgelbüchlein (1708–1717) whenever he ran out of space on the
page.85 Moreover, the earliest known Bach autographs, which were rediscovered in 2005, are in
tablature.86 They are copies of two of the most famous (and lengthy) chorale fantasies ever
composed: Reincken’s “An Wasserflüssen Babylon” (alluded to earlier) and Buxtehude’s “Nun
80

Printz (1696 [1677], 2: Chpt. 17, §.7).

“Es ist auch vor diesem der Gebrauch der Buchstaben, welches man die Tabulatur nannte, so gemein gewesen, daß wenig
Organisten (sonderlich auf den Dörfern) die Noten verstanden, sondern alles nach der Tabulatur, das ist, nach Buchstaben
gespielet und auch darnach informiret haben. Allein man hat auch schon lange gemerket, daß der Gebrauch der Noten oder
gewisser Zeichen, die, so zu sagen, einen Ton sichtbar machen, in vieler Absicht und in vielen Stücken dem Gebrauch der
Buchstaben oder Tabulatur sehr weit vorzuziehen. Es würde zu weitläuftig seyn, auch meinem Zwecke bey diesem Aufsaze
zuwiderlaufen, eine Vergleichung des Gebrauchs der Buchstaben oder der Tabulatur mit dem Gebrauch der Noten anzustellen,
um einen Unwissenden von dem Nuzen der Noten zu überführen; allein ein dienet, wie gesagt, zu meinem Zwecke nicht;
deswegen glaube ein Anfänger nur, daß bey der Tabulatur eben so viele, ja ich darf sagen mehrere Schwürigkeiten sich finden, als
bey den Noten. Zudem ist die Erlernung der Noten auch so schwer nicht, wie sich mancher im Anfange vorstellet” [emphasis
added] (Wiedeburg 1765–1775, 1:29). Chapter IV of volume one of Wiedeburg’s treatise is titled “The advantages of learning
notes” (Wiedeburg 1765–1775, 1:34–36).
81

That southern Germany would adopt staﬀ notation before the north is of course due to its proximity to Italy. The last known
mention of German tablature is found in Samuel Petri’s Anleitung zur praktischen Musik (2nd ed., 1782). See Dart, Morehen, and
Rastall (2001). I have not yet located a copy of the first edition of Petri’s treatise (1767) to determine tablature is mentioned
there, though.
82

Snyder (2007, 105) surmises that Bach likely timed his trip to coincide with the start of the rehearsals for the famous
Abendmusiken and that Bach would have been involved in the actual music-making, perhaps as a violinist. Regarding Bach’s
relationship to north-German musical culture, see Schulze (2002).
83

An autograph manuscript from Johann Pachelbel’s own teaching is also in tablature (Pachelbel c.1700). See Welter (2008) for a
few facsimiles. J. S. Bach’s older brother, Johann Christoph Bach, studied with Pachelbel from 1686 to 1689. See Belotti (2001).
84

The Orgelbüchlein settings with fragments of tablature include Der Tag der ist so freundenreich (BWV 605), Wir Christenleut
(BWV 612), Mit Fried und Freud ich fahr dahin (BWV 616), Herr Gott nun schleuß den Himmel auf (BWV 617), Christus der uns
selig macht (BWV 620), and Wir danken dir Herr Jesu Christ (BWV 623).
85

86

See Wollny and Maul (2008) and Wollney and Maul (eds. 2007).
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freut euch lieben Christen gmein.” The Reincken fascicle carries the date 1700, when Bach was in
Lüneburg, and Wollny and Maul’s handwriting analysis has dated the Buxtehude fascicle to
1698–1699, when the orphaned Bach was still in Ohrdruf living with his older brother, Johann
Christoph Bach (1671–1721). Astoundingly, this would mean Johann Sebastian was between
thirteen and fifteen years old when he copied these tremendously complex works into tablature.
Wollny and Maul speculate that J. S. Bach may have gained access to Buxtehude’s “Nun freut
euch” through J. C. Bach, who in turn may have received it from his teacher, Johann Pachelbel
(1653–1706). Pachelbel’s connection to Buxtehude is evidenced in the dedication of his
Hexachordum Apollinis (1699), which is also dedicated to Ferdinand Tobias Richter (1651–
1711).87 Paper analysis of the Reincken fascicle has provided a long-awaited confirmation that
Bach did indeed study with Georg Böhm while in Lüneburg.88 In light of J. S. Bach’s early
exposure to tablature, it becomes all the more significant that his 1727 testimonial for Wild
specifically states that the Fundamental-Regeln of composition are derived from thoroughbass, not
tablature. One reason for Bach's association of thoroughbass with composition may have been
that thoroughbass enables an understanding of musical context in a way that tablature generally
does not.89
It is possible to view 1700 as a turning point in Germany, where staﬀ notation finally gains a
critical mass of vocal proponents (at least in print), to the detriment of both tablature and the
traditional vocal model of musical space based on the voces. As mentioned already, the works of
Werckmeister and Niedt are central to this paradigm shift, since they associate staﬀ notation with
the compositional advantages to be gained by thoroughbass. Though Buxtehude’s pedagogical
circle relied heavily on tablature, it is noteworthy that Buxtehude composed two congratulatory
odes to his “most treasured friend,” Werckmeister, which are printed at the beginning of

It is interesting that Pachelbel's dedication includes the request that Pachelbel’s then thirteen-year-old son eventually be allowed
to study with Buxtehude and Richter. Obviously Buxtehude’s fame as a pedagogue extended beyond J. S. Bach interest in visiting
Lübeck. Pachelbel wrote that, “I gladly confess that something weightier and more unusual [than the work at hand] should have
been produced for you and other world famous virtuosos, to entertain your ears and spirits, which strive for accurate things, but
since your good will, combined with the most perfect friendliness, is more than well known to me, I have confidently ventured to
risk it herewith, and thereby to wish to make the most respectful entreaty on behalf of my now thirteen-year-old son, should the
Almighty be so gracious as to allow him the prolongation of his future years of life, that he might then most humbly appear
before you, and pay the appropriate respects, [and] that you would then most graciously be pleased to accept him favorably and
allow but a few droplets of your richly flowing fountain of art to flow upon him, for which he would certainly acknowledge with
a thankful soul for the rest of life.” “Ich gestehe gar gerne, daß vor Sie und andere weltberühmte Viruosen etwas wichtigers und
Curieusers, Dero nach accuratern Sachen strebende Gemüther und Ohren zu belustigen, hätte sollen beygebracht werden, indem
aber, Dero höchstgeachtete, mit der vllkommensten Freundlichkeit vereinbarte Gunst-Gewogenheit mir mehr als zu wol bekannt,
so hab ich es hiermit getrost zu wagen mich erkühnet, und dabey die schuldigste Ansuchung vor meinen anizo dreyzehenjährigen
Sohn thun wollen, wo der Allerhöchste denselben bey Fristung seiner künﬀtigen Lebens-Jahre so glückseelig würde seyn lassen,
vor Ihnen dermaleins demütigst zu erscheinen, und die gebührende Reverenz abzustatten, Sie alsdann großgünstig geruhen
wollen, Ihn geneigtwillig aufzunehmen, und nur einige wenige Tröpﬄein von Dero reichlichst hervor springenden Kunst-Quelle
auf ihn fliessen zu lassen, worfür Ihnen er sein danckbares Gemüth lebenslang zu erweisen, sich höchst-verbindlich erkennen
wird” (Pachelbel 1699, dedication). Translation based on Snyder (2007, 128).
87

“There can no longer be any doubt that the organ at St. John’s, and it organist Georg Böhm, were at least as important to the
education of the young Bach as the Matins choir at St. Michael’s” (Wollny and Maul 2008, 74). The confusion around this issue
arose because, in a letter to Forkel, C. P. E. Bach crossed out “his [J. S.’s] teacher Böhm” and replaced it with “the Lüneburg
organist Böhm” (NBR, 398).
88
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Hill (1990) discusses Bach’s relationship to tablature and argues that there were still advantages to be gained by using it.
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Werckmeister’s Harmonologia musica (1702).90 Kerala Snyder writes that, “Buxtehude must have
read Werckmeister’s composition treatise with great interest, because it teaches the same
techniques of invertible counterpoint and canonic writing that he himself had cultivated—along
with Bernhard, [Johann] Theile, and Reincken—in the 1670’s.”91 Could this mean Buxtehude
also endorsed Werckmeister’s preference of staﬀ notation over tablature? This is unlikely, given
the number of Buxtehude manuscripts that survive in tablature. Whatever the case, the rationale
behind Werckmeister’s preference is what matters for us, since it may provide the key to
explaining why Bach believes the Fundamental-Regeln of composition derived from thoroughbass
at the keyboard.
1.1.7 Tablature vs. Thoroughbass: Evolving Conceptions of Musical Space
In this section I will compare the advantages and disadvantages of tablature and thoroughbass.
Let us begin by outlining some of the disadvantages of tablature. In his 1698 treatise, Die
nothwendigsten Anmerckungen und Regeln, Werckmeister observes that, despite how time
consuming it is to write, Germans “remain in the habit” of writing tablature, even though staﬀ
notation is much more eﬃcient.92 More importantly, he believes that, unlike figured bass,
tablature does not promote an understanding of musical context. He writes that,
§. 73. Die aber hingegen bloß an der Tabulatur hangen, machen bißweilen eine Gewohnheit
daruas, wenn sie ihre Griﬀe machen, so nehmen sie dieselben nicht in das Gedächtniß, wie
ein Clavis gegen den andern klinget, wer aber zu dem Fundament-Clave die Harmonie
suchen muß, der lernet noch eher wie ein Sonus gegen den andern klinget. […] §. 75.
Rechtschaﬀene Musici halten aber mehr davon, wann einer ex tempore vor sich etwas rechtes
auf dem Clavier machen kan, als daß er sich gar zu sehr an die Tabulatur binde. 93
§. 73. Those who cling to tablature make a habit of it when they make their chords [Griﬀe],
such that they don’t remember them [!], how one clavis sounds against another. […] §. 75.
Buxtehude’s poems makes a wordplay on Werckmeister’s name (Werck = Werk = work; Meister = master), while also using
Werckmeister’s name as an acrostic in the second poem (shown in bold): “Ad Dn. Authorem. / Es sagen insgesamt von Ihm die
klugen Geister: / Mit höchsten Ruhm und Preiß, lobt dieses Werck den Meister. / Aliud. / Wer ein Kunst-Werck recht betrachtet,
/ Es nicht unerkannt verachtet, / Redet frey ohn’ arge List, / Christlich, wie es billig ist; / Kommt es denn auch auf die Proben, /
Muß das Werck den Meister loben. / Er mein Freund! hat wol erwogen, / In dem Buch, und ausgezogen, / So der Kunst
erspreißlich sey, / Treulich und ohn Heucheley, / Er ist auch Werckmeister worden, / Rühmlich in der Musen-Orden. <Dieses
wolte dem Herrn AUTHORI als seinem Hochgeschäztem Freunde glückwünschend zuruﬀen, sein Ergebenster Dieterich
Buxtehude, Organ. an der Haupt-Kirchen zu St. Marien in Lübeck.>” (Werckmeister 1702, foreword). “To the author: / The
intelligent minds all say of him: / With the highest fame and glory, this work praises the master. / Another: / Whoever views a
work of art properly, / does not disdain it anonymously, / speaks freely without arrant cunning, / in a Christian manner, as is
right, / for when it comes to the test, / the work must praise the master. / He, my Friend, has considered well, / in the book, and
excerpted, / what is useful to art, / honestly and unfeignedly, he has also become workmaster, / praiseworthy in the order of
muses. [The undersigned] wanted to exclaim this to congratulate the author, as his highly treasured friend, his most devoted
Dieterich Buxtehude Organist at the principal church of St. Mary in Lübeck.” Translated in Snyder (2007, 127).
90

91

Snyder (2007, 127). We will examine these topics in Chapter Three.

“Jedoch gestehe ich gerne, daß im Abschreiben der Noten ein groß Vortheil ist, gegen die teutsche Tabulatur, die in den
Buchstaben bestehet, da man wegen der Striche, und Valoren der Noten viel Arbeit aufwenden muß: Es könte auch hierinnen ein
Vorthel [sic] gefunden werden, gleichwie in andern Disciplinen, aber man bleibet gerne bey den einmahl gefasseten
Gewohnheiten” (Werckmeister 1698a, 23).
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Werckmeister (1698a, 43–44).
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Proper musicians consider it more important that one be able to make something ex tempore
on the clavier than that one binds himself too much to tablature.

Werckmeister repeats this sentiment again in 1702, writing that those who use tablature “do not
notice which claves belong with each other and how they sound.”94 Why is it that, according to
Werckmeister, those who play tablature do not notice or remember relationships between tones?
On reason for the apparent disconnect between tablature and musical comprehension may be
that tablature is non-diastematic, meaning that the visual height of the letters does not
correspond to the frequency of the pitch, as in staﬀ notation.95 This could be what Wiedeburg
was referring to above when he said that staﬀ notation "makes the notes visible.”
In contrast to tablature, thoroughbass promotes a more direct understanding of musical context.
Werckmeister writes that, “He who searches [for the corresponding notes] to a given clave using
thoroughbass learns sooner how the claves sound together and how to make a proper
harmoniam.”96 What a striking statement! Not only does Werckmeister endorse staﬀ notation
over tablature, he also specifically puts forth thoroughbass as a superior conceptual model. Why
might this be?
Printz gives an answer in the second volume of his Satyrischer Componist (1677). In his
instruction on thoroughbass he includes illuminating commentary on five diﬀerent forms of
thoroughbass notation: (1) mathematical ratios; (2) German tablature; (3) compound Arabic
numerals; (4) simple numerals placed vertically in the intended octave; and (5) simple numerals
absent a specific octave designation. See 1.6. Printz’s remarks on each type of notation are worth
quoting in their entirety (with the translation immediately following each paragraph):
I.

§. 4. Die ersten haben ihre Meinung damit behaupten wollen, 1. weil die Termini
Proportionum Musicalium copulati in Scalâ propositâ maximè congrui sind und das Wesen
der Consonantien und Dissonantien am allerbesten darstellen. 2. Weil sie von allen andern
Signis ganz genau unterschieden sind. §. 5. Es hat sich aber diese Meinung nicht
practiciren lassen; weil die besagten Zahlen und Termini wegen ihrer Grösse schwerlich in
die Augen fallen, und noch schwerlicher von dem Verstand apprehendiret und erkennet
möget werden. Dannerhero ist sie von keinem einzigen Practico approbiret und
angenommen worden.97

I.

§. 4. Some argue that the first type is superior (1) because the mathematical ratios define
exactly the location of the desired pitch and depict most clearly the nature of the

94

“Dabey observiren sie auch nicht, welche Claves mit einander und wie sie klingen” (Werckmeister 1702, 68).

South-German thoroughbass treatises, many from the publishing hub of Augsburg, very often use diastematic thoroughbass
figures, where every note is figured in the order in which it should be played. See Samber (1704), Gugl (1719), Maichelbeck
(1738), Reinhard (1744), Nauss (1751), Deysinger (1763), Lendorﬀ (1766). For more on this tradition, see Diergarten (2015)
and Christensen (2008).
95

“Wer aber zu einem jeglichen Clave im General-Basse selber suchet, der lernet noch eher, wie die Claves mit einander klingen,
und wie er eine harmoniam recht machen lerne” (Werckmeister 1702, 68).
96

97

Printz (1696, 2: Chpt. 21)
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consonances and dissonances; and (2) because ratios can be clearly distinguished from
other figures [Signis]. §. 5. But this type of notation did not find its way into practice
because the above-named figures and terms are diﬃcult on the eyes because of their size.
Moreover, they are even more diﬃcult to understand and memorize. For this reason, not
a single practitioner endorses or utilizes this type.
~~~
II. §. 6. Die Andern haben ihre Meinung dergestalt beweisen wollen: 1. Weil die erwehnten
Buchstaben leicht erkant werden mögen. 2. Weil sie ganz genau unterschieden sind, und
also 3. keine Confusion verursachen können. §. 7. Es ist aber diese Meinung nicht gut
geheissen worden: 1. Weil man in wenig Druckereyen solche Buchstaben hat. 2. Weil sie
keine sonderliche Gleichheit mit denen notierten Consonantiis oder Dissonantiis haben,
und 3. weil vielleicht die Componisten die Tabulatur mit dem General-Bass nicht haben
vermengen wollen. 98
II. §. 6. Others argue that the second type [German tablature] is superior (1) because the
letters are recognized easily; (2) because each is quite diﬀerent from the other; and (3)
because they cannot cause any confusion. §. 7. But this opinion has not found
approbation (1) because few printers have such letters; (2) because the letters lack any
likeness [Gleichheit] to notated consonances or dissonances [i.e., “second,” “third,” etc.];
and (3) because perhaps composers do not wish to mingle tablature and thoroughbass.
~~~
III. §. 8. Die Dritten unterstunden sich ihre Meinung also zu defendiren: 1. Weil ihre Zahlen
gar leicht von dem Verstand apprehendiret und erkennet werden mögen. 2. Weil sie Signa
congrua sind und mit denen notirten Sonis einige Verwandschaﬀt haben, indem sie
nemlich die Stellen bezeichnen, in welchen die angedeuteten Soni sich über der Note,
über welcher sie stehen, befinden. 3. Weil sie unterschieden sind und nicht zwey
widerwertige Dinge zugleich andeuten. §. 9. Diese Meinung hat ebenfalls wenig Patronos
gefunden: 1. den ob wol benante Zahlen, wenn eine alleine stehet, gar leicht mögen
erkant werden, so gehet es doch schwer her wenn ihrer viel zusammen kommen, indem
sie ziemlich viel Raum einnehmen. 2. Können sie den Organisten gar leicht confudiren,
sonderlich wenn etwan ein Pünctlein von dem Schreiber oder Drucker versezet,
ausgelassen oder hinzu gethan (welches auch von denen Fliegen geschehen kan,) würde;
denn da wüste der Organist nicht welche Ziﬀern zusammen gehöreten.99
III. §. 8. The third [group endorsing compound figures] undertakes to defend their position
(1) because their figures [compound Arabic numerals] are easily understood and
recognized; (2) because the figures have a certain relationship with the notated pitches
98

Printz (1696, 2: Chpt. 21)
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Printz (1696, 2: Chpt. 21)
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[Sonis], in that they indicate the [exact] place where a given pitch should occur over the
note over which it stands; and (3) because they are distinct from one another and do not
indicate they contradictory things [as tablature does]. §. 9. But this position has also
found few supporters (1) for although these figures may be easily recognized when one
occurs alone, it becomes diﬃcult when too many of them occur together, in that they
take up a lot of space; (2) [because] they can easily confuse organists, especially when a
little dot from the scribe or the printer is set improperly, omitted, or added [mistakenly]
(which can also occur because of the flies [in the printer's shop]), for then the organist
would not know which figures belong together.
~~~
IV. §. 10. Die Vierten defendiren ihre Meinung mit dergleichen Gründen, nemlich, weil 1.
ihre Signa leicht erkant mögen werden. 2. Mit denen notirten Sonis eine Verwandschaﬀt
haben, und 3. unterschiedlich sind. §. 11. Diese Meinung ist zwar Unterschiedenen gut
geheissen, aber von sehr wenigen practiciret worden. 1. Weil so viel Linien einen sehr
grossen Raum einnehmen, und die Mühe des Schreibers und Druckers (den PappierSchaden nicht mitgerechnet,) verdoppeln. 2. Weil wegen des grossen Raumes die Signa
so leicht nicht in die Augen fallen; und 3. weil sie leicht eine Confusion bey dem
Organisten, als der an der Zahl der Linien irren kan, verursachen, können.100
IV. §. 10. The fourth [group endorsing simple intervals placed on a staﬀ] defends their
position with the same reasons, namely, (1) because their figures are easily recognized; (2)
[because they] have a relationship to notated pitches; and (3) [because] they are distinct
[from one another]. §. 11. Indeed, this type has been deemed partially good, but has
been adopted by very few practitioners (1) because so many lines take up very much
space and double the work of the scribe and printer (to say nothing of the [increased]
paper costs); (2) because the figures do not fall easily under the eyes on account of the
large space; and (3) because can easily cause confusion for organists, who can miscount
the number of lines.
~~~
V. §. 12. Die Fünften und Lezten behaupten ihre Meinung dergestalt: 1. Weil die einfachen
Ziﬀern am allerleichtesten in die Augen fallen, und in einem Augenblick erkant werden
mögen. 2. Weil sie mit denen notirten Consonantien oder Dissonantien eine
Verwandschaﬀt, nemlich den Namen nach haben, und also desto leichter von dem
Verstand apprehendiret werden. Zum 3. Weil sie sattsam unterschieden sind. 4. Weil sie
wenig Raum einnehmen, und also keine Confusion verursachen können. 5. Weil sie die
wenigste Mühe und das wenigste Pappier im Schreiben und Drucken erfordern. 6. Weil
sie nunmehro von allen Musicis recipiret und angenommen sind, und also ohne
hochwichtige Ursache nicht geändert werden sollen. §. 13. Wider diese Meinung
100

Printz (1696, 2: Chpt. 21)
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opponiren die Anhänger derer vorigen, und sagen: sie würde billich verworﬀen; weil die
einfachen Ziﬀern unterschiedliche Sonos zugleich, nemlich die jenigen deren Stellen sie
mit ihren Unitatibus bemercketen, und denn alle ihre Octaven, andeuten. §. 14. Wir
antworten hierauf, daß ihnen dieses nichts schade: denn wenn einer oder zweene singen,
so kan der Organist gar bald hören, welcher einen Discant, Alt, Tenor oder Bass singe, und
also leicht wissen, welcher Sonus zu verstehen sey. In vollstimmigen Sachen aber liegt
nichts dran, er spiele gleich mit denen angedeuteten Sonis in unisono oder in Octaven:
weil solches das Gehör wegen Menge der Stimen und Concordantien nicht mercket.101
V. §. 12. The fifth and last [group endorsing simple intervals above a bass staﬀ] hold their
position (1) because the simple [einfach] figures fall most easily under the eyes and can be
recognized in an instant; (2) because they have a relationship to the notated consonances
and dissonances, namely their names [of the intervals]; (3) because they are suﬃciently
distinct [from one another]; (4) because they take up little space and thus cannot cause
any confusion; (5) because they require the least eﬀort and paper in writing and printing;
(6) because they are presently adopted by all musicians, and thus cannot be changed
without suﬃcient cause [i.e., current practice cannot be reformed easily]. §. 13.
Proponents of the previous [fourth] form of notation argue against this, saying: this
[fifth] type could be easily rejected because the simple intervals indicate diﬀerent pitches
simultaneously, namely those whose locations occur at the unison, plus all of their
octaves. §. 14. To this we answer that this does them [proponents of the fourth type] no
harm, for when one or two [vocalists] sing, the organist can notice right away who sings
the discant, alto, tenor, or bass, and thus knows easily which pitch is intended. And this
makes no diﬀerence in full-voiced pieces, anyway; the organist plays directly with the
given pitches at the unison or at in octaves [i.e., displaced by an octave from the simple
interval indicated by the figure], because the ear does not notice this due to the quantity
of voices and consonances.

There are at least two important points to highlight from Printz’s commentary. The first is that
the practice of using compound intervals to indicate the exact placement of the desired pitch did
not become prevalent in Germany. Early seventeenth-century Italian monodists like Peri,
Caccini, and Cavalieri use compound figures, as does Berardi as late as his Documenti armonici
(1687). But this practice eventually fell out of use in Italy as well. Neither Bononcini’s Musico
prattico (1673), which was translated into German in 1701, nor any of Pasquini’s works use
compound intervals.102 Early support for simple figures in Germany can be seen in M.
Praetorius's Syntagma Musicum (1619), where he writes that,
Etliche, welche alles gar genaw in acht nehmen wollen, sezen die ganze Disstantiam der
Concordanten mit ihren Numeris, so weit alsdenn die Noten in einer Decima. 11. 12. 13. etc.
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Printz (1696, 2: Chpt. 21)

Paul Treu’s 1701 translation of Bononcini states that “Iztgedachte Elementa [Intervalle] sind, oder können sein, entweder
einfache oder zwey- drey- und mehr fache. Einfach sind sie, wie izt gemeldet werden: So oﬀt man aber die Sieben darzu thut,
werden sie doppelt, drey- und mehr fach, ja unendlich vermehret, dabey je dennoch zu mercken, daß die doppelte, drey- und
mehr fältige allzeit die Natur der einfachen Elementen an sich haben” (Bononcini 1673 [1701], 2).
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von einander seyn, darüber: […] Weil es aber gar zu weitläuﬀtig, und das Werck nur
schwehrer machet, so wil es wol zum besten seyn, daß man die einfache Numeros behalte: So
dann ein Organist selbsten mit gutem Gehör und grossem fleiß achtung daruﬀ geben muß,
ob es besser seyn wolle unten in der Tertia, Quart, Quint, zu verbleiben, oder oben die
Octaven drüber, als die 10. 11. 12. etc. zu gebrauchen.103
Some people who want to be very accurate indicate with their figures the precise distance of
the intervals, for example when the notes are a tenth, 11, 12, 13, etc. apart. […] But as this is
too complicated, and only makes the work more diﬃcult, it is best to adhere to the simple
figures. An organist must himself take notice, with a good ear and great attention, whether it
is better to use the third, fourth, fifth, or to use their upper octaves, the 10, 11, 12, etc.

However, as both M. Praetorius and Printz note, simple intervals result in ambiguity regarding in
which octave a given figure should be realized. Nevertheless, the ease of working with simple
intervals over a single staﬀ—for scribes, printers, and organists alike—apparently proved more
important in the end.
A second point regarding Printz’s commentary is of particular significance for the present
discussion, for it has implications for Werckmeister’s endorsement of thoroughbass: Printz does
not view German tablature as a viable alternative to the issue of octave placement because letters
bear no relationship to intervallic names, as Arabic numerals do. That is, “3” is directly
synonymous with “third” in a way that a letter obviously is not. This seems to be the same
problem Werckmeister refers to above, namely that tablature does not elucidate the intervallic
content of a work, even though it does keep the voice-leading of each individual line quite clear.
As Werckmeister argues, tablature thus does not promote an understanding of how intervals are
combined into a harmoniam, or chords. This brings us to the topics of trias harmonica and Bach's
Accord.
1.1.8 Trias harmonica and J. S. Bach’s Accord
As mentioned already, early Italian discussions of thoroughbass like Banchieri’s Dialogo recognize
that the “default" intervals above a given bass note are the perfect fifth and third—what in
English is called the "ordinary chord" or “common chord.”104 Seventeenth-century German
thoroughbass treatises tend to repeat similar instructions, if they mention the topic at all.105
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M. Praetorius (1619, 131–132).

“You know that above every note of the basso continuo to be played in harmony, you seek two consonances, the one perfect,
which will be the fifth, and the other imperfect, which will be the third, or their duplicates the twelfth and tenth, adding to them
the octave, or its duplicate the fifteenth, for accompaniment and filling-in” (Banchieri 1605 [1970], 373). Gottfried Keller, a
German emigrant to England, describes this harmony as the “common chord” in his thoroughbass treatise (1705). See below for
designations as “ordinary chord.” See 3.33 for Keller’s thoroughbass fugues.
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For instance, Heinrich Albert writes, “1. Nehmet für bekant an, daß alle Musicalische Harmonie, ob sie gleich von hundert
Stimmen zusamen gebracht würde, bestehe nur allein in Dreyen Sonis, und nohtwendig die vierte und alle ubrige Stimmen mit
einem unter diesen dreyen in der Octava uberein stimmen müssen. 2. So ist nun der General-Bass der unterste Sonus eines jeden
Musicalischen Stückes, zu welchem man seine Consonantien, nach Andeutung des Componisten, ordnen und spielen soll. 3. Sind
demnach allenthalben, wo nicht Zahlen oder Signa uberzeichnet stehen, zu ergreiﬀen und zu spielen die Quinte und Tertie, nach
dem natürlichen Thon, in welchem ein Stück gesezet ist” (Albert 1640).
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However, such accounts lack a unifying concept by which to designate the collection of intervals
as a group. Johannes Lippius’s (1585–1612) trias harmonica—bass, third and fifth united in a
musical analogue to the trinitarian “three in one”—filled an apparent void.106 Eventually the trias
harmonica was brought into connection with thoroughbass. F. E. Praetorius’s Kurtzer doch
gründlicher Unterricht, which is examined below, seems to be the first treatise to explicitly make
this connection. Unfortunately, F. E. Praetorius’s manuscript has not been dated with any more
certainty than between 1655 and 1695 (when Praetorius was employed in Lüneburg).107
Nevertheless, the next thoroughbass treatises I know of that combines the trias harmonica and
thoroughbass are Niedt, Werckmeister, and Heinichen.108 This would seem to suggest some
degree of continuity between them. Although Bach does not to my knowledge reference the trias
harmonica anywhere, he does use an analogous term—the Accord.
There exist only two documents firmly attributable to Bach in which he describes thoroughbass
in writing. Both sources are found in the Notenbüchlein für A. M. Bach (1725): “Einige höchst
nöthige Regeln vom General Basse” and “Einige Reguln vom General Bass.” 109 The latter is
translated in full in Appendix 6. A definition of the Accord appears in both sources. Let us begin
with the first:
[J. S. Bach, “Einige höchst nöthige Regeln”:] Der Accord besteht aus 3 Tonen, nehmlich 3, sie
sey groß oder klein, 5. und 8. als, c. e. g. zum C. 110
The Accord consists of three tones, namely third (which may be major or minor), fifth, and
octave. For example, c. e. g. to [the bass note] C.

A similar definition of the Accord appears in the anonymous “Vorschriften,” which supports the
notion that this manuscript originates from Bach’s teachings:111
[Anonymous, “Vorschriften”:] Wenn gar keine Zahl oder Signature über der Bass Note stehet,
so greiﬀt man den Accord welcher bestehet aus 3 5. und 8. […] Zuweilen findet man auch
eine 3. 5. und 8. über einer Note dieses bedeutet ordinair den Accord welches auch also zu
verstehen daß 3. 5. und 8. oben genommen werde. […] Nun folgen solche Signaturen die
sich allezeit in ordinair Accords Griﬀe resolviren. 112

Space does not permit a detailed description of the history of this tradition or the triadic theories that predate Lippius. See
Heﬀter (2016).
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While Printz discusses the trias harmonica in his Satyrischer Componist, this occurs in volume one (1676, Chpt. 9, §. 13).
Printz first discusses thoroughbass in volume 2 (1677, Chapts. 17–23). That is, the two are not directly related in Printz’s method.
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Niedt (1700–1717, 1: Chpt. V), Werckmeister (1702, 3ﬀ.), and Heinichen (1728, 119ﬀ.).

The first is in Johann Christoph Friedrich Bach’s hand and the second is in Anna Magdalena’s, but one assumes the instruction
comes from J. S. Bach.
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See Braatz (2012) regarding the attribution of the “Vorschriften” to Bach’s circle.
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When no figure or signature occurs over the bass note, one grabs the Accord, which consists
of 3, 5, and 8. […] There follows the figures that always resolve to the ordinary Accord.

Bach’s definition in “Einige Reguln” is more generalized, since it distinguishes between two types
of Accord: natural and borrowed. Bach writes that,
[J. S. Bach, “Einige Reguln”:] Der eigenthümliche Accord einer Fundamental Note bestehet
aus der 3. 5. u. 8. NB. Von diesen dreyen specibus, läset sich Keine weder die 3. ändern, als
welche groß und klein werden kan, dahero major und minor genennet wird. Ein entlehnter
Accord bestehet darinnen, wenn über einer fundamental Note andere species, als die ordinairen
befindlich als: 6/4/2, 6/3/6, 6/5/3, 5/4/8, 7/5/3, 9/7/3, etc.113
The natural chord of a fundamental note consists of the 3, 5, and 8. N.B. Of these three
intervals none can be altered except the 3, which can be large or small, therefore called major
or minor. A borrowed chord occurs when intervals other than the ordinary ones occur over a
fundamental note, such as 6/4/2, 6/3/6, 6/5/3, 5/4/8, 7/5/3, 9/7/3, etc.

This highlights a degree of ambiguity regarding the term Accord. It can mean 8/5/3 (the “ordinary
chord” or “natural chord”) or simply “chord” (any harmony). As shown below, usually it means
the former. Bach's basic division of “8/5/3 chord vs. everything else” also appears in
Werckmeister’s 1698 and 1702 treatises, as well as in Heinichen (1728). 114 This implies that
Heinichen may have been influenced by Werckmeister, since he cites Werckmeister (1702) at
least once. 115 More importantly, it also suggests Bach may belong to the same pedagogical
tradition as Werckmeister and Heinichen. Precisely where Bach picked up these ideas is unclear,
but the similarities are readily apparent. Let us consider Werckmeister's theories briefly, since he
seems to be the first to describe these concepts in detail in connection with thoroughbass. (F. E.
Praetorius remains quite basic in his explanations.)
Werckmeister recognizes four types of harmonies. The first three derive from the trias harmonica,
while the fourth is defined essentially as “not a trias harmonica.” This suggests that Bach’s Accord
as a concept may originate indirectly from trias harmonica theory. Werckmeister’s categories are as
follows:116
1. Ordinary chords [Ordinar-Säze]: 8/5/3 with upper three voices in close
position;
2. Spread ordinary chords: 8/5/3 in open position;
3. Extraordinary chords [Extraordinar-Säze]: either 5/5/3 or 5/3/3 (i.e., nonbass doubling);
113

NBA (V/4, 131).
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Werckmeister (1698a, 15) and (1702, 5); Heinichen (1728, 120, note a).

Heinichen (1728, 914). And Heinichen’s concept of Haupt-Accorde (1711, 26; 1728, 121), which also plays a central role in
C. P. E. Bach's treatise (1753–1762, 2:177), is clearly based on Werckmeister (1702, 7).
115
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4. Special Chords [sonderbahre Säze]: anything other than 5/3.
See example 2.21 and section 2.2.5 in Chapter Two for more examples of these categories. In his
explanation of the fourth type of harmony, Werckmeister uses the same word as Bach does in the
“Einige Reguln”: “borrowed" (entlehnt). Note that Werckmeister is not referring to the harmony
as a whole, however, but specifically to the bass:
Die vierdte Ordnung nennen wir, die Sonderbahren Säze, dieselben sind nun alle diejenigen,
über welchen im General-Basse die Fignaturen und Zahlen überstehen, denn so bald eine
Zahl darüber gefunden wird, so ist dieselbe Nota nicht mehr die Wurzel der harmonia, es ist
nur ein geborgtes und entlehntes Fundament: als zum Exempel, wann eine Sexta über einer
Nota, etwa e. stünde, so wird g. c.’ darzu gegriﬀen.117
The fourth category is called special chords. These are all chords in which figures and
numbers occur in thoroughbass, for as soon as a figure is found above [the bass], then this
[bass] note is no longer the root [Wurzel] of the harmony. It is only a borrowed foundation
[geborgtes oder entlehntes Fundament]. For example, when a sixth occurs over the [bass] note e,
g and c’ would be grabbed to it.

That Bach and Heinichen use entlehnt to refer not to the bass, but to the harmony as a whole,
seems to be an extension of Werckmeister’s use of this word to refer to a bass note that is not the
normative bass of a trias harmonica. This implies Werckmeister's inversional awareness may have
had a place in Bach’s pedagogy—it certainly does in Heinichen’s.118 Of course, inversional
awareness had existed in German triadic theory for over a century. More importantly, unlike
eighteenth-century notions of inversional equivalence such as Jean-Philippe Rameau’s
renversement, German trias harmonica theory (1) never posits a root in dissonant harmonies
(except the 6/4 chord; see below) and (2) never attributes significance to the intervallic
progressions between chordal roots. We will return to these concepts in Part Two of the present
chapter.
Compared to Bach’s two definitions of the Accord given above, we see similarities in Niedt,
Heinichen, G. P. Telemann, Jacob Adlung, C. P. E. Bach, and Bach’s pupils, J. C. Kittel, and J. A.
Scheibe. These definitions make clear that Accord usually carries the connotation of “ordinary
chord,” or 8/5/3:
[Niedt:] Es klinget sehr woll, wann man im Anfang eines Preludii mit Lauﬀ vom Discant biß
in Bass, und dann einen vollen Accord darauﬀ anfänget.119

Werckmeister (1702, 5). This definition appeared already in his 1698 treatise: “…alle Claves, welche eine 6tam über sich
haben, sind (wie auch andere) nur entlehnte Fundamental-Claves und nicht die rechten radices triadis harmonicae”
(Werckmeister 1698a, 15).
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It sounds very good when one begins a prelude with a run from discant to bass, followed by a
full Accord.
~~~
[Niedt:] Dieser folgende Saz ist falsch, weil das vorher liegen, gleich wie beym vorigen nicht
in acht genommen, und ein neuer Accord beym f und g beym c und d auf dem andern folgt,
welches in zarten Ohren gleichsam klappet. 120
The following passage is incorrect because the preparation of suspensions is not observed as in
the previous example, and a new Accord follows at f and g, at c and d, which sounds abrupt to
delicate ears [example not shown].
~~~
[Heinichen:] Die erste und vornehmste Zusammensezung vieler Consonantien, woraus eine
Musicalische Harmonie entsprünget, ist die, allen Musicis bekandte Trias harmonica, oder eine
ans drey Stimmen zusammen gesezte harmonie, welche bestehet in der Basi, (dem
fundamental-Clave) Tertia und Quinta. Von dieser Triade harmonica, pfleget man mit Recht
zu sagen, sie seye dergestalt vollkommen, daß wenn man auch hundert und mehr Stimmen
dazu componiren wolte, so können sie alle nichts anders, als eine in höhern oder tieﬀern
Octaven geschehene Wiederholung eben dieser Triadis seyn; dahero wer die 4te Stimme zu
Triade harmonica erfinden will, der fänget von der Vermehrung der baseos an, die man
nehmlich in der Octava wiederhohlet, und alsdenn wird sie getauﬀet: Trias harmonica aucta,
die vermehrte Trias harmonica; welche man sonst auch mit einem Worte zu nennen pfleget:
einen ACCORD, oder ordinairen Saz und Griﬀ. 121
The first and primary constellation of multiple consonances from which a musical harmony
springs is known to all musicians as the trias harmonica, or a harmony consisting of three
united voices, consisting of the bass (the fundamental-Clave), third, and fifth. […] Whoever
wants to invent a fourth voice for the trias harmonica, he begins by doubling the bass, which
is repeated at the octave. The result is the trias harmonica aucta, or extended trias harmonica,
which one is accustomed to naming with a single word: an Accord, or ordinary chord or grip.
~~~
[Heinichen:] Es verstehet sich iederzeit die Basis, welche den ordinairen Accord über sich hat.
One assumes at all times that the bass takes the ordinary chord.122
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Niedt (1700–1717, 3:13).
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Heinichen (1728, 119–20).
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Heinichen (1728, 734).
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~~~
[Telemann:] Ich finde annoch dienlich, den Ungeübten zum Besten, folgendes zu gedenken:
Es wird vorausgesetzet, daß man zuvor, ehe man die Fuge spielet, etliche Griﬀe, als eine
Einleitung dazu hören lasse. Solche können, nach Beschaﬀenheit der bey No. 2 befindlichen
leichten und aus lauter Accorden bestehenden Exempel, deren Harmonie nach der in
bemeldeten Modis von mir beliebten Vorschrift eingerichtet ist, angebracht werden, wobey
doch ein jeder, nach seinem Vermögen, wenig oder viel moduliren mag. 123
Moreover, I find it useful and to the advantage of the unpracticed to consider the following:
it is assumed that before one plays the fugue, one will play several chords [Griﬀe] as an
introduction. These can be arranged according to Table 2 [not shown], which consists of easy
examples with only Accorde [his examples are all 5/3 chords].
~~~
[Adlung:] […] das geschieht folgender Gestalt, wenn man den Hauptton, woraus man spielt
nimmt, und die 3 und 5 noch dazu, oder nimmt mit einem Worte den vollen accord (dabey
aber die 8 nicht wiederholt wird) […].124
This occurs in the following way: one takes the first degree in the key and adds the 3 and 5—
or, in a word, one takes the full Accord, but without the doubled 8.
~~~
[Adlung:] […] weil ein jeder Accord 3 stimmen hat, die 3, 5, und 8, so kan ich eine jede von
denselben zur 7 machen.125
Because every Accord has three voices,—the 3, 5, and 8—any one of them can be made into a
seventh [the context is a sequence].
~~~
[C. P. E. Bach:] §. 1. Die vollkommenste Harmonie von Consonanzen, mit der sich
mehrentheils ein Stück anfängt, und allezeit endiget, ist der eigentliche harmonische
Dreyklang. §. 2. Es bestehet solcher aus dem Grundton, dessen Quinte und Terz. §. 3. Wenn
hierzu die Octave genommen wird, so entstehet der eigentliche Accord, bey welchem die
Quint rein seyn muß; bloß die Terz kann verändert und groß oder klein werden.126
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Telemann (1731 [1970], III).
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Adlung (c.1726–1727, 30).
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Adlung (c.1726–1727, 62).
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Bach, C. P. E. (1753–1762, 2:32).
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The most perfect harmony consisting of consonances, which usually begins a piece and
always ends it, is the ordinary harmonic triad [eigentliche harmonische Dreyklang]. It consists
of a bass note and its fifth and third. When the octave is taken with it, the true chord
[eigentlicher Accord], in which the fifth must be perfect; only the third can be altered, either
major or minor.
~~~
[Kittel:] Zu einen Accord gehöret Teria, Quinta und Octava, mithin läst sich jeder Accord
auf dreyerley Art verändern, nehmlich Es kann entweder die Octave, oder die Quinta, ja auch
die Teria oben liegen.127
To an Accord belong the third, fifth, and octave. Thus, each Accord may be varied in three
ways, namely the octave, fifth, or third can be in the top [voice].
~~~
[Scheibe:] Und auf diese Art kan man alle Thone des ganzen Accords verwechseln; Es hat aber
ein ordentlicher Accord, der aus Triade harmonica bestehet, ingleichen ein Sexten Accord zwo
vollstimmige Verwechselungen, und diese bringen wieder noch mehr zwostimmige
Verwechselungen hervor.128
But, just like a 6/3 chord [Sexten Accord], an ordinary [ordentlicher] Accord consisting of a
trias harmonica has two full-voice inversions [Verwechselungen] and these result in again more
two-voice inversions.129

That Kittel and Scheibe subscribe to the same notion of Accord as their teacher suggests that Bach
may have included such basic concepts in his teaching. Then again, the word might simply have
been part of common parlance during the time, for there are yet more examples of the term
Accord to be found among the south-German thoroughbass tradition.130 Taking the above
definitions as a whole, the two qualifiers we see throughout—ordinair and eigenthümlich—all
refer to the normality of the Accord. Indeed, Sebastian Bach, Heinichen, Emanuel Bach, and
Kittel all place their definitions at the beginning of their instruction, suggesting the fundamental
importance of the Accord. Heinichen’s and Carl Philipp’s definitions are the most clear because
they distinguish between the trias harmonica or Dreyklang and the same chord with doubled

The source is a hitherto unexamined Generalbass Schule by Kittel, transcribed by Kittel’s pupil Rinck c.1786–89 (US-NH, LM
3911, p. 2). See McCormick (2015, 123–25) regarding provenance. A transcription and translation of this source is available at
Remeš (2019c).
127
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Scheibe (c.1730 [1955], 69).

It is not entirely clear what Scheibe means by “again more two-voice inversions.” Regardless, it is significant that Scheibe’s
Compendium is strongly influenced by Heinichen’s 1728 treatise.
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See Gugl (1719, 7) and Maichelbel (1738, 4). Both use the term “concento ordinario”; Maichelbel also uses “ordinari Accord.”
For more on this tradition, see Christensen (2008) and Diergarten (2015).
130
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bass. 131 Emanuel Bach’s use of the word “true” (eigentlich) suggests a possible origin in his father’s
division between “natural” (eigenthümlich) and “borrowed” (entlehnt) chords: that is,
eigenthümlich and eigentlich are nearly synonymous. Taken together, these striking similarities
imply a degree of commonality between Werckmeister, Niedt, Heinichen, Sebastian Bach,
Telemann, Adlung, C. P. E. Bach, and Scheibe, at least concerning such basic concepts.
There are numerous personal connections to support this hypothesis.132 First, a document likely
originating from J. S. Bach's circle, the “Vorschfiten und Grundsätze” (1738), borrows large
sections from Niedt’s treatises.133 Second, Sebastian Bach and Telemann were close friends in
their youth.134 Third, as already mentioned in the introduction, Sebastian Bach sold Heinichen’s
1728 treatise out of his home in Leipzig.135 Fourth, Emanuel Bach’s treatise bears striking
similarities to Heinichen’s; these connections will be explored in section 1.2.7. And fifth, as
heralded in the introduction, there exists a hitherto unknown connection between the
“Vorschriften” and Heinichen’s 1711 treatise—the appearance of the same table of “fundamental”
thoroughbass figures.
Thus far we have seen how the concept of the Accord is essentially the trias harmonica transferred
to a four-voice texture with doubled bass at the keyboard. In fact, the above quotation from
Heinichen makes this connection explicit, since he describes the Accord as an outgrowth of the
trias. The close relationship between the two concepts is significant because they both involve the
principle of grouping—the trias in a speculative context, and the Accord in a practical one.
1.1.9 Grouping and Embodying Intervallic Constellations as Chords
I contend that the principle of grouping evidenced in diﬀerent ways by the trias harmonica and
the Accord represents one of the keys to unlocking the compositional and improvisational
potential of thoroughbass as it functioned pedagogically in J. S. Bach’s circle.136 The topography
of the keyboard is particularly conducive to the phenomenon of grouping. At the keyboard,
recurring intervallic constellations can be internalized as hand positions, or what baroque treatises
call Griﬀe (grasps, grips). The term Griﬀ emphasizes the haptic nature of thoroughbass practice as
the embodiment of harmony, understood as the physical union of hand positions and keyboard
geography. (Unfortunately, the haptic connotations of Griﬀ are lost in the closest English
Mattheson (1713, 108–109) and Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 142) also describe the Accord as synonymous with the trias
harmonica, but they do not specifically say that the Accord has a doubled bass.
131

I am not the first to posit a connection between Niedt and J. S. Bach. See Schulenberg (1992), Hiemke (2005), and the
preface to Pamela Poulin’s translation of Niedt (1700–1717).
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See Wollny (ed. 2011, 29–34) and Poulin (ed. and trans. 1994, 1–55) for concordances with Niedt.

C. P. E. writes in a letter to Forkel that, “In seinen jungen Jahren war er [Sebastian Bach] oft mit Telemannen zusamenn,
welcher auch mich aus der Taufe gehoben hat” (Bach-Dok. 3:289).
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Bach-Dok. (2:191).

Christensen puts forth a similar idea related to the fact that many eighteenth-century German thoroughbass treatises claim
that all harmony can be distilled to a triad, seventh chord, and its inversions: “Denn auf diesem Wege begannen Theoretiker die
Musik in harmonischen BEgriﬀen zu erfassen und diese Harmonien als unabhängige Einheiten zu analysieren, die in
funktionaler, syntaktischer Weise auf ein tonales Zentrum bezogen waren. Mit anderen Worten: das Anliegen einer pädagogischen
Vereinfachung im Generalbaßunterricht wurde zum Träger für die Entwicklung der Harmonielehre im 18. Jahrhundert, un zwar
sowohl in Frankreich als auch in Deutschland” (1996, 98).
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equivalent of “chord.”) In this way, the physical parameters of thoroughbass practiced at the
keyboard contributed to a synthesis and simplification of traditional Renaissance precepts.
Whereas compositional pedagogy in the Renaissance and early Baroque was very often described
in texts and illustrated with two-part vocal examples, the rise of thoroughbass in Germany at the
very end of the seventeenth century enabled the individual composer-keyboardist to internalize
these rules in an embodied way such that he could apply them in polyphonic improvisation.
Keyboard improvisation often furnished the conceptual basis for written composition, such that
the two can be understood as separate manifestations of the same underlying creative impulse.
This is evidenced by a comment Emanuel Bach made about his father’s compositional process:
generally speaking, either Sebastian Bach borrowed material from his keyboard improvisations or
he worked out a piece on paper and later tried it out at the keyboard.137 Thus, the keyboard can
be understood as either the start or the end—the alpha or omega—of baroque composition in
the Bachian model. This claim is also supported by Bach’s custom of transcribing works by other
composers for the organ. 138 As a harmonic instrument, the keyboard is particularly suited to
consolidating all the doubled lines of a polyphonic work in order to better understand both the
contrapuntal particulars and the large-scale formal structure of work for ensemble.139 This is
particularly true of concertos, which usually circulated in parts, not in full score. I argue that,
since thoroughbass lay the nexus of Bach’s pedagogical method, then thoroughbass likely also
formed the basis of his improvisational and compositional technique. One factor enabling this is
that, when playing thoroughbass at the keyboard, one need not check every pair of voices for
errors. Instead, the whole texture is conceived as essentially two voices—left hand and right hand
—with subordinate middle voices played in the right hand that are added somewhat
mechanically. This notion is supported by numerous contemporaneous definitions of contrary
motion in thoroughbass treatises as “the right hand opposite the left,” even for textures of more
than two voices. This conceptual shift from accounting for every individual voice pair to
simplified two-voice counterpoint with “auxiliary” middle voices enabled the composerkeyboardist to control an entire polyphonic texture in real time—a remarkable pedagogical
breakthrough.
The older, intervallic tradition can be seen as late as Johann Walther’s manuscript treatise,
Praecepta der Musicalischen Composition (1708), which he compiled as a gift for his student,
Prince Johann Ernst of Weimar, for whom Bach would later serve as court organist from 1708 to
1717. Bach’s arrival in Weimar marks the beginning of a friendship with Walther (the two were
Emanuel Bach writes: “Wenn ich einige, NB nicht alle, Clavierarbeiten ausnehme, zumahl, wenn er den Stoﬀ dazu aus dem
Fantasiren auf dem Claviere hernahm, so hat er das übrige alles ohne Instrument componirt, jedoch nachher auf selbigem
probirt” (Bach-Dok. 3:289).
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While in Weimar (perhaps around 1713–1714) Bach transcribed many concertos for keyboard, especially by Italian
composers: Antonio Vivaldi, Alessandro and Benedetto Marcello, G. P. Telemann, and Prince Johann Ernst. See BWV 592–596,
596, and 972–987. See Schulenberg (2006, 117ﬀ.) and Boyd (2006, 80ﬀ.). J. G. Walther also made at least fourteen
transcriptions (Boyd 2006, 81).
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Boyd (2000, 81) suggests Bach transcribed the works not for his own benefit, but “for the instruction and enjoyment of the
young prince Johann Ernst.” Forkel’s biography states that the Vivaldi concertos taught Bach to “think musically,” whatever that
may mean. Christoph Wolﬀ argues this information must have come from either W. F. Bach or C. P. E. Bach, which works
against Boyd’s hypothesis that Bach did not write the concertos for his own instruction (Wolﬀ 2001, 72ﬀ.).
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actually distant cousins). Yet their pedagogical approaches are quite diﬀerent, as evidenced by in
the near-complete absence of thoroughbass in Walther's treatise. 140 Instead, Walther’s Praecepta
bears the various influences of Calvisius, Crüger, Athanasius Kircher, Printz, Bernhard, Lippius,
Heinrich Baryphonus, and Bononcini, among others. That is, Walther’s pedagogical outlook is
decidedly conservative and based on the authority of received tradition. His retrospective
compositional pedagogy is still based on the traditional dyadic model of defining the type of
motion allowed from every consonance to every other consonance. As David Schulenberg writes,
Walther was not alone in his conservative pedagogical approach:
In apparent disregard for the fundamental changes in musical style that occurred around
1600, theorists throughout the seventeenth century continued to take two-part species
counterpoint. […] Figured bass realization, if considered at all, was treated as an ancillary
skill, though of course an important one, particularly for keyboard players.141

For instance, Walther describes which motions (motu contrario, motu recto, or motu obliquo142) are
possible from the octave to an octave, then from an octave to a perfect fifth, major third, minor
third, major sixth, and minor sixth.143 1.7 gives an impression of this type of instruction,
showing only the commentary and examples for the “octave to octave” and “octave to fifth”
progressions—that is, a very small excerpt of the total. As we can see, every type of progression
must be qualified, not only according to the three types of motion, but also according to (1)
whether it is allowable in few-voiced textures or only in many-voiced textures, (2) whether each
voice moves by leap or step, and (3) whether the note values are fast or slow. After covering
dyadic progressions beginning with an octave, Walther repeats this process beginning with a
perfect fifth moving to all other consonances, then from a major third to all consonances, etc., all
annotated with copious examples and commentary. This is the same traditional pedagogical
strategy for teaching counterpoint observable in part in Zarlino, Bernhard’s Tractatus, and in the
Sweelinck Manuscripts.144
The newer, thoroughbass-centered model can be seen clearly in Werckmeister’s 1702 treatise. He
writes that his new method of composition makes such copious lists of rules unnecessary.
Werckmeister's statement (quoted below in full) bear a similarity to Bach in that Werckmeister
refers to thoroughbass as the Grund, or “foundation” of composition, suggesting a possible
relationship to Bach's Fundamental Noten from the “Einige Reguln” in the Notenbüchlein für A.
M. Bach, quoted above. Indeed, Werckmeister had already made the same claim in his 1698
treatise: “Whoever wishes to play thoroughbass properly must understand the principles of
Walther mentions thoroughbass, but it plays no role in his overall conception (1708 [1955], 41, 55, 94]. As we will see in the
Chapter Three (section 3.3.2), Bach may have copied an example out of Walther's treatise with intent to use it in his own
teaching.
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Schulenberg (1984, 132–133).

The fourth category of “similar motion,” used today in Anglo-American theory, is not observed in Renaissance or baroque
treatises. Rather, moto recto subsumes both similar and parallel motion.
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Walther (1708 [1955], 123–126).

See also Gottfried Keller’s thoroughbass treatise (1705, 8–10). Regarding Bernhard’s treatises, see Müller-Blattau (ed. 1963,
45ﬀ.); regarding Sweelinck, see Gehrmann (ed. 1901, 3–8).
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composition thoroughly.”145 And in 1702 he writes that, “Experience teaches how useful a proper
instruction in thoroughbass is, for the pupil is at the outset instructed in the Fundament of
composition.”146 The similarity in language suggests a possible link with Bach’s FundamentalRegeln. In fact, the belief that thoroughbass is a tool for composition and compositional
instruction is the most important feature uniting the pedagogical methods of Werckmeister,
Niedt, Heinichen, Sebastian Bach, and Emanuel Bach. Werckmeister opens his 1702 treatise by
stating that the work is intended as an extension of his 1698 publication, but that the 1702
version has become lengthier than expected,
Da dann dieses Wercklein nicht allein eine Erklärung der besagten nothwendigen
Anmerckungen, sondern auch eine ganz sonderliche Nachricht und Anleitung, wodurch man
zu den Grundsäzen der Composition und Organistens-Kunst gelangen möge, worden ist:
Welches dann auch nicht unfüglich bey einander stehen kan, weil derjenige, so einen guten
General Baß tractiren will, den Grund der Composition verstehen muß. Es wird zwar diese
Methode von der Composition machen fremd vorkommen, weil ich mich der gewöhnlichen
vielen Regeln nicht bedienet, wie sonst, da man saget, die Octava gehet in tertiam, teria in
quintam und so weiter. Da ich dann Autores zeigen kan, welche bey nahe in die tausend
dergleichen Regeln haben. Aber wer kan doch alle diese Regeln im Gedächtnis behalten?
Zudem lassen sie sich nicht alle auﬀ einerley Arth practiciren, denn was in vielen und mittel
Stimmen angehet, das kan in wenig und in den extrem Stimmen nicht passiret werden: und
was in langsamen Noten sich thun lässet, das gehet in denen geschwinden nicht allemahl an,
und also hinwieder: Zu dem sind auch bey solche Regeln niemahls die rationes gesezet warum
sie passiret oder nicht könnet zugelassen werden. Dann werden sie auch zum Theil von denen
Componisten selber nicht observiret. Wer aber dem fundament selber nachgehet, und weiter
nachsuchen will, der wird sich an die Weitläuﬀtigkeit der Regeln nicht binden lassen, und
sich selber unterweilen in einen Zweiﬀel sezen.147
because this little work has become not only an explanation of the above-mentioned
necessary remarks [about thoroughbass], but also a quite unique instruction and guide,
through which one may attain the foundations [Grundsäzen] of composition and of the
organist’s art. It is not inconvenient that these two topics stand next to each other, for
whoever wishes to realize [tractiren] a good thoroughbass must understand the foundation
[Grund] of composition. Indeed, this method of composition may appear foreign to some,
since I do not make use of the customary numerous rules, which usually go as follows: “the
octave goes to the third,” “the third to the fifth,” etc. I can show authors by who have nearly a
thousand such rules. But who can hold all this in his memory? Moreover, all these rules
cannot be used in the same manner, for what is allowed in many-voiced textures and in
middle voices may not occur in few voices or in the outer voices; and what is allowed in slow
notes does not always apply in fast notes. And in addition, with such rules, the justification is
“Wer einen rechtschaﬀenen General-Baß tractiren will, der muß die Principia compositionis von Rechtswegen
verstehen” (Werckmeister 1698a, 41).
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“Was die rechte Anweisung zum General-Basse vor Nuzen bringe, lehret die Erfahrung: denn es werden erstlich die Discipul
zum Fundament der Composition angewiesen” (Werckmeister 1702, 125).
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Werckmeister (1702, Vorrede).
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never established why they are allowed or prohibited—indeed, some rules are not observed
even by composers. But whoever strives for the foundation [fundament] himself, and wishes
to search further, he will not restrict himself to the long-windedness of the [traditional] rules,
which occasionally cast him into doubt.

Thus, Werckmeister’s 1702 treatise is one of the first to recognize thoroughbass as capable of
synthesizing the traditional interval-based method of Renaissance vocal polyphony, as endorsed
directly by Walther and Schütz, and implicitly by Bernhard and Sweelinck. Significantly, we also
see the exact same type of statement in the third volume of Niedt’s treatise (1717):
Derowegen lasse ich alle Regeln fahren, welche die Alten so sorgfältig vorgeschrieben, als Z.
E. Daß man von der Quinte in die Quarte, von der Quarte in die Octave schreiten oder gehen
soll, und was des Zeuges mehr ist: Hingegen will ich rathen, daß man allezeit vorhero
bedacht sey, bey Sezung eines Basses zugleich im Kopﬀe die Zahlen oder andere Stimmen mit
zu haben, nur daß das liegen in acht genommen werde, denn so giebt sich das andere alles
sehr leichte.148
For this reason I omit all the rules that the ancients so carefully prescribed, e.g., that one
should proceed or move from a fifth to the fourth, from the fourth to the octave […].

As mentioned already, this shift from dyadic thinking to haptic chordal thinking is enabled in
part by the principle of grouping, which thoroughbass promotes.149 This is implied in
Werckmeister’s comment, mentioned already, that, “He who searches [for the corresponding
notes] to a given claves using thoroughbass learns sooner [than with tablature] how the claves
sound together and how to make a proper harmoniam.”150 And the connection between
thoroughbass, grouping, and the principles of composition is made explicit when Werckmeister
writes that,
Was die rechte Anweisung zum General-Basse vor Nuzen bringet, lehret die Erfahrung: Denn
es werden erstlich die Discipuli zum Fundament der Composition angewiesen: darnach
bringet sie die Claves in den Verstand wie einer mit dem andern klinge, daß sie vor sich
clausuliren, und ein Thema führen lernen: Dann werden sie auch in der Mensur exerciret,
daß sie richtig wird, ohne welche eine Harmonie kein Leben hat. 151
Experience teaches the uses of proper instruction in thoroughbass: first, the pupil is
instructed in the foundation of composition [Fundament der Composition]. Next,
148

Niedt (1700–1717, 3:13).

In fact, at one point, Werckmeister actually uses the word “constellation”: “Bey allen Griﬀen nun müssen, wie schon gesagt,
die Tertiae majores und minores wohl unterschieden werden; Dann wann der Sänger oder Violist zum d. das fis, so der Componist
gesezet hat, angschlägt, und der Organist wolte f. nehmen, so würde eine garstige Constellation, Zusammenstimmung, wolte cih
sagen, entstehen” (Werckmeister 1702, 6).
149

“Wer aber zu einem jeglichen Clave im General-Basse selber suchet, der lernet noch eher, wie die Claves mit einander klingen,
und wie er eine harmoniam recht machen lerne” (Werckmeister 1702, 68).
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Werckmeister (1698a, 43).
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thoroughbass teaches the claves, how they sound with one another, how to make clausulae,
and how to treat a theme. Then the pupil is also instructed in meter [Mensur], so that it is
proper, for without this harmony has no life.

For Werckmeister, he who understands the Fundament of thoroughbass has knowledge of the
principles of composition. The aﬃnities with Bach’s thoroughbass-centered Fundamental-Regeln
are striking. Werckmeister’s own formulation of these principles is summarized these at the end
of his 1698 treatise.152 One primary goal of the rules, which Werckmeister develops further in his
1702 work, is to teach how to improvise simplex counterpoint—that is, upper voices in 1:1
rhythm with the bass:
Derowegen muß ein Incipiente wissen, daß zu einen iegliechen Clave, so im General-Basse
vorkömt, eine Octava, Quinta, und Tertia doch Wechsels-weise, so, daß bald die Octava, bald
die Quinta, bald die Tertia, unten, oder oben, oder in die Mitte kömt, ordinarie muß gesezet
oder gegriﬀen werden. Welche Octaven, Quinten, und Tertien, alle, von dem FundamentalClave an, so im General-Basse vorhanden, müssen gezehlet werden. Zum Exempel, wenn der
Bass C. hat, so ist e. die Tertia, g. ist die quinta, und c’ die Octava, welches auch von den
Consonantiis Compositis, die da nemlich in der Octava höher hinauﬀ kommen, verstanden
wird: Und hieraus entstehet der Contrapunctus simplex von vier Stimmen: Der Contrapunctus
simplex aber ist eine harmonia, da alle Stimmen zugleich mit einander anschlagen, und fort
schreiten.153
The beginning pupil must know that to every [bass] clave that occurs in thoroughbass, an
octave, fifth, and third are usually set or grabbed in alternation such that first the octave, then
the fifth, then the third either above, below, or in the middle are used. […] And from this
arises a contrapunctus simplex in four voices, which is a harmony in which all voices begin and
proceed together.

The principle of contrary motion between the two hands simplifies the process because it ensures
that the outer voices avoid voice-leading errors.154 A proper four-voice texture results when the
alto and tenor voices merely follow along with the discant (highest voice), making Accorde, or
8/5/3 chords for each harmony. Besides the consolidating function of the trias harmonica and the
Accord, this is the important application of the principle of grouping, as mentioned earlier: a
polyphonic texture is understood as a two-handed phenomenon—right against left—with
auxiliary inner voices grouped with the discant.155

“Es wird auch keiner, so die Fundamenta recht verstehet, anders verfahren können, denn daß er in guter Ordnung bleibe: Und
muß auch in der Music wahr beliben: Sit modus in rebus, sunt certi denique fines &c” (Werckmeister 1698a, 57). The Latin quote
is from Horace and means essentially, “Everything has its limit.”
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Werckmeister (1702, 1).
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Werckmeister (1698a, 29ﬀ.) and (1702, 21).

Gottfried Keller, a German emigrant to England, makes this explicit in his thoroughbass treatise when he writes, “When the
Bass Ascends or descends one or two Notes move your hands in playing contrary one to the other” (1705, 3).
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The repeated use of the words Griﬀ and greifen throughout Werckmeister’s treatises serves to
emphasize the haptic nature of his method. Notes are not just played, they are grasped and
grabbed. The resulting Harmoniam is thus embodied in the hands, which likely contributes to
the reason thoroughbass promotes memory retention in a way that tablature does not.156 Here
are Werckmeister’s rules as listed in 1698:
§. 122. 1. Zu einen ieglichen Clave im General-Basse wird eine Octava, Quinta und Tertia
ordinarie gegriﬀen.
2. Hingegen verändern die über den Noten befindliche Zahlen die Ordinar-Säze oder
Griﬀe, da dann
2. [sic: 3.] Wann eine 6. oder 7. über einer Note stehet, man die ordinare Quintam
auszulassen pfleget.
4. Wann aber eine 2. oder 4. darüber stehet, wird die ordinare Terita zurück gelassen.
5. Stehet eine 6. 4. oder 2. über einer Nota so werden Quinta und 3tia auch wohl Octava
nicht darzu gegriﬀen. Vid. Exempl. §. 12.
6. In der Progression wird der Motus Contrarius so viel möglich in acht genommen: oder
doch also wann der Bass springet, daß alsdann die andern Stimmen zum Theil still
stehen, oder nur gradatim mit dem Springendem Basse auﬀ und nieder gehen. Vid.
Exempl. §. 31.
§. 123. Und auf diese Weise kan man einem Lernenden, so sonst ein wenig vom Clavier
verstehet, und gute Naturalia hat, in einer Stunde einen Contrapunctum simplicem sezen
lernen.
§. 124. 7. Wenn zwo Noten im General-Bass durch ein Semitonium fortschreiten, es sey
herauf, oder herunterwerts, so wird zu der untersten eine 6. gegriﬀen, es wäre den daß eine 5.
Quinta ausdrücklich darüber stünde. Vid. Exampl. §. 39.
8. Wenn die Noten gradatim fortlauﬀen, so bleibet der Accord so zur ersten Noten gesezet
worden, gemeiniglich stehen, Vid. Exampl. §. 43.
Dieses sind also die Haupt-Regeln kürzlich wiederholet: wo die 3tien Maj. und minores
hinfallen, zeiget das Systema, auch in den aller ungewohnlichsten transpositionibus. 157

~~~
§. 122. 1. To every clave in the bass, an octave, fifth, and third are usually grabbed.
2. Figures occurring over the [bass] notes alter the ordinary chord [Ordinar-Säze] or
grasp, for then,
3. When a 6 or 7 occurs over a [bass] note, the ordinary fifth is usually omitted.
The fact that Werckmeister notates all thoroughbass realizations in his 1698 treatise as tablature is likely the result of his
intended audience, who could read tablature, and the cost-saving nature of printing letters vs. staﬀ notation. Heinichen (1711)
also realizes the thoroughbass examples as tablature, but this method no longer appears in Heinichen (1728).
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Werckmeister (1698a, 60–61). Note that the references to §. 12, 31, and 43 seem to be misprints, since these paragraphs do
not contain examples.
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4. But when a 2 or 4 occurs, the ordinary third is left out.
5. When a 6, 4, or 2 occurs over a note, then neither the fifth, third, nor octave are
grabbed. See the example in §. 12 [not shown].
6. In the progression [of voices], motus contrarius is used as often as possible. Even when
the bass leaps, the other voices remain still in part, or move by step up or down [in motu
rectus] with the bass. See the example in §. 31 [not shown].
§. 123. And in this way one can teach a pupil who only understands a little of the clavier and
possesses some natural talent how to set a contrapunctum simplicem in one hour.
§. 124. 7. When two notes in thoroughbass progress by semitone either ascending or
descending, a 6 is grabbed with the lower of the two [bass notes] unless a fifth is specifically
indicated above it. See the example in §. 39 [not shown].
8. When the [bass] notes move by step, the chord set to the first note often remains [i.e., the
bass has passing notes]. See the example in §. 43 [not shown].
This is a brief summary of the main rules. The key signature indicates whether a third should
be major or minor, even in the most unusual of keys.

Later in this chapter we will explore other notions of grouping, such as Heinichen’s Verwechselung
and Rameau’s renversement. Before proceeding to Part Two, I would like to conclude Part One
with two negative examples. These help show how novel it was of Niedt and Werckmeister to
endorse thoroughbass as a conceptual model superior to tablature. These two treatises are
significant because one has never been examined before, and both exhibit connections to Bach’s
circle.
1.1.10 F. E. Praetorius’s Two Thoroughbass Treatises
Friedrich Emanuel Praetorius (1623–1695) served as Kantor at the St. Michael Klosterkirche in
Lüneburg from 1655 until his death. Although Praetorius was no longer Kantor when Bach
became a chorister in Lüneburg (April 1700 to late 1702 or early 1703), the fact that Bach
entered the school only five years after Praetorius’s death suggests Bach’s potential exposure to the
educational tradition represented by Praetorius’s teachings. Regarding Bach’s broader milieu,
Praetorius’s treatises are useful in that they demonstrate one stream of predominant musictheoretical thought that just pre-dates Bach’s formative education.
Praetorius's teachings are preserved in a volume that contains, among other things, two treatises
by J. A. Herbst (1588–1666): Musica Practica (1642) and Musica poëtica (1643). These works
evince the continuing influence of Italian practices in German-speaking lands. Together with his
Musica Prattica & Poëtica (1653), Herbst’s writings are also noteworthy as the first published
German-language composition treatises, as mentioned already. Briefly described, the Musica
Practica is a singing manual on Italian diminution practice; Musica poëtica treats vocal
composition in the Italian style; and Musica Prattica & Poëtica discusses composition and a mente
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invertible counterpoint, concluding with a translation of a five-page thoroughbass treatise by
Wolfgang Ebner (1611–1665) from its now-lost Latin original.158 The brevity of Ebner’s
thoroughbass treatise and Herbst’s placement of it as an appendix seem to emphasize the
subordinate status aﬀorded figured bass practice in seventeenth-century German pedagogy. This
suggests a correspondence with the Schützian pedagogical model of privileging the more
“advanced” techniques of vocal counterpoint over thoroughbass. This secondary status of
thoroughbass as “mere accompaniment”—not yet a form of composition—is also evident in F. E.
Praetorius own treatises.
Bound along with Herbst’s Musica Practica and Musica poëtica are two primers authored by
Praetorius himself: Exempla auf den Bassum Continuum and Kurtzer doch gründlicher Unterricht
vom General-Baß. The Exempla is available in a modern notation, while a transcription and
translation of Kurtzer doch gründerlicher Unterricht has recently been published by the present
author.159 At this point, neither treatise has been dated with more certainty than within
Praetorius’s forty-year tenure in Lüneburg (1655–1695). As already established, these two
treatises are broadly representative of German figured-bass practice in the second half of the
seventeenth century and are thus useful in defining the tradition to which Bach’s generation was
heir, regardless of whether these materials were still used at in Lüneburg during Bach’s time there.
Like Banchieri’s Dialogo, F. E. Praetorius begins his Exempla by treating stepwise motion in the
bass in several contexts. But whereas Banchieri initially omitted the seventh degree (without
calling it that) in order to avoid the issue of diminished fifth, Praetorius does not. Praetorius's
strategies for dealing with the diminished fifth are revealing, as they result in important
precursors to the rule of the octave (RO). There are three ways Praetorius avoids a diminished
fifth: (1) a 6/3 chord; (2) chromatic lowering of the bass; or (3) chromatic raising of the upper
voice. The significance of the second and third of these techniques is that Praetorius is not
concerned with restricting his collection of pitches to a single “diatonic” (i.e., non-chromatic) set.
Rather, contrapuntal considerations necessitating musica ficta supersede the projection of a
unified key or mode. As we will see in Part Two, the restriction to a unified, non-chromatic pitch
set is central to Heinichen’s theoretical view. Not surprisingly, increased use of the sixth, rather
than ficta, as a technique for avoiding a diminished fifth around 1700 coincides with the
emergence of the major/minor system of tonality. It also leads to the coalescence of the more or
less standard bass-scale harmonization now known as the RO (skip ahead to 1.42 for an example
thereof ). This supports Ludwig Holtmeier’s claim that the emergence of the RO around 1700 is a
crucial marker of the origin of modern tonality.160 That F. E. Praetorius is willing to admit ficta
(and so much of it!) into his bass scale harmonization places his treatise firmly within
seventeenth-century modal practice.
Ebner was organist at St. Stephen’s in Vienna from 1634 and became Capellmeister in 1663. Arnold (1931, 131–33) discusses
his treatise.
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The Exempla are given in Birke (1961), the Unterricht in Remeš (2019c, 109–114).

“At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the splitting of thoroughbass into ‘science’ and ‘practice,’ along with the
‘invention' of the Rule of the Octave around 1700, was a pivotal turning point in the history of both thoroughbass and harmonic
tonality” (Holtmeier 2007b, 11). And “The Rule of the Octave codifies what is generally understood by the terms ‘major-minor
tonality,’ ‘cadential harmony,’ or ‘modern tonality” (Holtmeier 2017, 109ﬀ.).
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The first harmonizations in the Exempla are shown in 1.8, which Praetorius labels “in schlechten
[unornamented] Consonantien.” 1.9 gives a modern transcription. Indeed, only consonances are
employed. The bass ascends and descends stepwise from c to c1, harmonized everywhere by 5/3
chords, except on the bass note b, which has a 6/3 chord in order to avoid a diminished fifth with
f1, just as Banchieri had described in 1611. The diﬀerences from the “standard” RO are obvious:
in 1.9 there are no 6/3 chords on the second, third, or sixth degrees, and no 6/4/2 chord on the
descending fourth degree.161 Particularly interesting is how Praetorius gives five diﬀerent
harmonization of the same bassline, the first four of which are nearly identical. 1.9(b) uses
invertible counterpoint between the upper voices when compared to (a), (c), and (d). 1.9(c) and
1.9(d) involve merely octave transpositions of the lines in (a). Note how 1.9(c) requires that the
left hand play two notes. This type of texture was increasingly considered old-fashion after about
1700. This same disposition of voices can be found, for example, in the earliest surviving
keyboard works as found in the Robertsbridge Codex (1360), the Faenza Codex (fifteenth century),
and the Buxheimer Orgelbuch (c.1460–1470). In these sources, the left hand often holds one or
two notes in longer values, freeing the right hand to play an embellished melody. This stands in
contrast to the normative eighteenth-century German thoroughbass texture of four voices, with
three taken by the right hand in close position, or in Griﬀnotation. Werckmeister describes this in
1702:
Die Ordinar-Säze und Griﬀe können meist alle in der rechten Hand genommen werden, in
Tractirung des General-Basses, denn so bleibet die Lincke bey dem Basse, und führet das
Fundament allein, und können die Passagien desto besser heraus gebracht werden, zumahl da
in dem izigen Stylo musico die Bässe oﬀters lauﬀen, und geschwinde fort gehen: Wie dann die
besten Musici fast alle den General-Bass heutiges Tages also tractiren, welches die Alten nicht
gethan, sondern die meisten accorden in der lincken Hand geführet haben, daher aber oﬀt ein
Gemurr entstanden, und wenig Anmuth gewesen seyn muß.162
In playing thoroughbass, the ordinary chords or grasps [8/5/3 = triads with doubled bass] can
almost all be taken in the right hand, for in this way the left hand stays with the bass and
takes the Fundament alone in order to play passage work [in the bass] better, especially since
the bass often run in quick notes in the current musical style. The best musicians today
realize a thoroughbass in this way. Our predecessors did it diﬀerently, though, playing the
majority of chords in the left hand, often resulting in a grumbling sound that must have
lacked grace.

Heinichen’s 1728 treatise describes this historical shift in texture in even greater detail:

Heinichen identified the use of 5/3 chords on bass notes a half step apart as an “unnatural passage” characteristic of the older
style. The new style, however, tends to use a 6/3 chord on one or both of the notes (Heinichen 1728, 742 note k).
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Werckmeister (1702, 6).
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§. 28. Bey Ende dieser Lehre fället noch eine wichtige Frage vor, nehmlich: Ob alle oben
gegebene Exampel nicht könten vollstimmiger tractiret werden, oder: Ob der General-Bass
überall bey dergleichen vier stimmigen Accompagnement nothwendig verbleiben müsste?
§. 29. Hierauf gründlich zu antworten, so ist bekannt, daß die alte Welt den General Bass
nach der ersten Erfindung desselben sehr schwach-stimmig tractirete, und war noch in denen
lezten Jahren des verwichenen Seculi ein drey stimmiges Accompagnement, (da bald die rechte,
bald die lincke Hand eine Stimme allein, die andere Hand aber die zwey übrigen Stimmgen
führte,) nicht eben gar zu rar, weil die Alten sich bey dem Accompagnement vollstimmiger
Instrumente mit der Triade harmonica simiplici, und denen nöthigsten Essential Stimmen
uedwedes musicalischen Sazes begnügten. In folgenden Zeiten aber dachte man mehr auf
Triadem harmonicam auctam und Verdoppelung mehrer Essential-Stimmen der musicalischen
Säze, dahero wurde das 4. stimmige Accompagnement mehr mode, welches man zwar
anfänglich vor beyde Hände gleich theilte, nemlich zwey Stimmen in der rechten, und zwey
Stimmen in der lincken Hand, um hierdurch die Künste eines wohl-regulirten Quatro zu
zeigen, (gleichwie noch heut zu Tage in gewissen Fällen und sonderlich auf Orgeln bey
schwacher Music von berühmten Meistern practiciret wird.) Weil aber diese Art nicht überall,
und sonderlich bey nachgehends, (wider die Lehre der Alten) eingeführten Gebrauch sehr
geschwinder Bässe, nicht applicabel war: als wurde dieses 4.stimmige Accompagnement vor die
Hände ungleich eingetheilet, nemlich drey Stimmen vor die rechte Hand, und die einzige
Bass-Stimme vor die lincke Hand, welche iedoch (wie oben gemeldet,) den Bass an solchen
Orten in lauter Octaven fortzuführen, die Freyhet bekam, wo sie nicht von der
Geschwindigkeit der Noten und der Mensur, verhindert wird. §. 30. Diese leztere nun ist
heutiges Tages das gebräuchlichste und fundamentaleste Accompagnement, welches man allen
Anfängern zu lehren pfleget, und welches wir in der ersten Section dieses Buches
durchgehends ausführen werden. Diejenigen aber, welche albereit in der Kunst geübet,
suchen gemeiniglich, (sonderlich auf denen Clavecins) die harmonie noch mehr zu
verstärcken, und mit der lincken Hand eben so vollstimmig, als mit der rechten zu
accompagniren, woraus denn nach Gelegenheit der Application beyder Hände ein 6. 7. biß 8.
stimmiges Accompagnement entstehet.163
~~~
§. 28. The conclusion of this instruction prompts an important question, namely, whether all
of the given example could not be realized in a full-voiced style, or whether thoroughbass
realization must necessarily remain in the same four-voice accompaniment?
§. 29. Answer: It is well-known that the old world, after the first invention of thoroughbass,
used very weak-voiced realizations, and even in the last years of the past [seventeenth]
century a three-voice accompaniment (the right or the left hand having one voice and the
other one two voices) was not rare at all, because the accompaniment on full-voiced
[stringed] instruments with the Triade harmonica simplici [i.e., without doublings] and its
163

Heinichen (1728, 130–132).
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required essential voices [Essential Stimmen] satisfied the ancients. In the following years
though, one used more often Triadem harmonicam auctam [i.e., with doublings] and doubled
multiple essential voices in the musical setting. Therefore the four-voice accompaniment
become more in style, which one first divided equally between the hands (namely two voices
in the right and two voices in the left), in order to demonstrate the art of a well-regulated
Quatro [four-voice texture], as is still practiced today in some cases, especially on organs
when playing weak music from famous Meistern. But because this manner is not always
practicable, especially with increasingly common quick basses, this four-voice
accompaniment was divided unequally between the hands, namely three voices in the right
hand and alone the bass in the left. […] §. 30. This latter style is the most common and most
fundamental [fundamentaleste] accompaniment which one usually teaches to all beginners
and which is treated in detail in the first volume of this treatise.

Returning to Praetorius’s Exempla, we see that 1.9(e) is a diminution of 1.9(d) in parallel thirds.
Thus, 1.9(e) may represent a model of how one could improvise embellishments over the
previous realizations.164 An obvious question arises when confronted with 1.8 and its
transcription in 1.9: Why bother copying out both (a) and (d), since the latter is simply an
octave transposition of the former? One possible reason is the pedagogical nature of the
manuscript. Another may be that mentioned by Wiedeburg and alluded to by Werckmeister: that
the musical content of the composition remains largely concealed behind the complexity—and, I
would add, the implied fixity—of tablature notation. Whatever the reason, it was apparently
important enough to warrant a rather involved copying process on Praetorius’s part, as is implied
in from 1.8 and as confirmed by contemporaneous authors who note that tablature is timeconsuming to write.165
1.10 gives all the remaining bass-scale harmonizations from Praetorius's Exempla in abridged
form.166 Let us examine each of them briefly. 1.10(a) is the common 5–6 chain of ascending
consonances; the descending scale introduces the first dissonances in the Exempla, which enter
unannounced by any commentary. Note how m. 6 of 1.10(a) uses a major sixth (f#2) on the
ascending sixth degree, in contrast with later RO harmonizations, which reserve this harmony for
the descending sixth degree (Heinichen being an exception). 1.10(b) uses the far less frequent 6–
5 chain for the both the ascending and descending bass. Though the 6–5 chain would eventually
fall into disuse in the eighteenth century, being replaced by the 7–6 chain, it is telling that
Praetorius seems to place the 6–5 on equal footing with the 5–6 chain, suggesting that both
intervals are for him interchangeable, probably on account of their purely consonant status. In
the descending scale of 1.10(b), the bb in the bass eliminates the diminished fifth. 1.10(c) uses
the same ficta in its descending scale. Ficta comes to the fore in 1.10(d), which abandons any
semblance of a unified diatonic pitch collection to create a major triad (i.e., trias harmonica
perfecta) on every degree. 1.10(e) is peculiar in that each measure in the ascending portion
164

Note how mm. 10–15 in 1.9(e) are partially a melodic inversion of mm. 1–9.

See, for example, the Adlung, Werckmeister, and M. Praetorius quotations cited in Hill (1990, 350–351). Given the evidence
already presented in the present chapter, I believe it inaccurate of Hill to refer to Werckmeister as a “champion” of tablature.
165

Only one set of upper voices is shown in 1.10, even though the originals include multiple realizations attained through
invertible counterpoint, as in 1.8 and 1.9.
166
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employs an intervallic constellation that will later become known as a “double cadence” (see
1.23). Cadences will be addressed in greater detail later in this chapter and again at the opening
of Chapter Three. Suﬃce to say that 1.10(e) is a spectacular, if almost absurd, example of a pretonal precursor to what Holtmeier has referred to as Durchkadenzierung, or the “thorough
cadentializing” nature of the later RO.167 Praetorius’s Exempla continue on with several diﬀerent
types of cadential patterns that are not shown. The document concludes by systematically
harmonizing diﬀerent intervallic bass patterns (see 2.20). I will return to this topic below in
relation to Heinichen. Now we turn to Praetorius’s second treatise, which has not yet been
examined by any modern author.
It was already mentioned that Praetorius's Kurtzer doch gründlicher Unterricht illustrates what
seems to be the earliest marriage of trias harmonica theory with thoroughbass practice. Regarding
out reconstruction of pedagogy in Bach’s circle, it is particularly interesting that many of the
same ideas appear again in Heinichen's 1728 treatise. Praetorius opens his treatise by stating that
the “The foundation of the bass, or thoroughbass, is the trias harmonica, which predominates
everywhere therein.”168 What a statement! As just noted, this is to my knowledge the earliest
linking of thoroughbass with the trias harmonica. Praetorius continues by illustrating how the 6/3
chord and 6/4 chord derive from a shuﬄing of the infima, media, and suprema (i.e., the tones of
the bass, third, and fifth in trias harmonica theory). See 1.11, which is taken right from the
beginning of the Unterricht. A strikingly similar explanation appears in Walther’s Praecepta (ms.
1708), as shown in 1.12. The significant diﬀerence, however, is that Walther does not discuss
thoroughbass at all in his treatise—his vision of compositional instruction is too conservative, as
we saw above in his use of permutational, dyadic thinking to explain intervallic progressions. We
will return to 1.11 and 1.12 in Part Two in connection with primary and secondary intervals
(i.e., those involving the bass or not), the status of the fourth as consonance or dissonance, and
inversional awareness in seventeenth-century triadic theory.
Like Heinichen, Praetorius then illustrates how the trias can occur in close or spread positions
(proximis or remotis) and how octave doublings of the infima, media, and suprema retain their
identity even when doubled at the octave. Next Praetorius explains how, when no figure occurs
over a bass pitch, that note is taken to be the infima and it requires a third and fifth, just like
Heinichen recommended above that the default harmony is the ordinary Accord, which also adds
a bass doubling. And like Heinichen, Praetorius defines the trias harmonica as having either a
major or minor third. 169 Praetorius also gives the common rule that bass notes with a sharp tend
to take a 6/3 chord. Similar advice appears in Werckmeister and Heinichen.170 Yet unlike
Heinichen the modernist, Praetorius still subscribes to the older modal categories of cantus durus
and cantus mollis, as we saw in Banchieri (see 1.1 and 1.2). Praetorius’s instruction concludes by
briefly explaining that quick notes in the bass do not all need to receive a chord (i.e., passing, or
167

Holtmeier (2007b, 16) and (2017, 119)

“Fundamentum Baseos sive Basis Generalis ist Trias harmonica, welche in demselben überall dominiret […]” (Remeš 2019c,
109).
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See Heinichen (1728, 119).

“Es kan aber diese Regel also abgefasset werden: Wenn zwo Noten ein Semitonium steigen, oder fallen, so kan man zu der
untersten eine Sextam nehmen” (Werckmeister 1698a, 32). See Heinichen (1728, 734).
170
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transitus, notes) and how a cadence usually has the figuring 3–4–4–3. The numerous connections
enumerated here are not intended to argue for a direct connection between Praetorius and
Heinichen, but merely a continuity of tradition—specifically the association of trias harmonica
theory with thoroughbass.
1.1.11 Summary of Part One
We have seen how, throughout the seventeenth century, the recognition of thoroughbass as a
compositional tool was hindered by German musicians’ persistent use of tablature. Not only does
tablature take too long to copy out (as Werckmeister notes), more importantly, it does not
promote an understanding of musical context in the same way that thoroughbass does when used
in combination with staﬀ notation and Arabic numerals (as Werckmeister, Printz, and
Wiedeburg argue). We saw how Banchieri was one of the first to recognize the compositional
potential of thoroughbass as a tool for improvisation and composition. I have argued that the
principle of grouping is important in the way in which thoroughbass simplifies, synthesizes, and
embodies the precepts of Renaissance vocal counterpoint. In essence, German compositional
pedagogy around 1700 began transitioning from the dyadic, vocal model seen in Walther to a
chordal, keyboard-centered one based in thoroughbass and the Accord. The Accord can be
understood as a practical extension of the more speculative trias harmonica. In this way,
thoroughbass involves the transfer of traditional, vocal counterpoint teachings to the new
medium of the keyboard. The ongoing influence of Renaissance counterpoint is observable not
only in the new guise thoroughbass, but also in the seventeenth-century reception of Zarlino’s
teachings in the Sweelinck school, which began to shift the language of compositional instruction
from Latin to German, while also shedding the speculative aspects of Zarlino’s theories. Bach and
his circle exhibit several connections to the tradition of Renaissance counterpoint, among them
Bach’s continuation of an unspecified “art” that Reincken praised, as well as Bach’s interest in the
stile antico. Though Werckmeister and Niedt were among the first Germans to recognize the
compositional potential of thoroughbass, it would remain for authors like Heinichen and
Emanuel Bach to develop this potential further—some would say to its zenith. As alluded to
already, Heinichen’s two treatises exhibit substantial connections to Bach. Moreover, his discourse
is more explicitly theoretical than Emanuel Bach’s. For these reasons, and for those outlined in
the introduction, Heinichen plays a central role in Part Two of this chapter.
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PART TWO: THOROUGHBASS IN J. S. BACH’S
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~~~
1.2.1 Introduction to Part Two
Dass der Bassus Continuus, oder so genannte General-Basse nechst der Composition eine der
wichtigsten und fundamentalesten Musicalischen Wissenschaﬀten sey, dessen wird kein
Music-Verständiger in Abrede seyn. Denn woher entspringet derselbe anders, als aus der
Composition selbst? Und was heisset endlich General-Bass spielen anders, als zu der eintzigen
vorgelegten Bass-Stimme die übrigen Stimmen einer völligen Harmonie ex tempore erdencken,
oder darzu componiren?171
No educated musician will deny that thoroughbass, or the so-called General-Bass is, next to
composition, one of the most important and fundamental of the musical sciences. For
whenceforth does thoroughbass spring if not from composition itself? And what ultimately
does playing General-Bass mean other than to invent ex tempore—that is, to compose—the
remaining voices of a full harmony to a single, given bassline?
Johann David Heinichen, Der General-Bass in der Composition (1728)

In Part One we explored the historical background leading to the recognition of thoroughbass as
a compositional tool in Germany around 1700. Nowhere is this view of thoroughbass more
apparent than in Johann David Heinichen's Der General-Bass in der Composition (1728), which is
the most comprehensive and sophisticated figured-bass treatise ever written. Like Werckmeister
and Niedt before him, one of Heinichen’s goals is to utilize thoroughbass a compositional and
171
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pedagogical tool. Aspects of Werckmeister’s theories were already discussed in Part One.
Regarding Niedt, it was already mentioned that a source attributed to Bach, the “Vorschriften
und Grundsätze” (1738), copies large sections from part one of Niedt’s Musicalische Handleitung
(1700–1717). But, for two reasons, Niedt does not take on a central role in Part Two. First,
Niedt’s treatise has been examined in other publications and is readily available in translation.172
Second, his instruction, illuminating as it is, is intended for beginners and thus remains at a fairly
basic level. 173 Still, it would be amiss to discount Niedt and the “Vorschriften,” given their
proximity to Bach’s circle. Nonetheless, I will focus primarily on Heinichen’s Der General-Bass
(1728), which is a vastly expanded version of his 1711 treatise.
Some reasons for my choice of Heinichen as a potential window into Bach's teachings were
already enumerated in the introduction: (1) Bach acted as an agent for Heinichen’s 1728 treatise,
and (2) both men explicitly refer to thoroughbass as the foundation of composition. The first
point means that multiple copies of Heinichen’s work were present in Bach’s home in Leipzig,
presumably for at least a few years beginning in 1729 (the date of the newspaper
advertisement).174 Even if Bach undertook the role of agent mostly for financial reasons, one
must assume he (and his sons) must have at least read some parts of it. This second point is of no
small significance, since the equation of thoroughbass with composition was not universally
shared. For instance, as editor of Niedt’s works, Johann Mattheson could not help adding a
footnote refuting Niedt’s statement that thoroughbass is the “complete fundament of music.”175
In contrast, David Kellner, whose Treulicher Unterricht (1732) is largely a digest of Heinichen
(1728), echoes Niedt’s statement when he writes that, “Thoroughbass is the Fundament of all
music.”176 Significantly, Robin A. Leaver and I have recently shown that Kellner's treatises has
hitherto unknown connections to the Bach circle.177
Besides the two reasons just mentioned, Part Two adds three additional arguments for associating
Heinichen with Bach: (3) my discovery of a new philological link between Heinichen and the
anonymous “Vorschriften” (see 1.13); (4) the substantial theoretical similarities between
See Spitta (1882a), Hiemke (2005), Menke (2017, 269ﬀ.), and the introduction in Poulin’s translation of Niedt (1700–1717
[1994]).
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Mattheson notes this fact condescendingly in his preface to the second edition of the second volume of Niedt (1700–1717, 2:
Vorrede, §.6).
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Bach’s role as agent for Heinichen (1728) and Walther’s Lexicon was first announced in the Leipziger Post-Zeitung on April 4,
1729 (Bach-Dok. 1:191).
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Niedt writes that “Der Anfang nun variiren ist billig, mit dem General-Baß zu machen, weil solcher das ganze Fundament
der Music ist […].” Emphasis original. Mattheson added the footnote: “Daß der General-Baß eben das ganze Fundament der
Music sey, muß nicht so platt genommen werden. An dem Orte, wohin uns der Autor weiset, sagt er auch gar nicht, daß der
General-Baß das ganze, sondern nur das vollkommenste Fundament der Music sey [see epigraph quoted at opening of Part One
of the present chapter]. Und muß niemand hier das Wort Music latè, sondern strictè, als ein Concert, eine Symphonie, eine
Melodie, einen Gesang und dergleichen betrachten, (Musica pro cantione, cantu, vel choro musico). In solchem Verstande, wo ein
Concert gehalten und etwas musicirt wird, da gibt der General-Baß eine Fundament-Stimme, und zwar die vollkommenste
Fundament-Stimme ab. Doch kan und mag auch in der ganzen musicalischen Wissenschaﬀt der General-Baß gar wohl für ein
fundamental- oder Haupt-Stück passiren; doch nicht für das ganze Fundament” (Niedt 1700–1717, 2:3–4). Emphasis original.
Regarding Mattheson’s opposition to thoroughbass as a compositional tool, see Heimann (1973, 124–130).
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“Der General-Bass, so auch Bassus continuus genannt wird, ist das Fundament der ganzen Music […]” (Kellner 1732, 2nd ed.
1737, 1).
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Leaver and Remeš (2018). The first English translation of Kellner is available in Remeš (2019e).
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Heinichen and Emanuel Bach (see 1.47–1.60 and in section 1.2.7); (5) and most significantly,
my discovery that Bach once used the same term (fundamental) in his teaching in the exact same
manner as Heinichen and Carl Philipp do (see 1.52).178 This last point implies that Bach’s
Fundamental-Regeln may have been based in part on Heinichen’s theories, specifically the
traditional understanding of how to prepare and resolve dissonance in a syncopatio, which forms
the basis of the stile antico—the foundation from which all other styles and compositional
licenses are derived.
I introduce two terms to describe central concepts within Heinichen’s theory: “contrapuntal
function” and “scale-degree function.” In brief, contrapuntal function refers to the assignment of
either restricted or unrestricted status to each pitch in a dissonant chord.179 I argue that the
notational conventions of thoroughbass, which includes only primary intervals (i.e., those
involving the bass voice), has contributed to the neglect of secondary intervals (i.e., between
upper voices) in recent examinations of baroque theory.180 This is because the idea of
contrapuntal function depends on a consideration of secondary dissonance. The second of the
new terms, scale-degree function, refers to the type of consonant chord—either 5/3 chord or 6/3
chord—that a given bass degree receives depending on its position within the major or minor
scale (i.e., its scale degree). In Part One we saw how Adriano Banchieri addressed this issue in his
Dialogo (1611). We also saw F. E. Praetorius (c.1655–1695) introduce various strategies for
avoiding a diminished fifth in what can be understood as modal precursors to the modern, tonal
rule of the octave, which emerged c.1700.181
In sum, contrapuntal function encompasses Heinichen’s theory of dissonance, while scale-degree
function summarizes his view of consonance. Thus, these two functions form a complementary
pair. For Heinichen, the combination of these two theoretical models forms the basis of both
improvisation and composition. Because of their central importance in Heinichen’s method, I
argue that the contrapuntal and scale-degree functions are concepts that may have played a role
in Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln, if only implicitly. But I do not wish to overstate my case. As
mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, we must bear in mind that there was no single
Bachian method of compositional pedagogy. Rather, his methods must have developed over time
and varied depending on the circumstances, since Bach was active as a teacher for several decades
and had over eighty recorded pupils. 182 Thus, in relating Heinichen to Bach I only claim to be
illuminating one potential aspect of Bach’s presumably multifaceted pedagogical method. Yet
even if Heinichen’s theories played no role in Bach’s teaching, they are nevertheless significant
because of Heinichen’s authority as a theorist in Bach’s milieu.

Holtmeier also notes the similarities between Heinichen and C. P. E. Bach’s approaches (2007b, 26, note 28), as does Menke
(2017, 88–90).
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This is related to Jean-Philipp Rameau’s concept of arbitraire (Holtmeier 2017, 215). There is no evidence to suggest that
Rameau influenced Heinichen in this regard, though Heinichen does cite Rameau’s version of the rule of the octave.
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I presented this argument already in Remeš (2019b, 69ﬀ.).
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See Christensen (1992) for background on the rule of the octave.
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For an overview of known Bach pupils, see Löﬄer (1953) and NBR (315–317).
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1.2.2 A New Link Between Heinichen and J. S. Bach
I recently discovered that the anonymous “Vorschriften” (1738), which is attributed to Bach and
based on Niedt, contains the same table of figures as Heinichen’s 1711 treatise (see 1.13). Thus,
the author of the “Vorschriften” seems to be have either copied directly from Heinichen or from
a lost intermediary. 183 This connection is significant because Heinichen refers to the figures in
this table as “fundamental harmonies.” 184 This suggests a potential link with Bach’s FundamentalRegeln: perhaps Bach instructed his pupils to copy this table because Fundamental-Regeln would
logically entail fundamentale Harmonien. It should be emphasized, however, that the
“Vorschriften” are not firmly attributable to Bach, in part because of the numerous errors in the
text. Nevertheless, it is diﬃcult to imagine that Bach had no relationship to the text’s origin,
given that it is attributed to him. The similarities between Bach's own definition of the Accord
and that given in the “Vorschriften” were already discussed in Part One. Perhaps Bach merely
instructed a prefect at the Thomasschule to use Niedt’s work in lessons. Or, as Wollny has
suggested, the “Vorschriften” may in fact date from well before 1738.185 This is not only because
the title page with the date “1738” seems to have been added later, but because by 1738, Niedt’s
treatise would have been somewhat outdated. Still, the fact that Niedt studied with Johann
Nikolaus Bach (J. S. Bach’s cousin) in Jena may have been one reason J. S. Bach apparently chose
to base part of his instruction on Niedt's treatise—not only does it provides a concise summary
of basic principles, but such instruction might have been passed on within the extended Bach
family. While many open question regarding the “Vorschriften” remain, the newly discovered
connection to Heinichen's 1711 treatise suggests that the table may have been copied before
1728, when Heinichen’s treatise was published. The reason is that, by 1729, Bach had copies of
Heinichen's 1728 treatise in his home. Would he not have instructed his pupils to copy the
updated table of figures from the later edition (see the lowest table in 1.13), rather than that in
the earlier 1711 version of Heinichen’s treatise? Whatever the circumstances, the appearance of
the same table in the “Vorschriften” and Heinichen (1711) suggests that Heinichen's treatises
may be able to tell us something about pedagogy in Bach's circle.
Turning to 1.13, we see that Heinichen’s 1711 table of “fundamental harmonies” is organized
into three rows. The upper row gives the abbreviated figures that the player sees above the bass
(Signaturen), while the lower two rows indicate “The corresponding figures” (Die hierzugehörigen
Stimmen). For example, to a 6 one adds the 3 and 8, and so on. The third row below 6/5, 6/4–
5/3, and 4/3 are blank. The last figure in the top row is 5b (diminished fifth). As the editorial
I know of no precursors to Heinichen's table. Still, it is possible “Vorschriften” could have had a diﬀerent source. For instance,
there is a manuscript at Yale University titled “Fundamento in laudem artis musices; Unterricht was einem incipienten nötig zu
wissen… an den General Bass” (n.d., US-NH, Misc. ms. 169) that copies parts of Heinichen (1711), including the table of
figures (1711, 65). This manuscript includes three treatises: the first (the title of the source itself ) is anonymous; the second is part
of Heinichen (1711); and the third is Gugl (1719). Thus, a source like this one could have been an intermediary between
Heinichen (1711) and the “Vorschriften.”
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“Und nunmehro ist eine ziemliche Arbeit vollbracht, indem durch Erkäntnis der bißherigen Signaturen alle Orten der
gebräuchlichen fundamentalen Harmonie in General-Bass oder Composition bekandt seyn […] Damit man nun alle Arten
Harmonie desto besser in das Geduachtnis bringen oder behalten möge, so kan man folgende Tabelle sich vorlegen, und bey dem
Exercitio des General-Basses allezeit die zu jeder Signatur gehörigen Stimmen daraus ersehen” (Heinichen 1711, 64).
184
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Wollny (2011, IX)
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arrows in 1.13 show, this table was copied in almost exactly the same form in the “Vorschriften,”
the only diﬀerences being the inclusion of more doubling options for three chords in the third
row. The three left-hand columns in the “Vorschriften” table indicate “Signatures” (Signaturen),
“Middle Voices” (Mittelstimen), and “Supporting Voices” (Verstärkungsstimmen). The phrase on
the far right before “8/5/3” says “Without any Signature” (Ohne eine Signature), of course
indicating that the intervals 8/5/3 are the default, “ordinary chord,” or Accord, as described in
Part One. The precise meaning of the three left-hand columns in the “Vorschriften” is not
entirely clear, however. On the one hand, “Middle Voices” suggests that these figures may not
appear in the upper voice, which is obviously false, based on standard baroque practice. On the
other hand, “Supporting Voices” implies a subordinate status such that the “Middle Voices”
would be preferred in a three-voice texture. Still, the precise meaning of these categories remains
in question.
The doubling options given in the “Vorschriften” seem to correspond with the Bach’s “Einige
Reguln vom General Bass,” which supports the hypothesis that the “Vorschriften” originate from
Bach. As mentioned in Part One, the “Einige Reguln” appear at the end of the Notenbüchlein für
A. M. Bach (1725), which is given in translation in Appendix 6. There we find the rules that,
Eine 6 alleine, wird begleidet auﬀ dreyerley arth: als 1) mit der 3. u. 8. 2) mit der doppelten
3. 3) mit vertoppelter [sic] 6. und 3. […] die 7. wird auch auf 3erley arth accompagn: (1) mit
der 3. u 5. (2) mit der 3. u. 8. (3) wird die 3. dupliert.186
A 6 alone is accompanied in three ways: (1) with 3 and 8; (2) with doubled 3; (3) with
doubled 6 and 3. […] The 7 is accompanied in three ways: (1) with 3 and 5; (2) with 3 and
8; (3) with the 3 doubled.187

All these options are given in the “Vorschriften” table. (The doubling options for the 7 are
divided between the rows for “7–6” and “7.”) And if we assume that the “Vorschriften” originate
from Bach, then it would seem that Bach likely knew of Heinichen’s 1711 treatise, given that the
same table appears in both. This, in turn, implies one reason why Bach was willing to serve as
agent for the 1728 edition: he already subscribed to aspects of Heinichen's theories. Bach even
owned a manuscript of a cantata by Heinichen (Bach himself may have been the scribe), which
suggests that Bach was at least aware of Heinichen’s compositional activities. 188 In the next four
sections we will explore Heinichen’s theories. Then we will examine some of the striking
similarities between Heinichen’s and Emanuel Bach’s thoroughbass treatises. These
correspondences provide further support for the hypothesis that J. S. Bach's compositional
pedagogy may have incorporated aspects of Heinichen’s theories.
186

NBA (V/4, 131).

187

See section 2.2.11 regarding doubling of the 6 chord in Telemann’s and Bach’s chorales.

In a letter to Heinrich Bokemeyer dated July 29, 1733, J. Walther wrote that, “[…] inzwischen, da mich entsinne, daß Ihnen
ehemahls von des seeligen Hrn. Capellmeisters Heinichens Arbeit ein Stück übersendet, von welchem Sie nicht unbillig
geurtheilet, daß es von deßen erstern Erfindung sey, und mir nachhero beykommende 2 Kirchen-Stücke zu Handen kommen
sind, habe selbige jetzo zu Dero Eigenthum übersenden wollen, ob Sie vielleicht hieran einen beßern Geschmack finden,
möchten. Die Überschriﬀt des einen ist von des Leipziger Herrn Bachs Hand” (Bach-Dok. 2:238).
188
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1.2.3 The Historical Context for Heinichen’s Theories
Johann David Heinichen (1683–1729) was born in central German village of Krössuln and from
1696 attended the Leipzig Thomasschule, where he studied composition and keyboard with
Johann Kuhnau (1660–1722), Bachs’ predecessor, while also acting as Kuhnau’s assistant.189
Heinichen matriculated into the Leipzig University in 1702 to study law, completing his degree
in 1706. After three years in Weissenfels, he returned to Leipzig in 1709 where he found success
as an opera composer. He published his first treatise, the Neu erfundene und Gründliche
Anweisung, in 1711. This treatise must have been completed before 1711, because in 1710
Heinichen moved to Venice, where he composed several successful operas and likely came into
contact with Gasparini and Vivaldi, among other prominent composers.190 The fact that the
1711 treatise was likely complete before the Italian trip is significant, because this first version of
his treatise contains his first formulations of the Schemata, Heinichen’s conception of the rule of
the octave.191 This is important to bear in mind, lest we believe that Heinichen’s entire 1728
treatise be the result of his Italian apprenticeship.192 Horn (2001) contradicts Buelow (2002) in
stating that there is in fact no documentary evidence for Heinichen having contact in Italy in
1712 with Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Cöthen, later J. S. Bach’s patron.193 This point remains
unresolved. Beginning in 1717, Heinichen shared the duties of Capellmeister with Johann
Christoph Schmidt (1664–1728) at the Dresden court. In his final years, Heinichen revised his
1711 treatise (doubling its length) as Der General-Bass in der Composition, published in 1728 at
his own expense, a year before he died.
It seems that Heinichen’s early training with Kuhnau had a marked impact on his theories, for
there are many similarities evident between their theoretical outlooks. We know, for instance,
that Kuhnau taught his students thoroughbass, since the autobiographical entry for Johann
Friedrich Fasch (1688–1758) in Walther’s Lexicon states that Fasch “layed the first fundamenta in

“Ich genosse nehmlich dazumahl in der Composition die Lehre des sonst berühmten Herrn Kuhnau, ehemahligen Directoris
Chori Musici zu Leipzig, als ich zu gleicher Zeit das Clavier zu excoliren und meinen Meister hierinnen zu imitiren
suchte” (Heinichen 1728, 840). And Heinichen (1711, 6) refers to his teacher as the "famous Kuhnau.” The following
biographical sketch is based on Horn (2002) and Buelow (2001). A useful summary of biographical information related to
Heinichen is found in Appendix A of Heinichen (1711 [2012], 193ﬀ.).
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Maul (2010, 146). One reason that the 1711 treatise was most likely finished before Heinichen left for Italy is that it lacks an
errata list. It would seem Heinichen probably submitted the manuscript to the printer and it was set after Heinichen had departed
for Italy.
190
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Heinichen (1711, 201ﬀ.).

See Buelow (1994). Ludwig Holtmeier also writes that, “Heinichen's way of thinking was shaped by his early ‘contrapuntal’
schooling in Germany, but above all by the Italian tradition of apprenticeship that he got to know so well during his long stay in
Italy” (2007b, 33). While the additions to the 1728 edition certainly may be the result of Italian influences, this remains diﬃcult
to prove conclusively. After all, there were also many Italian musicians active at the Dresden court.
192

Johann Walther’s biography of Heinichen in the Lexicon may be the first source to claim Heinichen came into the services
Prince Leopold (Walther 1732, 306). Translation in the appendices of Heinichen (1711 [2012], 195).
193
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music and especially in thoroughbass” with Kuhnau in Leipzig.194 Yet oddly enough, a
manuscript treatise likely originating from Kuhnau (or at least his circle) contains no mention of
thoroughbass: the Fundamenta Compositionis (1703).195 Of note is the fact that the same word—
fundamenta—appears in the title of this source and in Walther’s description of Fasch’s education.
Though Paul Walker has cast some doubt on Kuhnau’s authorship of the Fundamenta, he also
admits that there is no conclusive evidence disproving Kuhnau’s association with the work.196
Until further information comes to light, we will assume the document at least originated from
Kuhnau’s circle. The open question, then, is whether or not the Fundamenta Compositionis
reflects the instruction Heinichen received from Kuhnau, or whether Kuhnau took a more
thoroughbass-oriented approach.
Kuhnau’s Fundamenta Compositionis is very typical for seventeenth-century German
Kompositionslehre in its content and approach. Like Walther’s Praecepta (see 1.7), the Sweelinck
manuscripts, and Christoph Bernhard’s treatises (all discussed in Part One), Kuhnau’s work uses
primarily two-voice examples in a vocal context—what I called the Schützian pedagogical model,
as proposed in section 1.1.3. That is, though Kuhnau was an organist, his compositional
instruction seems to be based (at least at one point and at least in part) on the traditional
seventeenth-century method based on Renaissance practice. For instance, the Fundamenta
demonstrates the use of the perfect fourth in the two-voice example 1.14, which shows how the
upper or lower voice can be the tied patient voice that must resolve down by step. The
Fundamenta treats the following topics: consonance and dissonance, the trias harmonica, the
modes, cadences in each mode, transposition, fugue, canon, and invertible counterpoint. As just
mentioned, conspicuously absent is any mention of thoroughbass. Kuhnau became organist at
the Thomaskirche in Leipzig in 1684 and cantor in 1701. Since the Fundamenta is not in
Kuhnau’s hand, but is rather an anonymous copy of a lost earlier source, it is possible that the
manuscript stems from Kuhnau’s teaching duties at the Thomaskirche, perhaps even around the
time of Heinichen’s study with him (beginning in 1696).
It is a curious coincidence that Heinichen uses exactly the same formulation as the title of
Kuhnau's treatise—Fundamenta Compositionis—in the preface to his 1728 treatise: “Therefore
throughout this whole book I include not only the necessary Fundamenta Compositionis, but also
important material not put forth by old, new, German, Italian, or French authors.”197
Werckmeister also uses the same phrase when he introduces his 1698 treatise as a “compendium
“[Fasch, Johann Friedrich] jeziger Hochfürstl. Anhaltischer Capellmeister in Zerbst, ist an. 1688 den 15ten April in
Buttelstädt, einem zwischen Weimar und Buttstädt liegenden Städtgen, gebohren, hat in Leipzig unter dem seel. Herrn Kuhnau
die ersten fundamenta in der Music, und besonders im G. Basse geleget; bey dem Herrn Capellmeister Graupner aber in der
Composition sich feste gesezet, in seinen Studenten-Jahren die Direction eines Collegii Musici in Leipzig etliche Jahre gehabt, ist
hierauf am Gräfl. ReußPlauischen Hofe zu Gera verschiedene Jahre Cammer-Schreiber, ferner nicht gar 2 Jahr Stadt-Schreiber zu
Graiz, sodann bey Sr. Excellenz dem Herrn Grafen Morzini zu Prag eingagirt gewesen, und von da aus an obgedachten Hochfürstl.
Hof vocirt worden” (Walther 1732, 240).
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Remeš (2020d) provides a modern edition and translation.
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Walker (2000, 267).

“Dahero ich durch das ganze Buch nicht allein die nöthigen Fundamenta Compositionis, sondern auch solche wichtige, und
zum Theil noch unbekannte Materien beyhergeführet, wovon uns zur Zeit weder alte noch neue, weder Deutsch, Italiänische,
noch Franzöische [sic] Autores etwas zu lesen gegeben haben” (Heinichen 1728, first page of Vorrede).
197
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of how one can compose a Contrapunctum simplicem, for whoever wants to play a thoroughbass
correctly must understand the Fundamentum Compositionis.”198 In Part One we already saw how
Werckmeister, Heinichen, and J. S. Bach share similar views regarding the division of harmonies
into two basic categories: 5/3 chords vs. everything else. The implication of Heinichen’s use of the
same phrase as his teacher is that he might have intended his treatise to be a modern reworking of
Kuhnau's method.199 The idea of thoroughbass as a synthesis and simplification of traditional
Renaissance compositional pedagogy was already discussed in Part One. The question was posed:
Which notion of Fundamenta Compositionis is closer to Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln?—the
Schützian dyadic approach or the newer thoroughbass approach? As I argued before, since Bach
writes that the Fundamental-Regeln are derived from keyboard and thoroughbass, Heinichen’s
thoroughbass-centered approach no doubt better reflects Bach’s intentions than does Kuhnau’s
dyadic, vocal method. But it is not that simple, for Heinichen also preserves several aspects of the
seventeenth-century Kontrapunktlehre represented by Kuhnau.
For Heinichen, no word better sums up the seventeenth-century tradition than “counterpoint,”
by which he means the techniques of fugue, canon, invertible counterpoint, and all the attendant
“tricks,” such as melodic inversion, retrograde, rhythmic augmentation, etc. Some of these topics
will be addressed in Part Three of Chapter Three. Though Heinichen describes himself as “an
ardent champion” of counterpoint in his youth, since then he lost his enthusiasm for it and finds
that contrapuntal technique too often diverges into “forced pedantries.”200 In Heinichen’s view, as
soon as the composer “has part of a theme or bit of an idea and has captured it at [invertible
counterpoint at] the twelfth, then he whips it through all the usual transpositions and common
inversions; this then is called erudition, and the man has accomplished Herculean feats.”201
Heinichen finds even stronger disdain for the anonymous composer of a treatise containing
puzzle canons where the key is withheld, because it impells the ignorant to wonder at such “eyemiracles.”202 An obvious candidate for this attack is Johann Theile’s Musikalisches Kunstbuch
(1691), which coyly taunts the reader with rhyming verses hinting at the solution (see 1.15).203
Of course, J. S. Bach also composed puzzle canons and employed the same compositional
principles in the Musical Oﬀering, the Art of Fugue, and the fourteen canons on the bassline from
the Goldberg Varations (BWV 1087). These are the sorts of techniques Reincken may have been
praising Bach for having maintained when he described an unspecified “art” (see 1.1.3).
However, this by no means limits the applicability of Heinichen’s treatise to Bach’s music, for
Bach also very often wrote in the “modern” Italian style that Heinichen espouses. In the context
“Es ist auch dieses Wercklein zugleich ein Compendium wie man einen Contrapunctum simplicem componiren könne, denn wer
einen General-Baß absque vitiis tractiren will, der muß das Fundamentum Compositionis verstehen” (Werckmeister 1698a, 2).
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I know of only one other treatise to use this exact phrase: the Fundamenta Compositionis of Anton Cajetan Adlgasser (1729–
1777). Adlgasser belonged to a line organists of Salzburg Cathedral that included J. B. Samber, Matthäus Gugl, and J. E. Eberlin;
Adlgasser was succeeded by W. A. Mozart. A set of 103 imitative versets in thoroughbass notation survives (Adlgasser 2008).
Appendix 3 gives a list of treatises with the word Fundament in their title.
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Heinichen (1728, 7).

“Denn hat er einmahl ein Stück von einem Themate, oder ein bißgen Invention in duodez[imo] erwischet, so peitschet er
solches nach allen gewöhnlichen Transpositionibus und alltäligchen Verkehrungen durch; das heißet alsdenn gelehrt, und der
Mann hat Hercules-Thaten gethan.” (1728, 8); translation based on Buelow (1961, 558).
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Heinichen (1728, 936).
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Karl Dahlhaus’s edition of Theile’s Kunstbuch (1691 [1965]) provides suggested solutions to the puzzles.
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of Bach’s recommendation for Wild (see the introduction), Fundamental-Regeln clearly refers
more to Heinichen’s thoroughbass-centered formulation; but in other pedagogical contexts, such
as Bach’s contrapuntal studies with his son, W. F. Bach (see section 3.3.4), Sebastian Bach
emphasizes the techniques of seventeenth-century Kontrapunktlehre.
To reiterate, it seems that Bach’s pedagogical approaches were as varied as his stylistic output,
making it impossible to pinpoint the Bachian method of teaching composition. Perhaps Johann
Mattheson was right in a way when he criticized Niedt’s blanket statement that thoroughbass is
the foundation of music;204 it may be more accurate to speak of multiple Fundamenta.
Nevertheless, we can still investigate the diverse stylistic and methodological currents as witnessed
by surviving documents connected within Bach's sphere of influence. Kuhnau’s Fundamenta
(1703) is a window into the older tradition of Heinichen’s early compositional training. Despite
Heinichen’s outward hostility towards this tradition, seventeenth-century Kontrapunktlehre forms
the theoretical foundation for certain aspects of his theory, so that, ultimately, no absolute
division between the two methods is possible. To understand Heinichen’s theory better, we need
to define which features of the older tradition he maintained and which he discarded.
Heinichen’s theories preserve several aspects of traditional seventeenth-century Kontrapunktlehre
(the “Schützian model”), as transmitted through Herbst, Bernhard, Walther, and Kuhnau. These
include:
1. the conceptual and methodological division between consonance and dissonance,
including the use of purely consonant settings as a theoretical and pedagogical
basis;
2. the three-fold classification of dissonance usage into church, chamber, and
theater styles;
3. the definition of the church style (stylus gravis) as containing the two
foundational dissonant figures: transitus (passing and neighbor) and syncopatio
(suspension);
4. the definition of the chamber style as additionally containing licenses applied to
the transitus; and
5. the definition of the theatrical style as additionally containing licenses applied to
the syncopatio.
1.16 summarizes these points. The table builds on Josef Müller-Blattau’s work by adding Walther
Heimann’s astute observation about the division of licenses in the chamber and theater styles. 205
A note on terminology is in order. I prefer the terms syncopatio and transitus over their modern
equivalents because their meanings diﬀer slightly. Syncopatio emphasizes the rhythmic and
intervallic context of a suspension as a syncopation, while transitus subsumes both the modern
passing and neighbor note categories together under the larger heading of interval-variatio.
204

See Niedt (1700–1717, 2:3–4).

205

Müller-Blattau (ed. 1963, 17); Heimann (1973, 108).
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Interval-variatio is the “variation” of any interval by the addition of transitus notes. Bernhard’s
illustration is shown in 1.17. It tends to be underemphasized today that the unison can also be
varied, as Bernhard confirms: “Transitus was invented in order to ornament the unison or leap of
a third in a voice.”206 Following this statement, Bernhard discusses the variation of intervals larger
than a third, as Niedt does in volume two of his Musicalische Handleitung (1700–1717).
Undoubtedly the most conservative aspect of Heinichen’s treatise, however, is his attempt to
show that the advanced contrapuntal licenses of the modern Italian recitative style (the stylus
theatralis) can still be justified in terms of licenses applied to the transitus and syncopatio. In this
regard, Heinichen is truly Bernhard’s successor. For Heinichen, the process of stripping away
“modern” extravagances reveals a “fundamental” background that adheres to the principles of the
stylus gravis—logically, the notes making up this unadorned background are called FundamentalNoten. This may be because they consist solely of the two “fundamental” figures, as defined in
Bernhard’s Ausführlicher Bericht:
Ich theile sie aber di[e]ßmal in Figuras fundamentals and superficiales. Figuras fundamentales
nenne ich diejenigen, welche in der fundamental Composition oder im alten stylo nicht
weniger als in den üblichen Arthen befindenlich. Solche Figurarum Fundamentalium sind
zwey; Nehmlich Ligatura und Transitus.207
I divide them [dissonances] into Figuras fundamentales and superficiales. I term Figuras
fundamentales those that occur in the fundamental Composition, or old style, no less often
than in other styles. Solche Figurarum Fundamentalium are two: namely, Ligatura [i.e.,
syncopatio] and transitus.

The same definition appears as late as Johann Adolph Scheibe’s Compendium (c.1730). Scheibe
was not only a pupil of Bach, but his Compendium contains numerous traces of Heinichen’s
influence. Regarding the two “fundamental” types of dissonance, Scheibe writes,
Zur Verfertigung eines Contrapuncti Floridi oder Fracti aber sind als Haupt-Figuren
anzusehen, Transitus und Syncopation oder ligatura. Diese sind auch folglich in einen jeden
musicalischen Stück die aller vornehmsten Figuren.208
But in composing a contrapuncti floridi or fracti [not 1:1, simplex rhythm] one must consider
the main figures, transitus and syncopatio, or ligatura. It follows that these are the primary
figures in every musical work.

These conservative currents within Heinichen’s theory are contrasted by several breaks with
tradition.

206

“Transitus ist erfunden worden, den unisonum oder Sprung der Tertie einer Stimme zu zieren” (Müller-Blattau, ed. 1963, 64).
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Müller-Blattau (ed. 1963, 144).

208

Scheibe (c.1730 [1955] 34).
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Heinichen’s method diﬀers from the seventeenth-century Kontrapuntlehre in significant ways,
including that,
1. Heinichen assumes the principles of thoroughbass are equivalent to the principles
of composition;
2. because of this, Heinichen’s practical and conceptual starting point is the
keyboard, not the voice;
3. in addition, Heinichen’s default texture is four voices, not two;
4. Heinichen also adheres to the “modern” system of twenty-four major and minor
keys, not the modes;
5. for justification of his ideas Heinichen looks to the ear, “nature,” good taste, and
contemporary practice, not to speculative deduction or past authorities;
6. Heinichen omits all mention of “advanced” contrapuntal techniques (i.e., canon,
invertible counterpoint, etc.), except to include one realized figured-bass
fugue.209
But despite all these diﬀerences, Heinichen’s theories remain partly rooted in the older tradition
he inherited from Kuhnau. Among the most important aspects of continuity is one more point
that was not mentioned yet: as is tradition in Italian theory, Heinichen still judges dissonant
four-voice chords in terms of a two-voice structural pair—what Ludwig Holtmeier has called a
“polyphonic chord.”210 This is apparent from 1.18, in which Heinichen illustrates the interval of
a second as syncopatio and transitus using only two voices. The # in m. 5 and the “6” in the last
bar make clear that, even if more than two voices are present, Heinichen still conceives of a
syncopatio as a two-voice event. This leads us what I call “contrapuntal function,” which is a
central idea not only in Heinichen’s theory but also in the Renaissance and seventeenth-century
traditions that Heinichen inherited. 211

209

Heinichen (1728, 516–520).

Holtmeier (2007b, 33) writes: “For Heinichen and traditional Italian music theory, the polyphonic chord at heart was always
something put together—a composite. The contrapuntal pairing of two main voices formed the framework of a composite
sonority, which could be supplemented by Neben-Stimmen (secondary voices; Heinichen 1728, 171) to create a texture of three,
four, five, or more voices.” See also Diergarten (2010b).
210

My conception of contrapuntal function is indebted in part to Walther Heimann’s ground-breaking book, Der GeneralbaßSatz und seine Rolle in Bachs Choral-Satz (1973). Heimann interprets Bach’s vocal chorales in terms of contemporaneous
theoretical models, especially Heinichen’s. Carl Dahlhaus’s critique of Riemannian function- and chord-centered theories also
provided an important impulse for the historische Satzlehre movement, even if Dahlhaus still subscribed to Riemannian notions of
chord-centered tonal harmony (Diergarten 2010b, 138–139). Important German-language contributions to this tradition include
Holtmeier (2007b), Holtmeier, Menke, Diergarten, eds. (2008; 2012), Holtmeier (2011a; 2017), Diergarten (2010a/b) Menke
(2015; 2017), and Froebe (2007a/b, 2008). As noted in the introduction, we can see an analogous English-language Early-theory
movement beginning in 1992 and expanding in the late 2000’s with the revival of Italian partimento practices. See Gjerdingen
(2007; 2010), Sanguinetti (2007a/b; 2010; 2012), Holtmeier (2007b; 2011b), Jans (2007), Lester (2007), Gingras (2008), Lutz
(2010), Christensen (2010), Diergarten (2011; 2015), Byros (2015). Antecedents include Lester (1992) and Christensen (1992).
211
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1.2.4 Contrapuntal Function: Heinichen’s Theory of Dissonance
“Contrapuntal function” refers to the assignment of restricted or unrestricted function to each
note in a dissonant chord when that chord contains a syncopatio. For Heinichen and his
contemporaries, the syncopatio is the most important and fundamental type of dissonance.212
Like seventeenth-century theorists, Heinichen defines both syncopatio and transitus as two-voice
phenomena. While the idea of a two-voice core has been described by recent authors, it is my
emphasis of secondary intervals that distinguishes the present work. Our view must include
secondary intervals as well if we are to understand Heinichen's theory in all its nuance.
I also intend to problematize certain statements by Joel Lester and David Damschroder. These
authors conflate thoroughbass figures with what they call “chord function.” I prefer the term
“contrapuntal function” since it is actually contrapuntal considerations that determine how the
individual tones of a chord behave in Heinichen's theory. Thus, the main thesis of this section,
and one of the most important arguments of Part Two, is that thoroughbass notational, which
only indicates primary intervals, has contributed to a widespread neglect for secondary intervals
in our understanding of thoroughbass theory. As already noted, thoroughbass notation does seem
to imply that the bass should be the sole referent for intervallic measurement. There are even
accounts by the likes of Michael Wiedeburg that support this view:
Der Baß ist immer die tiefste oder Fundament-Stimme, wie das Wort Baß oder Basis es auch
anzeiget, daher wird auch der Baß das Fundament oder die Grund-Stimme genennet, weil
nicht allein die oberste Stimme damit harmoniren muß, sondern weil die Mittel-Stimmen
auch darnach gemacht, erfunden und eingerichtet werden müssen.213
The bass is always the lowest, or foundational voice, as the word “bass” or “basis” also
indicates. Thus, the bass is also called the foundational, or grounding voice, not only because
the highest voice must harmonize with it, but because the middle voices are also made,
invented, and arranged according to it.

Of course, Wiedeburg, whose work was strongly influenced by Heinichen, is mostly right: the
bass is indeed the primary reference for measuring the upper voices. But this captures only part of
the picture. Wiedeburg, being a sophisticated theorist, is certainly aware of this, since he discusses
concepts like the perfect fifth that is made to act like a dissonance (quinta-dissonance; see below)
as well. 214 In reality, secondary intervals are key to a fuller understanding of Heinichen’s theories,
and I argue, within what Walther Heimann has called “pre-Rameau” thoroughbass theory in
general.215
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Heimann (1973, 72).
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Wiedeburg (1765–1775, 2:36).

“Sonsten merken wir hiebey noch an, daß beym Griﬀ 6/5 nicht eben immer nothwendig die kleine Quinte seyn müsse: nein,
man findet oft die Quintam perfectam bey der Sexte […]. Doch ist zu merken, daß alsdenn die Quinta perfecta, (ob sie gleich
sonst als eine vollkommene Consonanz keiner Resolution bedarf ) sich gleich der kleinen Quinte, unter sich resolviren muß, und
zwar in eben der Stimme, darin sie gelegen” (Wiedeburg 1765–1775, 2:151). Emaphsis original.
214
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See Heimann (1973).
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As we know, a syncopatio contains one restricted voice and one unrestricted voice. The restricted
voice is Giovanni Maria Artusi’s “patient,” which is acted upon by the unrestricted “agent.”216 We
find a similar definition in Kuhnau’s Fundamenta:
Da denn zu mercken, daß man es vornehmlich mit 2. Stimen zu thun habe; die eine giebt die
Dissonanz, die andere aber leidet oder empfähet gleichsam dieselbige; diese muß allezeit
vorher Consoniren, oder liegen |: wenige Fälle ausgenom‹m›en :| und nachgehends nieder,
nicht aufwerts gehen.217
It should be noted that the syncopatio mainly deals with two voices; the one causes the
dissonance, the other suﬀers or receives it. The syncopatio must always be a consonance
beforehand, or be tied (with a few exceptions) and afterwards descend, not ascend.

A 1701 German translation of G. M. Bononcini’s Musico prattico (1673) and Werckmeister
(1702) even use Artusi’s terms.218 The restricted voice is referred to as such not because it must be
prepared (although this is indeed the case in the stylus gravis), but because its motion after the
dissonance is restricted to a stepwise descent. The unrestricted voice, on the other hand, is free to
move by step or by leap, usually to a note that is consonant with the syncopatio’s resolution. In
the “modern” styles (i.e., chamber and theater), these conditions are relaxed, meaning the
syncopatio can sometimes either (1) lack a consonant preparation or (2) resolve to a dissonance
(which must subsequently resolve to a consonance), among many other more advanced licenses.
But in Heinichen’s definition of the stylus gravis, which for him represents the foundation
(Fundament) of the other styles in his model, dissonances must still be prepared. He writes that,
Indeß ist nicht zu läugnen, daß der Stylus gravis nach seiner wahren Accuratesse dergleichen
Freyheiten hasset, und allezeit seine Dissonanten præpariret haben will. Also möchte man
wenigstens aus Curiosität nach der Ursache fragen, warum alle andere styli von diesen
fundament abgegangen?219
One cannot deny that, according to its true exactness, the Stylus gravis hates this freedom [of
unprepared dissonance], and always desires to have its dissonances prepared. Would one at
least out of curiosity inquire as to the cause, why all other styles depart from this fundament?
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Artusi (1589, 2:27ﬀ.).

217

Kuhnau (1703, 12).

“Vor allen ist nöthig zu wissen, daß bey der Composition, in Ordnung derer Dissonanzen, nothwendig eine Stimme frey, die
andre aber gebunden sey. Die freye oder nicht sincopirte Stimme wird genannt, die thäthliche, oder agens, und ist die, welche mit
ihren freyen Figuren und Noten die gebundene sincopirte Stimme anregt, fortreibt, und stößt; Daher sie auch patiens, oder die
Leydende benahmt wird: Diese nun, muß je nach einen Stoß, gleichsam einen Schritt niedertretten, und wäre um so viel besser,
wann alsdenn nach geschehenen Stoß oder Druck, die antreibende Stimme, oder pars agens, ruhen könnte, wie solschen in dem
Exempel zu sehen” (Bononcini 1701 [1673], 17). “Sonsten ist merckwürdig, daß allemahl in dem Gebrauch der Dissonantien ein
Clavis muß hangen bleiben, so die Dissonanz machet, denn Sprung-Weise in eine zu fallen pfleget nicht wohl oder selten
anzugehen; Darum nennet der Artusius den hangenden Patientem, und den fortschreitenden Agentem” (Werckmeister 1702, 51–
52).
218
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Heinichen (1728, 602).
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As argued in the introduction, the word fundament in this statement suggests a potential link to
Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln. That is, I believe Bach’s rules may refer in part to the traditional
principles governing the use of transitus and syncopatio within the stylus gravis. For Heinichen,
these rules are applied not in the older pedagogical context of dyadic vocal excerpts, but in the
newer, four-voice context of thoroughbass at the keyboard, which was standard in Germany in
the eighteenth century. In this style, the left hand plays the bass and the right hand takes the
upper three voices, usually in close position, as in Werckmeister and Heinichen's “ordinary
chord” and J. S. Bach’s Accord.220 This distribution of voices is, according to Heinichen, “the
most usual and most fundamental [fundamentaleste] accompaniment that one usually teaches to
beginners.” 221 At this same time, this four-voice texture is often viewed in terms of a two-voice—
or rather, “two-hand”—framework consisting of outer voices, as discussed in Part One. This is
apparent from Heinichen, Niedt, and Werckmeister’s advice regarding the virtues of contrary
motion, which only takes into account the outer voices, since the alto and tenor usually move in
similar or parallel motion with the discant voice. 222 But this outer-voice framework must not be
confused with the above-mentioned two-voice syncopatio core. The voices involved in the
syncopatio core may occur anywhere in the four-voice texture, not just in the outer voices.
So far, this description of contrapuntal function is merely the standard procedure for traditional
Renaissance counterpoint. But there are two additional points that distinguish Heinichen’s theory
that are less commonly known today. First, the restricted patient voice in a syncopatio may be a
consonance with the bass. While consonance and dissonance is usually measured in relation to
the bass (i.e., primary intervals), a consonance with the bass can be made to act like a syncopatio if
it is dissonant with another upper voice (i.e., as a secondary interval). This point is illustrated
clearly in Heinichen’s statement that:
§. 2. Die Harmonie einer vollstimmigen 6te ist, nechst gedachten ordinairen Accorden, noch
die einzige mögliche Zusammensezung vieler frey und ungebundenen (b) Consonantien. Alle
übrige Species Harmoniae werden iederzeit gegen den Fundamental-Clavem entweder eine
würckliche Dissonanz, (zum Exempel, die 2. 4+, 7. u.) oder wenigstens eine gebundene
Consonanz, welche gleich einer Dissonanz tractiret wird, aufzuweisen haben.
[Fußnote (b):] Ungebundene Consonantien heissen die 3e, 5te, 6te und 8ve, so lange sie ihrer
Natur gemäß, weder syncopiret, noch resolviret werden. Gebundene Consonantien aber werden
die ersten drey alsdenn genennet, wenn sie sich freywillig binden, zugleich von anderen
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See section 1.1.8.

“Dieses leztere [vierstimmige Accompagnement] ist heutiges Tages das gebräuchlichste und fundamentaleste Accompagnement,
welches man allen Anfängern zu lehren pfleget” (Heinichen 1728, 131).
221

“Uberhaupt ist der motus contrarius im General Basse einer der grösten Vortheile, wodurch man alle verdächtige Progressus mit
dem Basse ganz sicher vermeiden kan” (Heinichen 1728, 128). “Zwo Quinten und zwo Octaven müssen nicht aufeinander
folgen, denn solches ist ein Vitium und klinget übel. Solches zu vermeiden, ist eine alte Regel: Daß die Hände allezeit gegeneinander gehen müssen…” (Niedt 1710, Chpt. VI, Rule 5). “Der motus contrarius aber machet in den Ordinar-Säzen allemahl
gute Progressen” (Werckmeister 1702, 21).
222
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Stimmen syncopiren, und nachgehends unter sich resolviren lassen, wie wir unten Exempla
finden werden. 223
~~~
§. 2. The harmony of a full-voiced 6th is, together with the ordinary chord [figures: 8/5/3],
the only possible constellation of four unrestricted (b) consonances. All other types of
harmonies always contain a true dissonance against the bass [Fundamental-Clave], (e.g., 2,
4+, 7, etc.), or at least a restricted consonance, which is treated as a dissonance.
[Footnote (b):] Unrestricted consonances are 3, 5, 6, and 8, so long as, in accordance with
their nature, they are neither syncopated nor resolved. Restricted consonances, however, are
the first three named [3, 5, and 6], when they are tied freely of their own will and are
syncopated by other voices, and afterwards can be resolved, as we will find in the examples
below.

Secondly, and conversely, for Heinichen, a primary dissonance can act as a consonance, for
instance to prepare a suspension, if it is a secondary consonance. We see this, for example, in
Heinichen’s restriction that the 4-syncopatio may only be unprepared when accompanied by a
sixth. This appears also in the standard 5/3–6/4–5/4–5/3 cadential pattern, called a “double
cadence” in the Italian tradition, where a fourth above the bass acts as the “consonant”
preparation for the following 4-syncopatio.224 These two cases—(1) a restricted primary
consonance and (2) a quasi-consonant primary dissonance—illustrate the importance of
secondary intervals in Heinichen’s theories.225
Let us first address the case of syncopated primary consonances. For Heinichen, any consonance
with the bass can be made into a syncopatio if it forms a secondary dissonance. For instance, 3 can
be syncopated by 4; 5 by 6, and 6 by 7. 8 can only be syncopated by 9 when occurring over a
bass pedal. The central point is that secondary dissonances cause primary consonances to behave like
dissonances. The one exception to this rule is of course the fourth: a primary fourth is a
dissonance, but a secondary fourth is a consonance (and thus cannot syncopate a primary
consonance). This understanding of the fourth can be seen in Werckmeister and Niedt:
[Werckmeister:] Es muß auch niemahls eine Quarta nechst der Fundamental-Stimme
angeschlagen werden, wo sie nicht ausdrücklich bezeichnet ist, sie muß allemahl so stehen,
daß sie wohl kan resolviret werden; Sie ist eine perfecta Consonantia, aber sie hat ihren Siz
oben in der Octava, und nicht unten, darum muß sie resolviret werden.226
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Heinichen (1728, 138–139).
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Georg Muﬀat calls this the “sweet” or “consonant” fourth (1699 [1961], 20–21, 43, 47, 62, 69).

William J. Mitchell recognizes the first of these cases when he describes how a perfect fifth is treated as a suspension in a 6/5
chord, an “Thus does a consonance lose its freedom. This statement recurs in all cases where chords contain a tone which is
consonant with the bass, but dissonant in its relation to another upper parts” (Bach, C. P. E. 1753–1762 [1949], 197).
225
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Werckmeister (1702, 14).
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A fourth must never be played against the bass [i.e., as a primary fourth] where it is not
explicitly indicated. The fourth must always be employed such that it can hold over and be
resolved. The fourth is a perfect consonance, but it has its place above [as a secondary
interval] as an octave [with the bass], not below [as a primary interval], where it must be
resolved.
~~~
[Niedt:] Perfecte Consonantien sind, die immer auﬀ einerley Weise concordiren, und nicht
können verändert werden, als: Die Quinta und Octava. Die Quarta wird sonsten auch unter
die Perfecten Consonantien gesezet, dieweil in einer Octaven von der Quint- die Quarta Perfect
einstimmet; Es werden aber die Lehr-Begierigen und Anfängere damit nur Confundiret; Habe
also vor dißmahl mir belieben lassen, diejenigen Thone Consonantien zu nennen, die bloß
zum Fundament concordiren, wird also ein Music-verständiger mir pardoniren, daß ich die
Quarten mit unter die perfecten Dissonantien sezen werde.227
Perfect consonances are those [intervals] that make concords in one way and cannot be
altered: i.e., the fifth and octave. The fourth is often included with the perfect consonances
since the [secondary] perfect fourth makes a concord when it occurs above a fifth in the
context of an octave [i.e., C, g, c]. But this will only confuse beginners. Therefore I only call
consonant those tones that make concords with the bass [i.e., primary intervals]. The expert
will forgive me that I include the fourth with the perfect dissonances. [For Niedt, imperfect
dissonances are 2, 7, and 9.]

Walther uses the traditional terms from speculative theory to distinguish between primary and
secondary fourths: quarta non fundata (primary) vs. quarta fundata (secondary):
[Walther:] Caput 11. §. 4. Es sind aber der Consonantien zusammen heütiges tages 7, und
werden vel ratione perfectionis, vel ratione ordinis naturalis folgender masen angeführet. 1)
ratione perfectionis folgen auf einander die Octava, Quinta, Quarta sc: fundata, Tertia major,
Tertia minor, Sexta major und Sexta minor. 2) ratione ordinis naturalis folgen sie auf einandern
also, neml. Tertia minor, Tertia major, Quarta [fundata], Quinta, Sexta minor, Sexta major und
Octava. [...] Caput 12. §. 4. Der Dissonantien sind sehr viel: denn alle Intervalla so nicht
accurat einstimmen, sind Dissonantien. Aber die gebräuchlichsten Dissonantien in
Syncopationibus sind folgende, neml. Secunda, Quarta non-fundata, Semidiapente, Septima
und Nona.228
These days there are seven consonances: octave, fifth, secondary fourth [quarta fundata],
major third, minor third, major sixth, and minor sixth. […] The most common dissonances
used in a syncopatio are the second, primary fourth [quarta non-fundata], diminished fifth,
seventh, and ninth.
227

Niedt (1700–1717, Chpt. 2).
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Walther (1708 [1955], 98–99).
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In Part One we saw how trias harmonica exhibits the same awareness of primary fourths as
dissonances and secondary fourths as consonances (1.11 and 1.12).229 In sum, for Heinichen, all
secondary dissonances except the fourth can cause a primary consonance to behave like a
syncopatio dissonance. 230
This distinguishes Heinichen's dissonance concept substantially from later post-Rameau,
“harmonic” theories. For Heinichen, a perfect fifth in a 6/5 chord is not viewed as an inversion of
a seventh chord, but as a consonant fifth above the bass that is syncopated and made to act like a
dissonance by the sixth—the so-called quint dissonans. In this way, the building blocks of early
baroque theory, and Heinichen's in particular, are not chords, but intervals—and not just
primary intervals, but secondary ones as well.231 The widespread neglect of secondary intervals in
recent literature has led to a some misunderstandings regarding the nature of pre-Rameau
thoroughbass theory.
Joel Lester and David Damschroder criticize early eighteenth-century thoroughbass theory as
lacking analytical nuance. One reasons for this seems to be that Lester and Damschroder equate
thoroughbass figures with chord function (what I call contrapuntal function). Because of this
conflation, Lester and Damschroder consider thoroughbass theory less advanced than later,
Rameau-influenced chordal theories, like those of J. P. Kirnberger. Lester’s comments are worth
quoting at length:
With the capacity to label any simultaneity according to the intervals above the bass,
thoroughbass can name and discuss the behavior of any verticality conceivable in tonal
music. But this universal applicability of thoroughbass figures is also its primary
limitation. The neutrality of thoroughbass figures, which can be applied equally to any
simultaneity, precludes any functional hierarchization of harmonies—a triad and a
sonority with multiple suspensions are both simply chords. In addition, classifying
harmonies according to their figuring implies that chords figured similarly are close in
function and that chords figured diﬀerently are diﬀerent in function. Assuming that the
bass voice is the sole point against which to measure intervals works against recognizing
that intervals consonant with the bass may be better understood structurally as dissonances
against another essential note of the harmony. Without a comprehensive explanation of the
way pitches interact with one another, the methods introduce huge numbers of rules and
exceptions that apply to some contexts but need amendments for many others. All this
See also Johann Adolf Scheibe's Compendium musices theoretico-practicum (c.1730 [1955], 15). It is not entirely accurate to call
secondary fourths consonances, as Niedt does. If it were, then a 6/3 chord would be considered just as stable as a 5/3 chord.
Nevertheless, the 6/3 chord is considered consonant because all its pitches have an unrestricted contrapuntal function.
229

This applies to the perfect and augmented fourth. A secondary diminished fourth, however, can cause a primary consonace to
act as a dissonance, as in the chord (from the bass up), A-C#-F, where F would be treated as a dissonance, even though it forms a
consonant sixth with the bass.
230

The same is true of the medieval and Renaissance eras. “Es gilt als ausgemacht, dass ‘Akkorde’ in Mittelalter und Renaissance
als Kombinationen von Intervallen verstanden wurden, währen sich spätestens im 18. Jahrhundert ein ‘emanzipierter Akkordsatz’
durchgesetzt hat, bei dem Akkorde als primär gegebene Einheiten und auf ein kadenzielles Gravitationsfeld bezogen verstanden
werden” (Diergarten 2010b, 137).
231
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excludes from thoroughbass the diﬀerentiations between chord types and chord
functions—nonharmonic versus chord tones, and structural chords versus passing chords—
that are central to modern theories of harmony. And all these factors work against turning
thoroughbass into an explanation of the harmonic framework of a passage [emphasis
added].232

Similarly, Damschroder defends Kirnberger’s “modern” view of harmony by stating that
Kirnberger “opposed the tendency, endemic to thoroughbass practice, to deal with all chords
components together and in the same manner.”233 Yet, in reality, Heinichen does not consider all
chords with the same figuring to be equivalent. And he most certainly does not assume the bass is
the sole point against which to measure intervals. Lester and Damschroder seem to have lost sight
of the fact that thoroughbass figures are merely a notational shorthand that happens to show
primary intervals. To understand the contrapuntal function of each tone in a chord—that is,
which tones are restricted and which are unrestricted in their motion—one must consider
secondary intervals. In addition, one must look at the larger rhythmic context in which the chord
is used. Carl Dahlhaus has already shown that thoroughbass figures reveal nothing of
contrapuntal context (see 1.19).234 Here we see how the figure “4/2” may refer variously to (1) a
double upper-voice suspension (supersyncopatio), (2) a bass suspension (subsyncopatio), (3) a
double upper-voice transitus, or (4) a lower-voice transitus. Thus, Lester and Damschroder
readings of the pre-Rameau thoroughbass tradition are inaccurate oversimplifications, since they
neglect to recognize that throoughbass theory subsumes aspects of traditional contrapuntal
teachings.
In the part of Heinichen’s theory that I'm calling contrapuntal function—and this is of critical
importance—dissonance is not understood as a static, derhythmicized intervallic quality, but
always as belonging to a specific rhythmic context wherein either the upper or lower pitch in the
dissonant dyad is seen as dissonant against the other “stable” pitch.235 Here a useful heuristic
would be to speak of a “dissonant pitch” in the dyad (the restricted patient) vs. the “consonant
pitch” (the unrestricted agent).236 Such a distinction can be found in Georg Muﬀat’s
thoroughbass treatise, Regulae concentuum partiturae (1699). Muﬀat uses the terms
supersyncopatio (upper-voice patient) and subsyncopatio (lower-voice patient). At least once
Heinichen uses the analogous terms of sopra syncopata (upper-voice patient) and sotto syncopata
(lower-voice patient).237 To say that an intervallic quality itself is dissonant is an inadequate
description of a contrapuntal situation in the pre-Rameau Baroque. In a syncopatio, one must
know which voice has been tied before the dissonant interval occurred, for this becomes the
patient (except in the case of unprepared dissonance, which complicates matters). This is the
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Lester (1992, 88).
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Damschroder (2008, 32).
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Dahlhaus (1967, 125).

Holtmeier writes that in the nineteenth-century, Rameau-influenced Harmonielehre tradition, “dissonance completely solidifies
into intervallic quality and abandons what it was in the consciousness of the early eighteenth century when it actually represented
something more: a rhythmic constellation” (2007b, 34).
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G. H. Stölzel makes a similar distinction in his manuscript treatise (see section 2.2.10).
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Heinichen (1728, 171, note m).
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essence of contrapuntal function: the assignment of each constituent voice in an intervallic
constellation with a restricted or unrestricted status, based on which voice is prepared and also on
the given rhythmic context. But we have not yet dealt with the pitches in the four-voice chord
that are outside this two-voice core.
The two-voice core is filled out by two helping voices (Hülﬀs-Stimmen) that are always
unrestricted, even if they form primary dissonances.238 I also call helping voices “auxiliary voices.”
Heinichen uses the term Haupt-Dissonanz (main dissonance) to distinguish a restricted patient
from an unrestricted (sometimes dissonant) Hülﬀs-Stimme, or Neben-Stimme.239 Because helping
voices are unrestricted, they are excluded from the structural syncopatio pair.240 That is, the
restricted patient note need only resolve to a consonance against the agent voice, not against the
helping voices. It does not matter if this resolution creates a dissonance with the auxiliary voices
—often this simply creates a new syncopatio.241 Moreover, the helping voices, whether consonant
or dissonant, are free in their motion during the syncopatio, just as the agent is. Heinichen
constantly emphasizes this point throughout his discussion of dissonance. As we can see in these
explanations, although Werckmeister described how thoroughbass makes traditional instruction
obsolete (see Part One), this is only true in part. Heinichen’s understanding of dissonance is
based largely on the seventeenth-century dyadic model based on vocal music.
The most common dissonant helping voices are the perfect fourth and augmented fourth.
Because they are dissonant, the strictest form of their use is to include a preparation and stepwise
descent. But as auxiliary voices, this is not required. What about double suspensions? Are they
not an exception? No, in fact, because double suspensions merely have two restricted patient
voices and one unrestricted agent, forming a three-voice “core.” A four-voice texture is completed
by adding just one helping voice. See 1.20. The editorial arrow in m. 4 indicates a double
suspension. The soprano c2 and alto a1 are restricted patients against the bass B agent. The tenor
d1 is an unrestricted helping voice. Whether in a single or double syncopatio, the auxiliary voices
help fill out the four-voice texture that is the standard in Heinichen’s theory and eighteenthcentury German thoroughbass practice in general. Heinichen’s default use of a four-voice
thoroughbass texture to frame his Kontrapunktlehre mirrors Emanuel Bach’s approach in his own
treatise, a topic I will return to in section 1.2.7. This similarity strengthens my claim that
Heinichen’s treatise may represent aspects of J. S. Bach’s theoretical perspective. The reason is that
J. S. Bach may have been a link from Heinichen to Carl Philipp, or at the least, all three
inhabited a similar cultural sphere.
1.21 summarizes Heinichen’s theory of restricted and unrestricted voices (i.e., contrapuntal
function) in the context of a four-voice texture, together with his definitions of the various types
of transitus figures. To help make the idea of contrapuntal function more concrete, 1.22
238

See Heimann (1973, 73).
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Diergarten (2010b, 135ﬀ.).

This is the case, for instance, in the common sequence of 7 chords with bass moving by descending fifths. Sometimes
resolution to dissonance in the core itself is also allowed, as will be discussed below.
241
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reproduces a selection of Heinichen’s examples illustrating these dissonant phenomena. Thus
1.21 and 1.22 summarize of Heinichen’s conception of dissonance in the stylus gravis. And as
mentioned earlier, the stylus gravis forms the basis to which more advanced dissonance licenses
can be reduced, and may relate to Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln, since the stylus gravis uses only
fundamentale Figuren. For Heinichen, the syncopatio and transitus are the yard-sticks for
measuring whether such “extravagances” can still be considered legal, or fundamental. For these
reasons, I argue that 1.21 and 1.22 represent a theoretical formulation of dissonance that may
relate to some aspects of Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln.
The left-most column in 1.21 shows all types of dissonance discussed in Heinichen (1728).
Citations are shown in the right-most column. Let us examine the first type of dissonance as an
example of those remaining: the 2-subsyncopatio. The second two columns from the left identify
the voices involved in the structural pair as intervals measured from the bass. For instance, in a 2subsyncopatio, the bass is the restricted patient and the interval a second above the bass is the
unrestricted agent. As just mentioned, the crucial point here is that this concept of a dissonant
two-voice core is the legacy of traditional seventeenth-century dyadic vocal Kontrapunktlehre,
which has its roots in Renaissance teachings. In early eighteenth-century Germany, this concept
of a dissonant dyadic core was transferred into a four-voiced, keyboard-centered context. The
next column identifies the possible unrestricted helping voices that can fill out the four-voice
context. Recall that the note a fourth above the bass remains unrestricted even when used as a
helping voice. This is another example of how intervallic quality alone cannot determine
contrapuntal function (what Lester and Damschroder call harmonic function). That is, one
cannot make blanket rules like, for instance, “The fourth resolves to a third.” As we saw in
Kuhnau’s example (1.14), the resolution of the fourth depends on which voice is restricted (i.e.,
which voice is “dissonant”). The centrality of the two-voice core is no doubt one of the primary
reasons that seventeenth-century teaching focused so heavily on two-voice examples. The next
column in 1.21 shows possible resolutions. The second to last column summarizes Heinichen’s
commentary regarding this particular dissonance usage.
The second row in 1.21, the 2-transitus, requires some additional explanation. The structural pair
is simply labeled as “context-dependent,” as are the 4-transitus and 7-transitus (there is no
diminished-5-transitus in Heinichen’s theory). What does “context dependent” mean? Indeed,
there is no historical source I know of that uses the terms patient/agent to describe a transitus
dissonance. Yet the restricted/unrestricted categories apply equally well to a transitus dyad. To
understand this let us return to Heinichen’s example in 1.18. Like a syncopatio, a transitus is a
three-stage contrapuntal event in which dissonance is bounded by consonance: stage one
(consonant), stage two (dissonant), and stage three (consonant). In the first transitus example, the
unrestricted upper voice g leaps to c1 immediately following the dissonance—that is, from stage
two to stage three. While this voice is obligated to hold into the dissonance from stage one to
stage two, it is free to move to another consonance at stage three. In contrast, the restricted lower
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voice is obligated to continue its stepwise motion.242 Thus, just like a syncopatio, a transitus
dissonance can be understood as restricted/unrestricted categories (even though there is to my
knowledge no historical basis for this). And just like a syncopatio, the unrestricted voice is free to
move between stage two and three.
The third row in 1.21 introduces the first type of syncopatio that is a primary consonance: the 3syncopatio. The others are the perfect-5-syncopatio, 6-syncopatio, and the rare 8-syncopatio (over a
pedal point). According to Heinichen though 3, perfect 5, and 6 are primary consonances, they
enter willingly into the “slavery” of a syncopatio when occurring as a secondary dissonance:
Der 2dae syncopatae ist anverwandt die 3a syncopata, welche mit der basi zugleich bindet,
dabey aber sich von der 4ta (maj. oder min.) syncopiren lässet, und nachgehends einen halben
oder ganzen Ton unter sich resolviret. i.e., sie lässet sich gleich einer Dissonanz tractiren, und
begiebet sich hier freywillig in eben die Sclaverey, wie sonst die 5ta perfecta bey der 6te
thut.243
The 2-[sub]syncopatio is related to the 3-syncopatio, which is joined to the bass and may be
syncopated by the fourth (either perfect or augmented). Afterwards the third resolves a
whole- or semitone downward [with the bass]. That is, the third may be set like a dissonance,
and here gives itself freely into slavery, just as the perfect fifth does [when placed] next to the
sixth [and the sixth next to the seventh].

Heinichen’s metaphor is apt—though primary consonances are normally unrestricted in their
contrapuntal function, when placed next to a secondary second or seventh they allow themselves
to enter into the “slavery” of a restricted contrapuntal function, and therefore must resolve
downward. Secondary intervals, which are not directly shown by thoroughbass notation, are what
causes this exceptional situation. This is a point of great significance for the harmonic analysis of
baroque music with a pre-Rameau lens. And since these instances of “consonant” syncopatio
involve two upper voices, they lack the sub- and super- prefixes in 1.21. That is, since subindicates that the patient is in the bass, this designation is meaningless when the structural dyad
occurs in two upper voices (although one could apply it anyway referring to the lower voice in
the dyad). This is an important point: in the case of a 3-, 5-, or 6-syncopatio, the structural dyad
does not involve the bass voice. The only exception to this is that, in Heinichen’s conception, a 3syncopatio is actually a double suspension, unlike the perfect-5- and 6-syncopatio. For this reason,
the structural core is not a dyad, but actually a tri-chord (bass, third, and fourth), similar to the
double-syncopatio in 1.20. In the 3-syncopatio there are two restricted patient voices (bass and the
note a third above the bass). The fourth above the bass clashes into the third, causing it and the
bass to move down by step. The only available auxiliary voice is a sixth. The resulting intervallic
While I emphasized above that Bernhard’s definition of transitus subsumes neighbor notes, every example of transitus in
Heinichen’s treatises is descending motion filling in the melodic interval of a third (as far as I can tell). The descending filling-in
of a third seems to be the classic transitus. But in reality, the baroque transitus is understood as a type of “interval variation,”
wherein a melodic unison, second, third, fourth, etc. can all be varied by filling in the gap with stepwise motion (i.e.,
diminution). A classic source treating interval variation is the second volume of Niedt (1700–1717).
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constellation is 6/4/3, just like the 4-irregularis (discussed below). Yet, as Heinichen notes, the
two chords have nothing in common except their outward appearance of their figures:
Dieser Saz der {6/4/3} hat mit dem oben §.7. angeführten Saze weiter nichts gemein, als die
äusserliche Bezeichnung der Ziﬀern, indem man beyde Säze mit {6/4/3} andeuten kan.244
The chord of the 6/4/3 [in a 3-syncopatio] has nothing in common with the chord introduced
above in §.7. [the 4-irregularis] except the external designation of figures, in that one can
indicate both chords with 6/4/3.

With such a statement Heinichen quite clearly contradicts Lester’s and Damschroder’s overly
reductive equivocation of thoroughbass figures with contrapuntal function. Figures alone are
insignificant, and thus must be supplemented by contextual factors and a knowledge of
counterpoint.
Unlike every other dissonant category in 1.21, the 4-irregularis is neither a syncopatio nor a
transitus figure, strictly speaking. That is why it has no structural pair. Heinichen’s explanation of
this figure reveal that he understands it as a type of transitus.245 He says that the fourth is termed
irregular because it does not resolve. Instead, it holds over in the same way that a seventh may
hold during a bass transitus.246 In fact, one wonders why Heinichen does not simply designate
the 4-irregularis as a type of 4-transitus, where the upper voice holds as a pedal point and the
lower voice passes through. Perhaps the reason is that he views the 4-irregularis as a dissonant
helping voice that may be added at will to a 6/3 chord. That is, the irregular fourth is the only
instance of a dissonant restricted helping voice being added to a consonant chord. All other
helping voices are unrestricted and are added only to dissonant chords (i.e., those containing
syncopatio or transitus figures).
We have just seen how a secondary dissonance can cause a primary consonance to enter the
“slavery" of a restricted contrapuntal function (the 3-, perfect 5-, and 6-syncopatio). Now we will
examine the reverse situation: when a secondary consonance causes a primary dissonance to take
on consonant qualities. This is seen most clearly in the case of the 4-supersyncopatio. When this
constellation takes a 5 as helping voice (in a 5/4 chord), the 4 must be prepared. In contrast,
when it takes a 6 as helping voice (in a 6/4 chord), the 4 need not be prepared. Why? Though
Heinichen does not state this explicitly, the reason must be that the secondary consonance
between 4 and 6 (either a third or a sixth, depending on the disposition) “softens” the
unprepared entry of the dissonant 4.247 This is of crucial importance because it explains a
problem inherent in the so-called “double cadence.”
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Heinichen (1728, 163, note **).

One wonders whether Heinichen was influenced by Muﬀat, since Muﬀat also describes this fourth as the “Quarta italica, die
welsche oder irregular Quart” (1699 [1961], 41, 48). Quoted in Schulenberg (1984, 143, note 30). Or did Heinichen pick up
this term during his time in Italy or perhaps through the influx of Italian musicians in Dresden?
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Briefly summarized, eighteenth-century Italian theory recognizes three types of cadences: simple,
compound, and double. The double cadence can be understood as a combination of the other
two. Walther’s presentation of these cadences in his Lexicon (1732) is shown in 1.23. Instead of
compound and double, Walther uses the terms “minor compound” and “major compound,”
respectively. 1.24 shows Walther’s examples of embellished cadences (those containing
diminutions). Note that the arrangement of the cadences showing their relationship is editorial;
Walther does not discuss the double cadence being a combination of the simple and compound
cadences. As we can see, the simple cadence lacks any primary dissonance. The compound
cadence introduces a 4-supersyncopatio. Like Heinichen, Walther gives examples of the compound
cadence with either 5 or 6 as helping voices. The inherent problem in the double cadence is the
lack of consonant preparation for the 4-supersyncopatio. The rationale, which as far as I know goes
unmentioned in both historical and recent literature, is as follows. 248 The fourth, which is a
primary dissonance, is allowed to function as a preparation because of the secondary consonance
with the sixth. As the sixth moves to the fifth, however, the secondary dissonance between fourth
and fifth causes the fourth to resolve. In this way, a chord is an intervallic constellation in which
primary and secondary consonances and dissonances interact in complex ways. To state that
dissonance is only measured from the bass or that one can determine contrapuntal function from
figures alone are gross oversimplifications.
The purpose of 1.21 and 1.22, and indeed this entire discussion of contrapuntal function, is
merely to provide an overview of the most important aspects of Heinichen’s approach to
dissonance. I have omitted his discussion of non-standard resolutions in the more advanced,
modern styles, though I will examine some of them later in connection with Emanuel Bach (see
section 1.2.7).249 There are, however, three instances of non-standard resolution that deserve
mention. These are shown in 1.25. First, dissonances do not always resolve directly into the next
note; instead, passing notes and changes of inversion can be interpolated (1.25[a]).250 Second,
dissonance often resolves to another dissonance (1.25[b]). This fact is also demonstrated in the
classic example of resolution to a diminished fifth, as seen, for example, in Kuhnau’s Fundamenta
and also in a document from Bach’s own instruction (see 1.52 and 1.53). 251 Lastly, sometimes
figures that resemble a syncopatio dissonance are in fact a bass transitus against a 7 or 9 (1.25[c]).
As Heinichen says, this bass transitus can be accompanied by another voice in parallel thirds,
creating even more complex contrapuntal constellations.
As a review of the notion of contrapuntal function, let us examine the four “primary” syncopatio
types—that is, those that make dissonances with the bass. Put another way, these are the intervals
that can make a syncopatio in two voices. These are 2-, 4-, dim.-5-, and 7-syncopatio types, as
shown in 1.26. The left side illustrates all instances of subsyncopatio, where the restricted patient
is in the lower voice. The right side shows the analogous supersyncopatio, where the patient is in
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See Heinichen (1728, 164–65; 178; 585–724).

Bartolomeo Bismantova (Ferrara, 1677) describes this technique as preparamento alla cadenza when it occurs in a cadential
context. See Menke (2017, 66–69).
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Kuhnau, (1703, 13). Artusi also shows such an example. See Menke (2015, 233–240).
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the top voice. Each type can invert at the octave to another, as indicated by the annotations. As is
well known, a 2-subsyncopatio is usually given the thoroughbass figure “2,” even when occurring
as a compound ninth. Conversely, a 2-supersyncopatio traditionally receives a “9” even though it
could occur as a second, this being more rare though, since in this case the pitch of resolution is
already present in the same octave. As discussed in Part One (see 1.6), the earliest Italian
thoroughbass treatises often indicated the precise location of upper voices using such compound
intervals. Only later was the practice of using exclusively simple intervals introduced in order to
aﬀord the player more freedom in the realization. But the underlying compositional potential of
thoroughbass remained, only to be “rediscovered” in German lands the early eighteenth century
by Werckmeister, Niedt, Heinichen, and (so it would seem) by Bach. The use of 2 and 9 to
distinguish between sub- and supersyncopatio can be understood as a holdover of the older
tradition of showing compound intervals. One reason for maintaining the distinction may be
that the 2-supersyncopatio almost always has supporting Hülﬀs-Stimmen to fill out the harmony
with at least one imperfect interval, and these extra voices often displace the second to a ninth.
Another reason that the 2-supersyncopatio more often occurs as a compound interval may be
because one can perceive the resolution better as an octave than as a unison, at least at the
keyboard. Yet this resolution to an octave is usually avoided anyway due to a general preference
for imperfect intervals. This leads us to the gray noteheads in 1.26, which represent possible leaps
that the unrestricted agent could make. Hypothetically, any consonance with the resolution pitch
of the patient is available (3, perfect 5, 6, 8); I have included only the most usual ones. Note that
not all gray noteheads are valid in two voices in 1:1 simplex rhythm, since some result in hidden
fifths or octaves (these being allowed in thicker textures when one voice moves by step). Let us
briefly discuss each case in 1.26 in relation to Heinichen’s theory.
The 2-subsyncopatio is among the most common types, in part because it (like its inversion, the 7supersyncopatio) works well in two voices due to the resolution to an imperfect interval with static
agent voice. But as just described, the unrestricted upper voice may hold over statically, making a
third with the resolution, or it may leap to another consonance. A resolution to an octave is
possible, but rare in two voices. The 4-subsyncopatio is an interesting case. In four voices it takes
the second as a helping voice, which creates a conceptual problem in Heinichen's theory. Here it
would be more accurate to say the 2-subsyncopatio takes 4 as a helping voice. This is the reason
why there is no 4-subsyncopatio in 1.21—the table only deals with four-voice chords, and the 4 is
superseded by 2 in four voices. That is, as soon as a 4-subsyncopatio gets a 2 as a helping voice,
Heinichen considers it a 2-subsyncopatio instead. The reason may be because 2 and 7 seem to be
considered more dissonant than 4 and the diminished 5 in baroque theory. Some support for this
idea can be found in the fact that the perfect fourth is considered a consonance as a secondary
interval (quarta fundata), unlike 2 and 7. That is, 4 is like a quasi-consonant dissonance, or
“mixed” dissonance, which is how, for example, J. B. Samber (1704) classifies the fourth.252
Unlike the fourth, the dim. 5 cannot become a consonance as a secondary interval. But the dim.
5 is still a milder dissonance than 2 and 7 because it often acts as the resolution of a syncopatio, as
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already mentioned.253 Indeed, the dim. 5’s consonant/dissonant status had been up for debate
since the Renaissance, though Heinichen is unyielding in considering it a dissonance. His
reasoning is that, though the dim. 5 may appear unprepared and act as the resolution of a
syncopatio, it is nevertheless a dissonance because it always requires a resolution—this being the
only true test for a dissonance in Heinichen’s opinion:
Die 5ta min. hingegen darﬀ sich so wenig ohne darauf folgende resolution gebrauchen lassen,
als andere unstreitige Dissonantien der 2de, 7me, 9ne &c. Wahr ist es, daß sie nicht iederzeit
muß præpariret werden, oder vorhero liegen; allein das machet sie zu keiner Consonanz, weil
solches auch der 4te und 7me gemein ist, welche manche doch beide vor unstreitige
Dissonantien halten.254
The diminished fifth, however, may no less be used without a subsequent resolution than any
of the other indisputable dissonances of the second, seventh, ninth, etc. It is true that the
diminished fifth must not always be prepared, or lie beforehand, but that alone does not
make it into a consonance, because this [optional preparation] is true of the fourth and
seventh as well.

Thus, resolution to a dim. 5 is allowed, but considered a license. That Bach considered the dim. 5
in exactly this way will be discussed in connection with 1.52 and 1.53. Continuing on in 1.26,
we see that the dim. 5-subsyncopatio is always invalid, whether in two voices or many. This is why
it is absent from Heinichen's theory, as summarized in 1.21 and 1.22. The reason seems to be the
location of the half steps. As we know, the dim. 5 occurs diatonically between degrees 7 and 4 in
the major and (harmonic) minor scales; the proximity of the half steps to their neighboring
pitches seems to lead to the preference for the inward resolution. Obviously this precludes a
descending lower-voice patient, thus invalidating the dim. 5-subsycopatio. Moving on, we see that
the 7-subsyncopatio is valid (if somewhat rare in two voices). Like its inversion, the 2supersyncopatio, the unrestricted voice tends to move at the moment of resolution to avoid a
resolution to an octave. The dim. 5-supersyncopatio is unique in that it is the only syncopatio type
where the unrestricted voice cannot hold over, since this would result in the resolution to a
dissonant fourth. The lower voice usually ascends by step, resolving to a third, but it can also leap
down a third in the theatrical style, resolving to a sixth, as Heinichen allows. Lastly, as already
mentioned, the 7-supersyncopatio is just as common as its inversion, the 2-subsyncopatio. In
closing, it is necessary to emphasize the degree of arbitrariness contained in 1.26. This is apparent
in the issue of whether the voices should move by half-step or whole step. In the context of a
given key, this issue is of course ameliorated, as Heinichen show in his concept of ambitus modi,
discussed below.

“§. 15. Folget also Resolutio Secundæ, welche (1.) entweder in der Tertia oder in der Sexta geschiehet Oder doch gar selten in
Qvarta abundante fundata. (2.) in eine andere Dissonanz nehml‹ich› in Semidiapente. [diminished fifth]. […] §. 17. Qvarta gehet
entweder (1.) in Tertiam oder in Sextam. Oder (2.) in Semidiapente; welches aber, wie auch die beyden vorigen Gänge in vielen
Stim‹m›en an füglichsten angebracht wird” (Kuhnau 1703, 12–13).
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As we have seen, contrapuntal function refers to Heinichen’s theory of dissonance, specifically the
division of voices according to their restricted or unrestricted status. Fascinatingly, a manuscript
treatise by J. V. Eckelt (a pupil of Pachelbel) addresses syncopatio dissonances in the context of
thoroughbass in a very similar this manner (that is, dyadically), albeit in far less detail.255 We
have seen how Heinichen views dissonant chords as containing a dyadic core—the heritage of
seventeenth-century vocal counterpoint—not to be confused with the idea that thoroughbass at
the keyboard is understood as an outer-voice framework. We saw how even transitus figures can
be understood in terms of a restricted/unrestricted pair, and how the complex interaction of
primary and secondary intervals helps explain the nuances of certain intervallic constellations like
the 6/5 chord with perfect and the double cadence. Unlike contrapuntal function, what I am
calling scale-degree function represents Heinichen’s theory of consonance. These two functions
form a complimentary pair of theoretical models that inform Heinichen’s approach to both
improvisation and composition, as we will see.
1.2.5 Scale-Degree Function: Heinichen’s Theory of Consonance
Scale-degree function refers to the type of consonant chord—either 5/3 chord or 6/3 chord—
that a given bass degree receives depending on its position within the major or minor scale, or
Ambitus modi. (The relationship between the Ambitus and the rule of the octave [RO] will be
discussed shortly.) Recall that the reason the 5/3 chord and 6/3 chord are considered consonant
chords is their primary intervals are all consonances, and the secondary fourths in a 6/3 chord are
considered consonances (or at least treated as such). For Heinichen, consonant harmony forms a
“natural” foundation upon which dissonances are added. This is the traditional view of
composition as found in most Renaissance and early baroque treatises. Heinichen’s method for
improvising or composing a prelude follows exactly this strategy, as shown in the next subsection.
I posit that this conceptual framework—a consonant base upon which dissonant syncopatio and
transitus figures are added—describes a central aspect of J. S. Bach’s multifaceted compositional
pedagogy. 256
The idea of scale-degree function is closely tied to Heinichen’s concept of Ambitus modi. I argue
that the Ambitus has its origins in hexachordal solmization—another hold-over from traditional
seventeenth-century Kontrapunktlehre. My purpose in arguing this is that I believe certain aspects
of traditional solmization continue to be present in Bach’s cultural sphere in subtle, hitherto
unacknowledged ways. First, there is the title page of the Well-Tempered Clavier, which reads,
“The Well-Tempered Clavier or Preludes and Fugues through All Whole- and Half-Steps, in
Major or Ut–Re–Mi as well as in Minor or Re–Mi–Fa.”257 Thus, in Bach’s conception, major and
minor keys were defined using the traditional syllables from hexachordal solmization, a topic we
will return to in 2.2.7. This implies that remnants of the earlier hexachordal system continued to
exert an influence upon the new major/minor system—that is, that the new was conceived in
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Indirect evidence for this is the fact that Heinichen’s theoretical model is a powerful analytical tool that accounts well for the
complexity of Bach’s music, as demonstrated by Heimann (1973, 130–218).
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terms of the old. This is evident even in the representation of the major/minor system given by
that champion of progressivism, Mattheson, when he demonstrates the major scale starting on C,
and the minor scale starting on D.258 That the “idealized” major scale would start on C is logical
enough, but that minor starts on D is peculiar from our modern perspective. It may be that
Mattheson chose these starting points for the same reason Bach used hexachordal syllables in the
title to the Well-Tempered Clavier—at this time, the major mode was conceived as an extension of
the syllables Ut–Re–Mi from the natural hexachord, while the minor mode was understood as
originating from the syllables Re–Mi–Fa. Second, there is Bach’s canon, BWV 1078, with the
heading, “Fa Mi, et Mi Fa est tota Musica.”259 The four-note Soggetto consists of the pitches “F–
A–Bb–E,” which in Kirnberger’s manuscript copy are analyzed according to their solmization
syllables, “Fa–Mi–Fa–Mi.”260 Third, in an advertisement for the publication of Die Kunst der
Fuge dating 1751, Emanuel Bach refers to the key of the work in both the newer and older
manners as “D minor or D la re over the minor third.”261 Clearly, aspects of traditional
solmization remained operative concepts within Bach’s musical vocabulary, particularly in
connection with traditional contrapuntal techniques like canon.262
Fourth, there is the fact that, in major keys, the available modulatory goals as defined by
Heinichen (along with Kellner, Stölzel, and Eckelt) can be understood as keys derived from the
hexachord located on the tonic pitch.263 We will revisit this idea below when we explore
Heinichen's method of preluding. In minor, this pattern of keys does not correspond to the
hexachord placed on the first degree, however. Fifth, F. E. Praetorius’s treatise, Kurtzer doch
gründlicher Unterricht vom General-Bass (see 1.1.10), includes instruction in the diﬀerence
between cantus durus and cantus mollis.264 Though Praetorius does not discuss solmization, there
are thoroughbass treatises contemporaneous with Bach that do.265
Sixth and finally, as already established in the discussion of Banchieri in Part One, seventeenthcentury Kompositionslehre is based strongly on hexachordal solmization. This is because, generally
speaking, vocal music, not keyboard music, forms the point of departure in this tradition. For
instance, Bernhard begins the General Regeln of the Tractatus with this statement: “The first rule
from which all others are derives is that each voice of a counterpoint must be able to be sung
well.”266 Because of this vocal basis, Bernhard proceeds to define intervals according to their
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“Alle diese unterschiedenen Fugen sind über eben denselben Hauptsatz, aus eben demselben Tone, und zwar aus dem D moll oder
dem D LaRe über die kleine Tertz gesetzet” (cited in Wilhelmi 1992, 102).
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For Kellner see (1732, 2nd ed. 1737, 45–55), for Stölzel see 2.2.10 and Remeš (2020c), and for Eckelt see Remeš (2019c,
120–121). Zacher (1993, 55–73; 85–114) argues that hexachordal thinking underlies Bach’s modulatory schemes. Though
Zacher’s outlook claims to be historically oriented, it is diﬃcult to determine precisely which ideas stem from sources and which
are his own, since he does not cite a single source.
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“Die erste Regel, und aus der die andern alle herfließen, ist, daß eine jede Stimme des Contrapuncts sich wohl singen
laße” (Müller-Blattau, ed. 1963, 40).
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hexachord syllables, even calling the major and minor sixths “major and minor hexachords,”
respectively.267 This is the same vocal, dyadic tradition in which Heinichen was likely educated in
his lessons with Kuhnau, as noted already. Given that Heinichen was certainly exposed to
hexachordal theory, it is therefore conceivable that this tradition influenced his understanding of
the Ambitus modi.
As Heinichen explains, Ambitus modi can have two possible meanings: the eight bass pitches of
the octave species for the major and minor scales, including with their “natural” consonant
harmony; or alternatively, Ambitus modi can designate the usual tonal digressions to neighboring
keys (i.e., the five keys within one accidental).268 See 1.27. Heinichen says the context will clarify
which meaning is intended, but I have noticed that in general, Ambitus modi has a more abstract
connotation, like a set of unordered pitch classes (1.27[b]), while Schemata Modorum usually has
the scalar meaning (1.27[a]). This is because the Schemata always includes the necessary
consonant harmonization, as we will see shortly.
While Heinichen is an avid proponent of the “modern” major/minor system of twenty-four keys,
his manner of presenting the Ambitus and its harmonization in the Schemata nevertheless reveals
that his thinking may have been influenced by earlier hexachordal solmization theory. In this
theory, which was the conceptual basis for singing and composing in the Renaissance and early
Baroque, there are only two “sets” of pitches to draw from—cantus durus (white notes with Bn) or
cantus mollis (white notes with Bb instead of B). See 1.1 for a review. Cantus durus is solmized
using the natural and hard hexachords (on C and G, respectively), while cantus mollis uses the
natural and soft hexachords (on C and F). These two collections of pitches—cantus durus and
cantus mollis—can be expanded by the addition of ficta (C#, F#, G#) and occasionally the nonstandard “double-soft” hexachord on Bb, which includes Eb. These five accidentals—C#, F#, G#,
Bb, and Eb—were the only non-white note pitches available in mean-tone temperament, which
was the dominant tuning system in the Renaissance and early Baroque. The emergence of the
system of twenty-four major/minor keys is thus closely tied to the development of “circular”
tuning systems like those of Werckmeister and J. G. Neidhardt at the end of the seventeenthcentury. These new tuning systems allowed for enharmonic pitches beyond these five accidents
and allowed for the use of all twenty-four keys in the modern major/minor system. The point of
this digression is to show that the hexachord was the traditional yardstick for measuring
intervallic space up through the late seventeenth-century, vocally centered Kontrapunktlehre that
Heinichen learned from Kuhnau. Heinichen mentions solmization syllables in his treatise only
once when he chastises those who would waste their breath arguing how many major semitones
(i.e., half steps of diﬀerent letter names—“the famous mi–fa” according to Heinichen) there are
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“Hier müssen wir anmercken, daß man insgemein durch den Ambitum modorum zweyerley verstehen kan. 1) Verstehet man
dadurch die richtige Speciem 8væ Bassi seu Baseos eines jedweden Modi, nebst seiner darüber gehörigen natürlichen Harmonie, wie
sie oben bis auﬀ §. 20 erklähret worden, und in denen Schematibus p. 746 seqq. zu ersehen ist. 2) Verstehet man auch dadurch die
gewöhnlichen Digressiones oder Neben-Tone eines Haupt-Modi, wohin dieser regulariter auszuweichen pfleget” (Heinichen 1728,
957).
268
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in music, for this depends merely on whether one uses the syllables ut–re–mi–fa–sol–la, the
single octaves species, or the transposed octave species.269
Despite the near complete absence of solmization syllables in Heinichen’s treatise, his visual
arrangement of the Schemata Modorum as a sort of “hexachordal plus lower half step” (my
words), suggests that the origin of his thinking may have been traditional solmization practice.
See 1.28. That his thinking is still influenced by traditional theory is also evidenced by his use of
the terms Modum and Ambitus.270 Revealingly, Heinichen refers to the seventh degree not as the
“seventh of the mode,” as he does with the other degrees, but as the “semitone under the mode,”
or Semitonium modi.271 This implies its auxiliary status. This formulation emphasizes that the
mode itself (major or minor) consists of a hexachord. 272 For Heinichen, it is as if the Semitonium
modi were an appendage that gets tacked on to the foundational six-note Ambitus. Heinichen
justifies the addition of this “lower half step to the mode” by citing common practice: “It is a
cardinal rule of composition that one always allows the semitone below the major or minor mode
within which one modulates to sound.”273 As was usual for this time, “modulation” in this
context does not mean change of key (this is Ausweichung), but rather, characteristic melodic
motion within a key, specifically any motion that emphasizes the locations of the half steps so
that the mode or key is clearly defined.274 Of course, the two ideas are closely related, for in order
to change keys, one needs to “move” (i.e., use pitch configurations) in a way that emphasizes the
locations of the new half steps, particularly the Semitonium modi. The “lower half step to the
mode” occurs, of course, in any modal cadence except in phrygian, where the half step is above
the finalis.
The hexachordal basis of the Ambitus is also revealed in Heinichen’s advice that it is better to
leave the minor mode Schemata divided in two parts, as shown in 1.28(a). It seems the division
of the octave into a hexachord (plus semitone) and a tetrachord is evidence of its origin in
hexachordal solmization.275 The stated reason for dividing the octave in two parts is because the
raised sixth and lowered seventh degrees “alter the notes of the usual ambitus modi and therefore
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Heinichen (1728, 98).

Heinichen has to use the qualifier “old” to distinguish the church modes from major/minor keys—alten Modi Musici vs.
Modum majorem and Modum minorem (1728, 6; 738).
270

“Das Semitonium unter dem modo maj. und min. worinnen man moduliret, hat natürlich die 6. über sich” (Heinichen 1728,
741).
271

A precursor to this way of thinking can be seen in J. H. Herbst’s 1643 treatise, Musica poëtica, in which he defines the
Fundament of any mode as the “tonus [finalis], semitone [below the tonus], fourth, fifth, and octave,” most likely because these
degrees do not change. “Was ist der Modorum Fundament und Grund? Das Fundament und Grund seynd diese fünﬀ intervalla,
als: Das erste ist Tonus. Das andere Semitonium. Das dritte die Quarte. Das vierd die Quint. Das fünﬀte die Octave” (Herbst 1643,
46).
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“Es ist ein Haupt-Principium der Composition, daß man allzeit das Semitonium unter demjenigen modo maj. und min. hören
lässet, worinnen man moduliret” (Heinichen 1728, 739).
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Regarding this older meaning of “modulation,” see Christensen (1993a, 170–171).
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Admittedly, the hexachord here—d, e, f, g, a, b-flat—is not one of the traditional three (hard, soft, and natural).
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do not actually belong to the Schemata.”276 This proves that the “natural minor” octave species
given in 1.27(a) is not in fact the “true” minor mode Ambitus, because this necessarily includes
the raised seventh degree (Semitonium modi), as shown in the Schemata Modorum in 1.28(a).
Thus, Heinichen is not entirely consistent in his terminology. Nevertheless, aspects of traditional
hexachordal thinking seem to permeate both the Ambitus and Schemata.
Kuhnau’s Fundamenta also bear witnesses to Heinichen’s early exposure to aspects of traditional
hexachordal solmization. For instance, Kuhnau borrows one of Bernard’s means of distinguishing
between types of invertible counterpoint (ic): if the syllables “mi” and “fa” remain in their
original positions, it is invertible at the octave; if not, it is either ic10 or ic12.277 See Part Three of
Chapter Three in the present work for more on invertible counterpoint. Moreover, Heinichen
was certainly exposed to solmization during his lengthy stay in Italy, where solmization remained
the dominant theoretical model well into the nineteenth century. It should be noted, however,
that Heinichen’s 1711 treatise, which—contrary to most accounts—was most likely published
before his trip to Italy, contains the same illustration of the Ambitus as a hexachord plus half
step.278 This means he probably did not pick up the idea in Italy, but already knew of it
beforehand. And quite significantly, this also means his Ambitus is not based on the RO as found
in Rameau's Traité de l’Harmonie (1722). There is the possibility, that Heinichen’s Ambitus could
have been influenced by Francesco Gasparaini's L’harmonico pratico al cimbalo (1708). But this
also seems unlikely, since the preface to Heinichen (1711) suggests he worked out these ideas
while a student between the years 1702–1706.279 Since Gasparini is not mentioned in the 1711
treatise, but is cited in the 1728 edition, it is therefore more likely that the Ambitus arose from
Heinichen's formative education in Germany.
We know that solmization survived among some conservative German organ circles into the
eighteenth century. The best example of this is Johann Heinrich Buttstedt (1666–1727), but
there are others.280 Buttstedt is an important figure in our reconstruction of Bach’s pedagogy
because he was student of Johann Pachelbel and teacher to Walther.281 Pachelbel was a “grandteacher” of J. S. Bach through Johann Christoph Bach (Sebastian Bach’s older brother), who
studied with Pachelbel in Erfurt from 1686 to 1689. Buttstedt is notable because he defended
“In dem Schemate a moll hat man die 2. ausserordentliche Gänge des modi min. wie sie oben zu Ende der anderen special-Regel
beschrieben worden, um besserer Erinnerung halber mit beyfügen, jedoch von dem Schemate abgetheilet lassen wollen, weil sie
die Claves des gewöhnlichen ambitus modi verändern, und also nicht eigentlich zu dem Schemate gehören” (Heinichen 1728,
745).
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“§. 2. Und ist solche zweyerley: denn entweder köm‹m›t das mi und das fa nach der Verwechselung an seinen behörigen Ort,
oder es köm‹m›t nicht an seinen behörigen Ort. §. 3. Wenn das Semitonium mi und fa nach der Verwechselung an seinen
behörigen Ort köm‹m›t, so ist der Contrapunct alla octava. §. 4. Wenn aber nach der Verwechselung das mi und fa nicht an den
behörigen Ort köm‹m›t, so ist der Contrapunct abermahl zweyerley, entweder alla decima, oder alla duodecima” (Kuhnau 1703,
54).
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Heinichen (1711, 201).

“Was nun in der Composition und Music überhaupt zu ermangeln scheinet, solches habe durch dieses Buch zum wenigsten in
der so nöthig und nüzlichen Wissenschaﬀt der General-Basses nach meinen wenigen Vermögen zu suppliren gesucht. Indem ich
bey denen wenigen Stunden, welche ehemahls denen Studiis abgebrochen, und guten Freunden gegönnet worden, gar deutlich
wahrgenommen, daß der meiste Auﬀenthalt eines Music-Begierigen in dieser Wissenschaﬀt nirgends anders verborgen liege, als in
der consusen Anführung eines Maitre” (Heinichen 1711, 20).
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See, for example, Spieß’s discussion of modes and chant (1745 [2018], chapts. 10–11, 15) and Samber (1704).
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Buttstedt refers to Pachelbel as his Lehrmeister (Buttstedt c.1715–1716, 135).
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traditional hexachordal solmization against Mattheson’s “modern” system of major/minor keys.282
Coincidentally, the title of Buttstedt’s treatise uses the word fundament. Could his solmizationcentered understanding of music therefore relate to Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln? It is diﬃcult to
say, since Heinichen uses the word just as often as Buttstedt, and their views diﬀer considerably.
This topic will be taken up in section 2.2.7 in Chapter Two. In any case, the title of Buttstedt’s
treatise describes solmization as the “newly presented, old, true, only, and eternal Fundamentum
of music.”283 The implication is that Buttstedt’s adherence to the older hexachordal system may
have originated with Pachelbel, thus representing a possible influence on J. S. Bach, if not
directly through J. C. Bach, then indirectly through Pachelbel’s music, which Sebastian Bach
studied.284 However, on the other hand, Buttstedt describes how surprised he is that Germans in
Thuringia and Saxony have done away with solmization.285 This implies that the tradition may
have been preserved only within Pachelbel’s circle in these areas. Thus, solmization still could
have played a role in compositional instruction in Bach’s circle, even if it were on the wane in
Germany as a whole.
Buttstedt divides his treatise into two parts: (1) a refutation of Mattheson (1713) and (2) the
Fundament, or explication of theoretical principles based on solmization. Buttstedt’s desire to
preserve solmization is connected to his eminently conservative musical and theological outlook.
Amid various references to the Almighty, the Greeks, the heavenly spheres, mathematics, and the
monochord (no wonder the cosmopolitan Mattheson remained unconvinced!), we ascertain that,
for Buttstedt, solmization is necessary if one is to understand the modes and the relationships
between them, the ambitus, the repercussio, trias harmonica perfecta and minus perfecta (major and
minor triads), the octave species, the “natural” locations of the semitones, ficta, and the clausula
propriae and peregrinae, and especially fugal answers (see section 3.1.6). Buttstedt’s entire project
is to show that traditional music is founded on reliable principles, or Fundamenta, by arguing
from received authority. Yet, he writes, the art of music has suﬀered because it is not seen as a
subject for serious study and poor salaries cause the profession to be neglected.286 Whereas
Mattheson and Heinichen say music should please the ear, Buttstedt asks, “Whose ear?”287 No,
the ear is unreliable, he claims—music must be organized according to the Grund-Säze, or
foundational principles, which themselves depend on solmization.288
1.29 is Buttstedt’s model of musical space at the keyboard based on hexachordal solmization.
Like Banchieri’s example over one hundred years prior (see 1.2), the keyboard is divided into
Buttstedt (c.1715–1716) was a response to Mattheson (1713); Mattheson (1717) is a rebuttal of Buttstedt. For an overview of
the dispute, see Lester (1989, 112–125).
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Ut, mi, sol, re, fa, la, Tota Musica et Harmonia Æterna, oder Neu-eröﬀnetes, altes, wahres, einziges und weiges Fundamentum
Musices… (c.1715–16).
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In a letter to Forkel, Emanuel Bach states that his father knew the works of J. Pachelbel, among other composers (Bach-Dok.
3:288; NBR 398).
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“Wundert mich übrigens nicht wenig, daß man solmisationem hier zu Lande, als Thüringen, Ober- und Nieder-Sachsen
abgeschaﬀt hat, zumahlen da sie nicht schwer (wie ich schon oﬀt angeführet habe) sondern vielmehr leichte ist” (Buttstedt c.
1715–1716, 130).
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Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 14).
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Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 73).
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Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 74–75).
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cantus durus and cantus mollis. These two systems provide the basic materials of musical
composition. This vocally derived model is brought to bear on the newer art of thoroughbass, as
shown in 1.30. The bass notes in this example are identified according to their position in cantus
durus, specifically the hexachord starting on c: do mi sol do, again just like Banchieri. 1.30 is
intended to show that one can double the octave of a 6/3 chord on a bass-note mi.289 But most of
Buttstedt’s examples are set in full score, not in a grand-staﬀ. This too emphasizes the vocal
origins of his theoretical outlook. 1.31 shows how the keyboard accompaniment of a plainchant
depends on hexachordal analysis of the melody. 1.31(a) shows Buttstedt’s syllables for the
opening of the antiphon, Joseph fili David noli timere. Since the antiphon is in mode 1 (dorian),
the syllables are taken from the natural hexachord on C in cantus durus (without Bb, even though
this accidental occurs as ficta). 1.31(b) shows how Buttstedt sets a figured bass to this plainchant.
For a complete transcription of this example and another like it, see 2.32 and 2.33. How exactly
one is to compose such a bass is, unfortunately, not described in detail, but it apparently depends
upon first solmizing the melody. One should apparently add two inner voices to this outer-voice
framework, since Buttstedt believes one must first learn to write in four voices, which is the
“most beautiful and best.”290 In Chapter Two (section 2.2.7) we will see how Buttstedt applies
solmization to a chorale performed with thoroughbass at the organ.
Buttstedt’s treatise relates to my argument that subtle aspects of traditional hexachordal theory
continue to permeate Heinichen’s theories, and thus Bach’s cultural sphere as well. First, the fact
that Buttstedt went to the trouble to refute Mattheson (1713) so thoroughly implies that he
believed there would be an audience for his defense of solmization. We know, for instance, that
Johann J. Fux (1660–1741) shared Buttstedt’s views regarding its importance. This is because
after Buttstedt’s treatise was published, Mattheson wrote to several prominent musicians to
survey their opinion of the controversy. Their answers are printed in the second volume of
Mattheson’s Critica Musica (1722–1725). Among those who replied were Fux, Kuhnau, G. F.
Händel, and Heinichen. Fux, a choirmaster in Catholic Vienna, defended solmization ardently
for its pedagogical utility.291 Kuhnau recognizes solmization's importance for older, Catholic
music and chorales, but admits it creates problems with transposition and with the chromaticism
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Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 65; 79).
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Lester (1977) provides a translation of Mattheson’s correspondence with Fux.
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of the newer, galant style.292 Händel writes that solmization has its uses, but that modern
methods are faster and easier.293 Heinichen is quite outspoken against solmization, writing that,
Regarding the main material of this book [Mattheson’s Das beschützte Orchestre (1717)], I
cannot deny my most honored sir a full endorsement, for it is clear to see from my former
treatise [Heinichen (1711)] that I am no friend of the older, confining [Kerkermäßigen = like
a dungeon] church modes, the time-wasting ut, re, mi, fa, or of other antiquated musical
fancies.294

Heinichen continues to explain that those people who defend solmization and the modes do so
either because they spent much time learning them in their youth and are unable to take up a
new theoretical model, or because they judge music pedantically by how it looks on the page and
not whether it pleases the ear. In his opinion, recent stylistic changes make the old ways obsolete.
Yet Heinichen also admits to having extensive experience with traditional methods, particularly
“Was nun die Haupt-Controverse anbelanget, welche ihnen der Erfurter [Buttstedt] moviret hat, so glaube ich nicht, daß
jemand anders, als dieser, ihr Orchestre, das sie vor einen galant-homme, der kein Musicus ex professo, vielweniger sich mit vielen,
und meistentheils alten unnüzen, Grillen amusiren will, geschrieben, vornehmlich in puncto Solmisationis & veterum Modorum
musicorum, improbiren werde. Denn außer dem, daß, wie mein Hochgeehrtester Herr, und alle redliche Musici angemercket
haben, die Guidonischen 6. Voces zur Expression der 7. Clavium nicht zulangen, und die dahero nöthige Mutationes denen
Lernenden eine grosse Tortur verursachen müssen, so sind sie auch nur auf das Genus Diatonicum, und die daraus bestehenden
alten Modos musico appliciret worden. Nachdem aber unsere neuen Modi, bey welchen sich das Chromatische Genus mit dem
Diatonico begattet, ganz eine andere und vollkommenere Gestalt gewonnen, so sind diese Sachen nicht mehr zulänglich. Ich bin
zu dieser Solmisation in der Jugend auch angeführet worden; doch so viel ich nach der Zeit der Sache nachdencken können,
haben einige meiner Praeceptorum die Transpositiones gleichfalls nicht verstanden, und an statt mi; fa: und contra, oﬀt gesungen.
[…] Ingleichen können wir, die wir im Stylo Exxlesiastico mit dem Canto fermo und denen aus dem Genere Diatonico formirten
Modis immer zu thum haben, noch weiter gehen, und sagen: Dieses Stück gehet aus dem mi, fa, sol, oder aus dem Phrygio, oder
Hypophrygio” (Mattheson 1722–1725, 2:230–231).
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“Ich will nun zwar nicht sagen, daß man gar keinen Nuzen aus der so genanten Solmisation haben könne; weil wir aber eben
denselben Vortheil, in viel kürzerer Zeit, durch diejenige bequeme Lehr-Art, der man sich izo mit so vielem fortgange bedienet,
erhalten mögen, so kan ich nicht absehen, warum man nicht einen Weg wehlen sollte, der uns viel leichter und geschwinder, .als
ein andrer, zum vorgesezten Ziele führet?” Mattheson’s translation of original French (Mattheson 1722–1725, 2:210).
293

Heinichen’s full reply reads as follows: “Monsieur / Daß derselbe sich gefallen lassen, meinen Nahmen unter die Zahl
derjenigen Herren Virtuosen zu sezen, welchen die dedication von dessen jünsthin edirtem Tractate, das beschüzte Orchestre
genannt, gewidmet worden: davor sage schuldigen Danck. Die Haupt-Materie dieses Buches anlangend, so kan meinem
Hochgeehrten Herrn meines Orths umb so viel weniger eine völlige approbation verweigern, ie mehr aus meinem
ehemahls edirten musicalischen Tractätgen gar deutlich zu ersehen, daß ich weder von den alten Kerkermäßigen Modis
musicis, noch von dem überflüßigen und Zeit-verderbenden ut, re, mi, fa, noch von andern bestaubten musicalischen
Grillen, ein sonderbarer Freund bin. Ich bestehe gerne, daß ich vielmahls in tieﬀes Nachsinnen gerathen, woher es doch immer
kommen müsse, daß es bey unsern Zeiten noch Leuthe gibt, welche die in der Music schon längst verfallenen rudera antiquitatis
zu erheben, und zu defendiren, suchen? Allein, meines Erachtens, seynd dieses wohl die wichtigsten Ursachen davon: denn
erstlich haben solche musicalische Herren Antiquarii ihre ganze Jugend, oder vielmehr ihre ganze Lebens Zeit mit solchen Grillen
zugebracht, und das wollen sie bey Leibe nicht umsonst gelernet haben. Ja, weil es nunmehro ohne dis zu langsam wäre, der
Sache weiter nchzudencken, so ergehet es ihnen hierinnen agreablement wie denen Gottseeligen Müttern, welche nur diejenigen
Kinder am liebsten haben, die ihnen in der Geburth am sauersten worden. Pro secondo, so scheinen es solches in præjudiciis
steckenden Leutehn lauter Böhmische Dörﬀer zu seyn, wenn man heute zu Tage saget, daß zu einer touchanten Ohren-Music
vielmehr subtile und geschickte Regeln, nebst einer langwierigen Praxi, gehören, als zu einer Herz-druckenden Augen-Music,
welche auf dem unschuldigen Papier, nach allen venerablen Contrapuncten der Herren Cantors in den allerkleinesten Städlein,
durchmartirisiret worden. Ich habe mich von Jugend auf selbst unter der Zahl der Contrapuncts-Händler befunden: und also
rede ich alles aus vielfältiger Erfahrung. Und wir Teutschen allein seynd solche Narren, daß wir, in vielen abgeschmackten
Dingen, lieber bey dem alten Schlendrian bleiben, und lächerlicher weise mehr die Augen auf dem Papier, als die Ohren, zum
objecto der Music machen wollen. Ich habe über diesen und dergleichen chapitres in meinen Hochgeehrten Herrn Tractat viele
gute Gedancken gefunden, welche völlig nach meinem gout seynd. Und wünsche ich meines Orts, daß derselbe vielmehr das
Papier und sein gutes Talent zu reeller Ausarbeitung dergleichen nüzlichen Dinge verspahren, als seinen zur Erde bestatteten
Aretinum in der Gruﬀt ferner stöhren wolle, der ich übrigens bin. Monsieur / Votre tres humble & tres obeissant / J. D.
Heinichen. / Dresden, den 7. Dec. 1717” [emphasis added] (Mattheson 1722–1725, 2:212–213).
294
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as they relate to the study of counterpoint. And, as Heinichen concedes in his 1728 treatise, the
training of organists tended to be more conservative and preserve the modes due to chorales.295
Thus, while Heinichen is an outspoken critic of solmization, he is nevertheless well-informed in
its practice. It is in part because of his early training that I argue Heinichen’s Ambitus contains
subtle vestiges of hexachordal thinking, despite Heinichen’s endorsement of the new nonsolmization-based major/minor system.
Evidence for this hypothesis can be found in the second meaning of Ambitus mentioned above
(1.27[b]) regarding the usual tonal digressions, or modulations. In C major, for example, the
standard digressions are to D minor, E minor, F major, G major, and A minor. (This is also
confirmed by Heinichen’s table of modulations in 1.36.) The first degrees of each of these keys
make up the natural hexachord, and the intervallic pattern between these degrees of course
matches all three standard hexachords (hard, soft, and natural). What of the hexachord within
Heinichen’s minor-mode Schemata, which has a diﬀerent pattern of whole and half steps? The
fact that Heinichen could “transpose” the hexachord from a major to a minor mode while
keeping almost the same “natural harmony” suggests that the notion of scale degree had attained
an unprecedented independence. This relates to the idea of “scale-degree function.” To this
“major” or “minor” hexachord comes the additional seventh degree in the form of the
Semitonium modi, or “semitone of the mode,” completing the octave species.
At this point the reader may be wondering, is Heinichen’s Ambitus not the same as the RO? Not
exactly. Heinichen recognizes the commonalities between his Ambitus and similar formulations
given by Gasparini and Rameau, but he believes his presentation of the topic is “better and more
useful,” citing three points.296 First, Heinichen places the Semitonium modi at the beginning of
the Ambitus in order to avoid the augmented second between the lowered sixth degree in minor,
and to make the Schema more concise and clear for beginners. Second, Heinichen states that his
Ambitus is more useful than Gasparini and Rameau’s because his is made “more universal and
applicable” through the omission of “special figures.” “Special figures” means anything other than
5/3 chords or 6/3 chords, and thus refers to Gasparini and Rameau’s use of 6/4/2 and 6/5 chords
(i.e., dissonances). These “special” dissonant figures contain restricted pitches, meaning they “are
only applicable so long as the notes march along in the order in which they are written,” because
the patient voice must resolve down by step in accordance with its contrapuntal function as a
restricted pitch.297 Thus, any dissonant chord requires a resolution and is therefore not free in its
motion. In contrast, by using exclusively consonant 5/3 chords and 6/3 chords, Heinichen
achieves “a natural harmony that is correct in all instances, even when the bass pitches are

“Daß diese eingeschrenckte Antiquitäten [die gänzliche Abschaﬀung der alten Modorum Musicorum] in heutiger praxis nichts
mehr taugen (ausser wenn es denen Organisten gefället, ihre præludia nach denen Modis der alten Lieder einzurichten): Hieran
zweiﬀeln auch selbst manche Antiquarii nicht mehr” (Heinichen 1728, 913–914).
295
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Gasparini (1962 [1708], 73–75), Rameau (1971 [1722], 396–401), Heinichen (Heinichen 1728, 764–765).

“Da hingegen die Schemata beyder Autorum viel speciale Signaturen angeben, die nicht länger gelten, als die Noten fein in der
Ordnung marchiren, wie sie hingeschrieben worden” (Heinichen 1728, 765).
297
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rearranged at will.”298 A footnote indicates that the usefulness of this ability to rearrange the
Schema is found particularly in the art of improvising a prelude.
Heinichen's third point is that, unlike Gasparini and Rameau, he omits the chord of the major
sixth from the descending sixth degree in a major mode from his Schemata. He says this chord is
confusing to the beginner because the accidental it employs does not belong to the main mode.
When the other two authors descend in the bass using degrees 1o 7o 6o 5o in G major with a
major sixth on 6o , “this is already a half cadence in D major, which has nothing to do with G
major, to say nothing of the fact that it makes a special case that is no longer valid when the notes
are used out of order.”299 Thus, the preservation of the integrity of the mode is of paramount
importance for Heinichen. This stands in stark contrast to F. E. Praetorius’s bass scale
harmonizations discussed in Part One (see 1.8, 1.9, and 1.10). Praetorius uses ficta freely to
avoid having chords with diminished fifths, such that we can understand his harmonizations as
modal precursors to Heinichen’s Schemata. That Heinichen considered the concept of a unified,
diatonic Ambitus important enough to exclude ficta is an important marker in the emergence of
the modern tonal system, as noted already. But unlike Holtmeier, I do not attribute this
specifically to the RO as it is most often known in Gasparini’s and Rameau’s formulations (see
1.42 for this type of “modern” RO). 300 My reasons are the same as Heinichen—the RO as it is
usually defined today contains “arbitrary" dissonances. At its most basic, the central issue (as
described in Part One of this chapter) is how to achieve a consonant chord over each bass note
while avoiding voice-leading problems. Generally speaking, the older method prefers 5/3 chords
with ficta; Heinichen's newer method prefers 6/3 chords without ficta in order to preserve the
unity of the diatonic collection.
The most important of Heinichen's three diﬀerences between his Ambitus and the RO is number
two, since, contrary to our usual understanding of the RO today, the playing of the Ambitus from
beginning to end as a chord progression plays almost no role whatsoever in Heinichen’s
approach. 301 Instead, as outlined in the second point, he repeatedly emphasizes that the specific
advantage of his Schemata Modorum is that the individual notes of the Ambitus may be
rearranged at will, since the “natural harmony” only uses consonances and therefore contains no
“Haben wir unsere Schemata theils durch gänzliche Hinweglassung einiger Ziﬀern, theils durch die in Modi maj. neben
einander stehenden 5. 6. viel universaler und applicabler gemacht, so daß man die natürliche Harmonie in allen Casibus richtig
finden kan, die Bass-Claves mögen in der Ordnung wechseln, wie sie wollen” (Heinichen 1728, 765).
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“Denn wenn z. E. unsere Autores im g dur die aus der 8ve in die 5te herabsteigende Claves also beziﬀern, {[5], 6, [sharp]6, [#]
[over] g, fis, e, d} so ist dieses schon eine halbe Cadenz und Ausschweiﬀung in das D. dur, womit das g dur nichts zu thun hat.
Zugeschweigen, daß wenn man es auch unter dem g dur passieren liesse, so wäre es doch ein special Casus, der nicht länger gilt, als
diese Noten just so in der Ordnung bleiben” (Heinichen 1728, 765).
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“At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the splitting of thoroughbass into 'science' and 'practice,' along with the
'invention' of the Rule of the Octave around 1700, was a pivotal turning point in the history of both thoroughbass and harmonic
tonality" (Holtmeier 2007b, 11).
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Heinichen’s demonstration of how to prelude may seem like an exception to this, but the consecutive ordering is merely
arbitrary. Nowhere does Heinichen say that the Ambitus should be played in order either when preluding or as an exercise in
accompaniment. In fact, the advantage of the purely consonant harmonization is that the pitches of the Ambitus may be
scrambled arbitrarily, which reveals Heinichen’s primary intent not to be accompaniment, but composition. Heinichen points to
his use of only consonances as the primary advantage of his harmonization of Rameau and Gasparini’s versions of the RO, as
explained below. Holtmeier (2007b, 29) comments on the similarities of Heinichen’s Ambitus with Gasparini’s RO, but does not
mention its resemblance to the hexachord or solmization.
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restricted pitches. Drawing more from the Italian tradition, scholarly discourse surrounding the
RO today often views it as a means of accompanying a scale.302 In Heinichen’s theory, however, it
would be more accurate to speak of multiple “rules” of the octave—or better yet, “scale-degree
rules.”303 These determine whether each degree has a 5/3 chord or 6/3 chord; this is scale-degree
function. Indeed, Heinichen gives multiple rules—one for each pitch, or degree, in the Ambitus.
According to Heinichen, there are two primary ways to derive the chords of an unfigured bass.304
These use either the bass degree (Ambitus modi) or the abstract intervallic motion of the bass: the
former are Heinichen’s “Special Rules” and the latter in his “General Rules.” Heinichen’s division
between General and Special Rules may be based on Bernhard’s Tractatus, where he writes that,
“Form consists in the artful alternation and mixing of such consonances and dissonances, that is,
in observation of the general and special rules of counterpoint.” 305 After all, both Bernhard and
Heinichen were active in the Dresden court. And both of their “general” rules are indeed based
on the abstract intervallic progression. An early instance to the use of melodic interval to
harmonize a bass is seen in Francesco Bianciardi (1607).306 The main purpose of Heinichen’s
General and Special Rules is to answer one question: When does a bass note take a 6/3 chord
instead of a 5/3 chord? That the 5/3 chord is Heinichen’s chordal default is made clear when he
writes, “One assumes at all times that the bass takes the ordinary chord.”307 As described in Part
One, this is the “ordinary chord,” or Bach’s Accord (8/5/3).
Of these two methods of playing an unfigured bass, Heinichen usually prefers to use the bass
degree (the Special Rules), but he admits that sometimes the bass motion can be helpful as well
(the General Rules).
Daß man ordentlicher Weise die Signaturen eines unbeziﬀerten General-Basses mehr aus dem
Ambitu modi selbst, als aus dem euserlichen Intervallo judiciren müsse, solches ist ausser allen
Zweifel. Suchet man aber per artem combinatoriam alle mögliche Gänge durch, welche der
Bass in dem natürlichen ambitu modi majoris und minoris machen kan: so finden sich
allerdings einige Intervalla, woraus man leicht die natürlich darüber gehörigen Signaturen
errathen kan, wofern wir nur ein richtiges principium zum Grunde sezen, und nicht aus dem
nachfolgenden erst auf das vorhergehende schliessen vielweniger aus allen Intervallis ohne
Unterscheid eine Menge Regeln erdencken wollen, die uns die Sache nur schwerer machen
und das Geduachtniß nicht behalten kan.308
See, for example, Sanguinetti (2012, 113–125). Holtmeier writes that, “It is a still widespread misunderstanding that the RO
is only a ‘model harmonization,’ one among several possibilities for furnishing major and minor scales with chords” (2007, 11).
Holtmeier criticizes Christensen (1993, 170) as calling the RO merely a “‘pragmatic’ legerdemain.”
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In the Italian tradition, Heinichen’s concept that every bass degree tends to take certain consonances is describes as basi
fondamentali del tono, or the “essential foundations of the key” (Sanguinetti 2012, 117ﬀ.).
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This is if one discounts the easiest method that infers them from a given, upper part (Heinichen 1728, 727–733).

“Die Forma bestehet in der künstl[ichen] Abwechselung und Vermengung solcher Con- und Dissonantzen, also in Observation
der General und Special Regeln des Contrapuncts […]” (Müller-Blattau ed. 1963, 40).
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Breve regola per imparar a sonare sopra il Basso con ogni sorte d’istrumento (Siena). See Arnold (1931, 74ﬀ.).
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“Es verstehet sich iederzeit die Basis, welche den ordinairen Accord über sich hat” (Heinichen 1728, 734).
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Heinichen (1728, 733).
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It is beyond all doubt that one must judge the signatures of an unfigured bass from the
Ambitu modi itself [i.e., bass degrees], and not from the outward [euserlich = äußerlich]
interval. But if one searches through all possible intervallic motions in the major and minor
Ambitu using the ars combinatoriam, one finds that there are [nevertheless] some intervallic
motions through which one can easily guess the correct signature. From these cases we can
derive a reliable principle so that we can avoid having to infer the [figure of the] first [note]
from the following [note]. Much less do we want to think up a bunch of rules for every [bass]
interval, rules that will only make the matter more diﬃcult for us because the memory can’t
hold them all.309

Thus, the General Rules have some use, but they don’t cover all scenarios because there are too
many bass progressions to memorize.
The General Rules are thus based on the bass voice’s type of motion—ascending or descending,
and step or leap. There are many historical precedents to this type of thinking.310 This is what
Heinichen means by “outward” interval in the above quotation, because these voice-leading
patterns are (hypothetically) not connected to any specific bass degree in the Ambitu, as they are
in the Special Rules. Rather, they are abstract, unmoored entities, “floating” in undefined pitch
space. The problem is, in order to make the General Rules precise and usable in practice, one has
to qualify them with an additional factor beyond the bass’s motion: the type of beginning chord.
This may be a 5/3 chord with perfect fifth and major or minor third, or 6/3 chord with major or
minor sixth, and major or minor third. When coupled with multiple bass motions for each
chord, this makes the rules somewhat cumbersome and diﬃcult to memorize, as Heinichen
noted above. The General Rules are as follows:311
• General Rule 1: When a 5/3 chord descends by half step or ascends by third, the
second note usually has a sixth.
• General Rule 2: When the 5/3 chord with major third ascends by half step or
descends by major third, the second note usually has a sixth; but when this chord
descends by whole step, the second note has 6/4+/2.
• General Rule 3: When a 5/3 chord with minor third descends by whole tone or
major third, the second note has a sixth.
• General Rule 4: When a 6/3 chord with minor sixth (and usually with minor third)
ascends by half step or descends by major third, the second note has a 5/3 chord.
But if this 6/3 chord ascends by whole step, the last note usually has a sixth.
• General Rule 5: When a 6/3 chord with major sixth (and usually with major third)
ascends or descends by whole step, the second note usually has a sixth. But if this
chord descends by minor third, the second note usually has the ordinary chord.
The second to last sentence is somewhat ambiguous, but it seems to refer to the fact that, when improvising from an unfigured
bass, it is of little use to infer backwards in time about a chord whose bass note has already passed.
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This understanding of thoroughbass can be seen already in Agazzari (1607; see Arnold 1931, 71) and Bianciardi (1607; see
Arnold 1931, 75). See Christensen (2008) for more on the step vs. leap distinction.
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Heinichen (1728, 734–737).
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• General Rule 6: When a 6/3 chord with major sixth and minor third descends by
whole tone, the second note usually has a 5/3 chord. But when this chord descends
by minor third or ascends by half step, whole step, or minor third, then in all four
cases the last note has a sixth.
Heinichen cordons oﬀ the last two General Rules because they do not rely on the bass
motion in the same way as the first six rules:
• General Rule 7: When two notes rise or fall by third and one has a flat or sharp, the
other note will usually retain this note with an accidental, for otherwise a cross
relation would occur.
• General Rule 8: When a foreign note has a sharp or raising accidental, it usually
takes a sixth, whether it moves by step or leap.
Despite the General Rules’ long-windedness, Heinichen assures the reader that, “the unpracticed
[musician] will be able to evaluate [and unfigured bass] much faster and easier through the outer
interval of a note than through the often hidden or constantly shifting Ambitu modorum” because
the key is constantly changing.312 But Heinichen still admits the limitations of the approach
using the “outer” motion of the bass: “Nothing certain can be concluded from many intervals of
the octave regarding the natural ambitu modorum.”313 By this he means that, for example, one
cannot determine if the second note should have a 5/3 chord or 6/3 chord after a 5/3 chord
ascends by step.314 Another obvious limitation of the General Rules is: Where does the first chord
come from? This same question applies to the older, traditional Klangschrittlehre method of
determining upper voices to a given line, the tradition upon which the General Rules are
based. 315
Inferring the upper voices from a given voice (or voice pair) has many historical precedents. In
the realm of instrumental music, one important precursor is the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century
German Fundamenta tradition, as represented in Hans Buchner’s Fundamenta.316 Buchner gives
tables demonstrating how to add additional voices to a given type of motion and interval in the
cantus firmus (see 2.16, 2.17, and 3.50). Thomas Christensen describes how Buchner’s teachings
developed into the so-called Fundamenta tradition of thoroughbass manuals in south Germany
and Austria.317 An important link that Christensen does not mention is that of Wolfgang
Schonsleder and J. A. Herbst’s “natural” and “necessary” tables, which operate on similar
“Wer sich diese General-Regeln wohl bekandt machet, der wird in praxi eines unbeziﬀerten General-Basses öﬀters grosse
Erleichterung finden; indem es natürlich, daß ein ungeübter aus dem euserlichen Intervallo einer Note viel leichter, und
geschwinder judiciren mag, als aus dem oﬀt versteckten, oder alle Augenblick abwechselnden Ambitu modorum” (Heinichen
1728, 738).
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“NB. Aus mehrern Intervallis der 8ve lässet nichts gewisses von dem natürlichen ambitu modorum schliessen” (1728, 736).
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Heinichen (1728, 736).

Klaus-Jürgen Sachs termed the tradition that infers other voices based on the type of motion in a given melody
Klangschrittlehre (1971).
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Buchner (1974, 1:17–34).
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Christensen (2008). See also Diergarten (2015) regarding the Fundamenta tradition.
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principles as Buchner’s tables.318 The diﬀerence is that Schonsleder and Herbst strictly maintain a
four-voice texture beginning with only a single bass pitch, whereas Buchner assumes one begins
with a tenor-discant dyad.319 Walther copies the two tables in his Praecepta (1708), which
witnesses the proximity of this tradition to Bach’s circle.320 Walther shows how Herbst’s tables
employ the intervals 3, 5, and 8 in a rotating cycle (1.32[a] and 1.32[b]).
Schonsleder, Herbst, and Walther’s tables show how the seventeenth-century Klangschrittlehre
tradition continued the Renaissance era’s privileging of perfect intervals and thirds over sixths.
But the overall strategy considers each voice pair individually in relation to the given voice, just
like traditional dyadic vocal instruction. For this reason, the Klangschrittlehre method is better
suited for composition, where each voice can be set individually, or improvised vocal
counterpoint, where each singer judges his part solely in relation to the given melody. In
improvised vocal polyphony, some “clashes” between the added voices are accepted as part of the
genre. For instance, in Seth Calvisius’s 1592 description of improvised vocal counterpoint, the
bass takes the plainchant melody and the other singers take any consonances they choose, so long
as they avoid major and minor sixths, suspensions, and parallel perfect consonances. If the singers
follow these rules, a “tolerable harmony will result.”321 Heinichen’s General Rules are essentially a
polyphonic, keyboard-based extension of the Klangschrittlehre. But, as noted above, they are
mainly intended for the “unpracticed” musician. Heinichen writes that,
Indeß ist gleichwohl eben dieser Ambitus modorum die Haupt-Quelle, woraus besagte
General-Regeln geflossen, wie wir unten zeigen werden. Also lernen wir endlich der Sache
vollkommen einsehen, wenn wir die Signaturen fundamentaliter zu erfinden suchen: Aus
einigen Special-Regeln, oder aus dem natürlichen Ambitu modorum selbst.322
The Ambitus modorum is still the main source from which the General Rules flow, as we will
show below. Now we will finally learn to how to understand the matter fully when we
attempt to invent the fundamental [consonant] figures from the Special Rules, or out of the
Ambitu modorum itself.

Unlike the General Rules, the Special Rules do not take the “outward,” “abstract” interval of the
bass as their guide, but instead are oriented around the position of the bass within the Ambitu
modorum—our modern “scale degree.” There are six Special Rules—one for each bass degree
excluding the first degree, which is assumed to have a 5/3 chord. As mentioned already, the
Special Rules provide an alternate method of answering the same basic question: When does a
bass note take a 6/3 chord instead of the “ordinary” 5/3 chord? The rules can be paraphrased as
follows:
Schonsleder (1631, 4–7) and Herbst (1643, 36–37). An earlier mention of this kind of technique is in Thomas Campion’s A
New Way of Making Fowre Parts in Counterpoint (c. 1614). See Schubert (2018) and also Diergarten (2017b).
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This is the same procedure used, for example, by Pietro Aron in the famous table in Toscanello in musica (1529).

Walther (1708 [1955], 105–106). Walther and Bach were friends and distant cousins, and Bach sold Walther’s Lexicon at the
same time he sold Heinichen’s 1728 treatise.
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Quoted in Ferand (1956, 167).
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Heinichen (1728, 738).
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• Special Rule 1: The fifth degree in the major and minor mode usually has a major
third because it is a Haupt-Principium (main principle) of composition that one
always sounds the semitone below the current mode.
• Special Rule 2: The fourth degree in the minor mode usually has a minor third
and 5/3 chord. (The 6/3 chord and 6/5 are exceptions.) Only in descending per
transitum from the fifth degree to the third does the fourth degree take 6/4+/2.
• Special Rule 3: The Semitonium below the major and minor modes [i.e., the
seventh degree] usually has a sixth because this note lacks a perfect fifth above it.
• Special Rule 4: The third degree in major and minor modes usually has a sixth.
This is because, in major, the third degree is a half step removed from the 5/3
chord on the fourth degree, and two adjacent semitones cannot have ordinary
chords. In minor, the third degree lacks a perfect fifth and thus takes the sixth.
• Special Rule 5: The second degree usually has a major sixth because in minor, this
degree lacks a perfect fifth. In major, though, one can use a 5/3 chord or major
6/3 chord because there is a perfect fifth. When moving by step, take the 6/3
chord; by leap, take the 5/3 chord.
• Special Rule 6: The sixth degree in minor usually has a sixth, for it is a half step
away from the 5/3 chord on the fifth degree. Because the sixth degree in major
lacks this half step, it may have a 5/3 chord or 6/3 chord.323
1.33 illustrates how the Special Rules map onto the major and minor Ambitus. After listing the
Special Rules and their justifications, Heinichen once again emphasizes how the Schematibus
illustrating the Special Rules is both the Fundament and Haupt-Quelle (main source) for the first
six General Rules.324 That is, the General Rules are only “abstract” intervallic patterns in an
amorphous pitch space, but the Special Rules aﬃx them to a particular degree within the major
minor mode.
With remarkable insight, Heinichen then maps the General Rules onto the Special Rules,
revealing how the former are derived from the latter—that is, how the “general” (i.e., abstract)
intervallic motions derived from a “degree-specific” location in the Schemata modorum (1.34).
The precedence Heinichen aﬀords the Special Rules and the Schemata over the General Rules
represents a major turning point in the history of compositional and thoroughbass pedagogy.
While the traditional, dyadic Klangschrittlehre method was suﬃcient to derive one line at a time
from a given melody, Heinichen shows it to be inferior to the modern, scale-degree oriented
method when a single player needs to invent a polyphonic texture in the context of thoroughbass
realization and improvisation. This supports a central claim of Part One: in early eighteenthcentury Germany in Bach’s circle, thoroughbass takes on the role previously assigned to
traditional teachings based in vocal polyphony. One measure of the success of this approach is
323

Heinichen (1728, 739–44)

“Wenn es nun mit dem Ambitu der beyden Haupt-Modorum c dur, und a moll hergehet: eben so gehet es mit allen übrigen
Modis her, welche wir zu nuzbahren Gebrauch der Incipienten in eben solchen Schematibus anhero transponiren wollen, wenn wir
vorhero, oben versprochener massen gezeiget haben, daß besagte 2. Schemata eben das Fundament und die Haupt-Quelle seynd,
woraus die obigen 6. ersten General-Regeln geflossen” (Heinichen 1728, 745).
324
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that it enables a single composer-keyboardist to create a multi-voiced composition in real time
(i.e., polyphonic improvisation), in part because of the phenomenon of grouping. Heinichen’s
concept of scale-degree function (the Special Rules) plays a major role in this process, for it
represents a synthesis of the older Klangschrittlehre (the General Rules) that nevertheless remains
simple enough so that an experienced player can improvise over an unfigured bass by merely
identifying the bass degrees.
The importance of this methodological breakthrough extends beyond the limited scope of
playing an unfigured bass and into the broader craft of composition. We should bear in mind
that one of Heinichen’s primary goals is to show how the principles of thoroughbass are derived
from those of composition—essentially, that the two are synonymous. But while the underlying
principles of, for example, contrapuntal function, are laid out in Heinichen’s treatise, an extended
discussion of actually how to compose remains conspicuously absent from his instruction. In
light of this absence, a few brief comments regarding composition in Heinichen’s broader
discussion of how to improvise a prelude become all the more significant, for they reveal a
procedure for how to compose that may shed light on compositional pedagogy in Bach’s day.325
1.2.6 Combining Scale-Degree and Contrapuntal Functions: Improvising a Prelude
In the baroque era, “preluding” usually referred to the improvisation in a chordal rather than
imitative, contrapuntal style. Heinichen discusses preluding in the context of his famous musical
circle (1.35). In this circle, adjacent keys move not by fifths, but by alternating major seconds/
minor thirds and major/minor keys. The model is the Ambitus modi we saw in 1.27. For instance,
C major can move clockwise to A minor, G major, E minor, etc. In essence, pairs of relative keys
are arranged in the circle of fifths. Heinichen believes the advantages of his circle to lie in four
areas: (1) in composition itself; (2) in realizing unfigured bass lines; (3) in preluding on a fullvoiced (i.e., polyphonic) instrument; and (4) the complete abolition of the old church modes.326
Let us examine each of these points briefly.
First, the circle aids the composer in the selection and ordering of keys. One may proceed
clockwise or counterclockwise at will, “never getting lost,” for even if one finds oneself in a key
with many accidentals, the composer “finds to the left and to the right the doors through which
he can proceed step by step back to easier keys.”327 Alternatively, one can locate the starting key
and the desired goal key, and the modulatory path between them is laid out clearly. In addition,
the inexperienced composer can easily define the “natural bounds of the key” (regulirter Ambitum
modi), meaning the five closely related keys, or modulatory goals within one accidental. These
325

Remeš (2019a) explores Heinichen’s method of improvising a prelude in greater detail.
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Heinichen (1728, 896).

“Den ersten punct betreﬀend, so ist leicht zu erachten, was so wohl einen anfängenden, als schon geübten Componisten vor
Vortheil daraus entstehe, wenn er durch Hülﬀe dieses Circuls in allen seinen Musicalischen Wercken (es sey im Kirchen- Cammeroder Theatralischen stylo, besonders im Recitativ) mit denen Modis dergestalt frey umbgehen kan, daß er selbige vor- und
rückwerts nach Gefallen druchwandern, und sich niemahls verliehren möge, er sey auch, wo er wolle. Denn hat er sich ja in
einen schwehren, mit vielen # # oder b b verbrähmten Modum verwickelt, und weiß nicht wieder heruas zu kommen; so suchet er
nur denselbigen Modum im Circul, da findet er zur rechten Hand die eine, und zur lincken Hand die andere Thür, durch welche
er Schritt vor Schritt wieder heraus, und in leichtere Modos gehen kan, wohin er selbst will” (Heinichen 1728, 896–897).
327
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keys are laid out in the tables in 1.36. Any starting key always has three standard (ordentlich) keys
and two non-standard (außerordentlich) keys. The circle is a simple means of conveying this
information: when starting in G major, for instance, the standard keys are three positions
clockwise (E minor, D major, B minor), while the non-standard ones are two positions counterclockwise (A minor, C major). Heinichen poses the question: How should the beginning
composer arrange these keys skillfully without oﬀending the ear? The guiding principle is, either
one moves by adjacent keys or skips over a maximum of one key at a time.328 And should the
composer wish to exceed these “natural” boundaries of G major, the circle also provides a secure
tonal path to move “by step or leap”329 clockwise beyond B minor and counter-clockwise beyond
C major. “In this way, our musical circle remains at all times a sure guiding light [literally:
lighthouse] in all kinds of composition for experienced as well as inexperienced composers.”330
The second use for the circle is in the playing of bass lines without figures. For Heinichen, this
applies exclusively to the chamber and theater styles.331 The use of the circle applies to the Special
Rules, which depend on the quick recognition of key areas, particularly in recitatives, which
employ rapid modulations to distant keys. Here Heinichen uses the word Fundament again, this
time to refer to the main key as opposed to the five closely related keys outlined by the Ambitus
and the tables in 1.36. This word implies the foundational importance of such knowledge:
Will man nun dergleichen Changemens geschwind und gründlich einsehen lernen, und im
Accompagnement einen Habitum erlangen: so muß man vor allen Dingen die Connexion und
gewöhnlichen Digressiones aller Modorum aus dem Fundamente verstehen.332
If one wants to learn to perceive such changes [of key in recitatives] quickly and securely, and
[one wants] to achieve proficiency in accompaniment, then above all things one must
understand the connection and usual digressions of all keys from the fundament.

We skip ahead to the fourth use of the circle: the abolishment of the church modes. According to
Heinichen, these are not used anymore except by organists who prelude on the old modal
chorales. He criticizes Werckmeister as a representative of the older view that the modes are still
necessary as guiding line (Richtschnur), or framework, for organizing key digressions. According
to Werckmeister, the modes help one “find the same door one came in,” and not get lost in the
“labyrinth” of the modern major-minor system.333 Predictably, Heinichen responds with sarcasm:
“There you have it, you modern practitioners!” He goes on to explain that the older method of
modulation was by third, conceived as overlapping trias harmonica chords, each sharing two
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Heinichen (1728, 898–899).

This is a pun on gradatim oder per saltum, which is otherwise used in the context of an individual voice’s motion—by step
(gradatim) or leap (saltum).
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“Folgbar bleibet unser musicalische Circul iederzeit ein sicherer pharus in allen Arthen der Composition, so wohl vor geübte, als
ungeübte Componisten” (Heinichen 1728, 900).
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Heinichen (1728, 900).
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Heinichen (1728, 901).
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Heinichen (1728, 914), quoting Werckmeister (1702, 73).
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common tones. 334 Sparing the full details of his rebuttal, Heinichen proposes in the end that his
circle is a secure means of replacing the old modes.335
We come now to the third and for our purposes the most important use of the Heinichen’s circle:
in preluding on a “polyphonic” instrument.336 Heinichen notes that what was said above about
composition (i.e., the first use of the circle) applies equally well here, because—and this is of
pivotal importance for compositional pedagogy in Bach’s circle—“improvised preluding and
composition are equivalent here.” 337 Heinichen’s explanation of how to prelude is one of the most
revealing and hitherto undervalued sections of his treatise, for it provides us with a window into
the way in which a first-rank composer conceives of improvisation and composition from a
theoretical perspective. Heinichen’s use of thoroughbass as a conceptual framework for
improvising also mirrors the approach Emanuel Bach espouses in his own treatise.338 Moreover,
this section of the treatise is significant because it brings together to two above-mentioned
functions—the contrapuntal and scale-degree functions. I argue that Heinichen’s method of
improvised preluding/composing is a conceptual framework well-suited to reconstructing aspects
of Bachian compositional pedagogy. This is because Bach’s compositions, especially those for
keyboard, sometimes originated as improvisations. In a letter to Forkel, Emanuel Bach wrote
that,
Wenn ich einige, NB nicht alle, Clavierarbeiten ausnehme, zumahl, wenn er den Stoﬀ dazu
aus dem Fantasieren auf dem Claviere hernahm, so hat er das übrige alles ohne Instrument
componirt, jedoch nachher auf selbigem probirt.339
If I exclude some (but, nota bene, not all) of his clavier pieces, particularly those for which he
took the material from improvisations on the clavier, he [Sebastian Bach] composed
everything else without instrument, but later tried it out on one.

Richard Jones has termed these two manners of composing—keyboard improvisation vs. desk
work—as “active” vs. “reflective” modes, and suggests that they correspond loosely to the free vs.
strict forms.340 Another angle for viewing these two working procedures is “implicit vs. explicit.”
Implicit theory refers to normative, non-written practices crystalized over time within a living
tradition; in contrast, explicit theory refers to specific linguistic proscriptions arising through
reflection and deduction. The implication is that improvisation necessarily draws more upon
For example, if one starts in C major (ionian), the next key would be E phrygian, then G mixolydian, etc. (Heinichen 1728,
915–916).
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Heinichen (1728, 915–916).
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This includes “clavier, organ, harpsichord, lute, etc.” (Heinichen 1728, 901).

“Alles was nun in denen vorhergehenden §. 20. 21. 22. vom componiren gesagt worden, das gilt auch hier vom preludiren, weil
ex tempore præludiren, und componiren allhier einerley ist” (Heinichen 1728, 901).
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Bach, C. P. E. (1753–1762, 2:325; [1949, 430]). Significantly, the basses that Emanuel Bach gives as improvisational
frameworks were copied near the end of a manuscript containing J. C. Kittel’s Generalbass Schule. This source has been translated
in part in Remeš (2019c).
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Bach-Dok. (3:289); NBR (399).
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implicit theory because this is internalized gradually and called upon in an instant, usually
without conscious reflection. On the other hand, “desk” composing allows for contemplation
wherein one would tend to formulate a rationale for a decision (semi-)consciously. Yet ultimately,
the implicit/explicit division is a false binary. Improvisation draws on explicit knowledge, just as
composition relies on internalized knowledge. The present work subscribes to the underlying
premise of Heinichen’s treatise—that composition is merely a “refined” kind of thoroughbass
improvisation, and that the same theoretical foundations underlay the two activities.
Just what are these foundations? Heinichen understands preluding and composition as the
creation of a consonant foundation (5 chords and 6/3 chords) over a series of bass scale degrees
within a given key, upon which dissonant syncopatio and transitus figures are added when possible
and desired. Thus, there is a recursive property, or double function, at work here—one that
explains why Heinichen repeatedly refers to the Ambitu as “fundamental” throughout his treatise:
the Ambitu is operative in large and small scale structural levels, defining both the overarching
modulatory goals (the five closely related keys) and the local pitch material within each key. The
fact that the seventh degree is not a valid modulatory goal undercuts this recursion but also
reinforces the earlier claim that the seventh degree has an ancillary status as the Semitonium modi,
available at the foreground as a bass degree but not in the background as a scale key area. Let us
now explore Heinichen’s method for preluding and composing in greater detail.341
Heinichen begins his discussion of preluding with the quotation below. His use of Fundament in
the plural is significant, for it reveals yet another meaning of this many-sided term, this time to
refer to a voice-leading pattern for improvisation and composition.
§. 25. Wer auﬀ einen vollstimmigen Instrumente ex tempore zu præludiren sich unterstehet,
der muß schon viel Music im Kopﬀe haben, i. e. er muß mit einem Worte ein erfahrner, und
geübter Musicus seyn. Weil sich aber dieser Gradus parnassi nicht in einem Jahre ersteigen
lässet, zumahl wenn alles auﬀ eigene Erfahrung allein ankommen soll: so fraget sich, ob man
ungeübten keine sichern præcepta oder Anleitung geben könne, wie sie nach und nach selbst
eine eigene Harmonie auﬀ ihren Instrumente zu wege bringen, oder mit einem Worte
præludieren lernen sollen? Antwort: Ungeübten Musicis allhier die vielerley Arthen der
præludien nach allen Fundamentis beyzubringen, ist so unmöglich, als dazu nothwendig ein
ganzer Tractat, und nicht wenige Zeilen eines Capitels erfodert würden: die prima
fundamenta aber zum præludiren hier zu entwerﬀen, solches gehet wohl an, und das wollen
wir so kurz als möglich auﬀ folgende Arth bewerckstelligen.342
§. 25. Whoever ventures to play a prelude ex tempore on a polyphonic [literally, full-voiced]
instrument must already have much music in his head: he must, in short, be an experienced,
practiced, musician. But because these Steps to Parnassus cannot be scaled in a year,
particularly if everything is to depend on one’s own experience, the question arises: are there
341

For a more in-depth analysis, see Remeš (2019a).

Heinichen (1728, 901–902). This is an obvious reference to Johann Fux’s Gradus ad Parnassum (1725), which is otherwise not
mentioned in Heinichen’s treatise.
342
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no sure principles or instructions that could be given to the inexperienced so that they, little
by little, could by themselves bring forth their own harmony on their instrument, or put
another way, so they could learn to prelude? Answer: to teach the inexperienced the
numerous ways of preluding according to all the foundations is so diﬃcult that it would
require an entire treatise, not a few lines of one chapter. But we only wish to discuss the first
foundation of preluding; this is our concern, and we would like to manage this as briefly as
possible in the following way.

This meaning of Fundament is exactly how Jacob Adlung used the word in his newly rediscovered
manuscript treatise, “Anweisung zum Fantasieren” (c.c.1726–1727), as mentioned in the
introduction. This relationship will be clearer after first outlining Heinichen’s strategy for
improving a prelude. Heinichen suggests that the pupil pick a starting key and define the
neighboring keys using his circle. Heinichen chooses F major arbitrarily as his main key, which
has D minor, C major, A minor, G minor, and Bb major as available digressions. These keys must
then be filled with “good musical passages” and be arranged in some order. The Schemata is the
“best and fastest help” regarding the former, while the only constraint upon the latter is that
mentioned above—that one modulates to adjacent keys or those one position removes.343
Heinichen decides on the ordering: F major, C major, A minor, D minor, G minor, and Bb
major. Because the Schemata presents the “fundamental [fundamental] bass notes and their figures
correctly,” it follows that, placing the Schemata of each key one after the other and playing
through them as a simple accompaniment results in the “first rudiments of a prelude,” as shown
in 1.37. 344 Does this not contradict my above statement that the RO as a bass harmonization
plays no role in Heinichen’s method? No, for two reasons: first, 1.37 is merely a rough
framework for an improvisation and composition, not a heuristic for the accompanist to
harmonize a bass scale; second, the presence of “5” and “6” over degrees two and six are not
meant to be played consecutively, but represent two separate chordal options, the former for
leaping and the latter for stepwise motion. This emphasizes that Heinichen does not necessarily
intend the bass notes of our hypothetical improvisation to proceed in the order given in 1.37.
The black bass notes designate pitches that must descend stepwise. They are the fourth degree
with a 6/4/2 chord, or more specifically, 2-subsyncopatio dissonances that must continue their
stepwise descent.
Heinichen notes that if the ordering of the Schemata, or keys areas, were varied, if the bass notes
were lengthened and shortened, and the placement of the right hand were varied, “this would
result without any trouble in a full-voiced prelude that would never violate the Ambitus modori
and would never bring forth a false harmony.”345 There would, however, be two errors: (1) the
343

Heinichen (1728, 902).

344

Heinichen (1728, 902).

“Wenn wir nun mit diesen Schematibus etliche mahl in der Ordnung wechseln, i. e. nach unsern Circul mit diesen Modis bald
gradatim bald per saltum verfahren, und dabey die Bass-Noten bald verlängern bald verkürzen wolten, (wobey noch jedweder
mittelmäßiger General-Bassiste das Accompagnement jedesmahl verändern, und mit der rechten Hand höher oder tieﬀer angeben
könte): so brächten wir ohne alle Mühe ein vollstimmiges præludium heraus, welches niemahls wieder den Ambitum modorum
pecciren, und keine unrechte Harmonie anschlagen könte” (Heinichen 1728, 904).
345
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purely stepwise bass would be too simple, and (2) the purely consonant setting would need
dissonances.346 According to Heinichen, the first error is easily rectified. This is because, as
already noted, Heinichen uses a purely consonant figuring for his Schemata, except the 6/4/2
chord on the descending fourth degree. The advantage of the consonant figuring is that one can
rearrange the bass degrees at will, moving by step or by leap, “without harming the harmony or
the Ambitus modi.”347 This is because the contrapuntal function of all the consonances is
unrestricted. 1.38 shows the result, which Heinichen shortens to include only the first two key
areas, F major and D minor; the remaining keys are implied.
1.38 demonstrates what I meant when I said preluding and composition involves a “nearly
arbitrary” ordering of bass pitches. Naturally, the art of composition involves a purposeful and
ordered arrangement of pitches. By “arbitrary” I refer only to the fact, often extolled by
Heinichen, that the pitches of the Schemata can be rearranged in any order due to the
unrestricted contrapuntal function of their consonant figures. The only exception is the fourth
degree that contains a dissonant transitus figure and is thus must descend by step (i.e., a restricted
contrapuntal function).348
Regarding the second “error” listed above—the lack of dissonance—Heinichen oﬀers the
following Haupt-Principium, or cardinal principle:
Daß bey natürlich fortgehender Harmonie, niemahls weder ein ordinairer, noch
extraordinairer Accord könne angeschlagen werden, davon nicht wenigstens eine einzige
Stimme (wo nicht mehr) in dem folgenden Saze könte liegen bleiben i. e. legaliter binden,
und nachmahls resolviren, ohne den Ambitum modi in geringsten zu beleidigen.349
In a naturally proceeding harmony, no ordinary or extra-ordinary chord may be used if at
least one voice (if not more) cannot be tied over, i.e., properly suspended, in the following
chord and afterwards resolved without infringing upon the Ambitum modi in the least.

Put another way, “Never play a chord that does not allow the suspension of at least one note in
the following chord.” To illustrate his rule Heinichen provides the following two examples of
dissonances added to the stepwise Ambitu (1.39[a] and 1.39[b]). According to Heinichen, the
underlying strategy of 1.39 can be paraphrased as follows:
• 6 and 6 [with slash] are suspended with a 7;
• the “ordinary chord” (8/5/3) is suspended with 4 or 9;
• bass notes descending by step to a 6/3 chord can be syncopated by 6/4/2;

346

Heinichen (1728, 904).
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Heinichen (1728, 904–905).
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Heinichen (1728, 740).
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Heinichen (1728, 906–907).
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• the diminished fifth is added to the bass Semitoni C# [i.e., seventh degree], because the
following ascending step can properly resolve the fifth, just like the fourth degree in D
minor with 6/5; and
• the 9 is added to the usual 6 on the third degree in D minor.350
Through all these dissonances, the Ambitus of both keys is not “oﬀended” in the least, but rather,
“made more harmonic.”351 All the dissonances are “nothing other than pure suspensions [pure
Auﬀhaltungen] of the following ordinary consonances of the 2 Schematum, F major and D
minor.”352 As we will see momentarily, F. E. Niedt advises using exactly the same strategy that
essentially amounts to: “suspend any pitch whenever possible.”
The final step in Heinichen's process is to combine both leaps and dissonances together, as shown
in 1.40. This example corrects the two “primary mistakes” of 1.37—lack of dissonance and lack
of leaps. Following the same strategy with the remaining neighboring keys would result in a
“lengthy harmonic prelude.”353 Heinichen highlights how, diﬀerent from the previous examples,
1.40 contains dissonances that resolve over the following bass note, not over the same one. I
marked these instances with arrows (excluding bass suspensions with 6/4/2, since these are
present in earlier examples).
It is remarkable that Niedt advises using exactly the same strategy of adding syncopatio
dissonances whenever possible in the third volume of this Musicalische Handleitung (1700–1717).
A few of his examples are given in 1.41. He criticizes 1.41(a) and 1.41(c), which lack
dissonances, as old fashioned and in poor taste.354 But if one observes das liegen (tying, or
preparation), then 1.41(b) and 1.41(d) result, which are apparently much more modern and
pleasing. The basic method is exactly the same as Heinichen’s: the consonant skeleton is the the
beginning framework to which syncopatio dissonances are added. Particularly significant is that
these are the examples that Niedt uses to show the ineﬃcacy of the traditional dyadic rules of
seventeenth-century Kontrapunktlehre (see 1.7 for examples from Walther). This point was
already discussed in detail in Part One of this chapter.
Next, Niedt applies the principle of liegen to the harmony of ascending and descending bass
scales. He does not use the phrase “rule of the octave,” however. The first German source to give
the RO in what later became its standard form is David Kellner’s Treulicher Unterricht, though he
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Heinichen (1728, 908).
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Heinichen (1728, 908).
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Heinichen (1728, 910).
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Heinichen (1728, 912).

“Wolte man folgenden Bass [1.41(a)] so schlechterdings hinsezen, und nach denen gemeinen Regeln darzu spielen, würde
solches sehr schlecht klappen, wiewohl sich bisweilen berühmte Organisten, dergleichen zu thun, nicht geschämet; Ich meines
Theils halte dergleichen in der Music vor Hans Sachsens Knittel-Verse. […] Dieser folgende Saz [1.41(c)] ist falsch, weil das
vorher liegen, gleich wie beym vorigen, nicht in acht genommen, und ein neuer Accord beym f und g beym c und d auf dem
andern folgt, welches in zarten Ohren gleichsam klappet” (Niedt 1700–1717, 3:11, 13). Emphasis original.
354
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calls it a Schemata after Heinichen.355 Although Kellner does not acknowledge his source, his
figuring is exactly the same the Rameau’s (1722). 356 See 1.42. The realization is editorial. I have
added black pitches to indicate restricted pitches, as Heinichen did in 1.37. My annotations
identify the types of dissonances that have become sanctioned into this “oﬃcial” RO in today's
literature. In Heinichen’s view, however, the presence of dissonances makes this RO a variation
on a conceptually prior, consonant substrate. Let us examine the 6/4/3 chords, since Heinichen’s
understanding of them diﬀers from most modern perspectives. Heinichen views this dissonant
chord as a 4-irregularis—that is, as a bass transitus with doubled tenth in the upper voice, similar
to 1.25(c). In 1.42, both the bass and the note with figure “3” pass as dissonances against the
upper-voice pedal point. Scalar basses in a pedagogical context also appear in F. E. Praetorius’s
treatise (1.8–1.10).
Like Heinichen, Niedt's use of dissonance in his bass scale harmonizations is much freer than in
Kellner’s version. Niedt’s versions are given in 1.43. The immense importance Niedt attributes to
these harmonizations is noteworthy. He writes:
Und dahero achte ich vor sehr nöthig und nüzlich, daß man sich nachfolgende Gänge [1.43]
wohl wohl [sic] wolle bekandt machen, so wird man desto läuﬃger, und viel eher den
rechten Verstand daraus fassen. 357
And thus I hold it for very necessary and useful that one familiarize oneself very, very well
with the following passages and extract a proper understanding much sooner [than in other
methods] [emphasis original].

Though the precise context is modeling the avoidance of parallel fifths and octaves in scalar
basses, the placement of these passages directly after the discussion of liegen suggests they are also
intended to be models of how to add dissonances to a consonant framework. The similarities
with Heinichen’s method (which does not occur in the 1711 version of his treatise), are
unmistakable. Whether Heinichen was aware of Niedt’s treatise is an open question.
Before continuing on I would like to return to Heinichen’s comment regarding dissonances
resolving over a change of bass note (the arrows in 1.40) because it relates to Kirnberger’s theory
of essential and non-essential dissonance. Kirnberger's distinction is central to modern
conceptions of harmony, such that its diﬀerences with Heinichen's theory will be instructive. In
Kirnberger's theory, suspensions that resolve over a held bass are deemed “non-essential” because
they do not result in a change of root, or basse fondamentale. In contrast, suspensions that involve
a change of bass are “essential” because they require a change of root. See 1.44. For Heinichen,
both types shown here—resolution over held bass and over change of bass—would simply be
instances of the same dissonant, two-voice phenomenon: a syncopatio. Because the contrapuntal
Kellner, D. (1732; 2nd ed. 1737, 31–34). Robin A. Leaver and I have recently shown that Kellner's treatises has hitherto
unknown connections to the Bach circle (Leaver and Remeš 2018). The first English translation of Kellner is available in Remeš
(2019e).
355
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Kellner’s version is given in Remeš (2019e, 98 and 100). See also Rameau
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function of the lower voice agent in 1.44 is unrestricted, this voice is free to hold or leap, so long
as it creates a consonance with the resolution of the upper-voice patient. Here it is evident how
Kirnberger’s theory creates an artificial distinction between holding and moving agents. For
Heinichen, and in fact for much of early eighteenth-century Germany, the preeminent musictheoretical category was not the harmonic basse fondamentale, but the contrapuntal syncopatio and
transitus figures (dissonance categories inherited from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries)—
hence the importance of the theory of contrapuntal function (restricted vs. unrestricted pitches).
Like Bach, Kirnberger viewed thoroughbass as the foundation of composition, as evidenced in
the title of his thoroughbass treatise.358 But the fact that Kirnberger defined held vs. moving
agent voices as separate contrapuntal categories is evidence of Rameau’s influence. According to
the predominant narrative, Rameau’s theories gained increased ground in German after Bach’s
death largely through Marpurg’s 1757 translation of d’Alembert’s primer.359 Unlike traditional
contrapuntal teachings, Kirnberger subscribes to Rameau’s belief that the triad and the dominant
seventh—not their constituent intervals—are the central harmonic entities in music. Moreover,
Kirnberger holds the root, not the bass, to be the primary referent for intervallic measurement.
The implication of these facts is that Kirnberger’s theories do not reflect J. S. Bach’s practice,
despite Kirnberger’s claims to the contrary.360 The question of whether Kirnberger ever really
studied with Bach is taken up in section 2.1.4. In essence, Kirnberger’s theory of essential and
non-essential dissonance is an answer to a question no one had bothered to pose before Rameau:
namely, What is the root of a chord containing a dissonant suspension? As Heinichen’s theory of
dissonance operates largely without the abstraction of chordal roots, there is no need for him to
diﬀerentiate between essential and non-essential dissonance—thus Heinichen remains silent
regarding Kirnberger’s query.
What evidence is there that Bach or members of his circle may have subscribed to Heinichen’s
method of preluding? One source of information is Georg Philipp Telemann. Telemann is an
important member of J. S. Bach’s sphere of influence because he and Bach were friends at one
point, and Telemann was godfather to Emanuel Bach. 361 This suggests Sebastian Bach and
Telemann could perhaps have held broadly similar views on theoretical matters at some point in
their lives, though this of course would require further substantiation.362 Telemann provides
instruction on preluding in his Fast allgemeines Evangelisch-Musicalisches Lieder-Buch (1730) and
358

Grundsätze des Generalbasses als erste Linien zur Composition (c.1781).

Marpurg’s Systematische Einleitung in die musicalische Setzkunst (1757) is a translation of J. le Rond d’Alemberts Eléments de
musique (1752). D’Alembert is sometimes criticized for having misunderstood aspects of Rameau’s theory and for having
emphasized the theoretical aspects of Rameau’s theories over practical ones, two factors which then influenced Rameau’s reception
in Germany in the second half of the eighteenth century. Holtmeier writes: “On the other hand, already in the works of Friedrich
Wilhelm Marpurg and Johann Philipp Kirnberger, who more than any others spread Ramellian theory into German-speaking
lands, the RO plays only a marginal role” (2007b, 13). However, Holtmeier (2017) attempts to diminish Rameau’s role in the
second half of the eighteenth century, instead elevating A. Sorge.
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“Ich habe die Methode des sel. Joh. Seb. Bach auf Grundsätze wurück zu führen und seine Lehren nach dem Maaße meiner
Kräfte der Welt, in meiner Kunst des reinen Satzes, vor Augen zu legen gesuchet” (Kirnberger 1782, 5).
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Emanuel Bach wrote in a letter to Forkel that, “In seinen jungen Jahren war er [J. S. Bach] oft mit Telemannen zusamenn,
welcher auch mich aus der Taufe gehoben hat” (Bach-Dok. 3:289).
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Yet, curiously, immediately afterward Emanuel Bach crossed out “He [J. S. Bach] esteemed him [Telemann], particularly in his
instrumental things, very highly” (NBR, 400).
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the XX kleine Fugen (1731).363 His aim is to assist the beginning organist in how to prelude on a
modal chorale as an introduction for the congregational singing of the chorale. Although
Telemann's strategy is less theoretically developed than Heinichen’s, the two approaches bear
many similarities.
Telemann begins by defining the available harmonies within the key or mode, just as Heinichen
does with his Schemata. For instance, Telemann identifies the mode of the chorale in 1.45(a) as
“D#,” meaning D with major third, or D mixolydian. In his Lieder-Buch, Telemann says a
prelude on this chorale should start and end with D major, with harmony passing through G
major, C major, A minor, E minor, and A major.364 I must admit to initially thinking Telemann
meant these as large-scale key areas, but his demonstration of such a prelude in the preface to his
XX kleine Fugen (1731) makes clear that he actually just means chords (not keys), presumably
ornamented by passagework (Gänge).365 See 1.45(b), which begins with Telemann’s illustration
of the scalar set of pitches defining the mode, with a vertical dash indicating the finalis, D. There
follow three pitches with the word nicht (not), indicating notes that are excluded from the mode
(G#, A#, C#). Since Telemann does not include D# and Fn, it would seem that the three nicht
pitches are intended to clarify the diﬀerence between notes belonging to the mode proper and
musica ficta, or raised seventh degrees for cadences not on D. This would explain why Telemann
uses a C# in the tenor voice of the prelude in 1.45(b). Telemann writes that the mode is only
defined by the highest voice (traditionally carrying the plainchant, as in Buttstedt’s example in
1.31), and indeed, all twenty of his examples of preludes avoid ficta in the upper voice.366 Thus,
even though the context is modal, Telemann starts with a chordal framework consisting
exclusively of consonances, just like Heinichen. But whereas Heinichen uses both 5/3 chords and
6/3 chords, Telemann only specifies 5/3 chords. Although Telemann does not explicitly state that
the advantage of such consonances is that their contrapuntal function is unrestricted, his advice
seems to echo Heinichen when he writes that,
Ich seze hierbey voraus, […] daß man solche noch vielfältig, durch andere Mischung der
mittlern Gänge, deren etliche auch mit einigen Tonen zu vermehren sind, verändern könne.
Annoch ist zuerinnern, daß die Spielenden sich beym Tone des Modi luanger aufhalten
wollen, als bey den andern, damit das Gehör darin befestiget werde.367
I assume that one can vary these [series of chords] in diverse ways through a diﬀerent
ordering of the middle progressions [Gänge], several of which can be augmented by other
pitches [Töne = bass notes with 5/3 chords]. Bear in mind also that the player will want to
363

I describe Telemann’s chorale-based pedagogy and his connections to Bach in section 2.2.11.

“Wegen des Præludiren wäre zu erwähnen, daß mancher Organist, weil er den eigentlichen Modum des Liedes nicht kennet,
aus einem unrechten Tone vorspielet: Derowegen ist hier eine Tabelle über einige Lieder beygefüget worden, worin man den
Modum anzeiget, nebst den Gängen, wodurch etwas die Harmonie laufen kann” (Telemann 1730, 185).
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“Geehrte Leser! Es sind die gegenwärtigen Fugen nach den Modis, so ich im Unterrichte meines Lieder-Buches pag. 185. 186.
bemerket, eingerichtet worden” (Telemann 1731 [1970], III).
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remain longer on the pitch [Tone] of the mode [of the chorale] than on the others, so that the
ear is will be fixed upon it.

That is to say, only the first and last chords of a prelude are fixed, while the intervening chords
may be freely rearranged and other chords may be added. In the prelude in 1.45(b), for example,
one could include a B minor chord among the middle chords because, unlike the 5/3 chord on
F#, B minor has a consonant perfect fifth in D mixolydian. Thus, Telemann’s statement is yet
more evidence supporting the point I made earlier that there is an element of arbitrariness in
Heinichen (and now Telemann’s) preluding method that is likely drawn from their similar
compositional and theoretical outlooks. A degree of randomness (within diatonic restraints)
represents a significant advantage to the polyphonic improviser, since all consonant chords are
always available so long as the present chord does not contain a dissonance, as Heinichen
outlined above. Telemann’s supplementary comments in the preface to the XX kleine Fugen
reinforce this point:
Ich finde annoch dienlich, den Ungeübten zum Besten, folgendes zu gedenken: Es wird
vorausgesetzet, daß man zuvor, ehe man die Fuge spielet, etliche Griﬀe, als eine Einleitung
dazu hören lasse. Solche können, nach Beschaﬀenheit der bey No. 2 befindlichen leichten
und aus lauter Accorden bestehenden Exempel, deren Harmonie nach der in bemeldeten
Modis von mir beliebten Vorschrift eingerichtet ist, angebracht werden, wobey doch ein jeder,
nach seinem Vermögen, wenig oder viel moduliren mag.368
Moreover, I find it useful and to the advantage of the unpracticed to consider the following:
it is assumed that before one plays the fugue, one will play several chords [Griﬀe] as an
introduction. These can be arranged according to Table 2 [not shown], which consists of easy
examples with only 5/3 chords [Accorde; 1.45(b)]. The harmony of these example is
furnished according to the modes in the above-mentioned publication of mine [the LiederBuch] such that one may move within the key [moduliren] as much or little as one wishes.

This is an interesting statement for several reasons. First, it is evidence that it was common to
improvise a prelude before a fugue. Thus, it is useful for us today to bear in mind the
improvisatory origins of the preludes in, for example, Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier. I will analyze
two of Bach's preludes in Part Three of this chapter in order to reinforce this point (see 1.70 and
1.72). Second, just like Werckmeister, Niedt, Heinichen, and Bach, Telemann uses the word
Accord to indicate a 5/3 chord, as discussed in Part One. This implies that they may have
represented a cohort of broadly like-minded musicians. Third and finally, Telemann’s use of the
word moduliren clearly does not mean change of key, as it does today, since the harmonic outline
Telemann gives does not modulate. Instead, moduliren means the use of pitch content and leaps
arranged in such a way as to establish a given mode or key. After all, the primary function of a
prelude, whether placed before a fugue or a chorale, is to define the mode or key.369
368

Telemann (1731 [1970], III).

A prelude before the congregational singing of a chorale actually has at least three functions: defining the mode, the pitch
level, and the chorale melody (or at least the incipit).
369
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Thus far we have seen how Telemann’s method of improvising a prelude coincides with
Heinichen’s in that they both begin with set of consonant chords that can be freely arranged.
While there is the obvious fact that both of them use a four-part texture in Griﬀnotation, or three
notes in the right hand and one in the left, there is an even more important similarity. Recall
that, after scrambling the consonant chords in his prelude (1.38), Heinichen then introduces
dissonance in the context of both stepwise and leaping basses (1.39 and 1.40, respectively).
Telemann gives no such detailed instruction, but a passing comment does reveal that he intends
the consonant framework given in 1.45 to be ornamented with dissonances. He writes that,
Es ist aber nicht die Meinung, daß man sich an die von mir alhier genommenen Wege der
Harmonie binden müsse, sondern man kann hier und da in noch mehrere Gänge
ausschweifen, auch dieselben anders vermischen, wie nicht weniger Dissonanzien
anbringen. 370
I do not mean to imply that one restrict oneself to the harmonic paths outlined here, but
instead one can also indulge here and there in more passagework [Gänge] or mix them in a
diﬀerent order, or even introduce dissonances.

Thus, while Telemann oﬀers no illustration of what an improvised prelude would look like, the
implication is that he adheres to the same basic method as Heinichen. First, one defines the key
or mode and its available set of consonant chords, which can be rearranged freely. Next, one
introduces dissonances to this consonant framework (either as syncopatio or transitus). One must
admit that Telemann’s method is far less developed than Heinichen’s, but the traces of the same
thought process are there. The main weakness of Telemann’s explanation, however, is his lack of
generalization. He does not say, “When the chorale is in dorian, phrygian, etc., these are the
available bass degrees that can take consonant chords.” Instead, he says essentially, “This pitch is
the finalis and these are the pitches defining the mode of this chorale.” That is, he never
generalizes the intervallic structure of the octave species. For this reason—since Telemann avoids
ever using the traditional modal designations to account for transpositions of the same mode—
his examples remain limited in their applicability because they are restricted to one specific
chorale or fugue. One would assume he augmented this method in one-on-one instruction. Even
so, we must conclude that either the scale-degree oriented thinking we see in Heinichen was
apparently not yet ubiquitous, or Telemann was a theorist of limited capabilities (or both).
Significantly, there is evidence tying scale-degree oriented thinking directly to J. S. Bach’s
pedagogy.
1.46 reproduces an original analysis by Bach’s student, Bernhard Christian Kayser (1705–1758),
of a work by Bach: the C minor Fugue from the Well-Tempered Clavier (book one).371 Lester
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Telemann (1731 [1970], VII).

Lester (1992, 82) says there are similar markings in P 418 (Bach’s French Suites), but I cannot locate them. Regarding this
source, see also Dürr (1986) and Deppert (1987). See 1.70, discussed in section 1.3.3, for another analysis by Kayser.
371
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discusses this piece, but does not reproduce it in its entirety.372 And more significantly, at the
time of Lester’s writing, the source, P 401, had not yet been conclusively authenticated as
stemming from Kayser.373 This new knowledge makes Kayser’s analysis of particular significance
for the reconstruction of Bach’s pedagogy. Kayser was nephew to Bach and studied with him in
Köthen from 1717 to 1720. P 401 dates from 1722–1723. In 1723, Kayser followed Bach to
Leipzig, where he also studied law at the University beginning in 1724. Christoph Wolﬀ and
Maarkus Zepf write that, “For a number of years Kayser was apparently one of Bach’s closest
associates, perhaps even serving for a time as Bach’s private secretary.”374 Kayser made several
copies of Bach’s works, and his handwriting often closely resembles Bach’s. Given Kayser’s
proximity to Bach, one assumes the analytical markings in P 401 stem from Bach’s instruction.
With this information now tying the analyses directly to one of Bach’s pupils and close associates,
a reexamination of the source is in order.
As Lester has noted, there are three types of analytical notations in 1.46. First, and of primary
importance for my argument tying Bach to Heinichen’s method of preluding, there is the analysis
of the bass scale degrees, placed below the staﬀ. My annotations are in brackets. Scale degree one
is indicated with f, for finalis. To the modern theorist, the analysis may seem myopically focused
on the small-scale key changes. But this style of analysis can also be found in an example by
Michael Wiedeburg, a pupil of Vincent Lübeck (senior).375 This seemingly narrow-minded focus
on key changes actually supports the idea that knowing the bass degree at any point in time was
central to Kayser’s, and thus Bach’s, theoretical outlook. Kayser does make a few mistakes, as
indicated by my annotations. The analysis breaks oﬀ in m. 23.
The second type of analytical notation is the numbers above the staﬀ. Lester writes that these
function “like” thoroughbass figures.376 In truth, they are thoroughbass figures. The significance
of this is enormous, for it indicates that in Bach’s pedagogy, both “contrapuntal” genres such as
fugue, as well as “chordal” genres like preludes (see 1.70 and 1.72) were conceived in terms of
thoroughbass. I will return to this point in Part Two of Chapter Three where I will show how
Bach and his circle often used thoroughbass fugues. The third analytical notation is the lines
connecting stepwise motion to 3, 5, and 8, which do not appear consistently. Lester hypothesizes
convincingly that these lines indicate how melodic motion tends to return to the triad built on
first degree.
One of the main goals of this chapter is to explicate Heinichen’s theories of contrapuntal
function and scale-degree function and illustrate its proximity to Bach’s circle. Given the
centrality of this argument to the present work, it is worth introducing more evidence to justify
this connection before we apply Heinichen’s theories to the analysis of Bach’s music. We find
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additional indications of this connection in the theoretical publication of one of Bach’s students
—a student with a unique place in Bach’s circle: his son, C. P. E. Bach.
1.2.7 A New Discovery Linking J. S. Bach, Heinichen, and C. P. E. Bach
Countless similarities between Heinichen’s and Emanuel Bach’s thoroughbass treatises suggest J.
S. Bach as a possible link between the two. Carl Philipp’s Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier
zu spielen was published in two volumes in Berlin in 1753 and 1762, respectively. The parallels
between Emanuel Bach’s Versuch and Heinichen’s Der General-Bass in der Composition are
unmistakable. Sebastian Bach may have acted as a link between the two, passing on Heinichen’s
teachings to his son. Carl Philipp writes in his autobiography that, “In composition and clavier
playing I never had any other teacher except my father.”377 And in his autobiography Emanuel
Bach recalls how never having left Germany would have been a disadvantage to his education
were it not for the fact that no Meister in der Musik could travel through Leipzig without meeting
and playing for his father, so great was Sebastian Bach’s reputation as a composer and
keyboardist.378 In praising his father, Emanuel Bach simultaneously elevates himself and his own
views as the product of this privileged upbringing. Emanuel Bach also exploits this pedigree in
the preface to the second volume of his Versuch with a clear allusion to his father when he states
that,
Die Anmerkungen über das leztere [Accompagnement] sind nicht aus blosser Speculation
entstanden, sondern die Erfahrung hat sie hervorgebraacht und das Wahre, welches sie
enthalten, bestätiget. Eine Erfahrung, welcher, ohne Ruhmredigkeit zu sagen, sich vielleicht
noch niemand rühmen kann, weil sie aus einer vieljärigen Bearbeitung des guten
Geschmacks, bey einer musicalischen Ausführung, welche nicht besser seyn kann, erwachsen
ist.379
The observations regarding accompaniment [in this volume] result not from mere
speculation; rather, experience has produced them and wisdom, which they contain, has
aﬃrmed them. An experience, which (without wishing to boast) perhaps no one can rival,
because it sprang forth from a good taste developed over many years in a musical
environment that could not be better.

“In der Komposition und im Clavierspielen habe ich nie einen andern Lehrmeister gehabt, als meinen Vater” (Bach, C. P. E.
1773, 199).
377

“Ich bin also beständig in Deutschland geblieben und habe nur in diesem meinem Vaterlande einige Reise gethan. Dieser
Mangel an auswärtigen Reisen, würde mir bey meinem Metier mehr schädlich gewesen seyn, wenn ich nicht von Jugend an das
besondre Glück gehabt hätte, in der Nähe das Vortreflichste von aller Art von Musik zu hören und sehr viele Bekanntschaften mit
Meistern vom ersten Range zu machen, und zum Theil ihre Freundschaft zu erhalten. In meiner Jugend hatte ich diesen Vortheil
schon in Leipzig, denn es reisete nicht leicht ein Meister in der Musik durch diesen Ort, ohne meinen Vater kennen zu lernen
und sich vor ihm hören zu lassen. Die Grösse dieses meines Vaters in der Komposition, im Orgel und Clavierspielen, welche ihm
eigen war, war viel zu bekannt, als daß ein Musikus vom Ansehen, die Gelegenheit, wenn es nur möglich war, hätte vorbey lassen
sollen, diesen grossen Mann nähen kennen zu lernen” (Bach, C. P. E. 1773, 200–201).
378
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This “musical environment” must be a reference to his upbringing, during which Sebastian Bach
was supposedly his only teacher, besides the ocassional visit from foreign musicians. The
implication is that the theoretical views put forth in the Versuch are closely related to of those
held by J. S. Bach. This remains true despite the stylistic divide separating father and son.
The likelihood that the Versuch represents J. S. Bach’s basic theoretical approach is supported by
numerous similarities between the C. P. E’s views and those his father is known to have held.
First, Emanuel Bach describes in a 1775 letter to Forkel how Sebastian Bach, despite being a
member of Lorenz Mizler’s Correspondierende Societät der musicalischen Wissenschaften, “was, like
me and all true musicians, no lover of dry mathematical stuﬀ.”380 As just noted, the observations
in the Versuch are, according to Carl Philipp, based not on speculation, but experience. Thus,
father and son both tend to eschew the mathematical in favor of the practical. This view
apparently influenced J. S. Bach’s pedagogical method, as confirmed by Emanuel Bach’s account
that, in composition lessons, his father “started right in with what was practical,” omitting Fux’s
“dry species” and the like.381
Second, like his father, Carl Philipp believes in the foundational role of thoroughbass. He writes
in the preface to volume two of the Versuch that, “The first principles of thoroughbass” must
precede the “subtleties” of accompaniment. 382 This statement echoes J. S. Bach’s testimonial for
Wild asserting that the fundamental principles of composition are derived from thoroughbass.
Emanuel Bach’s mention of “first principles” also resembles his account that Sebastian Bach
started his pedagogical method with thoroughbass.383
Third, like his father, C. P. E prefers students begin with a written-out, four-voice texture, as he
writes in the Versuch:
§. 32. Bey dem Unterricht muß man seine Schüler das vorgelegte erst spielen und alsdenn in
zwey Systeme aussezen lassen. Das Ohr und das Auge lernen dadurch deutlich das Wahre von
dem Falschen unterschieden. §. 33. Hierbey muß man es aber nicht bewenden lassen,
sondern mit ihnen über beydes urtheilen; man fordre von jeder Note gleichsam
Rechenschaft; man mache ihnen Einwürfe, welche sie mit Gründen, warum z. E. diese und
jene Note so, und nicht anders da stehen könne, aus dem Wege räumen müssen. §. 34. Man

“Meines seeligen Vaters Lebenslauf im Mitzler, liebster Freund, ist vom seeligen Agricola u. mir in Berlin zusamgestoppelt
worden, u. Mitzler hat blos das, was von den Worten: In die Societät angehet, bis ans Ende, dazu gesetzt. Es ist nicht viel wehrt.
Der seelige war, wie ich u. alle eigentlichen Musici, kein Liebhaber, vor trocknem mathematischen Zeuge” (Bach-Dok. 3:288).
380

“In der Composition gieng er gleich an das Nützliche mit seinen Scholaren, mit Hinweglaßung aller der trockenen Arten von
Contrapuncten, wie sie in Fuxen, u. andern stehen” (Bach-Dok. 3:289).
381

“Bey der Unterweisung können die Feinheiten des Accompagnements, und der zweite Abschnitt eines jeden Capitels zulezt
durchgegangen werden. Die ersten Gründe des Generalbasses müssen vorher gehen” (Bach, C. P. E. 1753–1762, 2:3.) For
Heinichen and Emanuel Bach, the first rule of thoroughbass is the prohibition of parallel perfect intervals. Heinichen: “Die erste
Regel ist: Daß in der Music überhaupt niemahls zwey Stimmen mit einander in Octaven oder 5ten fortgehen dürfen” (1728, 123).
Emanuel Bach: “Es entspringt daher die bekannte und erste Hauptregel der Harmonie: Man muß niemals mit zwo Octaven oder
reinen Quinten hinter einander in zwo Stimmen in gleicher Bewegung weder fortschreiten noch springen” (Bach, C. P. E. 1753–
1762, 2:25).
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“Den Anfang musten seine Schüler mit der Erlernung des reinen 4stimmigen Generalbaßes machen” (Bach-Dok. 3:289).
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fängt beym vierstimmigen Accompagnement billig an, und legt es zum Grunde. Wer dieses
gründlich lernt, kann auch sehr leicht mit den übrigen Arten umgehen.384
§. 32. In teaching one must first have his student play the given [figured bass] and then write
it out on two systems. In this the ear and the eye learn to distinguish clearly the correct from
the incorrect. §. 33. In this exercise one must take nothing for granted, but instead, both
[performed and written versions] must be judged. One must account for every note. One
must raise objections that students must answer with evidence, explaining for example why
this or that note must appear this way and cannot be otherwise. §. 34. It is best to begin with
four-voice accompaniment and to lay this as a foundation. Whoever learns this well can also
very easily go on to the remaining kinds [of textures].

The similarities between father and son are unmistakable: in his letter to Forkel, Emanuel Bach
attests that his father not only began students with four-voice textures, but also that he “insisted
particularly on the writing out of the voices in thoroughbass.”385 Thus, Carl Philipp’s stipulation
that students write out their realizations could have originated from his own lessons with his
father.
A fourth similarity between father and son is that both Bachs demanded a high degree of
accountability in thoroughbass playing. This is substantiated by several accounts. For instance,
“accountability for every note” was Emanuel Bach’s reason for using written-out realizations, as
quoted above. Moreover, Bach’s student, Johann Christian Kittel, recalls in 1808 his time with
Bach over fifty years prior:
Wenn Seb. Bach eine Kirchenmusik auﬀührte, so mußte allemal einer von seinen fähigsten
Schülern auf dem Flügel accompagniren. Man kann wohl vermuthen, daß man sich da mit
einer magern Generalbaßbegleitung ohnehin nicht vor wagen durfte. Demohnerachtet
mußte man sich immer darauf gefaßt halten, daß sich often plötzlich Bachs Hände und
Finger unter die Hände und Finger des Spielers mischten und, ohne diesen weiter zu geniren,
das Accaompagnement mit Massen von Harmonien ausstaﬃrten, die noch mehr imponirten,
als die unvermuthete nahe Gegenwart des strengen Lehrers. 386
When Sebastian Bach performed a church cantata, one of his most capable pupils always had
to accompany on the harpsichord. It will easily be guessed that no one dared to put forward a
meager thoroughbass accompaniment. Nevertheless, one always had to be prepared to have
Bach’s hands and fingers intervene among the hands and fingers of the player, and without
getting into the way of the latter, furnish the accompaniment with masses of harmonies
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“Den Anfang musten seine Schüler mit der Erlernung des reinen 4stimmigen Generalbaßes machen. […] Besonders drang er
sehr starck auf das Aussetzen der Stimmen im General-Baße” (Bach-Dok. 3:289).
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which made an even greater impression than the unsuspected close proximity of the strict
teacher.387

“Masses of harmonies” likely refers to the use of the full-voiced style of accompaniment, rather
than just four voices. This style, wherein as many middle voices as possible are grabbed, results in
a fluctuating number of total voices and a degree of contrapuntal freedom. Thus, it is not suitable
for beginners. The full-voiced style receives extensive treatment in Heinichen’s 1728 treatise.388
This implies that Bach’s accompanimental practice may have been similar to Heinichen’s in other
matters as well. Yet, as established above, both father and son insist students use a four-voice
texture in the beginning, as Heinichen does too. In fact, Heinichen writes that it takes more art
to accompany in four voices than in the full-voiced style, precisely because of the increased
accountability for voice leading. 389
Kittel’s account also reveals Bach to be a strict teacher who demanded the highest standards from
his students. This appears to have rubbed oﬀ on Emanuel Bach, who notes in his Versuch that,
“By good accompaniment, I mean only the very best.”390 This high standard suggests the use of
thoroughbass not just as an accompanimental technique, but as a type of proto-composition. The
image of Bach’s thoroughbass playing as described by Mizler captures this blurring of boundaries
between accompaniment and composition, such that, at the highest level, the two are
indistinguishable:
Wer das delicate im General-Bass und was sehr wohl accompagniren heist, recht vernehmen
will, darf sich nur bemühen unsern Herrn Capellmeister Bach allhier zu hören, welcher einen
ieden General-Bass zu einem Solo so accompagnirt, dass man denket, es sey ein Concert, und
wäre die Melodey so er mit der rechten Hand machet, schon vorhero also gesetzet worden.
Ich kan einen lebendigen Zeugen abgeben, weil ich es selbsten gehöret.391
Whoever wishes truly to observe what delicacy in thoroughbass and very good accompanying
mean need only take the trouble to hear our Capellmeister Bach here, who accompanies
every thoroughbass to a solo so that one thinks it is a piece of concerted music and as if the
melody he plays in the right hand were written beforehand. I can give a living testimony of
this since I have heard it myself.392
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Translated in NBR (323).
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See Buelow (1963) for more on the full-voiced style of realization.

“Hier ist die Frage: Ob sich nicht die bißherigen Exempel, (bey solchen Gelegenheiten, wo ein sehr vollstimmiges
Accompagnement a propos fället,) mit leichter Mühe auch vollstimmig tractiren lassen? Antwort: es brauchet vielweniger Künste, als
bey dem bißher exercirten 4. stimmigen Accompagnement. Denn in diesen haben wir unterschiedene Accuratessen, sowohl wegen
nöthiger Besezung und Vermehrung der zum 6ten-Accord gehörigen Essentialen Stimmen, als auch wegen Vermeidung
verdächtiger Progressen derselben, observiren müssen: Bey einem sehr vollstimmigen Accompagnement aber seynd alle diese Regeln
von Natur so unmöglich, als unnöthig zu observiren, weil die Menge der Stimmen alle dergleichen Fehler denen Ohren
verstecket” (Heinichen 1728, 156).
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The same picture emerges in an account by Emanuel Bach describing his father’s improvised
thoroughbass realizations as rivaling written-out compositions:
Vermöge seiner Grösse in der Harmonie, hat er mehr als einmahl Trios accompagnirt, und,
weil er aufgeräumt war, u. wuste, dass der Componist dieser Trios nicht über nehmen würde,
aus dem Stegereif u. aus einer elend beziferten ihm vorgelegten Bassstimme ein
vollkommenes Qvatuor daraus gemacht, worüber der Componist dieser Trios erstaunte.393
Thanks to his greatness in harmony, he accompanied trios on more than one occasion on the
spur of the moment and, being in a good humor and knowing that the composer would not
take it amiss, on the basis of a sparsely figured continuo part just set before him, converted
them into complete quartets, astounding the composer of the trios. 394

To summarize, Carl Philipp’s pedagogical method exhibits similarities with that of his father in
(1) the emphasis on the practical over the speculative, (2) the view that thoroughbass is
foundational, (3) the use of written-out, four-voice realizations as compositional exercises, (4) a
strict demand for accountability for every note, and (5) a highly degree of refinement such that
thoroughbass realization approximates a compositional exercise.
The purpose in exploring these parallels is to corroborate Emanuel Bach’s claim that his father
was his most important teacher. If the two men are of like mind in these five points, then it is
possible that Carl Philipp’s Versuch represents at least some parts of J. S. Bach’s theoretical views.
If this be the case, then we can infer that the manifest parallels between Emanuel Bach and
Heinichen may have been transmitted through a common link in Sebastian Bach. This suggests
(1) that either Bach coincidentally transmitted views similar to Heinichen’s to his son, (2) that
Sebastian Bach internalized or even utilized Heinichen’s treatise in his own lessons with advanced
students, or (3) that Emanuel Bach had direct contact with Heinichen’s treatise. In fact, the
similarities between Carl Philipp’s Versuch and Heinichen’s Der General-Bass in der Composition
are so unmistakable that one must posit the possibility of Heinichen’s treatise serving as a direct
model. The notice announcing that Heinichen’s work could be found at Bach’s home in Leipzig
appeared April 4, 1729, when Emanuel Bach was still living at home. One assumes the stacks of
Heinichen’s enormous treatise must have aroused the curiosity of the fifteen-year-old Carl
Philipp. Perhaps he even paged through it or read it more thoroughly. Whatever the case, the
parallels between Emanuel Bach’s Versuch and Heinichen’s 1728 treatise are numerous and
substantial. We begin by exploring the similarities Carl Philipp and Heinichen’s conceptions of
musical license and Verwechselung, which is a uniquely German theory of chordal inversion.
Unlike Rameau’s theory of inversion, or renversement, Verwechselung as used in Heinichen’s and
Emanuel Bach’s treatises does not posit a generative root. Instead, it simply holds that a chord’s
pitches may be reorganized starting from any starting position, or Haupt-Accord, even if this
chord is dissonant. Indeed, like Lippius and Werckmeister before them, both Carl Philipp and
393
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Heinichen recognize that a 5/3 chord and 6/3 chord can share the same pitches.395 That is, they
recognize inversional equivalence. Yet unlike Rameau, who aimed to develop a more scientific,
rationalist theory of harmony, neither Heinichen nor Emanuel Bach speculate upon harmony’s
ontological origins in any real sense.396 In fact, Carl Philipp once wrote to Kirnberger that, “You
may proclaim loudly that my and my father’s principles are anti-Rameauian.”397 Thomas
Christensen attempts to show that J. S. Bach’s music is conducive to Rameau’s theories, writing
that, “There is nothing in Rameau’s theory that is intrinsically and irredeemably opposed to
Bach’s music, as Kirnberger’s own analyses powerfully demonstrate. It was Marpurg’s perversion
of that theory against which Emanuel Bach and Kirnberger were really fighting.”398 But as
Walther Heimann has argued, Rameau’s theories and their dissemination in German after Bach’s
death created a massive breach in traditional thoroughbass pedagogy.399 Kirnberger clearly
belongs on the Rameauian side of this divide, while Werckmeister, Niedt, Heinichen, and, I
argue, Sebastian Bach, belong to the pre-Rameau tradition influenced more by traditional
seventeenth-century teachings. This argument is supported by the numerous similarities between
Carl Philipp and Heinichen’s treatises.
For Heinichen, the main goal of Verwechselung is to justify the “advanced” dissonance usages of
the modern Italian recitative style. In this, Heinichen’s theory belongs to the tradition of
Christoph Bernhard’s Tractatus, with its various categories of licenses. Verwechselung is thus
merely a musical license like any other. It allows for a shift in octave register or voice between a
dissonant pitch and its resolution. Heinichen elaborates on this in the quote below, which is
worth reproducing in its entirety, as it reveals several important facts.
First, like Emanuel Bach, Heinichen believes that every note must be justified; when it is, the
passage is deemed fundamental because it adheres to a solid logical basis. J. S. Bach’s use of the
same word in his Fundamental-Regeln implies that he may have adhered to the same overarching
music-theoretical philosophy. Second, Heinichen understands the theatrical style as an extension
of the stylus gravis. This stylistic extension is enabled by use of the licenses listed below. Third,
Verwechselung is the most important figure of the theatrical style. Fourth, Verwechselung is applied
mostly to syncopatio, not transitus figures. Fifth, there are two types of Verwechselung: inversion of
notes “before” or “after” the resolution; this means inversion “during the dissonant harmony” and
“at the moment of resolution,” respectively. In sum, Heinichen’s theory of Verwechselung can best
be understood as the product of a conservative mindset intent on justifying new stylistic
395
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Admittedly, Heinichen does describe the 5/3 chord as the “origin” of the 6/3 chord. “Daß bey dem 6ten-Accord die
Vermehrung der 3e und 6te viel natürlicher sey, als die Vermehrung der Baseos, solches kan man aus ihrem Ursprunge, nehmlich
aus der Verkehrung des ordinairen Accordes, (welcher bald 3am Majorem, bald Minorem bey sich hat,) gar leicht beweisen (1728,
140). However, as Lester (1992, 55–56) has argued, Heinichen’s references to Rameau’s theory of inversion were probably added
in 1728 (because they appear only as footnotes), but, as Heinichen writes, portions of the text (to page 140?) were completed six
year prior, in 1722 (1728, 938). Of course, Heinichen does reference Rameau’s RO often in the main body of his text, but he
appears to have added references to inversional à la Rameau only later. For instance, the word superstruirte (perhaps a reference to
Rameau’s renversement) appears only in a footnote in Heinichen (1728, 142).
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“Daß meine und meines seel. Vaters Grundsäze antirameauisch sind, können Sie laut sagen” (Kirnberger 1771–1779, vol. 2
part 3:188).
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Heimann (1973). See section 2.1.4 in the present work.
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developments in terms of the traditional contrapuntal procedures of the stylus gravis. Here is
Heinichen’s explanation:
§. 4. Die Alten haben uns mit dem Stylo gravi, oder so genandten Alla breve die ersten Regeln
einer legalen Resolution der Dissonantien erfunden, welches allerdings was schönes, und
fundamentales ist. Allein gleichwie in allen Künsten die Inventa der Alten nach und nach
raﬃniret, verändert und vermehret worden: also ist es auch mit gedachten Resolutionibus des
Styli gravis ergangen. Man wurde gleichsam überdrüßig, die Dissonantien immer nach einer
Leyer vorher zu binden, und nachgehends (nach der meisten Arth) per gradum unter sich zu
resolviren, welches bey unsern Zeiten eine Sache ist, die man noch wohl einen kleinen
musicalischen a. b. c. Schüzen ohne grossen Kopﬀbrechen beybringen kan. Dahero fienge
man endlich an, den Stylum zu verändern, die musicalischen Säze mit mehrer Freyheit zu
verkehren, und insonderheit die ligaturas & resolutiones dissonantiarum nach Anleitung der
Natur (welche in allen Künsten die beste Lehrmeisterin ist) auf allerhand Arth theils zu
variren, theils vor und nach der resolution die Stimmen zu verwechseln, wie wir unten
weitläuﬀtige Exempel sehen werden. Dergleichen Verwechselung der Stimmen, oder
Verwechslung der Harmonie (nach der bekandten Arth zu reden) ist nun sonderlich nach
Erfingen des Theatralischen Styli auf das höchste und gleichsam ad excessum getrieben
worden, weil immer einer dem andern es in solchen Neuigkeiten, und vermeinten Libertæten
zuvor thun wollen, ohne zu wissen, warum? oder aus was Fundament solches geschehen
könne?
§. 5. Wollen wir nun den Stylum Theatralem ins reine bringen, das Solide behalten, und das
ungegründete verwerﬀen, so müssen wir auf das wahre Fundament gehen, und vor allen
andern principiis zu einer Haupt-Regeln sezen: Daß ordenlicher Weise kein, in
Dissonantien bestehender Theatralischer Saz oder Gang vor richtig passiren könne, wo
nicht zugleich eine legale Resolution der Dissonanz darauﬀ erfolget, es geschehe nun
solches vor oder nach der Verwechselung der Harmonie, in der obern- mittlern- oder
untersten Stimme. Hält der Saz diese Probe, so ist er fundamental: wo nicht, so ist er
allerdings verdächtig, und ohne grosse raison nicht zu approbiren. 400
~~~
§. 4. With the stylus gravis or so-called alla breve the ancients invented for us the first rules of
a legal resolution of dissonance, which certainly is something beautiful and fundamental. But
just as in all arts, the inventa of the ancients has been slowly refined, modified, and
augmented, so is it with resolutions in the stylus gravis. One became weary of always tying
dissonances and afterward resolving them downward by step (according to the most common
procedure), which today one can teach to a young beginner [kleiner a.b.c. Schüzen] without
much trouble. Hence at last one began to alter the style, to invert musical settings with more
freedom, and one began, according to the guidance of nature (who is the best teacher in all
things), to vary the ligatures [ties] and dissonance resolutions in manifold ways, to invert
400

Heinichen (1728, 586–587). Emphasis original.
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[verwechseln] the voices before and after the resolution, as we will show below with copious
examples. This inversion of voices [Verwechselung der Stimmen], or Verwechselung der
Harmonie (after the well-known manner of speaking), is now, especially after the invention of
the theatrical style, been driven to the highest and simultaneously most excessive [manner],
because each [composer] tries to outdo the other in these novelties and licenses [Libertaeten],
without knowing why or from which Fundament [rationale] such a thing may occur.
§. 5. If we wish to bring the theatrical style into the pure, maintaining what is solid and
casting out what is unfounded, then we must pursue the true Fundament, setting a primary
rule before all others: that normally no dissonant passage in theatrical style may be
considered correct where a legal resolution of dissonance does not follow either before or
after the Verwechselung der Harmonie in the highest, middle, or lowest voice. If the passage
passes this test, then it is fundamental; if not, it is certainly suspect and should not be praised
without a compelling reason.

The possibility that Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln entail some aspects of Heinichen’s primary rule is
indeed tantalizing. Even if this is ultimately unprovable, an exploration of the musical licenses
Heinichen includes within the theatrical style will nevertheless shed light on compositional
thinking in Bach’s circle, since they bear strong relationships to Carl Philipp.
Emanuel Bach’s treatise covers the same topics as Heinichen in a remarkably similar manner.
Heinichen's eight types of licenses belonging to the theatrical style are:401
1. Embellishing a dissonance before its resolution;
2. Leaping from a dissonance;
3. Verwechselung der Harmonie before the resolution (i.e., within the dissonant
harmony);
4. Verwechselung at the resolution itself;
5. Anticipation of the Transitus;
6. Retardation and anticipation;
7. Resolution of dissonances through change of genus [enharmonic change];
8. Ambiguous and doubtful cases in today’s practice.
That Carl Philipp does not explicitly mention nos. 1 and 2 may be because these licenses were
firmly enshrined within the galant style that he took to be the norm. A comparison of the
Heinichen and Emanuel Bach’s approaches reveals obvious similarities, particularly regarding
Nos. 3–7 in the above list. Let us explore the latter five points in greater detail. To reiterate, the
purpose of outlining these parallels is my broader argument that J. S. Bach’s theoretical views
may correspond broadly with Heinichen’s—for the more Carl Philipp’s Versuch is shown to be
like Heinichen treatise, the more probable it is that Sebastian Bach could have acted as a direct or
indirect link between the two.

401

Heinichen (1728, 587–588).
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3. Verwechselung der Harmonie before the resolution (i.e., within the dissonant harmony)
Heinichen illustrates this procedure with 1.47(a). Black noteheads, which are original, identify
the restricted, dissonant pitch that is transferred before the resolution within the same harmony.
It is a point of critical importance for my argument linking Emanuel Bach to Heinichen that
Carl Philipp uses exactly the same phrase—Verwechselung der Harmonie—to describe precisely
the same phenomena: “When one inverts [verwechselt] a bass pitch with one in the right hand
before the resolution, then a Verwechselung der Harmonie occurs.”402 Emanuel Bach illustrates this
with 1.47(b). The first chord’s tenor g1, which is dissonant against the alto a1, gets transferred to
the bass and back to the tenor before the resolution. Thus, the two authors understand
Verwechselung der Harmonie in precisely the same way, even using the same terminology.
4. Verwechselung of the resolution itself
Heinichen illustrates Verwechselung of the resolution with numerous examples involving the
inversion first between the upper voices and then involving the bass. 1.48(a), which contains
three examples, illustrates Verwechselung involving the bass. In each case, the outer voices swap
pitches at the moment of resolution, not during the dissonant harmony itself, as in the
Verwechselung der Harmonie. Heinichen even includes a reduction to the Fundamental-Noten,
complete with an example of how the resolutions would “naturally” appear (i.e., the fundamental
version). Again, Emanuel Bach includes exactly the same concept using the same terminology:
“When the bass takes a pitch that should be the resolution of a dissonance in the right hand, one
calls this a Verwechselung der Auflösung [resolution]. This dissonance [in the right hand] thus
remains free and transfers its resolution to the bass.”403 1.48(b) gives Emanuel Bach’s three
examples. In the first, the resolution of the seventh (soprano d2) is transferred to the bass C#. In
the second, the resolution of the seventh (alto a1) is transferred to the bass g. Finally, in the third
example, the third (tenor f1), which is dissonant against the alto g1, transfers its resolution to the
bass e. As with Verwechselung der Harmonie, the two men define Verwechselung of the resolution
in the same way and use the same term to describe it.
5. Anticipation of the Transitus
According to Heinichen, any time that a dissonance lacks a consonant preparation is an instance
of anticipationes transitus.404 The use of the term “anticipation” here is confusing, since in this
context it actually means an ellipsis, or omission, not an extra note that arrives early (as in the
modern meaning). Heinichen illustrates anticipationes transitus with 1.49(a) and 1.49(b): the
“§. 66. Wenn man vor der Resolution den Ton der Grundstimme mit einem andern in der rechten Hand verwechselt: so gehet
eine Verwechselung der Harmonie vor” (Bach, C. P. E. 1753–62, 2:28).
402

“§. 67. Wenn der Baß den Ton, worein eine Dissonanz in der rechten Hand solte aufgelöset werden, ergreift: so nennt man
dieses eine Verwechselung der Auflösung. Diese Dissonanz erhält dadurch die Freyheit, und überläßt dem Basse die
Resolution” (Bach, C. P. E. 1753–1762, 2:28). Heinichen uses Verwechselung der Resolution (Latin), while Emanuel Bach calls it
Verwechselung der Auflösung (German).
403

“So lange nun dieses nicht geschiehet, so lange will ich glauben, daß alle dergleichen ungebundene oder unpræparirte
Dissonantien nichts anders seynd, als lauter Anticipationes Transitus” (Heinichen 1728, 602, note d). See also Scheibe (c.1730
[1955], 64).
404
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former contains dissonance used within a standard transitus figure, passing between the boundary
interval of a third; the latter example uses an ellipsis, or omission of the first note in the transitus
figure, so that the dissonance appears “unprepared.” Heinichen also extends this idea of
anticipationes transitus to include the omission of notes outside a transitus figure.
Whereas 1.49 aims to rationalize unprepared dissonances, the purpose of 1.50(a) and 1.50(b) is
to illustrate how such an ellipsis can result in a dissonance that resolves to dissonance. The former
example shows the “antique Fundament,” or traditional resolution of all dissonances to
consonances; the latter example contains the ellipses, omitting the dot on the fourth beat of every
bass note such that each syncopatio now resolves to a dissonance. Emanuel Bach uses the same
method to justify the resolution of dissonance to another dissonance. He oﬀers 1.51(a) as an
example, writing that, “Dissonances often become dissonances at the resolution.”405 1.51(b) is
my own editorial “antique Fundament,” reverse engineered using the same strategy as Heinichen:
the bass is held over as a dotted note, which gives the syncopatio time to first resolve to a
consonance, just as in 1.50(a). The similarities between Carl Philipp’s and Heinichen's
approaches are readily apparent. But much more significant is a new discovery of mine linking J.
S. Bach’s teaching with this understanding of musical licenses.
In 2001, an autograph manuscript of J. S. Bach likely originating from his teaching around 1745
resurfaced.406 The source lists all available syncopatio dissonances in a two-voice texture in
invertible counterpoint (ic) at the octave, tenth, and twelfth. Bach’s examples for ic8 are shown in
1.52. The remainder of this source is discussed in Chapter Three (3.34 reproduces the entire
manuscript). What is particularly important for the present discussion is the final passage where
Bach gives two basslines, one labeled licentia and the other fundamental. No author has yet
described what it is Bach is doing here. As shown in my editorial version in 1.53, Bach is
demonstrating how the resolution of the 7-supersyncopatio to a dissonant dim. 5 is a license that
can be justified—made fundamental—by delaying the lower pitch such that the syncopatio first
resolves to a consonant sixth. That is, Bach justifies the resolution of dissonance to dissonance in
precisely the same manner as both Heinichen and Emanuel Bach: as anticipationes transitus.
Moreover, like Heinichen, Sebastian Bach uses the word fundamental to describe this
phenomenon. I know of no other author who describes the “proper” version of the anticipationes
transitus license as fundamental. For this reason, I suggest that Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln may
have drawn from Heinichen’s idea that the stile antico, with its requirement that syncopatio
dissonances be prepared by and resolved to consonance, is the foundation of basic compositional
understanding as represented in thoroughbass practice. As we have already seen, if someone
understands how to treat syncopatio dissonances in this traditional, dyadic manner, Heinichen
considers the person fundamental, meaning well-grounded and having a proper knowledge of
essential concepts. In sum, Sebastian Bach’s use of the term fundamental in exactly the same
manner as Heinichen and Carl Philipp is incontrovertible evidence that, at least in the last decade
of his life, Sebastian Bach included one of the same concepts described in Heinichen’s and
“§. 64. Die Dissonanzen werden oft wieder zu Dissonanzen bey der Auflösung (a), auch ohne Auflösung, durch Vermittelung
des Basses (b), zu lezt aber muß doch die Hauptauflösung in eine Consonanz geschehen” (Bach, C. P. E., 1753–1762, 2:27).
405

For historical background, see Werbeck (2003); for a facsimile and transcription, see Wollny (ed. 2011, 41–44). See also the
annotated bibliography in Appendix 1.
406
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Emanuel Bach's treatises in his own teaching method.407 This suggests Sebastian Bach’s approach
may align with Heinichen’s in other regards.
Another significant aspect of this finding is that it links J. S. Bach’s teaching to traditional dyadic,
vocal conception of counterpoint of the seventeenth century. This can be seen Walther’s
Praecepta, shown in 1.54. Here Walther discusses the resolution of a 4-supersyncopatio to various
intervals other than the standard third—a tritone, minor sixth, major sixth, diminished fifth, and
perfect fifth.408 Interestingly, even though some of these are consonances, Walther still considers
it necessary to justify them as licenses. Yet his logic is not entirely consistent. 1.54(b) shows the
“proper" version of 1.54(a). Here the patient voice resolves earlier in order to reach the
consonant third before the entry of the tritone. But then 1.54(e) justifies 1.54(c) using a
diﬀerent rationale: here the lower-voice agent resolves later. These are the two basic justifications
available in this tradition—either the patient resolves early or the agent is delayed. 1.54(f ) has an
early patient, while 1.54(i) and 1.54(j) delay the patient voice. Thus, Walther does not use the
term “anticipation” consistently; it can apply either to the license or the justification: either the
license (the “improper” version) anticipates the dissonance, or the justification (the “proper”
version) anticipates the consonance. In J. S. Bach’s example in 1.53, the agent anticipates the
dissonance in the “improper” version. This is the sort of dyadic, license-based understanding of
dissonance that underlies Heinichen’s entire theory of thoroughbass and composition. Bach’s
close proximity to Heinichen, together with the fact that Bach used the same term (fundamental),
suggests his own teaching of thoroughbass and composition may have drawn from the same ideas
based on traditional seventeenth-century vocal instruction.
6. Retardation and Anticipation
We continue on to the remaining licenses that Heinichen considers part of the modern recitative
style. Heinichen gives 1.55 as examples of retardation and anticipation involving an upper voice.
Here “anticipation” is used in the modern sense of an early arrival, not an omission, as we saw in
the anticipationes transitus. Heinichen also includes consonant reductions, as shown below each
example. Emanuel Bach gives similar examples in 1.56, but only involving anticipations, not
retardations. What is odd from a modern point of view is that Carl Philipp does not define
1.56(a) as a bass retardation, but as an upper-voice anticipation: “Occasionally the right hand
does not wait for the bass note above which a dissonance should be resolved, but enters early
with the resolution [1.56(a)]; sometimes the bass does this as well [1.56(b)]. Both cases are
called an anticipation (anticipatio) of the resolution.”409 My consonant reduction in 1.56(c) is
made according to Emanuel Bach’s analysis of this passage as containing only anticipations: it is
Bach’s pupil, J. C. Kittel’s own “Generalbass Schule” engages in reductive analysis, which Kittel labels “FundamentNoten” (Remeš 2019b). This suggests that Kittel may have learned this concept from Bach.
407

This is exactly the kind of traditional permutational method of teaching, in which every possible intervallic progression must
be accounted for, that Werckmeister and Niedt lament. See Part One of this chapter.
408

“§. 65. Zuweilen wartet die rechte Hand den Eintritt der Baßnote, worüber eine Dissonanz aufgelöset werden soll, nicht ab,
sondern fällt mit der Auflösung vorher ein (a); dann und wann thut dasselbe der Baß (b); Beyde Fälle nennt man eine
Vorausnahme (anticipatio) der Auflösung” (Bach, C. P. E. 1753–1762, 2:27). William J. Mitchell notices this discrepancy in his
translation of Emanuel Bach’s Versuch, wriring that, “Only the examples under [3.40b] are analyzed as anticipations today, while
those under [3.40a] are analyzed as bass suspensions or appoggiaturas” (Bach, C. P. E. 1753–1762 [1949], 193, note 6).
409
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the upper voices, not the bass, that arrive too early. While Carl Philipp’s exposition of the topic of
anticipatio involves a questionable rhythmic placement, the similarities between his approach and
Heinichen’s are clear.
7. Resolution of dissonances through change of genus [enharmonic change]
Both Heinichen and Emanuel Bach discuss how a dissonance need not resolve to a consonance
through a standard resolution if one introduces an enharmonic change. Both their examples are
shown in 1.57. They do not require further commentary.
~~~
Heinichen’s treatment of the above topics appears in a single (lengthy) chapter. Emanuel Bach’s
much more condensed outline of these procedures occurs in the span of a few pages. It seems
Carl Philipp held these topics to be closely related. Perhaps he was even influenced by the
organization of Heinichen’s chapter. Yet one key diﬀerence remains: for Heinichen, these
techniques belong mostly to the theatrical style. Emanuel Bach makes no comparable stylistic
restriction. It seems Carl Philipp takes these techniques almost as matter of fact, with no reason
for extended justifications. This too supports my theory that they were borrowed either directly
or indirectly from Heinichen—that is, the justification was already established general
knowledge. The reason for Emanuel Bach’s lack of extended discourse surrounding these licenses
is, of course, the emergence of stylistic changes in mid-century. Carl Philipp recognizes this
explicitly when he writes that,
§. 18. Der heutige Geschmack hat einen ganz andern Gebrauch der Harmonie, als vordem,
eingeführet. Unsre Melodien, Manieren und der Vortrag erfordern dahero oft eine andere
Harmonie, als die gewöhnliche. Diese Harmonie ist bald schwach, bald stark, folglich sind
die Pflichten eines Begleiters heut zu Tage von einem weit grössern Umfange, als ehemals,
und die bekannten Regeln des Generalbasses wollen nicht mehr zureichen, und leiden auch
oft eine Abänderng.410
Contemporaneous taste has introduced a completely diﬀerent usage of harmony. Our
melodies, our mannerisms, and performance [Vortrag] therefore often demand a diﬀerent
harmony from the usual kind. The harmony is first weak, then strong; consequently the
duties of the accompanist are more wide ranging as they once were, and the well-known rules
of thoroughbass suﬃce no more and often must be modified.

But just as Heinichen defines the theatrical style as an extension of the stylus gravis, so too does
Emanuel Bach view the modern style as a modification of the older styles. For instance, recall
that Carl Philipp still believes that the “first principles” of thoroughbass must lay a conceptual
groundwork for more advanced concepts. It appears that Emanuel Bach took the basic theoretical
approach he inherited from his father and/or from Heinichen and applied it as a matter of fact to
410

Bach, C. P. E. (1753–1762, 2:4).
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the new galant style. Indeed, yesterday’s license is tomorrow’s norm. Yet Carl Philipp’s treatise still
has one foot firmly in traditional teachings, since he still sought to rationalize licenses in a
manner similar to Heinichen. Indeed, there are far more similarities between the two men’s
treatises that could be discussed. Among the most important of these is their shared definition of
the "ordinary chord," or Accord, as shown in Part One of this chapter. Another similarity is their
emphasis on the Lagen and transposition as teaching tools.
In defining the three Lagen, or right-hand voicings, Heinichen borrows Werckmeister’s
terminology of Haupt-Accorde.411 Heinichen’s example of these are shown in 1.58.412 Emanuel
Bach’s definition is identical, even using the same chords of C major and A minor.
[Heinichen:] Diese dreyfache Verwechselung der obersten Stimmen eines Accordes, nennet
man sonst: Die drey Haupt-Accorde. Auf diesen beruhet sehr viel im General-Basse […].413
Three three-way rearrangement [Verwechselung] of the upper voices of an Accord are called the
three Haupt-Accorde. In thoroughbass, much depends on them.
~~~
[C. P. E. Bach:] Der eigentliche Accord kann, wie alle vierstimmige Säze, in dreyen Lagen
verändert werden; einmal kann die Quinte, einmal die Octave und einmal die Terz in der
Oberstimme seyn.414
The natural chord [eigentlicher Accord] can, like all four-voice chords [Säze], be varied in three
positions [Lagen]: either the fifth, the octave, or the third may be in the upper voice.

Indeed, the most important aspect of both Heinichen’s and Emanuel Bach’s methods, which is
also a feature of Niedt’s teaching,415 is the playing of all exercises starting in all three positions
and then transposing the exercise to other keys. Incredibly, Heinichen writes out all three of the
right hand positions for many exercises in his 1728 treatise, which contributes significantly to its
length (and its original cost). As Heinichen advises on numerous occasions, the next step is to
transpose the exercises into all keys, repeating each of the three positions. 416 Carl Philipp adheres
to precisely the same approach. He writes in his Versuch, that,
§. 35. Man gehe mit seinen Schülern, besonders beym vierstimmigen Accompanigment, die
Aufgaben in allen Lagen durch, damit sie ihnen bekannt werden. Da man hierbey bloß auf
diesen Endzweck siehet, so ist es freylich nicht zu ändern, daß zuweilen ungeschickte
411

Werckmeister uses Haupt-Griﬀe (1702, 47), and Ordinar- oder Haupt-Griﬀe (1698a, 31).
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Gottfried Keller gives the same three thoroughbass figures for the “common chord” (1705, 1).

413

Heinichen (1728, 121).
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Bach, C. P. E. (1753–1762, 2:32).
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Niedt (1700–1717, 1: Chpt. 8)
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Heinichen (1728, 380; 472; 509; 816; 931)
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Fortschreitungen mit unterlaufen, und Lagen vorkommen, welche nicht die besten sind. Sie
lernen indessen doch dadurch die besten Forschreitungen und Lagen von den schlechten
unterscheiden; man muß ihnen aber Gelegenheit das Ungeschickte und die Verbesserung
zugleich mit deutlich zeigen. […]
§. 40. Man überseze diese kurzen Exampel mit allen Lagen in alle Tonarten, weiche und
harte, damit sie, nebst ihrer Schreibart den Scholaren recht bekannt werden. In der Folge
überlasse man ihnen dieses Uebersezen selbst.
§. 41. Ich habe angemerkt, daß es besser sey beym Uebersezen, die Tonarten ausser der Reihe,
und nicht neben einander zu nehmen, weil einige Scholaren gerne, ohne eigenes Nachsinnen,
das Unübersezte mit der kleinen Veränderung durch Hülfe ihres guten Gedächtnisses gar
leicht Note vor Note nachspielen und nachschreiben. Sie verliehren dadurch ungemein;
hingegen erlangen sie im erstern Falle nach und nach eine Fertigkeit, die Ziﬀern gleich zu
treﬀen, und in einer proportionirten Lage zu bleiben. Diese lezteren kommen immer
verschieden vor, und man hat alle Augenblicke Gelegenheit, sich der erlaubten Hülfsmittel zu
bedienen, um in der gehörigen Weite zu bleiben; mit einem Worte, man wird endlich
Meister über die Intervallen, sie mögen liegen, wo sie wollen.417
~~~
§. 35. One proceeds with his students, especially in four-voice accompaniment, through all
exercises in all [three] positions [Lagen], so that they will become known. In this it is
unavoidable that occasionally improper progressions arise and Lagen result that that are not
the best ones. But in this way, students learn to diﬀerentiate the best progressions and Lagen
from the poor ones. However, one must immediately and clearly show students the remedy of
an improper [passage]. […]
§. 40. One transcribes these short examples [throughout this treatise] in all Lagen in all keys,
major and minor, so that the student becomes familiar with them, including how they are
written. Later, this task [of transcription] is left to the student.
§. 41. I have noticed that in transposition it is better to take the keys out of order, rather than
after each other [in the circle of fifths?], because students, without actually thinking, manage
the small alterations of transposition [to nearby keys] by means of their good memory and
easily play and write note-for-note. The loss here is considerable. But in the first case [when
keys are taken randomly], students gradually achieve a proficiency in finding the figures
immediately and in how to remain in an appropriate position. The figures thus all appear
diﬀerent, and one has at all times the opportunity to make use of the allowed expedients to
maintain a proper register. In a word, one finally becomes master of the intervals, where ever
they lie [more on the “expedients” below].

417

Bach, C. P. E. (1763–1752, 2:7; 9).
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Indeed, one would be “master of the intervals” after transposing every exercise in Emanuel Bach’s
treatise into all positions in all keys! We find similar advice in Werckmeister’s 1702 treatise. He
emphasizes that transposition—not tablature, notably—leads to an internalized understanding of
the keyboard:
§. 127. Ich verwerﬀe hiermit nicht, wann einer ein gut Stück aus der Tabulatur spielen kan,
es ist sehr gut, und halte viel auf gute Tabulatur Sachen, denn man kan darauß sehen, was
andere rechtschaﬀene Organisten gesezet haben, und kan von denen gute Manieren und
Inventiones sehen, und sich dieselben zu Nuze machen und weiter darauf nachdencken, und
Zufälle davon haben.
§. 128. Hingegen aber muß man sehen, daß man auch extempore ein Thema oder Lied recht
anbringe, und variire: Denn es ist nicht genung daß man sich mit andern Federn schmücke:
inzwischen wird manche Kirche und Gemeine in der Wahl eines Organisten betrogen, da
einer oder der andere etliche studirte Stücke hat in die Faust gebracht, und dieselben hören
lässet, da meynet, der es nicht besser verstehet, und so oben hinhöret, es sey der
vortreﬄichste Künstler, und wann ein solcher vermeynter Künstler durch solche Lehrjungen
Probe, befordert wird, so müssen dan die Zuhören immer mit einerley solcher auswendig
gelerneten Sachen zufriden seyn; wer aber aus eigenen Kräﬀten, und Inventionen machen
kan, der kan darnach selber variiren wie er wil.
§. 129. Darum wann man einen rechtschaﬀenen Organisten probiren wil, so muß man
denselben nicht lassen spielen was er wil, man gebe erstlich einen, so sich vor einen perfecten
Orgnisten [sic] ausgiebet, zur Probe für, ein Thema zu einer Fuga, daß dasselbe auf
unterschiedliche Arth tractiret werde.
§. 130. Darnach etwa einen bekannten Choral-Gesang, daß derselbe erstlich auﬀ allerhand
Weise variiret werde; Wann dieses geschehen, so können auch darbey die Transpositiones
vorgegeben werden, ob, und wie vielmahl solcher Choral könne von den Candidato
transponiret werden; könte die Transposition durch das ganze Clavier, nemlich aus allen 12.
Clavibus geschehen, so wäre es desto besser, allein es kan von den Hundersten nicht verlanget
werden, man kan auch an etlichen Transpositionibus bald mercken ob ein Organiste sein
Clavier im Kopﬀe hat. Denn wer ganz nicht fictè transponiren kan, ist ein gewiß Indicium,
daß er die Natur des Claviers nicht inne hat, und desselben mächtig sey.
§. 131. Dann muß auch das Examen in General-Basse vorgenommen werden, auch wohl
etwas von der Tabulatur, daß man nur siehet, ob er auch dieselbe verstehet: wiewohl hier
nicht auﬀzubauen; denn es kan mancher Discipel und Junge hierinne etwas gethan haben
durch das stete Exercitium, dennoch kan er nicht eine Clausulam formalem aus eigener kunst
machen, und wan er nicht angeführet wird, bleibet er sein Tage an der Tabulatur hangen,
stumpert so was hin, und kommt nicht weiter.418
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Werckmeister (1702, 68–69).
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~~~
§. 127. I do not dismiss it when someone can play a good piece out of tablature. This is very
good and I attribute much to fine tablature pieces [Sachen], for one can see from these what
other admirable organists have set. One can observe good ornaments and ideas [Manieren
und Inventiones] and make use of these things, contemplating on them further and deriving
other ideas from them.
§. 128. However, one must also be certain that one can bring forth and vary a theme or a
song [Lied] extempore, for it is not enough to adorn oneself in others’ feathers. Sometimes a
church or congregation is deceived in the selection of an organist because one or the other [of
the applicants] learned several pieces by memory [lit.: brought into the fist/hand], and lets
these pieces be heard such that one who hears this and does not know better, merely listening
upward [to the organ loft?], thinks it is the most splendid artist. And when a supposed artist
is evaluated in such a low-level examination [Lehrjunge Probe], the listener must always be
satisfied with such memorized pieces. But when someone can make something from his own
powers and fantasy [Inventionen], he can make variations as he pleases.
§. 129. Therefore, when one desires to test a superb organist, then one must not let him play
what he wants. First, one gives a theme to a fugue to someone who considers himself a proper
organist, so that he must set [tractiren, i.e., improvise] it in various ways.
§. 130. Afterwards [one gives the organist] a chorale melody, so that he will first vary it in all
sorts of ways. When this is done, one can proceed to transposition, [to find out] whether and
how many times the candidate can transpose such a chorale. If the transpositions occur
through the whole keyboard, namely in all twelve keys [Clavibus], then it is even better, but
this cannot be demanded of the vast majority [of applicants]. One can also notice after a few
transpositions whether an organist understands his keyboard. When one cannot transpose at
all, this is a very clear indication that he has not internalized the nature of the keyboard.
§. 131. Then one proceeds to the test in thoroughbass and also a bit of tablature so that one
can see whether the candidate understands these. But do not continue [dwell on] with these
topics, for some pupils and youths could have prepared something through constant practice,
but still cannot make a cadence [Clausulam formalem] on his own. And when he is not
educated further, he remains his whole days with tablature, bungles even this, and progresses
no further.

The fraught relationship between thoroughbass and tablature was already explored in Part One.
Ironically, Niedt had described the exact same situation as Werckmeister in the first volume to his
Musicalische Handleitung in 1700, two years before Werckmeister penned the above remarks. Like
W. C. Printz in his Satyrischer Componist, Niedt employs a humorous allegorical story in which
the presumably autobiographical character of Tacitus auditions for and wins an organ post under
the same circumstances Werckmeister describes (i.e., after having impressed the jury by playing a
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memorized piece). In the end, after much ado (including the cancellation of an arranged
marriage), Tacitus’s secret—that he cannot compose, improvise, read staﬀ notation, or realize a
thoroughbass—is revealed.419 He abandons his post and must begin his musical apprenticeship
all over again, this time with the kind and patient Master Prudentius (“prudence”), who begins
instruction not with tablature, but with thoroughbass, which enables Tacitus to understand the
true Fundament (foundation) of music and receive gainful employment. It is widely presumed
that Prudentius is in fact J. S. Bach’s cousin, Johann Nikolaus Bach (1669–1753) of Jena, where
Niedt is known to have studied. That Werckmeister, Niedt, Heinichen, and Emanuel Bach all
recommend transposition shows that this strategy played a central role in Sebastian Bach’s circle.
We find even more detail regarding pedagogical method in Carl Philipp's treatise. He lists four
“expedients” or “aids" (Hülfsmittel), which refer to four techniques necessary when practicing the
three Lagen. Emanuel Bach writes that,
§. 37. Indem man mit den Scholaren die vierstimmige Begleitung in allen drey Lagen
durchgehet, so lernen sie noch ausserdem, was im §. 35. angeführt ist, (1) bey gewissen
Gelegenheiten, wenn es nöthig ist, eine von den Mittelstimmen mit der linken Hand
nehmen; (2) werden ihnen die Fälle bekannt, wo zwo Stimmen in den Einklang zusammen
gehen; (3) wird ihnen gezeiget, wie man zuweilen, um Quinten zu vermeiden, ohne zur Lage
zurück zu kehren, die schon da gewesen ist, noch eine Stimme mehr in der rechten Hand
nimmt, welche man nachher wieder verläßt; (4) kommt die Wiederholung der Harmonie in
einer höhern Lage auf derselben Baßnote mit vor, um wieder in die Höhe zu kommen, wenn
man zu tief herunter gewesen. Alle diese vier Hülfsmittel sind beym Generalbasse nicht allein
erlaubt, sondern, wie wir in der Folge sehen werden, oft nöthig. 420
§. 37. In taking the four-voice accompaniment through all three Lagen with students, they
learn in addition what was mentioned in §. 35. [regarding improper progressions]: (1)
occasionally, when necessary, to take one of the middle voices with the left hand; (2) the case
will become known to them where two voices go to a unison; (3) it will be shown to them
how at times, in order to avoid [parallel] fifths, one takes another [fifth] voice in the right
hand, without changing the Lage that is already there; (4) there arises the repetition of a
harmony in a higher Lage on the same bass note to return to a higher register if one gets stuck
That’s Niedt’s tale is more than mere anecdote, but in fact reflects a common circumstance of his day—that tablature hindered
organist’s development because they tended to play from memory—can be seen in yet another comment by Werckmeister in his
Erweiterte und verbesserte Orgel-Probe: “Inzwischen werden in Erwehlung eines Organisten oﬀtmals die Kirchen-Vorsteher hinter
daß Licht geführet, denn viele Organisten pflegen etliche Tabulatur Stücke außwendig zu lernen, oder setzen die tabulatur vor
sich; In dem sie nun dieselben Stüke durch oﬀters exerciren frisch daher zuspielen pflegen, vermeinet der, so es nicht besser
verstehet, die jenigen müsten notwendig gute Organisten seyn, so solche studirte Stüke daher machen, wenn es aber beym Licht
besehen wird, so ist dererselben Kunst auf einmahl herauß geschüttet, und bleibet wol sein lebelang bey solcher seiner Leyre, u.
etlichen auß der Tabulatur studirten Stücken, die er alle Sonn- und Festtage hören lässet, worüber aber den Zuhörern endlich die
Ohren weh zu tun pflegen” (Werckmeister 1698b, 76–77). “Often the church authorities are deceived when selecting an organist,
for many organists tend to learn several tablature pieces from memory or play with the tablature in front of them. Since they are
able to play these pieces well from steady practice, those onlookers who do not know better mistake them for good organists,
since they play these already-practiced pieces. But when it comes to light, their talent comes quickly to an end, and such players
likely remain their whole lives with their habits and several pieces learned from tablature, which are played every Sunday and feast
day, such that it eventually comes to pain the ears of the listeners.”
419

420

Bach, C. P. E. (1753–1762, 2:8).
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too low. These four expedients are not only allowed in thoroughbass, but, as will be shown in
the following [examples], they are often necessary.

In the “Einige Reguln” from the Klavierbüchlein für A. M .Bach (1725), J. S. Bach's final
comment is, “The other precautions that one must observe are better explained in oral
instruction than in written.” 421 One imagines that these “other precautions” may have included
Emanuel Bach’s four expedients or the like. Moreover, Heinichen mentions the first expedient
often throughout his chapter on ornamentation,422 even if he prefers three voices in the right
hand.423 He also lists the third and fourth expedients right after one another, calling them
Vortheile (advantages, strategies), which is quite similar to Carl Philipp’s Hülfsmittel.424 Although
Heinichen does not explicitly mention the second expedient—the use of unison—his examples
often make use of this technique. Thus, Carl Philipp and Heinichen share in common the
importance of transposing exercises using the three Lagen and the necessity of some exceptions
(the expedients). Yet the most important similarity between the two men’s treatises is yet to come:
that involving contrapuntal function—my term to describe whether a pitch in a dissonant
harmony is restricted or not.
Let us begin with Emanuel Bach’s understanding of transitus. Like Heinichen, Carl Philipp
makes mention of the geschwinden Noten, meaning fast bass notes that do not receive their own
chords. And like Heinichen, Carl Philipp distinguishes between transitus regularis (accented) and
irregularis (unaccented). The two men even uses the same word—virtualiter—to describe the
“inner” value of the notes, which is the eighteenth-century manner of describing metrical
accents.425 (The inner value of accented notes is long, whereas the inner value of non-accented
notes is short.) And Carl Philipp shows explicitly what Heinichen implies through numerous
examples: that a transitus note may appear in an upper voice or lower voice (1.59[a] and
1.59[b]). Emanuel Bach also attempts to show that transitus figures can also appear in an upper
and lower voice simultaneously, but his example (1.59[c]) is actually a supersyncopatio resolving

“Die übrigen Cautelen, so man adhibiren muß, werden sich durch mündlichen Unterricht beßer weder schriftlich
zeigen” (NBA V/4, 131). See Appendix 6 for a complete translation.
421

422

Heinichen (1728, 521ﬀ.).

423

Heinichen (1728, 131).

424

Regarding expedients (3) and (4), see Heinichen (1728, 199).

“§. 73. Den Ausdruck Durchgang (transitus) braucht man eigentlich von stufenweise gehenden Baßnoten. §. 74. Wenn
alsdenn das gehörige Accompagnement bloß auf die dem innerlichen Werthe nach lange Noten fällt: so ist der Durchgang regulär
(transitus regularis). Unter Noten von gleicher Geltung ist die erste, dritte u. s. w. dem innerlichen Werthe nach (virtualiter) lang;
und die zweyte, vierte u. s. w. kurz. §. 75. Wenn die Begleitung, welche der virtualiter kurzen Note zukommt, vorausgenommen,
und zur langen Note angeschlagen wird, so ist der Durchgang irregulär (transitus irregularis) und die Noten heißt man alsdenn
Wechselnoten” (Bach, C. P. E. 1753–1762, 2:30). Compare to Heinichen: “§. 4. Es ist aber der Transitus zweyerley: regularis und
irregularis. Der Transitus regularis ist, wenn die virtualiter lange Note zum Accorde richtig anschläget oder consoniret, die
nechstfolgende virtualiter kurze Note aber im durch passiren dissoniret, wie das nechst vorhergehende Exempel durchgehends
ausweiset. Transitus irregularis ist wenn die virtualiter lange Note zum Accorde falsch anschläget, oder dissoniret, die darauﬀ
folgende virtualiter kurze Note aber erst consoniret, oder mit dem vorgeschlagenen Accorde eintriﬀt, wie aus folgenden Exempeln
erhellet” (Heinichen 1728, 259).
425
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twice to dissonance against a transitus in the bass.426 One imagines this was an oversight on his
part, given the tie in the upper voice, which obviously indicates a syncopatio. From this short
investigation we see that Carl Philipp’s subscribes to the same seventeenth-century understanding
of transitus as Heinichen does.
Although Carl Philipp does not use the word syncopatio, he seems to hold suspensions to be the
primary type of dissonance, since he states outright that dissonances need to be prepared and
resolved.427 He gives two examples of this, shown in 1.60. The first resolution descends, the
second ascends. Emanuel Bach does not privilege the descending syncopatio resolution, as
Heinichen does. But like Heinichen, Carl Philipp says the resolution of dissonance is always
necessary, whereas the preparation can sometimes be omitted.428 For Heinichen, the perfect
fourth, diminished fifth, and seventh are those dissonances which may, in certain circumstances,
appear unprepared. (Please revisit the table in 1.21.) Most significantly, Carl Philipp also adheres
to Heinichen’s tenet that consonances can be made to behave like dissonances. As described
already, this happens when any secondary dissonance occurs, except the perfect fourth (quarta
fundata), which is considered a consonance as a secondary interval. Let us compare Carl Philipp’s
description of this phenomenon, which contains the word “freedom,” with Heinichen’s
description, which uses the obverse “slavery”:
[C. P. E.:] §. 80. Hingegen werden wir in der Folge sehen, daß die Consonanzen zuweilen
ihre Freyheit verlieren, und wie Dissonanzen vorbereitet und aufgelöset werden.429
On the other hand, we will see later that consonances sometimes lose their freedom, and
must be prepared and resolved as dissonances.
~~~
[Heinichen:] Diese resolutio indispensabilis aber ist wohl das allersicherste Kennzeichen einer
wahren Dissonanz: dahero der gemeine Einwurﬀ, welchen man sonst auch der unschuldigen
4te zu machen pfleget: daß nemlich die 5ta perfecta bey der 6te sich gleichfals als eine
Dissonanz auﬀühre, und doch eine Consonanz sey; gar nichts darwider beweiset. Denn wer
zwinget doch die 5t. perfect dazu, wenn sie sich freywillig in die Sclaverey neben der 6te
begiebet? sie kan ja vor sich alleine gegen den Bass-Clavem. iederzeit ohne Fessel, als eine
Consonanz erscheinen, und brauchet sodenn keiner resolution: Die 5ta min. hingegen darﬀ
sich so wenig ohne darauf folgende resolution gebrauchen lassen, als andere unstreitige
“§. 71. Bey gewissen Gelegenheiten, welche an ihrem Orte vorkommen werden, pflegt man auch von den Intervallen zu sagen:
Sie gehen durch. Dieses kann auf dreyerley Art gescheyen: (1) Wenn der Baß liegen bleibt: [1.59(a)]; (2) Wenn bey der
Bewegung des Basses die Ziﬀern liegen bleiben [1.59(b)]; (3) Wenn sich beyde bewegen: [1.59(c)]” (Bach, C. P. E. 1753–1762,
2:29–30).
426

427

Bach, C. P. E. (1753–1762, 2:25–26).

“Die Auflösung ist bey den Dissonanzen ganz und gar nothwendig, aber die Vorbereitung nicht allezeit” (Bach, C. P. E. 1753–
1762, 2:26). “Wahr ist es, daß sie [the diminished fifth] nicht iederzeit muß præpariret werden, oder vorhero liegen; allein das
machet sie zu keiner Consonanz, weil solches auch der 4te und 7me gemein ist, welche manche doch beide vor unstreitige
Dissonantien halten” (Heinichen 1728, 107).
428

429

Bach, C. P. E. (1753–1762, 2:31).
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Dissonantien der 2de, 7me, 9ne &c. Wahr ist es, daß sie nicht iederzeit muß præpariret
werden, oder vorhero liegen; allein das machet sie zu keiner Consonanz, weil solches auch der
4te und 7me gemein ist, welche manche doch beyde vor unstreitige Dissonantien halten.430
The necessity of resolution is certainly the surest indicator of a true dissonance. Thus arises
the common accusation (which one usually makes to the innocent fourth), that namely the
perfect fifth next to the sixth [in a 6/5 chord] behaves just as a dissonance, and yet it is a
consonance—nothing can disprove this. For who forces the perfect fifth to proceed freely
into slavery next to the sixth? The perfect fifth can appear at any time alone without chains as
a consonance against the bass, requiring no resolution. The diminished fifth, however, may
no less be used without a subsequent resolution than any of the other indisputable
dissonances of the second, seventh, ninth, etc. It is true that the diminished fifth must not
always be prepared, or lie beforehand, but that alone does not make it into a consonance,
because this [optional preparation] is true of the fourth and seventh as well.

These two statements prove that Emanuel Bach shares a significant aspect of Heinichen’s theory
of what I am calling contrapuntal function: that primary consonances are unrestricted except
when restricted by secondary dissonances, in which case they are usually prepared and resolved as
a syncopatio.431 This is apparent in Carl Philipp’s explanations of various chords. In the 6/5 chord,
for instance, the fifth is treated as a dissonance and is usually prepared.432 In the 4/3 chord, the
third made into a dissonance by the fourth and resolves down; meanwhile the fourth receives
more freedom than usual.433 This is reminiscent of Heinichen’s 4te irregularis. Lastly, just like
Heinichen, Carl Philipp requires the sixth in the 7/6 to be treated just like a dissonance, resolving
downward, whereas the seventh can enter freely.434 As just mentioned, Emanuel Bach even allows
the same intervals as Heinichen—perfect fourth, diminished fifth, seventh—to be used
unprepared.435 Though his explanations are not as detailed as Heinichen’s, it is apparent from
Carl Philipp’s commentary that he subscribes to the theory of contrapuntal function in the same
manner as Heinichen.
This litany of similarities between Heinichen and Carl Philipp could continue, but the point
should be clear by now: the commonalities between the two are so numerous and significant that
one must conclude that Heinichen was a central influence on Emanuel Bach. As a result, we can
conclude that either Carl Philipp read Heinichen’s treatise directly or he learned of this approach
from his father. Let us hypothesize that the former is true, which would exclude Sebastian Bach
as a bridge between Heinichen and Carl Philipp. Even if this were true, recall that Johann
Sebastian was apparently Carl Philipp’s primary, if not only, teacher in composition and
430

Heinichen (1728, 107).

Marpurg subscribes to a similar view, deeming primary consonances requiring resolution “pseudo-dissonances” (Marpurg
1755–1762, 2:78–79). Quoted in Lester (1992, 236–237).
431

Bach C. P. E. (1753–1762, 87). Gottfried Keller, a German who emigrated to England, makes this point explicit: “The perfect
fifth when joyn’d with a sixth si used like a Discord” (1705, 2).
432
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Bach C. P. E. (1753–1762, 75).
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Bach C. P. E. (1753–1762, 135).

435

Perfect fourth: C. P. E. Bach (1753–1762, 2:66); diminished fifth: (ibid., 62); seventh (ibid., 113).
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performance. So even if Emanuel Bach received his theoretical views primarily through
Heinichen, they seem to have coincided to some degree with his father’s instruction. After all,
there is no reason to assume Carl Philipp underwent a dramatic break from his father’s views. On
the contrary, Carl Philipp writes in the preface to the Versuch that he still uses some of his father’s
more chromatic as teaching pieces. 436 As mentioned already, he also alludes to the fact that the
instruction in the Versuch is broadly based on his father's teachings.
At this point we will pick up where we left oﬀ with Heinichen’s explanation of how to improvise
a prelude, and later apply these ideas to the analysis of Bach’s music in Part Three.
1.2.8 Voice-Leading Frameworks in Improvisation and Composition
As we have seen, J. S. Bach wrote that the Fundamental-Regeln of composition are derived from
the keyboard and thoroughbass. Many of the diverse meanings of the term Fundament in
Germany during Bach’s lifetime are outlined in Append 3. As alluded to in the introduction, I
believe there is yet another important meaning of Fundament: that of a voice-leading framework
for improvisation and composition. We have already established that Heinichen holds improvised
preluding and composition to be nearly identical.437 As further evidence of this, Heinichen
concludes his discussion of preluding with the following statement: “Whoever studies well our
whole discourse on preluding from §. 24 to here [§. 34] will find that this is an extremely
advantageous method of successfully instructing a beginner not only in preluding, but in
composition itself.”438 Immediately prior to this, Heinichen writes that those who are more
practiced in music and wish to prelude in a meter besides alla breve (Heinichen’s designation for
the above examples) should,
Denenjenigen aber, die in der Music etwas mehr geübet, und sich im præludiren auch ausser
dem Alle breve wollen hören lassen, kan man noch diesen Rath ertheilen, daß sie die
verwechselten Bass-Noten der zusammen gestossenen Schematum eines Haupt-Modi, nur als
das blosse Fundament ihres præludii ansehen, und darüber mit Verlängerung und Verkürzung
gedachter Bass-Noten, allerhand Variationes und Fantasien nach eigenen Einfällen erdencken
können, ohne die geringste Gefahr, sich weder in denen Tonen zu verliehren, noch wieder
den Ambitum Modi zu pecciren. 439
[…] view the rearranged bass notes of the adjacent Schematum [plural] of a main key only as
the Fundament of their prelude, above which, with extensions and abbreviations of the bass
notes, they can think up all kinds of Variationes and Fantasien as they wish, without the least
danger of getting lost in the notes or oﬀending the Ambitum Modi.

436

Bach C. P. E. (1753–1762, 12).

437

Heinichen (1728, 901).

“Wer nun unsern ganzen præludien-Discurs von §. 24 biß hierher vernünﬀtig überleget, der wird finden, daß dieses eine
überaus vortheilhaﬀtige Methode sey, einen Anfänger nicht allein zum præludiren, sondern auch zum componiren selbst glücklich
anzuführen” (Heinichen 1728, 913).
438
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Heiniehn (1728, 913).
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In this context, Fundament could have the meaning of “basis” or “framework,” since the various
Schematum defining the neighboring keys (as in 1.37) are not meant for playing from beginning
to end, like the RO, but act as a shorthand “cheatsheet” for defining the consonant chords for
each degree in each key. In addition to this more abstract connotation, Fundament also has a
more concrete meaning of “voice-leading framework.” We saw this meaning at the beginning of
the previous subsection where Heinichen introduced the topic of preluding. The passage is worth
quoting again: “To teach the inexperienced the numerous ways of preluding according to all the
fundaments [Fundamentis] is so diﬃcult, it would require an entire treatise, not a few lines of one
chapter.” This usage of Fundament in the plural has a more concrete meaning of “contrapuntal
pattern.” And since the method described above using the Schema of each mode is only the prima
fundamenta of preluding,440 the question arises: What are the other Fundamenta? Because
preluding and composition are nearly equivalent, defining the other Fundamenta would
potentially expand our understanding of Heinichen’s compositional pedagogy. Fortunately, a new
source has recently come to light that does precisely this: Jacob Adlung’s “Anweisung zum
Fantasieren” (c.c.1726–1727). This “Instruction in Improvisation” was rediscovered by members
of the Bach-Archiv in Leipzig in 2010 and first presented publicly at a conference in 2018. 441
Adlung’s use of the word Fundament is significant regarding compositional pedagogy in Bach’s
circle because Adlung has numerous connections to Sebastian Bach’s sphere of influence. Adlung
was an organist by profession, pupil of Johann Nikolaus Bach in Jena (like Niedt), and friend of
Walther, from whom Adlung obtained theoretical manuscripts. In addition, Adlung succeeded
Buttstedt at the Predigerkirche in Erfurt. The organ post at the Predigerkirche in Erfurt was a focal
point of the Pachelbel tradition: it was first held by Pachelbel (1678–1690), then briefly by his
pupil, Nicolaus Vetter (1690–1691); then by Buttstedt (1691–1727); Adlung (1727–1762); and
finally J. S. Bach’s pupil, Johann Christian Kittel (1762–1809).
Adlung exhibits not only connections to Bach’s circle, but to Heinichen as well. For instance, in
his Anleitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit (1758), Adlung writes of Heinichen’s 1728 treatise
that, “This is one of the best books that we have on thoroughbass.” 442 Moreover, like Heinichen,
Adlung’s pedagogical perspective begins with thoroughbass, since he sees it as foundational to
other topics.443 Furthermore, the instruction that Adlung gives on how to improvise a prelude
closely resemble’s Heinichen’s method outlined in the previous section: Adlung too begins by
defining the typical harmony for each bass degree. The combination of leaps and steps in the bass
results in a prelude:

440

Heinichen (1728, 902).

Remeš (2020a) investigates Adlung’s source in detail. An edition of Adlung is forthcoming in Remeš (2020e). The conference
was titled “‘Anweisung zum Fantasieren’: Symposium zur Praxis und Theorie der Improvisation im 17. und 18. Jahrhundert” and
took place March 19–21, 2018, at the Schola Cantorum in Basel, Switzerland. Michael Maul (2018) dates Adlung’s Anweisung to
c.c.1726–1727. See my conference report (Remeš 2018b).
441
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Adlung (1758, 633).

“Wir machen also hier den Anfang mit dem Generalbass, als dem Grunde zu den übrigen Theilen, wenigstens was die
Harmonie anlangt […]” (Adlung 1758, 625–626).
443
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Hieraus entsteht schon eine kleine Fantasie, wenn man den Baß bald Stufenweise steigen und
fallen läßt, bald macht man Sprünge, und die Griﬀe werden jederzeit wohl zu hören seyn,
wenn man einen förmlichen Schluß am Ende hinzu thut.444
Thus results already a little fantasy, when one mixes stepwise bass motion ascending and
descending with leaps. And each chord will at all times be pleasing to the ear if one makes a
proper cadence at the end.

Just like Heinichen, one then adds dissonances to this consonant framework. 445 Given Adlung’s
admiration for Heinichen's work and the similarity between their methods, it seems likely that
Adlung’s 1758 instruction may be based in part on Heinichen’s treatise. This provides some
justification for associating Heinichen’s conception of Fundament with Adlung’s earlier
manuscript treatise, the “Anweisung zum Fantasieren,” as well.
Adlung’s use of the word Fundament in his “Anweisung” reveals a connection to Heinichen’s
method of keyboard improvisation. In a general sense, Adlung uses the word Fundament to
connote an understanding of pedagogical basics, or a sound understanding of a topic: “To be
sure, one learns much by listening to others, but first one must have laid the Fundament
oneself.”446 We see this meaning again in his advice as to what makes a good Lehrmeister: “First,
he must be correct in the Fundament, for how should someone teach another that which he
himself cannot do?447 Heinichen uses the word in the same manner: “To play an ornamented
figured bass requires much experience, discretion, and judgement. How should one teach such
things to a beginner when he is not yet secure in the Fundamentis?” 448 More importantly, the
main section of Adlung's Anweisung contains the “Doctrine of the Fundamenta of
Improvising,”449 wherein Fundament connotes a written precept or, more commonly, a sequential
voice-leading pattern (Fleckchen = little flecks = short passages). The Doctrine itself is a list of
thirty-four Regulae (rules), or Fundamenta. Only the first three and the last three rules consist of
written explanation without musical examples (or very short ones). Briefly paraphrased, the first
three are: (1) the passages [Fleckchen] should be varied through changes in register; (2) introduce
variety by playing both with and without pedal; and (3) “counterpoint” (i.e., invertible
counterpoint at the octave) is the “most beautiful stratagem on the keyboard and, in fact, in
composition,” but because composers are jealous, they do not make this technique known, with
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Adlung (1758, 740).
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Adlung (1758, 737–751).

“Gewiß man lernet viel, wenn man andere hört, aber das Fundament muß man selbst erst gelegt haben” (Adlung c.c.1726–
1727, 10).
446

“Wie muß der Lehrmeister beschaﬀen seyn? Er muß 1) Selber im Fundament richtig seyn; denn wie soll jemand dem andern
etwas lernen der selbst nichts kann, von der Tennen oder von der Kelten” (Adlung c.c.1726–1727, 11).
447

“Einen manierlichen General-Bass zu spielen, erfodert viel Erfahrung, Discretion, und Judicium. Wie will man aber einem
Anfänger von dergleichen Dingen predigen, der noch nicht in Fundamentis richtig ist?” (Heinichen, 1728, 521).
448
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“Doctrinale so die Fundamenta des Fant[as]irens in sich hält” (Adlung c.c.1726–1727, 15).
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which one can make one hundred variations, while another can make only ten.450 As we will
soon see, invertible counterpoint at the octave is indeed one of the primary strategies Adlung uses
to vary the Regulae. Jumping to the end of his list, the last three Regulae address the questions:
(32) How does one start and continue?, (33) How does one get to another key?, and (34) How
does one make a close (i.e., cadence)?451 Interestingly, the “Anweisung” concludes with
“Examples of Bachian cadences and passages that one can artfully and conveniently employ.”452
These are excerpts from the Well-Tempered Clavier (book one): the last four bars of the C major
Prelude, the last four bars of the C minor Prelude, the last two bars of the C minor Fugue, and
the last eight bars of the C# major Prelude. These could have been added later by the copyist,
Johann Christoph Weingärtner (1771–1833), or Adlung could have instructed his pupils to
imitate these passages. Thus, these Bach passages could be another indication Adlung’s proximity
to Bach’s circle.
The bulk of Adlung’s treatise falls between these six verbal precepts just listed (Nrs. 1–3; 32–34).
Unlike these framing six rules, the inner Regulae 4–31 take the form of musical examples.
Highlighting their importance, Adlung begins Regula 4 with the statement: “Now we come to
the rules, or the matter itself.”453 The initial, unornamented instances of Regulae 4–31 are shown
in 1.61. As we can see, nearly every Regula is a sequential voice-leading pattern, often containing
a syncopatio chain. That Adlung’s Regulae cover most of Heinichen’s dissonance categories (labeled
in brackets by me) suggests a degree of congruence between Adlung and Heinichen’s theoretical
approaches. Another similarity between Adlung and Heinichen’s methods is the reliance
oneinvertible counterpoint. One of the simplest forms of invertible counterpoint is when, in a
four-voice texture, the upper three voices in the right hand exchange their Lagen, or Heinichen’s
Haupt-Accorde.454
One of Adlung’s comments reveals that he considers each Regula also to be a Fundament:
Regula VI. Ein neues Fundament zu unterschiedenen Veränderungen kan seyn, wenn man
die 2 vorigen Regeln zusammen nimmt, das ist, wenn man per motum contrarium die 6 und 3

“§. III. Reg. I. Weil doch alles darauf ankommt, daß es nicht immer einerley klingen soll, so befleißige man sich
Abwechselungen zu machen, die in die Ohren fallen als was neues, wenn es gleich fast immer einerley ist; und geschieht nach der
ersten Regel, wenn man die Hände nicht immer an einem Orte hat, sondern bald oben, bald in der tiefe spielet, und man die
Hände bald von einander hält, bald zusammenkommen läßt, da werden die Fleckchen [Sätze] die man spielt als etwas anders
klingen und in der That ist es wohl immer einerley, nur daß man es in unterschiedenen Octaven gespielet hat, die Exempel werden
unten vorkommen. §. IV. Regl. II. Man gewöhne sich das Pedal bey Zeite an, denn dadurch kann man allerley Veränderungen
machen, nehmlich, wenn man erst ein Fleckchen mit dem Pedal gemacht hat, so spiele man hernach eben dieses ohne Pedal,
hernach wenn man will kann man das Pedal wieder anschlagen gg. [?] so wird es als etwas neues hervor kommen. §. V. Reg. III.
Wenn man die Stimmen versetzen lernt, daß die obere Stimme bald hinunter, bald in die Mitte gesetzt wird, die unterste Stimme
bald in die mitte, bald oben, die mittlere Stimme bald oben, bald unten. Man nennet dieses sonst den Contrapunct, und ist der
schönste Kunstgriﬀ auf dem Clavier, und überhaupt in der Composition. Nur das Schlimmste ist, daß die Herren Componisten so
neidisch damit sind, und es nicht allen weis machen. Gewiß wer dieses recht gewohnt ist, der kann viel 100 Veränderungen auf
dem Clavier machen da ein anderer kaum 10 macht” (Adlung c.c.1726–1727, 15–16].
450
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Adlung (c.c.1726–1727, 85–92).
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“Exempla Bachischer Schlüße und Sätze wie man sie fein arthig und füglich anbringen kann” (Adlung c.c.1726–1727, 92).
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“Reg. IV. Nun kommen wir auf die Regel oder Sache selbst” (Adlung c.c.1726–1727, 16).

454

Heinichen (1728, 121).
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allezeit wechselsweise nimt; und zwar entweder daß die 3 vorangehe und allezeit eine 6 darauf
folge, oder, daß die 6 vorangehe, und die 3 folge, nach dem folgenden Exempel: 455
Rule VI: A new Fundament for diverse variations can be when one takes the two previous
rules together; that is, when one, per motum contrarium, takes the 6 and 3 in continually
alternation so that either a 3 begins and a 6 always follows, or the 6 begins and the 3 follows,
as in the following example.

That is, whereas Rule 4 and Rule 5 in 1.61 employ parallel thirds and sixths respectively, Rule 6
is a conglomeration of the two, resulting in alternating thirds and sixths. 1.62 shows the twentysix variations Adlung then makes on Regula 6 from 1.61. Between the second and third variation
Adlung inserts this text:
Hier merke Anfangs 1.) daß nothwendig 3erley variationes sich hier machen lassen weil es
auch 2stimmig gespielt wird, und zwar α) oben, β) unten, γ) oben und unten zugleich, 2.)
daß man das Pedal hier nicht sowohl in einem Ton mit brummen lassen könne, sondern es
muß entweder gar stille schweigen, oder mit der linken Hand allezeit fortgehen. 3.) daß die
vorigen 2 Regeln allezeit aufwärts und unterwärts gegolten haben, diese aber geht nur
unterwärts an, wollte man es aufwärts appliciren so würde es nicht wohl in die Ohren und in
die Faust fallen; die Veränderungen des obigen Exempels sollen folgende seyn:456
Note here at the beginning (1) that there are necessarily three kinds of variations to be made
here because there are two voices, i.e., [a variation] above, below, and above and below
simultaneously; (2) that the pedal cannot remain held on a single tone, but must either
remain silent or double the left hand; (3) that the two previous rules have always applied to
both ascending and descending motion, but this [Regula 6] only descends; if one wanted to
apply it in ascending it would not be fitting to the ear or the hand.

1.62 provides some idea of the scope of the treatise, for the other Regulae are varied in a similarly
lengthy fashion. From this we can see how Fundament means an unornamented voice-leading
pattern that provides the basis for innumerable variations. Thus, Adlung adheres to a similar
working procedure as Heinichen, except that Adlung also models variation.
A piece of evidence connecting Adlung’s voice-leading patterns to Johann Sebastian’s circle is Carl
Philipp’s discussion of “bass theme,” by which he means the composition of original basses,
rather than just the realization of a given figured bass. His explanation is significant because he
says his father’s works can serve as models, and because he uses the word Fundament in exactly
the same way as Adlung to designate an unornamented voice-leading pattern. Emanuel Bach
writes that,
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Adlung (c.c.1726–1727, 22).
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Adlung (c.c.1726–1727, 23).
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Ein gutes Baßthema mit einer ungezwungenen Ausarbeitung gehöret mit zu den
Meisterstücken der Composition. Die berühmten Capellmeister Telemann und Graun, nebst
meinem seligen Vater, haben in dieser Art vortrefliche Proben abgelegt, welche zu
vollkommenen Mustern dienen können. Der Gesang eines solches Thema muß eine
männliche Annehmlichkeit haben, welche zuweilen aus den übrigen Stimmen der dazu
gehörigen Harmonie durch eine Brechung derselben, oder durch andere Auszierungen der
Modulation etwas borget, ohne das Fundament zu verstecken.457
A good bass theme with an unforced realization [Ausarbeitung] is one of the masterworks of
composition. The famous Capellmeister Telemann and Graun, together with my deceased
father have set down outstanding examples of this, which can serve as complete models. The
contour of such a theme must have a masculine naturalness, occasionally borrowing notes
from the remaining voices that form the harmony by breaking [arpeggiating] them, without
obscuring the Fundament.

Emanuel Bach oﬀers 1.63 as models; the realizations are my own. As we can see, the first two of
Carl Philipp’s Fundamenta (my term) also appear in Adlung’s list in 3.45. Carl Philipp’s six short
examples highlight some of the most common voice-leading patterns in baroque music. Notably,
like Adlung, they are all sequential and allow for preparation and resolution of dissonances in the
traditional manner. Emanuel Bach’s statement suggests that we could search for similar patterns
in his father’s music, as we shall attempt in Part Three of this chapter.
1.2.9 Summary of Part Two
1.64 summarizes the most important concept of Part Two. It is a model of thoroughbass theory
in Heinichen’s 1728 treatise. The function, or contrapuntal context, of a given pitch is not
determined by its figuring alone, but by four contextualizing factors. (1) First, one defines the
local key area, (2) and then the bass degree, as we saw in Kayser’s analysis in 1.46. The bass
degree has implications for what kind of consonant harmony—5 chord or 6/3 chord—will
appear above it; this is the scale-degree function. (3) Next, one determines the primary intervals,
(4) and finally, the secondary intervals. Taken together, this intervallic constellation determines
the contrapuntal function of each pitch as either restricted or unrestricted. The two basic
dissonant figures are syncopatio and transitus, which are understood as two-voice events
augmented by auxiliary voices whose contrapuntal function is always unrestricted. Only when all
four factors are taken into consideration is a chord adequately described in Heinichen’s theory. As
shown in 1.52, there is strong archival evidence suggesting that Bach subscribed to central
aspects of Heinichen’s theories. Now that we have a theoretical model for improvisation and
composition that exhibits significant connections to Sebastian Bach and his circle, Part Three will
engage in the analysis of J. S. Bach’s pedagogical materials and his music to see what fruits this
model might yield.
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Bach, C. P. E. (1753–1762, 322–23).
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PART THREE: ANALYZING J. S. BACH’S
TEACHING MATERIALS AND MUSIC
~~~
1.3.1 Introduction to Part Three .......................................................................................................... 148
1.3.2 J. S. Bach's Corrections of Gerber’s Thoroughbass Realization of Albinoni .................................149
1.3.3 B. C. Kayser’s Analyses of Bach’s Music .......................................................................................162
1.3.4 Analyzing Bach’s Music with Heinichen’s Theories ...................................................................... 164
1.3.5 Analyzing Bach’s Music with Heinichen’s Theories: Two-Voice Examples ....................................167
1.3.6 Analyzing Bach’s Music with Heinichen’s Theories: Examples in Three or More Voices ...............169
1.3.7 Summary of Part Three ...............................................................................................................171

~~~
1.3.1 Introduction to Part Three
In the third and final part of this chapter will take apply the ideas of contrapuntal function, scaledegree function, and voice-leading patterns (Fundamenta) to the analysis of Bach’s teaching
materials and his music. Part Three is shorter than the previous sections because the most diﬃcult
work of the chapter—developing a conceptual model of composition and demonstrating its
connection to Bach’s circle—is already done. The application of this model in analysis could take
into consideration as much or as little of Bach’s music as one wishes. But the ultimate
justification of the theoretical perspectives outlined in Part Two cannot be found in the analysis
of Bach’s music, regardless of how appropriate it may be found to be. As we know, Bach’s music
has been particularly receptive to a variety of theoretical approaches throughout the centuries.
The discovery of analytical relationships that would appear to confirm the validity of one’s
approach is ultimately a self-fulfilling endeavor.458 Nevertheless, it is worth examining the ways
in which Heinichen’s perspective might change our understanding of Bach’s music and thus
baroque music in general.
We begin by examining all four movements of a thoroughbass realization by Bach’s student, H.
N. Gerber. This manuscript provides invaluable insight into Bach’s teaching because it contains
corrections in Bach’s hand. Next, we will turn to the analysis of Bach’s music using a reductive
model. Reductive analysis reveals underlying voice-leading patterns, some of which bear a
similarity to Adlung’s Fundamenta and Heinichen’s approach to improvising a prelude. This, in
turn, suggests that the works in question may have derived from improvisatory practice.459
Indeed, Emanuel Bach described how his father either worked at the keyboard or later tried his
compositions out at the keyboard, which implies a link with improvisation. Finally, we will
engage in more detailed analysis of various dissonance usages, applying the concepts of syncopatio
458

For more on this, see the introduction to Remeš (2019b).

459

The use of modular voice-leading patterns in improvisation is explored in Remeš (2020a).
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and transitus as described in Heinichen’s theory in Part Two. There are many instances that
suggest—but do not prove—that Bach may have shared Heinichen’s view that dissonance is
understood as a two-voice phenomenon in a specific rhythmic context with one or more auxiliary
voices.
1.3.2 J. S. Bach's Corrections of Gerber’s Thoroughbass Realization of Albinoni
The source that delivers perhaps the most detailed information about Bach’s thoroughbass
pedagogy is a manuscript by Bach's student Heinrich Nikolaus Gerber (1702–1775) dating from
1724–1727.460 Coincidentally, Gerber was apparently introduced to Bach by the very same
student, F. G. Wild, for whom Bach wrote the testimonial referring to the Fundamental-Regeln of
composition and their origin in thoroughbass.461 Bach corrected Gerber's thoroughbass
realization of Tomaso Albinoni’s A minor Violin Sonata No. 6 from the Trattenimenti Armonici
per Camera divisi in dodici Sonate, Op. 6 (Amsterdam, c.1712).462 That Bach would turn to a
modern Italian composer in his lessons is not at all surprising; it no doubt relates to the rapid
changes in musical taste Bach refers to in his “Short But Most Necessary Draft for a WellAppointed Church Music, with Certain Modest Reflections on the Decline of the Same” in
1730:
Da nun aber der itzige status musices gantz anders weder ehedem beschaﬀen, die Kunst üm
sehr viel gestiegen, der gusto sich verwunderens-würdig geändert, dahero auch die ehemalige
Arth von Music unseren Ohren nicht mehr klingen will, und mann üm so mehr einer
erklecklichen Beyhülﬀe benöthiget ist, damit solche subjecta choisiret und bestellet werden
können, so den itzigen musicalischen gustum assequiren, die neüen Arthen der Music
bestreiten, mithin im Stande seyn können, dem Compositori und deßen Arbeit satisfaction zu
geben, hat man die wenigen beneficia, so ehe hätten sollen vermehret als veringert werden,
dem Choro Musico gar entzogen.463
Now, however, that the state of music is quite diﬀerent from what it was [in the time of J.
Schelle and J. Kuhnau’s tenures as Thomaskantor (1677–1701 and 1701–1722, respectively)],
since our artistry has increased very much, and the taste has changed astonishingly, and

A modern transcription is available in the translation of Spitta’s biography (1873–1880, 2:125ﬀ; 1873–1880 [1884–99],
3:388–393). This source is described in Schreyer (1906), Arnold (1909), Dürr (1978), and Mann (1985, 251–253). There is also
a thoroughbass realization of the trio sonata from the Musical Oﬀering, BWV 1079/3 by J. P. Kirnberger in Bach-Dok. (3:347–
348).
460

This is related by H. N. Gerber’s son, Ernst Ludwig Gerber: “Da nun auch aus den hiesigen [Sondershausener] Quellen nichts
mehr für ihn zu schöpfen war, ging er nach Leipzig, um theils die Rechtsgelahrtheit und theils die Musik bey dem großen Sebast.
Bach zu studieren. […] [A]llein noch immer hatte es ihm an Gelegenheit gefehlet, die ihm Muth genung gemacht hätte, diesem
großen Manne sein Anliegen zu eröfnen; bis er endlich einem Freunde, Names Wilde, nachherigem Organisten zu Petersburg,
seinen Wunsch eröfnete, der ihn bey Bachen einführete. Bach nahm ihn, als einen Schwarzburger, besonders gefällig auf und
nannte ihn von da beständig Landsmann. Er versprach ihm den erbetenen Unterricht und fragte zugleich, ob er fleißig Fugen
gespielet habe?” (Bach-Dok. 3:476).
461

Bach also composed a fugue on a theme by Albinoni (BWV 951), but its authenticity is in doubt. A copy in Bach’s hand of a
continuo part for the second concerto of Albinoni’s Sonfonie e Concerti Op. 2 (1700) also exists (Boyd 2006, 81). Bach probably
learned of Albinoni’s Op. 6 from Prince Johann Ernst, who travelled to Amsterdam in 1713 (ibid, 81).
462
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accordingly the former style of music no longer seems to please our ears, considerable help is
therefore all the more needed to choose and appoint such musicians as will satisfy the present
musical taste, master the new kinds of music, and thus be in a position to do justice to the
composer and his work. 464

The context of the growing fashion for the modern Italian style also suggests a reason why Bach
would have been interested in selling Heinichen’s 1728 treatise, as this work incorporates aspects
of Italian contrapuntal pedagogy which Heinichen likely absorbed either from his apprenticeship
in Italy or at the Dresden court, where Italian culture had a marked impact. Yet unlike many
Italian composers, who often employ a two- or three-voice texture, or a texture with a varied
number of voices, Bach and Heinichen, like most Germans at this time, take a four-voice texture
as the standard in their thoroughbass realizations. Let us briefly address the question of voice
number before returning to Gerber’s realization of Albinoni.
Ludwig Holtmeier has posited that the modern Italian style modeled after Corelli’s trio sonatas
takes a three-voice texture as its point of departure, while the Rameauian tradition sees a fourvoice texture as foundational.465 Holtmeier cites Johann Mattheson and Joseph Riepel as
representative proponents of three-voice texture in Germany and concludes that, “The single
voice of the thoroughbass [bassline] stood as representative of an essentially three-voice,
contrapuntal constellation of voices.” 466 And later, Holtmeier writes that, “At its core, each
cadence [simple, compound, double] consists of three voices,” and “To be sure, the Rule of the
Octave also isolates individual sonorities from their originally linear contexts. Nonetheless, one
can still document within it a contrapuntal provenance from three-voice compositional and
cadential models.”467 Thus, Holtmeier argues that cadences and common voice-leading patterns
are best understood as containing three foundational voices with an added fourth voice. I would
agree. But this level of abstraction exists on an analytical plane far removed from the pedagogical
realities of early eighteenth-century German sources.
There is a substantial amount of evidence suggesting that, in Germany, a four-voice texture was
the standard, even before Rameau’s influence began to increase in the second half of the
eighteenth century. Holtmeier sees the Italian influences on Heinichen as evidence of an
underlying preference for three voices, but there is not one three-voice example in all of
Heinichen’s two treatises, and not once does he endorse three-voice textures, nor imply that four
voices should be understood as three structural voices with a subsidiary fourth. In contrast,
Heinichen specifically endorses a four-voice texture, as do many of his German contemporaries:
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Translated in NBR (149).
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Holtmeier (2007b, 9).
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Holtmeier (2007b, 10).
Holtmeier (2007b, 16, 24).
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[Heinichen:] §. 30. Diese leztere nun ist heutiges Tages das gebräuchlichste und
fundamentaleste Accompagnement, welches man allen Anfängern zu lehren pfleget, und
welches wir in der ersten Section dieses Buches durchgehends ausführen werden.468
§. 30. This latter style [with the bass in the left hand and three voices in the right] is the most
common and most fundamental [fundamentaleste] accompaniment which one usually teaches
to all beginners and which is treated in detail in the first volume of this treatise.
~~~
[David Kellner:] Derjenige, so den General-Bass fundamentaliter erlernen will, muß sich erst
denselben vierstimmig zu spielen befleißigen, da man denn auf die gewöhnlichste Arth meist
in der Rechten drey Stimmen, in der Lincken aber den blossen Baß führen kan, welcher
Octaven-weise einher zu gehen pfleget, wo nicht die Geschwindigkeit der Noten, oder auch
bey noch nicht Erwachsenen die allzukleinen Hände eine Hinderung verursachen: Denn es
gehört mehr Kunst zu untadelhaﬀter Einrichtung der Partien im vierstimmigen
Accompagnement, als wann man 5. 6. 7. und mehr Stimmen zugleich anschlägt.469
He who wishes to learn thoroughbass in a fundamental way must first occupy himself with
playing in four voices. The normal way of doing this is to play three voices in the right hand
and only the bass in the left. In this manner, octave leaps, fast notes, or the small hands of
young players pose no hindrance. There is more art in the faultless arrangement of parts in
four voices than when one plays with five, six, seven, or more parts.
~~~
[C. P. E. Bach:] Den Anfang musten seine [J. S. Bach’s] Schüler mit der Erlernung des reinen
4stimmigen Generalbaßes machen.470
His [J. S. Bach’s] students had to start by learning pure four-part thoroughbass.
~~~
[C. P. E. Bach:] §. 34. Man fängt beym vierstimmigen Accompagnement billig an, und legt
es zum Grunde. Wer dieses gründlich lernt, kann auch sehr leicht mit den übrigen Arten
umgehen.471
§. 34. It is best to begin with four-voice accompaniment and to lay this as a foundation.
Whoever learns this well can also very easily go on to the remaining kinds [of textures].
468

Heinichen (1728, 131–132).
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Kellner, D. (1732, 2nd ed. 1737, 15).
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Bach-Dok. (3:289). Also NBR (399).
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~~~
[Werckmeister:] §. 2. Daß dann die Harmonia und Composition von 4. Stimmen die
natürlichste und beste sey, bezeugen nicht allein viel Autores in ihren Scriptis, sondern es
lehret es die Erfahrung, denn so man in der Harmonie von 3. Stimmen wil fort schreiten, so
kan man nicht allemahl Triadem harmonicam (es geschehe denn mit unartigen Springen)
haben, und klinget unterweilen sehr bloß: Nimt man 5. Stimmen, so wird die harmonia zwar
vermehret, jedoch sind es nur in Octava repetirte Claves, und zwar unterweilen solche
repetirte, die die harmoniam nicht besser machen; als wann die Tertien gedoppelt kommen,
die in 5. stimmigen Concent ihren Siz noch nicht gedoppelt haben. Zu dem kan man in den
viel stimmigen Säzen eine Stimme vor der andern nicht unterscheiden, man höret nur ein
blosses harmonisches Saufen. […] §. 3. Wir wollen derowegen bey dem Contrapuncto simplici
von vier Stimmen den Anfang machen, denn wer erst hierinnen ein Vortheil hat, der kan
dann sehen, wie er die fünﬀte, 6ste, etc. Stimme darzu bringe, welches dann mehrentheils
durch Sprünge, wann die Vitia sollen verhütet werden, geschehen muß. 472
§. 2. That the harmony and composition with four voices the most natural and best is witness
not only many authors in their treatises, but experience teaches this, for if one wishes to
proceed in a harmony of three voices, it sounds very empty and one cannot at all times have
the trias harmonica unless this on allows for ungraceful leaps. […] §. 3. Therefore, we will
make our start with four-voice contrapuncto simplici, for whoever can do this will understand
how to add the fifth, sixth, etc. [voices], which must usually proceed by leap in order to avoid
errors.
~~~
[Printz:] §. 1. Cantio harmonica oder ein Musicalisches Stücke bestehet aus unterschiedlichen
Stimmen. §. 2. Derselben seyn bißweilen zwey, drey, vier, fünﬀ, sechs, sieben, acht oder noch
mehr. Jedoch seyn nur vier Principal-Stimmen, nemlich Discantus oder Cantus, Altus, Tenor
und Bass. 473
§. 1. Cantio harmonica, or a musical work, consists of various voices. §. 2. These may be two,
three, four, five, six, seven, eight, or even more. But there are only four principal voices:
discant or cantus, alto, tenor, and bass.
~~~
[J. C. Kittel:] Nur muß er dann nicht blos Bässe zur Melodie schreiben, sondern diese auch
beziﬀern, und sodann in alle vier Stimmen ausschreiben.474
472
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But he [the beginner] must not just write basses to the melody, but he must also figure them
[the basses] and then write out all four voices.
~~~
[Kirnberger:] Der einfache schlechte Contrapunkt kann zwey- drey- vier- oder mehrstimmig
seyn. Man thut am besten, daß man bey dem vierstimmigen anfängt, weil es nicht wol
möglich ist, zwey- oder dreystimmig vollkommen zu sezen, bis man es in vier Stimmen kann.
Denn da die vollständige Harmonie vierstimmig ist, folglich in den zwey- und
dreystimmigen Sachen immer etwas von der vollständigen Harmonie fehlen muß, so kann
man nicht eher mit Zuverläßigkeit beurtheilen, was in den verschiedentlich vorkommenden
Fällen vor der Harmonie wegzulassen sey, bis man eine volkommene Kenntniß des
vierstimmigen Sazes hat.475
Simple plain counterpoint can be for two, three, four, or more voices. It is best to begin with
four voices, because it is not possible to write for two or three voices perfectly until one can
do so for four voices. Since complete harmony is in four parts, the harmony in two- and
three-part compositions must always be incomplete. Therefore it is impossible to judge with
certainty what must be omitted from the harmony in the various situations that arise until
one has a thoroughbass knowledge of four-part composition.476

Kittel and Kirnberger’s methods are focused almost exclusively on chorale harmonization in four
voices. We will examine their methods in the next chapter. And of course, any treatise that
discusses the Tabula naturalis presumes a four-voice texture to be fundamental, at least some of
the time. 477 There are many influences contributing to the German preference for four-voice
textures. One is surely the choral tradition of singing in four voices. Another is the pervasive
influence of trias harmonica theory. 478 Yet in southern Germany and Austria, the treatises were
more influenced by Italian trends, such that works like those of Muﬀat take a three-voice,
Corellian texture be their basic framework. Regarding Gerber’s realization of Albinoni, it is
revealing that Gerber titles his realization “Sonata a 4. voc.,” which does not appear in Albinoni’s
original. This title could be the result of Bach's instruction, because Gerber’s realization uses a
four-voice throughout. Thus, this source seems to confirm Emanuel Bach’s description of his
father's teaching in that it proves Sebastian Bach (1) taught thoroughbass, (2) required his
students to write out their realizations, and (3) preferred a four-voice texture, at least in a
pedagogical context.479 The complex issue of three-voice vs. four-voice texture surely deserves
more attention, but regarding Bach's compositional pedagogy, it is all but certain that he started
475

Kirnberger (1771–1779, 1:142).
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Scheibe writes that, “Da nun in einen vierstimmigen Stücke sonderlich alle drey Soni Triadis vorhanden seyn können und
müßen, so soll unser Exempel auch ein Qvatuor seyn” (c.1730 [1955], 22).
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with a four-voice texture and then later employed a full-voice textures when required, as related
by Kittel’s above account of “masses of harmonies” (see section 1.2.7). In addition, Bach also
instructed his students in the doubling rules necessary for five-voice textures. This source is
reproduced in Appendix 7.
As mentioned already, Gerber’s realization is particularly valuable because it contains Bach’s
corrections. Alfred Mann has examined the source cursorily, but his conclusion that Bach’s edits
reveal a concern for “a fuller sound in the accompaniment” is false.480 Nowhere does the texture
exceed four strict voices to something resembling the full-voiced style as described by Heinichen.
Instead, Bach’s corrections result from voice-leading and doubling concerns, as I will show. Before
examining each movement in detail, a word about format is in order. 1.65 shows the various
versions of Albinoni’s work: (a) the original publication, which includes figuring; (b) Gerber’s
version, which omits the violin part and the figures; and (c) Spitta’s version, which adds both the
violin part and Albinoni’s original figuring. It is fascinating how often Gerber’s harmonies deviate
from Albinoni’s figuring. The questions then arise: (1) Did Bach give Gerber a figured or
unfigured bass? and (2) If Bach only provided Gerber with an unfigured bass, did this include the
violin part?481 The answer to the second question is almost certainly, yes. This is because Gerber’s
realization imitates with violin line at times and his harmonic choices do not contradict the
violin part. 482 Regarding the first question, it seems that Gerber probably had access to the
original figures as well, since his deviations mostly involve additions, rather than contradictions
to Albinoni’s figuring. Perhaps Gerber did not bother copying out the figures or the violin part
because he was likely working from Albinoni's original (or a copy thereof ), and wished to save
time and space. Given the detailed nature of Bach’s corrections, we can probably assume that he
approved of those passages he left uncorrected.483 This makes Gerber’s deviations in figuring
480

Mann (1985, 252).

It is a fact often forgotten today that, in Heinichen’s discussion of unfigured basses, he generally assumes that the thoroughbass
player can see one or more of the upper voices as a means of providing clues to the correct harmonies. The reason Heinichen
devotes so much energy to the General and Special Rules for unfigured basses is no doubt his experience in Italy and with the
Italian style in general. Whereas German authors throughout the Baroque repeatedly emphasize the need for composers to
include figuring, Italian authors more often do without them. “§. 1. Wir haben allbereit zu Anfange des vorhergehenden Capitels
gedacht, daß wenn wir von unbeziﬀerten General-Bassen reden, wir nur diejenigen Cammer- und Theatralischen Sachen
verstehen, allwo nach überall eingeführten Gebrauch wenigstens die Vocal- oder Concert-Stimme zugleich über dem Basse
geschrieben stehet. Gleichwie nun diese Concert-Stimme ordentlicher Weise das meiste, und gleichsam die ganze Forçe eines
Musicalischen Stückes ausmachet: Also fället es einem Accompagnisten desto leichter, daraus den hier und dar abwechselnden
Ambitum modi zu erkennen, und die nöthigsten Signaturen mit Beyhülﬀe wohlgegründeter Kunstgriﬀe zu errathen, wie wir in
diesen Capitel erklähren werden. […] Wie dergleichen unbeziﬀerte Bässe beschaﬀen seyn sollen? Nehmlich die Concert-Stimme,
und folgebar die Forçe des musicalischen Stückes soll zugleich über dem Basse geschrieben stehen” (Heinichen 1728, 725–726).
When the solo voice rests: "§. 3. Hier möchte man nun den Einwurﬀ machen, und fragen, woher man alsdenn die Dissonantien
errathen solle, wenn die Vocal- oder Concert-Stimme hier und da stille schweiget, oder besagte Dissonantien in denen übrigen
Stimmen verborgen stecken, welche nicht über dem Basse geschrieben stehen? Hierauﬀ ist mit Unterscheid zu antworten. Erstlich
bey denen Cantaten, Arien, und Solo ohne Instrumente, welche sonderlich im Cammer-stylo, so zu reden, das tägliche liebe Brod
seynd, hat man dieser Vorsorge nicht nöthig. Denn wo die darüber geschriebene Stimme stille schweiget, oder was sie nicht selbst
von Con- und Dissonantien angiebet, da hat der Accompagnist die Freyheit nach seinen eigenen Gutdüncken mit Con- und
Disonantien zu verfahren, wie es ohngefehr der Musicalischen Ambitus modorum leiden kan, welchen wir eben in diesen Capitel
beschreiben werden” (Heinichen 1728, 730–731).
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Spitta is mistaken when he writes that, "Von einer imitatorischen Benutzung gewiser aus der Hauptstimme entnommener
oder frei erfundener Motive findet sich aber in der Gerberschen Generalbassstimme nichts” (Spitta 1873–1880, 2:125). See, for
example, the opening of mov. 2 of Albinoni's sonata (1.67), where the bass often imitates the violin.
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particularly significant, since it seems Bach approved them, too.484 Of what nature are these
additions?
Generally, Gerber’s deviations from Albinoni’s original figuring consist of the addition of more
dissonance. Such a preference seems to be reflected in Bach’s overall compositional style, which
we could characterize as tending towards maximal dissonance (within baroque norms). I believe
Bach's predilection for dissonance may have been one aspect of what Scheibe was referring to in
1738 when he criticized Bach's music as suﬀering from an “excess of art”:
Dieser grosse Mann würde die Bewunderung gantzer Nationen seyn, wenn er mehr
Annehmlichkeit hätte, und wenn er nicht seinen Stücken durch ein schwülstiges und
verworrenes Wesen das Natürliche entzöge, und ihre Schönheit durch allzugrosse Kunst
verdunkelte. Weil er nach seinen Fingern urtheilt, so sind seine Stücke überaus schwer zu
spielen; denn er verlangt die Sänger und Instrumentalisten sollen durch ihre Kehle und
Instrumente eben das machen, was er auf dem Claviere spielen kan. Dieses aber ist
unmöglich.485
This great man would be the admiration of whole nations if he had more amenity, if he did
not take away the natural element in his pieces by giving them a turgid and confused style,
and if he did not darken their beauty by an excess of art. Since he judges according to his
own fingers, his pieces are extremely diﬃcult to play; for he demands that singers and
instrumentalists should be able to do with their throats and instruments whatever he can play
on the clavier. But this is impossible.486

I wish to emphasize Gerber’s addition of dissonance because it relates directly to Heinichen’s
Haupt-Principium (main principle) in method of preluding and Niedt’s concept of liegen—the
idea that a tone can be suspended from the previous chord to make a syncopatio in the next. It
would seem that Bach apparently encouraged Gerber to make use of this technique almost
whenever possible. In order to see some examples of this, we will now engage in a detailed
analysis of Gerber’s realization.
Gerber’s realization of the first movement of Albinoni’s Sonata is shown in 1.66. Albinoni’s
original figuring is shown in normal figures; Gerber’s additions are in brackets. As we would
expect, only two types of dissonance are employed: syncopatio and transitus. I have identified
every dissonance using either “S” or “T” next to the figure of restricted patient voice that must
either resolve downward (for syncopatio) or continue its stepwise motion (for transitus).487 Bass
dissonances have the letter next to the pitch itself (not the figure), since the bass is not shown in
the figures, which only indicate upper voices. Generally speaking, all dissonances are prepared
Spitta seems to concur: “Außerdem bemerkt man, wie Bach dem Schüler sogar gestattete, die von Albinoni vorgeschriebenen
einfachen Harmonien außer Acht zu lassen, theils um die harmonische Bewegung stetiger und treibender, theils um sie
interessanter zu machen” (Spitta 1873–1880, 2:126).
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and resolved in the same voice, as Heinichen describes. There are only two exceptions, both of
which fit Heinichen’s model: m. 19 has an unprepared 7-syncopatio, which Heinichen allows, and
m. 22 has an unprepared 4-syncopatio, which Heinichen allows when it appears with 6 as an
auxiliary voice as a 6/4 chord. This is the classic instance of a double cadence, as discussed above.
It is interesting that the 4 in m. 22 could have been a transitus if m. 21 were repeated in m. 22.
Though it was not mentioned above, it is possible for syncopatio dissonances to also occur in
unaccented positions,488 just as transitus dissonances can occur in accented positions (e.g., m. 6,
beat 2).
Evidence of the overarching strategy of maximal dissonance is apparent throughout 1.66. We can
see that already in m. 1, Gerber adds a 7–6 suspension that Albinoni had not indicated. And in
m. 2 Gerber adds a 5 to the downbeat, making a 6/5 chord. As in Heinichen's theory, the perfect
5 in the 6/5 chord is prepared, as this is the patient that willingly goes into the “slavery" of
restricted contrapuntal function next to the 6. Gerber’s addition of a 7–6 syncopatio on beat 3 of
m. 2 is one of the few occasions that Gerber’s figuring directly contradicts Albinoni’s, again
creating more dissonance. At the beginning of m. 3, Albinoni uses what Heinichen and Emanuel
Bach would term Verwechselung der Harmonie, as shown by the arrows (see 1.47). Particularly
interesting is the third beat of m. 3, since Gerber adds a 6 in order to defer the cadence. Bach
apparently approved, or at least allowed this, because he made no correction. The resolutions of
both 7–6 syncopatio dissonances in m. 4 occurs over an agent voice (the bass) that moves
chromatically (G#–Gn and F#–Fn). The intervallic quality remains a sixth, however, so these
chromatically altered pitches can still function within the two-voice core. At the cadence in m. 5,
and indeed at every cadence in this movement, Gerber adds a 4–3 syncopatio, even though this is
not indicated in Albinoni’s figuring. Albinoni probably assumed this dissonance should be added
anyway to make a double cadence. Immediately following, on beat 3 of m. 5, Gerber has the
upper three voices move in transitus motion over the bass pedal. This deviation from Albinoni's
figures and all those mentioned thus far add dissonance to the texture.
Bach’s first correction comes in m. 10, where he uses changes of position (Lage) of the right hand
to achieve two things. First, this allows the outer voices to move in contrary motion to the 6/3
chord at the end of m. 10, avoiding direct motion between the soprano/tenor and alto/bass.
Second, it fills in a rhythmic gap at a phrase ending, like in m. 5 (beat 3) and m. 19 (beats 1–2).
It is significant that change of Lage is the fourth of Carl Philipp’s four “expedients.”489 This
supports Emanuel Bach’s claim that his father was his only teacher and the idea that Carl
Philipp’s expedients may represent part of the additional oral instruction Sebastian Bach alluded
to at the end of the “Einige Reguln.”490 Comparing the downbeats of mm. 10 and 11, we see
488

Unaccented syncopatio can be found in 1.66 on m. 8, beat 4; mm. 10 and 11, beat 1; m. 12, beat 2; m. 19, beat 2; m. 20, beat

4.
Emanuel Bach describes this technique elsewhere in his Versuch as well: “Wenn die rechte Hand durch viele unterwärts
aufgelösete Dissonanzen zu tief herunter gekommen ist, so muß man alle, in dieser Anleitung angezeigte Gelegenheit, besonders
by langen Grundnoten, bey consonirenden Säzen, bey der Wiederholung derselben, bey durchgehenden Noten u. s. w. ergreifen,
mit guter Art nach und nach wieder in die Höhe zu kommen” (Bach, C. P. E. 1753–1762, 2:258).
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“Die übrigen Cautelen, so man adhibiren muß, werden sich durch mündlichen Unterricht beßer weder schriflich zeigen” (NBA
V/4, 131).
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that Gerber again adds a 7–6 syncopatio and that he realizes these passages sequentially, using the
same Lage. It is interesting that this 7-syncopatio resolves to a 6/5 chord, creating a new 5syncopatio. The cadences in mm. 9 and 12 are also transpositions of each other. The transitus
sixteenth note in mm. 9 and 12 is necessary because it alleviates the direct octaves with the bass
by having one voice move by step.491 In the sequence in m. 14, Gerber turns Albinoni’s single 4–
3 syncopatio into a double 9/4–8/3 syncopatio lasting until m. 17, showing a clear preference for
dissonance.
Writing in 1906, Johannes Schreyer noted that mm. 14–17 and mm. 20–22 have parallel octaves
between the tenor voice of the realization and the violin part.492 As Arnold points out, Bach's
correction in m. 20 actually avoids the parallel octaves between alto and bass in Gerber's original,
as shown by the brackets.493 And in m. 21, Bach’s correction shifts the voice moving parallel to
the violin part down an octave rather than at the unison. In fact, all doubling of the solo part is
at the octave. This may be because tuning unisons is harder than tuning octaves, or it may stem
from a desire to avoid the register of the solo voice. Regardless, the important point is that Bach
allows the accompaniment to double the solo part at all, as does Emanuel Bach.494 In m. 17
comes Bach’s second correction—a small change that reveals the detailed nature of Bach’s
teaching. Since the violin has a c2 on beat 2, one could rationalize Gerber’s omission of the tenor
c1 from his realization. Yet Bach apparently required that the keyboard part must also contain a
complete harmony, independent of the solo part. In this case, that means that a 5/3 chord must
have a third. On the second eighth note of m. 19 we see Heinichen’s 4-irregularis in its standard
form—as an upper-voice pedal point. In m. 20, Bach makes his final correction in this
movement. It would seem Bach did not approve of the direct motion between bass and tenor (see
dotted lines) and instead used the 3-Lage (i.e., with the third in the highest voice). Here Bach
also saw a missed opportunity to suspend a pitch to make a syncopatio—the 9-syncopatio on beat
4 of m. 20.
Lastly, a note on doubling is in order. In the “Einige Reguln,” Bach gives the following rules for
the 6/3 chord:
Eine 6 alleine, wird begleidet auﬀ dreyerley arth: als 1) mit der 3. u. 8. 2) mit der doppelten
3. 3) mit vertoppelter [sic] 6. und 3. NB! wo 6 major; und 3. minor zugleich über der Note
vorkommen darﬀ man ja nicht die 6. wegen übellautes, dupliren; sondern muß an statt deren
die 8. u. 3 dar[zu]gegriﬀen werden.495
For instance, Walther recommends against the progression “third-to-octave” when the upper voice leaps up by third and the
lower voice up by fifth, especially in the outer voices (1708 [1955], 129).
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“So verwerflich die Begleitung ist, wobey man in der Oberstimme den Gesang der Hauptstimme beständig mitspielet: so
nöthig, und folglich auch erlaubt ist sie zuweilen im Anfange eines geschwinden Stückes, besonders wenn dieses leztere
zweystimmig ist” (Bach, C. P. E. 1753–1762, 2:257). Carl Philipp also allows the accompaniment to go above the solo voice
(ibid., 257). Telemann does this very often in his Singe-, Spiel- und Generalbass-Übungen (1733–1734).
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A 6 alone is accompanied in three ways: (1) with 3 and 8; (2) with doubled 3; (3) with
doubled 6 and 3. NB! Where a major 6 and minor 3 occur over a note one may not double
the 6 because of the discord [übellautes]. Instead, one plays the 8 or 3 with it.

Thus, Bach does not prohibit the doubling of the bass in a 6/3 chord, which goes against the
common pedagogical adage today. The only doubling he prohibits is that of the sixth in the 6/3
chord with major sixth and minor third (e.g., the 6/3 chord on the second degree in major and
minor). This advice is born out in Gerber’s realization in 1.66, where we see thirteen instances of
a doubled bass on 6/3 chords.496 Heinichen, on the other hand, does prefer to avoid doubling the
bass. He justifies this by relating a 5/3 chord by inversion (Verkehrung) to the 6/3 chord. Just as
one generally avoids doubling the third of a 5/3 chord, so too should one avoid doubling this
pitch (the bass) in a 6/3 chord. 497
1.67 shows Gerber’s realization of the second movement of Albinoni’s sonata in the same fashion:
Gerber’s departures from the original figuring are shown in brackets; syncopatio and transitus
dissonances are labeled with “S” and “T” respectively, as in the previous example. As mentioned
before, the accompaniment’s unison doubling of the violin’s sixteenth-note motive in mm. 1 and
28 (and in m. 3 of the third movement; see 1.68) confirms that Gerber must have had access to
the violin part. Again, Gerber very often departs from Albinoni’s figuring, making the harmony
much more dissonant (as before). For instance, in the sequence in mm. 3–5, which repeats in
mm. 11–13 and mm. 30–32, Gerber always adds a 7-syncopatio to every chord. It seems Albinoni
did not necessarily assume the accompanist would do this here, since on beat one of m. 32 he
specifically indicates a raised 6. Measures 6–7 are particularly dissonant because of the double
9/7–8/6 syncopatio. To repeat, Gerber’s strategy seems to correspond with Heinichen and Niedt’s
advice: any note that descends by step in the consonant version may be held over to make a
syncopatio.
1.67 is useful because it illustrates three general phenomena. First, the resolution of dissonance to
dissonance; (2) the combination of two figures; and (3) unprepared dissonance. Regarding the
first, see beat four of m. 6. The 7-syncopatio in the 7/5/3 chord resolves to a 6/5/3 chord, creating
a 5-syncopatio on the last eighth note of this bar. This is also a useful reminder that syncpatio
dissonances need not occur in metrical accented positions. Another example of dissonance
resolving to dissonance occurs on beat four of m. 15—the 7-syncopatio resolves at the same time
as the bass makes a transitus, creating consecutive primary sevenths. Second, especially dissonant
structures occur when two figures are combined. For example, in m. 15 a Verwechselung der
Harmonie occurs on the bass of beat 3 simultaneously with a double transitus in the upper two
voices. The contrapuntal function of the resulting chord cannot be determined by its “outer”
figuring (7/5/3), because the context is paramount. The same combination of figures occurs in
mm. 21, 33, 34, 41, 43, and 49; the 7-transitus in the tenor occurs at the same time as a
1.66 has a doubled bass on 6/3 chords in m. 1 (beat 3), m. 2 (beat 2 and 4), m. 3 (beat 3 and 4), m. 6 (beat 2), m. 7 (beat 2),
m. 9 (beat 4), m. 10 (beat 4), m. 17 (beat 4 [as one would expect]), m. 18 (beat 2), m. 19 (beat 2), m. 20 (beat 2 and 3).
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Verwechselung der Harmonie. Third, recall that according to Heinichen, of the dissonances (2, 4,
dim. 5, 7, 9, plus all augmented and diminished intervals), only 4, dim. 5, and 7 may be used
unprepared (4 only when it has 6, not 5, as a helping voice). An instance of this can be found on
beat three of m. 16 in the tenor, among other places. Though I have labeled the dim. 5 as an
unprepared syncopatio, since it is approached and left by step, one could also view it as a transitus
pitch. An unprepared 7 occurs on beat 3 of m. 22 in the alto. Oddly, this creates parallel fifths
with the violin part, which suggests that neither Gerber nor Bach compared the final realization
with the violin part afterwards (even though they likely had access to it), or that such fifths were
allowed, or that Bach overlooked them.
It seems Bach was generally satisfied with Gerber’s work in this movement, as the first correction
comes in m. 42. Here Bach shows a preference for the doubling of the 6 over the octave in a sixth
chord. Bach’s next correction in the following measure corresponds with the nota bene given in
the “Einige Reguln”: Bach prefers to double the bass in a 6/3 chord when the 6 is major and the
3 is minor. Oddly, Bach did not correct the direct octaves in the outer voices in m. 40. These
seem erroneous, but perhaps the quick note values help hide them. Still, they occur in the real
outer voices, as the violin descends lower at this point. It seems Bach probably overlooked this
error (together with the direct octaves in mm. 27, 56, and 57 of 1.69). The reason is that he
corrected an analogous passage in m. 19 of the next movement (1.68) involving two inner voices;
but this could have more to do with doubling than the direct octaves. Still, the fact that Bach is
not consistent in correcting this error casts some doubt on the assumption that Bach was satisfied
with those passages he did not correct. On the other hand, some of his other corrections are so
detailed that one has the impression Bach really did examine every note. Perhaps there is some as
yet unmentioned diﬀerentiating factor that justifies Bach’s divergent treatment of these passages
containing direct octaves.498
Particularly interesting in 1.67 is the alto marked with the arrow on beat one of m. 40. The
harmony is a dissonant 6/3 chord with major 3 and minor 6, making a secondary dissonance of a
dim. 4 between g#1 and c2. Given that it seems neither Gerber nor Bach compared their
realization closely with the violin part, it is unlikely that this c2 was chosen to align with the
violin part. Rather, Gerber probably chose it to avoid the parallel fifths with the bass that would
arise if he had written b1 (a 5/3 chord). Like the first movement, there is only one instance of a 4irregularis in the second movement. We see this at the beginning of m. 45 in tenor in precisely
the manner Heinichen recommends—as an upper-voice pedal point. Bach’s third correction
follows right after this in m. 45. Like in the first movement, Bach prefers to have a “complete”
triad at all times. This moment is unusual, however, since the harmony is a 6/4 chord.
Understandably, Bach prefers not do omit the 6. As was already noted, parallel octaves of the
kind occurring between the tenor line of the accompaniment and the violin part in m. 48 are
allowed. Spitta marked most of Bach’s corrections, but missed the one in m. 48. On the last beat
Bach added a moving alto line in sixteenth notes. The reason is clear: this allows the 9-syncopatio
in the upper voice to be treated as a double syncopatio (9/7–8/6) instead of the 9 resolving to a 7
In his Praecepta, Walther makes many exceptions regarding direct motion in “many-voiced” textures when one voice moves by
step (1708 [1955], 123ﬀ.).
498
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chord, as Gerber had done. It is peculiar that Bach did not change beat three of m. 49. The
soprano voice moves e2-d2-e2 in eighth notes. The d2 seems to be acting as a transitus note, but
the fact that it makes a dim. 5 with the bass should necessitate a stepwise descent. Instead, it
ascends back to e2. Of course, the resolution does occur on the downbeat of m. 50—it is only
delayed one quarter note. This is a relatively common license (see 1.25[a]).
1.68 shows my analysis of Gerber’s realization of the third movement of Albinoni’s sonata. As in
the other movements, Gerber adds very many dissonances, shown in bracketed figures. Bach’s
first and most extensive correction involves a change of Lage in mm. 13–15. The rationale seems
to avoid doubling the violin’s d#2 in m. 14 at the unison. As stated already, the reason may be
that it is easier to tune an octave than a unison. The next correction is in m. 19, where Bach
avoids direct octaves between soprano and tenor. This results in a doubled octave in the 6/3
chord on the second beat, which Bach has no issue with. The double syncopatio in m. 21 is
diﬃcult to understand. My reading is that the 9-syncopatio resolves to a sixth on beat two, but the
resolution of the 7-syncopatio resolves on the downbeat of the following bar. The reason is that
the 7 cannot resolve on beat two because this is a primary augmented 4. I posit that we can
understand this as a transitus (lower neighbor) that delays the actual resolution of the 7syncopatio. The last beat of m. 23 is peculiar because the chord has no third. Bach had corrected
an analogous passage in m. 17 of 1.66. Apparently Bach agreed that it was more important to
prepare the following 7-syncopatio in the tenor voice instead of the alto. Another option would be
to have used one of Emanuel Bach’s “expedients”: a five-voice chord.
Measure 25 is enlightening for two reasons. First, Bach corrected his own correction, which
reveals something about his thought process. Second, Bach’s final solution suggests his
understanding of chords aligns with Heinichen’s: that harmonies are understood as constellations
of individual intervallic pairs, not only as composite chords. As described in Part One, the
phenomenon of grouping is an integral part of how thoroughbass enables polyphonic
improvisation at the keyboard. Yet the desire to describe all harmonic progressions in terms of
chordal amalgams reduces the nuance and variety inherent in the dyadic, intervallic approach.
Bach’s corrections of m. 25 provide a useful illustration of this. His initial correction fixes the
problem in Gerber’s original that the 7-syncopatio on the downbeat in the tenor resolves in the
alto voice, something Heinichen specifically prohibits in the stylus gravis, but allows in theatrical
styles.499 Yet Bach was apparently dissatisfied with the voice overlap (the alto leaps e1-a1 above the
soprano’s previous note, g#1), which results direct motion to a unison. Bach’s final version is quite
clever. He succeeds in allowing the 7-syncopatio to resolve in the same voice by having it descend
by step to c1 on beat two. The resulting harmony is the same one we saw on the second eighth
note of m. 40 in 1.67—a major third and minor sixth. This chord is peculiar because, like a 6/5
chord, it contains only primary consonances. Yet the secondary dissonance (in this case, an
augmented fifth c1-g#1) makes this harmony unstable and in need of resolution. Thus, the 7syncopatio can resolve independently “within” the harmony before the other voices move. The alto
then has a 7-transitus, allowing Bach to reach the same Lage as Gerber, but with better voice
Regarding the prohibition in the stylus gravis, see (Heinichen 1728, 171–172). On the possibility of voices exchanging each
other’s resolutions, see (ibid, 662ﬀ.).
499
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leading. Lastly, m. 28 deserves mention because Bach allows Gerber to delay the resolution of the
7-syncopatio to the third beat, even though the violin resolves its 7-syncopatio on beat two. This
was probably an oversight on both their parts.
The fourth and final movement of Albinoni’s sonata is shown in 1.69. Bach only made two
corrections. The first is in m. 5. For reasons that are not entirely clear, Bach preferred the lower
Lage. Perhaps he wished to avoid parallel octaves with the violin part between mm. 4–5
(although he allows these in numerous other places described above). Alternatively, he may have
wanted to avoid a static, repeated-note soprano (e2-e2) between mm. 5–6. The second correction
fixes Gerber’s parallel octaves in m. 81. A few passages warrant comment regarding Gerber’s
choice of figuring. Generally speaking, there are quite a few unprepared dim. 5ths and 7ths that I
have analyzed as syncopatio dissonances (mm. 14, 18, 32, 58, 72, 80, 81). Gerber very often uses
a double transitus involving one voice doubled in thirds or tenths (mm. 15, 34, 35, 38, 61, 63,
73, 74, 80). Heinichen mentions this phenomenon in 1.25(c). The pedal point in mm. 75–79
involves what we might call a 4-subtransitus. By this I mean that the bass passes against the
soprano-voice pedal (mm. 76 and 78). In other words, this is another instance of a 4-irregularis,
only that it does not occur as an added voice to the 6/3 chord on the second degree, as in
Heinichen’s description. The b marked with an arrow in m. 78 could also be understood as a 7subtransitus in a similar fashion.
In sum, although the bass and figures of 1.66–1.69 were composed by Albinoni, Gerber’s
realization and Bach’s corrections provide a valuable window into Bach’s handling of various
contrapuntal issues. This source is all the more valuable because it stems from a pedagogical
context. Although Bach was not entirely consistent in his correction of direct octaves, he seems to
have looked over the source to a suﬃciently degree that he presumably approved of those
passaged he left uncorrected. We have seen that: (1) Bach allowed Gerber to radically alter
Albinoni’s figuring, almost always in order to add more dissonance; (2) Bach has a liberal attitude
regarding doubling of the 6/3 chord—the chord with minor 3 and major 6 should double the
bass, and in one instance (m. 42 of 1.67) does Bach prefer to double the 6th, even though he did
not state this in the Einige Regulgn; (3) Bach’s handling of dissonance seems to adhere to
Heinichen’s precepts, in that all dissonances are prepared except 4 (with 6 as helping voice), dim.
5, and 7 and that voices may pass against the bass or an upper voice (4-irregularis); (4) Bach has
no qualms about doubling the violin part in the accompaniment, but he prefers to do this at the
octave rather than at the unison; (5) Bach’s treatment of resolution conforms to a dyadic, rather
than strictly chordal theory of dissonance (as in m. 25 of 1.68). Yet as much as Gerber’s
realization may seem to confirm Bach’s adherence to a view of composition resembling
Heinichen’s, we must of course turn to the analysis of Bach’s music itself.
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1.3.3 B. C. Kayser’s Analyses of Bach’s Music
We already encountered Kayser’s analysis of the C minor Fugue from the Well-Tempered Clavier
in 1.46. Given Kayser’s close personal ties to Bach, the method shown here could conceivably
stem directly from Bach. Significant for our purposes is the fact that Kayser analyzed both (1) the
degrees of the sounding bass and (2) the figured bass of every upper voice. Together these
represent the first three steps on the conceptual pyramid proposed in 1.64: local key area, scaledegree function, and primary intervals. What remains uncertain is whether secondary intervals
played a significant role in Bach’s theoretical outlook. I believe they do. Evidence can be found in
how Bach handles secondary intervals. Earlier we considered chords that have all primary
consonances, yet still contain secondary dissonances. The three most important such harmonies
are 6/3 chords (when the 6 is above the 3, creating a quarta fundata), 6/5 chords with perfect 5,
and 6/3 chords with major 3 and minor 6 (as in Albinoni’s sonata). Since Bach usually prepares
the perfect 5 in a 6/5 chord, it seems his outlook corresponds with Heinichen’s description that
the 5, though a consonance, enters into “slavery” next to the 6. The related situation is when
secondary consonances “soften” the unprepared entry of the primary 4 in a 4-syncopatio when it
has a 6 as auxiliary voice.
If we accept my argument that 1.64 represents an accurate conceptual model of Bach’s theoretical
outlook, then one question is: What use is this information? One answer is that, since we know
Bach often used his own music in his teaching, this conceptual model helps us contextualize the
way in which he might have framed pedagogical discussions. As an example I oﬀer 1.70, which is
another piece of Bach’s music analyzed by Kayser—the D minor prelude from the Well-Tempered
Clavier (book one). Like Kayser’s analysis of the C minor fugue, this source suggests that Bach
encouraged his students to engage in analysis of the bass degree and thoroughbass. Perhaps such
an activity even took place occasionally in lessons.500 Regardless, Kayser’s thoroughbass analysis is
particularly useful because it suggests a voice-leading skeleton akin to Gerber’s analysis of
Albinoni’s sonata. We know that preluding was often conceived in terms of such a figured-bass
skeleton from various eighteenth-century German sources. For instance, see the thoroughbass
reductions of select preludes in the Well-Tempered Clavier Clavier (book one) in P 1075 by Bach’s
(supposed) pupil, C. F. Penzel’s (1737–1801), given in Appendix 4.501 I have attempted to
reconstruct such a reduction in the top staﬀ of 1.70. Naturally this involves a good deal of
subjectivity on my part. Nevertheless, my reduction may represent something like a
compositional draft or conceptual background akin to Heinichen’s improvisational process
outlined in 1.37–1.40. Of course, Bach would have no need to actually notate such a step in his
compositional process or his improvisations. But the fact that Kayser analyzed the thoroughbass
of this prelude suggests Bach may have encouraged him to view such an ornamented texture in
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Note that, due to the error in the bass and figuring of m. 5 in 1.70, Bach likely did not correct Kayser’s analysis.

The original scribe is anonymous; Penzel’s additions date from c.1760. See also Kirchhoﬀ (c.1731–1742), Vallade (1755). USNH, LM 4665 (anonymous) also contains preludes and fugues in thoroughbass notation. This source is discussed in Chapter
Three (section 3.2.10). US-NH, LM 4666 (scribe: J. C. H. Rinck) contains many thoroughbass preludes, as does Kittel’s
Generalbass Schule, which is discussed in Chapter Two and transcribed with translation in Remeš (2019c).
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terms of its underlying voice-leading.502 And since compositional practice at this time can be
understood as refined improvisation, one wonders whether the modular method outlined in
Adlung’s “Anweisung” could have played a role in Bach’s teaching. There is abundant
circumstantial evidence to support this idea, namely the many sequences in 1.70. I have labeled
these Fundament to suggest a link with the sequential Fundamenta described in Adlung’s treatise
(1.61–1.62).
As we can see, mm. 2–12 (the main body of the prelude) consist almost entirely of overlapping
Fundamenta. The first two use only consonances. While there is some ambiguity in what how the
voice leading of the reduction should go, it seems that the dissonance usage adheres generally to
Heinichen’s main principles (Haupt-Principium) for preluding: that no dissonance should be
introduced where it cannot be prepared beforehand as a consonance.503 Measure 14 contains a
license in the Verwechselung of the resolution in beat 1. The last chord of m. 14 going to m. 15
requires Heinichen’s anticipatio transitus (i.e., the omission of downbeat d1) to enable the direct
chromatic motion. Similar cases occur on the last page with the chromatic resolutions over the
pedal points. As Emanuel Bach writes, “Over bass notes that sustain a single pitch, all
dissonances may be introduced unprepared because no preparation is possible owing to the
unchanging bass. The unmoving bass compensates for this lack [of preparation].”504 Those
familiar with Bach’s music will recognize the deferral of cadential closure in the main key in mm.
14 and 15 as a common rhetorical device. As Lester has shown, “c.e.” in mm. 21 to the end
means “chorda elegantior,” a term from Mattheson, here indicating a chromatically raised fourth
degree. 505 And “p.” in the last two bars means “peregrina” (foreign scale degree three) after
Walther’s classification of available cadential degrees. I disagree with Lester that, just because
Kayser did not label bass degrees and figures for mm. 24–25, that he “despaired,” evidencing the
“limitations of the entire analytic method.”506 For all we know, the absence of analytical
comment is significant in itself. Perhaps Kayser’s silence indicates that he held these chords all to
be embellishments of the last bass degree that he did label—4 c.e. in m. 24. This is how I
interpreted this passage in my reduction. Kayser’s analysis suggests that we might understand
compositional training in Bach’s circle and engage with Bach’s music in a similar fashion. As I
have tried to show, Kayser’s method of bass degree and thoroughbass analysis is largely consistent
with Heinichen’s approach. In the following section I will analyze Bach’s music using Heinichen’s
theories in order to show both their appropriateness and their ability to explain complex and
ambiguous passages.

The next step would be to ornament this framework. As is well known, Niedt treats the topic of ornamentation at length in
the second volume of his Musicalische Handleitung.
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Heinichen (1728, 906–907).

“Ueber liegenden, oder in einem Tone bleibenden Baßnoten können alle Dissonanzen unvorbereitet angeschlagen werden.
Weil hier keine Vorbereitung wegen der Unbeweglichkeit des Basses möglich ist: so wird dieser Mangel durch diese
Unbeweglichkeit ersezt” (Bach, C. P.. E. 1753–1762, 2:26).
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Lester (1992, 85–86).
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Lester (1992, 86).
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1.3.4 Analyzing Bach’s Music with Heinichen’s Theories
Are there traces of Heinichen’s methodology observable in Bach’s keyboard compositions?
Ultimately, one cannot extract a methodology from a composition alone. (One senses parallels
with David Hume’s adage that one cannot derive an “ought” from an “is.”) All we can do is show
that phenomena can be logically explained using Heinichen’s tools. Indeed, Bach’s music has
throughout the centuries been notoriously adaptable to a wide range of theoretical lenses, ranging
from Rameau-inspired analyses of the basse fondamentale to analyses using Stufentheorie and
Funktionstheorie. For instance, Christoph Nichelmann and Kirnberger both engage in analytical
reduction of Bach’s music, and they both take the results as an aﬃrmation of their theory’s
suitability to Bach’s music.507 My intent is not to argue against any of these authors—each is free
to perceive Bach’s music as he or she wishes. What I take issue with, however, is any claim that
Bach subscribed to theories involving chordal roots in dissonant harmonies or root progressions,
for there is no direct evidence to support these claims. In fact, Emanuel Bach even published an
attack of Nichelmann’s Rameau-influenced treatise.508
The strongest evidence connecting Bach with Rameau is quite remote. C. G. Schröter, a student
of Johann Nikolaus Bach in Jena, relates the following anecdote in his Deutlische Anweisung
(1772, but apparently completed 1754):
In diesem Jahrhundert ist die Anzahl der harmonischen Sätzen stark vermehret worden. Man
kann aber nicht behaupten, daß solche Vermehrung nur von einem Harmonisten
hervorgebracht sey. Herr [J. N.] Bach, ein beliebter Organist in Jena, sollte 1724 micht
überreden, daß ein Franzose, Names Mr. Rameau, das meiste hiezu beygetragen, indem er
den auf Chordam V. gestellten Septimensatz 1, 3, 5, 7, zum Grund aller vierstimmigen Sätze
genommen. Als ich nun von besagtem Herrn Bach höflichst verlangte, die von Mr. Rameau
disfalls ausgegebene Schrift mir zum Durchlesen gütigst zu überschicken; so bekam ich zur
Antwort: es wäre ihm die, mir mündlich gegebene, Nachricht auch so schriftlich erzählet
worden. Vergeblich Hoﬀnung für mich!509
In this century the number of treatises on harmony has grown greatly. But one cannot claim
that such an increase has been brought about only by harmonists. Mr. [J. N.] Bach, a beloved
organist in Jena, tried to convince me in 1724 that a frenchman by the name of Rameau
contributed the most to harmony in that he placed the chord seventh chord on the fifth
degree with [figured bass] 1, 3, 5, 7 as the basis of all four-voiced music. As I asked Mr. Bach
most graciously to send me these writings by Rameau, I received this answer: the information
that he gave me orally was given to him in writing [presumably in a letter]. Dashed hopes for
me!510
Nichelmann (1755; plate III, No. 14 & 15); Kirnberger (1773, 55–113). See Christensen (1998) for an overview of these two
analyses.
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Emanuel Bach wrote under the pseudonym, Caspar Dünkelfeind: Gedanken eines Liebhabers der Tonkunst über Herrn
Nichelmanns Tractat von der Melodie (Berlin, 1755). See Christensen (1998, 43).
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Schröter (1772, X).
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Quoted in Christensen (1996, 97).
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That J. N. Bach was receptive to the aspects of Rameau’s theories that simplified thoroughbass
pedagogy is in itself unsurprising. Note that Schröter’s account says J. N. did not have direct
access to Rameau’s 1722 Traité in 1724, but that he had presumably learned of it second-hand.
Besides, if the goal is to recover teaching methods of Johann Nikolaus’s circle, a more reliable
picture comes from an examination of the treatises of his many students, Niedt and Adlung
being among them.511 Yet, for reasons already outlined in this chapter, J. S. Bach’s overall
compositional outlook must be understood as decidedly “pre-Rameau,” even though Schröter’s
account imples that aspects of Rameau’s had reached Bach’s circle.
I believe the historical evidence presented in this chapter (particularly 1.52) to be a reasonable
approximation of some theoretical views in Bach’s milieu. Nevertheless, if we wish to judge the
appropriateness of these theories as relates to the analysis Bach’s music, the first step will be to
determine what qualifies as evidence. There are at least four potential factors, but each of them is
ultimately problematic. First, we could look at how often a given bass degree tends to have the
type of chord that Heinichen’s Schemata prescribes (i.e., scale-degree function). Next, we could
examine Bach’s dissonance treatment to see if all dissonant pitches can be understood as
syncopatio or transitus figures (i.e., contrapuntal function). Third, we could search for voiceleading patterns taken from Adlung or Emanuel Bach’s lists, or we can look for correspondences
within Bach’s works. Lastly, we could look at Bach’s selection of secondary keys, though anyone
familiar with Bach’s music will already know that his tonal digressions tend to stay within keys
related by a single accidental, as Heinichen’s Ambitus suggests. Exceptions include stylus
fantasticus pieces specifically intended to exceed these normative boundaries, like the G minor
Fantasia (BWV 542). The problem with all four of these sources of “evidence” is that none can
prove conclusively that Bach subscribed to Heinichen’s theories while composing. As outlined in
the introduction, this is not our goal anyway.
Since a comprehensive study of Bach’s complete keyboard output would be unmanageable here,
we will take only a few analytical snapshots of selected passages that seem to suggest a correlation
with Heinichen’s outlook. The reader may feel this is amounts to “cherry-picking” the data, but
our goal is not to take a random sample representative of the whole. This is because it is not our
intent to prove that Bach only used Heinichen or Adlung’s methods (as this is obviously not the
case). The reason is that Bach’s music encompasses a diverse range of styles and genres (all but
opera, in fact). Rather, our goals are (1) to identify keyboard pieces that appear to have originated
in an improvisation, as Emanuel Bach noted above; and (2) to determine if Heinichen’s theories
provide an explanatory model of suﬃcient depth such that it would be plausible to “reverseengineer” the piece or significant aspects of it. The first part is simple, given the large number of
“improvisatory” pieces in Bach’s keyboard oeuvre. Let us therefore concentrate on the second part
—analysis according to scale degree and contrapuntal functions.

J. N. Bach’s students included Niedt, J. P. Treiber, J. G. Neidhardt, and Schröter. See, for example, an undated manuscript
treatise titled Compositio harmonica problematice tradita by Neidhardt (c.1685–1739), who studied with Johann Niklaus Bach in
Jena beginning around 1702. See Braun (1994, 399–40). Robin A. Lever and I have also described J. S. Bach’s potential
connections to J. N. Bach’s student, J. P. Treiber. Leaver and Remeš (2018). See Christensen (1996) on J. N. Bach’s role as teacher.
511
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One piece that is easy to imagine Bach improvising is the Pièce d’Orgue (BWV 572). The second
section (gravement, m. 29ﬀ.) is particularly suited to analysis according to Heinichen’s model for
improvisation.512 The texture is a five-part alle breve in possible emulation of the French classical
plein jeu style in J. Boyvin’s Livre d’Orgue.513 The first forty bars are given in 1.71 with bass
degree and thoroughbass analyses, just as Kayser did in 1.70. I chose this work because the
stepwise bassline is reminiscent of Heinichen’s method of improvising a prelude in 1.39, where
he first introduced dissonances to a scalar bass. Bach's alle breve seems an excellent model of
Heinichen’s rule never to play a chord that does not allow the suspension of at least one note
from the previous chord. In fact, there is rarely an instance in which Bach did not take the
opportunity to suspend a note from the previous harmony, resulting in a texture saturated by
many double syncopatio constellations, as shown in the figured-bass analysis. Such a procedure of
near maximal dissonance is reminiscent of Gerber’s additions to Albinoni’s figuring. Of course,
one can always find exceptions: for example, Bach could have suspended the tenor e1 in m. 33 or
the f#1 in m. 47. Despite the high degree of dissonance, and in keeping with the stricter stile
antico at hand, Bach does not transgress against Heinichen’s above-mentioned rule, even if he
stretches its limits. For instance, in m. 42 the tenor has a g1 dim. 5-syncopatio (shown by the
arrow) that does not resolve in a normative fashion. Standard practice is to resolve the upper
voice down a step while the bass ascends a step, converging on a third. It seems to be that the g1
passes through the dissonant fourth on its way to the third—a non-standard resolution, to be
sure. But as we saw in 1.25(b), and 1.50–1.52, Heinichen, Carl Philipp, and Johann Sebastian
allow for dissonance to resolve to dissonance in certain situations. Bach employs an actual license
in mm. 49 and 59, where a 4-syncopatio lacks a consonant preparation. Heinichen makes no
mention of a dissonant seventh as the preparation of a syncopatio during his explication of the
various uses of the seventh.514 It seems Heinichen would have viewed this as a transitus with
delayed resolution. One factor ameliorating these “dissonant preparations” is that they make
secondary consonances (thirds) with the voice nearest to them. As mentioned earlier, this is the
rationale that allows for the unprepared 4-supersyncopatio in the 6/4 chord, but not in the 5/4
chord (see 1.22).
First we examined Kayser’s analysis of Bach’s D minor Prelude, together with my reduction. Then
we added scale degree and figured bass analysis to the alle breve from the Pièce d’Orgue, which
required no reduction. Now we will combine the two—reduction and analysis—using Bach’s C
Major Prelude from the Well-Tempered Clavier (book two). This piece is particularly instructive
because it exists in several versions. 1.72 shows the earliest version. There are five instances in
which the reduction matches Adlung’s Fundamenta, or Regulae, as marked.515 This piece is
See Froebe (2012) for a fascinating model-based analysis of this piece that focuses particularly on the harmonization of an
ascending scalar bass.
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For instance, the low BB in m. 94 (in some manuscripts, not in others) lies outside the range of the organ. This is either an
“ideal” note or an allusion to the French practice of extending the pedalboard en ravalement (Williams 2003, 170).
513

“Endlich ist der leichte Gang übrig, da die 8ve per transitum in die 7me gehet: {8/5/3–7} {8/6/3–b7/5} welches keiner fernern
Erläuterung brauchet” (Heinichen 1728, 190).
514

As these are standard sequential patterns in baroque music in general, I am of course not claiming that Bach specifically drew
from Adlung. According to Schulenberg, “the contents of WTC2 may well be late in origin—that is, after 1735 or so” (2006,
240). That is, the Well-Tempered Clavier (book two) postdates Adlung’s Anweisung anyway (c.c.1726–1727).
515
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fascinating because it seems to lie on the cusp between a prelude and a fugue. One the one hand,
the reductive analysis poses few problems because the projected harmonies are almost always
clear. On the other hand, the texture is occasionally imitative, like a fugue—these are the most
diﬃcult parts to ascertain the harmony, and required a fair degree of subjectivity on my part. The
diﬃculty one has in categorizing this piece (“imitative prelude”?) suggests that even fugues had
their compositional and conceptual origin in the techniques of improvised preludes. This idea
was already suggested in connection with Kayser’s analysis of Bach’s C minor fugue. My purpose
in providing a reduction of 1.72 is much the same as in 1.70. There is no need to discuss every
decision in detail. I oﬀer this reduction merely as a hypothetical, preparatory stage in the act of
composition—a sort of conceptual background.
To conclude this section we will examine Bach’s revisions of the C major Prelude in 1.72. This
provides an opportunity to zoom out with our analytical lens to consider some aspects of the
larger compositional structure. This is a welcome change, since the analytical viewpoint has been
quite detail-oriented up to this point. The diﬀerent revisions of this piece are shown in 1.73.516 I
will not address every detail here, since these are indicated by my annotations in the example
itself. I will only point out that Bach’s revisions indicate a desire for greater motivic unity (mm.
5–10), stronger tonal articulation (the cadence in mm. 14–15), increased tonal drama via the
“threat” of the parallel minor (mm. 28–30), and large-scale structural symmetry through the
addition of a coda to compensate for earlier expansions.
1.3.5 Analyzing Bach’s Music with Heinichen’s Theories: Two-Voice Examples
In closing, I would like to consider specific instances of syncopatio and transitus figures in Bach’s
music. These will reference 1.21 and 1.22 (the summary of Heinichen’s theory of dissonance)
and 1.26 (my illustration of two-voice syncopatio usages). There are various factors to consider
when examining Bach’s use of dissonance: (1) Is the dissonance used in a two-voice texture or
does it include helping voices?; (2) Is the two-voice “core” in the outer voices, inner voices, or one
outer voice?; and (3) Are there any irregularities we might classify as licenses? Given the central
role of the keyboard in Bach’s compositional process, and the importance Bach attributed to the
keyboard and thoroughbass in his Fundamental-Regeln, I will limit the following discussion to
keyboard works. I will draw many examples from the Inventions, Sinfonia, and the Orgelbüchlein,
since Bach specifically attributed a pedagogical function to these works.517
516

For background and more on the revisions of this piece, see Schulenberg (2006, 247–248).

The title page of the Inventions (to an edition which also contains the Sinfonias) reads: “Auﬀrichtige Anleitung, Wormit denen
Liebhabern des Clavires, besonders aber denen Lehrbegierigen, eine deütliche Art gezeiget wird, nicht allein (1) mit 2 Stimmen
reine spielen zu lernen, sondern auch bey weiteren progreßen (2) mit drey obligaten Partien richtig und wohl zu verfahren, anbey
auch zugleich gute inventiones nicht alleine zu bekommen, sondern auch selbige wohl durchzuführen, am allermeisten aber eine
cantable Art im Spielen zu erlangen, und darneben einen starcken Vorschmack von der Composition zu überkommen […]
1723” (Bach-Dok. 1:220–221). The Well-Tempered Clavier title page reads: “Das Wohltemperirte Clavier. oder Præludia, und
Fugen durch alle Tone und Semitonia, So wohl tertiam majorem oder Ut Re Mi anlangend, als auch tertiam minorem oder Re Mi Fa
betreﬀend. Zum Nutzen und Gebrauch der Lehr-Begierigen Musicalischen Jugend, als auch derer in diesem studio schon habil
seyenden besonderem ZeitVertreib […] 1722” (Bach-Dok. 1:219). The Orgelbüchlein title page reads: “Orgel-Büchlein Worinne
einem anfahenden Organisten Anleitung gegeben wird, auﬀ allerhand Arth einen Choral durchzuführen, anbey auch sich im
Pedal studio zu habilitiren, indem in solchen darinne befindlichen Choralen das Pedal gantz obligat tractiret wird […]” (Bach-Dok.
1:214). The Orgelbüchlein appears to have been mostly completed by 1717 (see Faulkner 1997, 7).
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We begin with examples in a two voice context. The 2-subsyncopatio is not diﬃcult to locate in
Bach’s music, as they are among the most common of all dissonances. 1.74 gives an example
from the second invention. More interesting and unusual is Bach’s usage of a 2-subsyncopatio in
the Fuga in F, BWV 540, shown in 1.75. Here Bach uses a license that appears throughout his
music: namely, a leaping patient voice, or what Heinichen calls a Verwechselung der resolution
(inversion of the resolution) in the theatrical style.518 We already encountered this phenomenon
in 1.48(a) and in Emanuel Bach’s treatise in 1.48(b). What was not mentioned earlier is that
Heinichen divides this license into various types, depending on whether two upper voices invert
or the bass and and upper voice invert. The latter case is further divided into two types. 519 The
first is when the two voices swap the notes that each other should have had. The example
Heinichen gives is an augmented fourth f–b (bass-soprano) that should resolve to e–c, but
instead resolves to c–e. The two notes are swapped at the point of resolution. This is a “regular”
Verwechselung der resolution. Another example from Bach’s sixth invention is shown in 1.76. The
lower staﬀ shows what Heinichen probably would have analyzed as the “fundamental” version.
The second case is when, instead of the augmented fourth resolving as just described, the bass
takes e and the soprano takes g—a note not involved in the resolution of the original dyad. This
is an “irregular” Verwechselung der resolution.520 1.77 shows an example of this. In every bar, the
bass takes the soprano’s resolution note. Presumably the bass would have leapt up a fourth. The
upper voice does not take this pitch, but instead ascends by step. Because of this discrepancy, this
type of inversion is deemed “irregular."
The problem with applying Heinichen’s theory of Verwechselung of resolution to Bach’s music is
that Heinichen does not discuss a purely two-voice texture. Instead, he takes arias as his point of
reference and assumes an accompaniment is included. This problematizes the application of
Heinichen’s theory to the purely two-voice texture of 1.75, specifically mm. 7 and 13. In
analyzing these passages we must first establish that the direct chromatic succession is equivalent
to a unison, at least in Emanuel Bach’s view.521 That is, the bn in m. 7 could have held over into
the resolution of the lower-voice patient. That it moves chromatically to bb makes no diﬀerence,
contrapuntally speaking. With this in mind, we can imagine that Bach could have resolved the
lower voice to a G. That he did not is all the more puzzling, given that the fugue is otherwise in
the stile antico. But the fact that Bach prepared the 2-subsyncopatio with a consonance and leapt
to another consonance (a 6 instead of a descending by step to a 3) does satisfy the basic
requirement that a syncopatio dissonance be bound by consonance. Heinichen would probably
view the d at the resolution of the lower voice as taken from the triad on g that was supposed to
be present if the lower voice had resolved down by step to g (g-bb-d1). This is perhaps easier to
envision in m. 13, where the middle voice leaps to g, which is part of the 5/3 chord over the bass
c (c-e-g). When this two-voice syncopatio core is inverted in m. 19, a 7-supersyncopatio results, as
518

Heinichen (1728, 662, esp. 672ﬀ.).

519

Heinichen (1728, 666–667).

520

Heinichen (1728, 672).

“§. 63. Ein neu hinzugefügtes Versezungszeichen, welches eine vorbereitete Dissonanz noch mehr erniedrigt, hebt die
Vorbereitung nicht auf. Es folgt dieses aus dem, was wir im eilften § angeführet haben:” (Bach, C. P. E. 1753–1762, 2:26–27).
521
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mentioned already in 1.26. Here Bach actually gives the “correct” resolution of the syncopatio in
the alto voice g1 (see arrow)—a clear instance of Verwechselung der resolution.
We see further examples of Verwechselung der resolution in the Inventions. Two instances are
shown in 1.77 and 1.78. The first was already discussed as an instance of the “irregular” type.
There seems to be two possible ways of interpreting 1.78. If the resolution occurs at the eighthnote level (as in the previous two syncopatio), then the patient voice makes an unusual leap akin
to the Fuga in F in 1.75. Alternatively, one could understand this as a regular Verwechselung of
resolution at the quarter-note level: the 4-subsyncopatio should have “resolved” down by step to a
dim. 5 (necessitating further resolution). Instead, the upper voice takes this d and the ab is
transferred to the lower voice.
Even more complex uses of dissonance occur in Invention 6, as shown in 1.79. I have attempted
to analyze each syncopatio by putting a box around its three-part event (consonant preparation–
dissonance–consonant resolution). Measures 43–45 are relatively straightforward. The 7subsyncopatio in two voices resolving to an octave is quite rare (mm. 43 and 44). The rhythmic
placement of the 3–4–4#–5–6 syncopatio from mm. 43–44 is odd. The reason is that the aug. 4 in
the last note of m. 43 cannot act as the resolution. Instead, the resolution is deferred until the 6
in m. 44. Unlike 1.75, where the chromaticism did not change the consonant/dissonant status of
the interval, it does change it in m. 47 from a consonant perfect fifth to a dissonant dim. fifth,
which again defers the resolution of this syncopatio into the next one. The last syncopatio
approaching m. 49 is problematic because of the dissonant fourth where the resolution should
occur. There seems no better explanation than to take the following third as a sort of substitute
resolution. That Bach would use such “advanced” licenses in a collection intended for beginning
composers seems peculiar. One assumes Bach’s pedagogical use of the Inventions and Sinfonias
were accompanied by oral explanation.
1.3.6 Analyzing Bach’s Music with Heinichen’s Theories: Examples in Three or More Voices
We now move on to examples in fuller textures. The three syncopatio types that involve primary
consonances (3-, perfect 5-, and 6-syncopatio; see 1.21 and 1.22) cannot exist in a two-voice
setting, but require at least three voices. This is because in each case these constellations depend
on the presence of a secondary dissonance (specifically a second or a seventh). We will see some
examples of this momentarily. As in the previous section, no claim is made to represent all of
Bach’s manifold dissonance usages; my purpose is only to provide an overview.
I would like to return to a point alluded to in the discussion of 1.26: the fact that 4-subsyncopatio
only exists in two-voice textures. Note that the table in 1.21, which summarizes Heinichen’s
theory of dissonance in four-voice textures, only includes the 4-supersyncopatio. The reason for
this is that the 4-subsyncopatio always takes a 2 in its auxiliary voices. But as soon as there is a 2
present in an upper voice, Heinichen sees the resulting constellation as a 2-subsyncopatio. He
clarifies this irregularity in the following statement:
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Die 4te war oben Cap. 1. in der Ordnung die andere Dissonanz. Bißhero haben wir sie bey
der 2de, als eine blosse Hülﬀs-Stimme (ancilliam 2dae) angesehen: nunmehro führen wir sie
als eine Haupt-Dissonanz auf, (als 4tam dominantem, [m] da denn die Regel zu mercken, daß
sie regulariter in eben der Ober- Mittel- oder Unter-Stimme, wo sie in vorhergehender Note
gelegen, müsse unverrückt liegen bleiben, und nachgehends ohne Verwechselung der
Stimmen, in die dabey stehende 3e, (4 3) unter sich resolviren. 522
The fourth was listed in chapter one as being a dissonance. Until this point we have seen the
fourth next to the second as merely a helping voice (an auxiliary to the second). Now we
introduce the fourth as a primary dissonance (as 4-dominans). ([Footnote:] The fourth is
usually called a 4-supersyncopatio [4ta sopra syncopata], but as a helping fourth to the second it
is called a 4-subsyncopatio [4ta sotto syncopata]). The rule to remember is that, whether in the
top, middle, or bass voice, the fourth must be prepared, remain held, and afterwards resolve
down to the adjacent third (4–3) without a Verwechselung of the voices. For its helping voices
the fourth usually has the fifth and octave.

Thus, the 4-subsyncopatio exists (as shown in 1.14), but in three or four voices it is usually termed
a 2-subsyncopatio (i.e., the fourth is understood as an auxiliary voice). Curiously, this is to my
knowledge the only instance in Heinichen’s two treatises that he uses the terms sub- and
supersyncopatio (or their equivalents). So, while he uses the term 4-subsyncopatio, in practice he
describes this as phenomenon only in the context of a 2-subsyncopatio.
Excellent examples of 2-subsyncopatio chains can be found throughout the famous Fuga in g,
BWV 542. In the second statement of the fugue subject Bach places the first countersubject
(CS1) in the upper voice, which avoids the 4-subsyncopatio, even though it would have been
possible (see 1.80[a]). Except the occasional example like that in 1.78, Bach seems to avoid the
4-subsyncopatio in two voices, probably because it sounds bare. Telemann, however, had no
qualms about starting a fugue with a 4-subsyncopatio chain (see 1.80[b]). Later in the Fuga in g,
Bach adds a second countersubject (CS2). 1.80(c) shows two potential analytical reductions of a
passage containing both countersubjects. The first reduction is at the quarter-note and half-note
level. These seems the most appropriate. Yet one could also understand this passage as shown in
the second reduction, at the eighth-note and quarter-note levels. At this level, the 2-subsyncopatio
with 4 helping voice is visible. At this level of detail an added harmony occurs at the end of the
sequence, marked with an arrow: a 5/3 chord with major third and aug. 5. This is interesting
because the 2-subsyncopatio core involves only the bass and middle voice, and this pair of notes is
treated correctly, contrapuntally speaking. It is only the relationship between the bass and the
soprano that makes this chord unstable, since the resolution of the 2-subsyncopatio involves a
dissonant helping voice. Yet, since all pitches have an unrestricted contrapuntal function at this
point (i.e., at the arrow), the bass and middle voices are free to leap down by third. This is a good
example of how dyadic relationship with such constellations can create internal contradictions.
Heinichen (1728, 171). Emphasis is original. The footnote (m) is: “Sie wird sonst la 4ta sopra syncopata genennet; da hingegen
die Hülﬀs-4te bey der 2de, la 4ta sotta syncopata, heisset” (ibid.). See Diergarten (2010b) on Heinichen’s various treatments of the
second.
522
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One often hears that a 9-supersyncopatio usually involves a change of bass to avoid the uppervoice patient resolving to an octave. But this is not always the case. See 1.81, an excerpt from
Bach’s Fantasia super Komm, Heiliger Giest (BWV 651). The reduction shows a chain of 9supersyncopatio dissonances. Even more unusual than a 9–8 resolution is the 7-subsyncopatio
resolving to an octave as 7–8, as seen in mm. 20–21 of 1.82. Of course, the bareness of the
resolution to an octave is mitigated in both 1.81 and 1.82 by the presence of one or more
auxiliary filler voices. As means of closing this chapter I would like to discuss the sequence found
in mm. 22–24 of 1.82, as it is a very important voice-leading pattern.
Measures 22–24 of 1.82 form a 2-subsyncopatio with a fourth as a helping voice. That is, the
outer voices form the dyadic core. As one can imagine, Bach explores the invertible potential of
this sequence throughout the Fuga in d. It is not my intent to analyze this work, but only to
comment on the general properties of this sequence. My analysis is shown in 1.83. Let us
examine what is perhaps the most general form in 1.83a(1). We can understand this progression
as essentially fauxbourdon with a 7-supersyncopatio. If the middle voice is placed in the bass,
however, the 5-syncopatio resolves to a primary fourth, as seen in a(2). One can solve this
problem by altering this voice to ascend by step, as shown in the three solutions at 1.83(b). But
this creates a new problem at (b1)—the oﬀ-beat 6/4 chords. One could claim that the version at
(b1) is superior to (a2) because in the former, the two-voice core of the 7-syncopatio remains
valid. It is only the auxiliary middle voice that creates the primary fourths as a sort of escape tone
(i.e., a dissonance approached by step but left by leap). But the fact that this voice also makes
secondary thirds with the resolution note of the patient supports the argument for this passage’s
validity. Chapter Three will continue the discussion of invertible counterpoint in the context of
fugue.
1.3.7 Summary of Part Three
Part Three has modeled the application of the key concepts developed in Part Two—scale-degree
function, contrapuntal function, and voice-leading patterns (Fundamenta)—to the analysis of
Bach’s pedagogical materials and select keyboard works. Using the same sort of reductive analysis
to a simple thoroughbass background that Bach’s student, Kayser, employed, we can come closer
to understanding the underlying contrapuntal processes at work in Bach’s works. As our purview
expands from two- to three- and four-voice textures, the chordal constellations become
increasingly complex, such that primary intervals alone cannot fully account for the complexities
of a particular passage, and we must expand our analytical perspective to include secondary
intervals as well. The categories of sub- and supersyncopatio help illuminate a contrapuntal system
in which chords are understood primarily as dyadic constellations of intervals with auxiliary
voices, to which a variety of licenses can be applied. As we have seen, licenses like the
Verwechselung of the resolution can help explain some of the more perplexing contrapuntal
moments in Bach’s works, moments which harmonic theories of later ages may struggle to
explain adequately. While we cannot know for certain whether Bach taught or subscribed to
these concepts precisely as they have been presented here, the evidence presented in Part Two
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suggests that aspects of these ideas enjoyed a degree of popularity in his circle. Certainly Bach’s
enormous oeuvre contains countless other fascinating contrapuntal situations which could have
been discussed here, but for our purposes this limited examination of the application of concepts
will have to suﬃce. Whereas reductive analysis is particularly fitting for the analysis of
traditionally improvisatory genres like preludes, Chapter Three will continue to explore the
contrapuntal subtleties of Heinichen’s theories as they apply to fugue, and the attempt will be
made to show that even fugues were often understood in terms of improvised thoroughbass
frameworks. But before that, Chapter Two will address the topic of chorale.
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Part One: A New Image of the “Bach Chorale”: Choralbuch Realizations with Multiple Basses ...........174
Part Two: A Historical Survey of Chorale Composition Pedagogy ........................................................199

~~~
Chapter Overview
Has not enough scholarly energy been dedicated to the topic of J. S. Bach’s chorales? Yes and no,
it would seem. On the one hand, nearly every study of Bach’s chorales over the years has taken
his four-part, vocal Choralgesänge as a point of departure. Indeed, perhaps enough has been said
about the Choralgesänge, at least for a time. On the other hand, recent archival discoveries have
begun to alter long-standing assumptions about the methods and materials of Bach's teaching,
above all the belief that the Choralgesänge are ideal pedagogical models of Bachian chorale
harmonization. Yet in truth, there is little historical evidence to support this position apart from
the writings of J. P. Kirnberger, who, it turns out, is a less reliable witness to Bach’s teachings than
previously thought. In contrast, an abundance of newly identified chorale sources has
materialized in recent decades, and many of these sources originate from Bach’s circle. As will be
shown in Part One in this chapter, these findings suggest that Bach’s teaching involved chorale
harmonization in the much simpler Choralbuch style, often with multiple figured basslines under
each chorale melody.
Since Bach left no theoretical sources describing how he taught chorale harmonization, any
reconstruction of multiple-bass pedagogy in Bach's circle necessarily relies on secondary sources.1
Thus, Part Two undertakes a chronological survey of historical descriptions of chorale
harmonization from the early sixteenth century to the early nineteenth century, with a particular
emphasis on those documents originating from Bach’s contemporaries, pupils, and grand-pupils.
Any conclusions regarding how Bach himself likely taught are therefore based on the following
two assumptions: first, that Bach’s instruction would have incorporated at least some aspects of
contemporaneous teachings; and second, that Bach’s pupils were at least somewhat reliable
conveyors of Bach’s method. Naturally, these assumptions will require closer examination on a
case-by-case basis, but they nevertheless serve as a frame for the historical investigation that
follows.
In sum, Part One of this chapter explores how recent archival discoveries have begun to change
our understanding of Bach’s teaching, while Part Two investigates textual evidence related to
chorale harmonization in Bach’s cultural sphere.

1

Remeš (2019b) represents an earlier attempt to reconstruct Bach’s multiple-bass pedagogy.
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PART ONE: A NEW IMAGE OF THE “BACH CHORALE”:
CHORALBUCH REALIZATIONS WITH MULTIPLE BASSES
~~~
2.1.1 Introduction to Part One ............................................................................................................175
2.1.2 Attributing the Sibley Chorale Book to J. S. Bach’s Circle ...........................................................176
2.1.3 Choralgesang vs. Choralbuch: Competing Models of Bachian Pedagogy ....................................183
2.1.4 Excluding Kirnberger as Reliable Witness to Bach’s Pedagogy .....................................................191
2.1.5 Historical Evidence of Bach’s Use of the Choralbuch Style with Multiple Basses .........................193
2.1.6 The Music-Theoretical and Historical Implications of Multiple-Bass Composition .....................195
2.1.7 Bach’s Three-Stage Method of Teaching Chorale-Bass Counterpoint ...........................................197
2.1.8 Summary of Part One .................................................................................................................198

~~~
In der Composition gieng er gleich an das Nützliche mit seinen Scholaren, mit
Hinweglaßung aller der trockenen Arten von Contrapuncten, wie sie in Fuxen u. andern
stehen. Den Anfang musten seine Schüler mit der Erlernung des reinen 4stimmigen
Generalbaßes machen. Hernach gieng er mit ihnen an die Choräle; setzte erstlich selbst den
Baß dazu, u. den Alt u. den Tenor musten sie selbst erfinden. Alsdenn lehrte er sie selbst Bäße
machen. Besonders drang er sehr starck auf das Aussetzen der Stimmen im General-Baße.
Bey der Lehrart in Fugen fieng er mit ihnen die zweystimmigen an, u. s. w. Das Aussetzen des
Generalbaßes u. die Anführung zu den Chorälen ist ohne Streit die beste Methode zur
Erlernung der Composition, quoad Harmoniam.2
In composition he [J. S. Bach] went right to practical matters with his students, avoiding all
the dry kinds of counterpoint found in Fux and others. His students had to start by learning
pure four-part thoroughbass. Then he went with them to chorales; first he set the bass himself
and they had to invent the alto and tenor. Next he taught them to invent their own basses.
He was particularly insistent on the writing out of the voices in thoroughbass. In the
instruction in fugue he began with two-voiced ones and so on. The writing out of
thoroughbass and the introduction to chorales is without doubt the best method of learning
composition, regarding harmony.3
C. P. E. Bach, in a letter to J. N. Forkel (January 13, 1775)

~~~
2

Bach-Dok. (3:289).

3

All translations are my own unless noted otherwise. My translation here diﬀers slightly from that in NBR (399).
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2.1.1 Introduction to Part One
Unlike the ornamented, four-part, vocal Choralgesänge, many of the Choralbuch sources that have
surfaced in recent years contain only melodies with figured basslines in a relatively simple style.4
In Choralbücher, the inner voices were usually improvised in the context of organ
accompaniment of congregational singing (or on another keyboard instrument in other religious
settings, like home devotions). What is particularly fascinating is that many Choralbücher from
Bach’s circle contain multiple basses under each melody, a technique that has received relatively
little scholarly attention until recently.5 Thus, a new image of what constitutes the typical chorale
setting in Bach’s circle has begun to emerge—an image not revolving around the ornate, fourpart, vocal Choralgesang style, but instead on the simpler keyboard- and thoroughbass-centered,
multiple-bass Choralbuch style. But can multiple-bass harmonization in the Choralbuch style be
associated directly with Bach’s pedagogy?
In 2016, Robin A. Leaver concluded that a source attributed to Bach and known today as the
Sibley Chorale Book very likely stems from Bach’s pupils active in Dresden between 1730 and
1740.6 Although the Sibley Chorale Book does not contain multiple basses, its settings are in the
simple Choralbuch style (i.e., with outer voices with thoroughbass). Thus, it would seem that the
Choralbuch style could have played a role in Bach’s teaching. And what of multiple-bass
harmonization? What is its relationship to Bachian pedagogy? In the above description of Johann
Sebastian’s teaching method, Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach describes how, after first introducing
four-part thoroughbass, his father would then continue with chorales. First, he would supply
melody and bass, requiring students to fill in two middle voices. Then—and this is of crucial
importance—Emanuel Bach writes that, “Next he taught [his pupils] to invent their own basses.”
Given the significant number of multiple-bass sources stemming from Bach’s circle (see 2.11), I
believe this statement likely refers to multiple-bass pedagogy.7 Thus, it would seem that
historically informed instruction oriented around Bach, which has focused almost exclusively on
the Choralgesänge for centuries, has continually overlooked the fact that multiple-bass Choralbuch
pedagogy may have been central to Bach’s teaching method.
Leaver and I have begun to explore the origins and extent of the tradition of Choralbuch
instruction in Bach’s circle.8 Since the publication of our 2018 article I have identified another
source that is at this point in time the earliest firmly datable instance of multiple-bass chorale
4

For example, compare the Choralgesang setting in 2.5 and 2.6 with the Choralbuch settings in 2.2, 2.3, 2.7, and 2.8.

By far the most important study of multiple-bass sources is McCormick (2015). To my knowledge, the only other studies to
mention multiple-bass harmonization are Dietrich (1935, 16–21), Kühn (2006, 157–168), and Lutz (2018). But unlike
McCormick, none of these other studies associate the technique specifically with Bach or contextualize the tradition historically.
5

Leaver (2016a). These pupils were C. H. Gräbner (1705?–1769), W. F. Bach (1710–1784), and G. A. Homilius (1714–1785).
A modern edition of the SCB can be found in volume two of Remeš (2019e). A facsimile can be found at
<www.derekremes.com/research> (13 Oct, 2019).
6

Susan McCormick has already proposed this: “C. P. E. Bach’s description of his father’s teaching could be interpreted to read
that J. S. Bach ‘taught them [his pupils] to devise the basses] to various diﬀerence chorales, but also that he ‘taught them [his
pupils] to devise the basses’ (that is, numerous various basses) to one individual melody, in line with the methodology adopted by
Kittel. This study proposes that Bach utilized harmonic variation [multiple basses] in a similar manner to Kittel as a tool for
progressing from simple chorale settings, through more complex settings, in preparation for fugue” (2015, 346).
7

8

Leaver and Remeš (2018).
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harmonization: Andreas Werckmeister’s Harmonologia Musica oder Kurtze Anleitung Zur
Musicalischen Composition (Frankfurt and Leipzig, 1702). But the central work of Part One is not
to make new archival discoveries.9 Rather, Part One aims to illustrate how a growing body of
historical evidence has problematized some long-held assumptions about Bachian pedagogy.
2.1.2 Attributing the Sibley Chorale Book to J. S. Bach’s Circle
At the Sibley Library at the Eastman School of Music (Rochester, New York, USA) there exists a
manuscript with the inscription “Sebast. Bach 4 stimmiges Choralbuch.” The title page and a
representative chorale setting are shown in 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. In 1764, Breitkopf listed a
manuscript chorale book for sale with the following description:
Bachs J. S. Vollständiges Choralbuch mit Noten aufgesetzt Generalbaße an 240 in Leipz.
gewöhnlichen Melodien. 10 th. 10
J. S. Bach’s complete chorale book with figured basses for 240 melodies in use in Leipzig. 10
thaler.

The two questions of (1) whether the so-called Sibley Chorale Book (henceforth: SCB) is indeed
the “Vollständiges Choralbuch” from Breitkopf ’s catalogue, and (2) whether the SCB originates
from J. S. Bach have been taken up three times over the years: first by Philipp Spitta in or before
1880; then again by Hans-Joachim Schulze in 1981; and finally by Robin A. Leaver in 2016.11
Spitta concluded that the manuscript likely does not originate directly from Sebastian Bach, and
Schulze was skeptical as to whether the SCB was the same document from Breitkopf ’s
catalogue.12 In contrast, Leaver, who has undertaken a far more detailed analysis of the SCB’s
contents and provenance than Spitta or Schulze did, has concluded that (1) contrary to Schulze’s
assessment, the SCB is indeed the lost chorale book that Breitkopf listed for sale; and (2)
contrary to Schulze’s assessment, the SCB can likely be traced to Bach’s circle, specifically his
circle of pupils in Dresden around 1730 to 1740. The reason is that, as Leaver has shown, the
SCB matches Breitkopf ’s description in four key points: (1) it is a “complete” book for the full
church year; (2) it contains the same number of melodies (the diﬀerence due to how one counts
double entries); (3) it contains the same number of pages; and (4) the melodies were common in
Leipzig. 13 Only the price remains in doubt, as Schulze pointed out—he believes 10 Thalers to be
too low.14 I suspect that the price may have been low because Breitkopf was uncertain as to the
It would be diﬃcult to outdo Susan McCormick’s 2015 dissertation in this regard, which describes the provenance of numerous
eighteenth-century chorale sources. I would like to express my gratitude for Susan’s generosity in sharing many facsimiles with
me.
9

10

Bach-Dok. (3:166).

11

Spitta (1873–1880, 2:589, note 2); Schulze (1981); and Leaver (2016a).

12

See below regarding Spitta’s appraisal. Schulze discusses the SCB in (1981, 129–130).

13

Leaver (2016a, 24)

“Daß die Sammlung [SCB] etwas zu tun haben könnte mit jenem verschollenen Choralbuch, das das Leipziger Haus Breitkopf
1764 für zehn Taler anbot, ist trotz der annähernd gleichen Zahl von Sätzen (hier 238, dort 240) unwahrscheinlich” (Schulze
1981, 130).
14
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book’s value, the style being so diﬀerent from Bach’s published vocal Choralgesänge. I will return
to this point below. What follows is a summary of Leaver’s findings with some original
additions.15
According to the Sibley Library’s records, the SCB was purchased in 1936 from Hans P. Kraus,
an antiquarian dealer in Vienna. At the same time, another Viennese antiquarian book dealer
named Heinrich Hinterberger listed another chorale book for sale with a nearly identical
description. Leaver has concluded that Kraus and Hinterberger must have had some sort of
business arrangement to list some of the same items in both their catalogues, since there existed,
in fact, only one chorale book.16 Interestingly, according to Hinterberger’s records, the SCB once
belonged to the library of the theorist Heinrich Schenker (1868–1935). Before Schenker, it was
owned by W. Kraukling, who inherited it from his father, Karl Constantin Kraukling (1792–
1873). Precisely how Kraukling the elder obtained the SCB remains uncertain.
Schulze speculates two possible scenarios through which the SCB could have reached the elder
Kraukling. The first path involves a line of possession through Bach’s eldest sons. 17 This
attribution trail need not be sketched in detail because it appears to be false. Moreover, as Leaver
as shown, Schulze’s hypothesis that Carl August Thieme (1721–1795)—student of Bach’s at the
Thomasschule between 1735 and 1745—is the author of the title page of the SCB also turns out
to be false.18 But Schulze’s conjecture regarding Thieme led him to investigate another
connection between K. C. Kraukling and the SCB. This second path involves Kraukling’s
numerous personal connections to literary authors active in Dresden.19 The Dresden connection
is significant, since Leaver’s analysis of the watermarks in the SCB reveals that the paper
originated in or around Dresden c.1730–40.20 The crux of Schulze’s Dresden hypothesis rests on
the elder Kraukling’s connection with Johann Friedrich Kind (1768–1843), the librettist of Carl
Maria von Weber’s Der Freischütz and editor of the Dresdner Morgenzeitung. Kind attended the
Thomasschule in Leipzig from 1782 to 1786 during the tenure of Thomaskantor Johann Freidrich
Doles (1715–1797). There Kind became close friends with another Thomaner, Johann August
Apel (1771–1816). Apel’s father, Friedrich Innozenz Apel (1732–1802) also attended the school
from 1745 until 1751—that is, during Bach’s final years. Having received a large inheritance
soon after his studies, Apel the younger became financially independent and dedicated himself to
writing, apparently also dabbling in the study of rhythm and meter. Schulze concluded falsely
that Kind and Apel the younger may be have been a link between Thieme and Kraukling the
elder (recall that the handwriting on the SCB’s title page is not that of Thieme, as Schulze

15

Leaver (2016a).

16

Leaver (2016a, 17, note 3).

“Wenngleich die geschilderten Überlieferungswege den Gedanken nahelegen, daß auch die eingangs erwähnten Quellen –
Pedal-Exercitium und General-baßlehre – sowie das Choralbuch aus dem Besitz der ältesten Bach-Söhne stammen könnten, so
bietet die Biographie des mehrfach erwähnten Dresdner Museumsdirektors Kraukling doch noch eine andere
Ansatzmöglichkeit” (Schulze 1981, 126).
17

18

Leaver (2016a, 19).

19

Schulze (1981, 127–129).

20

Leaver (2016a, 19–20).
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thought).21 Still, one wonders whether Kraukling’s connection to Kind could have played a role
in the SCB’s eventual arrival in Kraukling’s possession. But since Schulze did not believe the SCB
to be the same document that Breitkopf listed in 1764, he did not investigate possible links
between Breitkopf and Kraukling. Thus, while the early provenance of the SCB still remains
uncertain at this point, further evidence linking Bretikopf to Kraukling could surface in the
future.
Unlike Schulze, who investigated the SCB’s earliest known owner (Kraukling the elder), Leaver
has focused primarily on exploring the origins of the SCB. As mentioned already, based on an
analysis of the watermarks, Leaver has suggested that the SCB originates from Dresden c.1730–
40. According Mary Oleskiewicz, who has conducted independent research into Dresden
manuscripts and with whom Leaver corresponded during his research, the particular variant of
the watermark in the SCB is similar to that found in a significant number of Dresden sources
containing music by J. J. Quantz (1697–1773), G. P. Telemann (1681–1767), and others that
date from before 1740. 22 Of course, it is reasonable that Leaver would approximate the years
1730–1740 as a likely window. Yet, for a reason that I will discuss shortly, I wish to extend this
time frame to include c.1720–1730 as well, without Leaver’s cut-oﬀ around 1730. Thus, I
suggest that we should widen the potential date of origin for the SCB to between about 1720
and 1740.
There were three organists active in Dresden around in the 1730’s and 1740’s who had studied
with Bach in Leipzig: Bach’s eldest son, Wilhelm Friedemann (1710–1784), Gottfried August
Homilius (1714–1785), and Christian Heinrich Gräbner (1705?–1769).23 W. F. Bach, who of
course grew up under his father’s tutelage, became organist of the Dresden Sophienkirche in 1733,
where he remained until 1746. Homilius studied with Bach beginning in 1735 and became
organist of the Dresden Frauenkirche in 1742. Gräbner, a native of Dresden and member of a
distinguished family of Dresden organ builders, was sent by his father, Johann Heinrich Gräbner,
to study with Bach in Leipzig from 1725 to 1727, at “no small cost” to his father.24 In 1727,
Gräbner the younger returned to Dresden, eventually becoming organist of the Frauenkirche in
1739, and then the Kreuzkirche in 1742, where he remained until his death.

“Allem Anschein nach kann das Zweigespann Johann Freidrich Kind – Johann August Apel als das bislang fehlende Bindeglied
in der Handschriftenüberlieferung zwischen Carl August Theime in Leipzig and Karl Constantin Kraukling in Dresden
gelten” (Schulze 1981, 129).
21

22

Leaver (2016a, 20).

23

The following overview is based on Leaver (2016a, 20–22).

J. H. Gräbner wrote on October 4, 1732 that, “Wenn dann bey meinem heran nahenden Alter, und sich sonst einfindenden
vielen LeibesBeschwehrungen, ich meinen Sohn Christian Heinrich Gräbnern, umb mich zu soulagiren, das Werck spielen laßen,
denn Er das Clavir nicht allein von mir gelernet, sondern ich habe ihn auch zwey Jahr in Leipzig bey dem berühmten Claviristen
Herr Backen gehabt, welches mich nicht wenig gekostet, alwo Er denn (sonder Ruhm zu melden) sich so perfectioniret hat, daß
Er gar wohl bestehen kan; Maß Er in der St. Sophien Kirche fast in die Sechs Jahr den Gottesdienst verrichtet, und auch in die
drey Jahr her in der CreutzKirche hören laßen, denn bey gehaltener Music Er iedesmahl das Werck gespiehlet, welches ihm die
Cantores und Organisten, auf erfordern, werden attestiren können, Er oﬀeriret sich auch allemahl eine Probe dies|fals abzulegen,
wenn Meine Hochgeehrteste Herren Patronen ihm einen gewißen Tag darzu zu determiniren belieben wollen. Damit nun dieser
angewendete Fleiß und Kosten auch zu seinen Aufnehmen gereichen möge” (Bach-Dok. 3:228; quoted from Leaver 2016a,
22n26). Emphasis added. See also Bach-Dok. (2:178).
24
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That three of Bach’s students were active in Dresden during this time-frame poses the question:
How did the paper get from Dresden to Leipzig? In this regard, I would speculate that Gräbner is
the most likely candidate, since W. F. Bach and Homilius moved to Dresden after their study
with Bach. Still, we know that W. F. maintained correspondence with his father that involved the
exchange of contrapuntal exercises.25 But Gräbner still seems more likely, since the settings in the
SCB are in a quite simple style, even containing occasional awkward passages and a few outright
voice-leading mistakes. By 1733, when W. F. Bach when to Dresden to become organist of the
Sophienkirche, he was already a relatively mature musician in his twenties who must have been
able to improvise chorale harmonizations; it therefore seems unlikely that he would have brought
paper back to Leipzig and copied an enormous chorale book from his father, making a few errors
in the basses and figures in the process. And Homilius did not move to Dresden until 1742—
that is, after the likely cut-oﬀ point for the origin of the watermark around 1740. But C. H.
Gräbner was a native of Dresden and moved to Leipzig in 1725 to study with Bach. This is the
reason I wish to keep open the possibility of the SCB’s watermark originating before 1730: if the
watermark originated in the 1720’s, then it is possible that C. H. Gräbner brought the paper to
Leipzig when he came to study with Bach.
Although Leaver does not go so far as to specify C. H. Gräbner as the most likely candidate
between W. F. Bach and Homilius, he does make an intriguing inference regarding J. H.
Gräbner’s comment about the cost of his son’s studies with Bach in Leipzig. Leaver writes that,
Given the constant stream of organists who came to study with him [Bach], and given his
busy daily life, he would not have had time to parcel out individual figured bass chorales to
each pupil. It seems much more likely that he prepared an anthology of figured bass chorales
with basic harmonizations as the starting point—not the end point—of his pupils’ studies.
Thus at the beginning of their association with Bach, each pupil had either to copy out these
basic chorales or to pay someone to make a copy (recall, for example, Johann Heinrich
Gräbner’s remark that this son’s two years of study with Bach was at “no small cost” to
himself ). When the pupil had such a manuscript in his possession, Bach could then assign
various melodies, with his bass-lines and figures, in order for the pupil to create appropriate
alto and tenor parts. Then, as pupils became proficient, they could create alternative basslines as well as inner parts for the chorales. 26

Indeed, it is a fascinating hypothesis that Gräber the elder’s reference to the high cost of his son’s
studies with Bach could have been the result of paying a copyist to copy out the SCB. But having
played through all 227 chorales in the SCB in preparation for a modern edition, and having
identified some compositional improprieties in the process, I believe it is safe to assume that Bach
did not compose all of the basses. 27 By my count there are at least ten instances of parallel perfect
intervals between the outer voices in a total of 227 settings, along with occasional less egregious

25

See Appendix 1. This source is treated in section 3.3.4.

26

Leaver (2016a, 30).

27

For a modern edition of the SCB, see volume two of Remeš (2019e).
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errors, such as unprepared dissonances and inelegant bass progressions. 28 It is unlikely Bach
would have made such errors, even though there are a few instances of parallel fifths and octaves
in Bach’s works.29 Thus, while I believe that Leaver’s hypothesis that Bach taught chorale
harmonization from a pre-existing collection of chorale melodies is correct, it is unlikely that
Bach composed the basses in the SCB himself, though he may have corrected some (though not
all) of them.
Let us return to the idea that Gräber the elder may have contracted a copyist to copy just the
melodies of the SCB, to which Gräber the younger added his own basses and figures. But this is
also unlikely, since the anonymous scribe of the SCB appears to be the same throughout, with no
discernible diﬀerences between the melodies and basses, or between any of the chorales. Perhaps
the “no small cost” simply refers to Bach’s fee, which was by no means low. In 1712, Bach asked
that Philipp David Kräuter (1690–1741) pay 100 Reichsthaler (about $11,200 in 2019) for a year
of private study, which included room and board; but ultimately Bach lowered his fee to 80
Reichsthaler (about $8960).30 If Gräber the elder paid for his son to study with Bach for two years
between 1725 and 1727, then he would have spent a total of almost $18,000 in today’s money,
assuming Bach did not raise his fees in the interim, and assuming Gräber boarded with Bach.
Indeed, this would have been “no small cost”! Regardless of the exact expense, it seems that the
scribe of the SCB may have copied the melodies from Bach and then added original basses and
figures. Or alternatively, the SCB may be a copy of a copy, in which case the original could have
originated from lessons with Bach, while the Dresden paper of the SCB could have come from
another person with no direct connection to Bach. If this were the case, much of the above
speculation would be moot. Regardless, and as mentioned already, if Bach corrected the basses at
all, he probably did not correct all of them, given the occasional improprieties. But it would be
amiss to disregard the SCB on the whole because of a few errors. On the whole, the basses and
figures evidence a fair degree of competence.
As is common in eighteenth-century chorale books, the chorale melodies in the SCB are given in
the top voice with only a figured bassline. The middle voices would have been improvised in the
context of accompaniment of congregational singing, or in another devotional setting.31 Or
alternatively, according to Emanuel Bach’s description of his father’s teaching given in the
epigraph to this chapter, Bach could have required his pupils to write out their inner voices, as a
means of attaining greater accountability and compositional control in comparison with
improvised realizations.32 This is the “double usefulness” of the SCB to which Leaver has referred:
the SCB likely functioned as both a repository for improvised chorale accompaniment during the
church service (indeed, the chorales are in the order of the church year) and as a pedagogical
28

Remeš (2019e, 2:6) identifies the precise location of voice-leading errors in the SCB.

29

See Brahms (1933). See 2.50 for eight instances of parallels in Bach’s Choralgesänge.

NBR (318–320) gives documents related to Kräuter’s study with Bach. NBR (528) lists 100 Reichsthaler as being worth about
$7,200 in 1998. Accounting for inflation between 1998 and 2019, $7,200 is about $11,165, according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistic’s consumer price index.
30

31

See Remeš (2017a, 35–39) for an investigation of how middle voices may have been added.

Section 1.2.7 in Chapter One proposed a similar rationale for Bach’s insistence that thoroughbass realizations also be written
out.
32
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anthology from which Bach could assign particular melodies to be harmonized. But given Carl
Philipp’s emphasis on the importance of written-out, four-part settings in his father’s method, it
is curious that the SCB contains no written-out inner voices at all. Still, the title page of the SCB
(see 2.1) calls it “Sebast. Bach, 4stimmiges Choralbuch” (Sebastian Bach’s four-part chorale
book). Why would the scribe refer to it the settings as four-part, when none of the inner voices
are given (meaning that all the settings are merely two-part)? I posit that the title may refer to the
intended realization texture with two inner voices, making four voices in total. Indeed, the fact
that the title page explicitly references four parts does seem to align with Bach’s method (though
Bach was by no means alone at this time in insisting upon a four-voice texture).33 But that no
inner voices are written out—as Bach required of his students—may indicate that the SCB is a
copy of a copy from a scribe who never studied directly with Bach, and who instead intended to
use the SCB more for congregational singing, where the inner voices would have been
improvised. Unfortunately, the exact circumstances surrounding the origin and use of the SCB
leave many open questions. But this state of aﬀairs does not prevent us from investigating the
content of the SCB as it relates to Bach’s circle.
~~~
Let us examine a representative chorale from the SCB. 2.2 gives the chorale “Vom Himmel hoch
da kom ich her” (Zahn 346). 2.3 shows a modern transcription and includes hypothetical middle
voices in the close-position style.34 On the whole, the setting exhibits a fair degree of
compositional ability. Only the unprepared 4 in m. 14 is an outright error (see arrow), at least
according to J. D. Heinichen. As we saw in the previous chapter, Heinichen requires the 4 in a
5/4 chord to always be prepared; only in a 6/4 chord may the 4 enter unprepared.35 One wonders
whether m. 14 might have been performed as shown in the ossia staﬀ, which would enable the 4
to be prepared. In any case, the second impropriety occurs in m. 17 (see pointing hand). As we
saw in the previous chapter, the 5 in a 6/5 chord must usually be prepared, since it is made to act
like a dissonance. For Heinichen, a perfect 5 in a 6/5 chord must always be prepared, but a
diminished 5 in a 6/5 chord may enter unprepared. 36 Thus, since the 5 is perfect in m. 17, it is
an error to enter unprepared. The other pointing hands in mm. 9 and 19 are both instances of an
unprepared diminished 5 in 6/5 chords, which, according to Heinichen, are allowed. In sum,
except for the unprepared 4 in m. 14 and the unprepared perfect 5 in m. 17, the setting is
flawless. One might even say that the use of G# in the bass in m. 2 to tonicize A major is a fairly
advanced solution to a notoriously diﬃcult melodic progression in the chorale, “Vom Himmel
Hoch”: d2-c2#-b1-c2#-a1. The use of tonicizations in mm. 9–10 (to E minor) and m. 14 (to A
major) are also nice touches. As we can see from this representative sample, the settings in the
SCB are by no means defective, despite occasional improprieties. Rather, they exhibit a good
degree of technical competence. But what of the issue of their overall style? Is it not too simple
for Bach?
33

See section 1.3.2 in Chapter One for a list of sources advocating for a four-voice texture.
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The inner voices are added according to Telemann’s method, which is described in section 2.2.11 of the present chapter.

35

Heinichen (1728, 171; 173).

36

Heinichen (1728, 179–180, note p).
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Curiously, this question of style was one of the primary reasons Spitta concluded that the SCB
could not come from Bach. Sometime around 1880, W. Kraukling showed the SCB to Spitta,
who wrote that:
Herr W. Kraukling in Dresden besitzt ein Choralbuch mit bizziﬀertem Bass in klein
Querquart; auf dem schweinsledernen Rücken steht: ‘Sebastian Bachs Choral-Buch’. Das
Büchlein zeigt aber weder Bachs Handscrift, noch auch im Satze der Choräle eine Spur
Bachschen Stiles und Geistes.37
Mr. W. Kraukling in Dresden possesses a chorale book with figured bass in small landscape
quarto. On the back of the pigskin cover reads: “Sebastian Bachs Choral-Buch.” But the little
book contains neither Bach’s handwriting, nor a trace of Bach’s style or spirit in the setting of
the chorales.

As demonstrated already, the issue of the SCB lacking Bach’s handwriting does not necessarily
pose a problem for the attribution to Bach’s broader circle, given that the SCB was likely copied
by a pupil or is a copy of a copy. Yet what of Spitta’s comment regarding Bach’s “style or spirit”?
By which standard was Spitta judging the chorale settings contained in the SCB? Surely Spitta’s
stylistic yardstick must have been Bach’s Choralgesänge, which will be discussed in the next
section. Indeed, these highly ornate, four-part, vocal settings are conceived in an entirely diﬀerent
style—indeed, a diﬀerent genre—than the settings in the SCB. As mentioned at the beginning of
this section, the simplicity of the settings in the SCB (compared to Bach’s Choralgesänge) may be
the reason Breitkopf listed the SCB for only 10 Thaler. But Bach also composed organ settings
intended for congregational singing, and the style of these settings is not so diﬀerent from that of
the SCB.
2.4 shows Bach’s setting of “Vom Himmel hoch, da komm ich her” (BWV 738a) from a copy by
J. T. Krebs (1690–1762), who was a pupil of both J. S. Bach and J. W. Walther.38 Like the SCB,
only the chorale melody and a figured bassline are given. But unlike the SCB, BWV 738a
contains interludes (Zwischenspiele). This is a clear sign that the setting was intended for
congregational accompaniment. Zwischenspiele aﬀorded the congregation an opportunity to catch
its breath while also introducing the first pitch of the next phrase.39 This last function was
necessary, since most congregations during this time sang melodies from memory, as most
hymnals contained only text. The harmonies of BWV 738a in 2.4 are only slightly more
advanced than those in the SCB, employing bass suspensions (the 4/2 chords) and several
tonicizations. We know from a complaint lodged against Bach while organist in Arnstadt that he
sometimes accompanied chorales with unusual harmonies. As recorded in the consistory
proceedings on February 21, 1706, Bach was reprimanded for making “curious variations” on the
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Spitta (1873–1880, 2:589n2).

38

Peter Williams (2003, 483) suggests that BWV 738a is a reduction of, not a draft for BWV 738.

39

For more on Zwischenspiele, see Bötticher (2018).
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chorales and “mingling many strange tones,” such that the congregation became confused. 40 But
the fact that the SCB and BWV 738a settings have the same meter (half notes and whole notes,
not quarter notes, as in most Choralgesänge), together with the fact that both are written with
outer voices with figured bass certainly refutes Spitta’s claim that the settings in the SCB contain
no trace of Bach’s “style or spirit.” In fact, the SCB settings are largely in accord, not only with
Bach’s other settings intended for congregational accompaniment, but also with the broader
eighteenth-century Choralbuch tradition. 41 In sum, the implications of Leaver’s attribution of the
SCB to Bach’s circle of pupils are that Bach’s method of teaching chorale harmonization began in
a simpler style than has been previously assumed—a style in line with eighteenth-century norms
—, that this instruction involved thoroughbass at the keyboard, and that Bach did not necessarily
take his Choralgesänge as pedagogical models.
2.1.3 Choralgesang vs. Choralbuch: Competing Models of Bachian Pedagogy
Since Bach’s death, the predominant outlook among pedagogues looking to imitate aspects of
Bach’s teachings has been to assume that the Choralgesänge must have played a central role in
Bach’s instructional method. But to my knowledge there is very little historical evidence to
support this claim. In contrast, there is abundant evidence to support the idea that Bach actually
used the Choralbuch style of harmonization. Leaver's attribution of the Sibley Chorale Book
(SCB) to Bach’s circle is only one component of this growing body of evidence. The driving force
in establishing the potentially spurious view that the Choralgesänge had a pedagogical function in
Bach’s method was J. P. Kirnberger, whose status as “Bach pupil” is not as secure after all, as we
shall see in section 2.1.4. What follows is an analysis of how the Choralgesänge took on a
pedagogical function after Bach’s death and how recent scholarly work has begun to alter this
picture.
The first edition of Bach’s Choralgesänge was published in two parts in 1765 and 1769, edited
variously by F. W. Marpurg, Emanuel Bach, and J. F. Agricola. 42 In part because of the numerous
errors contained therein, Kirnberger was adamant in his desire to publish a second edition, even
to the point of declining financial compensation in an eﬀort to convince a publisher to take on
the project. In numerous letters dating from 1777, Kirnberger repeatedly pleaded with Breitkopf
to have the Choralgesänge “preserved for posterity” “out of love for [musical] science and for [the

“Halthen Ihm vor daß er bißher in dem Choral viele wunderliche variationes gemachet, viele frembde Thone mit eingemischet,
daß die Gemeinde drüber confundiret worden” (Bach-Dok. 2:20), translated in NBR (46).
40

Bach’s settings intended for congregational accompaniment include, but are not limited to: “Ich hab mein Sach anheimgestellt”
(BWV 708/708a), “Allein Gott in der Höh sei Ehr” (BWV 715), “Herr Gott, dich loben wir” (BWV 725), “Herr Jesu Christ,
dich zu uns wend” (BWV 726), “In dulci jubilo” (BWV 729/729a), “Gelobet seist du, Jesus Christ” (BWV 722/722a), “Vom
Himmel hoch” (BWV 738a), and “Lobt Gott, ihr Christen, allzugleich” (BWV 732a).
41

Wachowski (1983) lists all editions of Bach’s Choralgesänge from 1765 to 1932. Emanuel Bach was not pleased with the 1765–
1769 edition, which is probably why he was willing to take over as editor of the second edition after Kirnberger’s passing (NBR,
380).
42
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chorales’] usefulness to studious youth” and “to the eternal memory of J. S. Bach.” 43 In yet
another letter dated July 1, 1777, we gain a glimpse into another motivation for wanting to edit a
second edition of the Choralgesänge: Kirnberger’s own treatises take “pure four-part composition”
as the idealized microcosm of baroque composition and compositional pedagogy:
Ich hoﬀe aus meinen lezten Brief meine Uneigennüzigkeit erkannt zu haben, und daß ich
bloß aus Liebe zur Kunst sie zum Druck zu verhelfen suche, um den reinen 4 stimmigen Saz
für die Nachwelt zu erhalten, die auch um dieser willen zu Ende meines theoretischen Werkes
allen Lehrbegierigen bestens empfohlen werden, ohneracht sie sich um ihrer Güte willen
selbst bestens empfehlen…44
In my last letter I hope to have made clear my own disinterest [in financial gain], and that I
only wish to promote the printing [of the Choralgesänge] out of love for art, in order to
preserve pure four-part composition for posterity, which is also heartily recommended at the
end of my theoretical work to all those desirous of learning, even though they [the
Choralgesänge] are in no need of my recommendation…

The “theoretical work” to which Kirnberger here refers is no doubt part one of the second volume
of Die Kunst des reinen Sazes in der Musik, which was published in 1776, just one year before
Kirnberger’s letter.45 In this work, Kirnberger expounds his firm belief in the importance of “pure
four-part composition,” of which Bach’s Choralgesänge are the ultimate paradigm. For instance, in
the Gedanken über die verschiedenen Lehrarten in der Komposition (1782), Kirnberger specifically
describes the works of Sebastian Bach as using a “completely pure style.” Moreover, he states that
Die Kunst attempts to reproduce Bach’s teaching:
Johann Sebastian Bach führt in allen seinen Stücken einen durchgängig reinen Saz, jedes
Stück hat bey ihm einen zur Einheit geführten bestimmten Karakter. Rhythmus, Melodie,
Harmonie, kurz alles, was eine Komposition wirklich schön macht, hat er, nach dem
Zeugnisse seiner praktischen Werke, vollkommen in seiner Gewalt. Seine Method ist die
On May 10, 1777, Kirnberger wrote: “An diesen Chorälen hat der H. [C. P. E.] Bach in Hamburg kein Recht mehr, sondern
ich allein sie in Druck geben zu können, worum ich auch von allen Enden geplaget werde, sie in Druck zu geben, nur für meine
Kosten habe ich nicht Luft, hätten Dieselben Luft sie an Sich zu nehmen, so wollte ich schon mit Ihnen darum fertig werden,
weil es sonst ein großer Verlust ist, wenn die Choräle nicht für die Nachwelt erhalten würden” [emphasis added] (quoted in
Schering 1918, 142). On June 7, 1777, he writes: “Wegen der Bachschen Choräle deren anjezo über 400 sind, welche der
Hamburger H. [C. P. E.] Bach gesammelt, und meistens Selbst geschrieben hat, die ich jetzt besize, so liegt es mir gar sehr am
Herzen, daß für die musicalische Nachwelt die Choräle erhalten werden. Der Gedanke wird weit von mir entfernt seyn, durch
einen Buchhändler oder Verleger einigen Profit in der Welt zu hoﬀen, daher, denke ich auch gar nicht daran, sie zu verkaufen,
blos aus Liebe für die Wissenschaft und großen Nuzen für studierte junge Leute, will ich sie Ihnen alle umsonst geben, nur
daß sie in schönem Druck ans Licht kämen” [emphasis added] (ibid., 142–143). On June 19, 1777, he writes, “Allein andere
Geschäfte haben mich bis hieher davon abgehalten daran zu gedenken. Jezt aber, da mir viel daran gelegen ist, zum allgemeinen
Nuzen aller studierenden Jugend wegen des vortreﬄichen Sazes sie im Druck zu sehen, und weil ich doch einmal in der Welt
dazu bestimmt bin, daß ich von meiner Sorge und Mühe keine Nuzen haben soll, so will ich Ihnen, so wie Sie sie bekommen
ohne den geringsten Profit abtreten, und sie nur im Drucke zum ewigen Andenken des J. Seb. Baches zu sehen” [emphasis
added] (ibid., 144). Bach-Dok. (3:315–320) gives all of Kirnberger’s letters. See NBR (381–383) for translations of various other
letters as well.
43
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Quoted in Schering (1918, 145). My translation.

Part two of volume two was released in 1777, but it deals exclusively with invertible counterpoint, whereas part one of volume
two treats chorale harmonization extensively.
45
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beste, denn er geht durchgängig Schritt vor Schritt vom leichtesten bis zum schwersten über,
eben dadruch ist der Schritt zur Fuge selbst nicht schwerer, als ein Uebergang zum andern.
Aus diesem Grunde halte ich
die Johann Sebastian Bachsche Methode für die einzige und beste.
Es ist zu bedauern, daß dieser große Mann über die Musik nie etwas theoretisches
geschrieben hat, und seine Lehren nur durch seine Schüler auf die Nachwelt gekommen sind.
Ich habe die Methodes sel. Joh. Seb. Bach auf Grundsäze zurück zu führen und seine Lehren
nach dem Maaße meiner Kräfte der Welt, in meiner Kunst des reinen Sazes, vor Augen zu
legen gesuchet.46
~~~
In all his works Johann Sebastian Bach employs a completely pure style; every piece has a
definite unified character. Rhythm, melody, harmony—in short everything that makes a
composition really beautiful—he has completely in his power, as witnessed by his written
works. His method is the best because he proceeds step by step from the simplest to the most
diﬃcult, whereby even the step to fugue itself is no more diﬃcult than any other step. For
this reason I consider
the method of Johann Sebastian Bach to be the only and best one.
It is regrettable that this great man never wrote anything of a theoretical nature about music
and that his teachings have survived only through his students.
I have sought to reduce the method of the late Joh. Seb. Bach to basic principles and to
present his teachings to the best of my ability in my Kunst des reinen Satzes [text spacing is
original].47

I mentioned at the beginning of this section that Kirnberger’s status as Bach pupil is not as
certain as previously assumed. I will return to this point shortly. For the moment, what matters is
that Kirnberger associated Bach’s music with the “pure” style, of which the Choralgesänge are ideal
models. Only a few weeks later on July 26, 1777, Kirnberger again made his intentions explicit
in a letter to Breitkopf:
Weil die Choräle sämtlich herauskommen müssen, so ist es nun Ihre Sache, dieselben zu
rangiren wie Sie es für gut finden… Wegen Subscription ad praenum: überlaße ich es Ihrem
Willen, weil ich mich dessen Profit gänzlich entsage, und nur den Ruhm verlange, der
musicalischen Welt einen großen Dienst gethan zu haben, erstl. um der Kirche willen für
46

Kirnberger (1782, 4–5).
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Translated in Kirnberger (1771–1779 [1982], xvi). Spacing is original.
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Organisten, oder häuslichen Gottesdienst 2) für junge Componisten wegen des reinen
vierstimmig. Sazes. Wollen Dieselben etwan im Vorbericht meinen Nahmen dazu erwehnen,
daß man dies Werk mir zu danken hätte, das soll meine ganze Belohnung dafür seyn.48
Because the complete chorales must be published, I leave it to you to arrange them as you see
fit… Regarding a subscription model of publication, I leave that to your judgement, because
I wish to abstain from all profits, and only demand the honor of having done the musical
world such a great service, firstly, to organists for the church’s sake, or for domestic services,
and secondly, to young composers because of the pure, four-part composition. Should it be
mentioned in the preface that this publication came about because of me, then that would be
payment enough.

After much ado over the next few years, the details of which need not be summarized here,
Kirnberger still could not secure Breitkopf ’s agreement to publish, and angrily demanded return
of the manuscript.49 Kirnberger passed away on July 27, 1783, without his beloved project
coming to fruition. But Breitkopf had already set wheels in motion that could not be stopped,
and thus sought another editor in Emanuel Bach, who agreed, releasing four volumes between
1784 and 1787. Carl Philipp’s preface is worth quoting in its entirety, since it helped establish a
lasting pedagogical legacy that would endure for over two centuries:
Diese Sammlung der Choräle ist nach dem vorigen Drucke von mir nochmals mit vieler
Sorgfalt durchgesehen, und von den eingeschlichenen Fehlern gereiniget worden. Vom Herrn
Kirnberger, dem ich solche bereits im Jahre 1771. überlassen hatte, sind sie kurz vor seinem
Tode an den izigen Herrn Verleger gekommen. Bey diesem neuen Drucke sind also auch die
bey dem vorigen eingemischten fremden Lieder ausgelassen worden, und die nun
abgedruckten sowohl in diesem, als den nachfolgenden Theilen sind alle von meinem seligen
Vater verfertigt, und eigentlich in vier Systemen für vier Singestimmen gesezt. Man hat sie
den Liebhabern der Orgel und des Claviers zu gefallen auf zwey Systeme gebracht, weil sie
leichter zu übersehen sind. Wenn man sie vierstimmig absingen will, und einige davon den
Umfang gewisser Kehle überschreiten sollten: so kann man sie übersezen. Bey den Stellen, wo
der Baß so tief gegen die übrigen Stimmen einhergehet, daß man ihn ohne Pedal nicht
spielen kann, nimmt man die höherer Octav, und dieses tiefere Intervall nimmt man alsdenn,
wenn der Baß den Tenor überschreitet. Der selige Verfasser hat wegen des lezteren Umstandes
auf ein sechzehnfüßiges baßirendes Instrument, welches diese Lieder allezeit mitgespielt hat,
gesehen. Den Schwachsichtigen zu gefallen, welchen einige Säze unrichtig scheinen möchten,
hat man da, wo es nöthig ist, die Fortschreitung der Stimmen durch einfache und doppelte
schräge Striche deutlich angezeiget. Ich hoﬀe, auch durch diese Sammlung vielen Nuzen und
vieles Vergnügen zu stiften, ohne daß ich nöthig habe, zum Lobe der Harmonie dieser Lieder
etwas anzuführen. Der selige Verfasser hat meiner Empfehlung nicht nöthig. Man ist von
ihm gewohnt gewesen, nichts als Meisterstücke zu sehen. Diesen Namen werden die Kenner
der Sezkunst gegenwärtiger Sammlung ebenfalls nicht versagen können, wenn sie dei ganz
48

Quoted in Schering (1918, 145). My translation.
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See Schering (1918) and NBR (378–384) for a complete overview of events.
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besondre Einrichtung der Harmonie und das natürlich fließende der Mittelstimmen und des
Baßes, wodurch sich diese Choralgesänge vorzüglich unterscheiden, mit gehöriger
Aufmerksamkeit betrachten. Wie nuzbar kann eine solche Betrachtung den Lehrbegierigen
der Sezkunst werden, und wer läugnet wohl heut zu Tage den Vorzug der Unterweisung in
der Sezkunst, vermöge welcher man, statt der steifen und pedantischen Contrapuncte, den
Anfang mit Chorälen machet. Zum Beschluß kann ich den Liebhabern überhaupt von
geistlichen Liedern melden, daß diese Sammlung ein vollständiges Choralbuch ausmachen
wird. Es werden diesem Theile noch drey andere folgen, und alle zusammen über
dreyhundert Lieder enthalten.
C. P. E. Bach
This collection of the chorales has been reviewed once again by me with great care after the
earlier edition, and cleansed of the mistakes that had crept into it. The chorales were delivered
to the present publisher by Mr. Kirnberger (to whom I had given them as early as the year
1771), shortly before his death. In this new printing the spurious chorales mistakenly
included in the earlier edition have been omitted, and those that have been printed, in this
part as well as in the parts to follow, were all written by my late father, and were actually set
on four systems for four vocal parts. [The remainder of the text is the same as the preface to
the first edition of 1765.] They have been presented on two staves to accommodate lovers of
the organ and the clavier, since they are easier to read in that form. If it is desired to sing
them in four voices, and some of them should go beyond the range of certain throats, they
can be transposed. In those places where the bass goes so low, in relation to the other voices,
that it cannot be played without pedals, one plays the higher octave, and one takes the octave
below when the bass crosses above the tenor. Because of the latter circumstance, the late
author reckoned on a 16-foot instrument for the bass, which always played along with these
songs. To accommodate those whose sight is weak, and to whom certain settings might
appear incorrect, the progression of the voices has been indicated where necessary by single
and double oblique lines. I also hope to contribute much profit and pleasure through this
collection, without having to quote anything in praise of the harmony of these songs. The
late author is not in need of my recommendation. One was accustomed to seeing nothing by
masterpieces come from him. Nor can the term [masterpiece] be withheld from this volume
by connoisseurs of the art of writing when they contemplate with appropriate attention the
quite special arrangement of the harmony and the natural flow of the inner voices and the
bass, which are what above all distinguish these chorales. How useful such contemplation
may be to those who desire to learn the art of composition! And who nowadays denies the
advantage of that instruction in composition by which the beginning is made with chorales
instead of stiﬀ and pedantic counterpoint? Finally, I can assure lovers of sacred songs that this
collection will represent a complete chorale book. This part will be followed by three others,
and together they will contain over three hundred songs.50
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This preface, which is largely the same as the one that precedes the first edition of 1765, is
significant in two respects. First, it is to my knowledge the only potentially reliable evidence that
the Choralgesänge ever took on a pedagogical function in J. S. Bach’s teaching method. Yet upon
closer analysis, Emanuel Bach never actually states this explicitly. Indeed, he says that the
“contemplation” of the Choralgesänge will be useful to students of composition, but not that this
is the method that his father used. Of course, we know from Carl Philipp’s account in the
epigraph of Part One of the present chapter that Sebastian Bach did use chorales in his teaching.
But the epigraph’s account makes no mention of passive “contemplation” of pre-existing,
complete, four-part settings. Instead, it emphasizes the pupil’s active compositional engagement
in writing middle voices and basslines. Perhaps contemplation (something akin to analysis in the
modern sense?) played a role in Bach’s lessons, but there is no direct evidence for it that I know
of. Given that most pupils who came to study with J. S. Bach were training to be professional
musicians, one imagines Bach’s instruction involved primarily practical exercises (as Emanuel
Bach describes), plus the performance of those works of Bach’s whose pedagogical function is
indicated directly on their title pages, like the Inventions, the Well-Tempered Clavier, and the
Orgelbüchlein.51 Of course, the use of such compositional models must have involved a certain
degree of analysis, but this likely accompanied the performance of these works at the keyboard.
The second significant aspect of Carl Philipp’ss preface is that, by reducing the Choralgesänge
from four staves to two, Emanuel Bach inadvertently contributed to a long-lasting misconception
that the Choralgesänge were written for keyboard. It is astonishing how deeply embedded this
view is, even up to the present day. In most modern textbooks, one is almost guaranteed to see
the Choralgesänge being used as models, invariably reduced to two staves and often with the text
omitted. The Choralgesänge are constantly played on the keyboard, despite the fact that the four
ornate voices are often quite awkward to manage at the keyboard, in part due to frequent voice
crossings. But did Emanuel Bach not state in the above preface that his father intended a 16-foot
instrument for the bass, which implies that it was standard performance practice for an organ
(i.e., a keyboard instrument) to accompany the Choralgesänge? Would this not imply that the
Choralgesänge are thus also intended for keyboard? Let us investigate this question in greater
detail.
2.5 gives the Choralgesänge “Allein zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ” (Zahn 7292b), which is the closing
movement from Bach’s cantata no. 33. As we can see, Bach included a separate thoroughbass line
with figures, as was often the case for the Choralgesänge. It is unlikely that the continuo player
would have realized the figures as complexly as the vocal parts. The reason is that, even with
Bach’s exceptionally detailed style of figuring, the vocal parts still contain numerous
embellishments that are not indicated in the figures. These instances are marked with arrows
below the thoroughbass part. These discrepancies mean that the continuo player would likely
have played a less ornate realization than the vocal parts, since the continuo player was of course
not playing from a full score (only a figured bass).52 Yet in the first and second editions of the
51

See section 1.3.5 for the full title pages of these works.

A facsimile of the original thoroughbass part (D-LEb Thomana 33) in J. A. Kuhnau’s hand is available at <www.bachdigital.de> (19 June, 2019).
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Choralgesänge, Emanuel Bach’s keyboard reductions easily give the impression that the
Choralgesänge are intended as keyboard music. This is due not only the reduction of the four
staves to two, but also to the omission of the original figured bassline and text. See 2.6, which
gives the same chorale as 2.5 in Carl Philipp’s first edition. While it may appear to be keyboard
music, the tenor line is constantly passed back and forth between the left and right hands, and
many of the chord spacings are too wide to be played without breaking them, making the setting
somewhat awkward to play. Of course, Emanuel Bach clarifies this in the preface to the first two
editions, but some later editions of the Choralgesänge omit this preface, thus partially obscuring
the fact that the Choralgesänge are intended for choir.
Now let us consider 2.7, which gives the SCB’s setting of “Allein zu dir,” the same chorale from
the previous two examples. 2.8 presents a modern edition with hypothetical inner voices. It is
worth noting that, unlike the setting of “Vom Himmel hoch” in 2.2, this setting of “Allein zu
dir" contains no errors whatsoever. The chord marked by the arrow in m. 26 is even quite
advanced harmonically. A cursory look over 2.7 and 2.8 reveals that the diﬀerences between the
Choralbuch and Choralgesang styles are quite obvious. I have attempted to tabulate these
diﬀerences in 2.9, which conceives of the two styles as a set of stylistic continua. The goal is to
define the two styles as multi-dimensional rather than as absolute categories. A word is in order
regarding the strictness of parts. Although Carl Philipp emphasizes that his father placed value on
strict four-part composition, some of J. S. Bach’s own Choralbuch-style harmonizations use a
fluctuating number of voices.53 Some of these setting are in the so-called “full-voiced” style of
thoroughbass realization, which is described by many of Bach’s contemporaries (most notably by
Heinichen in great detail in his 1728 treatise). In this style of accompaniment, the number of
voices varies between about five and eight (the pedal makes it easier to play an additional voice).
This is the rationale behind associating a more flexible number of voices with the Choralbuch
style in 2.9. The final category of “completeness” is the only attribute that is a strict binary, rather
than a spectrum. Choralbuch settings are usually incomplete, using thoroughbass notation to
indicated inner voices. In contrast, Choralgesänge are always notated completely. The remainder
of the stylistic criteria in 2.9 require no commentary.
Generally speaking, the terms Choralbuch and Choralgesang reflect common usage in eighteenthcentury Germany. Traces of the distinction between them can be seen in the earlier division
between musica choralis (unmeasured chant) and musica figuralis (measured polyphony), as in
Banchieri (see section 1.1.5). In post-Reformation Germany, the categories of musica choralis and
musica figuralis were sometimes referred to as Choralmusik (meaning unison chorales, and later
cantional settings) and Figuralmusik (motets), respectively.54 John Butt acknowledges this
relationship, writing that,
53

See, for example, BWV 722, 726, 729, 743, and 745.

The opposition between the two styles is evident in the titles of numerous German treatises, for example the anonymous Kurzer
jedoch Gründlicher Wegweiser, vermittelst welches man aus dem Grund die Kunst, die Orgel recht zu schlagen, so wol was den GeneralBass, als auch was zu dem gregorianischen Choral-Gesang erfordet wird (Augsburg, 1689; 8 editions before 1753); Murschhauser’s
Fundamentalische kurz und bequeme Handtleithung so wohl zur Figurat als Choral Music (München, 1707); and Schmelz’s
Fundamenta Musica Cantus Artificialis, Das ist, Musicalisch=Regular gestelltes, Zwey Theilig=Figural- und Choral- künstliches
Sing=Fundament (Yrssee, 1752).
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Clearly there is a close terminological relationship between Musica choralis and the genre
which in English is usually termed chorale. However, while Luther took many of his chorale
melodies from the existing repertory of Gregorian hymns, he and his contemporaries
generally used terms such as Lieder and Gesänge; moreover these pieces were printed in the
measured notation musica figuralis rather than the chant notation of musica choralis.
Nevertheless, the fact that chorales were generally sung monophonically by the congregation
and came to take over much of the role of Gregorian chant suggests that they could have
been considered a part of musica choralis too.55

Despite the loose association between chorales and musica choralis (or Choralmusik), unmeasured
chant gradually disappeared from Protestant practice over the course of the seventeenth century
and chorales in measured notation were increasingly subsumed under the rubric of musica
figuralis.56 Nevertheless, it is still useful to understand the Choralbuch style in the eighteenth
century as a sort of “accompanied chant” because its roots reach back to the musica choralis
tradition. That is to say, the opposition between unmeasured chant and measured polyphony gets
to the heart of the diﬀerences between Choralbuch and Choralgesang styles—the former is
essentially accompanied chant.
In closing, it should be emphasized that the Choralgesang and Choralbuch styles are not
specifically tied to the voice and keyboard, respectively. There exist, of course, entirely
homophonic vocal settings and highly ornate keyboard settings. The six settings in 2.10 give
some sense of the variety in which Bach treats the chorale “Wer nur den lieben Gott läßt
walten” (Zahn 2778). 2.10(a) is the setting as found in the SCB, which is entirely typical of the
Choralbuch style. 2.10(b) gives Bach’s setting from BWV 690/2, which also only has outer voices
and figures, but has slightly more ornamentation—that is, it is a step in the direction of the
Choralgesang style. 2.10(c) illustrates the type of embellished vocal setting that is typical of the
Choralgesänge. 2.10(d) shows BWV 691 from the Notenbuch für A. M. Bach (1725), which is a
highly ornate, three-voice keyboard example. The remaining two examples, 2.10(e) and 2.10(f )
show two quite complex keyboard settings. Thus, we can see that keyboard settings can be
written in what I am calling the Choralgesang style; that eighteenth-century vocal settings can also
be written in a simple Choralbuch style is self-evident and requires no additional examples. In
sum, the designations Choralbuch and Choralgesang merely imply the most typical
instrumentations, though the terms should not be restricted exclusively to keyboard or vocal
settings, respectively.
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Butt (1994, 193, note 5).

Butt (1994, 60). Interestingly, both Choralmusik and Figuralmusik figured prominently in Andreas Reyher’s (1601–1673)
reforms of the Gotha Gymnasium in the 1640’s. These reforms led to publications which influenced J. S. Bach’s first chorale
book: the 1673 Eisenachisches Gesangbuch (Leaver 2011, 44–47).
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2.1.4 Excluding Kirnberger as Reliable Witness to Bach’s Pedagogy57
Thus far I have argued that Bach’s pedagogical method likely employed the Choralbuch style
rather than the Choralgesang style of harmonization. There remains yet the issue of Kirnberger’s
endorsement of the Choralgesänge as paradigms of pure, four-part composition. Are we simply to
disregard the testimony of a Bach pupil? As it turns out, the evidence that Kirnberger ever
studied with Bach is somewhat weak. According to F. W. Marpurg’s (1718–1795) biographical
sketch, Kirnberger went to Leipzig in 1739 to study with Bach for two years. 58 But another
document places Kirnberger in Sondershausen in 1740, and then back in Leipzig in 1741.59
Naturally, isolated trips while still studying with Bach are possible. But what particularly raises
suspicion is that Kirnberger, who was quite devoted to Bach, never once states directly in print
that he was in fact Bach’s student, nor does he ever recall a personal anecdote about a lesson, as
does J. C. Kittel.60 For instance, in the above-mentioned quote from Kirnberger's Gedanken über
die verschiedenen Lehrarten in der Komposition, Kirnberger is perfectly happy to intimate that he
has a privileged knowledge of Bach’s method of teaching. Yet oddly, he never directly states that
he studied with Bach. Would Kirnberger not have exploited the association to his own advantage
to promote his writings and especially to defend himself during his heated disputes with
Marpurg regarding theoretical matters?61
Instead, Kirnberger turned to Emanuel Bach Bach to determine whether or not J. S. Bach’s
theoretical views were compatible with those of Jean-Philipp Rameau (1683–1784). Had
Kirnberger actually studied with Sebastian Bach, would he not know already? Carl Philipp’s
response reveals another reason for excluding Kirnberger and his theoretical writings from this
reconstruction of J. S. Bach's pedagogy. Emanuel Bach’s reply was unequivocal (and devastating
for Marpurg): “You can loudly proclaim that my and my late father’s principles are antiRameau.”62 Of course, many will be quick to point out that neither Marpurg, Kirnberger, nor
Carl Philipp possessed an accurate understanding of Rameau’s theories.63 Setting aside the
tangled issue of eighteenth-century German Rameau reception and its often nationalistic
overtones at the time, the decisive fact is that, even while claiming to champion Sebastian Bach
(the German) against Rameau (the Frenchman), Kirnberger nonetheless accepted the two basic
premises of Rameau’s theory of basse fondamentale: (1) that chords, even dissonant ones, have
roots, and (2) that root motion between chords is meaningful. Whether Kirnberger truly
understood Rameau’s theories in all their subtlety is irrelevant to the present discussion. What
matters, I would argue, is the conclusion that Walter Heimann came to in 1973:
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Marpurg (1754–1778, 1:85), quoted in Serwer (2001).
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Seiﬀert (1889), quoted in Serwer (2001).
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Kittel (1801–1808, 3:33), translated in section 2.2.18.
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“Daß meine und meines seel. Vaters Grundsäze antirameauisch sind, können Sie laut sagen” (Kirnberger 1771–1779, vol. 2,
part 3, 188).
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Denn Kirnberger befindet sich, von einzelnen systemfremden Anleihen aus älterer Satzlehre
abgesehen, auf dem Boden der neuen französischen Musiktheorie. Seine Satzperspektive ist
daher mit Bachs Ordnungsweise nicht gleichzusetzen: die spezifische Ornungsweise und er
Eigencharakter der älteren Generalbaßlehre scheinen, soviel kann an dieser Stelle gesagt
werden, mit der Lehre von den beiden Grundakkorden bereits vergessen und ersetzt worden
zu sein.64
Excluding the occasional out-of-place borrowing from older compositional theory,
Kirnberger finds himself grounded in the new French music theory. His theoretical
perspective should therefore not be equated with Bach’s manner of compositional
organization: the specific manner of organization and the individual character of the older
thoroughbass tradition seem, as far as can be said at this point, to be already forgotten and
replaced by [Kirnberger’s] two Grundakkorde [the triad and dominant seventh].

Heimann's argument, which I wish to endorse, is that in reducing all harmony to two chords and
their inversions (the triad and dominant seventh)—as Rameau does—Kirnberger has left behind
the seventeenth-century thoroughbass tradition outlined in Chapter One. For the present study,
Kirnberger’s break with tradition is more important than determining precisely all of Kirnberger’s
influences. Indeed, in a dramatic reversal of his previous opinion, Ludwig Holtmeier has argued
that Rameau's influence on Kirnberger was far less extensive then previously thought, even while
ceding that Kirnberger conceived of his theories in response to Rameau.65 Instead, Holtmeier
mentions Kirnberger’s awareness of the works of Georg Andreas Sorge (1703–1778), but does
not elaborate on this relationship at depth.66 Regardless of whether Rameau or Sorge exerted a
greater influence on Kirnberger, the point I wish to emphasize here is this: to my mind, the most
credibly Bachian aspect of Kirnberger’s writings is that, like Bach, Kirnberger places four-part
chorales before fugue. In sum, Kirnberger’s claim to represent Bach’s pedagogy should not be
accepted uncritically. As a result, Kirnberger’s fixation on the Choralgesänge may be an unreliable
account of Bach’s teaching.
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Holtmeier writes that, “Wenn man aber sieht, dass Kirnberger seine eigene Musiktheorie, die von Rameaus grundlegenden
Konzeptionen ebenfalls weit entfernt ist, in der aber zumindest äußerlich an der Idee des ‘Grundbasses' festgehalten wird, als
Gegenentwurd zu Marpurgs ramistischer Musiktheorie verstanden wissen wollte, zeigt sich die ganze Widersprüchlichkeit und
Komplexität der Situation: In der zweiten Hälfte des 18. Jahrhunderts wurde in der deutschsprachigen Musiktheorie mit Rameau
gegen Rameau argumentiert und umgekehrt” (2017, 162). And later, Holtmeier adds that “Anstatt im Kirnbergerschen
‘Grundbass’ jene Spuren der Rameauschen Musiktheorie zu suchen, die dort gar nicht gefunden werden können, sollte man
Kirnberger’s ‘Grundbass’ lieber als das eigenständige Konzept eines Fundamentbasses begreifen, das seine Entstehung zwar
durchaus der äußerlichen Anregung durch die Rameausche Musiktheorie verdankt, das aber in inhalterlicher und technischer
Hinsicht deutlich von der basse fondamentale unterschieden ist und eine ganz eigene und von der Rameauschen Musiktheorie
unabhängige Rezeptionsgeschichte hat” (2017, 321). This is a reversal of Holtmeier’s previous view: “On the other hand, already
in the works of Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg and Johann Philipp Kirnberger, who more than any others spread Ramellian theory
into German-speaking lands, the RO plays only a marginal role” (Holtmeier 2007b, 13).
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2.1.5 Historical Evidence of Bach’s Use of the Choralbuch Style with Multiple Basses
Thus far we have established that the SCB likely originates from Bach’s circle of pupils. This is
significant because it implies that Bach taught chorale harmonization not using the more
elaborate style of his Choralgesänge, but instead the simpler, thoroughbass-oriented style of a
Choralbuch. But given that the exact provenance of the SCB remains uncertain, this hypothesis
requires further support. Just how common was the Choralbuch style in Bach’s day? Are there any
documents from Bach’s circle that could further corroborate this argument? As Susan
McCormick has shown, numerous eighteenth-century Choralbücher have come to light in recent
years, many of which have links to Bach. As mentioned in Part One, the Choralbuch style (with
or without thoroughbass figures) was how most organists accompanied chorales in Germany in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.67 However, what is particularly fascinating about these
newly surfaced sources—besides that many link the Choralbuch style to Bach’s milieu—is that
many of them contain multiple figured basslines under each chorale melody.
As mentioned in the opening to this chapter, Emanuel Bach’s description of his father’s pedagogy
quoted in the epigraph may contain a reference to multiple-bass harmonization. There is strong
inductive evidence to support this claim. Given the growing body of sources near Bach that
contain multiple basses, Carl Philipp’s phrase “Next he taught them to invent their own basses,”
could potentially be a reference to multiple basses under a single melody, not to individual
melodies with single basses.68 The implications of this for the reconstruction of Bach’s
compositional pedagogy are enormous. Not only does it begin to cast doubt on the longstanding, dominant narrative regarding the centrality of the four-part, fully notated, vocal, ornate
Choralgesänge to Bach’s teaching; it also suggests Bach’s use of an almost completely unknown
pedagogical technique involving multiple basses and thoroughbass in the Choralbuch style.
Astonishing, despite the existence of numerous historical accounts and sources related to
multiple-bass pedagogy, this technique has received almost no scholarly attention until
McCormick’s 2015 dissertation.
I would like to highlight two historical accounts that support the claim that Bach may have used
multiple-bass chorales in his teaching. Firstly, in his discussion of bass themes in his Versuch (see
1.63 for his examples), Emanuel Bach reveals that an experienced accompanist was expected to
be able to improvise a bassline below a given theme:
Einem verständigen Accompagnisten würde es alsdenn bey der Begleitung gar leicht seyn,
anstatt einen besondern Gesang zu diesem Thema zu erfinden, dieses Thema in der rechten
Hand zu nehmen, und mit der linken aus dem Stegereife eine Grundstimme dazu, mit der
gehörigen Harmonie zu machen.69
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It would be quite easy for a knowledgeable accompanist when, rather than inventing an
upper-voice melody to this theme, to instead take this theme in the right hand, and to
improvise a bass voice in the left hand with the appropriate harmonies.

If Emanuel Bach assumed that experienced players could improvise a bassline and harmonies to a
melody in a more modern galant style, then he certainly assumed that such a player could do the
same with simple chorale melodies.
Secondly, in a little-known treatise by Pachelbel’s student, J. V. Eckelt (1673–1732) titled
“Kurtzer unterricht was einen Organist nötig zu wißen seÿ” (Brief Instruction on What an
Organist Must Know), there is an interesting phrase that may refer to multiple-bass chorales:
hernach alle Chorähle durchs gantze Jahr spielen zu können, und zwar mit guten Bäßen und
Mittelstimmen, auch darzu gehörige Manniren.70
[An organist must know] how to play all chorales in the whole [church] year with good basses
and middle voices, also with appropriate ornamentation.

Could Ecklet’s use of “basses” in the plural be another reference to multiple-bass pedagogy in
Pachelbel’s circle of pupils? It is diﬃcult to reach a firm conclusion, but it is certainly possible.
Moreover, in addition to these two accounts by Emanuel Bach and Eckelt, there also exists a
fascinating description of multiple-bass composition by Jacob Adlung (1699–1762), which is
given at the introduction to Part Two of this chapter. This is to my knowledge one of the most
revealing historical accounts of multiple-bass composition. And it is all the more significant
because Adlung was a member of Bach's wider circle; Adlung had contact with J. S. Bach’s
cousin, Johann Nikolaus Bach, in Jena, with whom Adlung may have studied.71 Yet apart from
such remarks by Bach’s contemporaries, there is also a growing body of archival evidence that
supports the claim that Bachian pedagogy may have used multiple-bass chorales.
2.11 sketches the current source situation in rough chronological order (the later sources are
lower). At the same time, the diagram provides an overview of important teacher-pupil
relationships. Note that this network only maps chorale sources that contain multiple basses. Thus,
the SCB and many other sources that use the Choralbuch style are not included because they only
contain single basses for each chorale. Note too that if no source is listed next to a name, then no
multiple-bass sources are currently attributed to this individual. It is important to remember,
however, that the search for multiple-bass sources has only just begun. Since the technique of
multiple-bass composition has been so obscure for so long, many library catalogues make no
mention of multiple basslines in an item’s description. This means that many more sources likely
await discovery, and 2.11 is probably only the tip of the archival iceberg.
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Adlung (1768, 2:vi). See section 1.2.8 regarding Adlung and Bach’s circle.
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As we can see, J. S. Bach forms a definite focal point within the network in 2.11, with at least
nine known associations with multiple-bass sources—more than any other individual. The
second-most well-connected individual is Bach’s pupil J. C. Kittel, who has five links. Kittel is the
individual to whom the most multiple-bass sources (seven at present) can be attributed. Because
there is so much source evidence relating to Kittel, and because he is a confirmed Bach pupil,
Kittel’s teachings will receive special treatment in Part Two of this chapter, which surveys the
pedagogy of Bach’s pupils and contemporaries. In this way, 2.11 will act like a sort of map to Part
Two, at least regarding multiple-bass sources. For this reason, the network of sources will not be
described in any more detail in this section. What is particularly important for the moment is
that, Bach’s potential use of multiple-bass harmonization has far-reaching repercussions for the
reconstruction of his pedagogical method.
2.1.6 The Music-Theoretical and Historical Implications of Multiple-Bass Composition
The implications of the above finding are at least three. First, to the modern onlooker, the phrase
“chorale harmonization” may imply vertical “slices” of harmonies—one chord for each note in
the chorale. In this verticalized view, each chord is like a single frame in a film reel; one simply
strings them together, and the result resembles a continuous whole. In contrast, multiple basses
with inner voices indicated by figures suggests a more linear, hierarchical view. In composing the
bassline in its entirety before adding middle voices, the bassline was conceived as an independent
counter-melody to the chorale. As mentioned in the stylistic strata in 2.9, the use of
thoroughbass implies a hierarchical view because the middle voices are subordinate to the outervoice frame, resulting in soprano-bass polarity. Rather than resembling frames in a film, the outer
voices here are more akin to bumper rails at a bowling alley—they form two boundaries that
guide the progression forward. Indeed, this could be why Bach began teaching chorale
harmonization by first providing an outer-voice frame. Thus, “chorale harmonization” is a
suboptimal term because its connotations today tend to be too vertically oriented. The terms
“multiple-bass composition” or “chorale-bass counterpoint” are plausible alternatives.
Nevertheless, I will still continue to use the locution “chorale harmonization” in combination
with these alternatives.
A second implication of multiple-bass composition for the reconstruction of Bachian pedagogy is
that the principle of outer-voice polarity results in a two-voice, contrapuntal frame. As we saw in
the previous chapter, seventeenth-century compositional pedagogy relied primarily on two-voice
examples. This dyadic view of composition was the heritage of previous centuries. The rise of
thoroughbass as a compositional tool around 1700 in German-speaking lands fostered the haptic
grouping of dyadic intervallic constellations into chords, which were conceived as hand positions,
or Griﬀe. Yet, as seen in Heinichen’s treatises, the dyadic conception of counterpoint, particularly
regarding the treatment of dissonance, remained operative in some circles well into the
eighteenth century. Chapter One attempted to associate Bach with this tradition. It was in part
through the dissemination of Rameau’s harmonic theories into Germany after Bach’s death that
the dyadic view eventually came into disuse. But as 2.11 shows, the tradition of chorale-bass
counterpoint, which spans from the beginning of the eighteenth century well into the
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nineteenth, was preserved as a mostly oral tradition within a chain of teacher/pupil relationships,
particularly among organists. Thus, I contend that the tradition of multiple-bass composition
served to maintain vestiges of the seventeenth-century dyadic conception of counterpoint into
the nineteenth century. If compositional pedagogy in Bach's circle included chorale-bass
counterpoint, this would imply that Bach may have endorsed such a dyadic view. The evidence
linking Bach to Heinichen presented previous chapter supports this argument indirectly.
Third, we know already from Bach’s recommendation for his pupil F. G. Wild that thoroughbass
played a central role in Bach’s understanding of composition.72 Therefore it should come as no
surprise that, as evidenced by the sources, the technique of multiple-bass composition also relies
on thoroughbass. But is thoroughbass, with its bottom-up approach to measuring intervals, not
antithetical to the top-down orientation of chorale-bass counterpoint? Indeed, the pyramid-like
conception of thoroughbass theory proposed in the previous chapter (see 1.64) relies especially
on primary intervals (those involving the bass). But in truth, whereas thoroughbass is truly
bottom-up in conception, primary intervals are not. Thoroughbass is like a vector in that it
designates direction (ascending) and magnitude (interval size). In contrast, primary intervals are
like a line in that they are direction-neutral, only indicating a magnitude. For this reason, while
the task of composing a bassline to a given chorale deemphasizes thinking directly in terms of
thoroughbass (because one starts with an upper voice, not a bassline), it still allows one to think
in terms of primary intervals. In fact, assuming the newly composed line is to be the bass, then
this process necessarily involves a focus on primary intervals. This, I believe, is a second reason
why Bach’s method began by composing a bassline: apart from any tendency to think in terms of
a two-voice framework (the dyadic heritage of the seventeenth century), Bach needed a bassline
to accommodate his otherwise thoroughbass-dependent conception of composition, as evidenced
in his description of the Fundamental-Regeln. A final, more practical reason why Bach had his
students first compose a bassline was that he probably wanted future organists to become
accustomed to playing from chorale books that only included figures. Yet at the same time,
Emanuel Bach’s emphasis that, “He was particularly insistent on the writing out of the voices in
thoroughbass,” suggests that improvisational skill was not the primary goal of using chorales.
Rather, the writing out of the bass and middle voices in a chorale setting suggests that Bach’s
primary goal was compositional technique, not improvised accompaniment.
In sum, Bach’s potential use of multiple-bass composition implies (1) a linear view of
composition with preference given to the outer voices; (2) the continued presence of remnants of
seventeenth-century dyadic view of composition into the eighteenth century and in Bach’s circle
in particular; and (3) that the reason Bach’s method began by composing a bassline is that a
bassline was necessary to accommodate his thoroughbass-centered perspective, which relied
especially on primary intervals. We now turn to Bach’s method of teaching chorale
harmonization.
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2.1.7 Bach’s Three-Stage Method of Teaching Chorale-Bass Counterpoint
In another article I discussed the three stages described in Emanuel Bach’s account of his father’s
pedagogy. 73 Carl Philipp writes that his father began by teaching “pure, four-part thoroughbass”;
“Then he went with them to chorales; first he set the bass himself and they had to invent the alto
and tenor. Next he taught them to invent their own basses.74 Stage one is the addition of two
inner voices to a given outer-voice framework that includes thoroughbass figures. Admittedly,
Emanuel Bach makes no mention of whether his father included figures or not in the beginning.
But given that thoroughbass preceded chorales in Bach’s method suggests that figures might have
been included to ensure continuity (even though accompaniment from an unfigured bass was a
common skill). Indeed, the majority of Choralbücher from Bach’s day—including the SCB—use
figures to indicate middle voices.75 In fact, I am not aware of a single eighteenth-century source
that gives outer voices without figures. For these reasons I will assume that, when introducing
chorale-bass counterpoint to his pupils, Bach too would have included figures.
Stage two is the composition of original basslines. As mentioned already, I believe that Bach
required the bass to be completed in its entirety before adding middle voices because the
complete four-part texture was actually conceived in terms of an outer-voice frame. In Part Two
of this chapter we will explore some of the ways in which Bach’s predecessors and contemporaries
approached the task of adding a bassline to a given melody. It is possible that some of these
strategies informed Bach’s own teaching.
Stage three is not mentioned specifically in Emanuel Bach’s account, but it can be inferred.
Having completed stage two—the composition of one or more original basses—it seems unlikely
that Bach would have then provided middle voices for his pupil. Instead, now the pupil had to
supply two inner voices without figures. That is, pupils had to figure their own unfigured bassline.
Naturally, the task of figuring a bassline is far simpler when another voice is already present (in
this case, the chorale). This point is often forgotten in scholarly discussions of Heinichen’s
chapter on unfigured basses: Heinichen too always assumes that figures are being added with
reference to a solo voice. 76 Nevertheless, if the bass and chorale make an interval of a third
(usually a tenth in context), for instance, there are still many chordal options available. Part Two
surveys the ways in which various authors near to Bach’s sphere of influence have solved this and
other problems related to chorale composition.
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2.1.8 Summary of Part One
In Part One of this chapter we have seen how, based on sources like the SCB, it seems that Bach’s
teaching emphasized the Choralbuch style, not the more complex Choralgesang style, as
Kirnberger leads us to believe. Moreover, based on a growing body of archival evidence, Bach’s
method may have involved the composition of multiple basslines under each melody. Inferring
from Emanuel Bach’s description of his father’s pedagogy, we can posit the existence of three
stages in Sebastian Bach’s method of chorale harmonization: (1) the addition of inner voices to a
given outer-voice frame with figures, (2) the composition of one or more original basses, and (3)
the addition of middle voices to these basslines. Bach’s emphasis on the outer voices suggests a
potential link with the traditional, dyadic conception of composition, which lingers in the
teachings of Heinichen, and whose treatise may be broadly representative of Bach’s theoretical
views. Having established this much, we now proceed to Part Two, which surveys historical
accounts of chorale harmonization in an attempt to define those music-theoretical concepts that
Bach may have drawn from in his own teaching, or which informed those members of his
broader circle. That is, the goal of Part Two is to define a horizon of music-theoretical
expectations—a set of available concepts—from which Bach and his contemporaries may have
drawn in their own teaching.
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2.2.1 Introduction to Part Two
No direct sources from Bach survive that either model or describe the technique of multiple-bass
chorale harmonization. Yet the fact that Bach placed thoroughbass instruction before study of
chorales (see Emanuel Bach’s account in the epigraph to Part One) suggests that thoroughbass
likely played a foundational role in the instruction that followed. Indeed, this is implied by Bach’s
statement that the Fundamental-Regeln of composition are derived from thoroughbass. Hence the
conception of thoroughbass theory outlined in Chapter One is of primary importance. That
Bach’s instruction in (multiple-bass) chorale harmonization depended strongly upon
thoroughbass theory is thus a guiding premise of this chapter. Such a belief would have been
entirely normative for the time. For instance, the prolific (and today still under-appreciated)
organist and pedagogue, Michael Wiedeburg (1720–1800), wrote in 1767 that,
Wer ist wol im Stande, einen mittelmässigen Baß zu einer Lieder-Melodie zu machen, wo
ihm die Wissenschaft des General-Basses nicht die Handleitung dazu gibt? Man kan ohne
denselben gar keine gewisse Schritte in der Harmonie thun.77
Who would be capable of creating even a mediocre bass to a chorale melody if the science of
thoroughbass did not provide him the means? One cannot make any definite steps in
harmony without thoroughbass.

As we will see, Wiedeburg’s instruction in chorale harmonization is perhaps the most detailed of
the entire eighteenth century. Yet it is Bach’s pupil, J. C. Kittel, who takes center stage in Part
Two. The reason is that Kittel is the only eighteenth-century author who describes chorale
harmonization in detail, has a direct connection to Bach, and to whom several multiple-bass
sources are attributed. Therefore we will spend more time exploring Kittel’s teachings than any
other author.
The central claim of Part Two is that the principles used to compose a bass to a given chorale in
Bach’s day were based on those used to accompany from unfigured basslines. As described in
Chapter One, the two most important approaches to playing unfigured basslines within Bach’s
sphere of influence were:
1. The melodic-intervallic method, which employs the logic: “If the given voice ascends (or
descends) by interval X, then the added voice may do Y”; and
2. The scale-degree method: “If the given voice has scale degree X, then the added voice may
have interval(s) Y.”
On the one hand, the older melodic-intervallic method originated from improvised vocal
polyphony in the Renaissance and corresponds to Heinichen’s General Rules. The tabula naturalis
tradition is an example of this approach (see 1.32). The melodic-intervallic method underlies the
77
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so-called Klangschrittlehre tradition,78 by which we can draw a conceptual link between authors
separated by hundreds of years, like Hans Buchner (1483–1538) and Michael Wiedeburg (1720–
1800). On the other hand, the newer scale-degree method, which was first described in detail in
Heinichen’s Special Rules, emerged in the early eighteenth-century out of the marriage between
thoroughbass practice and the new major/minor key system. Both approaches were originally
applied only to the bass voice, after which they also came to be applied to chorale melodies as
well. To these two approaches we will add a third that was not treated directly in the previous
chapter because it is rather basic in nature:
3. The harmonic-intervallic method: “Interval(s) X may be added above or below pitch or
interval Y.”
This third approach encompasses authors who, for instance, incorporate aspects of trias
harmonica theory into their methods, like J. H. Buttstedt (c.1715–1716). By the end of the
eighteenth century, H. C. Koch (1782–1793) would substitute the trias harmonic for the
overtone series as the origin of allowable intervals, but his approach nevertheless remained based
in the same harmonic-intervallic thinking, even while simultaneously embracing aspects of newer
harmonic theories. In this regard, Koch and Kirnberger are quite similar in that they both
conceive of chorale composition in terms of the types of available harmonies.
Clausulae represent a mixture of methods one and two. Clausulae, we recall, are brief melodic
patterns traditionally used in cadence formation. They play a significant role especially in the
pedagogy of Bach’s pupil, Kittel, which is why they will receive special treatment here. A
clausulae-based method varies depending on how clausulae are defined. Kittel defines them
purely by their melodic motion (method one). But because of their association with cadences in
specific modes, clausulae can also be associated with specific scale degrees (method two), even if
there are no sources to my knowledge that specifically articulate this association.
I will conclude this introduction with a quotation from Jacob Adlung (1699–1762), whose newly
discovered manuscript treatise on improvisation was already discussed in the previous chapter.79
The reasons for including such an extended excerpt are numerous. First, as a possible student of
Bach’s cousin J. N. Bach in Jena, Adlung belongs to Bach’s sphere of influence. Second, Adlung’s
commentary makes clear that multiple-bass composition was skill that every reputable keyboard
instructor was expected to teach, so we can probably assume Bach did as well. Third, Adlung
addresses the important distinction between composing separate basslines while remaining in 1:1
counterpoint with the melody (“true” bass variation) vs. merely applying rhythmic diminution to
the bass and leaving the structural tones unchanged.80 Fourth and finally, Adlung’s account
provides valuable social context for the way in which multiple-bass composition was received in a
professional setting while accompanying a congregation—in a word: contentiously:
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§. 340. Von den Veränderungen der Bässe etwas zu sagen, so verstehe ich hier eigentlich nicht
die Kleinerungen der Noten, oder die Variationes derselben durch die Figuren; sondern wenn
man einen andern Weg nimmt, ob schon die Noten so groß bleiben können, wie in der
Melodie. Solches zu können muß ein rechtschaﬀner Lehrer seine hierzu tüchtigen Schüler
allerdings anführen, damit er im Stande sey, alle ersinnliche Gänge, Säze und
Baßveränderungen zu finden; und derjenige wär gewiß ein schlechter Spieler, der nur einen
Baß wüste, wie Dir das Ganze Jahr über nur einen Rock an sich trägt; und solches muß bey
einem schweren Tone so gut von statten gehen, als bey einem leichten. Der Nuz solcher
Unterweisung äussert sich nachher sonderlich bey dem Fantasieren. Aber etwas anders ist,
solche Baßveränderungen zu können, und wieder etwas anders allezeit machen wollen. Es ist
dieses Puncts wegen an vielen Orten Krieg und Verdruß entstanden. Einige wollen den
Organisten also einschränken, daß er weder zur Rechten noch zur Linken ausweichen soll.
An andern Orten scheinen die Spieler sich der Freyheit allzusehr zu misbrauchen. Wenn die
ganze Gemeinde die Melodie im Einklange oder in Octaven singen wollte, so könnte es ihr
nicht verschlagen, wie die Bässe oder Gänge einander folgeten, zum Ex. ob bey der lezten
Note der ersten Zeil des Liedes: Allein Gott in der Höh u.s.f. die Melodie gegen den Baß eine
Terze, oder Octave, oder Quinte, oder kleine Sexte machte, und so mit andern. Aber es sind
viele unter der Gemeinde, welche sich gewöhnet einen Baß zu der Melodie zu machen. Wenn
nun des Spielers Gedanken mit den ihrigen nicht überein stimmt, so ist es böse Ding. Ich
wollte den Anfängern (denn vor grosse Meister schreibe ich dieses nicht) rathen, sich in deiser
Kunst zu mäßigen, wenn die Gemeinde mitsinget; weil doch der vornehmste Endzweck des
Mitspielens ist, Ordnung im Singen zu erhalten. Man kann seine Kunst bey dem Vorspiel
schon besser hören lassen, in welchem man an keinen Baß gebunden ist. Daher, ob es schon
leicht, die Gänge so zu lencken, daß auch ein geübter Cantor, wenn er nicht wohl aufmerkt,
bisweilen nicht wissen soll, woher oder wohin? so soll es doch selten geschehen. Aber, so
wenig es möglich ist, solche Bässe vorzuzeigen, welche allen Hälsen der Gemeinde
gewöhnlich; so wenig kann man sich lassen ganz einschränken, Jahr aus, Jahr ein, einerley
Noten zu spielen.81
§. 340. Regarding bass variations, I do not actually mean the diminution of notes, or the
variation of a bass via figures, but instead when one takes a diﬀerent path, while the note
values remain the same as in the melody [1:1 counterpoint]. A respectable teacher must be
able to teach this skill to a competent pupil so that he is capable of finding all conceivable
progressions, settings, and bass variations. And whoever only knows one bass is certainly a
poor player, which would be akin to wearing the same outfit every day for a year. And one
must be able to make variations just as well in minor keys as in major keys. The usefulness of
such instruction reveals itself afterwards in improvisation. But there is a diﬀerence between
knowing how to vary a bass and always wanting to do something diﬀerent. Regarding this
point, disputes and annoyance have arisen in many places. Some want to limit the organist so
much that he cannot make any tonicizations at all. In other places, players seem to abuse
their freedom. If the whole congregation wants to sing the melody in unison or octaves, then
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it won’t bother them how the basses or progressions proceed, for example, whether the last
note of the first phrase of “Allein Gott in der Höh’ sei Ehr” [usually G major: g1–b1–c2–d2–
c2–b1–a1–b1] has a third, octave, fifth, or minor sixth in the bass; the same applies to other
contexts. But there are many in the congregation who are accustomed to making [singing] a
bass to the melody. If the player’s intentions do not correspond to theirs, then the result is
poor. I would like to advise beginners (since I am not writing for great masters) to moderate
themselves in this art if the congregation is singing because the primary goal of
accompaniment is to maintain order in singing. One can let his ability be heard better on the
introduction [Vorspiel] anyway, where one is not bound to any bass. Thus, even though it
may be easy to steer the progressions such that even a practiced cantor becomes confused if
he is not paying attention closely, this should nevertheless occur rarely. But just as it is not
possible to recommend those basses that are familiar to every singer, neither can one be so
restricted that one plays the same thing year in and year out.

Unfortunately for us, the above quotation is the extent of Adlung’s treatment of multiple-bass
chorales. For more information we must turn to other historical sources. What follows is an
investigation into individual authors’ approaches to chorale composition. Rather than arranging
them thematically or according to their proximity to Bach’s circle, they will simply be presented
more or less chronologically. My hope is that this will give some sense of historical development
while also defining the horizon of possible techniques that would have been available to Bach for
use in his own instruction.
2.2.2 H. Buchner (c.1524–1538): Discant-Tenor Dyad and Divergent Models of Pitch Space
A treatise on organ playing by Hans Buchner (1483–1538) survives in two manuscript versions
dating from sometime after 1524.82 Buchner was the most important pupil of Paul Hofhaimer
(1459–1537), who, together with Arnold Schlick (c.1460–after 1521), is one of the earliest
known organ virtuosos in German-speaking lands. Unlike most composers of his day, Buchner
not only made intabulations of vocal works, but also left numerous original organ works, most of
which are three- or four-part settings based on plainchant or popular melodies. 83 Buchner was
born in Ravensburg and received his formative education at the court of Kaiser Maximilian I.84
In 1506 he was appointed organist at the cathedral in Constance. Beginning in 1519, as the
Reformation began in Switzerland, the prestige of Buchner’s position was severely curtailed. In
1526 the bishop of Constance was forced into exile in Überlingen, and Catholic masses were
consequently discontinued in Constance. As a result, Buchner was able retain his residence in
Constance, but had to travel to Überlingen to fulfill his organ duties. In his later years, Buchner
concentrated primarily on composition. In 1536, two years before Buchner’s death, the Strasburg
organist and preacher Othmar Luscinius (1478–1537) described him as the best Orgelmeister of
his generation.85
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Ch-Bu F1 8a is more extensive than Ch-Zz S 284. See Buchner (1974, 1:17–34; 2:2–8) for modern editions of both sources.
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Buchner (1974, 1:V).
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The following biographical information is from Buchner (1974).
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Buchner (1974, 1:V).
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The reader is surely wondering why a survey of chorale counterpoint in Bach’s day would begin
with a source from the early sixteenth century. There are four reasons. First, because Buchner was
an organist (not a theorist), his teachings are strikingly practical, which makes them fairly easy to
grasp. Second, Buchner’s method throws into relief how much the pedagogy of chorale
counterpoint (plainchant counterpoint in his case) evolved over the centuries. Third, despite
Buchner's historical distance from Bach, traces of Buchner’s two approaches—the harmonicintervallic method and the melodic-intervallic method (Klangschrittlehre)—remain in practice
well into the eighteenth century. The primary diﬀerences are (1) Buchner's discant-tenor dyad—
the structural interval in Renaissance music—was eventually superseded by the soprano-bass
dyad in the early Baroque, and (2) Buchner is describing composition independent from
congregational singing. The fourth and final reason for examining Buchner here is that he refers
to his instruction as the Fundamentum, suggesting a potential (albeit quite distant) link to Bach’s
Fundamental-Regeln. Here is the Latin title of the third chapter of Buchner’s treatise, together
with German and English translations:
De tertio capite, fundamento scilicet. Fundamentum vocant organistae brevem
certissimamque rationem quemvis cantum planum redigendi in iusta duarum, trium,
pluriumve vocum symphonias.86
3. Kapital: Das Fundamentum. Fundamentum nennen die Organisten eine kurze und sichere
Anweisung, eine beliebige einstimmige Melodie zu passenden Zusammenklängen von zwei,
drei oder mehr Stimmen auszuarbeiten.87
Chapter 3: The Fundament. Organists refer to brief and sure instruction in how to set a
monophonic melody to appropriate concordances in two, three, or more voices as the
“Foundation.”

This definition appears again in the second manuscript version of Buchner’s treatise, which
contains both Latin and German in the original:
Fundamentum, sive ratio vera, quae docet quemvis cantium planum, sive (ut vocant)
choralem redigere ad iustas diversarum vocum symphonias Authore Johanne Büchnero.
Fundament vnnd gruntliche anzeigung, die do lertt einn ydes chorgsang, zu rechter
simphoney bringenn in allerley stimmen, durch Johannem Buchnerr[.]88
Foundation and thorough instruction in how to make any plainchant into a proper
symphony in all voices, by Johann [Hans] Buchner.
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Buchner (1974, 1:17).

87

Translated from Latin to German by Jost Harro Schmidt; see Buchner (1974, 1:17).

88

Buchner (1974, 2:2).
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Thus the question arises: Could Buchner’s Fundamentum be at all related to Bach’s FundamentalRegeln?89 A similar question was posed in the previous chapter regarding both J. P. Sweelinck’s
and H. Schütz’s conceptions of Fundament. There we saw how the notion of “essential knowledge
for the composer” had evolved in the years leading up to Bach. In the seventeenth century, the
Fundament most often referred to the techniques of vocal polyphony (though Sweelinck’s use of
the term may refer to keyboard playing). Only at the turn of the eighteenth century do authors
like Werckmeister, Niedt, Heinichen, and Bach begin to describe thoroughbass as “fundamental
knowledge.” Buchner’s method is quite removed from these authors in that he relies on tablature,
which Werckmeister and Niedt reject. Yet unlike seventeenth-century authors, Buchner’s concept
of Fundamentum actually refers specifically to knowledge essential for organists, not composers of
vocal music. Naturally, thoroughbass plays no role in Buchner’s method, as it had not yet been
invented. Still, Buchner’s association of the term Fundamentum specifically with the art of
composing and with organ improvisation is an early example of instrumental music gaining
increased independence, even though Buchner’s notion of composition is still dependent on preexisting plainchant melodies. Let us examine Buchner’s teachings in more detail, for we will see
traces of it return in later centuries. Note, however, that I am not implying a direct causal
relationship between Buchner and later authors, only an indirect, cultural one.
As mentioned already, Buchner’s Fundamentum survives in two manuscripts, one of which is
much more comprehensive than the other. In the more comprehensive source, which is the basis
of the following explication, the term Fundamentum appears in two separate contexts. First, more
broadly, the word is the title of Buchner's entire treatise on organ playing and composition (three
chapters in total). Second, more narrowly, Fundamentum also refers in particular to the third
chapter, whose title is given above, and which applies the preparatory knowledge of fingering,
note names, clefs, rhythm, and notation from chapter one to the domain of composition.
Chapter two instructs how to both intabulate and ornament a vocal composition for the
keyboard.
Regarding this preparatory material in Buchner’s first chapter, I would like to highlight two
diagrams that illustrate an important point with particular clarity: how the vocal conception of
musical space interacts with the geography of the keyboard. 2.12 shows these two diagrams,
which appear nearly adjacent to one another in Buchner's first chapter.90 The keyboard diagram
gives note names according to instrumental tablature (c with one dash is “middle c”). The table
below the keyboard in 2.12 maps the claves of instrumental space (right-most column) onto the
voces of vocal space (the gamut in the left-most column) mediated by clefs (middle columns).91
The ability to translate between vocal and instrumental pitch space is crucial to Buchner’s
pedagogical method, since most of his compositions are based on plainchant melodies. Thus, just
Appendix 3 provides a survey of uses of the term Fundament in German sources from the sixteenth through the eighteenth
century, revealing a wide field of potential meanings.
89

Buchner writes, “It is easy to compare the vocal scale with the keyboard scale” (His cognitis facile est instrumentorum claves
cum scala Musices conferre). The editor, Jost Harro Schmidt, translates this as “Es ist nunmehr ein leichtes, die Tastenreihe mit
der Vokaltonreihe zu vergleichen” (Buchner 1974, 1:5).
90

See 1.1 and 1.2 for an overview of how the three hexachords (soft, natural, and hard) are divided into cantus mollis (with Bb)
and cantus durus (with Bn) in vocal space.
91
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as we saw with Adriano Banchieri’s L’Organo Suonarino in the previous chapter, the keyboard
player needed to be able to translate unison plainchant notation in tenor clef (canto fermo or
musica choralis) into polyphonic mensural notation (canto figurato or musica figuralis). As
mentioned toward the end of Part One in this chapter, the distinction between vocal and
instrumental conceptions of musical space and what constitutes idiomatic performance lie at the
heart of the Choralgesang vs. Choralbuch distinction described in Part One of this chapter. The
table in 2.12 exists at the confluence of vocal and instrumental conceptions of musical space and
thus provides a means of translating from one to the other. Buchner comments on the table’s use
in the regard in chapter two of his treatise.92
Buchner’s third chapter (the Fundamentum) begins by defining the intervals ranging from a
unison to an octave, plus a tenth, twelfth, thirteenth, and fifteenth, all in terms of the number of
keys located between a two fixed pitches. That is, Buchner's definitions are not abstract or
mathematical, but entirely practical and oriented around the keyboard. Next, consonances are
defined as the unison, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, octave, tenth, twelfth, thirteenth, and fifteenth.93
According to Buchner, the interval of a fourth barely deserves to be called a consonance.94 Thus,
he terms it “fabrisonus”—a latinized version of the german “faberdon” (fauxbourdon).95 The
consonances are then divided into perfect (unison, fifth, octave, twelfth, and fifteenth) and
imperfect (third, sixth, tenth, and thirteenth), whereby the fourth is excluded. See 2.13. Note
that this configuration of tone space reverses that in the table in 2.12, since the lowest pitches are
now on top.
After Buchner covers the topics of intervals and consonance, we finally arrive at instruction in
how to actually set a plainchant melody. The first sentence in this section emphasizes that
Buchner’s conception of harmony is essentially dyadic:
Omnis cantus quem ad iustam diversarum vocum symphoniam redigere cupimus, necessum
est his nitatur concordantiis ex quibus concentus fit.96
Notwendigerweise wird sich jede Melodie, die wir zu einem geeigneten Zusammenklang von
verschiedenen Stimmen ausarbeiten wollen, dieser oben aufgezählten Konsonanzen bedienen,
aus denen der Zusammenklang entsteht.97
Every melody that we wish to set polyphonically with proper harmony necessarily makes use
of these consonances, through which chords arise.
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Buchner (1974, 1:14)

As we saw in the account of thoroughbass’s origins in Chapter One, early Italian authors more often used compound intervals;
but by the late seventeenth century, most sources contain exclusively simple intervals.
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“[…] ex quibus Quarta vix nomen concordantiae meretur, propter illius usum, ideoque impositum habet nomen
fabrisoni” (Buchner 1874, 1:18).
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Buchner (1974, 1:17–18).
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Buchner (1974, 1:19).
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Translated into German by Jost Harro Schmidt (Buchner 1974, 1:19).
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As mentioned in Chapter One of the present work, this dyadic conception of chords as a
constellation of interval pairs can be seen as late as Heinichen’s 1728 treatise. With the exception
of trias harmonica theory, which first emerged in the late sixteenth century, it was first in the
middle of the eighteenth century that harmonic theories in the modern sense began to supersede
the traditional dyadic view. Regarding the use of consonances, Buchner gives two rules: (1) the
prohibition of consecutive perfect intervals; and (2) the allowance of consecutive imperfect
intervals, with the recommendation that perfect and imperfect intervals are best used in
alternation.98 But, as Buchner writes, all the instruction up to this point only refers to the
discant-tenor dyad, and every piece needs a bass voice as well.99 What follows is to my knowledge
the earliest known a description of how to compose a bassline (strictly speaking, a countertenor
bassus) to a given chant melody at the keyboard, even though at this point the melody already
contains a tenor voice as well. Buchner says no more regarding how to make a discant-tenor
dyad. Oddly, he is much more concerned with how to create a good bassline. Buchner’s method
for how to add a bass encompasses six rules that are paraphrased in the table in 2.14. The
editorial staves below the table in 2.14 translates Buchner's rules into modern notation. In the
original, Buchner demonstrates his rules in tables akin to 2.13.
Now we come to what I believe to be for our purposes the most valuable example in Buchner’s
entire treatise. This is his model of how to set plainchant melody in the discant with two
additional lower voices (see 2.15[a]). Buchner is quite clear in describing his process. He takes
the plainchant fragment from the Te Deum chant and transfers this to the discant voice an octave
higher while rhythmicizing it. The arrows are editorial. He then sets a tenor voice below this and
labels the interval of the resulting dyad (italics). Next follows the bass voice (again: actually a
countertenor bassus). According to Buchner, this is the easiest method of setting a melody
polyphonically.100 Its value for us is that it quite clearly demonstrates the translation from vocal
canto fermo (musica choralis) to instrumental canto figurato (musica figuralis) at the keyboard, just
as Banchieri does a century later. Below the modern transcription in 2.15(b) I have labeled
which rule applies to each dyad. Note that Buchner only uses rules one and two, showing a clear
preference for thirds, sixths, and octaves in the discant-tenor dyad. There are even parallel fifths
between tenor and bass. It would appear that Buchner truly meant the statement that all the
previous instruction—including the prohibition of parallel perfect intervals—only applies to the
discant-tenor dyad. This indicates how fundamental this dyad is to the compositional structure,
and by inference, how unimportant other relationships are.
Particularly interesting is Buchner’s annotation of “clausula” at the end of each phrase in 2.15(a).
The first clausula requires the insertion of additional notes beyond the plainchant melody, but
98

Buchner (1974, 1:19–20).

“Tradita hactenus est ratio componendi duas voces, discantum et tenorum: Caeterum quum omnis cantus non habens bassum
sit propemodum mancus et sine concentus suavitate: Inquirenda est alia ratio, qua instructi tertiam vocem inveniamus, quae ratio
omnis sex regulis continetur” (Buchner 1974, 1:20). “Bisher wurde das Verfahren behandelt, wie man zwei Stimmen, nämlich
Diskant und Tenor, zusammenfügt. Da aber ein Stück, das keinen Bassus aufweist, beinahe mangelhaft ist und nicht angenehm
klingt, gilt es eine weitere Methode zu suchen, die uns eine dritte Stimme zu finden lehrt. Dieses Verfahren ist in folgenden sechs
Regeln enthalten.” Translated by Jost Harro Schmidt (Buchner 1974, 1:20)
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Buchner (1974, 1:20).
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the second phrase ends with a clausula.101 This begs the question: What was a clausula for
Buchner? It appears to be a phrase ending with a stepwise ascent. But why did he include the
second-to-last tone in the second clausula, but not in the first? This remains unclear. Regardless,
the reader surely noticed that the clausula lack musica ficta. This Buchner supplies in the
ornamented version, which, according to Buchner, improves upon an otherwise bland setting.102
See 2.15(c) for a modern transcription. Though he does not expound upon his ornamentation
strategy, one can see that Buchner employs a wide range of techniques, most of which fit into the
historical categories of either transitus (passing or neighbor) or syncopatio. Perhaps it is not a
coincidence that Buchner’s ornaments avoid both the parallels in mm. 3–4 and the direct motion
in m. 6—did he consider such parallels and direct motion to be errors after all? Perhaps not,
since, in adding ornamentation, he introduced two other instances of parallel fifths in mm. 2–3,
as marked. Of course, my point is not to castigate Buchner, but merely to illustrate the fact,
already well-established in today’s scholarship, that his conception of composition operates under
entirely diﬀerent principles than those in eﬀect during Bach’s day. Besides, it is likely that
Buchner’s example of ornamentation in 2.15(c) reflects contemporaneous improvisation practice.
That non-notated, improvised music would not be held to the same standards of contrapuntal
strictness as notated music is in keeping with some historical accounts of vocal improvisation in
the Renaissance.103 Thus, 2.15(c) should not be judged by the same voice-leading standards as
vocal works published during this time.104
In order to give the pupil further instruction in ornamentation practice, Buchner oﬀers his
famous tables, which are a witness to his pedagogical gifts.105 The tables contain numerous threepart examples, most of which involve only one melodic interval in the chant. The tables are
organized around various principles: (1) the voice containing the chant melody; (2) the melodic
interval of the chant; (3) the melodic direction of the chant; and (4) the starting discant-tenor
interval. 2.16 and 2.17 give the two tables for when the chant is in the discant voice (ascending
and descending), since these are most relevant to the present discussion of chorale counterpoint.
Although Buchner twice mentions that the purpose of the tables is to provide examples of
embellishment,106 I contend that they also serve another purpose: they represent Buchner’s own
Klangschrittlehre (i.e., instruction based on melodic-intervallic principles). Evidence for this can
be found in the less comprehensive manuscript of the Fundamentum:
Dise tact lug das du sy woll vnnd flissig außwendig lerest, das wo sy das abstigen oder
auﬀstigenn der noten erfordert, das du sy woll wüssest, mitt iren stimen, die darby sindt, dan
du magst ein yelieben tact durch ein yeliche stim führenn.107
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The addition of clausulae to a pre-existing chant is described in Calvisius. See Ferand (1956, 167).
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Another example revealing the performance practice of ficta is found in 2.32 and 2.33.
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See Calvisius’s comment that proper diminution results in a “tolerable harmony" (quoted in Ferand 1956, 167).
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I make a similar argument in Part Two of Chapter Three regarding thoroughbass fugues.

Buchner (1974, 1:28–34; 2:4–8). More later examples of improvised ornamentation, see Praetorius (1605–1610). More of
Buchner’s tables are given in 3.50.
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Buchner (1974, 1:22; 1:26).
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Buchner (1974, 2:5).
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These bars should be learned well and industriously by memory, so that, whether the notes
ascend or descend, you always know which voices should be added, and so that you can play
any measure [melodic interval] in any voice.

The phrase “das du sy woll wüssest, mitt iren stimen, die darby sindt” (“so you always know
which voices should be added”) reveals that Buchner's tables fulfill a secondary function beyond
examples of ornamentation: compositional and improvisational instruction. And in the more
comprehensive manuscript we find the following statement:
Primum scito in universum novem esse tabulas, quarum tres discantus voci serviunt, tres
tenoris voci, itidem bassus voci tres: ubi meminisse convenit duas cuiusque vocis tabulas
descensus et ascensus vocari. Nam inde petimus si cantus descendat vel ascendat eius ludendi
rationem.108
Als erstes mußt du wissen, daß es im ganzen neun Tafeln sind: je drei für Diskant, Tenor und
Bassus. Je zwei davon heißen Descensus- und Ascensus-Tabeln; denn aus ihnen ist ersichtlich,
wie zu spielen ist, wenn der cantus firmus ab- bwz. aufwärts schreitet.109
First, one must know that in all nine tables there are three for the discant, tenor, and bass,
respectively. Of these, two are descending and ascending, for in them it is apparent how one
should play when the cantus firmus descends or ascends.

As before, the tables appear not only to give instruction in ornamentation, but “how to play”
based on the intervallic motion of the cantus firmus. (The third table in each group is for
repeated notes, or redeuntes.) That the tables contain additional valuable information is made
clear by the last sentence in the Fundamentum:
Sed ipsas potius accipito tabulas, quarum author est Iohannes Buchnerus, ex quibus haec et
alia plura petere licebit, multum ad omnem artis rationem collatura, et quarum usum ipsa
partim ostendet cuiusque tabulae inscriptio. 110
Benütze nun die Tafeln selbst (sie stammen von Johann Buchner), denen du dies und vieles
andere für das Orgelspiel sehr Wichtige entnehmen kannst; ihr Gebraucht geht z. T. schon
aus den Überschriften der Tafeln hervor.111
Make use of the tables (they originate from Johann [Hans] Buchner), for from them one can
learn this and much else that is very important for playing organ. Their manner of use is
indicated by the titles of the tables.
108

Buchner (1974, 1:26).
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Translated into German by Jost Harro Schmidt (Buchner 1974, 1:26).
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Buchner (1974, 1:27).
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Translated into German by Jost Harro Schmidt (Buchner 1974, 1:27).
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I contend that this “much else that is very important for playing organ” likely refers to a sort of
model-based Klangschrittlehre. For example, the tables in 2.16 and 2.17 operate under the
following pedagogical principle: “When the plainchant ascends or descends by interval X in voice
Y, and the starting discant-tenor interval is Z, then the bass and tenor may have notes ABC.” Of
course, the precise nature of the added voices is not described systematically. And what is perhaps
the most puzzling of Buchner’s entire treatise is that he spends so little time describing how the
discant-tenor dyad originates in the first place. All he said of it was (1) it may not contain
consecutive perfect intervals, (2) it may contain consecutive imperfect intervals, (3) and it must
begin with a perfect interval. But the question remains: Are there generalizable patterns we might
extract from the tables? This question could certainly be answered more completely with a
dedicated study, but in general, it would appear that Buchner prefers the interval of a tenth
between discant and bass, and that these tenths often move in parallel motion. We will see this
preference for parallel tenths in later sources.
In closing, we have yet to address what constitutes a clausula in Buchner’s teachings. The last
column in 2.16 and 2.17 provides models of clausulae in three voices. None of the other tables
include clausulae. It would appear that a clausula involves three stepwise tones in the discant in
the pattern “ascending-descending” (G–A–G) or “descending-ascending” (A–G–A). The other
voices appear to be free in their use of consonances, though interesting cadential patterns can be
seen, many of which appear in later centuries. Restrictions of space prevent a more thorough
analysis of the clausulae or of the intervallic patterns in the tables. Suﬃce to say that Buchner
provides an excellent early example of two general strategies in chorale counterpoint: the
harmonic-intervallic approach (discant-tenor dyad supplemented by the bass) and the melodicintervallic approach (Klangschrittlehre).
2.2.3 M. Praetorius (1619): Associating Chorale Accompaniment with Thoroughbass
The next figure in our historical survey is the organist, theorist, and prolific composer, Michael
Praetorius (1572–1621). As we saw in section 1.1.6, his Syntagma Musicum was instrumental in
disseminating the new Italian art of thoroughbass into German-speaking lands. 112 As a composer,
Praetorius was also quick to incorporate thoroughbass into his works. In section 1.1.6 of Chapter
One we saw that Gregor Aichinger’s Cantiones ecclesiasticae (1607) was the first publication in
German lands to include a thoroughbass part. Praetorius also includes a thoroughbass part for
the polyphonic works in his Polyhymnia (1619). This publication is to my knowledge the first
work to associate thoroughbass with chorales. Moreover, in Syntagma Musicum (also published in
1619), Praetorius provides what seems to be the earliest surviving example of a realized
thoroughbass in German lands.113 For these reasons, Praetorius deserves to be mentioned in the
lead-up to chorale sources in Bach’s circle.
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See Praetorius (1619a [2004], 133–156).
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Praetorius (1619a, 144; ibid. [2004] 150).
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The thoroughbass excerpt that Praetorius realizes in Syntagma Musicum is taken from his setting
of the chorale “Wie glauben all an einen Gott” (the Creed; Zahn 7971) from his Polyhymnia.
Before examining his realization, it will be helpful to first define the chorale melody in its “pure”
form (as conceived by Praetorius). 2.18 extracts the discant voice from Praetorius’s vocal settings
of “Wir glauben” in his Musae Sioniae (1605–1610), which does not include a thoroughbass part.
As we can see, the chorale is quite long. The text shown here is from verse two.
In Praetorius’s thoroughbass realization in the Syntagma, he only gives the figured bassline,
followed by his realization. He notes that this bassline is extracted from his Polyhymnia, but does
not reproduce the vocal or instrumental parts. 2.19 compiles all parts together for easier
comparison. The excerpt of the setting that Praetorius realizes only includes the first four phrases
of the chorale (see 2.18). At the beginning, the melody is set in the “simplex” tenor voice of choir
three. Fascinatingly, Praetorius also includes a diminuted version of this voice in the modern
Italian style. This ornamented line is intended to provide instruction in embellishment, and thus
is an invaluable witness to contemporaneous improvisation practice.114 For instance, voices may
sing the simplex version while instruments play the diminuted version, and both parts may be
sung an octave higher.115 Above these two tenor lines we see the cantus, altus, tenor, and bassus
parts for choir three, which is for instruments. Praetorius also includes a text for these parts so
that they might be sung alongside the instruments (as may the thoroughbass line itself ).116
Alternatively, the instrumental parts may be omitted entirely.117 In this case, all that would
remain is the chorale melody and the figured bass. Interestingly, Praetorius says that the
congregation can join in the singing of the chorale.118 It is uncertain how the congregation is
supposed to know that the note values of the chorale change from half notes at the beginning to
quarter notes in m. 5 and then back to half notes in m. 6. Regardless, that the congregation may
sing along with the chorale (with or without instruments) makes this setting to my knowledge
the earliest printed thoroughbass realization that could conceivably function as congregational
accompaniment.119 For this reason it is worth examining Praetorius’s realization in greater detail.
Whereas Buchner oriented his method of chorale composition around to the discant-tenor dyad,
Praetorius’s use of thoroughbass illustrates how the bass voice has superseded the discant-tenor
“11. […] Do dann ein jeder seine Knaben dahin verweisen und ihnen nachrichtung geben kan, wie solche und dergleichen
Diminutiones in Simplices Notas zu contrahiren seyn” (Praetorius 1619b, preface of continuo part).
114

“25. Wolte man auch einen Instrumentisten zugleich neben dem Knaben, wie in Schulen gebreuchlich ist, gebrauchen: So kan
der unabgerichtete Knabe den Simplicem, der Instrumentista aber den Diminutum Cantum exprimiren” (Praetorius 1619b, preface
of thoroughbass part).
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Praetorius (1619b, 12 [thoroughbass part]).

“2. Darnach so man auch den Andern unnd Dritten Theil zu musiciren begehret, können die beyde Instrumental-Bass unnd 3.
Chorus Instrumentalis (do keine Instrumenta verhanden,) aussengelassen, unnd allein die Drey Chori Vocales darinnen die
Concertat- oder Vocal-Stimmen, nemblich die beyde Discant und Drey Tenor, ohne zuthun der Instrumenten, zum singen allien
[sic] angeordnet werden, welches ein Quinq, Vocum machet, und mit dem darbey geschriebenen à 5. angezeiget wird” (Praetorius
1619b, 11 [thoroughbass part]).
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“1. Anfangs kan der Erste Theil oder Vers allein, und dann dieubrigen, beydes Choraliter und Figuraliter mit der Gemein in der
Kirchen gesungen und zum end gebracht werden” (Praetorius 1619b, 11 [thoroughbass part]).
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The practice of accompanying congregational singing, which had begun with Luther's reforms in the early sixteenth century,
was still in development at this time. Some of the earliest records of organists accompanying congregational singing come from
Danzig (1591 and 1614) and in Hamburg (1604). See Leaver and Zager (eds. 2017, 1:9–10).
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dyad as the primary referent for intervallic measurement. With some oversimplification we can
sketch a historical progression from intervallic measurement based on the (1) tenor voice in the
Medieval and Renaissance eras, to the (2) bass voice in the baroque, and increasingly to the (3)
chordal root after c.1750. Of course, this gross overgeneralization admits many exceptions. For
instance, in the fifteenth century, Tinctoris referred to the tenor voice as the “fundamentum
relationis,” but by the middle of the sixteenth century, theorists such as Glarean and Zarlino were
calling the bass voice fundamental.120 Still, the broad historical progression holds true.
Unfortunately for us, Praetorius does not provide instruction in how to actually compose a bass
to a given chorale melody (here placed in the tenor voice). But he does oﬀer valuable guidance on
how to realize a figured bass. This occurs in the Syntagma right before the example of “Wir
glauben,” meaning these are the principles that resulted in his realization in 2.19:
Wenn einem ein General-Bass fürkompt, sol er dahin bedacht seyn, daß er unten mit der
lincken Hand, zu einer jeden Fundament Noten, so im General-Baß befunden wird, entweder
eine blosse Quintam allein, oder auch mit der Tertien darzu; Oder aber eine ganze Octavam
auch alleine, oder mit der Quint zusammen greiﬀe: Mit der rechten Hand aber die Octav
allein zu der Fundament Noten, oder aber die Tertiam darzu, welche gegen dem Fundament
die Decima ist, oder auch diese Decimam und Duodecimam zusammen; Und diß also durch
und durch: Jedoch, daß die darüber gezeichnete signa # b und Numeri 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. &c. ob
Tertias & Sectas Majores & minores, (Davon im 3. Punct des 1. Stücks dieses Capittels
meldung geschehen) gar fleissig in acht genommen werden. Und also ist nicht nötig, daß der
Organist die Vocalstimmen also, wie sie gesungen werden, im schlagen observire, sondern nur
für sich selbsten die Concordantien zum Fundament greiﬀe.
When one is confronted with a thoroughbass, one should plan to play with the left hand
either an open fifth by itself or together with the added third—or else a whole octave by itself
or together with the fifth—to every fundamental note found in the thoroughbass. With the
right hand one should play the octave by itself to the fundamental note, or the added third,
which is a tenth against the foundation, or else the tenth and twelfth together. This is to be
done similarly throughout. But the signs #, b, and numbers 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, etc. denoting major
and minor thirds and sixths above the bass must be carefully observed (about which was
reported in the third item of the first piece of this chapter). It is not necessary for the organist
to play the vocal parts as they are being sung, but to play concordances to the foundation
independently.121

Here we can see clearly that the thoroughbass player is to make consonances with the bass. No
mention is made of how upper voices interact with each other. That is, primary intervals (those
involving the bass) are paramount. Praetorius’s use of the word Fundament to designate the lowest
voice is an indication of the foundational role of the bass, not only in the musical texture, but
also in his theoretical outlook. Of course, if the reader follows his instructions regarding the
“default” intervals (those played when no figures appear), some version of a 5/3 chord will result,
120

Christensen (2008, 24, note 13). See the Introduction regarding Zarlino and the bass being fundamental.
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Translated by Jeﬀery T. Kite-Powell in Praetoriues (1619a [2004], 149).
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which largely sidesteps the issue of secondary dissonance altogether.122 Nevertheless, the
diﬀerences from Buchner’s approach are clearly evident.
Turning to Praetorius’s realization in 2.19, we see that he generally uses a four-voice texture, but
occasionally drops a voice for a few chords, but also uses five voices in the final chord. That is,
unlike Emanuel Bach's description of his father, Praetorius is not so strict about the number of
voices. In accordance with Praetorius’s instruction in the above quotation, the voices in the
realization are not merely an intabulation of the vocal and instrumental parts, but instead
constitute independent contrapuntal lines. The left hand is not relegated to the bassline alone,
but can also play an inner voice. As we saw in the Chapter One, the resulting 2 + 2 division of
voices between the left and right hands is, according to Heinichen, typical of the older style;
Heinichen prefers the modern style (1 + 3), which is better suited to more complex, fastermoving basslines. 123
A few other aspects of Praetorius’s thoroughbass realization deserve special mention. Firstly, the
majority of the setting is consonant (5/3 or 6/3 chords). Every dissonance is either a transitus or
syncopatio. The only instance of the latter is in the discant of m. 2. Secondly, in m. 1, Praetorius
uses a 5/3 chord in bass note E, which is the second degree of the scale. Of course, the chorale is
in the dorian mode, not the minor mode. That is, unlike later practice, the second degree need
not have a 6/3 chord because the dorian mode has Bn instead of Bb, which allows for a perfect
fifth over the bass E. Thirdly, in m. 4, the alto voice would appear to have a passing seventh at the
cadence, but instead of continuing in stepwise descent (a–g–f#), it ascends (a–g–a). As already
noted regarding the number of voices, Praetorius’s conception of voice leading in the continuo
part appears to be less strict than in the vocal and instrumental parts. Fourth and finally, the last
note in m. 4 also has a figure 6, but the realization is a 6/4 chord. This is probably an error in the
figuring.
The key takeaway points from Praetorius’s setting are that (1) this appears to be the earliest
instance of thoroughbass being associated with chorale counterpoint and congregational singing;
(2) it seems to be the earliest printed thoroughbass realization stemming from German-speaking
lands; and (3) it demonstrates how, over the course of the sixteenth century, the discant-tenor
dyad was eventually replaced by the bassline as the primary referent for intervallic measurement.
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Of course, dissonant fourths can still arise between upper voices in 5/3 chords.
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Heinichen (1728, 130–132).
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2.2.4 F. E. Praetorius’s Exempla (c.1655–1695): Thoroughbass and Klangschrittlehre
In Chapter One we saw how a little-known thoroughbass treatise by Friedrich Emanuel
Praetorius (no known relation to Michael Praetorius) titled Kurtzer doch gründlicher Unterricht is
potentially the first source in German-speaking lands to associate trias harmonica theory with
thoroughbass.124 We also examined another treatise by F. E. Preatorius containing thoroughbass
realizations in tablature (Exempla auf dem Bassum Continuum).125 See 1.8, 1.9, and 1.10. Both
treatises are bound together in the same fascicle and date from sometime between 1655 and
1696, when Praetorius was cantor at the St. Michael Klosterkirche in Lüneburg, where Bach was a
chorister from 1700 until late 1702 or early 1703. In the previous chapter we focused exclusively
on those parts of the Exempla where the bass moves by step, noting how Praetorius often used
musica ficta in the upper voices to avoided diminished fifths with the bass, resulting in largely
sequential realizations. In contrast, eighteenth-century examples of the rule of the octave
employed a diﬀerent strategy to avoid diminished fifths against the bass: they used 6/3 chords,
which preclude sequential upper voices, but also allow one to remain diatonic to a single key.
I would now like to briefly consider another set of passages in the Exempla that exhibit
similarities to Buchner’s method. Both the Exempla and Buchner belong to the tradition of
Klangschrittlehre in which the melodic-intervallic progression of a given voice is viewed as
foundational. But whereas Buchner applied this principle to the plainchant melody, which could
be located in any voice, Praetorius categorizes the melodic-intervallic progression of the bass
voice. See 2.20. Here we can observe an obvious progression by increasing interval size,
beginning with ascending and descending motion by step, then by third, fourth, etc. up to an
octave. In arranging his examples in this way, Praetorius’s Exempla relates closely to Heinichen’s
General Rules, which attempt to derive procedures to playing from unfigured basses depending
on the intervallic motion of the bassline. Yet, just like Praetorius’s realizations of scalar basslines,
the examples in 2.20 often use ficta to avoid diminished fifths against the bass and thus do not
project a single diatonic set. In contrast, as we saw, Heinichen required that his major-mode
Schemata Modorum exclude a major sixth on the sixth scale degree in the bass, since this already
modulates to the dominant (see 1.28).126 This is one reason Heinichen rejected Gasparini’s and
Rameau’s scalar bass harmonizations. Surely Heinichen would discount Praetorius’s examples on
similar grounds.
The reader has surely noticed, however, that the examples in 2.20 do not contain chorale
melodies. Why then include it in this historical survey of chorale composition pedagogy? Indeed,
I could have just as well discussed 2.20 in the previous chapter. But Praetorius’s manner of
organization according to ascending interval size exhibits striking similarities with the pedagogy
of Michael Wiedeburg, only that Wiedeburg applies the principle of Klangschrittlehre to the
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See Remeš (2019c) for a translation.
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See Birke (1961) for a modern transcript.
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Heinichen (1728, 765).
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melody. Similar examples also appear in Kittel’s thoroughbass treatise.127 For these reason, it is
appropriate to include 2.20 here as a pertinent historical precedent.
2.2.5 A. Werckmeister (1702): The Earliest Datable Multiple-Bass Source
In the course of my research I have discovered that the earliest firmly datable source containing
multiple basses for a single chorale is Andreas Werckmeister’s Harmonologia Musica, published in
Frankfurt and Leipzig in 1702 (see the upper left-hand corner in the network of sources given in
2.11). Harmonologia Musica was praised by D. Buxtehude, whom Bach visited and probably
studied with at the end of 1705. Werckmeister’s earlier treatise, Die nothwendigsten Anmerckungen
und Regeln (1698), which was addressed in the previous chapter because of its notable
endorsement of thoroughbass over tablature, will also be considered here. Werckmeister's two
treatises are relevant to Bach’s pedagogy because they share many similarities with Heinichen’s
and Bach’s approaches to compositional pedagogy, the most important of which is a belief that
thoroughbass is the foundation of composition. Werckmeister treatises are also forward-looking
in their support for circulating temperaments. Yet at the same time, Werckmeister has numerous
connections to the seventeenth-century tradition: his use of mathematical proportions and the
monochord, his thoroughbass examples in open score, his adherence to the modes, and his focus
on traditional techniques like invertible counterpoint and canon all evidence conservative aspects
of his outlook.
Werckmeister uses four-part thoroughbass chorales as a means of teaching the principles of
composition. The advantage of a four-voice texture, according to Werckmeister, is that this is the
minimum number of voices that consistently allows for complete triads without necessitating
clumsy leaps; three voices are too few, and five or more voices merely add octave doublings (some
of which are improper according to Werckmeister), while also obscuring the linear motion of
each voice.128 In Werckmeister’s view, the older method of playing three voices in the left hand
and one in the right creates faulty progressions because if one voice is dropped, the harmony is
often incomplete.129 This sort of texture can be seen, for example, in m. 5 of M. Praetorius’s
realization in 2.19. According to Werckmeister, it is possible to play two voices in the left hand
and two in the right,130 but most often one plays with three notes in the right hand and the bass
in the left, just as Heinichen and Niedt advise.131
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See Appendix 8.

“Daß dann die Harmonia und Composition von 4. Stimmen die natürlichste und beste sey, bezeugen nicht allein viel Autores in
ihren Scriptis, sondern es lehret es die Erfahrung, denn so man in der Harmonia von 3. Stimmen wil fort schreiten, so kan man
nicht allemahl Triadem harmonicam (es gesche denn mit unartigen Springen) haben, und klinget unterweilen sehr bloß: Nimt
man 5. Stimmen, so wird die harmonia zwar vermehret, jedoch sind es nur in Octava repetirte Claves, und zwar unterweilen solche
repetirte, die die harmoniam nicht besser machen; als wann die Tertien gedoppelt kommen, die in 5. stimmigen Concent ihren Siz
noch nicht gedoppelt haben. Zu dem kan man in den viel stimmigen Säzen eine Stimme vor der andern nicht unterscheiden,
man höret nur ein blosses harmonisches Saufen” (Werckmeister 1702, 2).
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Werckmeister’s four-voice approach relies on a division of chords into four categories: ordinary,
spread, extraordinary, and special, as outlined in 2.21. These categories were already discussed
briefly in the previous chapter in section 1.1.8. Werckmeister explains each type of harmony in
terms of the mathematical proportion of each note in relation to a hypothetical fundamental
pitch, as shown by the integers in 2.21. The trias harmonica, which can be perfecta (major) or
imperfecta (minor), provides the basic point of reference.
•
•
•
•

“Ordinary chords” double the octave of the trias harmonica.
“Spread chords” leave a gap in the proportions that would otherwise be filled.
“Extraordinary chords” are spread and have a non-octave doubling.
“Special chords” are anything other than the trias harmonica, which includes
6/3 chords and all dissonant harmonies. Werckmeister notes that “the sixths are
very similar to the dissonances.”132

In a revealing statement, Werckmeister shows how all four categories refer back to the trias
harmonica:
Die vierdte Ordnung nennen wir, die Sonderbahren Säze, dieselben sind nun alle diejenigen,
über welchen im General-Basse die Signaturen und Zahlen überstehen, denn so bald eine Zahl
darüber gefunden wird, so ist dieselbe Nota nicht mehr die Wurzel der harmonia, es ist nur
ein geborgtes und entlehntes Fundament.
The fourth category is called “special chords,” which includes all chords that are indicated by
accidentals or figures in thoroughbass, for as soon as a figure is found over [the bass], then
this [bass] note is no longer the root of the harmony, but only a borrowed Fundament.133

This sentence is often cited as evidence of root-oriented thinking in Germany, a fact which is
sometimes used to argue that Rameau’s theories of son fondamentale and basse fondamentale had
precedents in Germany.134 Yet, as discussed in the previous chapter, that trias harmonica theory
posits the existence of chordal roots is nothing new by 1700. See, for example, 1.11 and 1.12. In
reality, Rameau’s propositions that (1) that all harmonies reduce to either a triad or dominant
seventh chord (Kirnberger’s two Grundakkorde), (2) that even dissonant harmonies have roots,
and (3) that root progressions are meaningful, do in fact constitute a dramatic departure from the
music-theoretical landscape of Bach’s German-speaking contemporaries. Moreover, there is
evidence that Bach conceived of harmony in similar terms as Werckmeister. As shown in Chapter
One, Bach uses the word entlehnt in exactly the same way as Werckmeister in his rules for figured
bass at the end of the Notenbuch für Anna Magdelena Bach from 1725.135 The essential division
132

Werckmeister (1702, 14).
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Werckmeister (1702, 5).

See also: "Daher komt es nun, daß alle Claves, so eine Sextam über sich haben, keine ordinare Säze und Griﬀe seyn, sondern
nur loco fundamenti stehen, und also alle Claves, wenn sie Zahlen über sich haben, geben extraordinar-Griﬀe oder
Säze” (Werckmeister 1702, 26).
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“Ein entlehnter Accord bestehet darinnen, wenn über einer Fundamental Note andere species, als die ordinairen befindlich. als:
6/4/2, 6/3/6, 6/5/3, 5/4/8, 7/5/3, 9/7/3, etc.” (NBA V/4, 131). See Appendix 6 for a full translation.
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between “5/3 chord” and “not 5/3 chord” is especially evident when Werckmeister terms special
chords “exception chords” (Exception-Griﬀe).136 While Bach does not address non-octave
doublings of the 5/3 chord, his rule still reveals his adherence to Werckmeister’s overarching
division between “5/3 chord” and “not 5/3 chord.” This evidences Bach’s connection with the
thoroughbass-centered pedagogical tradition that emerged at the turn of the eighteenth-century,
to which Werckmeister, Niedt, and Heinichen are the most important witnesses.
Let us examine Werckmeister’s pedagogy of chorale composition. We begin with Werckmeister’s
method of teaching invertible counterpoint using chorales. This technique relies on the abovenamed harmonic categories used in combination with contrary motion. Notably, Werckmeister
only recognizes two types of contrapuntal motion: motus contrarius and motus rectus.137 These two
categories subsume the usual four in Anglo-American theory (contrary, parallel, similar, and
oblique). Motus rectus includes parallel and similar motion; motus contrarius includes contrary
motion and oblique motion. This two-part division of contrapuntal motion appears to be unique
to Werckmeister. He seems to recognize this fact, noting that many other writers distinguish
between oblique and contrary motion, but that he folds both under the term motus contrarius.138
It is essential for our reconstruction of chorale counterpoint in Bach’s day that, just like Niedt
and Heinichen, Werckmeister conceives of contrapuntal motion in a polyphonic context based
on the outer voices alone.139 The alto and tenor are auxiliary voices usually played in the right
hand.140 As mentioned in Chapter One, this is the principle of grouping that allows for a
simplification of the innumerable rules of traditional seventeenth-century compositional
pedagogy—essentially there are only two voices that the player must control: discant and bass.
Evidence that the middle voices are secondary can be seen when Werckmeister advises to conceal
hidden octaves and fifths within the middle voices141 and when he mentions that the traditional
rules for dyadic progressions (see 1.7) are insuﬃcient because progressions allowed in middle
voices are not always allowed in outer voices.142 He then gives various examples illustrating the
virtues of contrary motion, eventually arriving at the first chorale settings, shown in 2.22. The
melody in the discant voice of 2.22(a) is the first phrase of the chorale “Vater unser im
Himmelreich” (Zahn 2561). According to Werckmeister, the three Haupt-Säze—the three
positions of the right hand for 5/3 chords in four voices (i.e., Heinichen’s Haupt-Akkorde but also
including open-position spacings; see 1.58)—reveal contrapuntal “secrets and wonders,” so long
as one uses only contrary motion and excludes extraordinary chords and 6/3 chords.143 In other
136
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Werckmeister (1702, 18–19).
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Werckmeister (1702, 19).

“Der motus rectus ist, wann entweder alle Stimmen zugleich herauf, oder herunter steigen oder springen, welches zwar nicht
allemahl gut ist; Oder wan nur die beyden eussern zugleich mit einander herauf, oder nieder gehen oder fallen, und die andern
stehen bleiben” (Werckmeister 1702, 18).
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Note that the term “auxiliary voice” is used in Chapter One in a diﬀerent context referring to Hülﬀs-Stimme (i.e., filler voices
that supplement a dissonant dyadic core, like Hülﬀs-Stimme 3 being added to the dyad of a 7 seventh); see section 1.3.6.
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words, the harmonies can only be 5/3 chords with the doubled bass in close or open position. If a
student possesses a little Naturalia (talent) in music, he can make in mente (improvise) such a
Schuster Baß (lit. “cobbler’s bass,” but here meaning a simple bass),144 resulting in a
Contrapunctum simplicem.145
The “secret,” which Werckmeister never reveals explicitly, is that any of the upper three voices
may be used in invertible counterpoint at the twelfth (ic12) with the bass. The reason for this is
that, given the above restrictions, the upper voices are restricted to three intervals with the bass:
octave (or unison), third, and perfect fifth. These three intervals all invert to consonances in ic12,
as Werckmeister demonstrates with the remaining examples in 2.22.146 2.22(b) inverts the bass
and soprano of 2.22(a) at the twelfth with the inner voices merely filling in “ordinary
chords” (5/3 chords). 2.22(c) inverts the tenor and bass of 2.22(a) in the same way.147 2.22(d)
and 2.22(e) continue in a similar manner, taking 2.22(b) as their point of reference.
Werckmeister also adds that the upper voices of 2.22(a) may be inverted among themselves, and
that many of the voices (like the bass of 2.22[c]) may take an additional voice in parallel
thirds.148 Thus, contrary motion and 5/3 chords with octave doublings ensure a restricted set of
intervals that can always be inverted at the twelfth. In this way, thoroughbass practice becomes a
heuristic for simplifying the precepts of counterpoint that were traditionally taught in the context
of tedious lists of dyadic progressions, as discussed in Chapter One (see 1.7). We will see another
example of this below.
One can imagine how Heinichen would rail against such “artificial” contrapuntal techniques,
given his stated contempt for the supposedly superficial artifices of traditional counterpoint.149
Indeed, the above “wonders” do disappoint a bit, but Werckmeister only takes them as a point of
departure. The guiding principle is that 5/3 chords with octave doublings in contrary motion
allow for invertibility at the twelfth. Later in the treatise Werckmeister returns to the chorale
“Vater unser” using the same strategy to create 2.23(a). But, he writes, “The bass could be varied
in diverse ways.”150 This is to my knowledge the first demonstration and theoretical discussion of
multiple-bass chorales. That Werckmeister focuses his attention on the bass is evidence that the
bass serves as the theoretical foundation, or point of reference, for the middle voices. It also may
be a reference to the need for organists to vary harmonizations for diﬀerent verses in
congregational singing. 2.23(b) introduces an “exception” in the form of a single 6/3 chord,

Schuster means “cobbler,” so that Schuster Baß is a derogatory term referring to the simplest kind of bass that presumably an
uneducated person could make.
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Werckmeister (1702, 76–77).
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Intervals of inversion in ic12 sum to 13, so octaves invert to fifths, thirds to tenths, and fifths to octaves. See the table in 3.35.
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The single 6/3 chord in m. 1 of 2.22(c) may be a mistake; it goes uncommented and is not listed in the errata.

Werckmeister (1702, 27; 29). The addition of an extra voice in parallel thirds has a long history in Renaissance and early
Baroque counterpoint. See, for example, Michael Dobbs (2006).
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See the preface to Heinichen (1728).

“Dieses ist ein schlecht Exempel, da keine Exception innen ist; Es könte doch der Bass noch auf unterschiedliche Arth nach
dem Themate oder obern Stimmen verändert werden” (Werckmeister, 1702, 75).
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which is “always available for the variation of a bass.”151 The strategy of first harmonizing a
chorale with 5/3 chords and then introducing inversions will resurface one hundred years later in
the pedagogy of Bach’s pupil, Kittel. Though Kittel uses completely diﬀerent terminology, one
could speculate that this similarity might indicate a degree of continuity of tradition, which
suggesting that Bach’s teachings may have been influenced by Werckmeister, if only indirectly
through Buxtehude, or in a more broad, cultural sense. Admittedly, the idea of beginning with
5/3 chords and then introducing inversions appears in the methods of other authors as well, like
Kirnberger and Koch. Yet Kirnberger’s and Koch’s approaches are strongly informed by Rameau’s
theories, and perhaps G. A. Sorge's as well. 152 This problematizes any attempt to associate
Kirnberger and Koch with Werckmeister. As an aside, that the chromaticism in the alto in m. 2
receives no mention as a compositional exception is an indicator of how distant Werckmeister’s
theories are from those of the present day, which tend to view chromaticism as a special
technique. At the arrow in 2.23(b), Werckmeister writes that “The tenor leaps down to a because
A must actually be the root of this chord, so that the tenor a replaces the bass [Fundament].”153
This is the standard explanation used by Germans around this time to justify the preferred
doubling of the sixth in a 6/3 chord; but alternatively, Werckmeister says, the tenor could step up
to a unison e1 with the alto. 154 Tenor c#1 at the arrow would be wrong, however, not only because
of the resulting parallel octaves with the bass, but because it would “stabilize” the bass note c#,
which is in fact not the root of the chord in a 6/3 chord. 155
2.23(c) adds Elaboratio through transitus notes that serve to connect the harmonies.
(Werckmeister actually uses the word transitus.) Note how the bass fills in the interval of fifth by
leaping in thirds in m. 2; this is not really a transitus in the strict definition of the term, as
transitus must move stepwise. 2.23(d) adds Passagien (also transitus notes) to the bass in eighth
notes. In 2.23(e), Werckmester says that the pedal should take the bass and the left hand the two
middle voices, freeing the right hand to ornament the discant in various ways. Such a setting
begins to resemble the ornamented chorale settings of Buxtehude and J. S. Bach’s own
ornamented chorale preludes, such as “O Mensch bewein dein Sünde gross” and “Das alte Jahr
vergangen ist” (BWV 622 and 614, both from the Orgelbüchlein). In fact, one could understand
Werckmeister’s variations as a beginner’s guide to the more advanced types of settings found in
the Orgelbüchlein. Werckmeister certainly makes clear on multiple occasions throughout his
publications that his primary audience is beginners (Incipienten). One of the first tasks of the
beginning organist is the acquisition of independence between the hands and feet; Werckmeister
attests to this when he laments hearing organists play with discant and pedal in parallel
octaves.156 Such organists have a “poor Fundament,” a clever pun meaning both an inferior bass
voice and a poor education. 2.23(f ) oﬀers another variation strategy—broken chords, creating a
“§. 147. In diesem andern Exempel ist nun eine Exception, nehmlich eine Sexta, im andern Griﬀe oder Saze […]. §. 148. Auﬀ
solche Weise kan allemahl zur Veränderung der Ordinar-Säze, die Sexta gebrauchet werden” (Werckmeister 1702, 75–76)
151
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See Holtmeier (2017) regarding Sorge's long-overlooked influence in the second half of the eighteenth century.

“Der Tenor springt herunter ins a. weil A eigendlich die Wurzel dieses Sazes seyn muß, so muß der Tenor mit seinen a. des
Fundaments Stelle vertreten” (Werckmeister 1702, 76).
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“lively harmony.” Usually Niedt is given credit for first popularizing the use of arpeggiated
thoroughbass realization to create a prelude as a conceptual bridge to composition, but
Werckmeister actually predates him when he writes:157
§. 48. Diese Griﬀe kan man denn im Claviere brechen, und gar leicht in Colores verwandeln;
So kan man bald in der Composition zunehmen, und ex tempore ein recht Praeambulum auﬀ
dem Clavier machen lernen.”158
§. 48. One can arpeggiate these chords on the keyboard, easily transforming them into
ornamentation. In this way one can practice composition, and learn to improvise a proper
prelude on the keyboard.

This sort of statement reinforces the close relationship between improvisation and composition
during this time, a fact discussed in Chapter One, particularly regarding Heinichen’s method of
improvisation (see section 1.2.6). Returning to Werckmeister’s settings, we see that he writes
how, if the chorale is set too high, one can use spread chords, achieved by inverting the middle
voices at the octave (2.23[g]). 2.23(h) and 2.23(i) require special “extraordinary” chords because
these examples use mostly motu recto between the outer voices. (Recall that Werckmeister’s
definition of motu recto subsumes both parallel and similar motions.) This is yet another reminder
that the outer voices are the contrapuntal frame in chorale settings, and indeed, in baroque
counterpoint in general. Motu recto requires that the third above the bass occasionally be
doubled, the rules for which are too long to be listed, according to Werckmeister.159
It may seem as if Werckmeister does not live up to his promise of varying the bass very much
throughout 2.23. But these examples serve to establish compositional priorities (which also apply
to the improvisation), as well as the basic point of departure for more advanced techniques, as we
will see. The most important priorities are that 5/3 chords in close position using outer-voice
contrary motion are the “default,” to which there are many exceptions, from which variation
arises. Anything other than a 5/3 chord in close position is the result of either necessity (a melody
that is too high or the avoidance of parallels) or merely the desire for variety. This simplex
framework, which one should be able to improvise at the keyboard, fulfills a similar function as
the Fundament, or unornamented voice-leading pattern, in Adlung’s pedagogy (see 1.2.8). Such a
voice-leading pattern serves as a point of departure for an infinite range of variations, as
Werckmeister writes:
Von diesen Veränderungen und Variationibus aber kan man keine gewisse Regeln geben, aber
wohl von den Säzen, und Progressionen, denn die inventiones gehen fast in infinitum, und ein
Künstler hat eine andere Invention, andere Variation, und einen andern Genium als der
andere; Wer aber unsere bißhieher beschriebene Regeln und Unterricht in acht nimmt, der
Niedt’s does discuss breaking chords briefly in volume one in 1700 (thus before Werckmeister), but his extensive treatment of
the topic is in volume two, which was first published in 1706 (after Werckmeister). See Niedt (1700–1717, 1: chpt. 7).
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Werckmeister (1702, 30)
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Werckmeister (1702, 83)
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wird ein helles Licht haben, bevorab, wenn er guter Autorum, Inventiones, Clauslen und
Resolutiones fein observiret und imitiret, also daß er die Natur der harmonie in den Kopﬀ oder
Gedächtniß bekömmt. 160
One cannot give precise rules regarding the embellishments or variations, but only from the
chords and progressions, because the Inventiones go almost to infinity, and one artist has a
diﬀerent Invention, another Variation, and another genius [Genium] as another. But whoever
takes note of the rules and instruction given up to this point will have a bright light
[guidance], especially if he observes and imitates well good composers, Inventiones, clausulæ,
and resolutions, so that the nature of harmony penetrates his head and memory.

Besides, Werckmeister writes, no amount of rules will help those who lack a natural talent
(Naturalia) for music, and it would be better they stayed away from music.161 This comment
resembles Emanuel Bach’s description of his father: “As for the invention of ideas, he [J. S. Bach]
required this from the very beginning, and anyone who had none he advised to stay away from
composition altogether.”162 But for the sake of those who do not have access to good models,
Werckmeister provides settings of “diverse bass variations” in order to give instruction how the
student can write everything “from ordinary to extraordinary chords and diﬃcult things.”163
These are shown in 2.24. But despite stating that, “Our intention here is to show the principles,”
none of the ten setting in 2.24 receive any explanatory commentary. What, then, are these
principles of bass variation, and how might we deduce them from the examples themselves?
Without discussing each example in 2.24 individually, the overarching principle governing the
bass pitches appears to be simply that all consonances (unison, octave, third, fifth, sixth) are
available in equal or unequal rhythms, with dissonances appearing either as transitus and
syncopatio notes. Even if the principles remain obscure, 2.24 deserves special place in the history
of music theory pedagogy as the earliest known example of multiple-bass chorale composition.
Given that the simplex setting containing purely 5/3 chords is Werckmeister’s conceptual and
pedagogical point of departure, the commonalities with Heinichen’s method of improvising a
prelude (and Niedt’s as well) are readily apparent: a consonant framing structure is first created,
to which the two types of dissonant embellishments are added (syncopatio and transitus). An
element of drama comes from cadential evasion.164 As seen in the previous chapter, Werckmeister
understands cadences as a combination of four prototypical linear progressions, or clausulae.165
He cites cadential evasion as an important strategy for “arousing a desire in the ear.”166 Some of
the techniques Werckmeister cites can be seen in five of the examples in 2.24. Thus, an
160

Werckmeister (1702, 84).
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Werckmeister (1702, 84).
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NBR (399); Bach-Dok. (3:289). See the Epilogue regarding this statement.

“Wir wollen nun auch etliche Veränderlungen der Bässe mit anfügen, und denen Lernenden, wann Sie von den Ordinar-Säzen
zu denen extraordinar und schweren Dingen schreiten wollen, eine kleine Anleitung geben” (Werckmeister 1702, 84).
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See section 3.1.2 for more on cadential evasion.
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Regarding clausulae, see 2.27 and 2.28.
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Werckmeister (1702, 50).
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overarching system of defaults, or norms, emerges, against which deviations can be understood:
6/3 chords are a deviation from 5/3 chords; dissonance is a deviation from consonance; parallel
outer-voice motion is a deviation from contrary motion; and cadential evasion is a deviation
from the standard clausulae. The utility of defaults as a compositional strategy is particularly
evident in improvisation, where time for contemplation is limited. By internalizing defaults such
that they occur without conscious thought, the improviser is then free to select specific moments
for targeted, expressive departure from these norms. Heinichen’s method of improvisation,
wherein the consonant Schemata modorum is a default interrupted occasionally by dissonance,
operates under very similar precepts (see 1.2.6).
One technique that Werckmeister apparently does not expect to be improvised is shown in 2.25
—settings of the chorale “Vater unser” using quadruple invertible counterpoint. This is a logical
extension of the variations given in 2.22, wherein the limitation to 5/3 chords and contrary
motion restricted the intervallic content and motion such that invertible counterpoint at the
twelfth was always possible with the bass. A similar strategy is employed in 2.25. The initial
setting in 2.25(a) contains (almost) only the intervals of a third, fifth, and octave above the bass,
plus transitus notes. The two exceptions are the arrows in m. 2, where the alto and then the tenor
make sixths against the bass. This causes a problem later on in 2.25(c) when these sixths invert to
improperly treated sevenths (i.e., neither transitus nor syncopatio) in ic12, shown by the arrows.
Werckmeister should have realized his mistake, given how he listed the General-Regeln of
invertible counterpoint (supposedly a summary of the principles given by Zarlino, Ponti, Tigrini,
and Artusi) towards the end of his treatise; the first of these rules is the prohibition of sixths.167
Since a fifth inverts to a fourth in ic8, Werckmeister has to restrict this fourth to two upper
voices (i.e., a secondary interval), as shown by the pointing hands in 2.25(d). Unfortunately, the
quarter rest at the end of 2.25(d) causes a fourth with the bass, marked by the editorial
exclamation point. Werckmeister’s remaining variations are shown in 2.25(e), 2.25(f,) and
2.25(g).
Despite these problems, the overall strategy is as follows: a chorale melody takes on the
traditional role of the cantus firmus in conveying the precepts of invertible counterpoint. But
unlike his seventeenth-century predecessors, Werckmeister makes no list of proscribed intervallic
progressions, instead leaving his reader to infer that the principles underlying 2.25 are the same
underlying 2.22. Whatever the weak points of Werckmeister’s pedagogy may be, one thing
remains clear: he repurposes thoroughbass—previously a notational system reserved primarily for
accompanists—into the central tool of his compositional method. The function of thoroughbass
in this new role is to synthesize the precepts of traditional contrapuntal pedagogy, such that a
single keyboard player can, with practice, improvise polyphonic chorale settings at sight using a
simple system of norms and deviations. This represents the conservative branch of the conceptual
world within which Bach’s chorale- and thoroughbass-centered pedagogy took shape. Given that
Bach, like Werckmeister, made chorale counterpoint central to his pedagogical method, the
question arises: Did Bach use aspects of Werckmeister’s teachings with his own students? Even
without a definite answer to this question, the investigation of Werckmeister as witness to the
167
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music-theoretical and pedagogical landscape contemporaneous to Bach defines the broader
context and suggests that certain ideas were part of the lingua franca that informed compositional
pedagogy in Bach’s circle.
2.2.6 J. P. Treiber’s Der accurate Organist (1704): Bach’s Introduction to Multiple-Bass
Pedagogy?
Another important early source is J. P. Treiber’s Der accurate Organist im General-Bäße, published
in Arnstadt in 1704. The year and location of publication are significant, since Bach was organist
at the Neue Kirche in Arnstadt in 1704. The Neue Kirche organ, built by Johann Friedrich
Wender and tested by the eighteen-year-old Bach in 1703, used well-tempered tuning.168 The
fact that Bach could play in all keys on the Wender organ implies that he may have taken an
interest in Treiber’s work.169 After all, Treiber uses the term Accord in the same manner as Bach to
indicate 5/3 chords (see section 1.1.8). 170 Treiber’s manual has received scholarly attention in
relation to the emergence of major/minor tonality at the turn of the eighteenth century, since the
treatise is primarily concerned with explaining transposition.171 But the work also covers the
basics of thoroughbass signatures and ornamentation. Significant for our purposes is the fact that
Treiber explains these topics exclusively via chorales with figured basslines. He gives various
basslines for two chorales “Was Gott thut, das ist wohlgetan” (major mode; Zahn 5629) and
“Wer nur den lieben Gott läßt walten” (minor mode; Zahn 2778) in twenty diﬀerent keys in
all.172 While the twenty basses (Nos. III through XXII) are almost exact transpositions of each
other, the last two (Nos. XXIII and XXIV using the chorale “Was Gott thut”) illustrate
ornamentation in quarters and eighths, respectively. See 2.26. Thus, Treiber is particularly intent
on teaching how to vary basslines and how to recognize fundamental tones within an
ornamented bassline so that the player can invent appropriate harmonies to it. The explanatory
text for Nos. XXIII and XXIV begins with the heading: “The advantageous realization for many
notes, explained in the following rules.”173 Though they may seem rambling to the modern
reader, it is worth reproducing them in their entirety in order to provide a glimpse of how
concepts like the diﬀerence between transitus tones and Fundamental-Noten were understood at
this time:
1. When three notes either in duple or triple meter move stepwise ascending or
descending in which the first two are of the same value—for example both of
equal value or both quarters in a fast tempo—then one remains still on the
second note and holds the chord that one had at the first one. See No. IV, m.
168

Wolﬀ and Zepf (2006, 10).
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Leaver and Remeš (2018, 134–135).

“Wenn die Note, worüber der tritonus 6[slash]/4+/2 stehet, von der vorhergehenden Noten herunter gehet, wie Num. 1. tact
11 not. 2 so behalte ich den Accord der vorhergehenden Noten, und darﬀ mich also umb die 6/4+/2 gar nicht bekümmern,
sondern habe sie schon in der Faust, und bleibe liegend in dem vorhergehenden Griﬀ oder Accord” (Treiber 1704, 14).
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Treiber’s manual is discussed in Arnold (1931, 1:243–247), Lester (1989, 85), Horn (2007, 49–56), and Williams (2016,
237).
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See 2.10 for settings of “Wer nur den lieben Gott läßt walten” by Bach.
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“Den vortheilhaﬀten Zugriﬀ zu vielen Noten zugleich; wie folgende Reguln” (Treiber 1704, 15–16).
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

4 [not shown]; No. XXIII, m. 1 (notes 1, 2), m. 3 (notes 1, 2), m. 7 (notes 1;
2), m. 10 (notes 1, 2); No. XXIV, m. 1 (notes 3, 4), m. 9 (notes 1 and 2), m.
10 (notes 3, 4; notes 5, 6).
In contrast, when the third or the fourth of four fast notes belonging together
return to the first note [i.e., c d e c], and all notes have the same value,
namely, either eighth, sixteenth, thirty-second, or quarter notes, then I hold
for all four notes the same chord that I had for the first note. It is as if the
fourth note had the same figure. See No. XXIII, m. 10, m. 12, m. 15; No.
XXIV, m. 1 (notes 1, 2, 3, 4), m. 3 (notes 1, 2, 3, 4), m. 10 (notes 5, 6, 7, 8).
If four or five notes of the same value, for example all having the same
number of beams or all being quarter notes (if a dot comes between them),
move stepwise ascending or descending, then one holds for four notes the
chord that one had for the first note. No. XXII, m. 11 (notes 1, 2, 3, 4); No.
XXIV, m. 2 (notes 1, 2, 3, 4), m. 4 (notes 5, 6, 7, 8), m. 13 (notes 1, 2, 3, 4).
If the thoroughbass descends with two notes by fifth or third or ascends a
fourth and a 7 stands over the second note as in these examples [omitted],
then I hold for the second note the chord I had on the first one, for in this
way I already have the 7th in the hand, and I take only the third to it if I
don’t already have it in the chord. Similarly, when two sevenths follow after
one another, and the second note descends by fifth or ascends by fourth, as in
No. XIII, m. 6 (notes 3, 4), m. 14 (note 2, 4) [not shown], then I can
without diﬃculty have a seventh on both [notes] if in the right in the upper
voice I take the first seventh and the third and fifth of the bass note
[Fundamental-Clavi], then afterwards the third I took will become the
seventh of the second [note].
When four quick notes belong together and there is a ‘4’ over the third and a
‘#’ over the third, then I hold the chord from the first note for the second
note. See No. XXIV, m. 8 (notes 5, 6, 7, 8).
When the thoroughbass moves in quick notes of equal value and leaps up a
fifth or down a fourth, and there is a 6/4 over the second note, as in No.
XXIV, m. 5 (notes 1, 2, 3, 4) and m. 7 (notes 1, 2, 3, 4), then I proceed
without changing the position of the right hand while holding the first chord
for the four notes that belong together, or even eight notes if the fifth note
returns to the place where the first was, as in No. XXIV, m. 7 (notes 1–8), m.
10 (notes 1–8), m. 11 (notes 1–8).
If the thoroughbass runs up in four notes of equal value, and there is a ‘7’
over the fourth note, then I hold throughout all four notes the chord from
the first note; in this way, I already have a seventh in the hand, as in No.
XXIV, m. 18 (notes 4, 8).
If a thoroughbass in four notes of equal value leaps up a fourth or down a
fifth, and there is a ‘6’ over the first note, as in No. XXIV, m. 2 (notes 5, 6, 7,
8) and m. 3 (notes 5, 6, 7, 8), then I hold throughout all four notes the
chord from the first note.
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9. If the thoroughbass leaps up or down a third, or falls down a sixth, and a ‘6’
occurs over the first and second notes of equal value, as in No. XXIV, m. 9
(notes 3, 4), m. 12 (notes 7, 8), m. 14 (notes 3, 4), m. 19 (notes 7, 8), m. 20
(notes 1, 2), m. 21 (notes 1, 2), then I always remain with one chord on both
notes, for in this way I already have the sixth for the first or second [chord].
10. If the thoroughbass leaps an octave, as in No. XVII, m. 16 [not shown], No.
XXIII, m. 5 (notes 1, 2), No. XXIV, m. 8 (note 7, 8), then on the higher
note I prepare the left thumb and stay there for both notes.
11. If I need to play passagework—that is, many quick notes belonging together
—then I keep the left hand free so it can move better, and I grab nothing
with the left hand except the bassline and take the accompanying harmonies
with the right hand.
12. The hands must be held somewhat near each other, so that they don’t surpass
two or three octaves distance from one another, or the right hand doesn’t
dally in the upper register.
These rules and Treiber’s treatise in general illustrate five important points. First, chorale melodies
were the natural vessel through which music theoretical information was communicated to
organists and likely keyboardists as well. Second, while these rules probably seem quite tedious to
the modern reader, they nevertheless represent an attempt to generalize music-theoretical
phenomena in prose, rather than merely modeling by example, as Werckmeister tended to do
with his varied basses. Third, the nature of Treiber’s instruction relates to Klangschrittlehre
(Heinichen’s General Rules) in that he essentially says, “When the bass does X, you can play Y.”
That is, although Treiber is an early subscriber to the new major/minor system, he has not yet
incorporated the concept of scale degree into his teachings (Heinichen’s Special Rules). Fourth,
that Treiber could publish a manual demonstrating the concepts of transposition and passing
tones is a reminder that, while these ideas may seem obvious to the modern reader, there was
apparently enough of a demand for instruction in these topics to justify Treiber’s publication.
Fifth and finally, given that Bach became organist in Arnstadt the year that Der Accurate Organist
was published means Bach was likely aware of Treiber’s work. If Bach had not already learned of
multiple-bass composition by this point, Treiber’s work may have been his introduction to this
topic, albeit in a less advanced form than later publications.174
2.2.7 J. H. Buttstedt (c.1715–1716): Preserving Solmization and the Modes
In Chapter One we saw how Johann Heinrich Buttstedt (1666–1727), who was a pupil of Bach’s
grand-teacher Pachelbel, defended solmization, the trias harmonica, the modes, and all things
traditional against Johann Mattheson’s endorsement of the new major/minor system. Buttstedt
divided his treatise, Ut, Mi, Sol, Re, Fa, La, Tota Musica et Harmonia Æterna (c.1715–1716) into
two halves: first, a refutation of Mattheson’s Das neu-eröﬀnete Orchestre (1713), and second, an
explication of the Fundament, or what he considered to be foundational musical knowledge.
Could Buttstedt’s Fundament somehow relate to Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln? This question was
174
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already posed in the previous chapter. One assumes that at least some aspects of Buttstedt’s
conservative theoretical perspective must have been the result of Pachelbel’s teachings, with
whom Bach’s older brother, Johann Christoph Bach studied. Whether or not Johann Christoph
passed on any of these ideas to the ten-year-old Johann Sebastian, and whether Johann Sebastian
subsequently incorporated such traditional attitudes into his own teaching remain open
questions. One thing is clear, though: for Buttstedt, solmization is one of the central Fundamenta
of music:
Denn mein Propos ist nicht eine Musicam Historicam zu schreiben; sondern meinen
Kunstgenossen den Nuzen der Solmisation und andere Fundamenta in Musicis zu ziegen.175
My aim is not to write a history of music, but to demonstrate to my fellow artists the use of
solmization and other Fundamenta of music.

As mentioned in Chapter One, it is possible that solmization played some role in Bach’s musictheoretical mindset, as evidenced by the title page of the Well-Tempered Clavier I (1722) and the
canon (BWV 1078):
Das Wohltemperirte Clavier. oder Præludia, und Fugen durch alle Tone und Semitonia, So
wohl tertiam majorem oder Ut Re Mi anlangend, als auch tertiam minorem oder Re Mi Fa
betreﬀend. 176
The Well-Tempered Clavier or Preludes and Fugues through All Whole- and Half-Steps, in
Major or Ut-Re-Mi as well as in Minor or Re-Mi-Fa.
[Canon (BWV 1078):] Fa Mi, et Mi Fa est tota Musica.

Or is Bach’s designation “ut re mi” for major keys and “re mi fa” merely a meaningless relict of
solmization practice? A clue comes from the fact that Buttstedt did not concur with the
reduction of all keys to a major or minor third:
Aus dieser kurzen Beschreibung der Tonorum wird ein jeder Liebhaber erkennen daß deren
12. sind […]. So hegen auch die jenigen Musici eine irrige Meinung, welche nur zweene
Modos statuiren wollen; denn aus der Tertia alleine solche zu judiciren und zu erkennen ist
nicht hinlänglich.177
Any amateur musician can see from this brief explanation of modes that they are 12 […].
Thus, those musicians who would claim there are only two modes are mistaken: to judge and
identify modes from the third alone is insuﬃcient.
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Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 113).
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Bach-Dok. (1:219).
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Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 167–168).
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It would therefore seem that Bach’s use of major/minor keys in the Well-Tempered Clavier proves
that he subscribed to the new tonal system and therefore did not think in terms of solmization.
But what about modal chorale melodies? If Bach incorporated modes at all in his teaching, surely
it was in relation to the setting of modal chorale melodies. 178 We know that modal teachings
were preserved into the eighteenth century, especially by organists. For instance, Heinichen, who
passionately endorsed the new major/minor system, nevertheless admitted that the modes are still
necessary when organists prelude on chorale melodies. 179 At the same time, Buttstedt concedes
(1) that most composers only use two modes—not major/minor, but ionian and dorian—and (2)
that the modes are not taught anymore in some German-speaking provinces:
Nöthig ist es auch nicht, weil die heutigen Componisten nichts, in diesen Tono sezen,
sondern bloß des ionici & dorii sich bedienen, und alle Veränderung in Transpositione
suchen wollen.180
It is not necessary [to discuss in the modes further] because today’s composers do not value
them, but instead only use ionian and dorian, and want to view all others as transpositions of
these.
~~~
§. 20. Wundert mich übrigens nicht wenig, daß man solmisationem hier zu Lande, als
Thüringen, Ober- und Nieder-Sachsen abgeschaﬀt hat, zumahlen da sie nicht schwer (wie ich
schon oﬀt angeführet habe) sondern vielmehr leichte ist.181
§. 20. I am amazed not a little that solmization has been discarded in these parts (Thüringen,
Upper-, and Lower-Saxony), since, as I have often said, it is not diﬃcult by is actually easy.

It is interesting that Buttstedt equates the minor key not with the aeolian mode, but with dorian.
This is apparently the reason that Bach associates the syllables “re mi fa” with minor in the title to
the Well-Tempered Clavier, as does Mattheson in his diagram of major and minor keys.182 The
association of minor with the dorian can also be seen in Bach’s use of so-called “dorian key
signatures,” where, for example, a piece in what appears to be G minor only has one flat in its key
signature. Even so, it seems Buttstedt knew that in arguing for the preservation of traditional
teachings, he was fighting a losing battle, since, as he admits, solmization had already ceased to
be taught in parts of Germany. Still, it is nevertheless possible that elements of traditional
teachings were preserved in organists’ circles in the practice of modal chorale accompaniment.
For this reason, we will investigate Buttstedt’s treatment of this topic. While we do not know if
Bach himself adhered to such ideas, most educated eighteenth-century organists would have been
178
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versed in some form of traditional modal theory. Thus, one imagines Bach probably passed on
some aspects of modal theory to his pupils who were organists.
For all his fanfare about the utility of solmization and the modes, Buttstedt is surprisingly brief in
providing details of how such ideas are to be implemented in composition:
Dieses sey für dieses mahl von denen tonis seu Modis Musicis genung gesagt. Von einen
Quatuor, und wie solches cantabel zu sezen sey, solte noch handeln: Allein dieser Tractatus
möchte zu weitläuﬀtig werden und viel Kosten zu hoch kommen; Uber dieses so ist auch
unmöglich alle musicalische doctrinen in ein Buch zu fassen: Wende mich dahero zum
Beschluß und folgenden lezten Capitel. 183
Enough has been said of the tones or modes for the time being. Regarding a four-voice piece
and how this is to be composed in a cantabile style must yet be treated. But since this treatise
would become too lengthy and expensive, and moreover, because it is impossible to compile
all musical doctrines in a book, I will come to a close and proceed with the following chapter.

How valuable Buttstedt’s explanations of compositional “doctrine” would have been!
Nevertheless, we can still infer much useful information from Buttstedt’s examples of chant and
chorale accompaniment. But in order to understand his models in historical context, we must
first review Buttstedt’s theoretical outlook regarding musical space, modes, and cadences.
In the previous chapter we saw how Buttstedt conceives of the keyboard primarily in vocal terms.
1.29 showed how the three hexachords (see 1.1) map onto both cantus durus (with Bn) and
cantus mollis (with Bb), similar to Adriano Banchieri’s illustration in 1.2. That Buttstedt uses a
grand staﬀ (not open score) indicates a keyboard instrument. Thus, 1.29 represents the union of
Buchner’s diagrams in 2.12—the merger of the gamut (the voces) with the claves of instrumental
tablature at the keyboard. This link between Buttstedt's and Buchner's approaches clearly
demonstrates Buttstedt’s connection to traditional teachings, particularly the view that
instrumental pitch space is derived from and subsidiary to vocal pitch space. Yet, as is well
known, instrumental music had been gaining increased independence since the late Renaissance.
The flowering of thoroughbass theory in German lands c.1700 sketched in the previous chapter
is part of this trend. Buttstedt even seems to admit that, regarding instrumental music, the voces
have been eclipsed by the claves: “Our German ABC [the claves] are good for instrumental music,
but solmization [the voces] is better for vocal music.”184 While solmization is the most important
of Buttstedt’s Fundamenta, the modes are a Fundament of near equal importance.
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Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 168).

“Unser teutsches a b c ist Instrumentaliter gut; Vocaliter aber, ist die Solmisation besser” (Buttstedt c.1715–1716, 129).
Buttstedt was of course not alone in defending solmization, particularly in the Catholic lands in southern Germany, which
remained under the influence of Italian music-theoretical teachings longer than the Protestant north. Another vocal proponent of
solmization was of course J. J. Fux, whose letter exchange with Mattheson chronicles a clash of worlds. Fux and Mattheson’s letter
exchange has been translated in Lester (1977).
184
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Buttstedt’s modal terminology is borrowed largely from Wolfgang C. Printz’s Satyrischer
Componist (1676–1696), with additional influences from Heinrich Glarean (1488–1563) and
Giovanni M. Bononcini (1642–1678). Particularly important for our reconstruction of
Buttstedt’s method of chorale counterpoint is Printz’s classification of modal cadences. In this
system, cadences are grouped according to two criteria: (1) their location in the octave species of
a given mode, and (2) their manner of approach in a polyphonic context, particularly regarding
the bass voice. We begin with the first criteria: location in the octave species.
To understand how modal cadences are placed, we need the clausulae. Clausulae are stereotypical
melodic formulae traditionally used to construct polyphonic cadences. For centuries, they have
been salient components of Western compositional practice. The melodic patterns associated
with clausulae began to emerge in thirteenth-century polyphony. 185 Chief among these patterns
were the intervallic progressions “major 6th–perfect 8ve,” “minor 3–unison,” and “minor 3–
perfect 5.” In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, these patterns formed tenor-discant
frameworks often supplemented by additional voices, creating thicker polyphonic textures.
Drawing from traditional Italian terminology, seventeenth-century German theorists developed
native systems of cadential classification based on clausulae, invariably including a syncopatio
dissonance in their representations of clausulae (more on this below). 2.27 gives J. A. Herbst’s
demonstration of the four clausulae from his Musica Poetica (1643): discant, alto, tenor and bass.
The four clausulae combine polyphonically in diﬀerent ways to make various clausulae formales
(cadences). The three tones of each clausulae are traditionally deemed ultima (last), penultima
(second to last), and antepenultima (third to last). Note that Herbst gives two options for the
ultima pitch of the alto and tenor clausulae. The clausulae on mi in the second row of 2.27 are
used when the discant or the tenor clausulae close on the pitch E (mi in hexachordal
solmization), since the normative bass clausula lacks a perfect fifth above its penultima note (B–f
would make a faulty diminished fifth). Note that in a mi cadence, the bass ends a fifth below on
A. It is a common mistake for musicians trained in tonal music to interpret pieces in E phrygian
as ending on “in A major.” Such cadences end not “in E,” but rather “on E” in the voices that
matter—the tenor and discant. In this context, the bass is merely a filler voice, not the structural
foundation it would later become.
Clausulae would continue to play a role in German compositional pedagogy into the early
eighteenth century, as seen in the works of Werckmeister and J. G. Walther.186 But interestingly,
around 1711, Heinichen writes that his new thoroughbass-centered pedagogical method makes
knowledge of clausulae obsolete.187 This marks the beginning of an important turning point in
the history of compositional pedagogy and is particularly significant as a marker of the new
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The following outline is based in part on Polth and Schwind (1996).
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Werckmeister (1698, 36–37; 1702, 84) and Walther (1708, 161–162).

“Und bey solcher Methode hat man auch nicht nöthig gehabt, daß man seinen Untergebenen von denen Discantisirenden,
Tenorisirenden, oder Fistulirenden Clausuln und andern unnöthigen Zeuge hätte viel vorschreiben, oder vorsagen sollen
(Heinichen 1711, 64). This appears to be the only mention of clausulae in Heinichen (1711). Heinichen mentions the word
“clausula” several times in his 1728 treatise, though he does not treat the topic in detail (1728, 308; 325; 327 note x [see errata];
331; 333; 338; 346; 912, note w).
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importance attributed to thoroughbass at the turn of the century.188 Yet oddly, one of the latest
German-language discussions of clausulae comes from a treatise based closely on Heinichen’s
1728 treatise: David Kellner’s Treulicher Unterricht im Generalbass (1732), which was reprinted
numerous times until 1796.189 Kellner’s work has recently been shown to have hitherto unknown
connections to Bach’s circle. 190 Kellner’s clausulae in 2.28 correspond with the first row of
Herbst’s in 2.27. The diﬀerence is that Kellner does not discuss cadences on mi, since he
interprets the clausulae in a tonal context (hence the editorial scale-degree annotations). Contrary
to Heinichen, Kellner writes that the student still needs to know what the clausulae are.191
Buttstedt would certainly have agreed. We now return to the discussion of modal cadence
location.
In Sweelinck’s Compositions Regeln, which date from the early seventeenth century and borrow
heavily from Zarlino’s Istitutioni, modal cadences are defined by the placement of the discant
clausula, as shown in 2.29 in the dorian mode. This is typical of seventeenth-century treatises.
The I-V-III scheme is borrowed from Zarlino, who was likely influenced by Aron.192 In Printz’s
terminology, which may stem from Seth Calvisius (without attribution), cadences on I-V-III are
termed primaria, secundaria, and tertiaria, respectively.193 These terms have been added to 2.29
(they do not appear in Sweelinck’s treatise). Though Sweelinck does not mention clausulae by
name, it is clear that he was aware of them. This can be seen in 2.30. Here Sweelinck gives five
“Cadences in four voices” with original annotations identifying the voice containing the
syncopated discant clausula. Thus, for Sweelinck, the discant clausula (not the bass or tenor
clausulae) is the phenomenon that defines the location of a polyphonic cadence.194
Like most seventeenth-century German theorists, Printz conceives of modal cadence points as
members of the trias harmonica. For instance, the I-V-III pattern corresponds to the infima (D),
suprema (A), and media (F) of a trias harmonica (minor) on D. Although Printz does not discuss
cadences on pitches other than the notes of the trias harmonica, other contemporary theorists
include two more categories beyond I-V-III. These two categories are (1) aﬃnalis, which refers to
cadence points whose triads have at least one common tone with the main triad (i.e., IV and
VI)195; and (2) peregrinas, which refers to cadence points with no common tones with the main
triad (i.e., VII and II).196 Treatises that define aﬃnalis and peregrinas in this way include Kuhnau’s
Georg Muﬀat's manuscript treatise from 1699 also emphasizes thoroughbass and keyboard over clausulae. But unlike
Heinichen, Muﬀat does not argue that thoroughbass is superior to clausulae.
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There were at least eight German editions between 1732 and 1796, plus issues in Swedisch (Stockholm, 1739), Dutch
(Amsterdam, 1741 and 1751), and Russian (Moscow, 1791).
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See Leaver and Remeš (2018). Volume one of Remeš (2019e) gives a translation of Kellner’s treatise.
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Kellner, D. (1732; 2nd ed. 1737, 23).
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Zarlino (1983, xii–xiv). Seth Calvisius was the first German to take up Zarlino’s I-V-III scheme (Dahlhaus 1968, 206).
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Dahlhaus (1968, 206) says these terms were first used by Calvisius.

Werckmeister substantiates this view: “In diesen Clausulen hat die Discantisirende die meiste Kraﬀt, denn die Quarta wird nur
in Tertiam Majorem resolviret, woraus man die Form eigentlich vernehmen kan” (1698, 37). Kellner, D. (1732; 2nd ed. 1737,
23–24) also writes that the discant and tenor clausulae are the primary ones.
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Aﬃnalis traditionally referred to the fifth degree, but in Joachim Burmeister assigned it to the third degree (Dahlhaus 1968,
206–207). Herbst (1643, 50) also defines aﬃnalis as the third degree.
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Of course, all cadence points are invalid on B, since this finalis lacks a perfect fifth.
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Fundamenta Compositionis (1703) and Walther’s Praecepta (1708), both of which were heavily
influenced by Printz’s Satyrischer Componist.197 In sum, clausulae determine the location of a
cadence within a mode, with the discant clausula being particularly decisive. The second factor
critical to understanding modal cadences is the cadential approach.
The manner of cadential approach only becomes an issue in a polyphonic context. That is, in
cantus choralis (unison, unmeasured chant) the cadence pitch is simply the last pitch of a phrase,
usually reached by descending step. But in the polyphonic, measured context of cantus figuralis,
the situation becomes more complex. This is because (1) the chant melody can occur in any
voice, (2) the discant clausula (Sweelinck’s marker of cadential location) is not necessarily in the
highest voice, and (3) the clausulae can be varied to evade cadential arrival. In spite of these
issues, several attempts were made to categorize types of cadential approach. Printz’s terminology
was popular among conservative theorists, but it is for our purposes overly complex.198 2.31 gives
Walther’s system of cadences, which represents a compromise: 2.31(a), (b), and (c) borrow
Printz’s terms perfectissima (bass leaps down a fifth/up a fourth), perfecta (bass leaps down a
fourth/up a fifth), and minus perfecta (same as perfectissima except last note ascends by step or
descends by third). Cadences (c), (d), and (e) in 2.31 depart from Printz (there are two names
for the cadence at 2.31[c]). Here Walther identifies the clausulae that appears in the lowest voice:
altizans, cantizans, or tenorizans. Printz makes a useful distinction regarding the perfecta cadence
at (b). He calls the perfecta cadence dissecta (“cut oﬀ”) because a cadence it gives the impression
of being a truncated bass clausula. When this bass motion ends with the goal pitch of the
cadence (IV-I), it is termed aquiescens (stable). When the bass motion ends “incompletely”
however (I-V), then it is termed desiderans (unstable). Below I will adopt the term dissecta to
mean simply a “cut oﬀ” cadence, regardless of the approaching bass motion. In sum, we have
seen how clausulae are instrumental in determining the location and approach of modal
cadences. We are now ready to turn to Buttstedt’s examples.
As we saw in Chapter One with Banchieri, Buttstedt too conceives of chant and chorale
accompaniment as the act of translating from non-measured, unison, vocal cantus choralis (what
Buttstedt also calls Stylo Ecclesiastico ligato) to cantus figuralis, which can be vocal or instrumental,
so long as it is polyphonic and measured. The three most revealing examples in Buttstedt’s treatise
regarding chorale composition are given in 2.32, 2.33, and 2.34. Buttstedt’s commentary is
regrettably sparse. Of these three examples he only writes:
Ich habe obige par Exempel angeführte Antiphonen und Choral auf Begehren, bloß nach der
Solmisation und derer alten Regeln, ohne ein Clavier darbey zu gebrauchen, also aufgesezet:
Verlange aber deswegen nicht unter die Zahl hocherleuchteter Männer gezehlet zu werden.199
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Kuhnau (1703, chpt. §§. 21–26), translated in Remeš (2020d); Walther (1708 [1955], 161–163).

See Burns (1995, 196–202) for an overview of Printz’s terminology. Marpurg (1753–1754, 1:109) makes fun of such complex
terms.
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Upon request I have set the two examples of antiphons and the chorale given above simply
according to solmization and their old rules without needing a keyboard; but this doesn’t
mean I demand to be counted among the ranks of highly educated men.

Let us consider these three examples individually. The first two are plainchant melodies; the third
is a chorale. Although Bach’s teaching presumably focused primarily on chorale harmonization,
the process of a setting a modal chorale is for Buttstedt equivalent to that used for plainchant.
The primary diﬀerence to keep in mind regarding Bach’s practice is that, by the eighteenth
century, the earliest chorale melodies from the sixteenth century were usually transmitted in
metrical form (i.e., not their original, unmetered form; see 2.66[b] and 2.66[c] for examples).
Conveniently, 2.32 is a composite showing both the unmeasured cantus choralis plainchant and
Buttstedt’s metrical cantus figuralis keyboard setting with a figured bass. 1.31 in the previous
chapter gave facsimiles of the incipits of the original examples. For those unfamiliar with
solmization, it is particularly valuable that Buttstedt gives the complete solmization syllables for
the cantus choralis chant. (The isolated syllables over the keyboard version are Buttstedt’s selective
reminders, since this version is printed on a separate page in the original.) Buttstedt identifies the
mode as dorian. I have added annotations identifying which hexachord his syllables are drawn
from. Recall that only the natural and hard hexachords (on C and G, respectively) are available,
since dorian is cantus durus with Bn, even though Bb appears very often as ficta. Buttstedt uses the
symbol ✠ to designate ficta, which can be seen in the keyboard accompaniment version below the
chant. Besides the hexachordal annotations in brackets, the gray inner voices in 2.32 are also
editorial. I realized Buttstedt’s thoroughbass figures in a four voices since he writes that four-part
textures are the most beautiful and the best.200 Yet, like Heinichen and Emanuel Bach, I was not
dogmatic about maintaining four voices throughout. Particularly at mi cadences, it is convenient
to reduce to three voices (e.g., phrase eight, m. 3; phrase ten, penultimate bar). The numbering
of phrases is also editorial (there are no barlines in the original).
The conventions of cadence location and approach as outlined above must have been essential to
Buttstedt’s method of chant/chorale accompaniment. This is because one can infer the available
basslines once one has narrowed down the possible cadential arrival points. Regarding 2.32,
Buttstedt was certainly aware that dorian melodies typically cadence on D, A, and F (primaria,
secundaria, and tertiaria, respectively), less often on Bb and G (aﬃnalis), and seldom on C and E
(peregrinas).201 Thus, defining available cadence locations for a given mode is simple enough. But
it gets more complicated in context of a specific phrase, as we will see. As mentioned already,
Buttstedt skips over the second topic of cadential approach entirely, instead referring the reader
to Printz’s Satyrischer Componist. But here Buttstedt reveals that, unlike Printz, he conceives of
cadences in terms of which clausulae is in the bass, as in Walther’s classification in 2.31, even
though he refers the reader to Printz’s writings:
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Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 79).

Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 142–143). Note, however, that Buttstedt adheres to the system by which the third degree is deemed
aﬃnalis.
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Wie nun diese Clausulae ins gemein in Bassirende, wenn der Bass steiget und fält, und in
Tenorisirende, wenn er per gradus gehet, getheilet und genennet werden, wird jeden schon
bekant seyn: Wie aber Herr Prinz die Clausulas formales Primarias, eines jeden Modi
eintheilet, und distinguiret, kan in dessen ersten Theile seines Satyrischen Componistens nach
gelesen werden.202
Everyone is familiar with how these clausulae [cadences] are generally arranged and defined,
such as the bassizans, which is when the bass rises and falls [by leap], and the tenorizans,
which is when the bass proceeds [descends] by step. How Mr. Printz categorizes and
distinguishes the clausulas formales primarias [I-V-III] of each mode can be read in the first
part of his Satyrischer Componist.

Thus, in setting the first phrase of 2.32 (f1 g1 a1), Buttstedt already knew that a cadence on D was
impossible, since the penultimate tone (g1) could not accommodate the other clausulae. A mi
cadence on A would have been possible. Instead, Buttstedt opted for a cadence on F, which
results in a perfectissima (i.e., bass motion by rising fourth) / tertiaria (i.e., on the third degree of
the dorian trias harmonica: F). He uses the same cadence for phrase two. Phrase three of the
chant ends with the pitches f1-g1. This requires a dissecta / tertiaria (“half cadence in F major”).
Here we require the word “modulation” in its original meaning. Buttstedt uses the term as a verb
(moduliren) to mean “cadential motion directed toward a certain pitch.”203 Although phrase three
ends with g1, we could not say that Buttstedt’s setting modulates to G because this would require
F#. This is why I use Printz’s term dissecta to designate an “incomplete” perfectissima cadence in F
(i.e., no ultima pitch), even though the approaching bass motion does not conform to the
beginning of a perfectissima cadence (no rising fifth/falling fourth). Continuing on, we see that
phrase four of the chant ends with bb1-a1, which Buttstedt sets as a tenorizans / tertiaria. It is not
enough to just consider the final tone of each phrase; one must also take account of its penultima
and antepenultima pitches. For instance, phrase four closes with a tenorizans cadence on F
because of the penultimate bb1. But phrase eight, which also ends with a1, has bn1 as its
penultima. For this reason, Buttstedt sets phrase eight as a perfectissima / secundaria (on A). Note
that this should not be viewed as a dissecta cadence to D, despite the C#. The cadential goal is A
with minor third (secundaria), as shown throughout phrase eight; the major third (C#) in the
accompaniment of the final chord is merely ficta added for “reasons of beauty.” This actually
results in a cross relation (C#–Cn) with the first note of the following phrase, which doesn’t
appear to be an issue for Buttstedt. Bach’s Choralgesänge also exhibit a similar voice-leading
leniency between phrases. If we interpret phrases three and nine as dissecta cadences in F, then we
can consider all cadences in 2.32 as primaria, secundaria, or tertiaria (D, A, or F). Some final
remarks regarding Buttstedt’s cadential practice are in order before continuing with the next two
examples.
In his explication of the dorian mode, Buttstedt makes an insightful comment:
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See Buttstedt (c.1715–1715, 163–164, passim). David Beach is mistaken when he says Kirnberger uses the word “modulate”
in “a very special way to specify change within a key, not change of key” (Kirnberger 1771–1779 [1982], 44 note a); in fact,
Kirnberger’s use of the term was entirely standard for his day.
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Hier ist zu mercken, daß die Alten in formirung derer Clasulen oder Cadenzen nicht syncopiret
haben, sondern sind so zu reden gleich zu gegangen e.g., d cis d (re do re) | f e f (fa mi fa) | a
gis a (la sol la). 204
Here it should be noted that in forming their clausulae or cadences, the ancients did not use
syncopations [in the discant clausula], but proceeded in equal values, e.g., d c# d (re do re) | f
e f (fa mi fa) | a g# a (la sol la).

This valid observation of Buttstedt’s was already mentioned earlier. Whereas earlier authors like
Zarlino defined cadences in terms of consonant intervallic progressions between two voices,
German authors defined cadences melodically as clausulae, where the discant clausula always had
a syncopation.205 Felix Diergarten has recently called attention to the importance of dissonance
in cadential formation in the classical period. 206 It was during the importation of Italian theory
into German-speaking lands in the early seventeenth century that dissonance was first enshrined
as a necessary condition for cadential closure, at least in treatises. In keeping with this, Buttstedt’s
examples show a clear preference for cadential dissonance. In 2.32, only phrase nine ends with a
cadence that could have had a dissonance, but does not. In contrast, the chant melody prevents
the final cadences of phrases seven and ten from including a dissonance—apparently Buttstedt
was not willing to distort the chant melody by delaying it to make a syncopated discant clausula
in the top voice. The topic of consonance and dissonance leads us to some final remarks
regarding 2.32.
We have seen how, in translating between cantus choralis and cantus figuralis, Buttstedt relied on
traditional teachings of modal cadences. This is useful for phrase endings, but what about the
remainder of each phrase? Later on we will see how Bach’s pupil J. C. Kittel expands traditional
clausulae doctrine by abstracting clausulae to their type of melodic motion (interval + direction).
We might even infer the seeds of this process of abstraction in Buttstedt’s above comment where
he referred the reader to Printz’s writings. By generalizing clausulae in this way (i.e., by
disassociating them from scale degrees), Kittel can apply cadential logic not only to phrase
endings, but throughout the entire phrase. Aside from the above quote, however, there is no
evidence to suggest that Buttstett subscribed to such a view. Still, we can to infer some
information from 2.32.
The most obvious point is that, in giving only a figured bassline, Buttstedt likely considered the
inner voices to be subsidiary to the outer ones. The outer voices consist almost exclusively of
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“Während Zarlino (aus systematischen Gründen) die dissonanzlose, rhythmisch gleichmäßige Form als Grundmodell und die
synkopierte als Variante darstellte, beschrieben viele deutsche Autoren bis ins 18. Jh. hinein (dem Vorrang der kompositorischen
Praxis folgend) ausschließlich die synkopierte (A. Werckmeister 1702, D. Kellner 1743), wenn auch die andere Möglichkeit nicht
ausgeschlossen war (Georg Muﬀat 1699)” (MGG, “Klausel und Kadenz,” IV. 1600–1720).
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consonant intervals, with two exceptions. The first exception is the use of anticipations. These
occur twice: at the end of phrase four and the beginning of phrase nine (as marked by the
pointing hand). The second exception is the occasional use of transitus passing notes, mostly in
the bass. Measure 5 of phrase five contains the only melody tone set as a transitus dissonance. The
remaining transitus notes occur in the bassline as diminutions to the overarching contrapunctus
simplex (1:1 rhythm) in half notes, as marked by the pointing hands. Measure 5 of phrase eight is
unusual. It is not clear on which bass pitch the second 7 figure is supposed to occur. It could be
that it is meant to occur over the first bass note e, in which case the bass would not leap to a
dissonant seventh with the chorale d2, and the bass motion e-d-e would just be a transitus
neighbor. All these dissonances aside, one can see that outer-voice consonance is clearly the
norm.
In its use of consonances, Buttstedt’s setting in 2.32 conforms to the traditional guidelines for
the treatment of perfect (P) and imperfect (I) intervals in the three types of contrapuntal motion,
as given by Artusi (1586), Fux (1725), and many others.207 The three traditional types of
contrapuntal motion, we recall, are:
• Motus rectus (parallel and similar)
• Motus contrarius (contrary)
• Motus obliquus (oblique)
Traditionally, the four types allowable dyadic progressions are:
•
•
•
•

P to P: contrary or oblique
P to I: all three
I to P: contrary or oblique
I to I: all three

Johannes Menke’s tabular summary of the available intervallic progressions that result from these
rules is worth repeating:208
Motus rectus
(parallel and similar)

Motus contrarius
(contrary)

Motus obliquus
(oblique)

P to P

5-8

5-8, 5-12

5-8, 5-12

P to I / I to P

3-5, 5-6, 6-8

3-5, 3-8, 6-8

5-3, 5-6, 8-3, 6-8

I to I

3-3, 6-6

3-6, 3-10, 6-13

3-6, 3-10, 6-13

The table is very compact because all interval progressions are reversible, thus reducing the
number of entries by nearly half. Of these progressions, Buttstedt appears to particularly favor
what Markus Jans calls a Gegenstimme model, where outer voices alternate in the pattern 3-5, 3-5
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or 5-3, 5-3.209 It is particularly interesting to see where Buttstedt could have continued the 3-5 /
5-3 pattern but chose not to. In three instances (phrases five, eight, and ten; marked with
arrows), Buttstedt could have continued the 3-5 pattern but instead leapt up by melodic sixth in
the bass, making a sixth with the chant. Alternatively, the melody could have made a perfectissima
cadence in the bass in all three cases. Yet, since these conclusive cadences would occur within the
phrase and not at the end, the leap up a six appears to be a means of cadential evasion. The
subsequent descending bass motion by step is necessary to reach a tenth with the melody without
leaping down a diminished fourth. Buttstedt apparently wanted to avoid moving down by step to
make an octave with the melody (after the leap up a sixth), probably because this would require a
6/4 chord, a 5/3 chord with diminished fifth, or a cross relation. Another progression that occurs
particularly often in 2.32 is 3-3 in the outer voices, realized as parallel tenths. We saw a
preference for outer-voice tenths in Buchner’s tables in 2.16 and 2.17. With this we conclude the
analysis of 2.32 and continue to Buttstedt’s remaining two examples.
2.33 gives Buttstedt’s second example of accompanied chant. Much of what was said of the
previous example applies here as well. Buttstedt states the melody is in hypomixolydian, which
has cadences on G (primaria) and D (secondaria). As we know, the cadence on B (tertiaria) is
omitted because the octave species B to b cannot be divided harmonically (F# not being allowed
in the non-transposed system, only “incidentally” as ficta). For this reason, the aﬃnalis cadence C
is often substituted, since this is the reciting tone in mixolydian anyway. 210 The cadences in 2.33
are labeled in the same manner as in 2.32. Phrase one ends with a dissecta / primaria cadence (not
a tenorizans / secundaria) for the same reasons given in 2.32—in this case, in order to modulate
to D, Buttstedt would have included C# in the penultima of the discant clausula. This example
contains a peregrinas cadence on F (phrase five). Had Buttstedt wished to avoid such a “distant”
cadence, one wonders whether he would have allowed the application of ficta to change the final
note of phrase five into an F#, harmonized as the third of a D major chord and thus ending with
a dissecta / primaria. Ficta seems to be restricted to the penultima of the discant clausula and the
ultima of the tenor clausula. The same preference for cadential dissonance is observable in 2.33 as
in 2.32, though there are less instances of 5-3 / 3-5 motion in the outer voices. There is also far
less non-cadential dissonance in the outer voices. But as before, there is a fair amount of innervoice syncopatio dissonance.
2.34(a) and 2.34(b) show the third and final example from Buttstedt’s treatise: his setting of the
chorale “Ich hab’ in Gottes Herz und Sinn,” which he identifies as in the hypoaeolian mode.211
Through his pairing of this chorale with the plain chant example, we can see how, in the
traditional modal view, chorale accompaniment was essentially synonymous with chant
accompaniment. Buttstedt furnishes both with a figured bassline and solmization syllables for the
upper voice. He discusses them in the same context and does not distinguish the chorale through
special commentary. As mentioned before, the main diﬀerence between chant and chorale
209
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The standard reciting tone in hypomixolydian is A.

Note that this is a diﬀerent tune than that usually sung to this text. Usually the text is associated with Johann Crüger’s tune
from Praxis pietatis melica (5th ed. 1653, 588, no. 314), which is the tune Bach used in Cantata 92. See Zahn (7618). The earliest
source Zahn gives for this tune is König (1738). Either the melody is by Buttstedt or Zahn missed an earlier source.
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accompaniment (besides the confession), was that, by the eighteenth century, older chorales were
circulated in metrical form; newer chorales were of course composed directly in a meter. 2.34 is
similar to the previous examples in almost all regards. I will simply note that 2.34 includes two
cadential 6/4 chords, whereas the two chant examples contained none. Other than this, there is
no discernible stylistic diﬀerences between Buttstedt’s examples of chant and chorale
accompaniment.
I have dedicated much space to describing Buttstedt’s treatise because his treatise models modal
chorale counterpoint in more detail than any other contemporaneous source. In choosing a
source to explore this topic, I also wished to avoid basing the entire discussion on J. P.
Kirnberger, since he may not have studied with Bach, his theories betray an array of influences,
and his presentation of modal theory is flawed, as we will see. Though it is possible that some of
the influences upon Kirnberger’s work may be traceable to Bach, I wished to avoid the issue
entirely in order to focus on traditional modal doctrine without being sidetracked by questions of
pedagogical genealogy; Kirnberger will have his moment later in this chapter. In Chapter Three
we will return to Buttstedt’s modal teachings as they pertain to the topic of fugal answer.
2.2.8 G. Bronner (1715): Example-Based Instruction in Multiple-Bass Chorales
Georg Bronner (1667–1720) was an organist and composer of operas, oratorios, and church
music who was active in Hamburg. 212 He probably received his musical education from his
father, who was also an organist and opera composer. Bronner auditioned for the organ post at
the Nicolaikirche in 1693. Though the committee recognized his musical skill, he did not receive
the position. Beginning in 1696, however, he served as substitute for Conrad Möhlmann at the
Nicolaikirche. Bronner took on full duties as organist there in 1701, but the position went to
Vincent Lübeck in 1702. Bronner’s numerous compositions reveal solid musical skill and
sensitivity to text, yet his career as organist remained mostly restricted to smaller, less prestigious
churches in Hamburg.
Bronner’s Musicalisch-Choral-Buch was first published in Hamburg in 1715, with reprints in
1720 and 1721. The work was intended to compliment the Neu-vermehrtes Hamburgisches
Gesang-Buch, which, like most hymnals at the time, only includes texts. 213 A lengthy foreword
elucidates Bronner’s views on the ancient biblical roots of music, the necessity of improving the
state of church music, and the need for organists to match musical expression to textual meaning
(Bach also insisted on this last point).214 Bronner cites Michael Praetorius once and Andreas
Werckmeister three times as reliable authorities. Bronner notes that, though another (unnamed)
chorale book was recently published, his new work is necessary because the chorale book contains
errors in its melodies and basses. According to Bronner, the “art and science” of a respectable
organist consists not in improvising preludes and fugues, but in the setting and performance of
212

The following biographical information is taken from Krummacher (2000).

I have been unable to determine when the first edition of the Neu-vermehrtes Hamburgisches Gesang-Buch was published. It
does not appear to be listed in Zahn (1889–1893). Bronner’s index matches the 1735 edition.
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chorales.215 Most significantly for our purposes is the fact that Bronner sets two basses below each
chorale, making it one of the earliest multiple-bass sources and perhaps the largest. He calls the
first, simpler bass a “fundamental chorale-bass” (which can apparently be sung!); the second,
elaborated bass is an “obbligato bass”:
Dahero dann in Gottes Namen mich resolviret, alle und jede Melodien unverfälscht zu
colligiren, und selbige mit einem fundamentalen Choral-Bass zu versehen, welcher auch dazu
gesungen werden kan, denen Anfängern der Edlen Organisten-Kunst sehr nüzlich zum
accuraten Einspielen mit der Orgel, in der Gemeine des Herrn, und denen Liebhabern der
Music dienlich in ihrer Hauß-Andacht, welcher Bass auch mit Fleiß bezieﬀert, und sehr
leicht gesezet ist […]. Ingleichen habe annoch, einen andern obligaten Bass zu jedem Gesang
gesezet, welcher sowol denen Liebhabern, in specie aber denen Lehrlingen der OrganistenKunst, so eben nicht viel daran zu wenden haben, Anleitung giebet, wie sie ohne weitläuﬀtige
Information und grosse Kosten einen Choral vorher tractiren können, und bin versichert,
wann selbige sich fleißig darinnen üben, sie sattsam zum Organisten aufm Lande, oder in
kleine Städtgens, wo eben die Music nicht gar zu sehr excelliret, geschickt und capabel seyn.
Wolten selbige ihren Kopﬀ ein wenig daran strecken, so habe zum Nachsinnen ein paar
Exempel hiebey fügen wollen, wie sie den Choral noch mehr elaboriren und decoriren können.
Therefore, in God’s name I resolved to collect each and every unadulterated melody and
supply it with a fundamental chorale-bass, which can also be sung and is very useful for
beginners of the noble art of organ playing in accurately accompanying the congregation on
the organ, and also for lovers of music in their home-devotion. The basses are figured with
care and set very simply […]. Likewise, I set another obbligato bass to every chorale, which
gives instruction to connoisseurs and especially to apprentices of the art of the organ, who,
without needing to alter the examples much, can see how to set a chorale without copious
information or great cost. I am certain that, if such apprentices practice diligently, they will
be capable of becoming organists in the countryside or in small villages where music is not
practiced at a very high level.216

The following passage emphasizes further the pedagogical aim of Bronner’s work, specifically that
it is intended for beginners. It is fascinating that the primary purpose of Bronner’s work is that,
by composing basses to chorales, beginners may attain a good Fundament through self-study:
Schließlich habe dieses Musicalisches-Choral-Buch, durchaus nicht vor grosse Künstler
und Maîtres verfertiget, welche schon wissen auﬀ was Art und Weise Sie die Choräle
tractiren sollen, sondern nur vor Incipientes oder Anfängere, die bißweilen solche elende Bässe
dazu machen, daß auch Einfältige, und der Music Unerfahrne, es zwar mercken, aber nicht
wissen, woran es fehlet. Der Endzweck gehet dahin, daß die Ehre GOttes dadurch möge
befordert, die Melodien unverfälscht beybehalten, und GOtt- und Music-liebende Seelen
“Denn die Kunst und Wissenschaft eines rechtschaﬀenen Orgnisten, bestehet eigentlich, in Tractir- und Ausführung eines
Gesanges, alwo man seine Virtu und Esprit erkennen und probiren kan […]” (Bronner 1715, p. 6 of unpaginated Vorrede).
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fernerhin aufgemuntert werden: Meinen Neben-Christen aber, welche nicht viel an der
Edlen Organisten-Kunst zu wenden, eine Anleitung zu geben, wie sie sich zum Theil
ohne grosse Kosten, selber helﬀen, und zur Nott perfectioniren, in specie aber, ein gutes
Fundament legen können.217
Finally, this chorale book is not intended for great artists and masters who already know
how to set chorales, but rather for be novices and beginners who occasionally make such
dreadful basses that even naive onlookers who are inexperienced in music still notice, even
without knowing why. The ultimate goal is to promote the glory of God, to preserve the
unadulterated melodies, to cheer God- and music-loving souls, and to give instruction
to my fellow Christians who are inexperienced in the art of playing organ, so that they
can advance and even perfect themselves without great cost, but especially so that they
may lay a good foundation [Fundament].

Bronner assumes that professional organists could determine the harmony of an unfigured
bassline; but for the sake of amateurs, he has included figures in his chorale book. Moreover, each
chorale is also given in a second version as a trio, which is transposed up to Kammerton and is
intended to be sung and/or played by instruments. The trio includes a figured bassline as well so
that a keyboard player (when present) may add harmonic support. As one would expect in
German-speaking lands at this time, Bronner believes that harmony is most complete in four
voices.218 But interestingly, he also supplies the trio settings of most chorales, which are the only
published three-part chorale settings I know of from the eighteenth century.
2.35 gives Bronner’s two settings of the chorale “Nun freut euch lieben Christen G’mein” (Zahn
4427). The first setting includes two basslines. The simpler one is likely considered a
“fundamental chorale-bass” because it moves in contrapunctus simplex (1:1 rhythm) in exclusively
consonances with the chorale. Thus, the word Fundamental links this simpler bass to the laying of
a solid educational Fundament, with the implication that contrapunctus simplex is a foundational
skill in Bronner’s method. This would be in keeping with centuries of musical practice, where
dissonance is often understood as rhythmic diminution of a consonant framework. 219 The second
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Bronner (1715, pp. 15–16 of unpaginated Vorrede). Emphasis original.

“Zu solchen Endzweck, habe ebenfals sothanen Bass, mit Fleiß significiret, damit die Liebhabere ohne Nachsinnen gleich
wissen können, was dazu accordiret und gegriﬀen wird. Ferner habe zu mehrerer Harmonischen Vollenkommenheit, alle
Gesänge mit drey Sing-Stimmen componiret, und im Cammer-Thon transponiret, um denen Music-begierigen, so entweder singen
oder auﬀ Haut-bois, Basson, Violin, Viola diGamba, Violincello, &c. spielen können, hierinnen zu gratificiren, weil nicht allein
dieser angenehme Thon, nunmehro am meisten im Gebrauch und sowol die Clavier, Clavicymbeln und die meisten Instrumenten
darzu aptiret seyn; Also habe nothwendig um der Singenden willen, die Melodie transponiret, auﬀ daß die Stimme in ihrer
Etenduë oder gewöhnliche Höhe und Tieﬀe, bleiben möge. Probiret es, theilet die Stimmen egal ein, daß eine nicht stärcker, als
die 2te und 3te besezet sey, (aber nicht also, wie anjezo unsere fladdernde Galanterie Musicquen besezet werden, alwo die obere
und untere Stimme, sich allein hervor thun, und gehöret werden müssen, von denen übrigen aber, es sey dann, daß bißweilen die
Seconde Partie, wann ein Trio etwan angestochen kömmt, sich noch hören lässet, aber von der Taille vernimmt man gar nichts;
warum selbige nicht besser besezet wird, da doch die vollenkommene Harmonie sich in 4. Stimmen finden muß, kan nicht
penetriren, es wäre dann, daß man die Blösse der Composition nicht wolte auﬀgedecket wissen; genug hiervon)” (Bronner 1715,
pp. 13–14 of unpaginated Vorrede). Emphasis original.
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As Menke writes, “Der Contrapunctus diminutus lässt sich prinzipiell als Diminution des simplex begreifen: Die Notenwerte
werden figurativ in kleinere Notenwerte aufgeteilt, sie werden ‘diminuiert’” (2015, 177). See also Roig-Francolí (1995).
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obbligato bass introduces such diminutions. All dissonances are marked with a pointing hand.220
The majority of dissonances are transitus passing tones. Only the dissonances in mm. 12 and 13
include unprepared diminished fifths, which, we will recall from Chapter One, Heinichen allows
to enter unprepared. On most beats, the “fundamental” pitch appears as either the first or second
eighth note. In m. 5 (see box) we encounter a contrapuntal phenomenon that may seem foreign
to a modern reader, but in fact occurs in very many eighteenth-century chorale books, especially
those by Kittel: the bass degrees 2o 5o at a cadence where 2o has a 6/3 chord. Some modern
harmonic theories might insist that this chord have a 5/3 chord or 7 chord in order to take on a
“subdominant function.” Of course, the seventh degree in the chorale in m. 5 prevents such a
harmony in m. 5. Nevertheless, the presence of this figuration pattern, which occurs throughout
Bronner’s Choral-Buch, suggests a diminution strategy guided not by later theories of harmonic
function, but by (1) available consonance with the chorale, (2) transitus passing notes, and (3) the
occasional unprepared diminished fifth in a 6/5 chord. 2.36 provides another pair of settings by
Bronner, this time of the chorale “O Gott du frommer Gott” (Zahn 5138). What was said of
2.35 applies here as well.
I chose the chorales in 2.35 and 2.36 because Bronner gives supplementary versions of them in
the preface. Unlike all the hundreds of chorales in the rest of the publication that only have two
basses each (plus the trio setting), the settings of “Nun freut euch” and “O Gott du frommer
Gott” in the preface contain three basses each. These settings are shown in 2.37 and 2.38. Unlike
their other versions, those in the preface include no figures. This suggests that the focus is on
two-part writing and diminution. Basses 1 and 2 in the preface versions correspond more or less
to those given in 2.35 and 2.36, respectively. Bass 3, however, accelerates the diminution from
eight notes into sixteenths. The pedagogical progression, which has parallels with Fux’s species
approach, is as follows: one begins with a “fundamental chorale-bass” in consonant contrapunctus
simplex and gradually adds more complex diminutions. Of course, unlike Fux’s species, Bronner’s
approach does not specifically target syncopatio dissonances (Fux’s fourth species). Still, the
examples in the preface imply that all the remaining chorales could be treated in a similar manner
with sixteenth notes in 4:1 counterpoint.
If we thought Buttstedt’s method was sparse on verbal instruction, then Bronner’s is even more
disappointing. Yet we should bear in mind that eighteenth-century pedagogy was very often
example-based. Of course, it is diﬃcult to know what role oral instruction may have played in
augmenting a method like Bronner’s. But as we saw in the above quotation, Bronner apparently
expected his chorale settings to speak (or rather, to teach) for themselves. One imagines that
organists working through Bronner’s Choral-Buch would have played and sung so many settings
in a consistent style week after week in the church service that Bronner’s musical language would
gradually be assimilated. It could be the craft of composition in Bach's circle was similarly nondiscursive, instead emphasizing modeling and imitation of good examples. After all, we know
that he often used his own compositions (the Inventions, the Well-Tempered Clavier, the
Orgelbüchlein) as pedagogical models. Bronner’s treatise is a witness to this kind of example-based
teaching.
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2.2.9 F. E. Niedt (1700–1717): A Promise of Detailed Instruction Left Unfulfilled
Chapter One explored Niedt’s treatise in relation to the emergence of thoroughbass as the
dominant theoretical paradigm in compositional instruction in Germany c.1700. We examined
Niedt’s use of syncopatio dissonances, particularly over stepwise bass motion (1.41 and 1.43).
Although Niedt does not discuss chorale composition in detail, it is worth discussing the few
examples he does oﬀer. The reason is that the anonymous “Vorschriften und Grundsätze,” which
stems from Bach’s circle, incorporates sections from Niedt’s Musicalische Handleitung (though not
the few sections on chorale). In volume one of his three-part treatise, Niedt demonstrates a basic
form of variation and says that this technique can be applied to chorales. The parallels with
Werckmeister were already mentioned regarding 2.23(f ). Niedt’s examples are shown in 2.39.
He realizes the three-measure bassline at 2.39(a) in the three possible upper-voice positions at
(b), writing that,221
Man kan auch diese wenige noten variiren, (welches sich in allen General-Bassen, auch in
CHORALEN practiciren lässet) also das man die Consonantien im Discant (welche sonst mit
der rechten Hand auﬀ einmahl zugleich solten geschlagen werden) zertheilet, und von unten
auﬀ nach einander spielet, da dann aus einem halben Schlag zwey Vierteil, oder vier halbe
Viertel gemacht werden, welche Art gebrochen genennet wird.222
One can also vary these few notes (a technique that may be practiced in all figured basses and
chorales) so that the consonances and dissonances (which are usually struck simultaneously in
the right hand) are arpeggiated from the bottom up so that a half note becomes two quarters
or four sixteenths, which is called the “broken” manner of playing.

The remaining examples in 2.39 demonstrate how either the upper voices or the bass may be
varied in this way. Like Bronner, Niedt is quick to remind the reader that this quite basic
technique is intended for novices, not masters. He then makes an interesting observation akin to
the ones Buttstedt and Bronner make regarding “fundamental” knowledge:
Dieses Exempel [2.39], welches ich auﬀ unterschiedliche Manier zu spielen gezeiget, kan ein
Lehr-Begieriger (mit exercirten Meistern rede ich nicht) fleissig observiren und nachforschen,
wie allemahl bey einer jeden Noten die Trias Harmonica sich finde; und wann er nach allen
Tonen sich darinn übet, so wird er bald fertig werden den General-Bass zu spielen ja ein gutes
Fundament legen, aus einem jeglichen Bass alles zu machen was man verlanget, als Praeludia,
Fugen, Ciacconen, Allemanden, Couranten, Sarabanden, Giquen, auch gar Menuetten, und
dergleichen mehr.
This example [2.39], which I have shown with various types of figuration, should be
diligently observed and studied by those eager to learn (I am not speaking to practiced
221
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masters) to see how each the trias harmonica is placed on every note. And when the
apprentice has practiced all keys, he will soon be ready to play thoroughbass, having laid a
good foundation [Fundament], and will be able to make any kind of piece that is required
from a bass: preludes, fugues, chaconnes, allemandes, courantes, sarabandes, gigues, even
minuets and the such.223

Whereas Buttstedt’s Fundamenta consisted of solmization and the modes, Bronner’s Fundament
was the ability to realize thoroughbass chorales and presumably improvise one's own basses and
inner voices, including bass variations. In contrast, Niedt’s Fundament involves applying variation
techniques to a figured bassline. Significant is the fact that Niedt specifically says this technique
can be applied well to chorales. In volume two of his treatise, Niedt discusses how to compose a
suite from a figure bass in greater detail. Here he again mentions that this method is well-suited
for chorales:
Aus vorhergehenden Variationibus entspringen unzehlich viele andere, welche man gleichsam
als ein Thema tractiren und brauchen kan (und absonderlich zum Choral spielen sich sehr
woll schicken, welches nechstkünﬀtig, ob GOtt will, soll gezeiget werden) und gleichwie man
den ersten ganzen oder halben Tact spielet, so kan der ganze Bass sich so gebrauchen lassen.224
Innumerable variations spring from those shown previously, which one can apply as a theme
(such variations are particularly well-suited to the playing of chorales, which, God willing,
shall be shown soon), and one can play the entire bass in the same manner as the first whole
or half measure.

And in another instance in the second volume, Niedt promises the reader more detailed
instruction on how to set and vary chorales, which was to be included in third volume.225
Moreover, at the close of the second volume, Niedt promises that the third part will also address
how to prelude on chorales, as well as a “complete chorale book.”226 Unfortunately, part three
only includes one example of a thoroughbass chorale. Let us examine it now.
Volume three was published posthumously in 1717, edited by Mattheson. In it, Niedt once again
promises a chorale book that will include extensive instruction in how to set chorales.
Unfortunately, this promise was never fulfilled.227 Still, the little commentary Niedt does give is
worth considering. He complains that the French manner of playing does not apply any ficta to
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Chapter Three will examine Niedt’s method of improvising a fugue from a thoroughbass (1700–1717, 1: chpt. 10).
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Niedt (1700–1717, 2: chpt. 4). Emphasis original.

“Was von den Fugen im ersten Theile Cap. X. gesaget worden, wird noch zur Zeit verspahret biß der folgende [dritte] Theil,
(so mich GOtt bey Gesundheit läst) wie man einem CHORAL tractiren und variiren soll, an das Tages-Licht gekommen ist,
alsdann soll dem Lehrbegierigen auch darmit gedienet, und seine Begierde gestillet werden […]” (Niedt 1700–1717, 2: chpt. 10).
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“Indessen lebe woll, Beneigter Leser, und erwarte nechst künﬀtig (so ferne mich GOTT gesund erhält, und seine Gnade und
Beystand darzu verleihet) den dritten Theil, welcher soll handeln: Wie man einen CHORAL- oder Deutsches Kirchen-Lied recht
spielen, und vorhero darauﬀ praeludiren soll, und darbey ein vollständiges CHORAL-Buch” (Niedt 1700–1717, 2: Beschluß).
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chorales at cadences. He gives an example of the improper way of playing chorales, which is
shown in 2.40, the bassline of which is presumably by Niedt:
§. 1. […] Wie aber solcher Choral solle gesungen und gespielet werden, darüber wäre wohl
eine weitläuﬀtigere Erklärung höchst nöthig; welche aber, wenn mir GOtt Leben und
Gesundheit, wie auch ein wenig Ruhe verleihet, in einem a parten Theile, nebst einem
vollständigen Choral-Buche, dermahleinst erfolgen und vorgestellet werden soll.
§§. 2–3. […]
§. 4. Zum anderen, denen Französische-gesinnten Orgel-Spielern, welche alles, was moll ist,
durchgehends beym moll bleiben lassen, (als folgender Choral, den ich mit meinen Ohren
von einem solchen Phantasten in einer gar vornehmen Kirche ehemals habe spielen gehört:
[2.40] da wegen Grausamkeit der übeln Harmonie, wo allezeit mi contra fa observirt wurde,
mir so über ward, daß ich, ehe das Lied zum Ende kam, zur Kirchen hinaus lauﬀen muste)
solchen Französischen Meerkazen, sage ich, will ich recommandirt haben, bey denen
Orgelmacher-Jungen nachzufragen (sonderlich wenn sie die Mixtur dazu gezogen haben) aus
was vor Thonen die Mixtur eigentlich bestehe, und ob nicht die schöne Tertien major und
minor zugleich heulen; doch soll, was weiter hievon zu erinnern, künﬀtig, geliebt es GOtt, in
vorher versprochenen Theile erfolgen. 228
§. 1. […] How such chorales are to be sung and played, however, is greatly in need of a more
detailed clarification indeed. But this will follow and be presented later in a separate part
along with a complete chorale book, provided that God grants me life and health as well as a
little peace and quiet.
§§. 2–3. […]
§. 4. Second, [I wish to address] those organists with Frenchified tastes who leave completely
in minor anything that is written in minor. I once heard with my own ears the following
chorale played by such a fantast in a very exclusive church: [2.40]. I felt so sick because of the
dreadful harmonies, which always observed mi contra fa [ficta results in cross relations], that I
had to run out of the church before the hymn came to an end. I wish to say and to
recommend to such French monkeys that they should ask apprentice organ-builders
(especially if they have also drawn the mixture stops) of what tones the mixture consists and
whether the beautiful major and minor third together cause a howling. But more pertinent
information shall be forthcoming in the part promised above at some future date, God
willing.229

It is a convenient coincidence that Niedt sets the same chorale, “Vater unser,” as Michael
Praetorius did in 2.23 and 2.24. Writing one hundred years before Niedt, Praetorius of course
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includes ficta (C#) at cadences. In avoiding ficta, it seems that French organists in Niedt’s day
often fell victim to the same sort of textual literalism that befell the nineteenth-century French
attempts to “restore” earlier chant practices.230 This is just one reason that Buttstedt’s side-by-side
comparison of sung plainchant with its keyboard accompaniment given in 2.32 and 2.33 is so
useful—it records improvised practices that would otherwise not have survived. Of course,
Buttstedt uses ficta as well in his organ accompaniment. Like Buttstedt, we will return to Niedt’s
treatise in Chapter Three when we take up the topic of thoroughbass fugues.
2.2.10 G. H. Stölzel (c.1719–1749): Trias harmonica and Bassline Composition231
Gottfried Heinrich Stölzel’s (1690–1749) was a prolific central-German composer, who, after
studies in Leipzig and travel to Italy and Prague, eventually settled in Gotha in 1719, where he
remained until his death. 232 Stölzel’s renown as a composer is attested by the fact that Lorenz
Mizler, who admitted him into his Correspondierende Societät der musikalischen Wissenschaften in
1739 (ten years before Bach), ranked him with Bach in the pantheon of German composers.233
Mattheson also listed Stölzel among Germany’s ingenia musica, alongside Bach, Händel,
Heinichen, Telemann, and Reinhard Kaiser (1674–1739). 234 In his undated manuscript treatise,
“Kurzer und Gründlicher Unterricht” (Brief and Thorough Instruction), Stölzel presents a
method of chorale counterpoint that is quite diﬀerent from anything we have encountered thus
far, in that it relies primarily trias harmonica theory. Since the title page names Stölzel as
Capellmeister in Gotha, we can date “Kurzer und Gründlicher Unterricht” within the years
1719–1749. One assumes Stölzel compiled the treatise for the numerous pupils that studied with
him in Gotha.235 Stölzel’s treatise is quite significant for the present study, because even if it
treatise dates from Stölzel’s final years, “Kurzer und Gründlicher Unterricht” is still the earliest
known systematic description of how to compose a bassline to a chorale.236 Bach and Stölzel are
not known to have met personally. Nevertheless there are several indirect connections between
the two men.
First, on February 12, 1737, Bach heard Georg Christoph Seyﬀarth, a pupil of Stölzel, play organ
and found his treatment of a given theme to be better than all other candidates. 237 Did Bach
come away from the experience respecting Stölzel as a teacher? Regardless, such an encounter is
indicative of the close proximity between Bach and Stölzel. Second, Bach’s pupil J. F. Agricola
applied for Stölzel’s position in 1750, too late to meet the recently deceased Stölzel, but

Perhaps the most well-established school of chant accompaniment was that of Louis Niedermeyer, which always required
lowered seventh degrees at cadences. See Niedermeyer and D’Ortigue (1905).
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nevertheless showing a degree of proximity between Bach and Stölzel.238 Third, in October of
1739, Stölzel examined the Schlosskirche organ in Altenburg and attested to its high quality,
noting that Bach and Scheibe had also played it and considered it satisfactory. This shows that
Stölzel knew Bach and likely respected his judgement. Fourth, we know that Bach was familiar
with at least some of Stölzel’s music, since the Klavierbüchlein für W. F. Bach contains a partita by
Stölzel.239 Fifth, like Bach, Stölzel’s method of chorale composition involves first composing the
bassline and then adding the inner voices. Sixth and finally, the only treatise Stölzel mentions in
his “Kurzer und Gründlicher Unterricht” is Heinichen’s Gründliche Anweisung from 1711. Stölzel
apparently met Heinichen while the two were traveling in Italy.240 The fact that Stölzel quoted
Heinichen’s 1711 treatise and not the 1728 version suggests a date of origin for the “Kurzer und
Gründlicher Unterricht” between 1719 (after Stölzel began in Gotha) but before 1728 (when
Heinichen’s updated treatise was published), but this remains mere conjecture. Similarities with
Heinichen include that Stölzel (1) relies heavily on thoroughbass, (2) always uses four-voice
textures, (3) recognizes only two categories of dissonance (transitus and syncopatio), and (4)
subscribes to a dyadic model of dissonance where one pitch is restricted and the other is
unrestricted (more on this below). In sum, while Stölzel has no direct connections to Bach, one
assumes that his method of chorale counterpoint was relatively well known in Bach's milieu.
It is worth noting at the outset, however, that chorale composition in itself is not Stölzel’s
primary goal. Rather, as the full title conveys, his goal is to teach the reader “in a short time how
to compose a contrapunctus simplex, but without sixths, in four voices.”241 That Stölzel prefers a
four-voice texture should come as no surprise by now. The prohibition of sixths is either because
of the emphasis on the trias harmonica or because sixths invert to sevenths in invertible
counterpoint at the twelfth.242 Contrary to the title, Stölzel does in fact treat composition with
sixths, but only after concluding the section on chorale counterpoint. The topic of sixths acts as
an introduction to contrapunctus diminutus. Thus, for Stölzel, chorales with 5/3 chords merely
provides the point of departure in a broader compositional method, similar to Werckmeister. Yet
there certainly would have been easier ways to start instruction for beginners (Stölzel’s target
audience), such as with thoroughbass. Stölzel probably framed his compositional method within
the tradition of chorale counterpoint because many of his pupils were organists (like G. C.
Seyﬀarth). By teaching four-part composition via chorales, Stölzel increased the potential
usefulness of his method. The key to Stölzel’s approach to inventing a bassline to a given chorale
involves a blending of practical and speculative theory: the tabula naturalis and the trias
harmonica, respectively.
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“Kurzer und gründlicher Unterricht, wie ein Liebhaber der Music, welcher die Intervalla Musica kennet, und durch die Noten
aufzuschreiben weiß, In einer kurzen Zeit, einen Contrapunctum Simplicem, doch ohne Sexten, mit vier Stim‹m›en zu sezen
Erlernen kan. Vom Capellmeister Stölzel in Gotha” (Stölzel c.1719–1749, title page).
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The tabula tradition, which was already described in Chapter One, surfaces in various
seventeenth-century treatises as a means of practical composition.243 One of the latest references
to the tabula tradition is in Walther’s manuscript treatise, Praecepta der Musicalischen Composition
(1708), shown in 1.32 in the previous chapter. The purpose of the tabulae is to automate the
composition of upper voices to a given melodic bass interval, either ascending or descending. As
the editorial circles in 1.32 show, the intervallic progressions relate according to two set patterns.
Note that the patterns associated with the ascending and descending fifth actually correspond to
the opposite circle. For instance, for the ascending bass motions of a second, third, and fourth,
the tenor always proceeds from an octave to a fifth. But for the ascending fifth in the bass, the
tenor moves from an octave to a third (that is, using the pattern for the descending bass
motions). This point is fairly obvious if one recalls that an ascending fifth inverts to a descending
fourth. Yet Walther makes no mention of this inconsistency. As we can see, the tabulae in 1.32
use exclusively the intervals 3, 5 and 8—those corresponding to the trias harmonica. Most
authors who treat the tabulae make note of this relationship. As noted in the previous chapter,
trias harmonica theory was on the wane by the early eighteenth century, often being replaced by a
more practical approach centering around thoroughbass. But remnants of trias harmonica theory
nevertheless played a central role in Stölzel’s method.
Stölzel’s method of inventing a bassline to a chorale involves first defining the scale degrees of the
chorale melody within the major/minor key paradigm—not the modes. Since the only treatise
Stölzel cites is Heinichen (1711), it would seem these views may be the result of Heinichen’s
influence. Thus, though Stölzel maintained a traditional focus on the trias harmonica, he was
progressive in adopting the major/minor system. As far as I know, Stölzel’s method is unique in
that he begins by having the pupil compose his own chorale melody. The three rules for original
chorale melodies are as follows:
1. The melody may begin with 1, 3, or 5;
2. The melody must end with 1;
3. Mostly move by step, sometimes by third or fourth, and very rarely larger than a fourth.244
Additionally, Stölzel writes that the pupil must know that major keys modulate normally to iii, V,
and vi (exceptionally to ii and IV), while minor keys modulate normally to III and v
(exceptionally to VII, iv, and very seldom to VI). This information is taken directly from
Heinichen (1711), which, as mentioned already, is the only external treatise Stölzel cites.245
Armed with this knowledge, the pupil is to compose an original melody, presumably to a preexisting text. The text would determine the phrase lengths if we assume a purely syllabic setting,
as in most chorales. Stölzel’s original chorale melody to the text “Jesus meine Zuversicht” is
shown in 2.41. Annotations reflect Stölzel’s own analysis of the modulations and scale degrees.
See Walther (1708 [1955], 105), Herbst (1643, 36–37), Schonsleder (1631, 4–7), Campion (c.1612–1614). See also
Diergarten (2017) and Schubert (2018).
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Heinichen (1711, 211–212), quoted in Stölzel (c.1719–1749, 2r). Note that Heinichen changed the modulatory options for
minor keys in his 1728 treatise by promoting VII from an exceptional key to a normative one (Heinichen 1728, 761).
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As already mentioned, what follows is to my knowledge the earliest systematic description of how
to invent a bassline to a given chorale melody. Stölzel defines default intervals—3, 5, or 8—that
should be added below each scale degree. He also allows for alternate intervals—those degrees of
the chorale that have a default 5 below them have an alternate 8 and vice versa. 2.42 is an
editorial summary of these rules. In brief: all melody degrees may take 5 or 8 below them, except
for 3, 6, and 7, which always take 3 (actually a tenth in context). Stölzel makes no note of the
fact that the 5 below 4 is a diminished fifth.246 In this portion of his treatise he treats the
diminished fifth as a consonance, which is a point of diﬀerence between Stölzel and Heinichen,
who, while admitting that the diminished fifth may enter unprepared, emphasizes that it is
nevertheless a dissonance because it still requires resolution.247
Using the above prescriptions, Stölzel produces the bassline shown in 2.43. Oddly enough, he
prohibits consecutive harmonic intervals of all kinds, even parallel thirds, the only exception
being repeated notes.248 He also says the first note of phrase three must take 5 below it to prevent
parallel octaves with the last tone of phrase two.249 Finally, he advises that degrees 3, 6, and 7 are
particularly suited for changing keys.250 Presumably he means that these should be taken as the
first degree in the new key, as seen in the modulation to G major in phrase two and back to C
major in phrase four (see 2.41). The next step is the translation of Arabic numerals into notation.
This represents a crucial juncture in Stölzel’s method:
§. 11. In diesen unten gesezten Zahlen steken so wohl die Melodie als der Bass. dahero wir
nun die obern fahren laßen, als welche uns hiemit ihre dienste völlig gethan haben, daß wir
sie also weiter nicht nöthig haben. doch aber zu zeigen wie in denen erwehnten Zahlen die
Melodie u‹nd› zugleich der Bass stekt, wird es nöthig seyn, dieselben in Noten vorzustellen.251
§. 11. The melody as well as the bass is hidden in the figures [in 2.43] in the lower row. Thus,
we will now ignore the upper row as though their purpose had been served and as though we
had no more use for them. But in order to show how the melody and the bass are hidden in
the mentioned figures [the lower row], it will be necessary to give them [both rows] in
notation.

Next, Stölzel gives 2.44. Presumably his comment that the melody is “hidden” in the figures
refers to the fact that, after copying out the bassline, the figures can be used to reconstruct the
melody. Next, he asks, “How is one to invent the middle voices, namely the alto and the
tenor?”252 The significance of this is that, like Bach’s method of teaching chorale composition,
See Vogt (2018, 84–99) regarding diminished and augmented triads in the seventeenth-century trias harmonica tradition as
they relate to Stölzel’s theories.
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“§. 12. Izo fragt sichs, wie nun die Mittel Stim‹m›e[n] als der Alt u‹nd› Tenor dazu zu erfinden seyn? Dieses Geheimniß aber
liegt in folgenden dreyen Säzen vor Augen” (Stölzel c.1719–1749, 8r–8v).
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one first composes the bassline in its entirety before adding middle voices. Thus, the alto and
tenor voices are conceptually and procedurally subordinate to the bass. This can be seen in
Stölzel’s above statement that one can now ignore the chorale’s scale degrees, “as though their
purpose had been served and as though we had no more use for them.” That is to say, it would be
pointless to made any inferences regarding the middle voices until the bass has been established.
Thus, from here on, the pupil’s attention is focused on the bass, not the chorale. This juncture is
significant because it reinforces the point made in the previous chapter that the bass is the
primary referent for intervallic measurement. For this reason, it should come as no surprise that
Emanuel Bach’s description of his father’s teaching, given in the epigraph of this chapter, contains
the statement “Next he taught them to invent their own basses.” To “harmonize” a melody using
thoroughbass theory requires first establishing the bassline. Of course, thoroughbass theory is
silent on how one should accomplish this. This could be the reason that Stölzel turns to trias
harmonica theory for this first, pivotal step. From here on, he reckons consonance and dissonance
from the bass.
Next Stölzel says that the “secret” to inventing the alto and tenor lies in the following three
chords, which represent thoroughbass figures:
8td

5ek

3ig

That Stölzel attributes such significance to these chords may be indicative of Werckmeister’s
influence. The similarities with Heinichen’s three Haupt-Accorde (1.58), shown in the three
positions of the upper voices given by Niedt (2.39[b]), are also obvious. In Stölzel’s method, one
takes the chorale melody’s intervals given in 2.44 and matches each one to the highest intervals
in one of the above three chords. The remaining figures are then placed in close position below
the melody. This will result in an Accord in all instances—a trias harmonica with doubled bass and
the upper three voices in close position.253 See 2.45(a) for Stölzel’s example of how this is done.
2.45(b) shows Stölzel’s translation of these figures into staﬀ notation. Stölzel advises that such a
bare setting is in need of embellishment:
§. 14. dieses ist also eine Composition à 4 über das lied Jesus meine Zuversicht. welche nach
denen regulis harmoniæ nicht zu tadeln, und durch angewendete transitus u‹nd› andere
figuren hin u‹nd› wieder agreable zu machen ist. Und dergleichen sind auß diesen gegebenen
wenigen principiis unzehlig zu machen.254
§. 14. This is a four-voice composition on the [original melody to the] chorale [text], “Jesus
meine Zuversicht.” It is proper according to the rules of harmony, [yet] can be made more
pleasing through the addition of transitus and other figures. Such figures, which are derived
from these few principles, are innumerable.
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Precisely which “principles” Stölzel is referring to is unclear. Next, he shows how the upper voices
can be swapped, as seen in 2.46. That Stölzel emphasizes this technique may exhibit the influence
of Heinichen’s treatise. The most interesting thing about these examples is that, even when the
diminished fifth is present in the outer voices (see pointing hand), Stölzel does not resolve it
inward to a third. Perhaps this results merely from a desire to simplify his method for beginners.
Stölzel’s approach only begins by limiting the pupil to 5/3 chords. Next, like Werkmeister, he
introduces the sixth, which is governed by the following rules:
[1] N‹ota› b‹ene› wenn in denen Mittel-Parthien ein hemitonium so per gradum steiget
vorkömt, kan solches in den Bass gesezet u‹nd› der Bass-Sonus an deßen Stelle in die Mittel
Parthie gesezet werden. So hat man den ersten Gebrauch der Sexten. oder kürzen wenn der
andere u‹nd› fünﬀte Thon die Qvinte mit der 3. majori unter sich haben[.]
[2] N‹ota› b‹ene› wenn statt der natürlichen hemitoniorum die Melodie p‹er› tonum steiget,
zum Exempel e fis, oder h cis hat unter dem fis u‹nd› cis die sexte statt.
[3] N‹ota› b‹ene› wenn die Melodie in einem tone liegen bleibt, und der Bass auß der octave
per tertiam steigt kan die lezte Note die Sextam haben.
[4] N‹ota› b‹ene› wenn die Melodie per hemitonium steiget hat bey der ersten Note die 6te
statt.
[5] N‹ota› b‹ene› wenn die Melodie auß dem Fundament-Thon umb ein hemitonium fält,
gleich aber wieder in den Fundament Thon gehet, kan der mittelste die Sexte haben.
[6] Es können alle 7 tone die Sexte [m]it 3. verimdtelt[??] haben. so wohl ascendendo als
descendendo nach ein ander haben.255
~~~
[1] N.B. When an ascending [chromatic] semitone appears in the middle parts, this can be
set in the bass and the bass note can be set where the middle voice was [the two can be
inverted]. In this way one achieves the first use of the sixth [when a third is inverted]. Or, put
briefly, when the second and fifth degrees have a fifth below them and a major third above
this fifth [then the third can be placed in the bass].
[2] N.B. When the melody ascends by whole tone instead of by diatonic semitone, e.g., e–f#
or b–c#, then the f# and c# have a sixth below them.

Stölzel (c.1719–1749, 15v–16r). Brackets indicate editorial additions. My thanks to Maria Richter <http://
www.quellenlese.de/> for her assistance in transcribing Stölzel’s treatise.
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[3] N.B. When the melody repeats a tone and the bass ascends by third from the octave
[below this melody tone], the last [bass] note can [will] have the sixth.
[4] N.B. When the melody ascends by semitone, the first note has a sixth [below it].
[5] N.B. When the melody descends by semitone from the first degree and immediately
returns to the first degree, the middle note can have the sixth.
[6] All seven degrees may have the sixth [below it] with third [above this bass note]
consecutively ascending as well as descending.

Following this, Stölzel introduces the concepts of transitus regularis (unaccented passing) and
transitus irregularis (accented passing), which always occurs over the interval of a third.256 The
remainder of the treatise (folios 17r to 34r) explains the use of syncopatio dissonances (2, 5, 7,
and 9) in the discant, alto, tenor, and bass voices systematically with diﬀerent types of auxiliary
voices and resolutions. Though Stölzel no longer discusses chorale melodies, the implication is
that the instruction on syncopatio dissonances applies to chorales as well.257
I would like to reproduce Stölzel’s instruction introducing the topic of syncopatio because here he
uses the word Fundament, which suggests a potential link to Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln.
Moreover, in citing Artusi’s terminology of “agent” and “patient,” it is clear that Stölzel subscribes
to a dyadic conception of dissonance. It would also seem that Stölzel adheres to the idea of
“contrapuntal function” put forth in Chapter One (section 1.2.4), where the agent note and all
auxiliary voices are unrestricted in their motion, while the patient note is restricted to a descent
by step. We see this in Stölzel’s comment that the “patient part is the dissonance.” The useful yet
illogical heuristic of a “dissonant note” (of course only an interval can be consonant or dissonant)
was already put forth in Chapter One. Thus, it would seem Stölzel’s understanding of dissonance
closely resembles Heinichen’s, whose treatises may be representative of Bach’s theoretical
attitudes. Here is Stölzel’s introduction to syncopatio dissonances:
Von dem ordentlichen und natürlichen Gebrauch der dißonanzen in Ligatur.
§. 1. Die dissonantzen welche sind 2 4 7 und 9, werden in der Ober und Unter Stim‹m›e ja
auch in denen Mittel-Stim‹m›en gebraucht.
§. 2. Alle arten der dissonanzen sind entweder Majores oder minores.
§. 3. Bey dem gebrauch der Dissonantzen ist vornehml‹ich› auf zwey Stim‹m›en Achtung
zugeben. Nehml‹ich› auf partem patientem und partem agentem.
§. 4. So dann ist zu merken des partis patientis Ligatur, percussio u‹nd› resolutio.
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§. 5. Es ist ferner zu merken, daß pars patiens allezeit die Dissonanz ist, sie mag oben unten
oder mitten stehen, und dahero bey der Resolution ordentlicher weiße sich allezeit umb
einen grad erniedrigen muß, «pars agens aber ordentl‹icher› weiße stille stehet nehml‹ich› bey
der repercussion u‹nd› Resolution.»
§. 6. Weil wir hier nur das erste Fundament zuzeigen haben so merke man, daß die ligutur
allezeit so wohl im Trippel- als schlechten Takt in arsi, percussio in thesi u‹nd› resolutio
abermahls in arsi geschehen müße.
§. 7. Sollen nun dissonanzen in der Ober Stim‹m›e gebraucht werden, so ist es nöthig daß
man 1 solche Noten an {18r} denen §. 6 gezeigten Stellen des Takts ligire, damit sie die
percussion außstehen können und hernach 2 umb einen grad entweder per tonum oder p‹er›
hemitonium erniedrige.
§. 8. Die dissonantien müßen an Consonantien ligirt und durch Consonanzien resolvirt
werden. oder es müßen vor solchen N‹ota› b‹ene› in eben derselben Stim‹m›e, erstl‹ich›
Consonanzen liegen, u‹nd› auf dieselben N‹ota› b‹ene› in eben derselben Stim‹m›e,
Consonanzen folgen.
§. 9. Die Secunda wird niemahl oben oder in der Oberstim‹m›e gebraucht, sondern an deren
statt die Nona, so erfordert {18v} es wohl die Ord[n]ung daß wir von der nona anfangen.258
~~~
Regarding the proper and natural use of ligature dissonances
§. 1. Dissonances, which are 2, 4, 7, and 9, are used in the upper, lower, and even in the
middle voices.
§. 2. All kinds of dissonances are either major or minor.
§. 3. In the use of dissonances one must give particular attention to two voices, namely the
patient part and the agent part.
§. 4. The patient part has a ligature [preparation], percussio [dissonance], and resolution.
§. 5. Moreover, the patient part is always the dissonance, even if it occurs in the upper, lower,
or middle voice, and therefore must usually descend by step at the resolution. The agent part
usually remains held at the repercussion and resolution.
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§. 6. Because we are only covering the first Fundament [i.e., pedagogical foundation], one
should note that the preparation must always occur as an upbeat, the percussio as a downbeat,
and the resolution again as an upbeat in triple as well as duple meters [that is, he wishes to
avoid the complex topic of an unaccented syncopatio].
§. 7. Should the dissonance be used in the upper voice, it is necessary that one (1) suspends
such notes [with a tie] as shown in §. 6. so that the percussion may be evident, and afterwards
(2) this note descends by whole tone or semitone.
§. 8. The dissonances must be tied [prepared] as a consonance and resolved as a consonance.
N.B. Or [sic and] this must occur in the same voice, first being prepared as a consonance and
following in the same voice as a consonance.
§. 9. The second is never used in an upper voice, but in its place the ninth is required.
According to the [descending] ordering we will begin with the ninth.

Stölzel deems this (and the instruction that follows it) as the Fundament. Since these ideas
resemble Heinichen’s theories, it could be that Stölzel’s teachings as whole resemble some aspects
of Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln.
~~~
In closing I would like to return to 2.42, since this example is significant as the earliest systematic
explanation of how to compose a bassline to a chorale melody. It may have occurred to the reader
that there are not that many possible progressions. With this in mind, I set out to answer the
question: How do Stölzel’s available bass intervals interact with the available progressions of the
tabula naturalis? What piqued my curiosity in particular was Stölzel’s restriction that the pupil’s
original chorale melodies not make melodic leaps larger than a fourth. The underlying logic of
two tabula also applies up to the interval of a fourth; at the fifth, intervallic pattern reverses, as
shown in 1.32.
2.47 catalogues all available two-voice progressions in a major key, modeled in C major. Each
staﬀ shows the six available melodic progressions of the chorale (second, third, and fourth), both
ascending and descending. Repeated notes in the chorale were not considered. The first bassline
begins with Stölzel’s “default” interval as shown in 2.42; the second bassline begins with his
“alternate” interval. Diamond-shaped noteheads represent invalid progressions based on the
following principles:
•
•
•
•
•

Parallel 5-5 and 8-8 progressions are not allowed;
Contrary 5-5 and 8-8 progressions are allowed;
Similar motion to 5 or 8 allowed when one voice moves by step;
No melodic diminished 5 or augmented 4 allowed in either voice;
Outer-voice diminished 5 need not resolve any particular way (see 2.46).
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I analyzed each of the progressions according to whether it fit the “norm” or the “exception”
pattern of intervallic progressions from the tabula naturalis, as shown in the table at the start of
2.47. An arrow with a solid line indicates a norm; an arrow with a dashed line indicates an
exception. I expected to find some correlation between Stölzel’s default bass intervals and the
norms of the tabula naturalis, as well as between Stölzel’s alternate bass intervals and the exceptions
of the tabula naturalis. But, as one can plainly see without a statistical analysis, there appears to
be no correlation whatsoever. Still, the experiment was not completely in vain. It is still
interesting to see that, of 102 possible progressions, only 80 are valid according to the above
proscriptions. (Only 76 would be valid if we added Stölzel’s prohibition of identical consecutive
intervals of all kinds.) We will encounter an even more exhaustive attempt to systematize
intervallic progressions in chorale composition in the pedagogy of Michael Wiedeburg later in
this chapter (see 2.59).
2.2.11 G. F. Telemann’s Lieder-Buch (1730): Adding Inner Voices to Thoroughbass Chorales
The previous chapter mentioned that Telemann and Bach were close friends in their youth, and
that Telemann was godfather to Emanuel Bach.259 In 1730, Telemann published a Lieder-Buch
with an appendix that, as stated in the full title, “instructs in four-voice composition and the
associated thoroughbass.” 260 In the appendix, Telemann writes that,
Diejenigen, so die Composiiton mit 4. Partien treiben, mögen Partituren aus diesen Liedern
zusammen sezen, welches ich auch denen rahte, die sich des General-Basses befleissigen.261
Those who practice composition in four parts will wish to set these chorales in open score
with four staves, which I also advise to those who occupy themselves with thoroughbass.262

In these two statements we see the same linking of composition with thoroughbass that Bach
described in his Fundamental-Regeln. Moreover, the advice that thoroughbass should be written
out resembles Emanuel Bach’s description of his father’s pedagogy.263 Section 1.2.7 in the
previous chapter suggested the pedagogical rationale for this: to account precisely for every note.
Another similarity with Bach is that, according to Telemann, the settings in his chorale book are
arranged so that one can play in four voices throughout with three voices in the right hand and
the bass in the left (in Griﬀnotation).264 This is both the voice number and hand distribution seen
throughout the anonymous “Vorschriften und Grundsätze” (1738), which originates from Bach’s
259
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“Fast allgemeins Evangelisch-Musicalisches Lieder-Buch, welches…Unterrichte, der unter andern zur vierstimmigen
Composition und zum damit verknüpften General-Basse anleitet” (Telemann 1730, title page).
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“He [J. S. Bach] insisted particularly on the writing out of the voices in thoroughbass.” “Besonders drang er sehr starck auf das
Aussetzen der Stimmen im General-Baße” (Bach-Dok. 3:289). See epigraph to Part Two of the present chapter for the full
quotation.
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circle, as well as Gerber’s realization of Albinoni’s sonata, which Bach corrected (see 1.65–1.69).
Werckmeister, Niedt, Heinichen, Stölzel, and Wiedeburg also advocate for the same voicenumber and distribution between the hands. Yet unfortunately for us, Telemann’s appendix does
not discuss how to invent a bassline. Rather, like the first step in Bach’s own method, Telemann’s
goal is merely to teach beginners how to add two middle voices to a given thoroughbass
chorale.265 Though his approach is quite basic, Telemann’s Lieder-Buch is significant because it
provides one of the earliest and most detailed accounts of how to do this.
Similar to Bach’s rules in the Notenbüchlein für A. M. Bach, Telemann begins by defining which
voices must be added to abbreviated thoroughbass figures (i.e., the Hülﬀs-Stimmen). For example,
a 6/3 chord takes 3 and 8, a 6/4 chord takes 8, etc. Next, one takes the chorale in the highest
staﬀ and the figured bass in the lowest staﬀ, leaving two blank staves in the middle for the alto
and tenor.
Hernach schreite man zum Alte und seze sich zur Regel: daß dieser dem Discante imer so
nahe komen müsse, als es möglich ist, auf welche Ahrt sich auch der Tenor gegen den Alt
verhält; so dann nehme man den Baß zum Führer. 266
Thereafter one proceeds with the alto and sets the following rule: the alto must always come
as close as possible to the discant, and the tenor as close as possible to the alto. Then one
takes the bass as the leader.

Like Stölzel, the bass is the primary point of reference when adding middle voices. 2.48
reproduces Telemann’s textual instruction as a grand staﬀ (not open score). We will return to the
nota bene over the 6/3 chord momentarily. Telemann boasts how he used his method of setting
inner voices with a thirteen-year-old boy who had little prior experience with music and found it
to be “a short path to four-part composition, and do not doubt that it leads just as well to
thoroughbass.”267 That is, for Telemann and Sebastian Bach, composition and thoroughbass are
nearly equivalent.
Telemann’s above comment about the bass being the leader highlights the paradox of chorale
counterpoint (something Wiedeburg notes explicitly, as we will see), namely: How does one
derive the bass from an upper voice using thoroughbass theory? This dilemma was mentioned
already regarding Stölzel’s method—he solved this problem using trias harmonica theory. Rather
than oﬀering a systematic approach, as Stölzel does, Telemann merely writes that, if one

The following shows that Telemann’s audience is beginners: “[…] ferner erkläre ich mich, daß die hier angebrachten Lehr-Säze
und Gutachten für keine Meister, sondern für diejenigen, geschrieben sind, so solche anzuwenden wissen; wie auch, daß man
einen kurzen Unterricht, nicht aber ein Buch, mittheilet, einfolglich verschiedene Vorträge eine weiter Ausführung
leiden” (Telemann 1730, 188).
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Telemann (1730, 183).

Ich habe, auf obige Ahrt zu verfahren, eine Probe mit einem Knaben von 13. Jahren, der noch dazu wenig Music wusste,
gemacht, und gefunden, daß diß ein naher Weg sey, zur vierstimmigen Composition zu gelangen, zweifle auch nicht, daß er eben
so gut zum General-Basse führe” (1730, 185).
267
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understands how to add middle voices according to his method, one will be able to figure—and
presumably compose—an original bass easily:
Bey dieser Gelegenheit wäre davon zu handeln, wie man einen aus der Fantasie
niedergeschriebenen Baß beziefern, und auf 4. Partien einrichten solle; auch, wie in der
freyeren Composition, die sich nicht ans Clavier bindet, mit den Mittel-Stimmen, welche
alsdann weiter aus einander schreiten können, umzugehen sey; allein ich würde hier zu
weitläuftig werden, und halte dafür, daß wenn man obiges recht inne hat, das andere von
selbst, ohne große Schwierigkeit, erlanget werden möge.268
This would be the moment to describe how to figure an original bassline and set it in four
voices, as well as to treat more free composition that is not bound to the keyboard, where the
middle voices may be placed farther apart from one another. But this would be too lengthy,
and I assume that when one has internalized the above method, that the other things can be
achieved on their own without great diﬃculty.269

The implication is that, like Bronner’s method, the student will be able to make inferences by
observing and imitating Telemann’s examples. Though Telemann does not explicitly advise the
reader how to composer basses, he does include commentary that is revealing in this regard. He
writes that,
Es ist von verschiedenen begehret worden, ich mögte die Bässe durchgehends also verfassen,
daß sie sich durch fremde und gesuchte Tone wältzen, ich habe es aber für dißmal lieber
beym Natürlichen bewenden lassen, jedennoch auch eben nicht die Pauken-Harmonie
gebrauchen, wollen.270
Various [musicians] have preferred that I compose the basses such that foreign [chromatic]
and aﬀected notes abound throughout. This time, however, I have contented myself with
natural [diatonic] notes, of course without wishing to use timpani-harmony.

One presumes that “timpani-harmony” refers to basses that leap excessively between two notes,
usually degrees one and five. The style that Telemann chose for his basses is certainly quite basic,
with mostly 1:1 rhythm and consonances with the chorale. This restrained style, together with
the assumption that the inner voices will be improvised at the keyboard, places Telemann’s basses
firmly in the Choralbuch, rather than the Choralgesang, tradition.
Let us now compare Telemann’s treatment of 6/3 chords and compare it to Bach’s. Regarding the
6/3 chord in 2.48, Telemann cautions that,
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Telemann (1730, 185).

Today we call close-position upper voices “keyboard style” and spread voicings “chorale style.” In contrast, Telemann seems to
associate spread voicings with the keyboard.
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Telemann (1730, 183).
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Es ist in Ansehnung der Sexten, wenn sie allein stehen, nicht zu vergessen, daß ich allemal
besser thue, entweder dieselben, oder auch die Terzien, an Statt der Octaven, zu verdoppeln,
weil dadurch die Harmonie mehr ausgefüllet wird; die Octaven aber dienen nur darzu, um
entfernete Sprünge zu verhüten, durch den motum contrarum einige Annehmlichkeit
anzubringen, oder, wie an etlichen Orten bey diesen Liedern vorkommt, um mit der rechten
Hand 3. Stimmen gemächlich greifen zu können.271
Regarding the sixths, when they stand alone, one must not forget that I always do better to
double either the sixth or the third instead of the octave, because in this way the harmony is
better filled out. The octaves serve only to avoid distant leaps, to bring some advantage
through contrary motion, or, as occurs in many places throughout these chorales, to be able
to grab three notes more easily in the right hand.

Telemann then gives various illustrations of the sixth in context, together with examples of
passing notes, as shown in 2.49. These examples are useful not only in modeling the use of the
sixth, but also because they demonstrate further Telemann’s style of composing inner voices. The
examples confirm that he does indeed double the octave of a 6/3 chord nearly half the time (in
twenty-one of the forty-five 6/3 chords). Although the examples lack commentary, it seems that
they are intended to illustrate situations that warrant an exception to the above rule.
Telemann’s advice to avoid doubling the octave in a 6/3 chord contrasts with that of Bach, as
preserved in the Notenbüchlein für A. M. Bach:
Eine 6. alleine, wird begleidet auﬀ dreyerley arth: Als 1) mit der 3. u. 8. 2) mit der doppelten
3. 3) mit vertoppelter 6. und 3. NB!

wo 6 maj. und 3. minor zugleich über der Note

vorkommen darﬀ man ja nicht die 6. wegen übellautes dupliren; sondern muß an statt deren
die 8. u. 3 dar[zu]gegriﬀen werden.272
A lone 6 is accompanied in three ways: (1) with the 3 and the 8; (2) with the doubled 3; (3)
with the doubled 6 and 3. N.B. Where major 6 and minor 3 appear together over a note, one
may not double the 6 because this sounds poor; instead the 8 and 3 must be taken with it.

This shows that, unlike Telemann, Bach never states that the octave may not be doubled in a 6/3
chord, but instead specifies an instance in which the octave must be doubled. Telemann’s
examples of the sixth contain one instance of a chord with minor third and major sixth (2.49[a],
first system, #432, m. 4) that partly contradicts Bach’s advice—Telemann avoids doubling the
major sixth, as Bach said, but instead doubles the third, rather than following Bach’s advice to
double the octave. Of the remaining four instances of chords with a minor third and major sixth,
Telemann always follows Bach’s advice exactly and doubles the octave.273
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Telemann (1730, 184).
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NBA (V/4, 131). See Appendix 6 for a translation of Bach’s rules.
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4.6[a2], #428, m. 14; 4.6[a3], #427, m. 5; 4.6[a3], #422, m. 14; 4.6[a4], #243, m.33;
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To close our examination of Telemann’s method we will explore the topic of parallels involving
middle voices. Telemann explains how, in his Lieder-Buch, the harmony indicated by the figures
(i.e., the middle voices) takes licenses, particularly regarding leaping fifths, which probably refers
to hidden fifths (also called direct fifths).274 These and other deviations from the “tyrannical
rules” (Telemann’s words) are apparently necessary for two reasons: (1) to provide variety to the
otherwise repetitious clausulae of the chorales, and (2) out of necessity, so that the bass does not
impede on the tenor, so that the harmony does not drop to three voices, or so that the bass does
not go unnaturally low. 275 The phrase “tyrannical rules” is intriguing; it implies Telemann took a
liberal attitude in contrapuntal matters. He writes that such licenses could be justified with
lengthy explanations, but space prohibits this. Of course there are some rules that Telemann
follows, though. Mi contra fa, which he defines as melodic leaps of an augmented interval (not a
diminished one as well), are “rightfully” avoided in the middle voices, except sometimes after a
cadence (i.e., between phrases), in which case they cannot be prevented and are common practice
anyway.276
Telemann seems to view passing notes as a form of license. In his chorale book, a dash next to the
bass or soprano voice indicates passing notes that should not be harmonized. One may either
sustain the previous harmony (2.49[b]) or leave a rest “when the second [passing] note is
somewhat adverse to the harmony” (2.49[c]).277 What exactly “adverse” means remains
undefined. The examples imply that the bass can pass only as a 6/4/2 chord, and that an upper
voice can pass as the fifth in a 6/5 chord or the seventh in a 7/5/3 chord. While the topic of
transitus passing notes may seem to elementary to deserve mention, Telemann’s comments
emphasize how important it was for thoroughbass players to learn to distinguish between
Fundamental-Noten, which each receive their own chord, and transitus notes (passing and
neighbor tones), which do not. Telemann’s inclusion of dashes in his Lieder-Buch suggests passing
tones were a common source of confusion. Indeed, publications like Treiber’s Der accurate
Organist im General-Bäße (1704), explored earlier in this chapter, spend a great deal of time
addressing how to recognize and treat passing notes in thoroughbass.
Telemann’s next statement is especially revealing regarding his understanding of contrapuntal
licenses:
Daß ich bisweilen in den Mittel-Partien, per motum contrarium, wann sich nemlich die obern
Noten gegen den Baß, oder umgekehrt, bewegen, Quinten und Octaven habe durchgehen
lassen, daran wolle sich niemand stoßen; es hat sich die Vor-Welt, bey aller ihrer Strenge, kein
Gewissen daraus gemacht, so wird es uns nicht weniger erlaubet seyn; ich hätte es ändern
können, es muß aber allerhand vorgetragen werden.278
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Telemann (1730, 182).
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Telemann (1720, 182).
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Telemann (1730, 182).

“Die vorkommenden Striche / \ bedeuten, daß die 2te Note durchgehend ist, und also die übrigen Mittel-Tone entweder so
ruhen bleiben, wie sie unter der vorhergegangene Note gelegen, (stehe B. [2.49(b)]) oder auch, wenn solche 2te Note etwas
wiedriges gegen die Harmonie hat, gar aufgehoben werden, wie bey C. [2.49(c)] zu finden” (Telemann 1730, 182).
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Telemann (1730, 183).
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No one should be surprised that I have allowed contrary-motion octaves and fifths in the
middle voices when the upper note moves against the bass and vice versa [when the outer
voices move in contrary motion]. Our predecesors, with all their strictness, had no qualms
about this; therefore it is also permitted for us. I could have changed them [the parallels], but
it would have been too time-consuming.

Here one is reminded of Buchner’s early sixteenth-century method of setting a plainchant
melody, where the prohibition of parallel perfect intervals applies only to the structural discanttenor pair, and parallel fifths occur between tenor and bass, which is an auxiliary voice (see
section 2.14). Telemann's comment confirms that, in his view, the middle voices are auxiliary
filler voices that need not always adhere to the stricter rules of the outer voices. We see this same
privileging of the outer voices in Heinichen exposition of the “full-voiced” style of thoroughbass
realization, in which each hand grabs as many notes as possible between the outer voices. Only
the outer voices must move in proper counterpoint; errors involving a middle voice are ignored.
But Telemann’s remark clearly applies to a four-voice texture, not a full-voiced style. Does this
imply that Bach would have allowed contrary or even parallel fifths and octaves if they involve a
middle voice?
Numerous commentators have attempted to sort out the question of parallel and contrary
motion by scouring Bach’s and other composers’ music in search of such transgressions. Of
course, by looking only at notated music, corpus studies ignore the question of whether such
voice-leading improprieties were more commonly allowed in improvised settings, like keyboard
accompaniment in the Choralbuch style. Indeed, Heinichen’s understanding of the full-voiced
style implies that this was the case—that the rules were relaxed when improvising. Despite their
limitations, corpus studies can still be useful, however. Among the most famous of these is
Brahms’s collection of around 140 parallel fifths and octaves gathered from music from the
sixteenth through the nineteenth centuries.279 Closer to our time, Malcolm Boyd has identified
some parallels in Bach’s vocal chorales, noting that most of them occur between an anticipation
note in the chorale and a passing seventh in a middle voice, as shown in 2.50(a).280 The two
most recent surveys of parallel perfect intervals in Bach’s Choralgesänge are Fitsioris/Conklin and
Dahn. 281 Dahn is more thorough because he investigates more sources than Fitsioris and Conklin
do. Dahn also includes instances of contrary-motion consecutives. Both articles exclude instances
of parallels occurring between the last chord of a phrase and the first chord of the next, which
Dahn calls “fermata” consecutives, since these are justified either by an organ interlude
(Zwischenspiel) or the rest when the choir breathes. Dahn counts seven instances of such contrary
motion parallels in Bach’s vocal chorales. What is perhaps more interesting than the contrary

Heinrich Schenker edited a facsimile of Brahms’s manuscript (Brahms 1933), which has been translated in Mast (1980).
About a quarter of Brahms’s examples are devoted to Bach (Lauden 1992, 59).
279

Boyd (1967, 21–23). Boyd does cite one example of outer-voice parallels in BWV 80, but this is a mistake. The earliest
surviving score of this cantata, Ein’ feste Burg ist unser Gott (D-B Mus. ms. Bach P 177) has a ‘d’ in the bass on the first beat of m.
2.
280
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See Fitsioris and Conklin (2008), Dahn (2018).
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motion parallels are the fourteen occurrences of parallel fifths and two instances of parallel
octaves. Let us examine these parallels in more detail, since they are the more egregious error.
Nine of the parallel fifths are so-called “cadential parallels” of the sort identified by Boyd, as
shown in 2.50(a). The remaining seven examples of parallels are shown as 2.50(b) through
2.50(h). From these we can see that all known instances of parallels in Bach’s Choralgesänge
involve at least one middle voice. Dahn notes that most of these parallels occur in BWV 1–252
because for these we have primary sources. In contrast, the chorales in BWV 253–438 exist only
in secondary sources, for which there are numerous instances of the editors “correcting”
parallels.282 This implies that there are yet more unknown parallels in Bach’s Choralgesänge of
which we do not know. Combined with the fact that many of Bach’s chorale settings are likely
lost (since we do not have all the cantatas), one must cede that Dahn’s statistical analysis is
incomplete. Nevertheless, the fourteen known instances of parallels in Bach’s music imply that he
probably would have agreed with Telemann’s statement that the occasional fifth or octave in
contrary motion is allowable when involving a middle voice. In addition, there is the fact that
Dahn’s analysis only includes Bach’s vocal settings, which probably tended to have stricter voice
leading than thoroughbass chorales improvised at the keyboard. That is, the genres of
Choralgesang and Choralbuch may have adhered to separate rules. This is certainly true if we
consider that some surviving Choralbuch settings by Bach employ the full-voiced style and thus
contain parallels involving middle voices.
In sum, we have seen how Telemann employs an elementary method whereby thoroughbass
chorales are realized with two middle voices placed in Griﬀnotation. This is perhaps the earliest
and most detailed account of how to add middle voices to a thoroughbass chorale. Telemann’s
numerous examples of how to treat 6/3 chords provide useful instruction, and his allowance of
parallel perfect intervals when involving a middle voice if the outer voices move parallel implies
that these voices were subordinate to an outer-voice frame.
2.2.12 F. W. Marpurg (1755–1758): Multiple-Bass Chorales and Fux’s Four Rules
F. W. Marpurg (1718–1795) was a prolific critic, theorist, and composer. Although no personal
interactions with J. S. Bach are recorded, in 1752 Marpurg was asked by Bach's heirs to write the
preface to the new edition of Die Kunst der Fuge. Marpurg’s Handbuch bey dem Generalbasse und
der Composition (1755–1758) teaches composition by beginning with two voices in 1:1
counterpoint. His method covers the following steps: 283
1. two-voice, 1:1 counterpoint with consonances, where a bass is added to an upper voice;
2. two-voice, 1:1 counterpoint with consonances, where an upper voice is added to a bass;
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Dahn (2008)

Marpurg (1755–1758, 3:228–249). Unlike Marpurg, Michael Wiedeburg includes the diminished fifth in his table of
allowable consonant intervals [2.56]. Stölzel also allowed the dim. 5 at the beginning of this method.
283
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3. two-voice, 1:1 counterpoint with consonances and dissonances, where a bass is added to
an upper voice;284
4. two-voice, 1:1 counterpoint with consonances and dissonances, where an upper voice is
added to a bass;285
5. unequal counterpoint in two voices.
Since our focus here is on how to compose a bassline to a chorale, we will focus merely on
sections one and three. Marpurg cites Fux’s four contrapuntal rules from Gradus ad Parnassum
(1725), though without citation.286 See section 2.2.7 for a review of these rules. Marpurg’s basic
strategy is to first think contrapuntally when composing a two-voice framework, and then to add
the figures. In this way, the pupil “begins to think harmonically”:
Man nehme einen Choral, oder sonst eine willkührliche simple Melodie, und mache dazu
einen aus nichts als blossen Consonanzen bestehenden Baß, von nicht mehr oder wenigern
Noten, als der Diskant hat. Man hat sich allhier der Regeln der harmonischen Bewegung in
Absicht auf die vollkommnen und unvollkommnen Consonanzen zu erinnern, und, weil
unser Scholar bereits eine etwannige Wissenschaft von der Harmonie hat: so muß er auch
schon bey diesem zweystimmigen Saze, die zu der Ober- und Unterstimme gehörigen
Füllharmonien kennen, und die ganze Harmonie durch Ziefern über dem Basse anzuzeigen
wissen, und dadurch anfangen, harmonisch zu denken. Diese Harmonien sind nun allhier
nichts anders als entweder vollkommene Dreyklänge oder Sextenaccorde, und die Intervalle
sind die Octave, Quinte, grosse und kleine Terz, und grosse und kleine Sexte. Mit diesen
abwechselnden Intervallen muß man den Baß verfertigen. Wer seinen Scholaren gut üben
will, lässet ihn so gar anfänglich den Baß mit nichts als lauter Dreyklängen denken, und sezet
die Uebung mit den vermischten Dreyklängen und Sextenaccorden annoch eine Zeitlang aus.
Es ist wahr, daß ein solcher zweystimmiger Saz an sich sehr mager und armselig aussieht,
wenn die Füllharmonien daran fehlen. Aber er ist gut zur Uebung. Man bekommt nach der
Zeit buntere Exempel. Man habe nur ein wenig Geduld. 287
One takes a chorale or any other arbitrary, simple melody and makes a bass that consists of
nothing but consonances with no more or fewer notes than are in the chorale [1:1 rhythm].
Here one must keep in mind the rules of harmonic motion regarding the perfect and
imperfect consonances [Fux’s rules], and, because the student already has some knowledge of
the science of harmony, he must already be familiar with the filler harmonies [Füllharmonien,
i.e., inner voices] that correspond to the upper and lower voices in with this two-voice
setting. And, he must know how to indicate the complete harmony with figures over the bass,
and through them, begin to think harmonically. These harmonies are none other than
either the perfect triad or sixth chord, and the intervals are the octave, [perfect] fifth, major
Normally it would be a contradiction to introduce dissonances but maintain 1:1 rhythm between the voices, but this is what
Marpurg does. The agent voice in a syncopatio dissonance never holds, but always moves at the moment of the patient voice’s
resolution, so that the rhythmic relationship remains 1:1.
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Rule 1: Marpurg (1755–1758, 1:86). Rule 2: (ibid, 2:72). Rule 3: (ibid., 2:74). Rule 4: (ibid, 2:76).
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and minor third, and major and minor sixth. One must complete the bass with these
intervals in alteration. Whoever wishes to provide good practice for his pupils has them, in
the very beginning, think only in triads, excluding any diminished triads or sixth chords for a
while. It is true that such a two-voice setting looks quite thin and pitiful if the filler
harmonies are absent. But it is good for practice. With time, one receives more varied
examples. One need only have a bit of patience [emphasis added].

Before actually proceeding to chorale melodies, Marpurg gives three examples of this technique
where the upper voices are not taken from chorales. These are shown in 2.51. 2.51(a) uses only
thirds and fifths between the outer voices, such that only 5/3 chords are possible. Of course,
when the outer voices have a third, an inner voice could still have a sixth. But the above
statement about Füllharmonien makes clear that the student is already presumed to know which
degrees tend to take 5/3 chords and which take 6/3 chords. This was termed “scale degree
function” in connection with Heinichen’s theories in section 1.2.5 of the previous chapter. Next,
2.51(b) and 2.51(c) introduce sixths between the outer voices, which naturally require 6/3
chords. The next statement is particularly important, since it outlines Marpurg’s overarching
pedagogical strategy—one that involves multiple-bass chorales:
Ein fleißiger Scholar lässet es nicht bey diesen Exempeln bewenden, sondern componirt sich
ein Hundert dazu, in allerhand Tönen, und sowohl in der Dur- als Molltonart. Er braucht
nur das Choralbuch aufzuschlagen, um ein Thema zu finden, und da wird es gut seyn, zu
dem ganzen Choral den Baß zu sezen. Hier läßt es der Raum nicht zu. Da auch mehr als ein
Baß möglich ist, obgleich einer immer besser, und besonders in der Folge zu dem
vierstimmigen Saze bequemer als der andre ist: so macht er zu seiner Uebung deren mehr als
einen. 288
A diligent pupil will not be satisfied with these examples [2.51], but will compose yet a
hundred more in various keys, both major and minor. He only needs to open the chorale
book in order to find a theme, and he will do well to set a bass to the entire chorale [not just
a phrase]. Space does not permit for this here. Since more than one bass is also possible
(although one is always more appropriate than another, especially regarding its subsequent
setting in four voices), the pupil should practice by setting multiple basses.289

Could Marpurg’s emphasis on multiple-bass chorales as a pedagogical method stem from the
influence of Bach’s circle? Or was it simply common knowledge to assume that chorales were the
focal point of musicians’ education in the Lutheran north? It is diﬃcult to say. Emanuel Bach’s
account in the epigraph to the present chapter contrasts the use of chorales with Fux’s species,
suggesting that the latter represented popular alternative methods. Regardless, the fact that
Marpurg gives an example containing not just thoroughbass chorales, but a chorale phrase with
multiple basses suggests that multiple-bass technique was certainly well-known in Bach’s circle.
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One wonders if Michael’s Wiedeburg’s hundred basses to the melody, “So ist denn nun die Hütte aufgebauet,” is meant as a
reply to Marpurg’s advice! (Wiedeburg 1776–1775, 3:512–534).
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This was discussed in the previous section as it relates to Carl Philipp’s account, “Next he [J. S.
Bach] taught them to invent their own basses” (see section 2.1.5).
Having defined the consonant intervals and the two consonant chords [5/3 and 6/3], Marpurg
composes eight basses to the first phrase of the chorale melody “Nun lasst uns den Leib
begraben” (Zahn 352). See 2.52.290 His purpose is to help the student learn to judge a bass’s
worth. Marpurg’s commentary for each of the basses is given in the list below.291 To my
knowledge this constitutes the earliest detailed textual analysis of multiple-bass chorale
composition (recall that Werckmeister relied primarily on examples without much text).
Marpurg’s account is especially valuable, since, like Stölzel, he actually discusses how to invent
original basslines, not merely how to add inner voices to a pre-existing thoroughbass chorale (as
Telemann does). These facts, together with Marpurg’s proximity to the Bach circle, make his
commentary especially significant to the present study, even if Marpurg views on harmony
expressed throughout his many publications do not always conform to theoretical perspectives
that Bach could have known (Marpurg was influenced by Rameau and G. A. Sorge). 292 Let us
examine each of the basses in 2.52 individually. His commentary to the first bass is as follows”
(1) Der Baß geht in lauter Sexten fort, ausgenommen am Anfang und am Ende. Dieses
schicket sich wohl für ein Duett mit gleichen Stimmen; aber für einen Baß ist die
Harmonie zu jung; die Intervalle müssen besser abgewechselt werden.
(1) The bass proceeds using only sixths, except the beginning and the end. This is
appropriate for a duet between voices of the same kind; but for a bass the harmony is too
immature; the intervals must have more variety.

That Marpurg begins with negative examples is quite useful to our reconstruction of multiplebass pedagogy. The implication is that these faulty basses resemble a pupil’s inital attempts. In
bass one Marpurg demonstrates how an allowable technique—motion in sixths—is inappropriate
when taken to extremes. Note how the first interval in all Marpug’s basses is an octave, though.
This is probably because of the common practice to begin with a perfect interval, or, in the case
that the chorale begins on the third or fifth degrees, Marpurg’s rationale might simply be to begin
with the first degree in the bass. It is hard to say, since the chorale begins with the first degree.
Regarding bass two, Marpurg writes,
(2) Was im vorigen Exempel von den Sexten gesagt ist, kann hier auf die Terzen appliciret
werden.
(2) What was said of the previous bass can also be applied to the thirds [tenths] here.
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Lester (1992, 238–39) provides a brief summary of Marpurg’s comments.
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In the surviving multiple-bass sources, parallel tenths in the outer voices seem to appear much
more frequently than parallel sixths. I propose that the reason for this is that a tenth between the
outer voices is more flexible than a sixth, since a tenth can be harmonized by both a consonant
chords: 5/3 and 6/3. With bass two, Marpurg make the same point as with bass one: that even an
otherwise good realization strategy can become tiresome. Notice how the third note has a major
sixth above it, tonicizing D major. Clearly Marpurg is “thinking harmonically” already.
Continuing to the next bass, Marpurg writes that,
(3) Hier ist die Harmonie nicht genugsam abgewechselt, indem keine andern Accorde als der
von g und d vorkommen. Dieses klinget leyerhaft und musettenmäßig. Die zweymahl
hintereinander vorkommende Noten d g, d g, enthalten auch nicht genungsame
Veränderung in der Melodie des Basses an sich.
(3) Here the harmony is not varied enough, in that no other chords occur except those on g
and d. This sounds dull [leyerhaft = like a lyre] and musette-like. The d–g, d–g, which
occurs twice in a row [does he mean d–b, d–b?], also lacks suﬃcient variety in the
melody of the bass itself.

One imagines Telemann would have described bass three as “timpani-harmony,” since it mostly
just alternates between two notes, d and B. Space does not permit an extended discussion of
Marpurg’s theoretical views, but suﬃce to say that he subscribed to the theory of inversional
equivalence, which is why he says there are only two harmonies in this bass, and not three—the
6/3 chords on B are for Marpurg an inversion of a G major triad. As outlined in Chapter One,
there is scant evidence to suggest Bach held such a view. Regarding bass four, Marpurg says that,
(4) Dieser Baß, worinnen eine Harmonie mehr vorhanden ist, als in dem dritten, schicket
sich besser zum mehrstimmigen, als zweystimmigen Saze, wegen der in Thesi
vorkommenden Octave a a. Endlich ist nicht genungsame Veränderung der Harmonie
zwischen der lezten Note, wo der Absaz geschicht, und der vorlezten in Arsi enthalten,
eben so wie in dem vorhergehenden dritten Basse. Das Ohr verlanget hier aber eine
Veränderung, und will die in Arsi auf der vorlezten Note gehörte Harmonie nicht noch
einmahl in der folgenden Thesi hören, nehmlich [h/g, g/g].
(4) This bass, which is more harmonic than in the third, is better suited to a many-voiced
than a two-voiced setting because of the metrically accented octave a’/A [beat one of m.
3]. Finally, there is insuﬃcient variety between the last note (where the break [Absaz]
occurs), and the upbeat penultimate note. This also applies to the previous third bass.
The ear demands a change here, and does not want to hear the harmony of the
unaccented penultimate note again on the following downbeat.

Marpurg’s commentary here is especially interesting because it emphasizes how, even though the
bassline and the chorale make a self-suﬃcient two-voice setting, some phenomena—the use of
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octaves in particular—are more admissible in a setting with more than two voices, since the
“empty” octaves will be filled out with a third above the bass. Continuing on, he writes that,
(5) Dieser Baß wäre gut, wenn die zu h und fis gehörige Harmonie h dis fis, nicht durch die
Rückkehr zu der Harmonie von d fis a unterbrochen wäre, und alsdenn wiederkäme. Das
leztemahl wird sie ecklehaft.
(5) This bass would be good if the harmony belonging to [outer voices] b and f#, (b/d#/f#)
[beat one m. 2], were not interrupted by the return to the harmony of d/f#/a [beat one
m. 1 returns on beat one m. 3], and then came back [beat two m. 3]. The last time it is
revolting.

Like bass three, bass five suﬀers from a lack of harmonic variety. Regarding bass six:
(6) Ist der wahre Baß. An das [h/g, g/c] braucht derjenige sich nicht zu stossen, der den Baß
vierstimmig übersieht. Wir werden davon an seinem Orte reden.
(6) This is the true bass. The final b’/G to g’/c is only shocking when one forgets the fourvoice context, which will soon be discussed.

What exactly could “true bass” refer to? Does Marpurg believe that, for every chorale phrase there
exists a single, best bass? Judging by bass six, “true” is apparently not a synonym for “diatonic.” It
is fascinating that, having presented this bass, Marpurg still continues to give more examples.
This is apparently where the art of bass variation comes into play. Again we see how the last two
chords of bass six, while suboptimal in a two-voice context (because of the perfect fifth), are
excusable in many-voiced textures. Moving on to bass seven, he writes that,
(7) Ist auch gut, ob die Sextenharmonie c e a gleich zum Anfang etwas hart ins Ohr fällt.
(7) This bass is also good, even if the 6/3 chord c/e/a right at the beginning is a little harsh
for the ear.

It is unclear why a 6/3 chord sounds harsh. Apparently Marpurg prefers at least two 5/3 chords at
the start of a chorale, probably in order to firmly establish the key. For bass eight he says that,
(8) Hier ist die Sextenharmonie aus dem vorigen Exempel durch die von d fis a verbessert.
(8) Here the sixth-harmony from the previous example is improved by d–f#–a.

If bass eight is even better than bass six, why is it not considered the “true bass”? Perhaps “true”
merely defines a norm that is free of errors, not the very best bass. Next, Marpurg discusses how
to compose an upper voice to a bass in 1:1 counterpoint using only consonances. We will skip
over this.
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In the next following section, Marpurg introduces 1:1 outer-voice frameworks that include
dissonances. He introduces this topic with a series of four rules.293 He spells the outer voices with
letters, indicating middle voices with figures. 2.53 translates these examples into staﬀ notation;
note that the octave placement of each voice is editorial. Although the upper voices in 2.53 are
not from chorales, Marpurg still denotes them as Gesang, indicating that they are intended to be
understood as chorale-like segments, even though they appear to be original. The first of the four
rules teaches how to recognize a syncopatio in the chorale melody:
Erste Regel. Wenn eine in Arsi gehörte Note, auf eben derjenigen Stuﬀe in Thesi wiederhohlt
wird, und diese Note hernach in der folgenden Arsi eine Stuﬀe herunter geht; so kann gegen
die mittlere, in Thesi anschlagende, Note allezeit eine Dissonanz angebraucht werden.
Rule One: When an unaccented note is repeated on the following downbeat and is followed
by a step down, a dissonance may be used on the middle, accented note.

As shown in 2.53, Marpurg demonstrates Rule One with various kinds of dissonances and
resolutions. In the previous section it was apparent that the outer voices were understood as a
consonant two-voice framework for auxiliary middle voices. Now with dissonances added, we
can see how dissonance too is viewed as a primarily two-voice phenomenon, as outlined in the
previous chapter regarding “contrapuntal function.”
Zwote Regel. Anstatt auf der in Thesi auf ebenderselben Stuﬀe wiederhohlten Note eine
Dissonanz anzubringen, wie die vorhergehende Regel gelehret, kann man zu derselben eine
simple Quinte im Basse machen, und den Baß, gegen die im Diskante eine Stuﬀe
heruntersteigende Note, eine Stuﬀe aufwärts steigen lassen. Diese Harmonie kann entweder
mit blossen Dreyklängen, oder mit abwechselnden Sextquintenaccorden und Dreyklängen
beziefert werden.
Rule Two: Instead of using a dissonance on the note that repeats on the downbeat (as in the
previous rule), one can make a perfect fifth in the bass and have the bass ascend by step when
the upper voice descends. This [downbeat] harmony can figured with mere 5/3 chords or
with alternating 6/5 chords and 5/3 chords.

Here we see an excellent demonstration of Heinichen’s rule, quoted in the previous chapter, that
a primary consonance can be made to act like a dissonance via the addition of a secondary
dissonance. In Marpurg’s second example of Rule Two, a perfect fifth between the outer voices is
made to act like a dissonance when figured with 6/5. The reason, though not stated by Marpurg,
is that the 6 in the middle voice makes a dissonant seventh against the 5 in the chorale. The next
rule is as follows.
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Marpurg (1755–1758, 3:233–236).
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Dritte Regel. In allen absteigenden chromatischen Fortschreitungen der Oberstimme, kann
der Baß in Arsi, die falsche Quinte in galanten Säzen, anschlagen, und solche in der darauf
folgenden Thesi einen halben Ton über sich gehen lassen. Zu der vorlezten Note der
chromatischen Forschreitung, ehe die Cäsur fällt, kann die verminderte Septime gebraucht
werden.
Rule Three: In all descending chromatic progressions of the upper voice, the bass can take the
diminished fifth on an upbeat in galant pieces, and in the following downbeat ascend by halfstep. Note: A diminished seventh can be used in the penultimate note of a chromatic
progression before the caesura.

Unlike the first two rules, Rule Three applies only to the galant style. The reason, though not
stated by Marpurg, is that it makes use of a license. In the previous chapter we saw how
Heinichen rationalized the introduction of an unprepared dissonance via anticipationes transitus,
or the anticipation of a dissonant passing tone.294 Marpurg’s third rule allows for the same
contrapuntal phenomenon, both with a diminished fifth and seventh. That he would include a
galant license in his instruction on chorales shows that these parameters are not strictly intended
for chorale melodies.
Vierte Regel. In allen aufsteigenden chromatischen Fortschreitungen der Oberstimme, kann
der Baß, in einer ähnlichen Schreibart, die übermäßige Quarte anschlagen, und solche
hernach in der folgenden Thesi einen halben Ton unter sich gehen lassen. Anmerkung: Zu
der vorlezten Note einer chromatischen Fortschreitung, ehe die Cäsur fällt, kann die
übermäßige Sexta auch gebraucht werden.
Rule Four: In all ascending chromatic progressions of the upper voice, the bass can take the
augmented fourth in a similar [galant] style, and descend by half-step on the following
downbeat. Note: An augmented sixth can be used in the penultimate note of a chromatic
progression before the caesura.

Whereas Rule Three discussed descending chromatic motion in the chorale, Rule Four describes
how to harmonize ascending chromatic motion with an augmented fourth in the bass. And as
before, Marpurg notes that Rule Four only applies to galant styles. The reason, it would seem, is
that chorales rarely, if ever, contain direct chromatic motion. This means that, for most chorales
the pupil would encounter in a chorale book, Rules One and Two will suﬃce. But they only
describe how to compose a supersyncopatio (upper-voice patient), not a subsyncopatio (lower-voice
patient). Neither do Marpurg’s rules describe how to make a transitus (neighbor or passing)
dissonance in the chorale or the bass. The reason for this latter omission is, of course, that
transitus belongs not to 1:1 settings, but to unequal ones.
After having discussed consonance and dissonance in a 1:1 rhythmic framework, Marpurg
introduces unequal rhythms using three kinds of embellishing tones: chordal leaps, passing tones,
294

See 1.49, particularly the third and fourth examples, which both involve a diminished fifth.
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and neighbor tone, first treated separately and then combined. Next follows 4:1 counterpoint,
subjects in mixed rhythms, imitation, double counterpoint at the 8va, 10th, and 12th, and
changing the meter of a setting.295 Then Marpurg starts over at consonant 1:1 counterpoint in
three voices, adding voices progressively until he reaches nine-voice textures. Interestingly, in the
hundreds of examples that follow, none use another chorale melody after 2.52. Instead, Marpurg
prefers sequential subjects with occasional chromaticism, two features which occur rarely in
chorale melodies. Like Christoph Koch (see section 2.2.17), Marpurg begins with chorales but
quickly transitions to a more galant style. Yet his discussion of multiple-bass composition
nevertheless remains extremely valuable, not only for his detailed commentary on each bassline,
but because of Marpurg’s relationship to the Bach family.
2.2.13 M. Wiedeburg (1765–1775): The Most Comprehensive Multiple-Bass Instruction
Michael Wiedeburg (1720–1800), the German organist and pedagogue in Norden (on the North
Sea coast), is known today primarily for his enormous treatise, Der sich selbst informirende
Clavierspieler, which appeared in three volumes between 1765 and 1775. His is the largest
eighteenth-century treatise covering the art of keyboard playing. Though Wiedeburg is mostly
derivative and conservative as a theorist, his treatise is truly unprecedented in its encyclopedic
scope. The only work of comparable length in eighteenth-century Germany is Heinichen’s
thousand-page Der General-Bass (1728), though Heinichen is a more original thinker. Unlike
Heinichen, the ultimate goal of Wiedeburg’s over 1600-page publication is not composition, but
improvisation (fantasiren), specifically at the organ. Revealingly, chorales and thoroughbass are
the primary means of achieving this end. Although Wiedeburg’s treatise is not the first
description of chorale composition, it is to my knowledge the most comprehensive. This is
because Wiedeburg intends his treatise to be self-suﬃcient, able to function without the
assistance of a teacher (the title translates to “The Autodidactic Keyboardist”). Space restrictions
require that we focus on select portions of Wiedeburg’s extensive work. It is my hope that future
studies of chorale counterpoint may examine Wiedeburg’s pedagogy in greater detail.296
It is significant for the present work that Wiedeburg’s theoretical and pedagogical approach
contains notable similarities to Heinichen’s. In fact, given the numerous parallels between the
them, one must assume Heinichen was Wiedeburg’s most significant influence. 297 To name only
some of the most important similarities, (1) both authors believe that thoroughbass at the
keyboard holds the key to musical understanding; (2) they define the Accord in the tradition of
the trias harmonica as 3/5/8; 298 (3) they group the 5/3 chord with its consonant counterpart, the
6/3 chord; (4) they see consonance as conceptually and procedurally prior to dissonance; (5) they
utilize the fundamental distinction between step and leap; (6) they use the three Haupt-Accorde
Is it coincidence that Bach’s pupil Kittel also made a point of changing the meter of a setting (usually from simple to
compound)?
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The only other studies I know are Harrison (1995) and Callahan (2010), neither of which treat chorales.

Wiedeburg even quotes Heinichen’s definition of thoroughbass (Wiedeburg 1765–1775, 2:11). At the end of volume three,
Wiedeburg notes that he cited Heinichen’s “excellent” (vortreflich) work many times (ibid., 3:910).
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“Diese drey Töne nun, welche einen Accord ausmachen, sind um die Fundamentnote (und zwar um Eine oder zwey Octaven
erhöhet) die Tertie und die Quinte” (Wiedeburg 1765–1775, 1:173). See also (ibid. 2:277).
298
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(the three right-hand positions);299 (7) they introduce concepts first in simple keys and then
advise transposition; (8) they discuss the full-voiced style; (9) they rely on scale degrees and the
major/minor system; (10) they discuss Verwechselung (reordering) of voices; (11) they discuss
transitus and syncopatio;300 and the list goes on.301 Another point that reinforces the similarity
between Wiedeburg and Heinichen is the fact that Wiedeburg liked and used David Kellner’s
Truelicher Unterricht (1732). As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Kellner’s treatise, which has
recently been shown to have connections to Bach’s circle, is largely a digest of Heinichen (1728).
Wiedeburg says he uses Kellner’s book in his teaching, that he has found it useful, not only
because it is cheap, but because it gives a Lehrmeister enough material to teach the basics. 302 If we
accept the thesis put forth in the previous chapter—that Bach likely subscribed to Heinichen’s
theories—then Wiedeburg’s teachings are valuable to the reconstruction of methodology in
Bach’s circle because they both rely in part on the same source: Heinichen’s theories.
Another reason for examining Wiedeburg here, besides the similarities between Wiedeburg and
Heinichen, is that Wiedeburg discusses multiple-bass composition. As illustrated graphically in
2.11, Wiedeburg was a pupil of Vincent Lübeck senior, to whose circle the anonymous
manuscript ND VI 2355 seems to originate. Yet unlike Heinichen, Wiedeburg is not writing for
top-level composers bound for high-level Capellmeister positions, but rather for the average
Lutheran church organist. For this reason, Wiedeburg emphasizes the topics of thoroughbass,
accompaniment, chorale counterpoint, and improvisation more than Heinichen does. In sum,
Wiedeburg applies Heinichen’s theoretical lens (with few original contributions) to the same
professional audience that Bach’s chorale-based pedagogy was intended to address. This too
makes Wiedeburg’s treatise especially valuable for the reconstruction of compositional pedagogy
in Bach’s circle.
Volume one of Wiedeburg’s treatise addresses the rudiments of notes, fingering, and rhythm. All
but one of the twenty-five practice pieces are two-voice chorale settings (melody and bass), most
of which include guidelines for fingering. Volume one concludes with six thoroughbass chorale
settings that use exclusively 5/3 chords.303 Volume two is dedicated entirely to thoroughbass. The
first half treats thoroughbass in connection chorale accompaniment; according to Wiedeburg,
this half constitutes the Fundamenta of thoroughbass.304 That this material closely aligns with
“Nun merke man, daß ein jeder Accord dreymal kann verändert werden […]. In Zahlen siehet dieses also aus 8/5/3, 5/3/8,
3/8/5. Diese dreyfache Abwechselung eines Accordes wird genannt: Die drey Hauptaccorde” (Wiedeburg 1765–1775, 1:184). See
also (ibid., 2:145).
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“Der beliebte Capellmeister Heinichen hat sich sehr viele Mühe gegeben, die Lehre vom Transitu oder von den
durchgehenden Noten weitläuftig auszuführen, wo ein Liebhaber gnug davon findet” (Wiedeburg 1765–1775, 2:406).
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Wiedeburg even allows the same dissonances (4, diminished 5, and 7) to enter unprepared, just like Heinichen (Wiedeburg
1765–1775, 2:129; 150; 203).
301

“Ich habe wohl, und zwar nicht ohne Nuzen, ein Buch zum Grunde geleget, solches ihm erkläret und weitläuftig darüber
geredet. Hiezu habe etliche mal den treulichen Unterricht im General-Baß des Herrn D. Kellners gebraucht, weil solches
Büchlein allenthalben vor wenig Geld zu haben ist, und einem Lehrmeister Gelegenheit genug geben kan, seinen Discipeln den
General-Baß gründlich beyzubringen” (Wiedeburg, 1765–1775, 2: third unnumbered page of Vorrede). But, Wiedeburg cautions,
Kellner isn’t clear enough for autodidactic instruction.
302
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Wiedeburg (1765–1775, 1:190–195).

“Erster Abschnitt ehret, wie man vornemlich ein Lied nach dem General-Baß spielen soll, darinnen denn die Fundamenta des
General-Basses abgehandelt werden” (Wiedeburg 1765–1775, 2:533 [first page of Inhalt])
304
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Heinichen suggests that Wiedeburg’s Fundamenta could potentially resemble parts of Bach’s
Fundamental-Regeln.305 The second half of volume two then addresses thoroughbass also as
accompaniment, independent from chorales.306
I would like to give just one example from volume two that I find particularly illustrative to the
similarities between Wiedeburg’s and Heinichen’s approaches. See 2.54. This example is intended
as a summary of diﬀerent types of upper-voice syncopatio dissonances (supersyncopatio). Although
the melody is not a chorale, Wiedeburg says it should be played “like a chorale.” What is
particularly valuable is that Wiedeburg gives a consonant reduction (outer voices and figures).
Inner voices in the reduction are editorial. Wiedeburg recommends that the reader play from the
consonant version and practice introducing one’s own dissonances. The similarities with
Heinichen’s method of improvisation are obvious, particularly Heinichen’s Haupt-Principium that
any downward step can be delayed to make a syncopatio. 307 We saw how Heinichen applied this
principle in 1.39 and 1.40 to add dissonances in his method of keyboard improvisation. Thus,
what Heinichen says regarding free preluding, Wiedeburg applies to chorales. While there is
much more useful information in volume two that could be discussed here, we will focus
primarily on volume three, since it is here that Wiedeburg treats the composition of basslines.
Wiedeburg opens volume three with an extended discussion of what he calls the Siz der Con- und
Dissonanzen (The Seat of the Consonances and Dissonances). This is based closely on Heinichen’s
Schemata and Kellner’s famous tables given at the end of his treatise. 2.55 shows Kellner’s tables.
These condense much of Heinichen’s teachings down to their essence, specifically how to match a
bass scale degree to a given figuring depending on the motion of the bass voice (step or leap,
ascending or descending). 308 In the previous chapter I termed this “scale degree function.”
Wiedeburg models these principles in part via the Rule of the Octave (henceforth RO), which he
says is useful in improvisation, in figuring basses, and in setting basses to a melody.309 How can
the RO (or Heinichen’s Schemata; see 1.28), which is usually used to add appropriate harmonies
to unfigured basses, be useful in inventing a bass to a given melody? Are these processes not
inverses of each other? In a revealing statement, Wiedeburg recognizes what a profound shift bass
composition represents in the context of his thoroughbass-centered method:
Wir haben im andern Theil und auch schon in diesem dritten Theile weitläuftig gelehret, wie
zu Baß- oder Grund-Noten noch drey Noten, nemlich für Discant, Alt und Tenor zu
erfinden, da denn der Grund, das Fundament, geleget war, darauf das Gebäude der drey
305

Compare Wiedeburg (1765–1775, 2:4–309) with Heinichen (1728, 138–256).

The title of volume two is: “Anderer Theil / des / sich selbst informirenden Clavier-Spielers, / oder / deutlicher und
gründlicher Unterricht / zur Selbst-Information im / General-Baß, / beydes, / um einen Choral nach demselben zu spielen, / als
auch den eigentlichen General-Baß beym Accompagnement” (Wiedeburg 1765–1775, vol. 2).
306

“Daß bey natürlich fortgehender Harmonie, niemahls weder ein ordinairer, noch extraordinairer Accord könne angeschlagen
werden, davon nicht wenigstens eine einzige Stimme (wo nicht mehr) in dem folgenden Saze könte liegen bleiben i. e. legaliter
binden, und nachmahls resolviren, ohne den Ambitum modi in geringsten zu beleidigen” (Heinichen 1728, 906–907).
307
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Wiedeburg (1765–1775, 3:2) quoting Kellner, D. (1732; 2nd ed. 1737, 96–97).

“Beym Unterricht vom Fantasiren, beym Baziﬀern eines Basses, und bey Sezung eines Basses zu einer Melodie, und sonsten,
wird eine solche beziﬀerte Scala erst ihre rechte Dienste thun, darum recommendire sie aufs allerbeste” (Wiedeburg 1765–1775,
3:12).
309
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Stimmen nur durfte aufgeführet werden. Hier ist es nun umgekehrt; hier ist, so zu sagen, ein
Gebäude, das keinen Grund hat, dazu der Grund erst soll geleget werden. Dieses ist nun,
möchte man sagen, ein verkehrtes Wesen; das Gebäude oder der Giebel, Dach und Fach ist
da, und hat kein Fundament, darauf es stehet oder ruhet; ja wol wäre es in der Bau-Kunst so
viel, als Schlösser in der Luft bauen wollen; allein in der Musik ist es ein anders: denn da ist
die Melodie ein Haupt-Stück in der Musik, das schon vor sich allein bestehen und vergnügen
kan, allein es fehlet demselben nur die Harmonie, als das andere Haupt-Stück der TonKunst, als welche aus Melodie und Harmonie bestehet. Wer nun zu einer Melodie eine
Harmonie erfinden will, er muß zu seiner Melodie einen Baß sezen können, als die
Fundament-Stimme, darnach sich denn Alt und Tenor richten müssen. 310
In the second volume and already in this third volume we have given extensive instruction on
how to set three notes, namely discant, alt, and tenor, to the bass or Grund-Noten, for here
the basis, or Fundament, was laid, upon which the edifice of three voices may be set. Here it
is now reversed. Here it is, so to speak, a building that lacks a basis, [a building] to which the
base first needs to be laid. This is, one could say, an inverted thing—the building, pediment,
or roof is there and has no Fundament upon which to stand or rest. In architecture it is as if
one wanted to build castles in the air. But only in music is it diﬀerent, for melody is a
primary component of music that can stand alone and suﬃce for itself. Melody lacks only
harmony, or the other primary component of music, these being melody and harmony.
Whoever wants to invent a harmony for a melody must be able to set a bass to the melody as
the Fundament-voice, from which alto and tenor must be subsequently derived.

We will return to the relationship between the RO and bassline composition shortly. Earlier in
this chapter I suggested there were two reasons Bach required his pupils to invent basslines in
their entirety before adding middle voices: (1) the outer voices were understood as a selfsuﬃcient two-voice frame; and (2) the subordinate middle voices took the bassline, not the
chorale, as their primary point of reference (as we saw in Stölzel). Wiedeburg’s above account
reinforces both these points. Given that the bass is so often referred to as the Fundament in this
time, it is not surprising that Wiedeburg develops this architectural metaphor. He was not alone
among his contemporaries in viewing composition in this way. 311 But before introducing the
topic of bassline composition, Wiedeburg includes chapters on how to add middle voices to an
unfigured chorale-bass frame, modulation, modes, and cadences. Unfortunately there is not
enough space to examine all these intervening chapters.

310

Wiedeburg (1765–1775, 3:292).

Emanuel Bach writes: “Statt dessen müssen die Grundnoten eine Harmonie mit vielen und guten Bindungen bey sich haben,
damit darüber eine sangbare Hauptstimme gebauet werden könne” (1753–1762, 2:322–323). And F. Daube writes: “Die völlige
Kenntniß des General-Basses bleibt jederzeit der Grund des darauf zu bauenden melodischen Gebäudes” (1756, viii).
311
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Finally, in chapter seven of volume three, Wiedeburg comes to the topic of bassline composition.
The ultimate goal, he says, is to be able to improvise such basses.312 He opens with Fux’s four
rules concerning how one may approach perfect and imperfect intervals.313 Much lengthy
explanation follows, wherein Wiedeburg cites numerous authorities, including Mattheson, Sorge,
Fux, and Printz, among others. Amazingly, Wiedeburg models all possible intervallic
combinations that arise from the four rules, first in two voices and then in four voices! For
instance, rule one says perfect intervals may only proceed to perfect intervals via contrary or
oblique motion. Thus Wiedeburg discusses all the ways one can move from octave to fifth or
from fifth to octave, repeating this pattern for the remaining rules. That the ars combinatoria
underlies much of his pedagogical outlook is readily apparent. In the previous chapter we saw
how seventeenth-century compositional pedagogy often modeled intervallic progressions via twovoice examples, with the number of progressions often becoming unmanageable (see 1.7). The
triumph of thoroughbass pedagogy—if we may be so bold as to call it that—around 1700 was
thus in its simplifying power. Ironically, Wiedeburg’s pedagogy represents a partial return to the
older method, since his method begins by taking chorale and bass as a 1:1 consonant framework
and demonstrating nearly all possible intervallic progressions in all types of contrapuntal motion.
Besides the expected prohibitions of cross relations and hidden fifths and octaves, Wiedeburg
makes the useful recommendation that when one voice leaps, the other should move by step.314
The remainder of chapter seven need not be recounted here.
Chapter eight continues instruction in how to set a bassline to melody, now following a diﬀerent
strategy—a harmonic-intervallic approach. Wiedeburg opens with the table shown in 2.56(a).
Without defining the key of the chorale, he essentially says, “When the chorale has pitch X, then
the bass may pitches ABC.” The available bass pitches are a subset of the consonant intervals plus
the diminished fifth, which may enter unprepared. 2.56(b) translates the table into modern
notation. Obviously Wiedeburg does not account for transposition to all keys in a well-tempered
system, since he omits some bass pitches since they rarely occur in the common melodies. For
instance, he does not bother to list the diminished fifth under chorale pitch c# as an available bass
note. As one would imagine, Wiedeburg only intends this method to be used by beginners. He
says step the pupil is to copy out the chorale with an empty treble staﬀ. Next, one identifies the
keys of each phrase ending and writes the bassline for the cadences. The most common options
are bass degrees 5o 1o with figures 4–3, or bass degrees 4o 5o 1o with a 6/5 chord on 4o (i.e.,
both types of compound cadences). Then, one goes to the beginning of each phrase and uses the
table to fill in the rest of the bass, not being “too artful” at first. Usually the beginning of one
phrase starts in the key of the previous phrase. Parallel thirds and sixths are recommended, as is
contrary motion against the chorale. Generally one begins with the first degree in the bass, but
other options are possible. Of course, the method is not strictly “harmonic-intervallic,” since one
still needs to observe Fux’s four rules, which introduce a linear component. The resulting two“Dis könte nun schon genug seyn; allein weil ich bald zeigen werde, wie man einen Baß ex tempore zu einer Melodie sezen
soll…” (Wiedeburg 1765–1775, 3:255). “Wie muß es einer nun anfangen, der zu einer Lieder-Melodi einen Baß will sezen
lernen, damit er geschickt werde denselben hernach ex tempore (das ist, gleich, ohne langes Bedenken,) machen zu
können?” (ibid., 3:291).
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voice setting should be self-standing, even though inner voices will eventually be added. Still, like
Marpurg and Kittel (as we will see), Wiedeburg warns against using too many octaves between
the outer voices, since they sound hollow. This is to my knowledge the most detailed instruction
of any historical source regarding how to set a bassline to a chorale melody.
While there is much more that could be said of Wiedeburg’s method, it will perhaps be most
useful to examine his discussion of multiple-bass technique. 2.57 shows Wiedeburg’s sixteen
basses to the first phrase of the chorale, “Aus tiefer Noth” (Zahn 4438). The reader can examine
Wiedeburg’s comments, which are paraphrased to the right of each bass. Generally speaking, he
requires that all progressions adhere to Fux’s four rules, though motu recto to a perfect interval is
allowable “by common practice” if the top voice moves by step (i.e., using similar motion). One
seeks to maximize variety of pitches, contrary motion with the chorale, with a mixture of
stepwise and leaping motion. Interestingly, though Wiedeburg mentions clausulae in his chapter
on cadences, any time the bass closes using stepwise motion, he says that it “lacks a cadence.”315
Apparently he did not consider a tenorizans cadence to be a true cadence (see 2.31).
Now I would like to return to the question posed above: How does the RO assist in figuring a
bassline? Wiedeburg’s intervallic approach in 2.56 led me to hypothesize a similar approach using
Heinichen’s Schemata. As we know, the Schemata (see 1.28) defines the available consonant
chords (5/3 or 6/3) for each bass scale degree, with the exception of 6/4/2 on the descending 4o .
One could imagine reversing the bass-oriented perspective of the Schemata so that instead the
scale degree of the discant voice were the starting point. The result would be something like 2.58.
Here we see the available bass pitches for each upper-voice scale degree, based on the options
defined in Heinichen’s Schemata. Note how Heinichen did not include a 6/3 chord on 4o ; I have
allowed for a sixth below 2 anyway, since this is so common. Admittedly, one does not actually
need the concept of scale degree. Like Wiedeburg, it is much easier to simply define the available
bass pitches as consonances (plus a diminished fifth, if desired) below each chorale pitch. Such
interval-centered thinking is what gives rise to the RO anyway, so it would appear that, even if it
were possible to develop a scale-degree centered inverse of the RO, its pedagogical usefulness will
be limited anyway. We saw such a scale-degree-centered method in Stölzel. We will examine
another one from Kittel momentarily (see 2.73).
While Wiedeburg does not discuss a scale-degree oriented approach like the one in 2.58, he does
outline a method that combines scale-degree awareness with the melodic-intervallic approach. He
outlines this in a series of tables, which are reproduced in 2.59. Here Wiedeburg defines every
conceivable type of motion that the chorale could make, from a second to a seventh, both
ascending and descending in C major and A minor. To each of these progressions he attempts to
define every possible bass motion in 1:1 rhythm, occasionally giving a bassline in 2:1 rhythm.
The bass may start on any of the consonant intervals set forth in 2.56, but excluding the
diminished fifth. Naturally, melodic progressions larger than a fifth occur rarely, if ever, in chorale
melodies. That progressions of a sixth and seventh are included illustrates the combinatorial basis
of Wiedeburg’s thinking. It bears repeating that, to my knowledge, no theorist has ever presented
315
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such comprehensive instruction in chorale counterpoint. The tables in 2.59 represent the full
realization of the method sketched in 2.47 in connection with Stölzel’s method. The
methodological similarities with Buchner’s Fundamentum (2.16 and 2.17) and F. E. Praetorius’s
Exempla (2.20) are also obvious. Thus, we can see how the tradition of Klangschrittlehre persisted
for centuries, even being used in the late eighteenth century. It is perhaps unsurprising that
Wiedeburg, an organist, was so retrospective in his outlook, given that organists had to work
with plainchant and chorale melodies that date back centuries. There is certainly more to discover
in Wiedeburg’s treatise. But one should note that chapter nine, which addresses how to vary a
simple bass—and contains one hundred variations on a single melody!—is, strictly speaking, a
distinct technique from multiple-bass composition. Adlung noted this diﬀerence in the quote
given in the introduction to Part Two of the present chapter: “Regarding bass variations, I do not
actually mean the diminution of notes, or the variation of a bass via figures, but instead when
one takes a diﬀerent path, while the note values remain the same as in the melody.” For this
reason, the remainder of Wiedeburg’s treatise will not be examined here, even though it contains
much valuable information.
2.2.14 J. P. Kirnberger (1771–1779): Multiple-Bass Chorales in a Harmonic Lens
In section 2.1.4 we saw how Kirnberger’s claims to represent Bach’s teachings are not as strong as
previously assumed. Of course, this chapter has investigated the writings of many musicians who,
although more or less contemporaneous with Bach, never studied with him. Yet even if we set
aside the unsolved question of whether Kirnberger actually studied with Bach, there is the issue
that Kirnberger’s theories embrace some basic tenets of Rameau’s new harmonic paradigms,
which represent a break from those ideas that likely informed Bach’s teaching. For this reason, it
is tempting to assume that the root-oriented, harmonic perspective espoused by Kirnberger could
not be the result of Bach’s teachings. Nevertheless, Kirnberger’s Kunst des reinen Sazes clearly
endorses multiple-bass chorales as a pedagogical method. There is even a substantial multiple-bass
manuscript (D-LEm, III.6.82a) that seems to originate from Kirnberger or his circle (see 2.11).
Thus, Kirnberger’s writings still deserve mention here, since he was undoubtedly a member of
Bach’s circle.
An article of mine has already investigated Kirnberger’s method of chorale composition.316
Kirnberger’s approach is more harmonically oriented than any of the methods we have examined
thus far. For instance, unlike the traditional Renaissance and early-baroque view that the interval
is the basic building block of music, Kirnberger writes that chords are to music what words are to
language. 317 That is, for Kirnberger (and many musicians in the late eighteenth-century—C. P. E.
Bach being a notable exception), chords, not intervals, are the basic building blocks of music.
Kirnberger categorizes chorale settings according to four harmonic categories, each building in
complexity:318
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Remeš (2017a).

“Die Accorde sind in der Musik das, was die Wörter in der Sprache; wie aus etlichen zusammenfangenden und einen völligen
Sinn ausdruckenden Wörtern ein Saz in der Rede entsteht, so entsteht in der Musik ein harmonischer Saz, oder eine Periode aus
einigen verbundenen Accorden, die sich mit einem Schluß endigen” (Kirnberger 1771–1779, 1:91).
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1. Settings containing triads from 1o , 4o , and 5o ;
2. Settings containing triads from all degrees;
3. Settings containing triads and dominant sevenths on 1o , 4o , and 5o from
neighboring keys (essentially secondary dominants);
4. Settings containing dominant sevenths from remote keys, enharmonic
progressions, and sudden harmonic shifts.
When Kirnberger speaks of triads and seventh chords, he includes all inversions thereof. Thus the
notion of inversional equivalence has completely permeated Kirnberger’s thinking, such that he
even considers 6/4 chords and diminished triads to be consonant.319 Such collapsing of
inversionally equivalent chords into harmonic categories is just one outward sign of Rameau’s
influence, as Walther Heimann has argued (see section 2.1.4).
In volume one of his Kunst, Kirnberger gives three settings of the first and last phrases of the
chorale, “Herzlich thut mich verlangen” (Zahn 5385b). See 2.60. Kirnberger states that the first
setting is by his pupil, Princess Amalia of Prussia, the second is by J. S. Bach, and the third is by
Graun; but as David Beach has noted, all three settings appear to actually be by Bach.320 It is
unclear how Kirnberger could have made such a mistake. Kirnberger writes that the first setting
in 2.60(a) corresponds perfectly to the intentions of the original composer of the chorale, who
set the chorale in the phrygian mode. The second setting at 2.60(b) begins on the subdominant
(Unterdominant) of the phrygian mode, “or, if one wants, in the aeolian mode, and closes
afterwards in the dominant.”321 The third setting in 2.60(c) is supposedly in the ionian mode,
which corresponds the least with the intentions of the chorale’s (anonymous) composer, but,
Kirnberger surmises, was probably written in this way to correspond to the bassline that is usually
sung by the congregation in a particular congregation.322 Kirnberger writes,
Man sieht schon aus diesen drey Beyspielen, wie zu einer Melodie sich verschiedene Bäße
anbringen laßen, dadurch kann die Melodie verschiedene Charakter annehmen, und zu
verschiedenen Liedern sehr ungleichen Inhalts gleich gut gebraucht werden. In dem zweiten
Theil dieses Werks soll mit mehrern gezeiget werden, wie zu einem Gesang, in welcher
Stimme er stehe, mehrere Bäße können gemacht werden. 323
One can already see from these three examples [2.60] how diﬀerent basses may be brought
forth to a melody. In this way, the melody can take on various characters, thus fitting equally
well to various texts whose content is quite diﬀerent. More will be shown in the second

See Kirnberger (1771–1779 [1982], 40; 47–49; 71ﬀ.). Some readers will surely point out that some early commentators
already considered the fourth and diminished fifth to be consonant in certain contexts. As stated in the previous chapter, this is
not the view of Heinichen, whose writing are the focus of this study.
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volume of this work regarding how multiple basses can be composed to a chorale, no matter
in what voice it lies.

Kirnberger makes good on his promise in part two, where he gives several examples of chorale
settings that work through the above four harmonic categories. He prefaces his instruction with
the following remarks:
Ich seze demnach hier voraus, daß ein junger Componist, nachdem er die Regeln der reinen
Harmonie gelernt, sich nun ferner übel wolle, zu einem gegebenen Cantu firmo für die
oberste Stimme, einen beziﬀerten Baß zu sezen, der nicht nur völlig rein, sondern auch so
beschaﬀen sey, daß er mit dem gegebenen Cantu firmo einen guten fließenden Gesang mache,
und daß außer dem aus demselben noch zwey andre gute Mittelstimmen können gezogen
werden, und meine Absicht ist zu zeigen, was zu Verfertigung eines solchen Basses erfordert
werde.324
Therefore I am assuming that a young composer, once he has learned the rules of harmony,
will want to gain further skill at writing a figured bass to a given cantus firmus as the highest
voice; this bass must not only be completely strict but also be written in such a way that it
forms a good and flowing composition with the given cantus firmus and so that two
additional inner voices can be derived from it. It is my intention to show what is needed for
the composition of such a bass.325

Kirnberger begins with an ascending C major scale in the melody and harmonizes it with the
chords I, IV, and V. In order to make the bass more melodic, he introduces inversions of the
triads on these degrees. Kirnberger then demonstrates how this process can be applied to the
chorale, “Ach lieben Christen, seid getrost” (Zahn 4429b). See 2.61(a). The first bassline uses
only chords I, IV, and V (plus their inversions). This is the first harmonic category listed above.
Such a bass can be enhanced through the addition of passing notes and suspensions, as shown in
the second bass. The second harmonic category allows for triads on all diatonic degrees, as
modeled by the third bass in 2.61(a). The third harmonic category, which allows for secondary
dominants to closely related keys, can be seen by comparing the two basses given in 2.61(b) with
each other (the melody here does not appear to be a chorale). Throughout his commentary,
Kirnberger shows a constant sensitivity to the text, which always guides his choice of harmonies,
not only regarding the text’s content but also its punctuation.
Kirnberger’s instruction culminates with a setting of the first three phrases of the chorale “Ach
Gott und Herr” (Zahn 2051) with twenty-six basses. See 2.62. My above-mentioned article
analyzes a selection of these basses. 326 According to Kirnberger, the basses “increase in aﬀect.”327
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“Dahero will ich hier statt alles fernern Unterrichts über diese Materie den Anfang eines Chorals, mit verschiedenen an Aﬀekt
zunehmenden Bässen beyfügen, woraus zu sehen ist, wie vielfältig zu einer Melodie die Harmonie seyn könne, nachdem der
Zweck oder der Ausdruck es erfordert” (Kirnberger 1771–1779, 2:20).
327
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Here follows a summary of his accompanying commentary, which only addresses a selection of
the basses:
1. Kirnberger says bass one uses “only the most natural and easily understood harmonies” on
degrees one, four, and five (category one). Yet this is not correct, as the bass also tonicizes the
dominant key of F major. Moreover, Kirnberger writes, bass one disregards the natural phrase
divisions in that the bass makes a cadence in m. 4 (albeit a stepwise one) when none is
required.
2. Bass two is better in this regard, he says, since it lacks cadences in mm. 2 and 4 and it
contains triads on degrees three (m. 2), six (m. 4), and two (m. 7), thus fitting harmonic
category two.
3. Bass three tonicizes several diﬀerent keys, thus falling into harmonic category three.
4. In bass four, the 6/5 chord in m. 2 negates any sense of close, while the 4/2 chord in m. 3
apparently fits the text “wie gross und schwer” well for reasons that are unclear.
5. In bass five, mm. 5–6 apparently correspond well to the text “begangne Sünden.”
6. Bass six (like bass three) uses a dissonant chord on the word “und,” necessitating further
progression.
The remaining basses “more or less express the character of a repentant sinner by means of the
accompanying foreign and unexpected harmonies.”328
14. Bass fourteen moves in parallel motion with the chorale.
16. Basses sixteen (and eighteen) use contrary motion to the chorale.
20. Bass twenty uses (inexact) canonic imitation.
To close, Kirnberger addresses the issue of repeated tones in the chorale. He concludes his
chapter on chorale composition with a critique of Telemann that unfortunately remains
unqualified. Kirnberger writes that, “The extent to which the most beautiful melodies can be
disfigured by insipid and false harmonies, and by incorrect writing, can be seen by everyone who
ones the Telemann chorale book.”329 It is unclear precisely what Kirnberger means with this
comment.
The next chapter in the Kunst treats modal chorale melodies. Like Buttstedt, Kirnberger says that
knowledge of the modes is necessary especially in order to compose a proper fugue.330
Particularly instructive is Kirnberger’s example of the chorale, “Ach Gott, vom himmel sieh
darein” (Zahn 4431) harmonized in the “modern” way in G major and “as suggested by the
mode.” See 2.63. According to Kirnberger,
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Man müste nicht das geringst Gefühl haben, wenn man das nehmliche Lied bey der ersten
Harmonie nicht ausdrucksvoll und vortreflich, bey der zweyten hingegen nicht äußerst schaal
und ekelhaft finden sollte.331
Anyone who does not find the first harmonization [2.63(b)] expressive and admirable, and
the second [2.63(a)] utterly insipid and disgusting, must not have the slightest sensitivity.332

Before analyzing 2.63 closer, we need to examine Kirnberger’s understanding of modal cadences.
Unlike Buttstedt or Printz, he does not use historical terminology for the approach (perfectissima,
perfecta, tenorizans, etc.) or degree (primaria, secundaria, tertiaria, aﬃnales, peregrinas). Instead,
Kirnberger’s views on modal cadences are unfortunately tainted by his “modern” harmonycentered perspective. He merely identifies the penultimate triad with which most modes close:
ionian, dorian, lydian, and aeolian close with the V–I; phrygian closes with the iv–I, vii–I, or
vii6–I. He makes no mention of typical cadential dissonances. And though Kirnberger recognizes
the use of ficta at cadences, he erroneously says that the mixolydian mode must close with IV–I,
“since its dominant does not have a major third in the scale.”333 In reality, a perfectissima cadence
on G would use F# as musica ficta to make the major third over bass note D, as can be seen in
Buttstedt’s hypomixolydian setting in 2.33. Kirnberger also gives a table identifying available
degrees and their standard approaches for each mode. See 2.64. But his understanding of modes
does not conform entirely with traditional teachings. The first problem is that his approach
options are oversimplified, only listing I–V–I motion for every degree, except on E, which has IIV-I. The second problem is that he is too liberal with peregrinas degrees, or non-standard
cadential degrees that share no common tones with the tonic chord. As a result, he makes some
bizarre allowances, like dorian modulating to E, and phrygian modulating to F. Finally,
Kirnberger is not consistent with his own teachings. On the one hand, he says that the third in
the final chord of a cadence must always be diatonic to the mode, such that, for instance,
modulation to the subdominant in dorian should have a major third.334 But his table in 2.64
allows for dorian melodies to cadence on G with major or minor third.
We now return to Kirnberger’s phrygian harmonization in 2.63. One issue with the phrygian
mode is of course deciding what the secundaria and tertiaria degrees should be. Most authorities
say these should be C and A, though Zarlino still sticks to the typical I–V–III for phrygian, thus
giving B and G.335 Kirnberger gives E, A, and C as the most typical phrygian cadences in 2.64,
though without using the traditional terms. Since the chorale melody in 2.63 is in transposed
phrygian on B, these Kirnberger’s cadential degrees would be B, E, and G (I, IV, and VI,
respectively). As seen from my annotations in 2.63, some of the cadences in his setting fit this
pattern. The two peregrinas cadences on A (degree VII in B phrygian) represent exceptions.
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Unfortunately, the inconsistencies and inaccuracies in Kirnberger’s understanding of modes only
increase from here. He gives an example of the same four-voice setting that is supposed to
demonstrate the diﬀerence between dorian and transposed aeolian, the former using almost
exclusively Bn, the latter using only Bb. See 2.65. But in standard historical practice, Bb may
actually be used at any time in a polyphonic setting in the dorian mode for reasons of “beauty” or
“necessity.” 336 The latter refers to the avoidance of cross relations (mi–fa), like the one that occurs
in m. 4 of 2.65(a). Seemingly unaware of this fact, Kirnberger mistakenly believes that the pitch
set defined by the normative octave species (in this case: D-E-F-G-A-B-c-d) must be maintained
at all times in a polyphonic setting; obviously this is not true. Rather, the modal designation
refers primarily to the voice that carries the chorale or plainchant melody—in this case the
discant, but even this voice may freely introduce ficta as well.337
To close his chapter on modes, Kirnberger gives some Choralgesänge by Bach as supposedly
exemplary settings. The first, Bach’s setting of “Komm Gott Schöpfer” (Zahn 295), is shown in
2.66(a). 2.66(b) and 2.66(c) show the two earliest versions of the hymn, which is Martin
Luther’s translation and adaptation of the Latin hymn and melody, “Veni Creator Spiritus.”
Bach’s setting is more faithful to the later version shown in 2.66(c), diﬀering only in his addition
of a C# in m. 6, itself not a drastic alteration. As the melody is in G mixolydian, standard
cadences are on G, D, and C. Bach’s setting conforms to this, although the middle voices in m. 4
are certainly reflective of later practice. Bach’s highly ornate setting of “Komm Gott Schöpfer”
departs from the simpler style as seen in Buttstedt’s accompanimental settings in 2.32 and 2.33.
But this in itself does not disqualify it as being typically modal. In sum, Kirnberger made a good
choice in selecting Bach’s setting as exemplary of the mixolydian mode.
In contrast, Kirnberger’s decision to include Bach’s Choralgesang setting of “Das alte Jahr
vergangen ist” (Zahn 381) in his chapter on the modes is anything but helpful. The first problem
arises in trying to determine what the original mode of the melody actually is. 2.67(a) shows
three versions of the melody as given in Zahn. The first two versions are unusual in that their
opening phrases end on F#, which seems to negate a dorian reading, since a picardy third should
be non-notated ficta added in a middle voice, not notated as part of the original version of a
melody. Even more perplexing are the final phrases of Zahn 381(a) and 381(c), both of which
end on G#. Are we to believe that a melody in dorian ends with a dissecta cadence to its
secundaria (V) degree, and that this cadence includes ficta? That Kirnberger does not actually
identify the mode of this chorale is in itself telling. In fact, in the listings of modal chorales given
by Conrad Matthaei (1652), Walther (1708), Sorge (1745), Kirnberger (1776), D. G. Türk
(1787), and J. H. Knecht (1798), the chorale “Das alte Jahr” is nowhere to be found.338
Aside from the fact that the chorale is highly unusual, Bach’s setting thereof in 2.67(b) cannot
be viewed as typical. The descending chromatic bassline in m. 5 alone should disqualify it as
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Buttstedt repeats the view, common in the Renaissance, that, in a four-voice motet, if tenor and discant are in an authentic
mode, then alto and bass are in the corresponding plagal mode (or vice versa). See Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 151).
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being typically modal anyway. But decisive blow is that Bach ends the last phrase with a V–I
cadence to E—the one degree that, in modal practice, may never be approached by falling fifth/
rising fourth, since the octave species B-b cannot be divided harmonically in cantus durus or
cantus mollis. Why Kirnberger would choose such an unusual setting for his chapter on modes
may, I fear, indicate his inadequate understanding of the topic. Those readers seeking a more
reliable eighteenth-century perspective on the modes are advised to consult volume three of J. H.
Knecht’s Vollständige Orgelschule (1795–1798), where one will find hundreds of examples of
modal chorales set quite competently. Knecht even gives an illustrative side-by-side comparison
of the same chorale set in dorian and D minor. 339
In light of the above evidence of Kirnberger’s inadequate understanding of the modes, his
statement that Bach “considered the technique of composing in the old church modes to be
necessary” should be viewed with some skepticism.340 While Bach certainly did compose modal
settings at times, at other times his compositional technique drastically departs from modal
practice.341 Still other times, Bach begins with a “tonalized” melody to begin with, such that the
resulting setting could never be modal. Besides, Kirnberger’s rationale for his statement about
Bach is an analysis of Bach’s third part of the Clavierübung. As mentioned already, had
Kirnberger studied with Bach, would he not have recounted a lesson where Bach told him this?
That Kirnberger never recalls an anecdote of a lesson with Bach calls into question his reliability
as a propagator of Bach’s teachings, even if he was quite devoted to Bach’s legacy.
In sum, the most valuable part of Kirnberger’s treatise regarding chorale composition as it relates
directly to Bach is probably his multiple-bass setting in 2.62. As we saw, Kirnberger’s basses
become progressively more chromatic, even outlandish, such that the last settings would not be
appropriate for congregational singing.342 But chorale accompaniment is not, strictly speaking,
Kirnberger’s aim. Instead, he appears to employ multiple-bass settings as a means of exploring the
compositional potential of a given melody. Like Marpurg, Kirnberger believes that this potential
is inexhaustible. The goal of Kirnberger’s method is thus to enable the pupil to access this
boundless compositional potential. We should engage with and appreciate Kirnberger’s writings,
but always remain cognizant that his theoretical perspectives are more at home in the second half
of the eighteenth century than the first half—that is, Kirnberger’s theories belong to the postRameau camp.
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Kirnberger’s own statement supports this conclusion: “Much time and considerable skill is needed on the part of an organist to
train a whole congregation in a good manner of singing. The function of the organ in chorales that are sung by an entire
congregation is simply to keep the people on pitch. That is what the organist must aim for, and not for unnecessary excesses and
decorations of the melody on each syllable, which often makes it diﬃcult to perceive what sort of song is being played or in what
key it is sung” (1771–1779 [1982], 233 note 82).
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2.2.15 J. C. Kittel (1801–1808): Modular Clausulae and Scale-Degree Reinterpretation343
Unlike Kirnberger, Johann Christian Kittel (1732–1809) is known to have been a favored pupil
of Bach during the years 1748–1750.344 To what extent this means that Kittel’s teachings reflect
those of Bach remains to be seen, however. After studying with Bach, Kittel received a position as
organist and teacher in Langensalza in 1751. Five years later he was appointed organist of the
Barfüsserkirche in Erfurt. Finally, in 1762 he transferred to the Predigerkirche in Erfurt. There he
remained, leading a somewhat provincial life dedicated mostly to teaching, until his death in
1808. Kittel’s numerous pupils include M. G. Fischer, K. G. Umbreit, his nephew J. W. Häßler,
and perhaps the most dedicated of them all, J. C. H. Rinck. Kittel’s admirers hailed him as “the
only true Priest of art,” which may be some indication of Kittel’s self-image—one with privileged
access to “true” knowledge of composition, likely reinforced by his status as the “last” Bachpupil.345 It seems like Kittel promoted himself as such, since, in an 1802 review of a concert tour
Kittel gave in Hamburg, an anonymous reviewer wrote that the public’s expectations of a Bach
pupil were so high that they worked to Kittel’s disadvantage. 346 The review concludes by
denounced Kittel as “an old, peculiar, and conceited man, without taste or skill.”347 One wonders
to what extent diﬀering stylistic preferences underlay such a vindictive condemnation. Indeed,
like Wiedeburg, Kittel’s theoretical outlook remained largely retrospective his whole life.348 In his
final decade, Kittel compiled a three-volume treatise on organ playing titled Der angehende
praktische Organist (1801–1808). Though he embraced some elements of the galant style in the
compositions, his eﬀorts to revive church music and organ playing seem decidedly old fashioned
in the age of the Enlightenment and growing secularism.349 Yet this retrospective theoretical
outlook is part of what makes Kittel’s treatise ultimately more useful than Kirnberger’s for the
present study.
Given Kittel’s direct connection to Bach (albeit in the last years of Bach’s life), Der angehende
praktische Organist is of enormous value to the present work. In the preface to volume one, Kittel
claims that,
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Parts of this section appear in Remeš (2019b).
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The main source of biographical information on Kittel is Dreez (1932).
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Dreez (1932, 25). See Kittel (c.1786–1789b), which identifies Kittel as the “The Last Pupil of J. S. Bach.”

“Bey dieser Gelegenheit kann ich doch nicht umhin, Ihnen zu schreiben, dass sich hier, oder vielmehr in Altona, der bekannte
Organist Kittel aus Erfurt ohngefähr ein ganzes Jahr hindurch aufgehalten hat. Man war, als er herkam, sehr begierig, ihn und
seine Künstlertalente kennen zu lernen. Die Erwartungen von einem Schüler des einzigen Sebastians waren, ihm selbst zum
Nachtheil, sehr hoch gespannt. Er liess sich einigemal in Altona und auch hier in der St. Catharinenkirche auf der Orgel hören,
missfiel aber, einige wenige seiner ehemaligen Schüler etwa ausgenommen, fast allen – und gefiel auch mir nicht. Er ist ein alter,
eigner und eitler Mann, ohne Geschmack und Gewandheit. Sein neuestes Produkt, ein Choralwerk, ist bereits in Ihrer Zeitung
gehörig gewürdiget worden, ob ich Sie gleich bitten muss, dem in dieser Gegend ziemlich ausgebreiteten Gerüchte, als sey ich der
Recensent desselben, zu wiedersprechen” (AmZ 1802, 4:334).
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See previous note.

Dreez writes: “Da steht Kittel gewissermaßen auf und sagt gleichsam: ‘Ich will Euch einmal zeigen, was man früher alles
konnte’ – und schreibt das Werk, dessen Wurzeln noch größtenteils in die Zeit vor 1750 hinein reichen” (Dreetz 1932, 56).
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For instance, in Kittel’s view, the organist’s goal is to “awaken feelings of devotion in the hearts of his listeners.” “Er [der
Organist] soll durch Musik die Empfindungen der Andacht in den Herzen seiner Zuhörer erwecken, unterhalten und
erhöhen” (Kittel 1801–1808, 1: Einleitung).
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[…] die Methode, welcher ich mich beim Unterrichte zu bedienen pflege, ganz nach
Bachischen Grundsäzen geformt ist und daß ich ihre Güte durch eine mehr als funfzigjährige
Erfahrung im unterrichte erprobt habe. 350
[…] the method that I am accustomed to employing in lessons is formed completely
according to Bachian principles, and that I have tested the excellence of these principles in
more than fifty years experience in teaching.

Are we to believe that Kittel, writing in 1801, was still capable of recalling what he learned with
Bach fifty years prior? Should the above statement not be understood as mere self-promotion?
Having read Kittel’s treatise, surveyed the surviving sources, and factored in accounts of Kittel’s
teaching, I believe there are suﬃcient similarities between Kittel’s method and what we know of
Bach’s to suggest that Kittel’s claim to represent Bach’s principles is fairly reliable. Let us review
some of the strongest evidence for this claim.
First, in his application for the position in Langensalza in 1751, Kittel says he learned keyboard
and composition “fundamentally” with Bach:
Angesehen ich die Composition sowohl, als die Organisten-Kunst in Leipzig bei dem
berühmten nunmehr seel. verstorbenen Hr. Capell-Mstr. S. Bach fundamentaliter erlernet,
und sondern Ruhms soviel begriﬀen habe, daß ich diesem meinem Metier ein Genüge zu
leisten im Stande bin.351
Since I learned the art of composition and organ playing fundamentally in Leipzig from the
famous and now late Capellmeister S. Bach and comprehended enough of his greatness, I am
therefore able to exercise my profession capably.

Could this imply that the instruction Kittel received may have involved Bach’s FundamentalRegeln, not only in the general sense of “basic knowledge,” but also in the more specific meaning
related to Heinichen’s understanding of norms, licenses, and structural tones (see 1.53)? Indeed,
there is an instance in which Kittel uses the word Fundament-Noten in the same manner as
Heinichen. See 2.68, which comes from a little-known thoroughbass treatise by Kittel that has
been recently translated (see below for more information).352 Kittel reduces the ornamented
example in the top staﬀ to its Fundament-Noten in the lower staﬀ. Interestingly, the upper voices
of the reduction are not exactly the same as the ornamented version. The Fundament-Noten thus
probably refers particularly to the structural bass notes, which is one of the ways in which
Heinichen uses the term Fundament-Noten.
Second, like Bach, Kittel’s method was thoroughbass-centered. Kittel states right at the outset of
his treatise that he considers thoroughbass to constitute the “beginning foundation of musical
350

Kittel (1801–1808, 1: Vorrede).
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From Kittel’s application for a position in Langensalza, dated May 4, 1751. Quoted in Dreez (1932, 12).
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A translation and modern edition are available in Remeš (2019c).
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composition.”353 That Kittel began lessons with thoroughbass is verified by Rinck’s account of his
first lesson with Kittel:
Wie wenig ich damals noch vom Generalbasse verstand, beweist Folgendes. Als ich Kittel
zum ersten Male besuchte, schrieb mir derselbe, um mich zu prüfen, wie weit ich gekommen
sei, die drei Bassnoten c, d, e, auf, welche ich vierstimmig aussetzen sollte. Nachdem ich diese
Aufgabe beendigt, sah Kittel dieselbe durch und sagte: “Die Akkorde sind zwar, einzeln
betrachtet, richtig ausgesetzt, allein nicht in ihrer Verbindung mit einander; du hast Quinten
u. Octaven in den Mittelstimmen gemacht; um diese Fehler zu vermeiden, muss man das
eine oder das andere Intervall verdoppeln” Ich hörte diese Worte, verstand sie aber nicht;
denn ich hatte noch nichts von unerlaubten Fortschreitungen gehört.
Hier blieb ich beinahe 3 Jahre, nämlich bis zum Jahre 1789 und erhielt während dieser Zeit
von diesem großen Manne sowohl theoretischen als praktischen Unterricht in der Musik. Als
die Harmonielehre durchgegangen war, schrieb ich unter der Leitung meines Lehrers sehr
viele, sowohl zwei-, drei- als vierstimmige Choräle.354
~~~
The following account reveals how little I understood of thoroughbass back then. As I visited
Kittel for the first time, he wrote out the bass notes c, d, e for me to set in four voices in
order to test how far I had come. After I had completed this task, Kittel examined it and said,
“Indeed, the chords are, taken individually, set correctly, but not in their connection to each
other. You have made parallel fifths and octaves in the middle voices. In order to avoid this
mistake, one must double one or the other interval.” I heard these words but did not
understand them, for I had never heard to forbidden progressions.
I remained with Kittel for almost three years, namely until 1789. During this time I received
theoretical as well as practical instruction in music from this great man. After the
Harmonielehre was complete, I wrote very many two-, three-, and four-voice chorales under
the direction of my teacher.

Luckily, many of Rinck’s pedagogical manuscripts survive, many of which contain numerous
chorales settings of all sort, thus corroborating the above account. We will examine some of these
manuscripts shortly. Moreover, the above-mentioned thoroughbass treatise by Kittel survives in
Rinck’s hand. This source is probably the Harmonielehre to which Rinck refers in the above
quotation. Since the manuscript survives in Rinck’s hand, it probably dates from 1786–1789,
when Rinck studied with Kittel. The treatise consists of ten “rules,” each explaining the use of a
single figure—5/3, 6/3, 6/5, 4/2, 6/4, 4/3, 7, 4, 9, and 7/4—and demonstrated via short excerpts
and chorale harmonizations. Kittel’s thoroughbass treatise, together with his published treatise,
“Ob ich gleich bey Abfassung dieser Orgelstücke zunächst auf Anfänger Rücksicht genommen habe (welches ich insbesondere
kritisirende Musiker zu bemerken bitte): so habe ich doch bey denen, welche sie benuzen sollen, gute und richtige Kenntniß des
Generalbaßes und der Anfangsgründe der musikalischen Komposition vorausgesezt” (Kittel 1801–1808, 1: Vorrede).
353
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From Rinck’s autobiography (Rinck 1833 [2003], 23).
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reveal a third similarity between Kittel’s and Bach’s pedagogical methods: just like Bach, Kittel
focuses on written-out, four-part thoroughbass realizations.
A fourth similarity between Bach and Kittel is that, though Kittel’s published treatise dates from
the early nineteenth century, it incorporates no elements of “modern” Rameauian harmonic
theories, which became increasingly influential in German-speaking lands in the second half of
the eighteenth century. Rameau’s influence cannot be seen in Kittel’s manuscript thoroughbass
treatise either. Instead, Kittel’s understanding of thoroughbass is decidedly early eighteenthcentury in its orientation. To my knowledge Kittel only cited three authors in Der angehende
praktische Organist: Niedt, Marpurg, and Koch. Niedt’s treatise appears to have been influential
in Bach’s circle, as demonstrated by the anonymous “Vorschriften und Grundsätze.” It is worth
quoting Kittel’s citation of Niedt in its entirety, as it demonstrates Kittel’s pedagogical philosophy
quite succinctly:
Aus diesen Beyspielen kann man sehen, wie mannichfaltig ein einziger melodischer Gedanke
von wenig Noten verändert und zergliedert werden kann. Und dennoch könnte man die hier
angeführten Beyspiele noch ungleich mehr vervielfältigen. Hat doch schon Nied gezeigt, daß
sich ein melodischer Saz von drey bis vier Noten bis ins Unendliche verändern läßt.
“Langweilige Arbeiten!” – denkt vielliecht Mancher. Das mögen sie seyn, aber sie führen zur
Gabe eines gründlichen und unterhaltenden Vortrages. Einheit, ohne ermüdendes Einerley,
Neuheit ohne Bizarrerie – diese vornehmsten Eigenschaften einer guten musikalischen
Schreibart werden großentheils durch Bemühungen dieser Art, wenn auch nicht allein
erworben, doch veredelt und erhöht. 355
From these examples [twenty-two variations] one can see how manifold a single melodic idea
containing a few notes can be varied and parsed. And yet it would still be possible to multiply
the above examples innumerably. Niedt has already shown that a melodic idea of three or
four notes can be varied infinitely. “Tedious work!” some will probably say. That it may be,
but such variations lead to a well-founded and engaging discourse. Unity without monotony;
novelty without bizarreness—these most noble qualities of good musical composition are for
the most part (if not entirely) attained, refined, and enhanced through endeavors of this kind.

The significance of this reference is that, in citing Niedt, Kittel could conceivably have been
recalling the instruction, or at least the pedagogical philosophy of variation, that he received from
Bach.
Fifth, and most importantly, Kittel’s method of teaching composition involves multiple-bass
chorales, just like Bach’s method.356 The bibliography lists numerous multiple-bass sources
attributed to Kittel. That this technique played a central role in Kittel’s teaching can also be seen

355
356

Kittel (1801–1808, 3:32).
The definitive study of Kittel’s multiple-bass teaching is McCormick (2015).
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plainly in Der angehende praktische Organist.357 There is also an account by Rinck that confirms
the presence of multiple-bass chorales in Kittel’s method, among other things:
Die ersten Übungen im vierstimmigen Satze bestanden im Aussetzen von Chorälen und
Generalbass-Exempeln. Hierauf musste ich mehrere Bässe zu einer gegebenen
Choralmelodie erfinden lernen. Nachdem ich hierinnen eine ziemliche Fertigkeit erlangt
hatte, wurde zum zweistimmigen Satze geschritten. Ebenfalls wurde dabei eine
Choralmelodie zum Grunde gelegt, welche ich zuerst Note gegen Note, dann in Achteln,
Sechzehnteilen, punktiren Noten, Triolen bearbeiten, auch öfters die Melodie in ungerade
Takte bringen oder die Melodie selbst zum Basse machen musste.
Auf dieselbe Weise verfuhr er mit dem 3 und 4stimmigen Contrapunkte. Viele Choräle habe
ich wohl 20 bis 30 Mal auf verschiedene Weise variieren müssen.358
~~~
The first exercises in four-part writing consisted in setting chorales and thoroughbass
examples. Next I had to learn to invent multiple basses to a given chorale melody. After I
had gained considerable skill in this, we proceeded to two-voice textures. A chorale melody
was likewise taken as a starting point, which I set note-against-note, then in eighths,
sixteenths, dotted notes, and triplets. Often I had to change the melody to a compound
meter or set the melody itself in the bass [emphasis added].
In this way he introduced counterpoint in three and four voices. Indeed, I had to vary many
chorales twenty to thirty times in this way.

A manuscript survives in Rinck’s hand which documents precisely what this instruction looked
like. 359 See 2.69. This shows Rinck’s systematically organized settings of the chorale “Jesu Meine
Freude.” They begin with two-voice settings in quarter notes, eighth notes, and sixteenths, and
then repeat this rhythmic progression in three and four voices, finally concluding with a setting
in compound meter. Even more significantly for the present argument, from Rinck’s account we
can see that, like Bach, Kittel too employed multiple-bass chorales as a means of teaching
composition. As an aside, it is interesting to know that Rinck had already been exposed to
multiple-bass chorale pedagogy before coming to study with Kittel.360 Before Kittel, Rinck
studied with J. H. Kirchner, from whom a multiple-bass source survives in Rinck’s hand.361 This
means that there were other teachers besides Kittel who employed multiple-bass technique.
357

See Remeš (2017a).
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Rinck (1833 [2003], 24). Emphasis added.

See also D-HS, AHT: 4, a manuscript in Kittel’s hand that contains five settings of the chorale “Befiehl du deine Wege” (=
“Herzlich tut mich verlangen,” Zahn 5385a), followed by a final setting of the same chorale in compound meter. McCormick
(2015, 104) has dated this source to c.1794–1796.
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“In dieser Zeit machte ich auch die ersten Versuche in der Composition, obgleich ich von den Regeln der Satzkunst noch
wenig oder gar nichts verstand. Sechs Choräle mit verschiedenen Bässen […]” (Rinck 1833 [2005], 23).
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Choräle mit verschiedenen Bässen von Cantor Kirchner. US-NH, LM 3982.
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Thus far we have established that Kittel has the following links to Bach: (1) Kittel’s statement that
he learned “fundamentally” with Bach; (2) Kittel’s instruction was thoroughbass-centered; (3)
Kittel required four-part, written-out realizations; (4) Kittel’s theoretical outlook was based on
early eighteenth-century teachings; (5) Kittel’s teaching involved chorale harmonization with
multiple basslines. To these we could add yet more, for example: (6) that Kittel's published
treatise introduces chorale harmonization (vol. 2) before proceeding to fugue (vol. 3); (7) that
Kittel constantly recommends Bach’s works throughout his treatise;362 and (8) that Kittel copied
many of Bach’s works. 363 If this weren’t enough, the philological network given in 2.11 also
establishes Kittel as the person to whom the most multiple-bass sources can be traced (seven at
present). In sum, there are a good number of connections between Kittel and Bach, such that
some other aspects of Kittel’s teachings not yet associated with Bach might be understood as
broadly reflective of Bachian teaching as well.364
The first volume of Der angehende praktische Organist, which is intended for beginners,
introduces Kittel’s pedagogical philosophy and the basics of chorales preludes and
accompaniment. According to Kittel, the organist’s goal is to inspire devotion in the hearts of his
listeners, and to do so the he requires two things: talent and skill.365 Besides keeping his purpose
in mind, an organist must also be a student of nature (who is the “mother of art”), he must learn
and practice the rules that nature dictates, and he must study good examples.366 The last sentence
of volume one says that future volumes will treat organ composition and improvisation.367 To
conserve space, we will focus primarily in volume two.368
In volume two Kittel explains multiple-bass composition in detail. In the preface, he makes the
following remark, which reveals that, in explicating the technique of multiple-bass composition,
he was harkening back to an earlier era:
Mein vornehmster Wunsch bei Abfassung dieses Werkschens war, die angehenden
Tonkünstler unserer Zeit auf einige ziemlich vernachläßigte Mittel aufmerksam zu machen,
durch welche die Musik ihrem edelsten und wichtigsten Zwecke näher gebracht werden
kann, und werde ich diesen Wunsch erfüllt sehen, so ist mein Alter nicht ohne Freude
gewesen. 369
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See, for example, Kittel (1801–1808, 1: Vorrede; 2:31, 64–65; 3:2, 16, 33).
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For a list of Bach works copied by Kittel, see McCormick (2015, 325)
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McCormick has also surmised that Kittel’s teachings may preserve aspects of Bach’s pedagogy (2015, 244–246).

““Er soll durch Musik die Empfindungen der Andacht [devotion] in den Herzen seiner Zuhörer erwecken, unterhalten und
erhöhen” (Kittel 1801–1808, 1: p. 2 of the Einleitung). “Natur und Wissenschaft — das sind die beiden Ammen, ohne welche
kein Zögling der Kunst gedeiht, am wenigsten der der Tonkunst. Musikalisches Talent und Kunstfertigkeit sind also auch die
beiden Haupterfordernisse zu einem guten Organisten” (ibid.).
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Kittel (1801–1808, 1: pp. 3–4 of the Einleitung).
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Kittel (1801–1808, 1:91).
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Brown (1970) examines Kittel’s entire treatise in detail.
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Kittel (1801–1808, 2:11)
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My primary aim in compiling this little work [vol. 2] was to make budding composers of our
day aware of a quite neglected means by which music may be brought closer to its noblest
and most important purpose. Should I see this wish fulfilled, then my old age will not be
without gladness.

Thus, if Kittel did not see himself as a “the one true Priest of art,” at least he saw himself as a
witness to the conservation of bygone teachings—potentially those teachings he received from
Bach fifty years prior in Leipzig. Kittel’s method of chorale harmonization involves two concepts:
clausulae and scale-degree reinterpretation.370
That Kittel used clausulae in his own teaching is confirmed by his nephew, Johann Wilhelm
Häßler (1747–1822), who described his lessons with Kittel thus:
§. Mein erstes Handstück war eine Menuet, in Form eines Kanons. Diesem folgten etwa
noch ein Duzent ähnliche, und dann Emanuel Bachs Sonaten. Ueber alles schrieb mein guter
Onkel die Applikatur.
§. Nach einem halben Jahre wurde der Generalbaß angefangen. Wie sehr kam mir hier die
bereits erlangte Kentnis der Intervallen zu statten. Ich brauchte die Terzen, Septimen, u. s. w.
nicht erst mühsam von ihren Grundtönen abzuzählen: ich grif sie gleich. Indessen machte
mir doch anfänglich die Vermeidung der Oktaven und Quinten, — und mehr noch: die
strenge Foderung meines Lehrmeisters, mit der Hauptstimme jedesmal eine Art von Melodie
zu führen — genug zu schaﬀen.
§. Nach ungefehr drei Monaten muste ich Koral spielen. Hier bekam ich Gelegenheit genug,
alle vorige Generalbaßexempel in Anwendung zu bringen. Weiter hin muste ich Koräle in
vier Stimmen aussezen, wo mir anfänglich die, einer jeden Stimme eigentümlichen,
Schlußfälle, nicht wenig zu schaﬀen machten. Zulezt muste ich gewisse schikliche Koräle
so umkehren, daß der Cantus firmus bald im Alt, bald im Tenor, bald im Basse lag.371
~~~
§. My first piece was a minuet in the form of a canon. After this followed a dozen similar
ones and then [C. P.] Emanuel Bach’s Sonatas. My good uncle wrote in fingering for
everything.
§. Thoroughbass was begun after a half year. How useful it was to already have knowledge of
intervals. I did not have to laboriously count out the thirds, sevenths, and so forth—I simply
grabbed them. However, the avoidance of [parallel] octaves and fifths, together with the strict
requirement of my Lehrmeister that the top voice should always form a melody gave me
plenty to do.
370

Regarding scale-degree reinterpretation in chorale harmonization, see Gauldin (2009) and de Clercq (2015).
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Häßler (1787, I–XII), quoted in Kahl (1948, 54). Emphasis added.
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§. After about three months I had to play [i.e., improvise] chorales. Here I had opportunity
enough to employ all the previous thoroughbass exercises. I also had to write out
[harmonize] chorales in four voices, wherein the clausulae belonging to each voice gave
me more than enough to do. Eventually I had to invert certain chorales so that the cantus
firmus lay in the alto, the tenor, or the bass [emphasis added].

In his treatise, Kittel defines clausulae as shown in 2.70; from the typical keyboard cadence at (a)
he extrapolates the individual voice lines of (b). These are the same traditional clausulae that
Herbst, Werckmeister, Walther, and Kellner give. 372 (See 2.27 and 2.28 for a review of the
traditional terms.) These authors associate clausulae with specific positions in a modal or tonal
scale. For simplicity, let us call this “scale degree,” even though this term is usually reserved for
tonal music. However, unlike these other authors, Kittel disassociates clausulae from scale degrees
and instead abstracts them to their type of intervalic motion:
Aus der aufmerksamen Betrachtung dieser Schlüsse [2.70(b)] ergiebt sich, daß das
Eigenthümliche des Diskantgesangs [Tenor] stufenweise Fortschreitung, das Eigenthümliche
des Altgesangs [Diskant] halbtonweise Fortschreitung, das Eigenthümliche des Tenorgesangs
[Alt] Terzfälle, und das Eigenthümliche des Baßgesangs, Quintfälle oder Quartensprünge
sind.
From the detailed analysis of these clausulae [2.70(b)] it is apparent that the essence of the
tenor clausula is [descending] whole-step motion, the essence of the discant clausula is
[ascending] half-step motion, the essence of the alto clausula is a falling third, and the essence
of the bass clausula is a falling fifth or rising fourth.373

To my knowledge there is at least one precedent to conceiving of clausulae as directed intervals
instead of scale degrees. We see this in Buttstedt’s treatise when he writes:
Wie nun diese Clausulae ins gemein in Bassirende, wenn der Bass steiget und fält, und in
Tenorisirende, wenn er per gradus geht, getheilet und genennet werden, wird jeden schon
bekant seyn: Wie aber Herr Prinz die Clausulas formales Primarias, eines jeden Modi
eintheilet, und distinguiret, kan in dessen ersten Theile seines Satyrischen Componistens nach
gelesen werden.374
How these clausulae are categorized and named as bass clausula (when the bass rises or falls)
and tenor clausula (when it proceeds by step) is already well known. But how Mr. Printz
categorizes and distinguishes between the Clausulas formales Primarias of each mode can be
found in the first part of his Satyrischer Componist.
Herbst (1643, 59ﬀ.); Werckmeister (1698, 36ﬀ.); Walther (1708 [1955], 161–162); Kellner, D. (1732; 2nd ed. 1737, 23). In
fact, Kittel swaps the names of the clausulae when compared to all other authors; I have retained the traditional terminology in
2.70 to avoid confusion.
372
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Kittel (1801–1808, 2:2). As already mentioned, Kittel swaps the names of the traditional clausulae.
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Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 152).
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Thus, it seems Kittel was not the first to conceive of clausulae as a directed interval. It is this
disassociation—the shift from specific scale degrees to “interval + direction”—that is central to
Kittel’s method, for it allows him to apply “cadential logic” not just at phrase endings, but also
anywhere within a phrase.
We can see this in Kittel’s clausular analysis of the chorales “Jesu meine Freude,” as shown in
2.71(a), and “Meinen Jesum lass ich nicht” in 2.71(b). Kittel divides both melodies into short
sections according to the type of motion in the chorale. He then assigns each segment a
particular clausula, even when the segment does not exactly correspond to the “standard” versions
of the clausulae Kittel gives in 2.70(b). The word “segment” (Abschnitt) in 2.71 is never defined.
It seems to refer to bass motion by fourth or fifth (either ascending or descending) with a 5/3
chord on both notes (outer voice intervals 8-10/10-8, or 3-5/5-3).375 Only mm. 3–4 in 2.71(b)
does not fit this outer-voice pattern, though the bass still falls by fifth. The qualifier “complete”
appears to indicate the presence of all clausulae occurring simultaneously at the end of a phrase,
although oddly enough, the bass and alto voices in these instances do not match the standard
bass and alto clausulae in 2.70(b).
Despite these inconsistencies, the strategy is fairly clear: when the chorale has intervallic motion
(i.e., size + direction) corresponding to a given clausula, one may add the other clausulae in the
remaining voices (except the bass clausula, which is usually reserved for the bass voice). As
mentioned already, what is unique about Kittel’s method is that he identifies clausulae not only at
phrase endings, but also within phrases. Just as Holtmeier has argued that the rule of the octave
represents the “cadentialization” of a bass scale, Kittel does the same to a chorale melody—he
conceives of chorales as a series of concatenated cadences arranged in modular units.376 Such a
“liberalization” of cadential logic broadens the purview of cadential concepts like semplice and
composta (see 1.23 and 1.24) and altizans, tenorizans, etc. (see 2.31) to no longer be restricted to
inter-phrase articulation, but to also be applied intra-phrase. In what follows we will see how
Kittel actually develops a sort of rule of the octave for the soprano using the concept of scale
degree.
Based on 2.71, Kittel concludes that, “Thus it follows that every stepwise progression of the
chorale consists of clausulae linked to each other, leading to other keys.”377 As an example he
gives 2.72(a) and 2.72(b). The slurs are presumably intended to identify the location of the
clausulae, though they are without labels. The interesting thing about the examples in 2.72 is
that even the statement “leading to other keys” is not observed strictly. For instance, the first set
of slurs in m. 1 of 2.72(a) apparently is meant to show that this is a cadence in F major. This is
clear enough. Yet the next slur in the bass bridging mm. 1–2 has degrees two and five. Indeed,
375

Regarding these progressions, see Menke (2017a, 73–75).

“Underlying the Rule of the Octave is less a collection of interval-progression models and more a Durchkadenzierung
(thorough cadentializing) of the scale by means of these contrapuntal cadence models—above all the cadenza doppia” (Holtmeier
2007, 16).
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“Hieraus ergiebt sich, daß jede stufenweise Fortschreitung des Gesanges aus aneinander gereiheten Schlüssen besteht, mithin
in andere Tonarten leitet” (Kittel, 1801–1808, 2:4).
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the intervallic motion corresponds with that of a bass clausula, but the upper voices do not (the
alto would need an F#). The same applies to the first slur in the chorale in m. 2, and many other
slurs in 2.72(a). It would seem that Kittel truly has disassociated clausulae from scale degrees to
purely an interval plus a direction. What is unclear is to what extent this method actually assists
in harmonizing a chorale melody. Take, for instance, the first slur in the bass of m. 2 in 2.72(a).
What use is it to conceive of this as a bass clausula if it is not being paired with a discant clausula
in the chorale? Yet more uncertainty is created by 2.72(b), which contains two settings of
ascending bass scales—essentially Kittel’s rule of the octave. Since there is no explanatory text, it
would seem that this example is intended to explicate the statement that opens this paragraph.
Yet 2.72(b) contains no slurs. Where, then, are the clausulae? This remains an open question.
One wonders if 2.72(b) is actually meant to relate to 2.73(a), since they both set scalar motion
—the former in the bass, the latter in the top voice. Kittel explains how, as modeled in 2.73(a),
each scale degree in the chorale should be paired to one or two scale degrees in the bass voice. In
this way, 2.73(a) is essentially a sort of “rule of the octave for chorales.” 2.73(b) is my summary
this information in a table. For instance, according to Kittel, scale degree one in the chorale may
only have scale degree one in the bass, and degree five in the chorale may have degree one or
three in the bass, etc. Like the rule of the octave for the bass, one is presumably supposed to
distinguish between ascending and descending motion in the chorale, but this is not made
explicit. The similarities with Stölzel’s method are readily apparent: whereas Stölzel defines the
available intervals below each scale degree in the chorale (see 2.42), Kittel identifies the available
bass scale degrees below each scale degree in the chorale. Next, Kittel demonstrates the use of this
information in context. This is arguably the most useful part of Kittel’s entire treatise, since it
relates directly to multiple-bass composition. Thus, I contend that what follows could be the
“quite neglected means” to which Kittel refers at in the preface to volume two. Given the
numerous connections between Kittel’s method and what we know of Bach’s, it is possible that
Kittel’s method reflects some elements of Bach’s teachings.
Oddly enough, Kittel now seems to have left clausulae behind, instead focusing on scale-degree
reinterpretation. That is, it seems that his whole explanation of clausulae was only a means of
deriving his “upper-voice rule of the octave” in 2.73. As a demonstration, Kittel harmonizes a
four-note ascending scalar segment (g1-a1-b1-c2) in eight diﬀerent ways, as shown in 2.74. Similar
examples are shown in 2.75 and 2.76. The annotations identifying the keys are Kittel’s; the scaledegree analysis is editorial, as are the check marks and the x’s. The check marks and x’s indicate
whether the given outer-voice dyad corresponds with Kittel’s own model as shown in 2.73(b).
For instance, Kittel says that progression one in 2.74 is in C major, meaning that the chorale has
degree five and the bass has degree one, as indicated. Since these degrees correspond to the
“standard” outer-voice dyads given in 2.73(b), this chord receives a check mark.
Since Kittel only labels the keys—not the scale degrees—his intentions are sometimes unclear.
Consider progression three in 2.74. Kittel says it is in E minor, but it clearly ends in (or at least
tonicizes) A minor. Yet regardless of whether we interpret the outer-voice scale degrees in E
minor or A minor, the degrees do not correspond to the table in 2.73(b). Thus this chord
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receives an “x.” But as we can see by the plethora of check marks, the majority of the chords do
indeed follow Kittel’s own advice. What is somewhat strange, however, is that progression five in
2.74 actually alters the upper-voice segment, changing b1 into bb1, compared to the “original”
scalar fragment in the first phrase. Similar chromatic alterations occur in the upper voice of 2.75
and 2.76. Obviously one could not usually introduce such chromatic alterations when
harmonizing a chorale, at least not when accompanying a congregation. It is therefore not clear
why Kittel would allow for such a technique. His goal, it seems, is merely to show the variation
inherent, not in a particular pattern of whole and half steps, but merely generic steps. Still, such
chromatic alterations conflict directly with his strategy of scale-degree reinterpretation, since a
new pattern of whole and half steps opens up new tonal possibilities that are incompatible with
the non-altered chorale segment.
It was just stated that the material just discussed is arguably the most interesting part of Kittel’s
treatise, at least concerning multiple-bass harmonization. A close contender in this regard is the
section that follows immediately after it. Kittel’s commentary is worth quoting at length. In it he
introduces the terms Grundbass, Grundackord [sic], and Grundharmonie, all of which refer to a
harmonization using only diatonic 5/3 chords, as shown in his “upper-voice rule of the octave” in
2.73 (with the exception of the single 6/3 chord in his “rule”). According to Kittel, a Grundbass
setting is the procedural and conceptual starting point for more complex settings to follow, which
derive from the Grundbass setting via chordal inversion. Referring to 2.74, 2.75, and 2.76, Kittel
says that,
Auf diesem einfachen Wege wird es Keinem schwer werden, zu den wesentlichen Noten
eines einfachen Gesanges den richtigen Grundbaß mit Sicherheit zu finden. Freilich
widerrathen uns oft schon melodische und harmonische Rücksichten (der ästhetischen
hier zu geschweigen) einen und den andern Gesang ganz, oder zum Theil lediglich mit
den einfachen Grundackorden zu begleiten, und es möchte dies bei einer Melodie mehr,
oder weniger der Fall seyn, je nachdem sie sich mehr oder weniger von der rein
diatonischen Fortschreitung entfernt; aber mit der eigentlichen Grundharmonie hat
man doch immer die Quelle gefunden, aus welcher die harmonische Begleitung
eines Gesangs zu schöpfen ist, denn in den Verwechselungen des Grundackordes, so
wie in den ihm nächst verwandten Harmonien, findet sich stets ein vollkommen
zureichender Vorrath von passenden Wendungen zu der richtigen und fließenden
Begleitung eines richtigen und fließenden Gesanges. Man beliebe das Gesagte auf
folgende Beispiele anzuwenden [2.77]: 378
With this simple method, no one will have diﬃculty finding the correct Grundbass to the
essential tones of a simple chorale. Admittedly, melodic and harmonic considerations (to
say nothing of aesthetic ones) often dissuade us from accompanying this or that chorale
fully or only partially with simple Grundackorden, this sometimes being the case with a
melody, depending on how much it departs from the pure, diatonic progressions. But
with the actual Grundharmonie one nevertheless has always found the source out of
378

Kittel (1801–1808, 2:7). Emphasis added.
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which to draw the harmonic accompaniment of a chorale, for in the inversion of a
Grundackord and in the closely related harmonies there always lies a fully suﬃcient
supply of appropriate options for the correct and flowing accompaniment of a
correct and flowing chorale. One can see the application of this in the following
examples [2.77].

This statement confirms the presence of inversional thinking in Kittel’s methodology, and reveals
that he assigns ontological primacy to 5/3 chords. Yet we should not necessarily interpret this as
indicative of Rameau’s influence. Interestingly, Kirnberger also uses the term Grundbass
throughout his writings; perhaps Kittel was influenced by Kirnberger in this regard. Kittel does
once refer to a 6/5 chord on the seventh scale degree as an inversion of a dominant chord with
seventh, as we will see momentarily. There is almost no way he could be writing in the early
nineteenth century without having come across this idea. Yet on the whole, Kittel’s writings are a
far cry from Rameau’s or Kirnberger’s, who constantly emphasize inversional identity and the
ontological primacy of a root position harmonies. Indeed, nowhere in Kittel’s teachings does he
actually assign a chordal root to a dissonant harmony (as in Rameau’s son fondamentale), nor does
Kittel track the intervallic progressions of such roots (as in Rameau’s basse fondamentale). We will
recall from the previous chapter that German-speaking theorists had recognized the primacy of
5/3 chords in the context of the trias harmonica at least since the early seventeenth century, and
Heinichen and Emanuel Bach (among others) utilized a theory of inversion of dissonant chords
(Verwechselung) without positing a generative root position (as in Rameau’s renversement). That
Kittel uses the same word (verwechseln) may indicate his proximity to Heinichen and Carl
Philipp’s teachings, which would be unsurprising. As already suggested, his use of the term
Grundbaß could betray the influence of Kirnberger, but nowhere in Kittel's treatise does he
mention Kirnberger. The relationship between Kirnberger and Kittel is a promising area of future
research.
The eight settings in 2.77 present Kittel’s various ways of harmonizing the same five-note
descending scalar segment (g1–f1–e1–d1–c1). The first setting defines the Grundbaß—the
harmonies in their “original form.”379 As just mentioned, this statement emphasizes the primacy
of 5/3 chords in Kittel’s method. He writes that the choice of harmony is based on the preceding
instruction (indeed, each outer-voice dyad does correspond with Kittel’s “upper-voice rule of the
octave” in 2.73[b]), and that each voice employs its characteristic clausula. Kittel notes that the
stepwise filling in the alto clausula’s falling third (g–f–e in the tenor voice) makes the cadence
more final. In setting two in 2.77, which is “more singable” (sangbarer) the bass moves in a
“tenor-like” fashion (i.e., stepwise) until the leap in the bass clausula at the end. Kittel writes that,
as the fourth scale degree, the second tone of the chorale usually should receive an F major chord,
but this is substituted for a D minor chord. The third chord, however, is the first inversion (erste
Verwechselung) of the C major chord in the corresponding chord in the Grundbaß version. The
ear is supposedly pleased by the division of the penultimate tone in the chorale into two bass
pitches—scale degrees four and five.
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Kittel’s commentary on 2.77 can be found in (1801–1808, 2:8–9).
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In the third setting in 2.77, Kittel writes that the bass proceeds by falling fourths and fifths. This
time the second note in the chorale receives the “first inversion of the chord of the dominant
with the seventh, since this is not only closely related to the [following] C harmony, but also
because the diminished fifth in this fine inversion necessarily proceeds to the following [C major]
chord.”380 Though it may seem that Kittel is asserting the existence of a chordal root in the
dominant seventh chord, he is merely recognizing the inversional equivalence between a 7 chord
and 6/5 chord. While one could argue that Kittel is assigning primary status to the 7 chord, we
should recall that there is no 7 chord in the Grundbaß version—hence, Kittel does not appear to
assign this dissonant harmony a chordal root. According to Kittel, the fourth setting of 2.77 is
based on the inversion (Verwechselung) of voices, “which also oﬀers a rich source of harmonic
variation.”381 The character of the bass is borrowed from the discant clausula, and is specifically
related to the alto line in the second setting of 2.77, we are told. In this manner, the harmonies
in setting two appear in setting four in new inversions. Kittel says that the remaining examples in
2.77 are to be understood in a similar manner, and thus he gives no commentary on them,
except for the captions above each example.
Kittel continues with a few general comments regarding chorale harmonization. The two most
pertinent of these are as follows. First, Kittel criticizes those autodidacts who do not concern
themselves with rules, for they could have advanced more quickly and eﬃciently had they sought
out good instruction.382 Ironically, Heinichen gives precisely the same advice in his 1728 treatise,
writing that, while pupils certainly need to work diligently, this alone will not make them
“fundamental.”383 Heinichen’s use of the word “fundamental” is reminiscent of Kittel’s
description of the instruction he received from Bach, quoted at the beginning of this section.
Could it be that Bach too adhered to a similar perspective regarding the futility of attempting to
discover the principles of composition oneself without proper instruction?
The second interesting point Kittel makes is that he mentions the existence of other methods of
deriving a Grundbaß. He specifically singles out Koch, whose method is based on the matching
of the chorale’s tones to the harmonic series of the bass tones.384 This is one of the rare instances
(of three total, to my knowledge) in which Kittel cites another theorist. He writes that,
Ich will dem Werthe dieser Methoden dadurch, daß ich sie nicht ausführlich erwähne,
keineswegs zu nahe treten. Wenn ich der meinigen folgte, so geschah es darum, weil
mich eine lange Erfahrung gelehrt hat, daß sie für Anfuanger leicht und sicher ist. 385
“Statt der zu zweiten Note des Cantus Firmi gehörenden F Harmonie hat man die erste Verwechselung des Ackordes der
Dominante vom Haupttone mit der Septime wählen können, weil er nicht nur mit der C Harmonie nahe verwandt ist, sondern
auch durch die in dieser feiner Verwechselung enthaltene verminderte Quinte auf den folgenden Ackord nothwendig
hinleitet” (Kittel 1801-1808, 2:9).
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“Der Baß bey 4) gründet sich auf die Verwechselung der Stimmen, welche ebenfalls eine reiche Quelle harmonische
Veränderungen abgiebt” (Kittel 1801–1808, 2:9).
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Kittel (1801–1808, 2:10).

“Alles aber auﬀ eigenen Fleiß und Erfahrung allein (ich sage, allein, ohne gute manuduction) ankommen zu lassen, solches
machet uns nichts allezeit zu fundamentalen Leuthen” (Heinichen 1728, 767–768).
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In refraining from mentioning these [Koch’s] methods in detail, I make clear my opinion
of their worth. I have presented my own methods instead because extensive experience
has taught me that mine are easy and secure for beginners.

Kittel did indeed use this method with beginners. In the above-mentioned source containing
Rinck’s copy of Kittel’s thoroughbass treatise, there exist two folios in Rinck’s hand containing
multiple-bass harmonizations of chorale fragments in a similar manner to 2.74–2.77. These are
shown in 2.78. The scale-degree analysis and consecutive numbering are editorial. It is unclear
whether Rinck composed these examples himself (and if so, whether Kittel corrected them),
whether Rinck merely copied them from Kittel, or whether the two worked them out in
collaboration. The absence of any corrections suggests they may not be Rinck’s own work, but
this is mere speculation. Regardless, the connection to Kittel’s instruction as found in Der
angehende praktische Organist is evident: a short fragment is “filtered” through the lens of various
keys, resulting in a diverse array of four-voice harmonizations with thoroughbass figuring
included. The first system at 2.78(a) contains seven variations on a descending stepwise
tetrachord in the pattern whole–half–whole steps. 2.78(b) contains fourteen variations on a
diﬀerent fragment. Only the variations at (c) and (d) remain mostly restricted to a minor. It is
not immediately apparent, however, that Rinck’s strategy is to begin with a Grundbaß and then
develop it via chordal and linear Verwechselung.
Throughout Der angehende praktische Organist, Kittel usually takes a single chorale phrase to be
the basic didactic unit. That is, he usually demonstrates multiple-bass harmonization using
segments that are somewhat longer than those we have previously encountered. While there are
numerous examples of multiple-bass harmonization in volume one of Kittel’s treatise, we will
examine those that follow after the instruction that we have examined up to this point, since
Kittel specifically says that these settings are drawn from two sources:
Die beiden Quellen, aus denen diese Veränderungn der harmonischen Begleitung eines
cantus firmi geschöpft wurden, sind Harmonie und doppelter Kontrapunkt. Der Reichthum
dieser Quellen ist unerschöpflich. Es wird daher eine sehr nüzliche Uebung abgeben, wenn
der Anfänger jene Beispiele für sich bearbeiten und vermehren will. Nur muß er dann nicht
blos Bässe zur Melodie schreiben, sondern diese auch beziﬀern, und sodann in alle vier
Stimmen ausschreiben. Der Verfolg dieses Werkes wird ihm Anweisung geben, den
melodischen und harmonischen Werth dieser Veränderungen zu beurtheilen und zu
würdigen. 386
The two sources from which these variations of the harmonic accompaniment of a cantus
firmus were drawn are harmony and double counterpoint. The richness of these sources is
inexhaustible. Thus is will be a very useful exercise if the beginner adapts and extends these
examples. But he must not only write basses to the melody, but must add figuring, thus
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writing out all four voices. The remainder of this work will give instruction on how to judge
and evaluate the melodic and harmonic worth of such variations.

Presumably “harmony and double counterpoint” refers to the technique of Verwechselung
(inversion) being applied both to the Grundbaß (individual “root position” chords) and to
clausulae (invertible counterpoint of a linear line), as we saw in 2.77. The settings to which Kittel
is referring are shown in 2.80; his prelude and accompaniment (with interludes, or
Zwischenspiele) are shown in 2.79. Presumably the accompanimental setting is representative of
what Kittel expects an organist to be able to improvise. The purpose of the various settings in
2.80 is therefore to develop a store of models which one can draw from, depending on the
meaning of the text at any given point. The necessity of matching musical and textual expression
is a point Kittel constantly emphasizes throughout his treatise. Bach apparently also emphasized
this in his lessons.387
Kittel’s settings in 2.79 and 2.80 are useful in another regard, besides that they demonstrate
Kittel’s method of chorale harmonization. The chorale melody is “Ach Gott, vom Himmel sieh
darein”—the same chorale with which Kirnberger demonstrated the diﬀerence between tonal and
modal settings in 2.63 (even occuring in the same mode—B phrygian). Thus, 2.80 gives
occasion to evaluate Kittel’s treatment of a modal chorale. In truth, this does not require too
much comment; Kittel’s setting is decidedly modal. Interestingly, he makes no mention that it is
modal, however. More relevant to the present discussion is Kittel’s comment makes regarding his
settings of strophe one in 2.80. He says that these eleven settings are divided into two classes: (1)
those that arise from the Verwechselung (inversion) of the Grundackorde (plural: chords); and (2)
those that arise from the imitation of individual voices. Settings 1–8 for strophe one belong to
the first type; settings 9–11 belong to the second type, as implied by Kittel’s commentary.
However, a survey of settings 1–8 reveals that, as seen in 2.77, Kittel’s methodology involving
Verwechselung of chords is by no means systematic in nature. Rather, the idea of chordal inversion
appears to be more of a creative stimulus.
Now we move on to Kittel’s instruction regarding the composition of middle voices.388 He
considers the proper handling of middle voices to be a central component of composition.
According to Kittel, the rules regarding middle voices can be divided into two types, depending
on whether one considers the middle voices as independent melodies or as accompanying voices.
Below is a paraphrase of Kittel’s rules middle voices regarded as independent melodies:
1. They must consist of proper, singable, and flowing melodies;
2. They must restrict themselves to diatonic pitches (sich auf ihr eigenthümlichen Tonsprengel
einschränken); they must remain oriented to the chorale in their progressions and
cadences; must not overstep the range of its voice-type; they must not mix too many
types of progressions, mixing bass-like, tenor-like, alto-like, and soprano-like motions;
and
387
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3. They must have and maintain an exact and certain character regarding their figures.389
According to Kittel, the rules concerning the relationship of a middle voice to the chorale are the
same as those concerning two-voice composition in general. The main principle of two-voice
writing is that the structural tones (wesentliche, harmonische) should make thirds or sixths. An
octave or unison is allowed at the beginning and end of phrases or on weak beats, however. All
other intervals may occur between the structural tones or may be suspended (gebunden).
Contrary motion is highly recommended.390 Kittel demonstrates these principles in 2.81(a) and
(b), the latter of which is an ornamented version of the former. Kittel writes that, if a two-voice
setting is done properly, it can easily be supplemented by additional voices. The similarity with
Rinck’s settings in 2.69 is apparent, in that a two-voice setting forms the structural core. Kittel
notes that the alto voice is places in the bass in the three-voice setting in 2.81(c). The four-voice
setting at (d) receives no additional commentary from Kittel. Regarding (e), Kittel writes that the
meter has been changed to 3/4 because this aﬀords more space for the chromaticism, at which
point what was previously congregational accompaniment becomes a variation. In this way, 2.81
models neatly how instruction in chorale harmonization transitions naturally to a type of
compositional training. After including some remarks on chromatic settings in general, Kittel
writes that,
So viel von den allgemeinen Grundsäzen, auf welche bei Aufsuchung eines Grundbasses und
bei der Bearbeitung der aus demselben herfließenden Harmonien Rücksicht zu nehmen ist.
So kurz und einfach sie sind, so gehört doch eine ziemlich geschärfte Beurtheilung dazu, den
Werth eines Basses oder einer harmonischen Begleitung in so unendlich verschiedenen Fällen
richtig zu würdigen. Demohnerachtet ist diese kritische Kunst dem gründlichen
Tonkünstler ganz unentbehrlich. Da nun lediglich eine lang fortgesezte Uebung die hierzu
erforderliche Fertigkeit erwerben kann, und dem Anfänger um eine Anweisung zu thun seyn
muß, die ihm sichtlich zeigt, wie er bei dergleichen Uebungen zu verfahren habe, so wird ein
großer Theil der folgenden Blätter der Absicht gewidmet seyn, diesem Bedürfnisse
abzuhelfen. Wir gehen also zuvorderst zu einer Kritik der in obigem Chorale vorkommenden
Bässe zurück.391
Thus concludes the general principles that must be observed in the invention of a Grundbaß
and in the treatment of the harmonies that are derived from it. As short and simple as the
principles are, it still requires a highly developed judgement in order to correctly evaluate the
worth of a bass or of a harmonic accompaniment in such endlessly varied cases.
Nevertheless, this critical art is essential to a fundamental composer. Since only extensive
practice can attain the necessary proficiency, and since the beginner must be given instruction
that makes apparent how to proceed in such practice, a majority of the following pages are
therefore dedicated to fulfilling this need. Thus we begin by returning to a critique of the
basses given to the previous chorale [emphasis added].
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That Kittel describes the skill of multiple-bass harmonization to be essential for a
“fundamental” (gründlich) composer suggests a potential connection to Bach’s “fundamental
rules.” Let us examine the examples that Kittel refers to in the above quote in order to get an
impression of Kittel’s pedagogy. His various settings of the chorale “Herr Jesu Christ wahr’r
Mensch und Gott” are shown in 2.82.
We begin with strophe one, shown at 2.82(a). The first bass apparently lacks a bass-like character,
since it proceeds like an alto clausula—that is, by descending thirds. The second bass is faulty
between of consecutive leaps of a fourth. In the commentary to the third bass, Kittel first
recognizes that the mode of the chorale is phrygian; he prefers to begin with a G major chord in
order to emphasize this. Bass five supposedly improves upon bass four by changing the
“immature” fourths to “pathetic” fifths. This is odd, since both settings contain fourths and fifths;
Kittel apparently thinks setting five emphasizes the fifths more, however. In bass six, the note
marked with (+) is considered faulty because it already occurred in the second chord and because
the tenor in the previous chord “demands” an Eb major chord, since the tenor has the leading
tone to Eb major. Kittel’s commentary to bass seven emphasizes that the settings are intended to
be used to accompany a congregation. It is unclear why bass seven is “foreign” and thus should
not be used at the beginning of a chorale; perhaps it has to do with the discant clausula in the
bass? (Presumably one could use such a setting at the beginning of a chorale if it were not verse
one, however.) It is easier to understand why bass eight is too harmonically adventurous for the
beginning of a chorale. Though correct in its harmonic treatment, bass nine is apparently
inappropriate since it departs too much from the phrygian mode. Perhaps textual reasons might
justify the use of bass nine, however.
2.82(b) shows Kittel’s settings of strophe two. It is unclear why bass two is better than bass one;
the reason may be that the ab on the downbeat of the last bar brings more variety. Kittel seems to
especially prefer the mi-cadence in bass three. How is the fourth bass more diatonic than the
previous ones? “Bass” here may be a catch-all term for “setting,” so that it also refers to the middle
voices. Interestingly, in bass five Kittel advises to avoid using an outer-voice octave at the
beginning of an internal strophe, instead reserving the octave for the very beginning and very end
of a chorale. Precisely how an octave obscures the tonic remains uncertain, however. With bass
six, Kittel seems to make an error, since he writes that the outer voices end with direct octaves,
but so does bass three, which he terms “better”! The commentary to bass seven reveals Kittel’s
concern that, generally speaking, harmonies should be preceded by their leading tones. This
appears to be the natural result of his “cadentializing” perspective of chorale harmonization. His
third qualm with bass seven seems bizarre, however: are we really to believe that the bass of a
given chord may not create a dissonance with the soprano note of the following chord? If this
were true, very many typical progressions would be prohibited.
Kittel’s settings of strophe three are shown in 2.82(c). Kittel seems to understand the first two
chords as being in Ab major, not in Eb major. 2.82(d) gives settings for the final strophe. In bass
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one, the third chord has thoroughbass figure 5 with a caret, indicating a diminished fifth.392 Why
does Kittel designate bass one as “clever”? Does it have to do with the fact that the 7supersyncopatio in the outer voices in m. 1 resolves to a dissonant diminished fifth, which
technically constitutes a contrapuntal license? 393 The unprepared 4/2 chord at the start of bass
two apparently does not deserve comment, nor does its resolution to a 4/3 chord; that these are
“ordinary” is surprising. The cb1 in the second chord of bass three is striking; presumably one can
only engage in such harmonic extravagances once the primary key or mode has been established.
2.82 represents only a small selection of the multiple-bass settings that Kittel gives in Der
angehende praktische Organist.394 It is safe to say that multiple-bass harmonization is Kittel’s
primary didactic tool.
At last we come to the final part of Kittel’s explication of the chorale “Herr Jesu Christ.” This
involves imitative middle voices. See 2.83. In introducing imitation, this topic naturally leads
into the last stage of Bach’s pedagogy as described by Emanuel Bach: fugue. Kittel mentions this
point, as we will see momentarily. First we will examine Kittel three-voice setting in 2.83(a).
Kittel includes commentary for each of the seven digits in parenthesis. He begins by noting that
the alto introduces the subject that the bass imitates “in the same metrical relationship.”395 This
emphasizes the variability of the metrical stresses in 4/4 meter: both beat one and beat three can
be taken to be the primary beat, as evidences by numerous works by Bach that engage in such
metrical shifts. Briefly paraphrased, Kittel’s commentary at each digit in 2.83(a) is as follows:396
• At (1) the bass imitates the alto at a closer rhythmic interval.
• At (2) both alto and bass have the inverted head motive.
• After both lower voices enter in imitation at (3), Kittel says that the bass continues
such that the theme is presented and developed in various ways; this may refer to the
melodic inversion in m. 5.
• At (4) the alto uses the inverted head motive.
• At (5) the bass has the inverted subject, which the alto imitates.
• At (6) the bass has the retrograde of the subject.
• At (7) the alto has the subject in rhythmic diminution.
Then Kittel introduces the settings at 2.83(b) by making the crucial connection between
imitative chorale accompaniment and fugue, a topic we will return to in Chapter Three:
Da dieser Vortrag des Chorales auch während dem Gesange statt finden und von guter
Wirkung seyn kann, da ferner Uebungen dieser Art überhaupt die zweckmäßigste
Vorbereitung auf den Fugensaz sind, so will ich noch einige Muster ähnlicher
Telemann was apparently the first to introduce this nomenclature, which can also take the form of a bow instead of a caret. See
Bach, C. P. E. (1753–1762 [1948], 222).
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Regarding this phenomenon, see 1.25(b), 1.50, 1.51, 1.54, and Heinichen (1728, 107).
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See Kittel (1801–1808, 1:19–20, 30–33; 2:41–48, 68–79, 87–103; 3:37–50, 52–54).

“Unter der ersten Strophe der Choralmelodie [2.83(a)] hebt der Alt mit dem Subjecte an. Der Baß ahmt ihm nach der Regel
in demselben Taktverhältnisse nach” (Kittel 1801–1808, 2:37).
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Kittel (1801–1808, 2:37).
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Bearbeitungen beifügen, welche man nach dem angegebenen Leitfaden weiter ausführen
kann.397
Since this manner of treating a chorale can also occur during congregational singing to good
eﬀect, [and] since further exercises of this kind are the most expedient preparation for
fugal writing, I would thus like to include yet a few more examples of this sort of treatment,
which can be continued in a similar manner as the given incipits [emphasis added].

Kittel’s examples in 2.83(b) do not require much commentary. Setting one begins with imitation
between the alto and bass, with the tenor in rhythmic diminution. Setting one is a sort of free
imitation of contour and rhythm between the two accompanying voices. Though Kittel says
setting three only has two subjects, it is obvious that the bass’s head motive is related to the other
voices’ head motives by rhythmic augmentation.
The next transitional step towards fugal writing is of course a fugue with a brief subject based on
a chorale melody. Numerous examples abound of this kind of writing in the Vorimitation of
chorale settings by Kittel, Bach, Telemann, and Pachelbel, among others.398 See, for example,
2.84(a), which gives Kittel’s prelude on the chorale “Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott” (Zahn 7377)
with Vorimitation based on the melody of strophe one. As is common in this compositional
genre, the pedal enters at the end with the subject in augmentation. Kittel even uses fugal
imitation in the lead-in to the setting intended to accompany the congregation in 2.84(b). Since
volume three of Der angehende praktische Organist treats fugal writing on chorale tunes in greater
detail, we will reserve an investigation of that material for Chapter Three.
In sum, we have seen how Kittel’s method treats chorale melodies (1) in terms of interlocking
clausulae that have been abstracted to merely “interval plus direction,” (2) as a sort of rule of the
octave for upper voices, and (3) with their scale degrees reinterpreted. Next, one invents a
Grundbaß and begins to vary this initial setting via chordal inversion and invertible counterpoint,
with the meaning of the text as guide. Eventually, more complex settings introduce imitation in
the accompanying voices, which transitions naturally to fugal writing. Given the various
similarities between Kittel and Bach, it is possible that there is some truth to Kittel's claim to
represent Bach’s teaching. At the same time, one imagines that Kittel must have continued to
develop his pedagogical method in the fifty years between his study with Bach and the
publication of his treatise. Thus, Kittel’s method seems to represent an amalgam that draws from
various sources, but nevertheless maintains strong ties to Bach and his circle.
2.2.17 H. C. Koch (1782–1793): Chorale Counterpoint after J. S. Bach
Heinrich Christoph Koch’s Versuch einer Anleitung zur Composition was published in three
volumes between 1782–1793. Although it appeared before Kittel’s Der angehende praktische
Organist (1801–1808), the concepts from which Koch draws belong to the second half of the
397

Kittel (1801–1808, 2:38).
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Section 3.1.6 discusses Vorimitation in greater detail.
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eighteenth century, whereas Kittel’s teachings seem to have more in common with early
eighteenth-century concepts. Originally I was wary of including a discussion of Koch, since his
writings have no direct connection to Bach. But the fact that Kittel mentions Koch’s writings (if
only to reject them), together with the surprising importance that Koch attributes to chorale
harmonization, justify including a brief overview of Koch’s approach.
Studies of Koch as a theorist almost invariably focus on his theories of musical form. Yet Koch
prefaces these writings with a lengthy investigation of “counterpoint” in volume one of his
Versuch, by which he actually means chorale accompaniment. This may seem odd, given that
Koch was a violinist, not an organist. Apparently chorales were so strongly associated with
compositional training in the eighteenth century that even a chamber musician like Koch framed
his instruction in terms of chorale harmonization.
Because space is limited, the following assessment of Koch’s method will be restricted to a tabular
summary. The paragraph indications refer to part two of volume one of his Versuch. The
underlying permutational structure of Koch’s thinking will be immediately apparent.
I.

Counterpoint [§. 168]; rules for beginning and ending in 2–4 voices
A. Two-voice settings [§. 193]
1. Equal Counterpoint [§. 194]
a) c. f. in soprano [§. 195]
(1) 1st manner of setting: [§. 196]; only intrinsic bass notes (degrees 1, 4, and 5)
except when rules of counterpoint don’t allow this; then use notes from three
essential triads (I, IV, and V).
(2) 2nd manner of setting: [§. 199]; includes inversions of the three essential
triads
(a) “first diversification” [§. 201]; allows for diminished triad on 7th degree
and its inversions
(b) “second diversification” [§. 201]; allows for bass degrees 4 and 5 over
sustained degree 2 in soprano at a cadence
(3) 3rd manner of setting: [§. 203]; all degrees (including non-essential triads
and their inversions)
(4) 4th manner of setting: [§. 207]; includes prepared and unprepared
dissonance
(5) 5th manner of setting: [§. 210] use of short optional tonicizations
b) c. f. in the bass [§. 215]
(1) It is implied that the first manner is not possible [§. 215]; Must therefore use
2nd manner, which includes inversions
(a) “first diversification” [§. 216]; use of diminished triad on 7th degree and
its inversions
(2) 3rd manner of setting [§. 218]
(3) 4th manner of setting [§. 219]
(4) 5th manner of setting [§. 220]
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2. Unequal counterpoint [§. 221]
a) c. f. in soprano [§. 222]
(1) extra notes are consonant non-chord tones [§. 223] (i.e., same rules apply as
in equal counterpoint)
(2) extra notes are consonant chord tones [§. 223]
(3) extra notes are passing or neighbor tones [§. 223]
(4) primary tone uses in extra tones [§. 224]
(a) rest delays intended notes [§. 224]
(b) passing/neighbor delays intended note [§. 224]
(5) prepared dissonances [§. 227]
b) c. f. in the bass [§. 228]
(1) consonant non-chord tones
(2) consonant chord tones
(3) passing/neighbor tones [§. 229]
(4) prepared dissonances
3. Mixed counterpoint [§. 230]
a) c. f. in soprano [§. 231]
b) c. f. in the bass [§. 234]
B. Three-voice settings [§. 238]
1. Adding one voice to two-voice setting [§. 238]
2. Adding 2 voices to c. f. [§. 238]
a) Equal counterpoint [§. 240]; c. f. in soprano (same in middle or bass voice)
(1) 1st manner of setting [§. 240]
(2) 2nd manner of setting [§. 241]
(3) 3rd manner of setting [§. 242]
(4) 4th manner of setting [§. 243]
(5) 5th manner of setting [§. 243]
b) Unequal counterpoint [§. 245]; c. f. in soprano, middle, or bass voice
(1) One voice in unequal counterpoint
(a) 2:1 rhythm
(b) 3:1 rhythm
(c) 4:1 rhythm
(2) Both voices share unequal counterpoint
(a) 2:1 rhythm
(b) 3:1 rhythm
(c) 4:1 rhythm
(3) Both voices in unequal counterpoint
(a) 2:1 rhythm
(b) 3:1 rhythm
(c) 4:1 rhythm
c) Mixed counterpoint [§. 248]; c. f. in soprano, middle, or bass voice
(1) One voice in unequal counterpoint [§. 249]
(2) Both voices in fugal manner [§. 250]
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(3) Both voices in unequal counterpoint [§. 249]
(4) Figurated c. f. [§. 252]
C. Four-voice settings [§. 248]
1. Adding 1 voice to two-voice setting [§. 252]
2. Adding 2 voices to two-voice setting [[§. 252]
3. Adding 3 voices to c. f. [[§. 253]
a) Equal counterpoint [[§. 254]
(1) c. f. in soprano [§. 254]
(a) 1st manner of setting [§. 254]
(b) 2nd manner of setting [§. 255]
(c) 3rd manner of setting [§. 257]
(d) 4th manner of setting [§. 258]
(e) 5th manner of setting [§. 258]
(2) c. f. in alto, tenor, or bass [§. 259]
b) Unequal counterpoint [§. 260]; c. f. in any voice
(1) Outer voice in unequal counterpoint [§. 260]
(2) One middle voice in unequal counterpoint [[§. 260]
(3) Two or three voices in unequal counterpoint [§. 260]
(4) Unequal counterpoint shared among 2-3 voices [[§. 260]
c) Mixed Counterpoint [§. 262]; c. f. in any voice
(1) Outer voice in mixed counterpoint [§. 262]
(2) All voices in mixed counterpoint [§. 262]
(a) Dissonances [[§. 263]
(b) Fugal style [§. 263]
Though Koch’s writings cannot tell us much about compositional pedagogy in Bach’s circle, a
more thorough study of Koch’s method of chorale accompaniment would certainly contribute
much to the scholarship of eighteenth-century chorale harmonization.
2.2.18 Anonymous, “Practische Anleitung zum General Basse” (1811)
We conclude our historical survey of instruction in chorale counterpoint with a brief anonymous
treatise called the “Practical Instruction in Thoroughbass,” which dates from 1811. The treatise is
found at the end of the “Choralbuch für J. C. G Schulze.”399 McCormick has already
investigated the provenance and contents of this source. 400 Apparently little is known of J. C. G.
Schulze. The inscription on the title page gives his dates as 1791–1887. According to
McCormick, the identity of the scribe is unknown, however. It is interesting to note, though,
that the only other treatise I know of to use the phrase “Practische Anleitung” is the Johann
Christoph Kellner’s Grundriss des Generalbasses: eine theoretisch-praktische Anleitung für die ersten
Anfänger entworfen. Op. XVI. (1783). J. C. Kellner was son of Johann Peter Kellner, who studied
with Bach. While similarity in title is a rather superficial connection, the instruction found in the
399

This source is in the private possession of Dr. Robin A. Leaver.
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McCormick (2015, 173–177).
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Grundriss is obviously indebted to Heinichen, suggesting that J. P. Kellner may have transmitted
these concepts to his son. We will examine the Grundriss in Chapter Three in section 3.2.17,
since it contains thoroughbass fugues.
Though the “Practische Anleitung zum General Basse” is anonymous, it is significant for two
reasons. First, the “Choralbuch für J. C. G. Schulze” contains 261 chorales, most of which have
two basses. As noted in the margin of page 264 in this source, five of the chorales were written by
Gebhardt Christian Günther, a pupil of Bach’s pupil Johann Ludwig Krebs (1713–1780). Four of
these settings contain two basses per chorale. The implication is that Günther use of multiplebass composition could conceivably have originated from his grand-teacher, Bach. Second, I have
discovered that, immediately following the “Practische Anleitung,” there follow six illustrations
that were copied from David Kellner’s treatise, Treulicher Unterricht im Generalbass (1732).401 As
Robin Leaver and I have recently shown, David Kellner’s treatise has a strong connection to
Bach’s circle, since Emanuel Bach endorsed the combined publication the thoroughbass chorales
in his Neue Melodien zu einigen Liedern des Neuen Hamburgischen Gesangbuchs (1787) with
Kellner’s treatise.402 That the “Practische Anleitung” includes illustrations borrowed from Kellner
suggests that the anonymous author subscribed to a similar theoretical view as some members of
Bach’s circle.
The actual instruction in the “Practische Anleitung” only comprises five folios. Each
thoroughbass figure is demonstrated via a thoroughbass chorale (or at least a chorale-like melody
with figured bass). The style of instruction is decidedly early eighteenth-century in orientation,
making no mention of inversional derivation from root-position chords or progressions of
chordal roots. Like Bach’s own “Einige Reguln vom General-Baß,” the primary focus is the
definition of auxiliary voices.403 For example, the first part of the “Practische Anleitung” defines
the necessary auxiliary voices for a 6/3 chord (8, 3, or 6). See 2.85 for a facsimile of the first folio.
It seems that the tradition of using chorale melodies to teach the basics of thoroughbass and
composition survived into the nineteenth century, particularly in circles with a relationship to
Bach.
2.2.19 Summary of Part Two
Certainly more could be said of chorale harmonization in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. For instance, G. J. (Abbé) Vogler’s (1749–1814) Choral-System (1800), which intended
to preserve the modal character of harmonized chorale melodies, deserves mention. Vogler’s Zwölf
Choräle (1810) is also a fascinating historical document, as it contains “improved” revisions of
Choralgesänge by J. S. Bach with commentary by Carl Maria von Weber.404 There are also
scattered comments in various treatises that give further clues as to how eighteenth-century
organists accompanied chorales. For instance, in his thoroughbass treatise of 1751, Georg J. J.
401

These figures are found on pp. 28, 54, 55, 58, 60, and 72 of Kellner, D. (1732, 2nd ed. 1737).
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See Leaver and Remeš (2018). Vol. one of Remeš (2019e) gives the first English translation of Kellner.
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NBA V/4 (131), translated in volume one of Remeš (2019e) and in Appendix 6 in the present work.
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Regarding Vogler and Bach, see Grave (1979–1980).
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Hahn states that chorales should primarily be accompanied by diatonic triads, although
syncopatio dissonances may be introduced with caution.405 Yet the primary focus of Part Two was
merely to outline some of the most important approaches to chorale harmonization as they relate
to Bach and his circle, since it stands to reason that Bach may have drawn from
contemporaneous sources. But it is also possible that Bach developed an independent method for
which no evidence survives. Moreover, it is also conceivable that Bach's approach lacked a welldefined, step-by-step method, and instead relied merely on exposure to good models (like
Bronner and Telemann). And despite the abundance of textual evidence presented here, there
remain many unanswered questions. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile investigating the musictheoretical heritage to which Bach was heir. This is the rationale for beginning Part Two so early
with an examination of Buchner. Prior to c.1600, the tenor, not the bass, was the primary
compositional reference point. In spite of this diﬀerence between Buchner’s and Bach’s eras, both
men had to confront the same basic issue—the transfer of a melody from unmeasured vocal pitch
space (canto fermo and the voces) to measured, polyphonic instrumental pitch space (canto figurato
and the claves). This fundamental distinction is evident in diﬀerent conceptions of the chorale in
Bach's day, represented in the Choralgesang and Choralbuch styles, respectively. Part Two
catalogued a variety of approaches to reconciling this diﬀerence. We saw how M. Praetorius was
the first to associate chorale accompaniment with thoroughbass; how Werckmeister was the first
to model multiple-bass composition; how Treiber may have been Bach’s introduction to multiplebass pedagogy; how Stölzel used the trias harmonica to compose a bassline; how Marpurg
described multiple-bass composition in detail; how Wiedeburg’s pedagogy, drawing on
Heinichen's theories, relied on thoroughbass, the rule of the octave, Fux, and permutational
thinking; how Kirnberger described multiple-bass settings in primarily harmonic terms; and how
Kittel used clausulae, scale-degree reinterpretation, chordal inversion, invertible counterpoint,
and imitation to create variation. Taken together, these authors oﬀer some of the most important
approaches to chorale harmonization in Bach’s milieu. As described in the introduction, they can
be broadly described as the melodic-intervallic, harmonic-intervallic, and scale-degree methods.
Thus, Part Two helps us to better understand the historical, theoretical, and pedagogical contexts
of Bachian pedagogy, even if we cannot determine with certainty which, if any, of these methods
Bach employed.

“§. 6. Das würckliche Choralschlagen betreﬀend, ist dahin zu sehen, daß man fast zu jeder Noten den harmonischen DreyKlang greiﬀe. NB. Ob die Terz des Tons gros oder klein seyn müsse, ist aus der Natur des Tons, worin die Melodie geführet wird,
zu ersehen; und gilt hier das bekante Sprichwort: mi & fa sunt tota musica. §. 8. Dissonanzen, Bindungen, und dergleichen im
Choral anzubringen ist verbotten (ne candor & simplicitas melodiae Choralis enervetur) doch kan der Bass bisweilen 2. Noten
anbringen; als bey einem liegenden fa zu erst die Terz, nach dieser die Sept, als b/g b/c a/f oder zuerst die Sext, darnach die kleine
Quint, als: b/d b/E a/f, auch also: a/F h/D h/G c/C nehmen. Und dieses kan auch in denen Mittel-Stimmen geschehen (Hahn
1751, 61).
405
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Chapter Overview
In accordance with Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach’s account of his father’s pedagogy (see the
epigraph to Chapter Two), this last and shortest chapter addresses the topic of fugue. This term is
somewhat limiting in the present context—in reality, the scope of this chapter encompasses
imitative counterpoint in the broadest sense, ranging from loose motivic imitation to strict canon
and invertible counterpoint. Besides, it is not entire clear what Carl Philipp was referring to
when he said his father taught using “two-part [fugues] and so on.” This could be a reference to
the Inventions, Sinfonias, and the Well-Tempered Clavier, since these collections have two, three,
and (often) four voices, respectively. Yet autograph documents also reveal that Bach taught the
principles of canonic imitation to his son, Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, and presumably to his
other pupils as well. Besides, since we know that Bach’s works served as pedagogical models, then
canonic techniques must have played a role in his teaching anyway. Nevertheless, these autograph
documents are valuable because they confirm what was previously only assumed.
Parts One and Two of this chapter expand upon the main thesis of Chapter One: since Bach's
fundamental principles of composition (Fundamental-Regeln) are founded in thoroughbass and
the keyboard, then it is conceivable that Bach also taught fugue through the lens of
thoroughbass. This is the rationale for dedicating so much attention to the thoroughbass fugue in
Part Two of this chapter—this genre resonates particularly with Bach’s overall pedagogical
outlook. In contrast, Part Three, which examines the topics of canon and invertible counterpoint,
stands somewhat apart, since it does not rely as explicitly on thoroughbass. Yet because of Bach’s
statement that the Fundamental-Regeln of composition are derived from thoroughbass, it could
be that thoroughbass practice in Bach’s day should be understood in more broadly, such that,
rather than viewing the two in opposition, we should see thoroughbass as largely synonymous
with counterpoint.
Part One begins by outlining some analytical preliminaries: namely, Georg Muﬀat’s cadential
terminology and various strategies of cadential evasion, the latter being closely related to fugal
technique. Next, Part One outlines a pedagogical bridge between chorale and fugue. Though this
bridge is based on materials culled from many historical sources near Bach’s circle (particularly J.
Pachelbel), it is primarily a conceptual rather than historical exercise. Thus it remains somewhat
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speculative. Part Two is dedicated to the genre of thoroughbass fugue. Significantly, two
thoroughbass fugues attributed to Bach (BWV 907 and 908) very likely played a role in Bach’s
lessons. For this reason, Part Two undertakes a historical survey of all known thoroughbass fugues
by German authors in order to understand this genre better. In this way, Part Two of this chapter
resembles Part Two of the previous chapter: both attempt to outline a set of expectations that can
frame our understanding of fugue and chorale, respectively. My discovery of another anonymous
source containing thoroughbass fugues from the Langlo(t)z Manuscript will receive special
attention. This manuscript evidences the transmission of thoroughbass fugues in Bach’s circle and
implies that Bach’s pupil, Kittel, may have used them in his own lessons. Finally, Part Three
address the topics of canon and invertible counterpoint as they relate to Bach’s teaching.
Autograph documents likely originating from Bach’s lessons will be examined, and their
relationship to the writings of Andreas Werckmeister and other theorists will be demonstrated.
To conclude, I will formalize some of the principles of canonic imitation mathematically.
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~~~
3.1.1 Introduction to Part One
This chapter begins with two prefatory subsections that outline some important analytical
principles. The first section examines the cadential terminology of Georg Muﬀat (1653–1704).
Muﬀat belongs to the cohort of musicians described in Chapter One who recognized the
compositional and pedagogical potential of thoroughbass around the turn of the eighteenth
century. Muﬀat’s cadential taxonomy is quite useful because one only needs to identify the
motion of the bass voice and whether or not there is a dissonance. Thus, his thoroughbasscentered system is more modern than W. C. Printz’s traditional, clausula-centered approach
outlined in the previous chapter. Nevertheless, traces of clausular thinking remain embedded in
Muﬀat’s terminology. There are also fascinating similarities between Muﬀat’s system and a source
attributed to Bach’s circle, the anonymous “Vorschriften und Grundsätze” (1738). The second
section explores cadential evasion as foundation of fugal technique. Various strategies for
avoiding cadential closure are defined and demonstrated in analysis. These preliminary analytical
techniques—Muﬀat’s terminology and strategies of cadential evasion—are then applied
throughout Chapter Three.
Besides establishing these analytical preliminaries, the central goal of Part One is to postulate a
means of transitioning from chorale to fugue. Although this is undertaken primarily as a
conceptual exercises, the implication is that certain aspects of this historically informed thoughtexperiment may have been operative at some point in Bach’s circle. Given the conceptual
apparatus necessary to harmonize a chorale described in Chapter Two, what ideas could be
repurposed for fugue? Or inversely, how were fugal techniques foreshadowed in the context of
chorale harmonization? Answer to these questions must remain speculative, due in part to this
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caveat: despite C. P. E. Bach’s claims, we do not know for certain that Bach always taught chorale
harmonization before fugue. As already established, one assumes Sebastian Bach’s pedagogical
approach evolved over the decades and varied depending on the pupil’s abilities and interests. But
beginning with chorales would have been logical—it is even recommended in some
contemporaneous sources, including Emanuel Bach.1 After illustrating how the techniques of
invertible counterpoint and imitation were incorporated into some surviving multiple-bass
chorales settings, I will begin to explore a hypothetical conceptual progression for connecting
chorale with fugue didactically.
As shown in the previous chapter, Bach’s pupil J. C. Kittel begins chorale harmonization with a
so-called Grundbass containing mostly 5/3 chords. Through the process of variation and chordal
inversion, one eventually arrives at an accompaniment that employs rudimentary imitation,
which Kittel states is an ideal method for introducing the topic of fugue. Next in my
hypothetical pedagogical progression is the technique of Vorimitation, which simplifies the
creation of imitative entries, since the fugue subject’s pitch content is determined largely by the
chorale melody. Here we will address the concept of tonal and real answers. Vorimitation then
leads naturally to slightly longer chorale fughettas, which, when extended even further, become
chorale fugues (though the boundary between the two is not absolute). Generalizing upon the
characteristics that make a good chorale-based fugue subject, the hypothetical pupil eventually
learns to write free subjects not bound by a chorale melody. Thus, the entire didactic progression
moves from Grundbass harmonizations to imitative accompaniment, Vorimitation, chorale
fughettas, chorale fugues, and finally to free fugal composition.
The primary means of transitioning between chorale and fugue is thus through fugue subjects
based on chorale melodies. Evidence for this practice can be found in two treatises by Johann
Valentin Eckelt (1675–1732), who was a pupil of Pachelbel.2 In fact, the music of Pachelbel will
play a central role in Part One. Not only will we investigate treatises by Pachelbel’s pupil, Eckelt,
we will also model cadential evasion using a Magnificat fugue by Pachelbel. Moreover, we will
examine an anonymous source called the Weimar Tablature (1704) that originates from
Pachelbel’s circle and contains numerous chorale fughettas that resemble some of Bach’s early
works found in the Neumeister Collection. Finally, Pachelbel is significant for us because Bach is
known to have used certain pieces by Pachelbel in his lessons with Johann Martin Schubart
(1690–1721). We will examine these works as models of Vorimitation and chorale fughetta.
Given that Bach is a “grand-pupil” of Pachelbel through his brother, Johann Christoph, it is
logical that any reconstruction of Bachian pedagogy would be based in part on Pachelbel and his
circle.
As shown in Leaver and Remeš (2018), Emanuel Bach very likely endorsed thoroughbass chorales as the best starting point for
beginners of thoroughbass. Daniel Speer also recommends that beginners should start with chorale harmonization in a full-voiced
style: “Wann dann eine gewiese Anstimmung erlernet ist, wie hat man sich weiter mit Incipienten zu verhalten? Alsdann soll ein
gewieser Choral Gesang ihnen vorgegeben, und die Zugehör in völligen Griﬀen beyder Händen, (als etwan die Terzen, Quinten,
Octaven,) und insonderheit die Quarten mit Resolvirung der Terzen bey einer Schluß-Cadenz getreulich gezeiget werden, wodurch
sie nach und nach sich der völligen Griﬀe leicht angewehnen, und ohne sondere Mühe zur Erkandtnus völliger Zugehör gelangen
werden. Ich seze hier einige leichte Choral Gesänge zum Exempel […]” (1697, 46). Speer also writes elsewhere that fugue is the
most diﬃcult genre (1697, 153).
1

2

Eckelt’s treatises are available in modern editions and English translations in Remeš (2019c).
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3.1.2 Analytical Preliminaries I: Georg Muﬀat’s (1699) Cadential Terminology
This chapter begins by defining some terminology as outlined by Georg Muﬀat (1653–1704) in
his manuscript treatise, “Regulae concentuum partiturae” (1699).3 Muﬀat was a composer and
organist of French birth active primarily in Austria.4 Notably, Muﬀat studied with both JeanBaptiste Lully (1632–1687) in Paris and with Bernardo Pasquini (1637–1710) in Rome, where
he also heard Arcangelo Corelli’s (1653–1713) music. This international background contributed
to Muﬀat’s cosmopolitanism; for instance, he was particularly important in introducing the
French and Italian styles into Germany. Although Muﬀat was not active in Bach’s immediate
sphere of influence in central Germany, his “Regulae” is notable for several reasons. First, unlike
the majority of German thoroughbass treatises in the seventeenth century, the “Regulae” was not
appended to another work—rather, it represents self-standing instruction.5 Second, Muﬀat
belongs to that cohort of musicians including Werkmeister, Niedt, J. B. Samber, Heinichen, and
Bach who viewed thoroughbass not as mere shorthand notation for accompaniment, but as the
basis for compositional instruction. This fact likely contributed to the greater autonomy of
Muﬀat’s treatise in relation to its seventeenth-century predecessors. Third, unlike Johann Walther
and W. C. Printz, Muﬀat’s classification of cadential types eschews the traditional reliance on
clausulae, instead focusing on the intervallic motion in the bass voice and the presence or absence
of dissonance.6 Thus Muﬀat’s bass-centered terminology aptly suits his thoroughbass-centered
outlook. Fourth and finally, both Heinichen and Muﬀat treat dissonance primarily as a dyadic
event. For instance, both authors use the terms sub- and supersyncopatio to designate the location
of the tied patient voice in the lower or upper voice, respectively.7 In sum, Muﬀat’s treatise is
notable for its autonomy, its reliance on thoroughbass as a compositional tool, its more modern
system of cadential classification, and its traditional view of dissonance as a dyadic event. While
none of these aspects point directly to Bach, it is notable that the final section of the anonymous
“Vorschriften und Grundsätze” (c.1738), which seems to originate from Bach’s teaching activities
at the Thomasschule in Leipzig, presents a list of cadences that closely resembles Muﬀat’s
categories.8
To better understand this resemblance we must first examine Muﬀat’s cadential terminology. 3.1
provides an overview.9 Muﬀat divides cadences into three overarching categories: cadentia major
( 5o 1o in the bass); cadentia minor ( 4o 1o in the bass); and cadentia minima (stepwise motion
to 1o in the bass or a bass pedal point on 1o ). Though Muﬀat actually defines these categories in
terms of their bass motion—not their scale degrees—his numerous examples reveal that we can
safely associate each cadence with scale degrees in the major and minor keys. (Muﬀat makes no
A modern edition can be found in Muﬀat (1699 [1961]). A shorter and lesser known treatise attributed to Muﬀat called
“Regulae Fundamentales” also survives (c.1710 [2005]). C. P. E. Bach describes the performance of cadences in his Versuch, but
says very little about cadential types (1753–1762, 2:259–265).
3

4

The following biographical sketch is based on Wollenberg (2001).

5

See section 1.1.6 in Chapter One for a discussion of thoroughbass in seventeenth-century Germany.

6

2.31 summarizes Walther’s traditional cadential categories based on which clausula appears in the bass voice.

7

Heinichen uses the synonyms sotta syncopata and sopra syncopata (1728, 171).

8

See Appendix 1 for background and literature on the “Vorschriften.”

9

Diergarten (2015, 67) gives musical examples of most of these categories.
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mention of modes in the “Regulae,” suggesting that we can understand his treatise in terms of the
emerging major and minor system.) Next, these three broad cadential types—major, minor, and
minima—are then subdivided according to whether they contain a dissonance (i.e., ligata,
meaning ligature or tie) or not (i.e., simplex, meaning exclusively consonant intervals). Muﬀat’s
terminology is telling: although dissonance may generally occur either as syncopatio or as transitus
at this time (see Chapter One), the word ligata reveals that it is specifically the presence or
absence of a syncopatio’s ligature that is the deciding factor in distinguishing between these two
subtypes.10 The cadentia major ligata is equivalent to a compound cadence, while the cadentia
major perfectis—the most conclusive cadence of all—is identical with a double cadence.11 The
cadentia minor can also be subdivided into simplex and ligata types, although the latter is
somewhat rare. There are also qualifiers to designate whether the cadentia minima ascends or
descends to 1o . The last cadence in 3.1 is the cadentia minima stabilis—essentially a bass pedal
point on 1o —which is probably categorized with the other minima cadences due to its
“minimally” active bass voice. Interestingly, Muﬀat says that this cadence “sounds almost like the
cadentia minor.”12 In his examples of the cadentia minima stabilis, Muﬀat almost always makes
use of what is today termed a neighboring 6/4 chord (I–IV6/4–I or I5/3–6/4–5/3). The
similarities in pitch content with the cadentia minor, with its falling fourth (often a IV–I
progression), are obvious.
It is worth noting that the cadentia minima ascendens exists only in a dissonant, suspended form
with a syncopated discant clausula in the bass. It is unclear why there is no minima ascendens
simplex. One reason for this may be that the German theorists throughout the seventeenth
century tended to emphasize clausulae in their dissonant, suspended form (with a syncopatio
dissonance), rather than in their consonant form (as Italians tended to do). Whatever the reason,
that Muﬀat recognized the cadentia minima ascendens (suspended discant clausula in the bass)
and the cadentia minima descendens (tenor clausula in the bass) as cadential categories would
seem to indicate the lingering eﬀects of clausulae-oriented thinking, even though Muﬀat never
mentions clausula directly in the “Regulae.” This in turn suggests that some remnants of
traditional seventeenth-century compositional training, which tended to be modeled after
Renaissance vocal polyphony, remained in eﬀect even as new, thoroughbass-centered methods
began to replace older ones around 1700 in the works of Werckmeister, Niedt, Samber, and
Heinichen.13 After all, it is logical that certain stereotypical cadential constellations would remain
in use despite continued stylistic and terminological evolution. Still, thoroughbass-centered
compositional instruction was seen by some authors at this time as capable of replacing the
traditional pedagogical model based on vocal polyphony. For instance, Heinichen explicitly states
in his 1711 treatise that his “newly invented”14 thoroughbass-oriented method makes traditional
instruction in clausulae obsolete:
Diergarten (2015) discusses how the presence of such syncopatio dissonance is an important and long-ignored marker of
cadential strength.
10

11

See 1.23 for examples of compound and double cadences.

“Cadentia minima stabilis oder unbewegliche kleine Cadenz geschicht auf ein einzige Noten des Baß mit der Würkung solcher
folgenden Concenten und lautet fast wie die Cadenz minor” (Muﬀat 1699 [1961], 125).
12

13

See Part One of Chapter Two, especially section 1.1.2.

14

This comes from the title page of Heinichen’s 1711 treatise.
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Und bey solcher Methode hat man auch nicht nöthig gehabt, daß man seinen Untergebenen
von denen Discantisirenden, Tenorisirenden, oder Fistulirenden Clausuln und andern
unnöthigen Zeuge hätte viel vorschreiben, oder vorsagen sollen.15
And with such a method it was also not necessary to instruct one’s pupils in the discant,
tenor, or fistulating [i.e., contrived] clausulae and other unnecessary things.

Thus, Muﬀat is a progressive in that his instruction is oriented around thoroughbass. Yet the
cadentia minima ascendens and descendens signal the residue of traditional clausular thinking—
albeit restricted to the bass voice, as one would expect from a thoroughbass-centered outlook.
This should come as no surprise: as we saw in Chapters One and Two, clausulae continued to be
taught even into the nineteenth century, as evidenced by Walther (1708 and 1732), Kellner, D.
(1732), and Bach’s pupil, Kittel (1801–1808).16 In another publication I have proposed that the
rise of harmonic theories and increasingly verticalized thinking in the eighteenth century was a
factor that contributed to the gradual disuse of clausulae, even while traditional concepts like
clausulae and modes continued to play a role in organists’ training, due to the need to harmonize
modal chorales.17 It would seem that Muﬀat’s “Regulae” occupies a transitional point in these
developments, with one foot in the seventeenth century and one foot in the eighteenth.
Further evidence for the residual presence of clausular thinking in the eighteenth century can be
found in the last section of the anonymous “Vorschriften und Grundsätze,” which exhibits some
parallels with Muﬀat’s treatise. This is because both documents organize cadences according to
the bass motion and the presence or absence of dissonance. Interestingly, this fourth and final
section of the “Vorschriften” is called Die gebräuchlichsten Clausulas finales (The Most Common
Final Clausulae), yet traditional clausulae are not immediately apparent. Is Clausulas merely a
synonym for “cadence”? While this cannot be ruled out entirely, similarities between the
Clausulas finales and Muﬀat’s terminology suggest that clausular thinking may have influenced
both. The Clausulas finales are shown in 3.2. I have labelled each of the cadences according to
Muﬀat’s vocabulary in order to help illustrate their similarities. Generally speaking, Muﬀat’s basscentered approach aligns well with the Clausulas finales, which also focuses on the bassline.
What’s more, the overall progression in 3.2 seems to reflect aspects of Muﬀat’s terminology. We
begin with a cadentia major simplex and minor simplex in cadences one and two—these being the
most basic types—and then gradually introduce more and diverse kinds of dissonances in
numbers three through six. Cadences seven and eight then append a cadentia minima stabilis to
cadences one and two. Next, we have the first major perfectis in number nine, and the first
minima descendens ligata in number twelve. The remaining cadences expand upon the major
perfectis cadence by prolonging the dissonant region in various ways. The only cadences not to
appear in 3.2 are Muﬀat’s minor ligata, minima ascendens ligata, and minima descendens simplex.
Muﬀat’s system does not account for the tonicizations of the dominant found in cadences six and
15

Heinichen (1711, 64).

16

Regarding Walther, see 1.23 and 2.31; for Kellner, see 2.28; and for Kittel, see 2.70.

17

Remeš (2019b, 72).
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ten either. Nevertheless, as a whole, the Clausulas finales seem to be closely related to Muﬀat’s
conceptualization of cadences, both in content and ordering.
Having explored Muﬀat’s “Regolae,” we now have fairly robust system of cadential classification
at our disposal—one with some links to Bach’s milieu. Muﬀat’s terminology is particularly
convenient for describing polyphonic textures quickly and succinctly, since one only needs to
determine the bass degrees and whether there is a dissonance. At the same time, we may at times
still wish to identify individual voices according to the traditional system that identifies
individual clausula. Circumstances will dictate which approach is more appropriate, given our
analytical intent.
3.1.3 Analytical Preliminaries II: Cadential Evasion as the Basis of Fugal Technique
Recent studies have treated the topic of evaded cadences in some detail.18 Building on this work,
I will argue in the following section that cadential evasion is the foundation of fugal writing. The
reason for this is that the majority of fugue subjects in the Baroque either end with a discant,
alto, or tenor clausula at the immediate surface level, or they are based on one of these clausulae
at a structural level.19 Fugal technique in the eighteenth century consists of the transposed
repetition of the subject, each time repeating this clausula (or clausular framework). Thus,
excluding non-thematic episodes, a fugue is in essence a series of cadences. In order to maximize
continuity and variety under these conditions, the composer must continuously vary these
cadences so as to avoid coming to a complete close each time the subject is presented. Of course,
a degree of variety is achieved merely by presenting the subject in diﬀerent keys with a varied
number of accompanying voices in invertible counterpoint. Yet I contend that cadential evasion
remains one of the most important techniques by which continuity is achieved in fugal writing.
In order to understand how composers accomplish this, we must distinguish between cadential
evasion and cadential strength.
Muﬀat’s cadential terminology outlined in the previous section contains an implied hierarchy of
cadential closure. The two primary factors were already mentioned above: bass motion and
dissonance. Regarding bass motion, we can generalize that (1) leaping basslines are more
conclusive than stepwise or static basslines, while (2) Muﬀat’s major category is more conclusive
than his minor category. Regarding dissonance, we can generalize further that (3) ligata cadences
are more conclusive than simplex cadences, while major perfectis cadences are more conclusive
than other ligata cadences. Thus, the most conclusive cadence is the major perfectis (i.e., double
cadence), followed by the major ligata (i.e., compound cadence). Of course, these cadence types
are somewhat less conclusive when occurring in neighboring keys rather than the tonic key, since
baroque compositions generally do not end in a neighboring key. As a result, compound and
double cadences are often used to demarcate large-scale structural arrivals in non-tonic keys, but
18

See Neuwirth (2015), Menke (2017a, 69–72), and Remeš (2019b).

Renwick (1995, 75–77) has analyzed the structural scale-degree patterns of the subjects of 295 fugal works by Bach using a
Schenkerian lens (i.e., using reductive analysis). According to my interpretation of Renwick’s data, 45% of Bach’s fugue subjects
use the pattern of an alto clausula (ending 5-4-3), about 39% use a tenor clausula (ending 2-1 or 2-3), while about 7% use a
discant clausula (ending 7-1).
19
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they usually do not appear in the tonic key until the very end of a fugue. Thus far we have said
nothing about the scale degree of the melody on the final position. Generally a cadence is
considered more final when it ends with 1, rather than 3 or 5 in the highest voice. Interestingly,
Muﬀat says that a cadentia major should not end with 5-5-5 in the highest voice; instead the
melody should descend to the third (5-4-3).20 He does not privilege endings with 1 over those
with 3, however, as is common today. This tendency to end with 1 in the soprano may be because
of this traditional preference for ending with a perfect consonance in the outer parts.21
Yet a hierarchy of cadential strength is not precisely the same as cadential evasion. The hierarchy
just outlined merely describes the relative weight of diﬀerent kinds of closure. Of course, weaker
cadence types are sometimes used to evade stronger ones. But evasion must by definition entail
the avoidance of something expected. It is particularly the negation of an expected cadence type
—very often a compound or double cadence—that is central to fugal technique. 3.3 categorizes
eight of the most common techniques of cadential evasion (in no particular order). These are
demonstrated using a three-voice major perfectis (double cadence) in D minor, except the last
example, which is in C major. Walther describes types one, four, and five in his Lexicon.22 As
mentioned in Chapter Two, the three positions of a clausula are traditionally termed ultima (last;
ULT), penultima (second to last; PEN), and antepenultima (third to last; ANT). Often the ANT
and PEN positions are normative, serving to arouse the expectation of closure at the ULT
position. The evasive technique itself most often occurs at or just before the ULT position. The
eight types shown in 3.3 are as follows:
1. This common form of evasion involves the bass clausula in the bass voice descending to 3o
at the ULT position (with or without a transitus on 4o ), rather than descending to 1o . In
essence, this changes the expected bass clausula to an alto clausula.
2. This form of evasion can only occur in the minor mode, since it negates the expected arrival
on the minor third at ULT. Instead, the major third occurs (in any voice), then becoming 7
in the new key. That is, the phrase may not end at the ULT position, otherwise this would
technique would merely amount to a picardy third and would not contain a true evasion.
3. Alternatively, one or more pitches may be suspended at the ULT position to make a
syncopatio dissonance (assuming this is compositionally feasible). In more galant styles, 7 is
often suspended, resolving upwards to 1. It is merely coincidence that the bass also ends with
3o , as in type one.
4. This form of evasion plays with the listener’s expectations regarding the discant clausula and
thus is particularly eﬀective in a double cadence. The reason for this is that, in comparison to
a compound cadence, the double cadence allows the listener one extra beat of time to
recognize that a cadence is approaching. The expected resolution of the syncopatio to (raised)
7 occurs a chromatic half step lower to a chromatically lowed 7. Unlike the previous
20

Muﬀat (1699 [1961], 108).

In his lessons with Mozart, Thomas Attwood once wrote that “tis allways [sic] better to finish with the octave upermost
[sic]” (NMA X/30/1, 16). He also justifies an example with the statement: “to have the Octave upermost at the End” (NMA X/
30/1, 19).
21

22

Walther (1732, 125).
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5.

6.

7.
8.

techniques, this form of evasion occurs before the ULT position, and not at it. Walther terms
this common technique motivo di cadenza (“cadential motive”).23
This is the classic “deceptive cadence” in modern Harmonielehre, where the bass clausula
ascends to 6o at ULT. One of the aims of 3.3 is to show that the domain of evaded cadences
includes many more categories than just this one.
This is a clever technique wherein the beginning of the subject (very often one of the four
clausula) is elided with the cadence. One has the expectation that the subject will follow in
completion, thus negating the arrival at the ULT position. The subject need not be an alto
clausula, as shown here.
This is a simple but eﬀective technique where the ULT note of any of the clausulae is
omitted, making a rest and therefore leaving the expectation of closure unfulfilled.
Whereas type two can only occur in minor keys, the eighth and final type can only occur in
major keys. At the ULT position, the discant clausula arrives at #1, which becomes #7 in the
new key. This serves to either modulate or tonicize the key a major second higher than that
of the expected arrival (here C major moves to D minor).

Naturally, the above list is not without irony, for it oﬀers a list of “standard” techniques by which
one can “avoid the expected.” Still, such categorization is a useful analytical endeavor, since
defining and naming phenomena makes them more explicit and recognizable. Let us now
examine the use of these evasion techniques in context.
3.4 oﬀers an analysis of the first verse of Johann Pachelbel’s Magnificat primi toni for organ.24
Although one could argue that this piece is actually modal, for our purposes it will be understood
in the key of D minor. This is the reason that 3.3 outlines evasion strategies in D minor—the use
of the same key makes comparison between 3.3 and 3.4 more convenient. I chose this
Magnificat setting not only because it exhibits a variety of evasive strategies, but also because the
overall style is rather simple, meaning that the voice-leading can be easily discerned without
having to omit surface ornamentation. In addition, compared with more complex styles, it is
likelier that baroque organists would have been able to improvise such a simple setting. Yet the
simplicity can be deceiving—Pachelbel’s magnificat verse is a masterpiece in miniature. First, the
voice leading is in four strict voices, something that is not always the case in thoroughbass fugues,
as we will see in Part Two of this chapter.25 Another aspect of voice-leading strictness is that every
time a voice enters after having rested, it begins with either the subject or the answer. Second,
and more impressively, the large-scale design is strikingly logical: each of the four voices states the
subject and the answer precisely once (though not necessarily in that order). 26 The only exception
to this uniform design is the climactic bass entry in m. 35, which is probably intended for the
23

Walther (1732, 425).

Liardon (2005 [2018]) also explores Pachelbel’s fugues from a pedagogical angle. See (ibid., 357) for an analysis of another of
Pachelbel’s Magnificat fugues.
24

Even published fugues, like those of Felix Mendelssohn’s organ sonatas, op. 65, often display a surprising looseness in their
voice leading.
25

The soprano voice has the answer in m. 13 and the subject in m. 22; the alto voice has the subject in m. 1 and answer in m.26;
the tenor voice has the subject in m. 4 and the answer in m. 31; and the bass voice has the subject in m. 8 and the answer in m.
18.
26
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pedals, given the wide reach between tenor and bass in m. 35. In contrast, the rest of the piece
can be comfortably played on the manuals, suggesting that the final subject entry can be
understood as distinct from the other bass voice, thus exempt from the otherwise systematic
construction. Given this constant oscillation between subject and answer cadencing exclusively
on D or A, respectively, it is no wonder that Pachelbel makes use of a variety of evasive
techniques in order to create continuity in order to oﬀset this pendulum-like monotony.
To aid the reader in quickly grasping the voice-leading structure of Pachelbel’s setting in 3.4, I
have labelled the tenor and discant clausulae, the cadence types according to Muﬀat’s categories,
and the evasion techniques as found in 3.3. The subject ends with a tenor clausula (TC): 3-2-1.
Unsurprisingly, the countersubject that accompanies the first answer complements this with a
discant clausula (DC; 1-7-1), making what Muﬀat would presumably term a cadentia minima
descendens ligata in mm. 5–6 (even though he does not discuss two-voice examples in his
treatise). While this cadence is, strictly speaking, not evaded, it is weak because of the stepwise
bass motion and open-ended because it arrives on the neighboring key of A (presumably minor)
rather than the home key of D minor. From here on until the very end of the piece, every
subject/answer entry employs an evasive strategy from 3.3. As identified with encircled Arabic
numerals, Pachelbel uses exclusively techniques one, two, three, four, and six. The cadence in m.
8 is evaded via the elision of the subject entry in the bass, since the subject not only ends with a
tenor clausula, it also begins with a bass clausula (5-1). In m. 9, the discant clausula resolves to b7
(motivo di cadenza) instigating a brief tonicization of the subdominant (G minor). The same
technique appears in m. 10 in the upper voice, this time negating a double cadence (major
perfecta) in G minor. The cadence ending on m. 12 is not evaded, but as mentioned before, it is
weak because of the stepwise bass motion and incomplete because it arrives on F, not D. The
minima ascendens ligata cadence in mm. 13–14 is evaded via another elided subject entry, this
time in the soprano. Finally, the major ligata cadence in m. 15 is evaded via the major third at the
ULT position. The reason for this relatively strong—yet nevertheless evaded—cadence is that it
marks the conclusion of the exposition of this fugue.27 As is common, the texture thins after this
point, continuing in only two voices. The remaining annotations in 3.4 will suﬃce for the
interested reader. There is no need for additional commentary here, except to draw attention to
the tangled knot of three evasive techniques within the span of two bars in mm. 37–38. This is a
stunning moment of contrapuntal ingenuity. One could surmise somewhat facetiously that,
given the variety and creativity with which Pachelbel has repeatedly avoided cadencing numerous
times throughout his setting, the final cadentia major perfecta is, in its predictability, almost
unexpected.
3.1.4 Invertible Counterpoint and Imitation in the Multiple-Bass Tradition
Having established a cadential taxonomy in section 3.1.2 and some common strategies for
evading cadential closure in section 3.1.3, we now turn to the primary questions of Part One of
this chapter: How might members of Bach’s circle have introduced aspects of fugal when
harmonizing chorales? What methodological or theoretical similarities, if any, exist between
27

Traditionally, the exposition is the first large section of a fugue containing a subject or answer entry in all voices.
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chorales and fugues? As noted already, answers to these questions will necessarily remain
somewhat speculative. In this section I will focus on two techniques that are central to fugal
writing: invertible counterpoint and imitation. The topic of invertible counterpoint is implied
when the chorale melody is transferred to the bass; the topic of imitation is introduced when the
bassline imitates the chorale melody canonically.
Invertible counterpoint is the technique wherein one or more voices exchange lines. When two
melodies are interchanged, it is called double counterpoint; if it involves three melodies, then it is
triple counterpoint, etc. The most common interval of transposition is the octave, although other
intervals are possible (most commonly the twelfth and tenth).28 Will will discuss invertible
counterpoint more in Part Three.
According to Rinck, J. C. Kittel required him to harmonize chorales in various ways, first
inventing multiple basses to each melody, and then setting the melody against another voice in
quarters, eights, sixteenths, dotted notes, and triplets. 29 What is particularly interesting in the
present context is that these exercises apparently also involved setting the chorale in the bass.
While this technique is not guaranteed to involve invertible counterpoint, it certainly broaches
the concept by demonstrating that a contrapuntal line can be set in a diﬀerent voice. After
placing the melody in the bass, one might then ask whether any of the previous basses could also
be placed in the melody. This would lead naturally to a discussion of the conditions that are
necessary for such a procedure. As in all types of invertible counterpoint, the primary issue is that
of controlling dissonance under inversion. In invertible counterpoint at the octave (ic8), all
intervals maintain their consonant/dissonant status under inversion except the fourth and fifth:
the dissonant fourth inverts to a consonant fifth and vice versa.30 Thus, one must treat fifths as if
they were dissonant—as syncopatio or transitus notes—in order to assure that they will not create
errors in the inverted setting.
Let us examine an example of a multiple-bass chorale setting where the chorale is transferred to
the bass. Of course, such settings are of a diﬀerent sort than normative multiple-bass settings,
since here one assumes that the melody and bass should not proceed in octaves (that is, the
chorale should no longer be played in the highest voice). As such, the chorale becomes a figured
bassline. This procedure occurs in an anonymous source originating from J. P. Kirnberger’s circle
called the Allgemeines Choralbuch (c.1760–1780).31 One such setting is shown in 3.5, which
shows the chorale “Nun komm der Heiden Heiland” (Zahn 1174) with eleven figured basslines.
Bass ten is the chorale melody transposed down an octave. How should one accompany bass ten?
The figuring is certainly helpful in this regard. But I believe the true intent of the anonymous
composer is that bass nine should serve as the accompaniment for bass ten—that is, bass nine
and the chorale melody are invertible at the octave. See the more legible modern notation in 3.6.
We encountered invertible counterpoint at the octave (ic8) in 1.83, and invertible counterpoint at the twelfth (ic12) in 1.15
and 2.22. Both of these examples involve double counterpoint; 2.25 showed an example of quadruple counterpoint.
28

Rinck (1833 [2003], 24). This account was given in section 2.2.15 in the previous chapter. See 2.69 for examples of such
exercises.
29

30

See 3.35 for a table explaining this.

31

D-LEm, III.6.82a. See McCormick (2015, 154; 419–424) regarding this source.
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As we can see, all four phrases of the chorale include at least one pairing of discant and tenor
clausulae.32 This pairing, along with the rest of the setting, it invertible at the octave. 3.7 shows
how bass nine could serve as the upper voice in the accompaniment for bass ten (the chorale
melody). Editorial inner voices are shown in small note heads. It cannot be coincidental that the
figuring for bass ten corresponds perfectly to bass nine—certainly it was the composer’s intent to
pair the two lines, having placed them directly one after the other. Such clever instances of
(concealed) invertible counterpoint reveal how the chorale harmonization can be used to
introduce more advanced compositional techniques that are central to fugal writing.
Besides transferring the chorale melody to the bass, another means of introducing fugal concepts
is to have the bassline imitate the chorale canonically. Two very brief instances of this technique
appear in Kirnberger’s multiple-bass setting of the chorale “Ach Gott und Herr” (Zahn 2051)
from his treatise, Die Kunst des reinen Sazes, discussed in Chapter Two (see 2.62). After a rest,
bass twenty imitates the first two pitches of the chorale (Bb–A) canonically, a fact Kirnberger
comments upon.33 In a similar way, bass twenty-six inverts the chorale’s initial half step by
beginning with the pitches Eb–En. In both cases, the imitation is highlighted by having the bass
begin with a rest. This strategy is applied more consistently in Karl Gottlieb Umbreit’s multiplebass settings, Zwölf Choralmelodien (1817). It is possible that Umbreit learned of multiple-bass
chorales from his teacher, J. C. Kittel. See Umbreit’s two settings shown in 3.8. In both, the
bassline in every phrase begins with a rest, followed by an imitation of the chorale melody,
sometimes at the same pitch but not always. Such a technique oﬀers a relatively simple
introduction to the concept of imitation, since the bass may begin at any pitch level, and only
need imitate a few notes before breaking the imitation or arriving at the cadence.
A more advanced form of imitation appears in Carl F. Becker’s set of fifty figured basses on the
chorale, “Christ, der du bist der helle Tag” (c.1838). Five of the basses borrow a phrase from the
chorale itself. One such setting is shown in 3.9. The annotations are original. Phrase one of the
bass is the retrograde of the first phrase of the chorale, beginning on Eb; phrase two of the bass is
phrase four of the chorale transposed a fifth lower; phrase three of the bass is an inversion of
phrase three of the chorale, beginning on D; and phrase four of the bass is phrase three of the
melody at pitch (except the final pitch). As I have stated elsewhere, the purpose of multiple-bass
composition was likely to probe the boundaries of one’s contrapuntal imagination.34 In this
particular case, one investigates the contrapuntal potential of the chorale itself. This selfreferential technique is inherently economical in its eﬃciency—before composing new countersubjects (since that’s what the basslines actually are), one first scrutinizes the material at hand.
Such training pays dividends when it comes time to compose a fugue, particularly regarding the
technique of stretto, or overlapping subject entries.

Recall that the tenor clausula is somewhat flexible: it’s three-note pattern may begin and end on 3 or 1, but always has 2 in the
middle (except for in a mi-cadence).
32

33

Kirnberger (1771–1779, 2:31).

34

Remeš (2019b, 88-89)
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3.1.5 From Grundbass Settings to Imitative Chorale Accompaniment
Another means of foreshadowing fugal technique is by introducing imitation into a chorale’s
accompanying voices. This pedagogical method was already mentioned at the end of section
2.2.15 in connection with Kittel’s teachings. See especially 2.83 and 2.84, both of which involve
imitative accompanying voices. The reader will recall how Kittel stated that, “Exercises of this
kind are the most expedient preparation for fugal writing.”35 So how does one actually compose
an imitative accompaniment?
3.10 shows Kittle’s ten settings of the sixth phrase to the chorale, “Ich komm o Jesu, hier” (Zahn
2184). This example illustrates how Kittel’s variation technique leads naturally to imitative
accompaniment. As we saw in Chapter Two (see 2.77), Kittel’s approach begins with a
Grundbass, or setting involving primarily 5/3 chords, as shown at 2.77(a). According to Kittel,
the next two settings involve “derived harmonies” (abgeleitete Harmonien). As noted in Chapter
Two, derived harmonies introduce inverted chords, even if these are not actually inversions of the
specific 5/3 chords given in the initial Grundbass setting. The inverted harmonies introduce a
great many more options for the bassline and make the bass more melodic (i.e., stepwise). Next
come two chromatic settings at (d) and (e), and a setting in a “suspended” (gebunden) style at (f ).
At (g) Kittel introduces the concept of invertible counterpoint, since the alto begins with the
bassline of the previous setting. Finally, at (h) we see the first instance of imitation between the
accompanying voices. Although Kittel does not explicitly state that (i) is also imitative, all four
accompanying voices do begin with a step. Like (h), the final setting at (j) employs “free”
imitation between the three accompanying voices. In sum, this example seems to contain a
didactic progression for how to compose an imitative accompaniment.
Kittel’s examples in 3.10, along with many similar ones in his treatise, imply that the student
should not begin by attempting to write an imitative chorale setting, for this would be
unmanageably complex. For beginners, the composition of brief imitative entries is much simpler
when done in reference to a pre-existing line and after having already defined a few homophonic
harmonizations. These harmonizations outline the available consonances below the chorale
melody (similar to Wiedeburg’s method in 2.56) and get these intervals “in the fingers.” Next, by
means of staggering the voice entries via rests and introducing rhythmic values that are faster
than the chorale’s basic pulse, the imitative voices can navigate between the structural tones
defined via the homophonic harmonizations. Although the word “free” was used to describe the
final setting in 3.10, this is not entirely true, since the chorale is still present. The chorale melody
acts like a cantus firmus—a stable point of reference from which to derive the imitating voices.
This is easier than beginning with truly “free” imitation, without reference to a predefined line, as
occurs in Vorimitation.

35

Kittel (1801–1808, 2:38). For the complete quotation, see section 2.2.16.
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3.1.6 From Vorimitation to Chorale Fughetta: Tonal vs. Real Answers
How does freely imitative accompaniment reinforce the skills necessary for fugal writing? One
answer seems to be that it introduces the concept of imitation within the limiting and therefore
simplified context of composing against a preexisting line. This creates a problem if one wishes to
extend the imitative region before the entry of the chorale melody. But Vorimitation, as this
technique is called, diﬀers from freely imitative accompaniment in one crucial way: in
Vorimitation, the shape of the line is determined by the chorale itself. This introduces a limiting
factor analogous to the cantus firmus (i.e., the chorale) in imitative accompaniment. That is, one
need not compose a free fugue subject, since the pitch content of the theme is largely
predetermined by the chorale. After two or three voices (typically in shorter note values)
introduce the ensuing chorale phrase, the chorale melody itself follows in the discant or bass
voice, typically in longer note values and often ornamented. There are countless examples of
Vorimitation in Bach’s oeuvre, particularly in his organ works. Yet at present I would like to
examine a source that Bach is known to have used in lessons.
In 2005, Michael Maul and Peter Wollny discovered a collection of manuscripts, two of which
represent the earliest known autographs of J. S. Bach.36 The two works in Bach’s hand are D.
Buxtehude’s enormous chorale fantasia “Nun freut euch, lieben Christen g’mein” (Zahn 4427)
and J. A. Reincken’s equally lengthy (and famous) chorale fantasia “An Wasserflüssen
Babylon” (Zahn 7663), both of which appear in so-called new German tablature. The former
manuscript dates from Bach’s Ohrdruf years (1695–1700), the latter from Bach’s time as a pupil
of Georg Böhm in Lüneburg (1700–1702/1703).37 Were the present work a study of Bach’s own
musical education, we would certainly wish to investigate further the significance of this finding
for Bach’s upbringing. But our focus is on Bach’s role as teacher, which shifts our attention to the
remaining fascicles bound up with the Bach autographs.
These fascicles contain three works by Johann Pachelbel: a setting of “An Wasserflüssen Babylon,”
“Kyrie Gott Vater in Ewigkeit,” and a fugue in B minor. The scribe of these works, which also
appear in new German tablature, is Johann Martin Schubart (1690–1721); they date from c.
1707–1709.38 According to J. Walther’s biographical sketch, Schubart “was taught to play the
clavier by Herr Johann Sebastian Bach, with whom he boarded without interruption from 1707
to 1717.”39 According to Maul and Wollny, “We may safely assume that the Pachelbel MSS were
byproducts of lessons with Bach or were at least prepared with his approval.” 40 Thus we have here
proof that Bach very likely employed works by Pachelbel in his own teaching. Yet, according to
Walther, Schubart’s lessons with Bach focused on keyboard playing, not composition.
Nevertheless, since improvisation was an integral part of a keyboardist’s education at this time,
36

Maul and Wollny (eds. 2007).

37

Maul and Wollny (eds. 2007, XXVI–XXX).

38

Maul and Wollny (eds. 2007, XXIII–XXIV).

“[…] erlernete bey Hrn. Johann Sebastian Bachen das Clavier-Spielen, und hielte sich bey demselben von 1707 bis 1717
beständig auf […]” (Bach-Dok. 2:233).
39

40

Maul and Wollny (eds. 2007, XXIV).
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we must assume that Bach’s instruction in keyboard playing included at least some discussion of
compositional principles necessary for improvisation. Even though the above-mentioned sources
are in tablature, Schubart’s lessons certainly would have included instruction in thoroughbass,
since, as we know already, Bach said that the fundamental principles of composition are derived
from the keyboard and thoroughbass.41 Let us examine the compositional design of one of these
works by Pachelbel.
The first fifteen measures of Pachelbel’s setting of “An Wassflüssen Babyon” are shown in 3.11.
The first two phrases of the chorale melody enter in the soprano voice in unornamented half
notes in mm. 3 and 9, respectively. Both these entries are preceded by simple Vorimitation in the
lower two accompanying voices, as marked. The task of composing a Vorimitation is relatively
simple, since, as already mentioned, the pitch content of the opening entry is determined by the
chorale melody. Next, one only need decide at which pitch the answer should occur and whether
the answer should be real or tonal (here the answer in m. 2 is tonal). The opening entry may use
the entire chorale phrase (as in mm. 1–2) or only the first few notes (as in mm. 8–9). After each
voice has presented the chorale (or an incipit thereof ), a brief segment of free counterpoint leads
into the accompaniment for the chorale in longer values.
Vorimitation is like a nascent fugue, since it contains at least one pair of subject/answer entries.
Naturally, a third and fourth voice could repeat more subject and answer entries, at which point
one arrives at a fugal exposition or fughetta. Pedagogical models for this procedure can be found
in the Weimar Tablature (1704), which is attributed to Pachelbel’s circle of pupils. This source
contains several chorale fughettas, each one followed by a thoroughbass chorale. Presumably the
fughetta is intended as a Vorspiel in the context of the church service, while the thoroughbass
chorale is intended for the subsequent congregational accompaniment. 3.12 shows two examples
from the Weimar Tablature. Each setting contains only three voice entries before coming to a
close. Given their brevity, it could be that the pupil was intended to extend these settings via the
(improvised) addition of more voice entries.
A central skill necessary to move from two-voice Vorimitation to a three- or four-voice fughetta is
the composition of a transitional passage between the second and third voice entries. Since the
answer occurs at the fifth degree (or less often at the fourth), the function of the transition is to
return back to the main key, cancelling any newly introduced accidentals. In 3.12(a), this is
achieved in m. 3 by means of the motivo di cadenza (evasion technique four from 3.3), whereby
the syncopated discant clausula resolves to a chromatically lowered 7, which modulates from D
minor back to G minor. The ensuing bass subject entry is elided with the cadentia major ligata in
mm. 4–5, followed by yet another motivo di cadenza in m. 6. Finally, the fughetta closes with a
cadentia major ligata. 3.12(b) employs an easier strategy: the subject contains an implied
modulation to the dominant (since it comes to rest on 5 by descending step), meaning the
answer returns to the tonic (at least hypothetically). This eliminates the need for a modulatory
transition between the second and third entries. Nevertheless, the anonymous composer chooses
to have the bass enter with the answer (not the subject) in m. 6. A weak cadentia minima
41

See Part One of Chapter One regarding the pedagogical disadvantages of tablature compared to thoroughbass.
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descendens ligata (i.e., tenor clausula in the bass) and a cadentia major ligata close out this
fughetta.
As we can see, both examples in 3.12 employ tonal answers, which provides occasion to address
the topic of tonal vs. real answers in greater depth. Theorists have wrestled with this complex
issue ever since Johannes Tinctoris first defined fugal imitation as thematic material with identical
solmization syllables in his Terminorum musicae diﬃnitorium (compiled before 1475, published
1495).42 At the heart of the issue lies the question of whether to preserve the integrity of the
theme (i.e., in a real answer) or the mode (i.e., in a tonal answer). According to Paul Walker,
Girolamo Diruta in his Il Transilvano (2 vols., 1593–1609) was the first to define tonal answer as
the projection an octave species pair—authentic and plagal (or vice versa).43 Diruta’s definition is
worth quoting at length:
mà vi voglio dare un’altro avertimento sopra le modulationi delli Tuoni non meno
importante de gli altri, qual è questo. Havete da modulare li Tuoni sopra qual soggetti vi
piacerà, pur che il soggetto sia fondato sopra le sue proprie specie, cioè ch’una foccia la
Quinta, & l’altra la Quarta. Come volendo voi fare una fantasia overo comporre altre
Cantilene sopra il primo Tuono; le sue specie sono re la & re sol, contenute tra D la sol re, A
la mi re, & D la sol re. Se la parte del Tenore overo del Soprano farà il soggetto, & che dica
re, la, il Basso, overo il Contralto re sol, dal A la mi re, & D la sol re, questra sarà la sua vera
formatione.44
But I wish to give you another caution concerning the melodic lines in the [various] modes,
which is no less important than the others. It is this: you can proceed in the modes with
whichever subject you like, on the condition that the subject is based on its proper species,
i.e., that one [voice] makes a fifth and the other a fourth. If you want to make a fantasy or
composer other pieces in the first mode, its species are [the fifth] re-la and [the fourth re-sol
contained between D la sol re, A la mi re, and D la sol re. If the tenor or soprano part states
the subject with re la, the bass or alto [answers] re sol, which is the true foundation of A la mi
re and D la sol re.45

Writing in the second half of the seventeenth century, Christoph Bernhard also addresses the
issue of tonal vs. real answer in his manuscript treatise, Tractatus compositionis augmentatus. There
he essentially takes up Diruta’s position with an addition distinction. Bernhard writes that one
may either use a paired octave species (a tonal answer as described by Diruta), or, if the soggetto
moves primarily by step, one may also use a real answer.46 It is the association of tonal answer

“Fuga est idemtitas [sic] partium cantus quo ad valorem nomen formam et interdum quo ad locum notarum et pausarum
suarum” (Tinctoris 1495 [1963], 32–33), quoted in Walker (1990, 364). Regarding the dating of Tinctoris’s treatise, see Ronald
(2010). Walker (1990, 364) claims Tinctoris was the first to define the term “fugue.”
42

43

Walker (1990, 367).

44

Diruta (1593–1609, vol. 2, book III, p. 12), cited in Walker (1990, 367).

45

Translated in Walker (1990, 367).

46

Müller-Blattau (ed. 1963, 98–106).
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with leaping subject and real answers with stepwise subjects that I wish to highlight, since it
relates to a source originating from J. S. Bach’s circle.
Johann Valentin Eckelt (1675–1732), a pupil of Pachelbel, distinguishes between stepwise and
leaping subjects in manuscript treatise titled “Kurtzer Unterricht was einen Organist[en] nötig zu
wißen seÿ” (Brief Instruction on What an Organist Must Know).47 In the section titled “Zum
Fugiren ex Capite Gehöret” (Improvising a Fugue Requires), Eckelt explains how a theme should
be treated per Tonum (by key or mode = tonal answer) or per Gradum (by step = real answer). Yet,
he cautions, “There are, however, themes that do not allow for tonal answers, such [the chorale]
“Allein Gott in der Höh seÿ Ehr.”48 The incipit of this chorale is G–B–C–D. As Eckelt
demonstrates, a tonal answer would begin with D–E–F#–G, which compromises the integrity
(and presumably the recognizability) of the chorale melody, since it no longer begins with a third.
Thus, according to Eckelt, this chorale and those like it should be treated per Gradum with real
answers. Interestingly, Eckelt’s own Tabulaturbuch contains a setting of “Allein Gott” by Nicolaus
Vetter (also a pupil of Pachelbel) that conforms to Eckelt’s recommendation of using a real
answer for this melody.49 The question remains: does Eckelt’s logic also apply to chorale melodies
that begin with a leap or a fourth or fifth?
Eckelt neither gives an example of such a chorale in his “Kurtzer Unterricht,” nor does one
appear in his Tabulaturbuch. Returning to 3.12, we can see that the anonymous author of the
settings in the Weimar Tablature (which, like Eckelt’s treatise, also originates from Pachelbel’s
circle) did not share Eckelt’s caution against using tonal answers for chorale melodies. The
subjects in 3.12(a) and (b) both begin with the leap of a fourth (outlining the arithmetic octave
species), followed by tonal answers beginning with the leap of a fifth (outlining the harmonic
octave species). Based on common practice in the eighteenth century, presumably Eckelt too
would have made an exception to his rule, thus allowing tonal answers for chorale melodies that
begin with a fourth or fifth. Of course, this too deforms the contour of the chorale melody.
Perhaps the diﬀerence between a fourth and fifth (or vice versa) is not as perceptible as the
diﬀerence between a third and a second (as with “Allein Gott”), thus making a tonal answer more
acceptable for the larger intervals.
Further instruction from Pachelbel’s circle regarding tonal and real answers in the context of
chorale-based subjects can be found in J. H. Buttstedt’s Ut, Mi, Sol, Re, Fa, La, Tota Musica et
Harmonia Æterna (c.1715–1716). The origin of this treatise as a conservative reaction to
Mattheson’s endorsement of the modern major/minor system was already discussed in Chapter
One. Buttstedt argues that knowledge of solmization is essential to writing imitative

47

See Remeš (2019c).

“Es sind aber auch Temata die sich nicht Per tonum bringen lassen als Allein Gott in der Höh seÿ Ehr […]” (cited in Remeš
2019c, 141).
48

See Belotti (2001, 36). Unfortunately, no straightforward examples of fugal imitation on this chorale survive from J. S. Bach,
although could argue that Bach’s setting of “Allein Gott” in BWV 664 uses a tonal answer.
49
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counterpoint. He illustrates this with the chorale, “Vater unser im Himmelreich” (Zahn 2561),
to which he assigns the following syllables according to the natural hexachord on C: 50
w

h

h

h

h

h

h

w

a

a

f

g

a

f

e

d

la

la

fa

sol

la

fa

mi

re

Buttstedt says that the answer (comes) would normally be as follows (i.e., a real answer):
w

h

h

h

h

h

h

w

e1

e1

c1

d1

e1

c1

b

a

la

la

fa

sol

la

fa

mi

re

Generally, the solmization syllables in the imitation should match those of the subject. It is
unclear why Buttstedt mutates only for the fifth note of the imitation (using mi instead of la),
which destroys the parallelism. I suspect it could be an oversight on Buttstedt’s part. Regardless,
he writes that the ambitus of the above imitation exceeds the Limites Toni (i.e., the octaves species
d–d1), since the imitation starts on e1. For this reason, the first two notes of the answer should be
adjusted as follows to make what we call a tonal answer:
w

h

h

h

h

h

h

w

d[1]

d1

c1

d1

e1

c1

b

a

sol

sol

fa

sol

la

fa

mi

re

Curiously, Buttstedt does not mutate on the fifth note of this example, as he did before. This
suggests that the syllable mi on the fifth note of the real answer should actually be la, as it is in
the tonal answer. The more important point is that Buttstedt’s instruction seems to contradict
Eckelt’s admonition not to use a tonal answer for the chorale “Allein Gott,” which also began
with a third. But then again, perhaps there is no contradiction after all, since the first note of
“Vater unser” exceeds the octave species of the mode, whereas the incipit of “Allein Gott” does
not. As we can see, there are a variety of factors to consider regarding tonal vs. real answers. Let
us examine one further example from Buttstedt that begins with the leap of a fifth to see if his
instruction corresponds with standard baroque practice as represented by the Weimar Tablature.

Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 132–133.). For simplicity, I have translated Buttstedt’s rhythmic dashes in New German tablature in
the top row into modern notation.
50
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Buttstedt assigns the following syllables from the natural hexachord to the chorale, “Wir glauben
all an einem Gott”:51
w

h

h

h

h

w

h

h

h

h

h

h

w

d

a

g

a

e

f

e

g

f

e

d

c#

d

re

la

sol

la

mi

fa

mi

sol

fa

mi

re

do

re

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the ficta on the penultimate note (c#) does not alter the
solmization syllable (do).52 According to Buttstedt, the real answer would be arranged as follows,
transposed up a fifth to the hard hexachord on G, or what Buttstedt refers to as a “competing
mode” (competitor Tonus):
w

h

h

h

h

w

h

h

h

h

h

h

w

a

e1

d1

e1

b

c1

b

d1

c1

b

a

g#

a

re

la

sol

la

mi

fa

mi

sol

fa

mi

re

do

re

Because the initial mode (d dorian) of the subject (dux) cannot tolerate this, one makes the
necessary adjustments for a tonal answer:
w

h

h

h

q

q

w

h

h

h

h

h

h

w

a

d1

c1

d1

a

b

c1

b

d1

c1

b

a

g#

a

re

la

sol

la

re

mi

fa

mi

sol

fa

mi

re

do

re

Buttstedt says that the following answer would be erroneous because it goes into a foreign mode:
w

h

h

h

h

w

h

h

h

h

h

h

w

a

d1

c1

d1

a

bb

a

c[1]

bb

a

g

f#

g

mi

la

sol

la

mi

fa

mi

sol

fa

mi

re

do

re

Thus, Buttstedt’s instruction regarding how to arrange the answer of a chorale-based subject that
begins with a fifth does indeed correspond to the examples from Pachelbel’s school given in the
Weimar Tablature. While Eckelt’s method is less formalized, Buttstedt relies explicitly on
solmization. Since both authors were pupils of Pachelbel, it is diﬃcult to say whose instruction is
more representative of Pachelbel’s school. Nevertheless, given the significance that Buttstedt
assigns to solmization, I find it diﬃcult to believe that this would have played no role whatsoever
in Pachelbel’s teaching.

Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 133–134). For simplicity, I have translated Buttstedt’s rhythmic dashes in New German tablature in
the top row into modern notation.
51

52

See Buttstedt’s original solmization in 2.32 and 2.33.
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In sum, chorale fughetta is a more demanding compositional technique than Vorimitation.
Although chorale fughettas are relatively simple in that the contour of the subject is determined
largely by the chorale melody, they nonetheless require the composer to be familiar with the
complex issue of tonal vs. real answer. In addition, since chorale fughettas by definition include
more than two entries, they very often require a modulatory passage between the second and
third entries. Thus, the composer of a chorale fughetta must be versed in both these techniques.
We will return once more to Eckelt’s and Buttstedt’s treatises at the conclusion of Part One.
3.1.7 From Chorale Fughetta to Chorale Fugue
If each voice part is given two or more entries, then most commentators would agree that this
constitutes a fully fledged fugue, rather than a fughetta (although the line separating the two
genres is not absolute). For an excellent example of this process we turn now to the second piece
by Pachelbel that Schubart copied while a pupil of Bach around 1708–1709: “Kyrie Gott Vater
in Ewigkeit” (Zahn 8600d), shown in 3.13. As with Pachelbel’s Magnificat fugue in 3.4, an
editorial analysis of thematic entries, cadences, clausulae, and evasion techniques is included. The
Vorimitation in this piece is so lengthy that it comprises a complete fugue where each voice has
two entries (mm. 1–25). Interestingly, just like the Magnificat fugue in 3.4, each of the four
voices presents the subject and the answer precisely once before the pedal enters with the chorale
melody in the bass in m. 25 (see annotations).53 And just like the earlier Magnificat fugue, all the
cadences up until m. 25 are either weak (i.e., with stepwise bass) or evaded. The cadentia major
perfecta in D major in mm. 23–24 closes the Vorimitation and makes way for the pedal entry in
augmented note values in the bass (pedal). (Atypically, none of the ensuing chorale phrases are
preceded by Vorimitation.) Thus, as we saw in 3.4, it would seem that Pachelbel reserves the
cadentia major perfecta to demarcate the most important structural divisions.
Certainly further examples of extended Vorimitation bordering on fugue could be discussed here.
One only need page through Bach’s Neumeister Collection to find additional models.54 That the
earliest surviving works by Bach (the Neumeister Collection is thought to date from around
1700) would be cast in a mold similar to Pachelbel and his pupils (the Weimar Tablature) is
entirely logical, given Pachelbel’s enormous influence as an organist, composer, and teacher in
central Germany at this time. As mentioned already, Bach received his earliest musical training
from his brother, Johann Christoph, who was a pupil of Pachelbel. More mature examples of
Vorimitation can be found throughout almost all seventeen of the Leipzig Chorales (BWV 651–
667) and in many of the chorale settings in the third part of the Klavierübung (BWV 669–689).
Having seen how Vorimitation can be extended into a fughetta and even a fugue, we now turn to
the crucial juncture of learning to compose a free fugue subject.

53

A more in depth analysis would be needed to determine if this is a consistent feature of all Pachelbel’s fugues.

54

See, for example, BWV 719, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1101, 1103, 1109, 1110, 1111, 1112, 1114, and 1119.
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3.1.8 From Chorale Fugue to Free Fugue
Chorales melody incipits make ideal fugue subjects for beginners. Chorale phrases are of
manageable length, they are unornamented, generally move stepwise, and often end with a
clausula. After gaining experience improvising and composing fughettas and fugues on choralebased subjects, the pupil would ideally have internalized some of these principles and would be
able to apply them to the composition of free fugue subjects. This seems to the be pedagogical
strategy employed in Eckelt’s treatise mentioned earlier. In his section titled “What Must Be
Taken into Account When Playing Fugues and How One Should Order and Arrange a Theme,”
Eckelt begins his discussion of fugal composition/improvisation using the chorale “Vater unser
im Himmelreich.”55 Apparently it was self-evident that fugues involve subjects based on chorales,
such that Eckelt did not even have to comment upon the fact. This is logical, considering that
organists were required to prelude on chorales during the church service, and fugal technique was
standard practice in this genre.
Yet the second example in Eckelt’s treatise uses a subject not based on a chorale. This is followed
by more examples based again on chorale melodies. That is, Eckelt’s instruction fluctuates
seamlessly between chorale-based and free fugue subjects with the clear implication that the same
contrapuntal principles apply to both types. A similar pedagogical method appears in the section
on fugal improvisation in the other version of Eckelt’s treatise.56 Interestingly, at the very end of
this second treatise, Eckelt states that the most artful kind of fugue is one that involves a
syncopatio dissonance at every subject entry. The artfulness may be related to the forward
momentum and continuity created by the syncopatio. It is notable that Eckelt does not maintain a
strict number of voices in this example—this is an important concession that makes fugues much
easier to improvise. Another factor that simplifies improvisation is the fact that no mention is
made of maintaining consistent countersubjects throughout the various voice entries. This
simplifies the improviser’s task, since there is less material to memorize.
It is particularly evident in Buttstedt’s treatise that the same principles governing the arrangement
of a fugal answer (i.e., solmization) apply to both chorale-based and free subjects. For instance,
Buttstedt gives the following example of free subject in d dorian with solmization syllables:57
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In Buttstedt’s tonal answer, the falling fifth in the opening is of course altered to a falling fourth:
See the treatise Diesen Kurtzen Unterricht wie man eine Fuga oder Praeludium formiren und einrichten soll
in Remeš (2019c, 115–126).
55

56

See the treatise Kurtzer Unterricht was einen Organist[en] nötig zu wißen seÿ in Remeš (2019c, 127–142).

57

Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 134). The repeated notes in these two examples have ties in the original.
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Thus, the same principles apply as if this were a chorale melody: the opening incipit must be
adjusted in order to preserve the integrity of the mode, even though this alters the subject.
Buttstedt also gives the following phrygian subject from a fantasia J. J. Froberger (1616–1667):58
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As Buttstedt notes, this subject can be transposed without alteration (i.e., as a real answer) as
follows:59
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In this case, the solmization syllables of course remain unchanged. There are, however, more
complex cases where the subject can be understood to be in multiple modes. To close Part One of
this chapter we will examine one such example from Buttstedt.
To illustrate how a subject can be understood in two modes, Buttstedt presents a theme from his
teacher (his “Lehrmeister”), Pachelbel. See 3.14. Editorial realizations in modern notation appear
below the original tablature. On the one hand, if one views the dux as being in g mixolydian,
then the proper comes is a real answer cadencing on the four degree. Whereas many modern
commentators view this as a non-standard “subdominant answer,” Buttstedt’s analysis reveals this
comes in fact to be normative. The reason is that the most common cadential degrees for g
mixolydian are I, IV, and V (one cannot make a cadence on III in g mixolydian because of the
tritone above b). While it is possible to made a cadence on V in g mixolydian using the soprano
and tenor clausula, it would not have been possible to repeat the dux up a fifth from its original
position in 3.14(a). The reason is that g mixolydian is in cantus durus, meaning the only available
Buttstedt (c.1715–1716, 134). Buttstedt also includes the countersubject, which is omitted here. For a modern edition of
Froberger’s fantasia, see Adler (ed. 1897–1903, 38–39).
58

“Folget ein Exempel von Frobergern, so in Modo Phrygio stehet worinne der Imitation ein völliges Gnügen geschicht, und Tonus
als der andere Competitor sich auch über nichts zu beschweren hat” (Buttstedt c.1715–1716, 134).
59
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hexachords are the natural and hard ones on C and G, respectively. Since Buttstedt requires the
solmization syllables of the comes to match the dux, one may not present the subject starting on a
(a–f#–b–e–a–d–g–f#–e–d) because f# may not appear as a structural pitch in cantus durus (only as
ficta). For this reason, a real “subdominant" answer is actually the standard procedure if we
understand this subject to be in g mixolydian.
Alternatively, Buttstedt says, if we understand this subject to be in g ionian with f# in the key
signature, as shown at 3.14(b), then the comes should be a tonal answer at the dominant, as
shown. This is because g ionian is a transposed mode, and has hexachords on G and D; thus f# is
available as a structural tone when making a cadence on V. Fascinatingly, Buttstedt also illustrates
what would happen if this subject were transposed to c ionian, as shown at 3.14(c). Here the first
note of the comes must also be altered from d2 to c2 in order to make a real answer; otherwise it
would exceed the bounds (i.e., octave species) of the mode, Buttstedt writes. Yet, he cautions, one
must also be wary not to make the comes as shown at 3.14(d), since this would lead into the
wrong mode. Given that Pachelbel is the composer of the subject in 3.14, we might ask how
Buttstedt’s Lehrmeister answered the question of this subject’s mode. Fortunately, this piece
survives. Pachelbel viewed his subject as being in g ionian with f#, since he gives a tonal answer at
the dominant.60
As we have seen, the question of tonal vs. real answer is by no means a simple matter. How one
solves this issue depends on one’s theoretical perspective. If we view Buttstedt as a reliable
conveyor of his teacher’s instruction, then it would seem that aspects of traditional solmization
survived into the eighteenth century in Pachelbel’s circle. These traditional teachings, which were
refined in the context of chorale-based fugue subjects, were brought to bear on the composition
of free fugues as well. As we know, Pachelbel was widely revered as an organist, composer, and
teacher in central Germany. To what extent Pachelbel’s teachings intersect with Bach’s remains an
open question. But given the importance of chorale harmonization in Bach’s teaching, it stands
to reason that his pupils would have made their first attempts at fugal composition using subjects
derived from chorale melodies, later applying the same principles to free subjects. The treatises of
Eckelt and Buttstedt help us understand the music-theoretical landscape in which Bach’s
instruction took place.
3.1.9 Summary of Part One
Part One posited a hypothetical bridge from chorale to fugue. This bridge centers around fugues
containing subjects based on chorale melodies. Given that chorale-based fugues play a central
role in Pachelbel’s circle and in Bach’s oeuvre, it is possible that Bach may at times have
introduced his pupils to fugal writing by borrowing well-known chorale melodies. But fugal
techniques like invertible counterpoint and imitation might already have played a role in chorale
harmonization, as implied by some surviving multiple-bass sources. The variation technique of
Bach’s pupil, Kittel, also presents a pedagogical bridge to fugue via imitative chorale
accompaniment. While this cannot be proved, it would be logical for Bach to have employed
60

This fugue, which Pachelbel develops into a double fugue, is given in Pachelbel (1990–, vol. II, 50–55).
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Vorimitation, chorale fughettas, and chorale fugues in a progression towards free fugal writing. It
may be that fugal improvisation in a simpler style formed the conceptual basis for more complex,
written fugues. In closing, Part One of this chapter can be understood as a counterweight to Part
Two. Whereas Part Two investigates the relatively unknown genre of thoroughbass fugue, Part
One emphasizes the fact that fugal composition, improvisation, and pedagogy in Bach’s day also
existed independently of the thoroughbass fugue. In fact, evidence suggests that, although Bach’s
conception of composition was indebted to thoroughbass, fugal writing also relied heavily on
tablature. Thus Bach remained fluent in the older, tablature-centered model of notation and
musical space while also embracing the more modern model based on thoroughbass and staﬀ
notation, particularly regarding the fundamental principles of composition. For this reason, one
assumes he was also proficient in hexachordal solmization, and may at some point have
incorporated such ideas into his explanations of imitative counterpoint, as Buttstedt did.
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PART TWO: A SURVEY OF THOROUGHBASS FUGUES
IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY GERMANY
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~~~
3.2.1 Introduction to Part Two
Part Two of this chapter investigates the art of fugal improvisation via thoroughbass in Bach’s day
and associates this technique with Bach’s teaching and that of his circle. A distinction is drawn
between fully developed, written out fugues and those improvised at the keyboard: the former
exhibit a consistent number of voices, they place the subject in middle voices, and are generally
more refined and longer in duration; the latter have their basis in thoroughbass accompaniment,
such that the fugal subject is mostly only placed in the lowest voice, the accompanying voices
fluctuate in number, the piece and its subject are generally shorter, and the episodes often draw
from a set of predefined stock sequential patterns.
Sections 3.2.2–3.2.4 explore the relationship between thoroughbass and fugue, and suggest that
thoroughbass fugues likely originated either as a compositional shorthand or from alternatim
practice. The remainder of Part Two consists of a (mostly) chronological survey of extant
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thoroughbass fugues by German composers from the long eighteenth century. Here I attempt to
consolidate much recent scholarship while also updating it in light of recent findings. The most
significant of these is my discovery that an anonymous manuscript source originating from
Rinck’s estate (a pupil of Bach’s pupil Kittel) contains many of the same fugues as the so-called
Langlo(t)z Manuscript (P 296), whose attribution to Bach is dubious, but which at least seems to
originate from his circle. The discovery of the link between the Rinck source and P 296 suggests
that Kittel might have used thoroughbass fugues in his own teaching, and perhaps even that he
learned of the genre from Bach. This is conceivable because Bach likely used two thoroughbass
fugues (BWV 907 and 908) in his teaching. Thus, the purpose of the chronological survey is to
better understand the genre of thoroughbass fugue in general, since it may have played a role in
Bach’s pedagogy, and was an established pedagogical and improvisational genre in his broader
circle.
Part One of this chapter proposed a hypothetical method of transitioning between chorale and
fugue. In a similar way, Part Two suggests that the thoroughbass fugue was one means by which
Bach and his associates bridged the gap between thoroughbass accompaniment and imitative
counterpoint, eventually culminating in more refined, fully noted fugues. At its most basic, this
bridging was possible because the pupil was able to frame fugal composition and improvisation as
an extension of something familiar—that is, in terms of thoroughbass accompaniment.
3.2.2 Fugal Improvisation via Thoroughbass
Musicians who can compose and especially improvise fugues have long been the object of
admiration, even awe-struck reverence. Sources like F. W. Marpurg’s voluminous Abhandlung von
der Fuge (1753–1754) reveal that fugal theory in the eighteenth century was viewed by some as
impenetrably complex, and thus not for the faint of heart. 61 But while Marpurg’s tract is certainly
an important historical document, it can easily deliver a skewed impression of eighteenth-century
fugal practice as a whole: namely, that fugue is a highly theoretical and rigid technique best
mastered via lengthy discursive instruction and numerous written-out exercises. Marpurg likely
adopted this approach in part because he was active primarily as a music critic, journalist,
theorist, and sometime composer—in short, mostly as a writer about music, not an active
musician who made his living as an organist, Kantor, Capellmeister, or the like. In contrast, Bach’s
pupils were with few exceptions professional musicians who would go on to perform, improvise,
compose, and teach for a living.62 As such, fugal instruction in Bach’s circle was likely quite
practical in orientation, relying on oral coaching and the imitation of good models, not the use
of encyclopedic contrapuntal treatises like Marpurg’s Abhandlung.63 This is evidenced not only by
the didactic function of the Well-Tempered Clavier (as indicated by the title page), but also by
Emanuel Bach’s statement quoted in the previous chapter that his father began instruction in
In the preface to the Abhandlung, Marpurg sardonically describes an opera lover who must make the sign of the cross in
trepidation whenever he hears the word “fugue” (1753–1754, 1:II).
61
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See Löﬄer (1953) and NBR (315–317) for a listing of Bach’s pupils.

Chapter One of the present work attempted to link Bach’s conception of thoroughbass with J. D. Heinichen’s enormous 1728
treatise, but did not argue that Bach actually used Heinichen’s work directly in lessons.
63
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fugue “with two-voiced ones and so on,” a possible allusion to the Inventions and Sinfonias.64 Carl
Philipp also writes that,
Man weiß aber, wie fruchtloß ein Unterricht ohne Exempel ist, und die Erfahrung zeiget, was
man für einen ungleich größern Vortheil aus practischen Ausarbeitungen, als aus magern
theoretischen Anweisungen ziehet.65
Yet one knows how fruitless instruction is without illustration, and experience shows what
unequally greater advantage one draws from practical elaborations rather than from meager
theoretical direction.66

Of course, it goes without saying that Sebastian Bach also had a deep lifelong interest in
advanced contrapuntal techniques like canon; we will examine teaching materials related to strict
counterpoint in Part Three of this chapter. But in the earliest stages of his teaching method, it is
likely that Bach approached the topic of imitative counterpoint in a practical way closely
associated with improvisation.
As we know, improvisation was omnipresent in the professional life of keyboardists in Bach’s day.
This included not only the ability to improvise preludes, fantasias, toccatas, and the like in a freer,
chordal style, but also the ability to improvise in a fugal style. 67 While auditions for small- and
medium-sized churches did not necessarily require candidates to improvise a fugue, auditions for
larger posts invariably did, as surviving documents attest.68 One such description comes from
Jacob Adlung (1699–1762), who includes (1) the accompaniment and introduction of chorales;
(2) the realization and transposition of a figured and unfigured bass; (3) the playing of repertoire
from modern staﬀ notation (as opposed to tablature); and (4) especially improvisation of fugues

The Well-Tempered Clavier title pages is given in Bach-Dok. (1:219), Emanuel Bach’s letter in Bach-Dok. (3:289). In proceeding
from two-voices pieces to three-voiced ones and so on, it would appear that there may be some truth to J. P. Kirnberger’s
statement that Bach’s method of teaching composition moved progressively, such that the step to fugue was no more diﬃcult than
any of the preceding ones. See section 2.1.4 regarding the question of whether Kirnberger ever personally studied with Bach.
“Seine Methode ist die beste, denn er geht durchgängig Schritt vor Schritt vom leichtesten bis zum schwersten über, eben
dadurch ist der Schritt zur Fuge selbst nicht schwerer, als ein Uebergang zum andern. Aus diesem Grunde halte ich die Johann
Sebastian Bachsche Methode für die einzige und beste (Kirnberger 1782, 4).
64

Avertissement by C. P. E. Bach for Die Kunst der Fuge in the Critische Nachrichten aus dem Reiche der Gelehrsamkeit, May 7, 1751
(Wilhelmi 1992, 101).
65

66

Translated in NBR (256–257).

Evidence of this can be found in a manuscript treatise by Pachelbel’s pupil Johann Valentin Eckelt (1675–1732) titled Diesen
Kurtzen Unterricht wie man eine Fuga oder Praeludium formiren und einrichten soll (“This Short Instruction How One Should
Form and Arrange a Fugue or Prelude”). This and another similar treatise by Eckelt are available in modern editions and
translations in Remeš (2019c).
67

Michael Maul writes that, “Die Probe in kleinen und mittelgroßen Städten umfasste in der Regel die Prüfung im Choralspiel
und Choralvorspiel sowie im Generalbassaccompagment (mit und ohne Ziﬀern), nicht immer jedoch des Improvisierens einer
Fuge; häufig wurde – jedenfalls in Mitteldeutschland – auch das Abspielen einer Fuge oder Fantasie nach Noten akzeptiert.
(2007, 225).
68
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and concertos among the tasks to be required of candidates for organ posts.69 Another
description stems from Johann Mattheson, who lists the tasks required of organists at an audition
at the Hamburg Dom on October 8, 1727. These included (1) improvisation of a three- to fourminute prelude beginning in B minor and ending in G major; (2) fugal improvisation on a given
theme where the subject also appears in the middle voices;70 (3) accompaniment of and variation
over a chorale melody on two manuals with pedal; (4) thoroughbass accompaniment of a given
aria with some pedal; and (5) improvisation of a chaconne or free fantasy over the aria’s theme,
such that all five tasks lasted no more than thirty minutes.71 To summarize, given that many of
Bach’s pupils were budding organists, contemporaneous descriptions of organ auditions strongly
suggest that Bach would have instructed at least his advanced pupils in fugal improvisation as
part of their professional training.72
The requirements for a fugue played ex tempore were by necessity less demanding than those for a
fully worked out, written fugue (ordentliche Fuge). As Maxim Serebrennikov has noted, this
distinction is implicit in Bach’s dedication to the Musical Oﬀering, where he states that his
extemporaneous working out of Frederick the Great’s theme would have been better with more
preparation.73 David Ledbetter has also described how there were two distinct fugal traditions in
Bach’s day: one carefully worked out on paper and based on contrapuntal techniques, the other
improvised while at the instrument and based on thoroughbass technique.74 This notion finds
some support in Emanuel Bach’s statement that most of his father’s keyboard works were
composed at the instrument (especially those that originated as improvisations), while nonkeyboard works were often composed away from the instrument but still eventually tested out at
one.75 Moreover, in describing the manner in which the organ is played, Mattheson lists
preluding, fugues, chorales, and fantasias (postludes), adding that they “cannot be called a style of
writing, but must necessarily be called a style of playing; except that one would write down all the
things played or to be played” [emphasis original].76 Hence we will adopt the basic division
between works originating from keyboard improvisation and those worked out on paper.
“Es wird aber ein jeder Examinator selbst einsehen, dass ordentlicher Weise ein Organist in der Stadt und auf dem Lande zu
examiniren sey 1) Im Choralspielen, wozu auch die Vorspiele gehören; 2) im Generalbaß mit und ohne Zahlen, im gemeinen
Baßzeichen, und nach der Transposition; 3) in der Fertigkeit bey Handsachen; 4) sonderlich in der Fantasie, da man bey
wichtigen Bedienungen die Ausführungen der Fugensätze, Concerten, und dergleichen auch nicht zu vergessen hat. Aber bey
jedem Theile muß auch die Theorie mit untersucht werden” (Adlung 1758, 813). This description corresponds precisely with
Adlung’s listing of required skills for organists, found both in his newly discovered manuscript treatise, the “Anweisung zum
Fantasieren” (“Instruction in Improvisation”) and his Anleitung zu der musikalischen Gelahrtheit: chorales, thoroughbass, Italian
tablature (i.e., modern staﬀ notation, or repertoire), and improvisation. See Adlung (c.1726–1727, 3–4; 1758, 625).
69

70

In a thoroughbass fugue, the subject usually only appears in the outer voices.

71

Mattheson (1731, 36–37).

Marpurg complains, however, that many organists cannot improvise fugues: “Die Anzahl der protestantischen Kirchen ist eben
nicht zu häuﬃg, wo man annoch Fugen höret. Wie viele Kirchencomponisten scheinen nicht ihren Geschmack von dem
nicolinischen Theater entlehnet zu haben? Und wie wenig Organisten trift man zugleich in einer Stadt an, die, so wie doch noch
die meisten in catholischen Ländern, Kunst und Natur, Wissenschaft und Erfindung verbinden, und so gut aus dem Stegereif als
auf dem Papiere eine prächtige Fuge durcharbeiten können?” (1753–1754, 2:XX).
72

“Ich bemerkte aber gar bald, daß wegen Mangels nöthiger Vorbereitung, die Ausführung nicht also gerathen wollte, als es ein so
treﬄiches Thema erforderte.” (Bach-Dok. 1:241). Quoted in Serebrennikov (2009a, 23).
73

74

Ledbetter (1990, 2).

75

Bach-Dok. (3:289). See section 1.1.9 for the complete quotation.

76

Mattheson (1739 [1981], 849).
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Serebrennikov suggests a useful characterization of each type of fugue. He writes that an
improvised fugue exhibits “chordal stating of its counter-subjects, frequent cadencing, frequent
shifts in textural density, and a fluctuation in the number of parts”; in contrast, the written
(ordentliche) fugue has “stability in the number of parts, polyphonic independence, and a writtenout and carefully developed contrapuntal texture.” 77 Hence it follows that improvised fugues—
like those performed at organists’ examinations—were not held to the same high standard of
artistry as those worked out on paper, since they in fact represent a distinct genre.
So how did scores of eighteenth-century organists learn to extemporize fugues? One answer is
intimated by the implied ordering of topics in Bach’s pedagogical method, as described by Carl
Philipp (i.e., thoroughbass, chorale, fugue): that is, sometimes keyboardists treated fugal
improvisation as an extension of thoroughbass accompaniment—as a so-called “thoroughbass
fugue.” Bach’s likely use of this genre in his own instruction is evidenced by BWV 907 and BWV
908 (although their attribution to Bach is not guaranteed; see section 2.3.5). Yet for some
readers, a “thoroughbass fugue” may seem like a contradiction in terms, since thoroughbass is
generally thought to control merely the harmonic dimension of music, not the contrapuntal one.
This misunderstanding was addressed in Chapter One, where I argued that thoroughbass practice
in eﬀect dissolves the spurious dichotomy between harmony and counterpoint. 78 BWV 907/908
suggest that, in Bach’s instruction, thoroughbass may have played an important role in the
composition and improvisation of fugues.79 In fact, the thoroughbass fugue is a genre that, while
mostly overlooked for much of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, is regaining a place in the
scholarly discourse around eighteenth-century teaching methods, largely due to important
discoveries of recent years. These include Alfred Mann’s publication of Händel’s teaching
materials in 1978 (popularized by Ledbetter in 1990), William Renwick’s publication of a
modern edition of the Langlo(t)z Manuscript in 2001, and the rediscovery of G. Kirchhoﬀ’s
L.A.B.C. Musical in 2002, published in 2004. This work has prompted a series of articles
examining the genre of thoroughbass fugue, spurred on by the partimento boon of the last two
decades and the Early-Theory Revival of four.80 As stated already, my intent in this section is to
summarize much of this work while also making some original contributions.
Naturally the thoroughbass fugue was not the only model for conceiving of fugue in Bach’s circle.
We should not forget the fugues contained in the Andreas-Bach-Buch and the Möller
Manuscript, none of which include thoroughbass. 81 There are also numerous sources containing
fugues in tablature.82 Yet the existence of BWV 907/908 and sources like the anonymous
Langlo(t)z Manuscript (whose attribution to Bach is doubtful) suggest there was also a tradition
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Serebrennikov (2009a, 22–23).
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See the Lester and Damschroder quotes in section 1.2.4., and Dahlhaus’s example in 1.19. See also Diergarten (2017a).
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Rempp makes the same point (2004, 118).

Renwick (1999; ed. 2001), Rempp (2004), Demeyere (2007), Gingras (2008), Serebrennikov (2009a; 2013a; 2013b),
Sanguinetti (2010), Holtmeier, Menke, and Diergarten (ed. 2012), Gronau (2016), and Bassani (2018). See the Introduction
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background on these sources, see Hill, R. S. (1987).
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See Carideo (ed. 2019), which gives a modern edition of the source studied in Wojnar (1995).
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of improvised fugal pedagogy at least in Bach’s circle, if not directly associated with Bach’s
teaching. This hypothesis is supported by my discovery that an anonymous source stemming
from J. C. H. Rinck’s estate (a pupil of Bach’s pupil J. C. Kittel; see section 2.2.15) contains
many of the same fugues as the Langlo(t)z Manuscript (see section 3.2.10). As in Chapter Two,
this finding places Kittel once again at the center of an attempt to reconstruct compositional
pedagogy in Bach's circle, since Rinck’s estate contains many documents from his time as Kittel’s
student. Thus the anonymous source may have originated from Rinck’s instruction with Kittel,
who in turn could potentially have learned about thoroughbass fugues from Bach. But regardless,
the fair number of surviving thoroughbass fugue sources from eighteenth-century Germany
suggest the widespread use of this technique, particularly in Bach’s circle. That more
thoroughbass fugues do not survive could be the result that, as mere bullwarks for improvised
music making, they were not generally considered worthy of preservation or publication.
That an improvised fugue was at times understood in terms of continuo practice again
underscores the ubiquity of thoroughbass in Bach’s day, and the likely reason that he began his
compositional instruction with it—thoroughbass was the foundational to both chorale
accompaniment and fugal improvisation and composition. Indeed, we already saw in Chapter
One how B. C. Kayser, a longtime pupil and close associate of Bach, added thoroughbass
figuring to the C minor Prelude from book one of the Well-Tempered Clavier (see 1.46), a fact
that suggests the conceptual proximity of thoroughbass and fugue in Bach’s pedagogical method.
But since no thoroughbass fugues survive that can be directly attributed to Bach with absolute
certainty, Part Two of this chapter adopts a similar strategy as Part Two of Chapter Two: by
surveying the existing source material we begin to define a horizon of possibilities for how Bach
and his circle may have conceived of the genre of thoroughbass fugue. In doing so I will
underscore a thesis already posited by William Renwick and further substantiated by Bruno
Gingras: that the thoroughbass fugue acted as a link between the “pure” voice-leading structures
of thoroughbass and more refined, fully notated fugues.83 Thus, building on the work of Part
One of this Chapter, which proposed a means of transitioning between chorale and fugue
pedagogically, Part Two proposes that the thoroughbass fugue may have been yet another means
by which Bach bridged the conceptual gap between the homophony and imitative polyphony in
his compositional instruction.
3.2.3 Thoroughbass Fugue: Historical and Definitional Considerations
The practice of notating imitative entries in thoroughbass notation may have arisen either as a
notational shorthand for composers and improvisers or in the context of improvised organ
versets. Let us begin by examining the first of these possibilities. As discussed in section 1.1.4,
thoroughbass emerged in the late sixteenth century in Italy as a notational shorthand for
accompanists. And as we saw in Chapter One, a cohort of German musicians including J. S.
Bach began to recognize the compositional potential of thoroughbass at the beginning of the
eighteenth century (something Adriano Banchieri and others did a century before). Ample
evidence exists that eighteenth-century keyboardists conceived of improvised preluding in terms
83
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of thoroughbass. This much is apparent after examining Heinichen’s method in Chapter One.84
For example, 3.15 shows a Praembula in D minor from J. B. A. Vallade’s publication, Dreyfaches
Musicalisches Exercitium auf die Orgel from 1755. Little is known about Vallade’s life except that
he was organist of the small church in Mendorf beginning around 1747, where he apparently
remained until his death. In the bottom staﬀ Vallade reduces the prelude to a figured bassline.
His pedagogical strategy is that, after having learned the prelude in its fully notated form, the
pupil should afterwards improvise new passagework using the same harmonic framework by only
looking at the figured bass.85 And let us not forget the famous example of Bach’s Prelude in C
Major from the Well-Tempered Clavier, the ending of which is reduced to a chordal texture in the
Clavierbüchlein für W. F. Bach (see 3.17). Although there are no figured included here, the
implication is that the prelude could be understood as a harmonic framework represented by a
figured bassline. There are also the five thoroughbass reductions of preludes from the WellTempered Claiver by Christian Friedrich Penzel (1737–1801), in P 1075, which are given in
modern notation in Appendix 4. If Penzel studied with Bach at all, it would have only been for a
year or two.86 Nevertheless, Penzel’s thoroughbass reductions of Bach's preludes clearly reflect a
practice with close connections to Bach's circle, as evidenced by Emanuel Bach’s own method of
improvising a “free fantasia” from a figured bass line in his treatise.87 With all this evidence
linking thoroughbass to improvised preluding, it is easy to imagine that composers and
improvisers might have also encoded more imitative textures as a figured bassline—a plausible
origin for the genre of thoroughbass fugue.88
The second hypothetical origin of the thoroughbass fugue posited above was the verset tradition.
In alternatim practice, the organ “sings” verses to a given chant melody in alternation with a
soloist or choir. In practice, only the mode or key of the organ verset had to match the chant;
that is, versets did not necessarily need to present melodic fragments from the specific chant
melody.89 This allowed for published versets to be more versatile, since they could be used for all
chant melodies in a given mode or “church key,” as they are sometimes called. Printed examples
of versets tend to be relatively simple imitative settings with brief subjects and chordal
accompanying voices.90 Generally the subject enters progressively in each voice from highest to
lowest. Particularly relevant for the present discussion is that versets were sometimes viewed as
preparatory instruction for more developed fugues. This fact is evidenced by G. J. J. Hahn in his
1751 treatise, Der wohl unterwiesene General-Baß-Schüler, when he writes,
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See section 1.2.6 and Remeš (2019a) regarding Heinichen’s method.
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See Remeš (2020a) regarding Vallade’s pedagogy.

Penzel claims to have studied with Bach, but he does not seem to have started at the Thomasschule until 1751. See Bach-Dok.
(3:183) regarding this question.
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Es bestehen solche aus vollstimmigen Schluß-Fällen (Cadenzen) und kurzen Versen; wo diese
weitläuﬃger in die verwandteste Ton, wie oben bey denen Ausweichungen augewerchet
worden, ausgeführet würden, so könten solche zu Fugen keine unebene Anleitung geben.91
[These example pieces] consist of full-voiced cadences followed by brief versets. If these were
to be extended to the most closely related keys, as was explained in the section regarding
tonicization, then they could give profitable instruction in fugue.

One of Hahn’s versets is shown in 3.17(a), followed by three more examples from other
eighteenth-century German composers. In all cases, the subject is quite short, enters from the
highest voice to the lowest, and defaults to a chordal-style accompaniment in the upper voices
once the subject reaches the left hand. That the subjects of 3.17(b) and 3.17(d) are nearly
identical is also typical of this style: verset subjects tend to be quite stereotypical, in part due to
their brevity. The voice-leading is sometimes not very strict, either: see the parallel fifths in m. 6
of 3.17(b), for example. We should not forget, however, that in some thoroughbass traditions,
parallels are ignored so long as they do not involve the outer voices.92 In sum, versets could take
on a pedagogical function in preparation for more developed fugues. This suggests that the genre
of thoroughbass fugue may have originated from alternatim practice. But the value of examining
printed versets goes beyond recognizing them as prototypical fugues. My intent is also to make a
generic distinction.
Serebrennikov has argued that the settings shown throughout 3.17 should be understood as a
thoroughbass fugues.93 His rationale for this is understandable, as such versets closely resemble
realized thoroughbass fugues, even though they do not contain thoroughbass figures: their
subjects entries follow from high to low, the accompanying parts use a simple chordal texture, the
number of voices is somewhat flexible, and they employ stereotypical sequential and cadential
patterns. While I am sympathetic to this line of reasoning, I will exclude settings like those found
in 3.17 from my more restrictive definition of thoroughbass fugue. Instead, in the context of this
study, I will consider only fugues that use figures to be true thoroughbass fugues. This will make
the historical survey below more manageable by limiting the sources under consideration.94 A
further limitation is the restriction to German sources (rather including than Italian ones), since
these more plausibly relate to Bach’s milieu and hence to his teaching.95
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Hahn (1751, 15).

Many realizations of the rule of the octave in the Italian tradition contain parallels, for example, those by F. Fenaroli (quoted in
Sanguinetti 2012, 115, Ex. 9.11, mm. 6–7). Parallels involving inner voices are also ignored in the full-voiced style of
accompaniment, a topic Heinichen (1728) treats at length. See Buelow (1963).
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A listing of thoroughbass fugues using Serebrennikov’s broader definition can be found in Serebrennikov (2013c, 271–272).
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3.2.4 Compositional Limitations as Improvisational Advantages
The genre of thoroughbass fugue is at once limiting for the composer and convenient for the
improviser. Generally speaking, the subject of a thoroughbass fugue appears only in the lowest
voice (though workarounds exist, as described below). This is a compositional restriction decried
by Bach’s contemporaries. For instance, Mattheson writes that,
Vielweniger darﬀ man sich an den Gebrauch einiger Organisten binden, die das Thema erst,
ohne die geringste Verblümung, fein ehrbar und vielmahl durchs gantze Clavier in lauter
Consonantzien und Lämmer-Tertzien hören lassen; hernach wieder mit dem Gefährten eben
so bescheidentlich von oben anfangen; immer einerley Leier treiben; nichts nachahmendes
oder rückendes dazwischen bringen; sondern nur stets den blossen Accord, als ob es ein
General-Baß wäre, dazu greiﬀen.96
Even less should one be restricted to the practice of some organists, who first quite properly,
without the slightest embellishment, perform the theme four times through on the entire
keyboard in nothing but consonances and gentle thirds; then they begin again with the
consequent just as circumspectly from the beginning; always producing the same tune;
interposing nothing imitative or syncopating; but constantly only playing merely the Accord
[8/5/3], as if it were a thoroughbass.97

Even though Mattheson is scornful of the practice, his statement confirms that many organists
did indeed improvise fugues in the style of thoroughbass accompaniment. It also corroborates the
notion that, in having the subject generally enter from highest voice to lowest, printed versets
and surviving thoroughbass fugues are broadly reflective of improvisatory practice. Furthermore,
Mattheson’s comments reveal that the episodes between subject statements were primarily
chordal, rather than imitative in nature. As one can glean from extant thoroughbass fugues
surveyed below, this implies that most episodic material in improvised fugues was based on stock
sequential patterns culled from thoroughbass practice. Serebrennikov points out a significant
advantage to this practice: pre-learned sequential patterns free up the improviser’s concentration
to prepare the following set of subject entries.98 As a result, the limitations of the average
organist’s attention had an eﬀect on the overall structure of a fugue. Were these limitations not in
place, one could aﬀord to introduce more complicated contrapuntal techniques, as in a written
fugue (see 3.2.2). Thus, improvised and written fugues are truly two diﬀerent genres; the former
should not be judged by the same strict standards of the latter.
Marpurg goes on an even lengthier rant denouncing the ineptitude of many organists when
trying to improvise a fugue. As just intimated, his critique springs from what I believe to be
essentially a straw-man argument: in truth, improvised fugue are distinct from written ones.
Marpurg writes sarcastically of incompetent organists “heroes” that,
96
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Ein anderer hat öfters den guten Willen, es besser zu machen. Aber was thun er? Er dreschet
den Generalbaß, und dieses ist sehr erbaulich anzuhören. Da sind keine Bindungen, die die
Harmonie angenehm, fliessend und zusammenhängend machen. Es ist eine holperichte
Harmonie. Da höret man keine enge Nachahmung, keine Zergliederung des Satzes. Da ist
keine Ordnung, und die Anzahl der Stimmen erfähret man zur Noth am Ende, da man
solche gleich nach der ersten Durchführung des Satzes durch die verschiedenen Stimmen
hätte empfinden sollen. Dieser Satz wird niemahls in den Mittelstimmen klüglich
angebracht. Man höret ihn nur immer oben oder unten wozu beständig die eine Hand die
andere, so wie eine Arie, accompagnirt. Man hört das Thema niemahls bequem und zur
rechten Zeit auf eine den Verstand und das Ohr nachdrücklich rührende Art eintreten. Es ist
ein hanbüchenes Gelärme und Gepolter; der unharmonischen Gänge nicht zu gedenken.99
Another [organist] often has the good intention of doing it better. But what does he do? He
pounds out the figured bass, which is very edifying to hear. There are no suspensions to make
the harmony pleasant, flowing, or coherent. It is a jolting harmony. One hears no imitation,
no partition of the structure. There is no order, and the number of voices can only be
surmised at the end, when it ought to have been clear directly after the first exposition of the
theme via the diﬀerent voices. The theme is never presented cleverly in the middle voices.
One only ever hears it above or below, as if one hand were accompanying another in an aria.
One never hears the theme comfortably, nor at the appropriate time, nor expressively or
sensitively for the mind and ear in a consistently aﬀecting way. It is but a senseless din and
tumult, to say nothing of the disharmony in the passagework. 100

Certainly we must allow for the fact that Marpurg is describing an incompetent improviser. At
the same time, we should attempt to distinguish between improvisational ineptitude and the
standard features of the thoroughbass fugue genre. Like Mattheson, Marpurg states that the
fugue resembles a thoroughbass, yet thoroughbass can certainly employ suspensions while also
being “pleasant, flowing, and coherent.” Thoroughbass also need not be jolting in its execution.
And extant thoroughbass fugues very often use cadences of diﬀerent sorts to partition up the
structure. Marpurg is right, however, that the number of voices in a thoroughbass fugue is
somewhat flexible, and that the theme is only rarely presented in the middle voices (more on this
momentarily). The following comment is particularly significant regarding the disposition of the
theme between the hands: “One only ever hears it above or below, as if one hand were
accompanying another in an aria.” As Serebrennikov has already noted, the advantage of this
treble-bass polarity is that it allows the improviser to reduce a polyphonic texture to solo voice
plus accompaniment.101 This relates closely to the main hypotheses of Part One in Chapter One
of the present work: that thoroughbass superseded tablature in Germany c.1700 as a
compositional and pedagogical tool because it enables a single keyboard player to conceive of a
polyphonic texture by reducing all possible intervallic combinations to just one—an outer-voice
99
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framework, conceived as right hand vs. left. Thus, rather than having to track three, four, or five
independent voices, one could improvise a thoroughbass fugue by conceiving of the entire
texture in terms of right hand vs. left (i.e., solo voice and accompaniment), depending on
whether the subject is in the soprano or bass voice.
We know already that the subject may appear in the lowest voice of a thoroughbass fugue, but
how can it appear in the highest voice? Composers employ three main strategies to skirt the
limitations of thoroughbass notation. First, they simply indicate the location of upper-voice
subject entries above the score. Some merely use the abbreviations “imit.” (imitation) or “Fug.”,
leaving to the player the exact pitch and voice part that the subject should enter in. Händel uses a
more precise variant of this in his fugues: he indicates both the voice part and the pitch (with
octave designation), leaving the performer less freedom. Second, a thoroughbass fugue may
include a notated upper voice with figures between. Daniel Speer uses this approach in his
Grundrichtiger Unterricht (1697), as we will see. Third and finally, thoroughbass fugues may
indicate a subject entry in an upper voice by simply notating it on the staﬀ. For instance, after
the cadential arrival at the end of a fugue’s exposition, the texture very often thins. Many extant
thoroughbass fugues change clef at this point and notate both soprano and alto voices together
for a stretch without any thoroughbass figures, resulting in a two-voice texture.
Having outlined some of the historical background and compositional features of thoroughbass
fugues, we now turn to the historical survey of individual eighteenth-century sources. Although
they are not the earliest sources, we begin with BWV 907 and 908, since these works are
tentatively attributed to Bach. Next we proceed in (mostly) chronological order from the late
seventeenth century until the end of the eighteenth, focusing exclusively on German authors.
3.18 provides an overview of the sources under examination, which include all known
thoroughbass fugues at present that meet these and the above-named conditions. Recall that
more works could be included, were we to use Serebrennikov’s more liberal definition of
thoroughbass fugue, which includes fully notated works in the style of a thoroughbass fugue, but
lacking figures (see 3.17 for examples of this style of piece).
3.2.5 Fantasia and Fughetta BWV 907 and BWV 908
The Fantasia and Fuguetta BWV 907 and Fantasia and Fughetta BWV 908 are invaluable to the
reconstruction of Bach’s compositional pedagogy because they imply that thoroughbass is the
foundational theoretical basis for the improvisation (and thus also composition), not just for
“chordal” genres like preludes and fantasies, but also for fugue. These works survive in three
manuscript copies:
(1) D-B Mus.ms. Bach P 804 (1727 or later). The scribe is Bach’s pupil, J. P. Kellner (1705–
1772).102 See 3.19(a) and 3.20(a) for facsimiles.
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(2) B-Bc Fétis 7327 C Mus. (c.1733). The scribe is Bach’s pupil, Carl Gotthelf Gerlach (1704–
1761).103
(3) D-B Am. B. 531 (second half of the eighteenth century). The scribe is anonymous, but J. P.
Kirnberger crossed out “Jean Sebast. Bach” in the title of BWV 907 and changed it to
“Kirchhof.”104 This is a copy of B-Bc Fétis 7327 C Mus and contains corrections in another
anonymous hand.105
According to Yoshitake Kobayashi, versions one and two in the above list derive from another
lost source (perhaps Bach’s original).106 Generally speaking, Kobayashi views negative attributions
to Bach as more trustworthy than positive ones.107 His reasoning is that, lacking any evidence to
the contrary, most scribes will usually perpetuate an attribution to Bach without realizing that it
is false. Thus, Kobayashi considers Kirnberger’s reattribution of BWV 907 to Kirchhoﬀ to be
more reliable than Gerlach and Kellner’s attribution to Bach.108 Schulze, however, remains
neutral on the question of BWV 907’s authenticity.109 He suggests that Kirnberger may have
immediately rejected the possibility that BWV 907 could have come from Bach based merely on
the thoroughbass notation alone. Schulze proposes that Kirnberger may have reflexively
attributed the work to Kirchoﬀ instead, since Kirchhoﬀ was known for having written fugues in
thoroughbass notation (see section 3.2.14).
In contrast, Serebrennikov has attempted to attribute BWV 907/908 to Bach based on stylistic
analysis.110 He notes that both works exhibit the following stylistic diﬀerences compared to
Kirchhoﬀ’s published thoroughbass fugues in his L’A.B.C. Musical: (1) the use of fuller figurings
that seem to indicate the ordering of upper voices; (2) the fugal expositions in BWV 907/908 are
written out in full, rather than in thoroughbass notation; (3) unlike Kirchhoﬀ’s works in L’A.B.C.
Musical, the amount of fully notated material in BWV 907/908 outweighs the abbreviated
material in thoroughbass notation; and (4) BWV 907/908 seem to be more linear in conception
than Kirchhoﬀ’s more chordal works.111 I think that Serebrennikov’s conclusion—that the fugues
in BWV 907/908 were “indeed written by Bach”—is too conclusive in the absence of additional
corroborating evidence.112 Nevertheless, the fact that two Bach pupils (C. G. Gerlach and J. P.
Kellner, the latter likely being a Bach pupil) attributed these works to Bach does strongly suggest
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that BWV 907/908 originate from Bach’s teaching. 113 Therefore, for our purposes, the question
of whether the works were composed by Bach is largely irrelevant, since our aim is to investigate
Bach’s teaching methods. Besides, one could just as well use Kobayashi’s logic to conclude the
opposite: in attributing the works to Bach, both Gerlach and Kellner implicitly reveal that they
thought works inscribed in thoroughbass notation could have been written by Bach, even if
Kirnberger disagreed. Given that Gerlach is a Bach pupil and Kellner probably is as well, whereas
there is some doubt as to whether Kirnberger ever studied personally with Bach at all (see section
2.1.4), we will for the time being assume Bach used BWV 907/908 in his lessons between 1727
and 1733, even if they are not his own works.114
3.19 and 3.20 give facsimiles of Kellner’s copies of BWV 907/908, plus a modern edition with
realization. In the realizations, the original is shown in the lower staﬀ, while a hypothetical
thoroughbass reduction is given in the upper staves.115 The reduction is intended to represent the
conceptual background for the figuration in the original—the “fundamental notes,” to use
Heinichen’s term—not a realization for performance. The scale degrees of the bass voice are
indicated (only omitted from the fughettas for reasons of space) in an attempt to suggest that
these four pieces could be productively understood as demonstrations of Heinichen’s method for
improvising a prelude discussed in Chapter One (section 1.2.6). In Heinichen’s method,
harmonies are entirely determined by a somewhat arbitrary arrangement of bass pitches from the
Schemata (see 1.28). Ties in the reduction indicate the preparation of the following syncopatio
dissonance, thus illustrating Heinichen’s Haupt-Principium (main principle) and Niedt’s principle
of liegen (tying, or preparation), whereby one begins with a consonant framework and delays
individual pitches to make syncopatio dissonances. Common eighteenth-century voice-leading
patterns, many of which were discussed in Chapter One in the context of Adlung’s newly
rediscovered organ improvisation treatise, permeate the contrapuntal fabric of BWV 907/908, as
indicated by the annotations, which are from 3.1 and 3.3.116 Let us briefly examine the structure
of each of these four pieces individually.
The Fantasia BWV 907/1 in 3.19(b) begins with what present-day schema theory refers to as a
Quiescenza (the upper-voice scale degrees 1-b7-6-n7-1 over a tonic pedal point).117 After this brief
introduction, the Fantasia proper begins with the time signature change (and presumably an a
tempo) in m. 6. As is typical of improvised preluding, the first cadence establishes the tonic key
(major semplice in mm. 9–10), followed by a modulation to and cadence in the dominant key
(major ligata in mm. 12–13). A sequence with ascending third motion in the bass links to
Stinson and Rempp posit that Bach may have copied BWV 907/908 in 1716 during the organ examination at the
Liebrauenkirche in Halle, where Kirchhoﬀ was organist, and afterwards used the works in his own lessons (Stinson 1990, 129;
Rempp 2004, 126).
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another major ligata in the dominant in mm. 21–22, followed by a sequence of falling fifths and
a major ligata in the relative minor in mm. 27–28. Yet another falling fifth sequence and major
ligata aﬃrm this neighboring key, at which point a final falling fifth sequence leads back to a
dominant pedal point and the first major perfecta cadence in the tonic key at mm. 48–49. A brief
tonic pedal coda in the last three bars confirms the arrival in the home key. Indeed, it is not
diﬃcult to see the resemblance between the hypothetical thoroughbass background and
Heinichen’s framework for improvised preluding given in 1.40.
The Fughetta BWV 907/2 is given in 3.19(c). Here the reduction is a bit more speculative than
in the Fughetta, given that the style is more contrapuntal. Rather than getting distracted with
analytical hair-splitting, let us simply establish that reasonable alternatives exist. The main point I
wish to illustrate here is that even more linear genres like fugue can be understood using the same
kind of unornamented thoroughbass background texture that Heinichen suggests for improvised
preluding. Moreover, the same kinds of voice-leading patterns—sequences, cadences, and
clausulae—are employed. For instance, in subject in BWV 907/2 is essentially an ornamented
tenor clausula (1-2-3). As one would expect, this is paired with a discant clausula (1-7-1) as the
countersubject in mm. 2–3. This discant clausula appears in the countersubject in nearly every
subsequent subject entry (for reasons of space, only a selection are annotated in the analysis). At
the subject entry in the tenor in m. 4, the soprano holds over to make a syncopatio dissonance.
Interestingly, this technique was specifically singled out in the treatise by Pachelbel’s pupil Eckelt,
mentioned earlier. Eckelt calls this a fuga ligata, or suspension fugue, which he defines as “a fugue
that is set so that it begins with a suspension [at each voice entry]. This is the most artful kind [of
fugue].”118 Unsurprisingly, it is the technique of syncopatio dissonance that is particularly valued
in Eckelt’s conception of fugue, just as it is in Heinichen’s method of improvising a prelude, again
pointing to the conceptual similarities between preludes and fugues. An ornamented sequence
follows in mm. 6–8, leading into the final entry of the theme in the bass as the answer in the
dominant. The interested reader may peruse the remainder of the analytical annotations in
3.19(c). Suﬃce to say that the piece achieves an artful variety of textures by alternating
completely notated two-voice sections with bass subject entries where the upper voices are filled
out more fully in the style of thoroughbass accompaniment.
3.20(b) shows the Fantasia BWV 908/1 in the same kinds of analytical annotations. We need
not describe every voice-leading pattern in detail. It does bear mentioning, however, that this
piece exhibits a particularly strong resemblance to the earlier steps in Heinichen’s method of
preluding due to the prominence of stepwise motion in the bass. Stepwise segments are labelled
Schemata throughout 3.20(b) to call attention to this relationship. The double syncopatio
suspensions (9/7–8/6) are a particularly typical realization strategy for ascending scalar motion in
the bass, as we already saw in the analysis of Bach’s Pièce d’Orgue in 1.71 in Chapter One. The
large-scale design of the Fantasia is also prototypical for the genre of prelude in that extended
regions of tonic harmony (pedal points in the reduction) bookend the piece, the last one being
preceded by a lengthy dominant pedal point. Another tonic pedal point in mm. 16–18 marks the
“[E]iner fuga ligata welche fuga nun allso geführet wird daß sie in einer Ligatur anfänget, solche ist die künstlichste Art.”
Eckelt’s Kurtzer Unterricht in Remeš (2019c, 142).
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half-way point, creating a nice symmetry. The order of tonal destinations as marked by major
cadences also corresponds to baroque conventions: I, vi, V, IV, ii, and I. Interestingly, just like the
Fantasia 907/1, all the cadences are major ligata except the final one, which is a major perfecta
using the exact same bassline (compare mm. 48–49 in BWV 907/1 with mm. 34–35 in BWV
908/1). This is only one of many similarities between the two pieces, suggesting that they are
likely the work of the same composer.
The fourth and final movement to be examined is the Fughetta from BWV 908/2 in 3.20(c).
Again, the thoroughbass reduction is more speculative than for the Fantasias. As with the
previous fughetta, the reduction reveals that subject has a rather stereotypical profile, ending in
an alto clausula (5-4-3). And just as before, the subject is paired with an elaborated discant
clausula in the countersubject in mm. 2–3 for the answer in the alto. This discant clausula
reappears throughout the texture, acting as a sort of fixed countersubject. Furthermore, the order
of voice entries is the same as in BWV 907/2 (top to bottom), this being typical for thoroughbass
fugues and versets. The diﬀerence is that there are two bass entries (marked bass 1 and bass 2 in
the score) in mm. 7 and 9, respectively, making five entries in all. This reveals a lack of strictness
in the voice-leading structure of the piece, since a four-voice texture is required for the 6/4/2
chord in m. 7, and should likely be maintained even after the second bass subject entry in m. 9.
Or put diﬀerently, it is unlikely that a five-voice texture should be maintained from m. 9 to the
end of the piece. This seemingly insignificant detail is noteworthy because it counters the
traditional association of Bachian pedagogy with “pure” four-part voice-leading, a belief that is
based largely on the writings of Kirnberger and an overemphasis on Bach’s vocal Choralgesänge
instead of a more thoroughbass- and keyboard-centered understanding of chorale.119 Naturally
the Choralgesänge employ strict four-part writing since they are for choir. But it is likely that, at
times, Bach’s understanding of thoroughbass realization adhered to a less strict conception of
voice leading. This is implied by J. C. Kittel’s account given in section 1.2.7, which claims Bach
used “masses of harmonies” when accompanying at the harpsichord (i.e., the full-voiced style).
Admittedly, H. N. Gerber’s thoroughbass realization for the Albinoni violin sonata, which Bach
corrected (see 1.65 through 1.69), does employ four strict voices throughout. But the fact that
Gerber wrote out this realization suggests this may have been intended more as a study of strict
voice-leading in preparation for composition, rather than an exercise in improvised musicmaking. In contrast, BWV 907/908 are clearly intended to be improvised. This implies that
when the subject appears in the left hand, Bach might have allowed the right hand to use a more
full-voiced style of realization, in which the voice leading is not controlled as strictly as when
writing for singers or melodic instruments (as in the Choralgesänge). That said, Bach’s fugal
compositions obviously employ a strict conception of voice-leading, so it could be that
improvised fugue simply admitted licenses that were improved upon in the process of writing out
and refining a composition. This distinction was already suggested in section 3.2.2 above.

For instance, Kirnberger writes that “Johann Sebastian Bach führt in allen seinen Stücken einen durchgängig reinen Saz
[…]” (1782, 4). See Part One of Chapter Two in the present work regarding Kirnberger’s status as Bach pupil and the distinction
between Choralgesang and Choralbuch setting.
119
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In sum, the Fantasia and Fuguetta BWV 907/908 are valuable documents for the reconstruction
of Bach’s compositional pedagogy. Even without a firm answer regarding the pieces’ composer, we
can assume with a fair degree of certainty that Bach used these pieces with some of his pupils.
Bach’s probable use of fantasias and fugues encoded in thoroughbass notation is completely in
line with his belief that thoroughbass at the keyboard is the foundational of composition. It also
implies that thoroughbass should be understood as the basis, not only of more chordally
conceived genres like fantasias and preludes, but also of more contrapuntal genres like fugue. This
suggests one reason for the importance Bach placed on thoroughbass—it unites the horizontal
and vertical dimensions of music, thus helping to negate the false dichotomy between harmony
and counterpoint. Having examined two works Bach employed in his lessons, we now begin an
overview of thoroughbass fugues in German sources. Although there are not that many sources
known at present, the few existing ones nevertheless help us understand the genre of
thoroughbass fugue better by illustrating some of it the genre’s most typical characteristics.
3.2.6 Daniel Speer, Grund-richtiger Unterricht (2nd ed. 1697)
At present, the earliest known thoroughbass fugues from German-speaking lands are those
contained in Daniel Speer’s Grundrichtiger Unterricht der musicalischen Kunst, the second edition
of which was published in Ulm in 1697. The first edition dates from 1687, but as of yet I have
been unable to ascertain a copy thereof and verify that the fugues are also present there. But
apparently the section on keyboard playing was expanded from ten pages in the first edition to
150 pages in the second edition.120 Thus it is somewhat unlikely that the numerous thoroughbass
fugues in the second edition were already present in the first edition, although perhaps there were
a few.
Speer was a German composer and music theorist who is best known for his Grund-richtiger
Unterricht, which contains a considerable amount of music for keyboard, wind, and string
instruments.121 The treatise synthesizes Speer’s considerable knowledge of many aspects of
practical music making, including general performance considerations, instrumental and vocal
technique, thoroughbass, and composition in various genres. He may have lacked a firm
grounding in music theory, however, since he borrows heavily from other authors in this domain.
For instance, Speer’s discussion of composition is based on J. A. Herbst’s Musica poetica (1643)
and Arte prattica & poetica (1653). Interestingly, Speer extends Herbst’s discussion of modes to
include major and minor keys, though. Like Alessandro Poglietti’s Compendium (1676), whose
work may have been influential on Speer, 122 the Grund-richtiger Unterricht models fugal
composition with works akin to versets.123 Yet unlike Poglietti, Speer indicates the inner voices of
his fugue with thoroughbass figures. According to Speer, the reason that the outer voices are
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Roberts and Butt (2001).
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The following sketch is based on Roberts and Butt (2001).

Roberts and Butt writes that “The section on keyboard playing ends with instructions to the continuo player;
here Speer followed the Viennese tradition of Alessandro Poglietti, Wolfgang Ebner and J. J. Prinner […]” (2001).
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Poglietti (1676 [2017], 2:264–281).
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notated in full is that the they are the Haupt- or Principal-Stimmen (primary voices).124 After
suggesting that students of the keyboard should begin with chorales “because chorale playing is a
beginning to thoroughbass,”125 Speer gives numerous preludes and “toccatinas” for practice. Next
follow thirteen “intonation fugues” and twelve slightly longer “fugues,” all in thoroughbass
notation but including a written-out discant voice.126 While introducing the fugues Speer
includes the following advice:
Wird einer nun biß zu dieser Fugen Art auf dem Clavier gelangen, so wird ihme hoﬀentlich
von selbsten ankommen, solche weiter außzuführen, oder ein und ander Thema, so es
beliebig, auch auß einem andern Tono, als es etwan hier mag seyn vorgestellet worden,
zugebrauchen Anlaß geben, und mithin auch etwas von selbsten dergleichen Fugen zu
erfinden genugsame Anleitung geben, weil solches Thun oder Spielen der Fugen, so wohl der
Praeludien und Toccaten, blosse Capricien und Musicalische Fantaseyen, womit sich ein
erfahrner Musicus gemeiniglich zu delectiren pfleget, und mehr auß steter Ubung, als
Vorschreibung herflüsset und spriesset.127
If one has succeeded in reaching the fugues [after the preludes and toccatinas], then he will
hopefully be successful in extending these pieces further [via composition or improvisation],
or in taking this or that theme (as desired), even one in a diﬀerent key from those given here,
and treating this theme in an appropriate manner. And in this way one instructs himself
suﬃciently regarding the invention of such fugues, since the execution and playing of fugues
(as well as preludes and toccatas, even capriccios and [all those] musical fantasies in which an
experienced musician often delights) flows and springs more from practice than from
instruction.

Here we encounter one of the reigning pedagogical method of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries: discere faciendo, or learning by doing, particularly through the imitation of good
models. As we already know, Bach’s instruction in keyboard playing and in composition relied in
large part on the use of his own pedagogical works, like the Inventions and Sinfonias, the
Orgelbüchlein, and the Well-Tempered Clavier. Thus Bach may have subscribed to a similar,
hands-on and imitatio-centered pedagogical philosophy as Speer.
Two of Speers works are shown in 3.21: a shorter “intonation fugue” and a slightly longer
“fugue.” The inner voices are indicated by thoroughbass figures. Small note heads represent an
editorial realization of these figures. The subject (c–e–c–g) is so short that it is almost better
understood as a motive that ends up permeating the entire contrapuntal fabric. In this, Speer’s
piece resembles Bach’s Fughetta in C major BWV 872a/2, which was discussed in Chapter One
124

Speer (1687, 2nd ed. 1697, 47; 72).

“Warum soll man mit Choral-Gesangen mit Incipienten den Anfang auf dem Clavier, und nicht mit andern lustigern Sachen,
als Balletten, Couranten, Arien, Sarabanden oder Tänzen den Anfang machen? […] Weil das Choral-Tractiren ein Anfang zum
General-Bass-Tractiren ist, kan und wird man inskünﬀtig desto leichter zu solchem gelangen, darum man stets darbey bleiben soll,
biß man sehr wohl alle Kirchen-Lieder tractiren kan” (Speer 1678, 2nd. ed. 1697, 47).
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(1.72). The four subject entries in 3.21(a)—which follow the standard order of entrances for
later thoroughbass fugues (high to low)—imply a four-voice texture, but in reality it is not
possible to maintain four strict voices throughout. The single thoroughbass figures and the
spacing of the outer voices suggest that a Speer intends a mostly three-voice texture. Most of the
same observations apply to the longer fugue in 3.21(b). Here the subject is now one bar long and
also has four entries from high to low. This time, however, Speer uses clef changes to designate
each of the voice entries (soprano, alto, tenor, and bass clefs), a technique which will become
standard in the coming decades, likely borrowed from vocal polyphony and arising from a desire
to avoid ledger lines. After the first cadence in m. 7, a new dotted motive is introduced and
employed in free imitation. Isolated subject entries appear sporadically in the outer voices, mixed
in with the new motive. The generally loose contrapuntal structure suggests that the works
originated as improvisations and were probably refined to some degree for publication, as implied
by Speer’s above comment. In the decades that follow we find many more examples of
thoroughbass fugues, but none in which the upper voice is indicated throughout. Here Speer’s
collection stands apart.
3.2.7 D. M. Gronau, 517 Fugues in PL-GD Ms. Akc. 4125 (c.1699–1747)
In 2007, Anrzej Mikołaj Szadejko was able to prove that a manuscript located in Danzig
containing 517 fugues in thoroughbass notation is very likely the work of the organist Daniel
Magnus Gronau (c.1685–1747).128 Although Danzig is located in present-day Poland, Gronau’s
manuscript is included in the present survey because of the city’s strong cultural aﬃliations with
German-speaking lands during the eighteenth century. For instance, in 1730 Bach wrote a letter
to his friend, Georg Erdmann, a diplomat in Danzig, expressing his dissatisfaction in Leipzig and
his desire to seek a new station; presumably Bach had an eye on the soon-to-be vacant position at
St. Mary’s in Danzig.129 Szadejko has already described both the historical background and the
content of Gronau’s manuscript in great detail, including a modern edition with suggestions of
how to realize the fugues.130 Therefore my primary intent here is merely to arouse the reader’s
curiosity and then refer to Szadejko’s excellent work for further information.
The 517 fugues in Gronau’s collection employ a unique form of notation that deserves special
emphasis. 3.22(a) shows a typical setting. The subject is given in the top stave, the countersubject
in the middle stave, and the answer in the bottom stave. As we can see, the subject modulates to
the dominant, while the answer modulates back to the tonic, as it typical. The subject ends with
a discant clausula, which is paired with a tenor/bass clausula combination.131 Notably, all three
lines include thoroughbass figures, indicating that they could be placed in the bass voice. As is
the case here, most of the countersubjects in the collection are invertible at the octave, but in this
particular setting, the countersubject is problematic because it crosses voices with the subject
128
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As Werner Breig writes, “Wahrscheinlich dachte Bach dabei an die in naher Zukunft zu erwartende Neubesetzung des
Kapellmeisteramtes an St. Marien, das der damals 67jährige Kpm. Dietrich Freißlich innehatte” (Breig 1999). Bach’s letter to
Erdmann can be found in Bach-Dok. (1:67–68).
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under inversion. This may be the reason that Gronau did not use his own countersubject in his
hypothetical continuation. He gives the answer in the alto voice with a new countersubject above
it; see the second system of 3.22(a). A hypothetical editorial conclusion is given in 3.22(b). As
Gronau’s own continuation suggests, the tenor enters with the subject in m. 12 with free
counterpoint in the upper voices based on Gronau’s figures. The bass then enters with the answer
in m. 18, followed by yet another subject entry in the soprano in m. 24, which gives an
opportunity to illustrate Gronau’s suggested countersubject in the bass. A cadentia major perfecta
(double cadence) concludes the brief arrangement of Gronau’s incipit. This demonstration
illustrates how, with some practice, an organist could easily transform Gronau’s given materials
into a variety of flexible configurations, extending or contracting the length of an improvisation
as dictated by the needs of the church service. It is worth noting, however, that none of the
fugues in Gronau’s collection are based on chorale melodies, although imitative chorale setting by
Gronau survive in other sources. 132 The interested reader is encouraged to consult Szadejko’s
modern edition, which provides further suggestions for the realization of Gronau’s fugal settings.
3.2.8 F. E. Niedt, Musicalische Handleitung (Hamburg: 1700–1717)
There exists a single thoroughbass fugue in volume one of F. E. Niedt’s Musicalische Handleitung,
which dates from 1700. 3.23 shows Niedt’s original in the upper staﬀ; the grand staﬀ below
shows an editorial realization with analytical annotations using terminology from 3.1 and 3.3.
Like Speer’s settings, the style of Niedt’s fugue is rather loose-knit, being reminiscent of a southGerman or Italian verset: the subject is short (one measure) and rather generic (an alto clausula:
5-4-3), while the two-voice passages are characterized by stereotypical parallel thirds and sixths.
All this points to an improvisational origin, as the thoroughbass notation implies. But make no
mistake—like Pachelbel’s Magnificat fugue in 3.4, what at first glance may appear to be a rather
unremarkable didactic work belies an adroit compositional design. It was already mentioned that
the subjects enter from highest to lowest in thoroughbass fugues. Niedt breaks slightly from this
pattern by having the alto voice enter first. And whereas the soprano answer enters one bar after
the initial alto subject, followed by a brief interlude (mm. 3–5), the tenor subject and bass answer
are separated by two bars (mm. 6 and 8, respectively). Thus, Niedt’s seemingly straightforward
exposition manages to avoid predictability in two regards: in the arrangement of voice entries and
in the time interval between subject/answer pairs.
The remainder of the fugue also reveals a fair degree of contrapuntal competence. Although there
are no subject entries on degrees other than 1 or 5, which restricts the piece tonally, Niedt shows
himself to be a capable composer in other ways. For instance, while there are numerous points of
cadential repose, Niedt avoids a cadentia major ligata until the very end of the piece. Every other
cadence is either minima descendens ligata or minima ascendens ligata, as indicated by the
annotations in 3.23. 133 These cadences with stepwise bass avoid definitive closure and propel the
piece forward. Another means of creating continuity is the elision of a cadence with a subject
entry, as seen in mm. 5–6, where the tenor subject entry elides with the last pitch of the minima
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descendens ligata. As is often the case in fugues, the texture thins after a major cadential point
(mm. 13 and 26), followed by a gradual re-accumulation of voices. The interlude-like passage in
mm. 14–19 is characterized by free imitation between alto and soprano, and is not a strict
exposition in the usual sense of the term. The sequential continuation of the bass entry in mm.
20–22 is a nice developmental strategy. In sum, despite its apparent simplicity, Niedt’s
thoroughbass fugue reveals competence in contrapuntal detail and compositional design.
A word is in order regarding the editorial realization. The style of the realization is intended to
imitate the simple, Griﬀ-centered approach found in the anonymous “Vorschriften und
Grundsätze” (1738), which, as noted in previous chapters, seems to originate from Bach’s
teaching activities at the Thomasschule in Leipzig. Occasional eighth-note motion in an upper
voice (often in parallel motion with the bass) brings a modicum of a variety to an otherwise
strictly chordal accompaniment. I have chosen not to be entirely strict with the voice-leading, as
one would expect from an improvised realization. Whether this corresponds with Niedt’s
intentions remains an open question. Niedt intended to give instruction in fugal improvisation in
volumes two and three of his treatise, but this promise—like the one to deliver a chorale book
with further instruction on chorale accompaniment (mentioned in Chapter Two)—unfortunately
went unfulfilled.134
3.2.9 Anonymous, Langlo(t)z Manuscript (D-B Mus.ms. Bach P 296; 1700–c.1730)
The Langlo(t)z Manuscript (henceforth P 296) is perhaps the best known collection of
thoroughbass fugues from eighteenth-century Germany.135 As with Gronau’s manuscript, P 296
has been extensively discussed elsewhere, such that its background will only be summarized
here. 136 Contrary to the source’s title page (39. Praeludia et Fugen del Signor Johann Sebastian
Bach), the attribution to Bach is likely spurious—a number of the pieces are actually by
Kirchhoﬀ; another is Niedt’s fugue discussed above. The collection was known to Spitta, who also
doubted that it stemmed from Bach. He suggested instead that P 296 may have be a collection
by a unknown Bach pupil, which was then copied by August Wilhelm Langlotz (1745–1811),
who in turn assumed it originated from Bach.137 A native of Erfurt, Langlotz entered the
Ratsgymnasium in 1758, becoming a teacher first at St. Andrew’s School in 1770 and later at St.
Michael’s School in 1795.138 Significant for our purposes is that Langlotz may have been a
student of J. C. Kittel, who was a pupil of Bach; at the very least, Langlotz was a member of
Kittel’s circle.139 Hence it is conceivable that Langlotz may have copied some of the pieces from
Kittel. While this was previously mere conjecture, the recent discovery that a manuscript from
Rinck’s estate contains some of the same pieces from P 296 suggests that Kittel’s instruction may
“Ob GOtt will, soll dem geneigten Music-Freund in denen andern Theilen recht Anleitung gegeben werden, die Fugen ex
tempore zu tractiren. Vor jezt haben wir nur mit dem General-Bass zu thun gehabt” (Niedt 1700–1717, 1: Chpt. X).
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Spitta (1873–1880, 2:715–716, note 50). A. W. Langlotz should not be confused with, Johann Georg Langlotz, Kittel’s
predecessor as organist of the Marktkirche St. Bonifacius in 1751. A. W. and J. G. Langlotz presumably were related somehow.
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indeed have included thoroughbass fugues. See the next subsection regarding this anonymous
source (LM 4665).
P 296 contains 61 pieces, many of them prelude-fugue pairings (75 movements in all). Of the 57
fugues, 47 of them have initial voice entrances in descending order (SATB), as is standard for
thoroughbass fugues. 140 Six of the fugues have five initial entries. The style of the subjects is more
pedestrian than in Gronau’s collection, but longer than many versets. The composer of P 296
drew on a common stock of melodic formulae that formed the basis of the average eighteenthcentury organist’s craft in central Germany. The key scheme in P 296 bears mention—it is the
same as that used in Gronau’s collection and in Bach’s Inventions: all white major and minor keys
except B major, plus B-flat and E-flat major.141 3.24 shows thoroughbass fugue no. 31 in A
minor from P 296 with a hypothetical realization in small note heads. Those interested in
examining P 296 are encouraged to consult Renwick’s modern edition, which includes a lengthy
preface that investigates the provenance of the source in greater detail.
3.2.10 Anonymous, US-NH LM 4665 (before 1789)
At the conclusion of her dissertation of Kittel’s multiple-bass chorales, Susan McCormick
mentioned the existence of two sources that were part of Rinck’s library that are now part of the
Lowell Mason collection at Yale University: LM 4665 and LM 4666. The former contains
twenty-eight movements (mostly prelude-fugue pairs), while the latter contains eighteen
relatively brief non-fugal works titled Larghetto, Adagio, Allegro, and the like. What is particularly
significant is that all works in both sources are in thoroughbass notation. The scribe of LM 4665
is anonymous at present, but McCormick has identified Rinck as the scribe of LM 4666.142 As
McCormick noticed, pieces very similar to those in LM 4666 appear in Kittle’s thoroughbass
treatise, a modern edition of which has recently been published.143 Taken together, three facts
point to an origin near Kittel’s circle: (1) LM 4665/4666 were once part of the library of Kittel’s
pupil, Rinck; (2) Rinck is the scribe of LM 4666; and (3) very similar pieces appear in Kittel’s
treatise (which also survives in Rinck’s hand). Hence we may conclude that the playing of
repertoire via thoroughbass was part of the instruction Rinck received from Kittel, and this
repertoire likely included fugues.
After examining the content of LM 4665 in detail, I discovered that fifteen of these pieces appear
in the Langlo(t)z Manuscript (P 296).144 If we can assume that LM 4665 stems from Kittel’s
circle, then this revelation supports the hypothesis that P 296 originates from A. W. Langlotz’s
contact with Kittel. 3.25 gives a graphical representation of how LM 4665 relates to other
sources containing thoroughbass fugues. Twenty-two of its twenty-eight movements can be
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found in P 296. (Note that each movement is counted separately in 3.25, such that a preludefugue pair is counted as two.) As already mentioned, P 296 also contains other works: a fugue by
Niedt and sixteen movements by Kirchhoﬀ (more on this below). A full listing of
correspondences in P 296 is given in Appendix 2. 3.26 gives a thematic catalogue for LM 4665,
showing the exact correspondences to P 296.
In order to give an idea of how the manuscript LM 4665 appears, 3.27(a) shows a facsimile of
the finale folio: a prelude and fugue in B minor. The prelude does not appear in P 296, but the
fugue does, albeit with a slightly altered subject. One wonders how such deviations could have
occurred. In any case, the fugue in 3.27(a) begins with the pickup to the fourth system. Since the
paper exhibits significant decay, making it quite diﬃcult to decipher, 3.27(b) gives a modern
transcription for the reader’s convenience. A hypothetical thoroughbass realization in also given
in small note heads. The first three bass notes of the prelude (b–c#–d) appear as the first three
structural tones of the fugue subject, which creates a thematic connection between prelude and
fugue. These sorts of relationships are rare in LM 4665, however. The prelude consists mostly in
the artful concatenation of various sequential bass patterns, which have for the most part been
realized sequentially in the upper parts in the editorial realization. The anonymous composer did
a good job of avoiding cadential closure in the tonic key until the very end of the prelude, at
which point the final chord elides artfully with the fugue subject. As one would expect, the
exposition follows the SATB pattern of voice entries. A half cadence in m. 37 concludes the
exposition, at which point the texture thins (again, as one would expect). Yet unlike many
thoroughbass fugues, the two upper voices are not indicated completely in mm. 37–39; rather,
the composer gives a figured alto line, which serves as the lowest voice. A climactic bass subject
entry in the tonic in m. 39 concludes this brief, yet competently constructed piece. The
remainder of the source and a modern edition are freely available online, and a modern
pedagogical edition can be found in Appendix 5.145
3.2.11 J. G. Keller, A Compleat Method (London: 1705)
J(ohann?) Gottfried Keller (d. 1704) was a German composer, harpsichordist, and teacher who
emigrated to England around 1680, where he remained until his death.146 His keyboard method,
A Compleat Method for attaining to Play a Thorough Bass upon either Organ, Harpsichord, or
Theorbo-lute, was published posthumously a year after his death. Despite comprising only fifteen
folios, this work is notable for its concise definitions and copious examples whose figured bass is
almost always fully realized. These realizations make A Compleat Method particularly valuable for
practitioners today. The texture is generally three-voice, with occasional four-voice chords. Many
of the most common baroque voice-leading patterns are included among his terminology, such as
the “common cadence” (major ligata or composta) and the “great cadence” (major perfecta or
doppia).
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Several practical examples for realization conclude the treatise, the last nine of which are
thoroughbass fugues, as shown in 3.28(a). Earlier we saw how Daniel Speer indicated the discant
voice throughout his thoroughbass fugues. Keller employs a diﬀerent strategy for indicating
upper voices: he uses the abbreviation “Fug.” to denote the entrance of the subject in an upper
voice, leaving to the player to discern the starting pitch. The very last of his piece is a double
fugue that is given in a modern edition in 3.28(b) with editorial realization. The chromatically
descending subject is inverted first in m. 21, after which a second exposition follows with five
subject entries (SATBB). The opportunity for stretto presents itself in mm. 31–32 using the
original descending subject, although Keller does not include the indication “Fug.” The
beginning of the chromatic descent is shown in the figures in m. 31, however. This collection
shows how thoroughbass fugues represented the pinnacle of thoroughbass instruction, as we will
see in J. P. Kellner’s treatise as well.
3.2.12 G. Händel’s Lessons for Princess Ann (c.1720–mid-1730’s)
Like Gronau’s collection and the Langlo(t)z Manuscript (P 296), Händel’s lessons for Princess
Ann have been extensively described in other publications, the two most recent of which contain
suggested realizations for all works.147 Thus no examples of Händel’s fugues will be given here. I
will simply call attention to Händel’s use of a more advanced form of notation where he specifies
not only where the subject should enter in an upper voice (as with Keller’s fugues), but also the
voice part and the beginning pitch. It is possible that Händel learned of this technique from his
teacher, Friedrich Wilhelm Zachow.148 Interestingly, Kirchhoﬀ, who was also a pupil of Zachow,
also encoded fugues in thoroughbass notation, as we will see, suggesting that thoroughbass fugues
may have been part of Zachow’s teaching. This form of notion expands the compositional
potential of the genre of thoroughbass fugue enormously, since the subject does not always have
to enter in the lowest voice.
3.2.13 J. D. Heinichen, Der General-Bass in der Composition (1728)
As already established in Chapter One, Bach acted as the publisher’s agent for Heinichen’s
treatise, selling it out of his home in Leipzig. Thus it is possible that Bach was familiar with the
fugue given at the end of part one of Heinichen’s treatise. 149 The proximity between Bach and
Heinichen justifies reproducing Heinichen’s fugue here in its entirety, even though George
Buelow already did so in his study of Heinichen’s treatise.150 See 3.29. In truth, this is not of
precisely same generic category as the thoroughbass fugues examined up to this point. Rather,
this is a fully realized example of how to accompany imitative instrumental music, with special
emphasis on how the true bass part may be doubled in octaves in the left hand, whereas a Basset
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or Bassetgen (little bass) should not, as seen where Heinichen writes tasto solo.151 Heinichen’s
commentary bears repeating, since he mentions the suitability of imitative techniques in
improvised preluding:
Das in denen lezten 4. Tacten, in der obern Stimme angebrachte Contrathema hat man zu
Abkürzung der Fuge mit einfliessen lassen. Es ist aber ein Accompagnist sonst nicht verbunden
den Siz von dergleichen durchgeführten Thematibus, Inventionibus, oder Variationibus eines
Componisten, zu errathen, und mit Nachahmung derselben, denen dazu gewidmeten
Stimmen in das Handwerck zu fallen. Viel besser kan sich ein Liebhaber, bey seinem
praeludiren mit dergleichen Künsten legitimiren: dahin gehören sie eigentlich.152
The countersubject [first introduced in mm. 11–17] occurring in the last four measures of
hte right hand has been allowed in order to shorten the fugue. An accompanist, however, is
not usually expected to find the place for such elaborated themata, inventiones, or variationes
of a composer and, by imitating the same, to encroach upon the other [instrumental] parts
dedicated to this task. Such arts the amateur can better utilize in [extemporizing] preludes;
this is where they really belong.153

Therefore, even though 3.29 is actually an example of accompaniment of imitative polyphony, I
posit that we can still derive some information from it regarding the practice of thoroughbass
fugues played on the keyboard. For instance, note how Heinichen freely moves between four and
five voices.154 Buelow and F. T. Arnold have also commented on the various parallels that occur
throughout Heinichen’s realization, especially at the seams between four- and five-part writing
and having to do with short unaccented notes.155 As Heinichen makes clear in his discussion of
the full-voiced style of accompaniment, parallels not involving the outer voices can be
disregarded.
3.2.14 G. Kirchhoﬀ, L’A.B.C. Musical (c.1731–1742)
Like Händel, Gottfried Kirchhoﬀ (1685–1746) was a pupil of F. W. Zachow, who was organist of
the Marienkirche in Halle. Bach won the position following Zachow’s death, but declined to
accept it. Instead, Kirchhoﬀ became organist in the Marienkirche beginning in 1714, where he
remained until his death. Kirchhoﬀ and Bach must have been personally acquainted, given that
Bach inspected the new built organ at the Marienkirche.156 Kirchhoﬀ’s L’A.B.C. Musical was

Additional examples of thoroughbass accompaniment of fugues that closely resemble thoroughbass fugues can be found in
Theile’s Musicalisches Kunstbuch (1691 [1965], 81–83, 87).
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believed lost until Anatoly Milka rediscovered it in 2002.157 This finding is especially significant
to the present study because it revealed that a number of the works ascribed to Bach found in the
Langlo(t)z Manuscript (P 296) are in fact by Kirchhoﬀ.158
In his Abhandlung, Marpurg describes Kirchhoﬀ collection in a similarly condescending manner
as the quotes cited above in section 2.3.4. Marpug deems Kirchhoﬀ’s pieces “perfunctory” and
relegates them to the domain of mere pedagogical works. Perhaps Marpurg viewed Kirchhoﬀ’s
practical, example-based, improvisatory approach as a threat to his authority and his own
discursive, taxonomical, written method. Marpurg writes that,
§. 5. So wenig aber die Gegenharmonie gekräuselt oder zu buntscheckigt seyn soll: so wenig
sind die generalbaßmäßigen Passagen erlaubt. Wenn der seel. Herr Musikdirectour Kirchhof
aus Halle, in seinen bekannten Fugen über alle 24 Töne die Gegenharmonien vermittelst der
Ziefern beständig angezeiget hat: so ist dieses deswegen geschehen, daß er seinen Schülern
zugleich den Generalbaß und die Art der verschiedenen Eintritte eines Fugensatzes
beybrächte. Seine Absicht ist nicht gewesen, diese flüchtigen Geburten als Muster einer wohl
ausgearbeiteten Fuge auszugeben. Diejenigen Fugenmacher hingegen sind nicht auf diese
Weise zu entschuldigen, die in ihren Ausarbeitungen, wo keine Zifern vorhanden sind;
sondern wo alle Noten in jeder Stimme durch würkliche Noten ausgedrücket stehen, doch
nichts mehr als ein ordentliches Accompagnement zu Markte bringen. Um in diesen Fehler
nicht zu verfallen, ist nöthig, daß eine Stimme sich allezeit gegen die andere fortbewege, es
geschehe nur durch Rückungen, durch gehende oder Wechselnoten, nachdem es die
Umstände an die Hand geben.159
§. 5. Since the additional parts should not be awkward or erratic, thoroughbass-like passages
must be correspondingly minimized. Although the late Music Director Kirchhof of Halle
always showed the additional parts via figures in his well-known fugues in all twenty-four
keys, this only occurred because he instructed his pupils simultaneously in both thoroughbass
and in the various ways of arranging fugal entries. It was not his intent to present these
perfunctory works as models for a well worked-out fugue. By contrast, one should not
pardon those fugal composers whose works contain no figures, but rather where all the notes
of each voice are presented haphazardly, in the end amounting to nothing other than a proper
accompaniment. In order not to avoid such mistakes, it is necessary that each voice always
proceeds against the other, this occurring only via suspensions, passing notes, or neighbor
notes, according to the circumstances.

While Kirchhoﬀ’s works certainly may have taken on a pedagogical role, there is no reason to
think that they should be understood as exclusively didactic in function. Besides, although
Marpurg states that Kirchhoﬀ’s fugues are “well-known,” he does not appear to have examined
Regarding this source, see Milka (2011), Serebrennikov (2009b), and the Vorwort to the facsimile Kirchhoﬀ (c.1731–1742,
XVII–XXIV). Previously, no works by Kirchhoﬀ had survived until Serebrennikov’s discovery of two additional works, neither of
which are in thoroughbass notation. See Serebrennikov (2009c) and (2011).
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them himself. Had he done so, he would not have stated that Kirchhoﬀ presents pieces in
“twenty-four keys.” Marpurg probably assumed that Kirchhoﬀ’s reference to “all the keys” in his
title page (“tous les Tons”) must have referred to twenty-four keys; in reality, Kirchhoﬀ only
presents prelude/fugue pairs in sixteen keys (C, c, D, d, E, e, F, f, G, g, A, a, B, b, Bb, and Eb).
That Marpurg cites Kirchhoﬀ implies that Kirchhoﬀ’s name was closely associated with the
thoroughbass fugue. And since Marpurg names no other composer’s in this context, it could be
that he was unaware of any other thoroughbass fugues. As mentioned above, this association may
be the reason that Kirnberger attributed BWV 907 to Kirchhoﬀ rather than to Bach.
Of the sixteen fugues in Kirchhoﬀ’s collection, only two break from the usual patterns of
descending subject entries in the initial exposition; instead, No. 4 in D minor and No. 14 in B
minor begin with a few ascending entries, such that the theme is written out in its entirety
without thoroughbass figures. 3.30 shows Fugue No. 1 in C major (which also appears in P 296)
and Fugue No. 4 in D minor, both in their original form without editorial realizations. Here we
can see how Kirchhoﬀ often spins out the final subject entry of the exposition (usually the bass)
into a sequential continuation, ending with a cadence, at which point the texture thins to only
two upper voices. The voice-leading structure in both examples is somewhat loose, with five
“layers” of subject entries. As we have seen in previous examples, it is unlikely that a five-voice
texture should be maintained throughout. Rather, the entries give the impression of a more
complex contrapuntal texture than is really there. Once the theme reaches the bass voice, most
keyboardists in Bach’s day like allowed the upper voices to default to a more accompanimentstyle texture that alternates between three and five voices, depending on what is most appropriate
for the given contrapuntal situation.
3.2.15 Anonymous, “Vorschriften und Grundsätze” (1738; attr. Bach’s circle)
The anonymous “Vorschriften und Grundsätze” (Precepts and Principles), also known as the
Generalbasslehre of 1738, was already introduced in Chapter One.160 This work was once
attributed firmly to Bach but is now only thought to originate from the context of his teaching
activities in Leipzig. As has been noted by many authors, it contains sections culled from Niedt’s
treatise. Part two of the “Vorschriften” concludes with five realized thoroughbass fugues given in
3.31. As Renwick has noted, it is unfortunate that these were for a long time the only known
examples of thoroughbass fugues, since they are quite rudimentary and even contain a number of
voice-leading errors.161 Perhaps it is works of this low calibre that Marpurg and Mattheson
deplore in the above-cited passages. These voice-leading mistakes have led to the scholarly
consensus that Bach very likely had nothing to do with the fugues, even if the “Vorschriften” as a
whole might represent a pedagogical document used by a prefect under Bach’s tutelage at the
Thomasschule. Whatever the circumstances of their origin, these five fugues still deserve
consideration here due to their proximity to Bach’s circle. In addition, the pieces are significant
because they are to my knowledge the only surviving examples of realized thoroughbass fugues (if
we exclude versets without figures and Heinichen’s fugue)—that is, all upper voices are given,
160
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even though there are also thoroughbass figures. This suggests that the unrealized fugues may
have been copied down and then realized by a beginning pupil. Despite the numerous errors (see
commentary in 3.31), the pieces still give a useful impression of how beginners in Bach’s milieu
might have realized thoroughbass fugues and eventually improvised their own. Analytical
annotations in 3.31 show the prevalence of Muﬀat’s cadential patterns in these pieces (see 3.1
regarding Muﬀat) and the frequent use of elided subject entries as a means of creating continuity.
I leave the interested reader to peruse the commentary in 3.31 as desired.
3.2.16 A. C. Adlgasser, 103 Versetten (before 1777)
Anton Cajetan Adlgasser (1729–1777) belongs to long line of organs and pedagogues centered in
south Germany and Austria today known as the Partitura tradition.162 Founded by Georg
Muﬀat,163 this tradition is evidenced by a body of works published mostly in Salzburg and
Augsburg, referred to collectively as fundamenta treatises by Thomas Christensen. These treatises
include those by Muﬀat’s pupil, J. B. Samber (1704), his pupil Matthäus Gugl (1719), his pupil
J. E. Eberlin (1760; [n.d.]), and his pupil Adlgasser (2008; [n.d.]). Adlgasser became Hoforganist
in Salzburg in 1750 and then succeeded Eberlin as Hofkapellmeister in 1754. His successor was
W. A. Mozart, after whom Michael Haydn followed. Thus the Partitura tradition spans the long
eighteenth century. Although this tradition is geographically centered farther south than Bach’s
own travels ever took him, it nevertheless relates directly to Bach’s pedagogy through a strong
reliance on thoroughbass. As Christensen writes,
[T]he most important lesson of the fundamenta treatises is that the mastery of playing the
thorough bass properly requires the same set of skills and instincts as does the act of
composition. Or turning this around: there is no better means of learning composition than
by practicing the thorough bass. [...] The technique of thorough-bass practice was not
fundamental simply in the sense of building chords above a continuo bass foundation,
although it certainly was that. It was also—and more essentially—fundamental as an essential
compositional skill for the accomplished musician. In short, “fundamental” as an empirical
attitude, that is, as the lowest voice and harmonic substratum, gives way to the idea of the
fundamental as an ontological claim of priority and primacy, that is, as the foundation of
musical composition. 164

The collection under consideration here is Adlgasser’s 103 versets, which were published in a
modern edition in 2008. 165 Given the central role of thoroughbass in the Partitura tradition, it
seems inevitable that this is only one of many sources from the Partitura tradition containing
versets inscribed in thoroughbass notation; more will likely surface in the coming years. The close
relationship between verset improvisation and thoroughbass fugue was already described in
section 3.2.3. Adlgasser’s versets cover the same keys as Kirchhoﬀ’s L’A.B.C. Musical (with the
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exception of B major) and are arranged in a similar ascending order (C, c, d, D, Eb, E, e, F, f, g,
G, a, A, Bb, b, a). Excluding the final grouping in A minor, each key area includes six versets, the
first of which is usually a bit longer and in most cases is notated in its entirety without any
figures. 3.32 shows the six versets in F major, which are representative of the entire manuscript.
As noted already, subjects are generally short (rarely longer than one measure) with scalar or
triadic profiles, and ornamented with a common stock of motivic material. As one would expect,
most of the expositions feature subjects entering in descending order. One assumes that these
versets closely resemble the kind of settings that experienced organists improvised during the
church service throughout the eighteenth century. Needless to say, they make excellent
preparatory exercises for more extended fugal works, as noted by Speer in the preface to his own
versets (see section 3.2.6).
3.2.17 J. C. Kellner, Grundriss des Generalbasses (1783)
The chronologically latest and final collection of thoroughbass fugues to be examined in Part Two
of this chapter comes from the prolific composer and organist Johann Christoph Kellner’s (1736–
1803) quite popular Grundriss des Generalbasses, published in Kassel in 1783.166 Kellner’s initial
musical instruction was with his father, Johann Peter Kellner, who was a very active copyist of
Bach’s works and likely a pupil of Bach as well.167 The reader will recall that Kellner the elder is
the scribe of the earliest version of the thoroughbass fugues BWV 907 and BWV 908 (see section
3.2.5), which Bach very likely utilized in his lessons. This suggests that Kellner the younger may
have learned of thoroughbass fugues from his father, who in turn could potentially have learned
about them from Bach. Kellner’s Grundriss is decidedly practical in its orientation, with 33 of its
47 pages dedicated to thoroughbass exercises, the last four of which are fugues. Since this
publication is not readily available online or in reprint, 3.33(a) oﬀers a facsimile of all four
fugues. Three of these works begin with a non-imitative introduction marked Overture or
Maestoso. 3.33(b) gives a hypothetical realization of the first of Kellner’s fugues. After the fourvoice exposition in descending order, a modulating sequence leads to a cadence in the relative
major (m. 43), at which point the texture thins, continuing on in two voices. The widespread
prevalence of this compositional design should be apparent, since we have seen this occur in
nearly all the previously surveyed publications. A climactic bass entry, which is spun out again via
a sequence, concludes the piece.
3.2.18 Summary of Part Two
Having concluded our chronological survey of thoroughbass fugues published by German
authors in the long eighteenth century, it may surprise the reader that more sources do not
survive. As already mentioned, one reason for the paucity of available sources may be that
thoroughbass fugues were generally not considered worthy of preservation: often they either had
a pedagogical function or were merely a support for improvised music making. As such, most of
A facsimile and modern edition of Kellner’s Grundriss can be found at <www.derekremes.com/research/sources>. Access
January 19, 2020.
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the leading composers probably saw that there was little to be gained by publishing thoroughbass
fugues. Yet, as scholarly interest in eighteenth-century pedagogy increases, it is likely that
additional sources containing thoroughbass fugues will continue to surface, thus helping to create
a more complete picture of this improvised art.
The source situation as it currently stands still allows us to draw some conclusions, however. We
know that organists in top positions were required to be able to improvise fugues. As we have
seen, improvised fugues represent a distinct genre from notated ones, admitting less strict
contrapuntal criteria. This probably contributed to thoroughbass fugues being neglected as a
genre worthy of scholarly attention until recently, especially since for many years the only known
models of the genre were the rather unimpressive exemplars in the anonymous “Vorschriften.”
Yet the revival interest in baroque teaching methods in recent decades has prompted a
reconsideration of the thoroughbass fugue by academics, performers, and pedagogues alike.
Surely one element driving this curiosity is sheer wonder: How did keyboardists actually manage
to improvise fugues? As the surviving documents attest, this was a skill that many eighteenthcentury musicians were able to attain. They accomplished this in part by drawing on what one
already knew and understood—thoroughbass accompaniment. That thoroughbass would again
find a central place in this chapter should at this point be no surprise, since thoroughbass in the
Bachian vein represented a foundation—both practically and conceptually—of both composition
and improvisation. This helps to break down the common misconception that thoroughbass is
merely a chordal practice, and hence could have no place in fugue. It seems it was the marriage of
this chordal thinking (the accompanying upper voices) with a single melodic line (the fugue
subject in the left hand) that provided the key that enabled the mastery of the notoriously
diﬃcult art of fugal improvisation.
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~~~
3.3.1 Introduction to Part Three
The final part of this chapter focuses on invertible counterpoint and canon. The reader would be
right to sense that this section stands somewhat apart from the rest, since—unlike almost the
entire study up to this point—thoroughbass does not play a central role in what follows. Yet I
believe this discrepancy can be reconciled without forfeiting the significance attributed to
thoroughbass up to this point. Besides, it was Bach himself who said that the fundamental
principles of composition derive from thoroughbass and the keyboard. The reason for this divide,
as I understand it, is that the advanced contrapuntal techniques of invertible counterpoint and
canon generally do not arise spontaneously via improvisation, but rather through the percipient
application of external restrictions. There are certainly exceptions to this view—the advanced
contrapuntal procedures of Renaissance vocal improvisation being one example. But in the main,
techniques like invertible counterpoint and canon seem to require a sort of meta-cognitive
detachment from the immediate musical surface. This places these techniques at a certain remove
from thoroughbass, which, if anything, represents the linga franca of improvised music making
in Bach’s circle. That is not to say, however, that foundational principles outlined in Chapter One
—like the foundational dissonance figures of syncopatio and transitus, the interaction between
primary and secondary intervals, and the dyadic conception of dissonance—do not remain in
force. That music-theoretical precepts conveyed via thoroughbass practice would form the
conceptual basis for more advanced music-theoretical topics suggests one reason Bach began his
instruction with thoroughbass: it laid the conceptual foundation for more advanced
compositional techniques.
Since the purview of invertible counterpoint and canon is so vast, it is necessary to sharply
delimit our focus. Our goal is first to investigate archival evidence regarding how Bach and
members of his circle approached these topics pedagogically, and then to extrapolate some
principles implied by these documents into some general postulates. As mentioned in the
Introduction, it may surprise some readers that the analysis of Bach’s works plays a diminished
role here. One reason for this is that there exist an untold number of studies of Bach’s
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contrapuntal technique. The rich findings of over two centuries of scholarly activity need not and
could not be summarized here. Another perhaps more pertinent reason for deemphasizing the
analysis of Bach’s works is that inferences drawn from such analyses are of fundamentally
diﬀerent sort than those drawn from sources that are more specifically pedagogical in nature. The
reason for this is, quite simply, that we do not have Bach sitting next to us guiding our analyses.
Thus, explicitly pedagogical sources will prove more useful in the present context.
The notion of extrapolating general principles from music theoretical sources inevitably broaches
the notion of implicit theory. The term is often invoked to describe the manner by which
knowledge is transferred by example and common practice (like a native language), rather than
via specific principles (like a foreign language).168 Up until the present, the scholarly concensus
Bach’s pedagogy was primarily based on the implicit ideal: we have tended to assume that Bach
modeled compositional principles in his own works and let his pupils learn inductively by
example. This is an understandable assumption, given that all we have to go on is the surviving
sources. But we cannot rule out the possibility that Bach’s compositional pedagogy also involved
a more explicit, deductive approach based on principles. Perhaps he codified such rules in a nowlost source, or merely communicated them orally—yet nevertheless explicitly—in lessons.
Fortunately, the rediscovery in a recent decades of some pedagogical documents in Bach’s hand
potentially oﬀers us more reliable information about what occurred in some of Bach’s own
lessons. Taking these documents as a starting point, it is my intent to derive some generalized
contrapuntal principles regarding canonic imitation in 1:1 counterpoint from these sources—
that is, to make the implicit explicit in mathematical form.
3.3.2 Bach’s “Various Rules” for Suspensions in Invertible Counterpoint
This autograph manuscript is entitled:
Etzliche Reguln, wie und auf was Arth die Syncopationes in denen dreyen Sorten derer
geduppelten contrapuncten können gebraucht werden.
Various rules, how and in what way suspensions can be used in the three types of invertible
counterpoint.

Incredibly, this source was rediscovered only in 2001.169 Based on the handwriting, it appears to
originate from the 1740's.170 Judging by the paper, the document seems to have been removed
The partimenti and solfeggi of eighteenth-century Italian conservatories are often cited as implicit theory par excellence, and is
often placed in opposition to the German and French traditions in the nineteenth century. Indeed, Germany saw the rise of a
print-based, bourgeois Harmonielehre at odds with the professional training of Italian conservatories, and the curricula of the Paris
Conservatory became increasingly ossified by the end of the century, in part due to their reliance on textbooks. Yet, as already
mentioned in Chapter One, the implicit/explicit division ultimately proves to be a false binary. We know neither the oral
instruction that accompanied Italian methods nor the full richness of what really went on in German and French institutions of
learning—in both cases, the surviving documents only oﬀer a sliver of insight into what truly occurred. Still, the image persists
since eighteenth-century Italians left us mostly pedagogical music, whereas nineteenth-century Germans and French left us far
more pedagogical texts.
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See Appendix 1 for an overview of provenance and literature.
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Werbeck (2003, 67); Wollny (ed. 2011, 60).
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from a larger collection (more on this below).171 A complete modern edition is given in 3.34
with editorial annotations. As the title indicates, the first section (containing three parts) lists the
diﬀerent kinds of syncopatio figures available in two-part invertible counterpoint. The brief
examples represent stereotypical clausulae formulae. The content, along with the two Nota bene
comments, suggest that this source had a didactic function.172 According to Walter Werbeck, the
corrections present therein may imply that Bach prepared the it for lessons, but was ultimately
unsatisfied with it. 173 Be that the case, the “Reguln” would nevertheless elucidate Bach’s
pedagogical intentions, making this source of great interest to the present study. The
Introduction and Chapter One already outlined the significance of the terms licentia and
fundamental in the last measure of the second system.174 Briefly summarized, the upper bassline
is a contrapuntal license because the syncopatio resolves to a diminished fifth; the lower bassline
(the “fundamental” version) corrects for this by having the agent voice hold over until the
resolution occurs at the sixth. The exact same procedure, called anticipationes transitus, appears in
the treatises of Heinichen, Emanuel Bach, and Walter. 175 The fact that Bach terms the “proper”
version fundamental suggests he may have borrowed this term specifically from Heinichen’s 1728
treatise. As a result, Heinichen’s broader conception of how to rationalize contrapuntal licenses
may represent one aspect of Bach’s Fundamental-Regeln (fundamental rules), or rules controlling
“fundamental” notes.
Chapter One only surveyed the portion of the “Reguln” dealing with invertible counterpoint at
the octave (ic8). Let us examine the remaining passages in 3.34(a). Firstly, that Bach would teach
ic8, ic10, and ic12 in that order is completely in accordance with baroque practice, as found in
the treatises of Walther and Bernhard (thoguh Johann Theile gives a diﬀerent ordering). 176 Even
though it is possible to compose invertible counterpoint and canons at other intervals (as Bach
did in the Goldberger Variations and the Variations on Vom Himmel Hoch), ic8, ic10, and ic12
remain the most common. It is sometimes thought that the reason for this preference is that
these intervals of inversion contain the most instances of consonance inverting to consonance.
But in fact, this is not the case. 3.35 provides an overview of all kinds of invertible counterpoint.
Notice how the inversional sum is always one more than the interval of inversion (inv. sum =
ic[n] + 1]). For instance, a unison inverts to an octave in ic8 (inv. sum = ic8 + 1 = 9). More
important than the inversional sum in the left-hand column is the right-hand column, which
tallies all instances of consonance inverting to consonance in each type of invertible
counterpoint. Such instances are highlighted with bold borders in the middle section of 3.35.
171

Wollny (ed. 2011, 60).

“Die konzentrierte, aber doch ausführliche Behandlung der Sache, die Überschriften und kommentierenden Erläuterungen,
das anfängliche “Notabene” (das am Ende der ersten Akkolade noch einmal auftaucht): Alles dies deutet darauf hin, daß wir es
mit einem Dokument aus dem Umfeld von Bachs Unterricht zu tun haben” (Werbeck 2003, 71). Also (Ibid., 73).
172

“Die vielen Korrekturen, die Flüchtigkeitsfehler und Unsicherheiten deuten darauf hin, daß wir es beim vorliegenden
Manuskript nicht mit einem fertigen Unterrichtspapier, sondern mit einem Entwurf dafür zu tun haben, der Bach einige Mühe
bereitete, jedenfalls nicht sofort zu seiner Zufriedenheit gelang (Werbeck 2003, 75). See (Ibid., 74–75) regarding the apparent
corrections in the examples.
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See section 1.2.7, especially 1.53.
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See 1.49, 1.50, 1.51, and 1.54.

Werner Braun makes this point (1994, 259ﬀ.). See Walther (1708 [1955], 195–206). For Bernhard treatment of invertible
counterpoint, see Müller-Blatteau (ed. 1963, 123–126). Regarding Theile, also see Braun (1986).
176
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For instance, ic8 contains four instances of consonance inverting to consonance (1, 3, 6, and 8).
As we can see, ic9 and ic10 only have one instance of consonance inverting to consonance, but
ic13 and ic14—neither of which were practiced often in the Baroque—both have four instances
(just as many as ic8). Ic10 and ic12 both have the most instances (six). Instead, the historical
preference for ic8, ic10, and ic12 probably has to do with the ease of transposition by octave in
ic8, the common technique of imitation at the fifth (related to ic12), and the technique of
Austerzen, where one voice is filled out in parallel thirds (related to ic10). Austerzen and its
relationship to ic10 will be discussed below.
Returning to 3.34(a), it is apparent that Bach is actually not concerned here with preserving
consonance under inversion, but instead with preserving dissonance. For instance, the dissonant
4-subsyncopatio in Bach’s first example inverts to a dissonant 7-supersyncopatio under ic8. But the
following dissonant perfect 4-supersyncopatio inverts to a consonant perfect 5-subsyncopatio in ic8.
This creates a so-called “consonant suspension”—the rhythmic context (a tied patient voice that
resolves downward by step to a sixth) gives the impression of a suspension, even though it lacks a
dissonance. To summarize Bach’s examples, ic8 allows 2-sub. (inverting to 7-super.), perfect 4super. (inverting to perfect 5-sub.), and aug. 4-sub. (inverting to dim. 5-super.). Note that in a
dim. 5-supersyncopatio, the lower-voice agent is somewhat restricted—it cannot remain held,
otherwise the resolution would occur at the dissonant fourth. The agent voice usually ascends by
step to make a third, or descends by third (only in the theatrical style, according to Heinichen),
as described in Part Two of Chapter One.
The second part of 3.34(a) illustrates ic10. Here it is important to note that, just as before, Bach
continues to allow for a resolution to a diminished fifth. But he no longer labels this licentia, nor
does he give a corrected "fundamental" version, as he did in the ic8 example. In total, ic10 allows
2-sub. (inverting to 9-super.), 4-sub. (inverting to 7-super.), and aug. 4-sub. (inverting to 7-super.).
The third section in 3.34(a) investigates ic12. The doubled accidental that appears on two
occasions (flat and sharp together) indicates the possibility of resolution to either Bb or Bn. Note
that Bach forgot to add a soprano clef for the two final examples in this section. As we have
encountered already, the very last example contains a license because of the resolution to a
diminished fifth. But the second to last example contains a diﬀerent kind of license. Here the
suspended portion of the syncopatio is consonant (like the perfect 5-sub. described above), but
here it makes a sixth. The resolution down by step now creates a dissonant minor seventh. While
the minor seventh is often allowed to prepare a syncopatio (as when a 7-transitus is held over at a
cadence to make a 4-super.177 ), it rarely serves as a resolution, especially in a two-voice context.
That leads to the question of whether Bach intended the “Etzliche Reguln” to also be used in
textures with three or more voices; one assumes so.178 The means by which one adds auxiliary
voices to a dissonant interval was described in detail in Part Two of Chapter One. Perhaps Bach
would have proceeded in a similar fashion with the “Etzliche Reguln” after having defined
dissonance first as a dyadic event.

177

See, for example, mm. 48–49 in 1.71 (arrow).

178

Note that the occasional vertical thirds in 3.34 represent two distinct melodic paths, not a chord.
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The “Reguln” conclude with an example of ic8 and two examples of ic10. See 3.34(b). It is
possible that another example in ic12 has been lost.179 The analytical annotations identifying the
relationships between thematic segments (a, b, c, d) are editorial.180 Werbeck has noted that the
example in ic8 closely resembles the one Walther gives in his 1708 treatise.181 Walther's version is
given in 3.36. It remains an open question whether this resemblance is mere coincidence or
indicates that Bach copied from Walther's treatise. Wollny remains skeptical in this regard, as do
I; the similarities oﬀer no conclusive proof.182 Based on his paper analysis, Wollny has suggested
that the “Regeln” may be written on some extra leaves of Bach’s copy of Mizler's translation of
Fux’s Gradus ad Parnassum. This theory is supported by the dating of Bach’s handwriting, which
suggests an origin in the mid 1740’s (Mizler’s annotated translation appeared in 1742). Wollny
believes that Bach may have prompted Mizler to undertake the translation project, and that Bach
certainly would have received a copy upon its publication.183 Furthermore, Wollny surmises that
Bach’s treatment of invertible counterpoint constitutes a logical addition to Fux's treatise, since
Fux only addresses this topic somewhat cursorily. 184 And finally, Wollny has identified two
examples from Fux's treatise in the section on invertible counterpoint that use a similar incipit as
segments a and c in 3.34(b). Fux's examples are shown in 3.37. While the other evidence linking
the “Reguln” to Fux’s treatise is plausible, the incipits are in my opinion not similar enough to
suggest a direct relationship.
In sum, the “Etzliche Reguln” likely represent material that Bach used or intended to use in
composition lessons. The topic (invertible counterpoint), the ordering of material (ic 8, ic10, and
ic12), the generally conservative two-voice style, and the addition of figures between the staves all
place this document firmly in the pedagogical tradition to which Walther's and Bernhard’s
treatises also belong. Notably, the didactic lens here is not explicitly focused on thoroughbass and
the keyboard, but rather on the more vocally oriented style antico tradition. This emphasizes the
diversity of Bach's pedagogical approach, and provides a necessary counter-weight to this study’s
emphasis on thoroughbass. Lastly, it is perhaps significant that Bach does not begin where
Walther and Bernhard do, with an explanation of how invertible counterpoint functions in a
general sense, with an emphasis on consonant intervals. Rather, Bach’s “lesson" focuses
specifically on the use of dissonance, not as transitus (passing or neighbor), but as syncopatio
figures. This speaks to the centrality of syncopatio dissonances to Bach's conception of
composition, a point that is plainly evident throughout almost his entire oeuvre. Of course, it
bears repeating that this document could be mere one part of a larger whole, so we cannot rule
out that Bach actually began by explaining the principles of invertible counterpoint, as Walther
and Bernhard do.
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Werbeck (2003, 70).
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Werbeck (2003, 73) makes note of these relationships.
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Werbeck (2003, 72–73).

“Werbeck weist auf verschiedene Übereinstimmungen mit Johann Gottfried Walthers Praecepta der Musicalischen Composition
[1708] hin, doch muß diese Abhandlung darum Bach noch nicht zwingend als direkte Vorlage gedient haben, zumal nur eine der
Konkordanzen in Walthers abschließendem Kapitel ‘Von denen doppelten Contrapuncten’ steht, während die übrigen die
Dissonanzbehandlung im zweistimmigen Satz allgemein erläutern” (Wollny ed. 2011, 61).
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Wollny (ed. 2011, 60).
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Fux (1735 [1742], 139–157).
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3.3.3 J. S. Bach’s “Some Canons by Joseph Zarlino”
The second part of the above-mentioned autograph manuscript is titled “Canones aliquot per
Josephum Zarlinum.”185 As Werbeck’s has shown, the material comes from chapters 19–20 of
Seth Calvisius’s Melopoiia (1592), which culls examples from the third part on counterpoint from
Zarlino’s Istitutioni harmoniche (1558 edition).186 That Bach’s versions of the examples are in
short score indicates that Bach was likely copied from an unknown intermediary, not directly
from Calvisius, since the latter gives the canons in individual voice parts. 187 And because Bach’s
version appears entirely in Latin, we can rule out the possibility that this intermediary was
Sweelinck’s German-language Composition Regeln, which also incorporates many examples from
Zarlino.188 It is possible, that Bach prepared this material for a pupil, or—as Werbeck suggests—
perhaps for a wealthy dilettante.189 Another possibility is that Bach prepared the manuscript for
himself as part of a panoptic collection of canonic examples, since he was in the midst of
composing the Goldberg Variations and was about to begin Die Kunst der Fuge at this time. 190
The manuscript begins with canons at various time and pitch intervals. There follows a threevoice augmentation canon on the text “Surrexit Christus hodie” by an unknown composer.191
Then come five two-part examples in the first five modes, all in invertible counterpoint. The
collection closes with several canonic examples in three voices, many of which incorporate the
technique of Austerzen, which is discussed below. Unfortunately the entire manuscript is too
lengthy to be reproduced in full here.192 Since it is uncertain whether Bach intended to use
Zarlino’s examples in lessons or whether they were for his own study, we will not investigate them
in any more detail here. Instead, we will explore some of the same canonic techniques in the
following section.
3.3.4 Contrapuntal Studies Between J. S. Bach and W. F. Bach
More directly relevant to the question of Bach’s compositional pedagogy is a source documenting
an exchange between Sebastian Bach and his son, Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, rediscovered in
1999.193 The three double-sided folios that survive are apparently taken from a larger
document.194 The source seems to date from c.1736–1739.195 This document is quite valuable to
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See Appendix 1 for an overview of provenance and literature.
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Werbeck (2003, 76ﬀ.).
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Wollny (ed. 2011, 61–62).
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Werbeck (2003, 76).
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Werbeck (2003, 84).
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Werbeck (2003, 84).
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See Wollny (ed. 2011, 62) regarding the background of this piece.
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See Appendix 1 regarding facsimiles and modern transcriptions of this source.

193

For details, see Appendix 1.

194

Wollny (2002, 276).

195

Wollny (2002, 278).
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the present study because it evidences a sort of pedagogical dialogue between father an son.196
Although Wilhelm Friedemann was by the late 1730's in his mid-twenties and was already
organist of the Dresden Sophienkirche, the alternation of scripts clearly implies that J. S. Bach is
still taking on the role of master. Like the Zarlino canons, this source is too lengthy to be
reproduced here in full. Rather, through the examination of a selection of examples we will focus
in on some of the fundamental principles of canonic imitation.197 Regarding Emanuel Bach’s
mention that his father avoided “dry kinds of counterpoint,” in light of these studies Wollny
writes that this statement may be either exaggerated or may only refer to the 1720’s when Carl
Philipp studied with his father. I would suggest an alternate explanation: these exercises are not
“dry” at all, since they do not operate under the same rigid strictures as Fux’s species. Regardless,
the manuscript evidences Bach’s increasing interest in the stile antico in the 1730’s and early
1740’s.198
The contrapuntal studies with W. F. Bach may constitute a conceptual precedent to Bach’s late
works that use stile antico techniques, namely the Clavier-Übung III (published 1739), the Art of
Fugue (first drafts 1742), 199 the Goldberg Variations (1741–1742), the fourteen Goldberg canons
(BWV 1087),200 the variations on “Vom Himmel hoch” (c.1747), and The Musical Oﬀering
(1747). The contrapuntal principles within these works were central to the practice of
Renaissance vocal polyphony as transmitted throughout seventeenth-century Germany through
Sweelinck, Bernhard, Herbst, Werckmeister, and Kuhnau, among many others. While it is
uncertain which of these sources (if any) exerted a direct influence in Bach, it is clear that these
sources codify the same principles that had an indirect stylistic impact on Bach late compositions
and his teaching, as exemplified in the exchange with his son.
Taken as a whole, the examples in this source explore topics related to strict counterpoint: fugue,
canon, invertible counterpoint, rhythmic augmentation and diminution, stretto, and melodic
inversion. One example on folio 3r is particularly significant. Wilhelm Friedemann attempts to
begin a stile antico theme, but struggles with the continuation. His father then takes over the
same incipit and continues the theme into a complete musical phrase. J. S. Bach's version is given
in 3.38(a), which I have termed the Fundament, since it will serve as the basis for several
variations (what Werckmeister calls the Haupt-Satz; see below).201 Next, Sebastian Bach
transforms the Fundament in ic8, then ic10, and then ic8 and ic10 together, creating three voices
in all where two voices proceed in parallel thirds. This three-voice passage is then inverted in ic8,
followed by a four-voice version, where both voices are ornamented in parallel thirds. Here Bach
the elder is demonstrating his awareness of an important contrapuntal technique that enjoyed a
long history reaching at least far back as Zarlino. Indeed, this technique can be seen in many of
“Die Anlage des Manuskripts und der ständige Wechsel der beiden dialogisierenden Schreiberhände deuten darauf hin, daß
die Niederschrift im Rahmen eines Gesprächs zwischen Vater und Sohn über verschiedene Fragen der Satztechnik, des doppelten
Kontrapunkts sowie der Komposition von Fugen und Kanons entstand” (Wollny 2002, 278).
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A brief examination of each passage can be found in Wollny (ed. 2011, 81–84).
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Regarding Bach and the stile antico see Wolﬀ (1968a; 1991, 84–105).
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NBA VIII/1 (80–83).
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See Wolﬀ (1976).
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This example is also given in Wollny (2002, 282).
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Zarlino’s canons that Bach copied out (see previous section). In German this contrapuntal
procedure is sometimes called Austerzen (to "third out”). We will explore this technique as it is
presented in Andreas Werckmeister’s 1702 treatise, Harmonologia Musica. Just as Werckmeister
played a prominent part in Chapter One (because of his role in recognizing the compositional
potential of thoroughbass), as well as in Chapter Two (because he is the earliest known author to
describe the multiple-bass harmonization), Werckmeister returns at the conclusion of this study
as an important figure in transferring traditional techniques of vocal improvisation (contrapunto
alla mente) to the realm of keyboard improvisation.202
Werckmeister teaches the same technique that Bach illustrated to Wilhelm Friedemann by means
of what Werckmeister calls the three hand positions (Sätze), as shown in 3.39.203 The Sätze define
the three possible consonant intervallic positions if both hands play a third: the resulting chords
will be thoroughbass figures 3/8/3, 5/3/3, or 8/6/3.204 We already saw in 2.22 in Chapter Two
that Werckmeister was very interested in improvised invertible counterpoint at the keyboard.
Here he presents a technique whereby the bass of a cantus firmus is taken in the left hand and
ornamented with a second voice in parallel thirds above the bass. The right hand is restricted to
any of the three Sätze, so long as the two hands always move in contrary motion whenever the
cantus firmus changes notes. Unaccented transitus dissonances are allowed when the cantus
firmus holds its pitch, however (creating oblique, rather than contrary, motion). See 3.40(a) for
Werckmeister’s example of this improvisatory technique, which he labels the Haupt-saz(t), or
what I am calling the Fundament. Indeed, this is a simple method for improvising full harmonies
over a cantus firmus. The “trick" to this technique is that the outer voices will always be invertible
in ic10 and ic12. The reason this works is that the three Sätze restrict the outer-voice intervals to
either 3, 5, or 8 (see 3.39). As shown in the table in 3.35, the intervals 3, 5, and 8 invert to
consonances in both ic10 and ic12. Werckmeister gives another example of this technique in
3.41. Here the right hand is restricted to positions one and three as labelled in 3.39. This restricts
the resulting outer-voice intervals even further to only 3 or 8, meaning that the outer-voices are
now invertible not only in ic10 and ic12, but also in ic8 (5 inverts to a dissonant 4 in ic8, which
is the reason for its exclusion before). Werckmeister demonstrates these possibilities in the
remaining examples in 3.41. This technique, which appears to have originated from the
Renaissance practice of improvised vocal counterpoint, can be found in numerous compositions
and treatises.205 3.42 shows an augmentation canon from Sweelinck’s Compositions Regeln.
Similar examples can be found throughout the works of the Sweelinck school, for instance, in
Theile’s Musikalisches Kunstbuch (1691).
That Johann Sebastian demonstrated to Wilhelm Friedemann the technique of adding filler
voices in parallel thirds (Austerzen) and then inverting the resulting passage reveals not only
Sebastian Bach's familiarity with this time-honored contrapuntal technique, but also that he
202

Froebe (2007, 23–24).
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Werckmeister (1702, 100). This technique is described in detail in Dodds (2008).

Note that Werckmeister's three positions are not the same as Heinichen's three Haupt-Accorde, or Lagen—the three possible
positions for the right hand in thoroughbass (see 1.58).
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See, for example, Santa Maria (1565) and Spiridion a Monte Carmelo (1670–1677).
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incorporated such concepts into his teaching. But the significance of adding parallel thirds goes
deeper than the passages shown up to this point. Motion in parallel thirds leads not only to the
topic of invertible counterpoint, it is also the basis of many kinds of canonic imitation, as we will
see in the next section.
3.3.5 Generalized Principles of Canonic Imitation
We examined Gottfried Heinrich Stölzel’s (1690–1749) method of chorale harmonization in
section 2.2.10 of the previous chapter. Here we turn to another one of Stölzel’s treatises, the
Practischer Beweis, published in 1715. The title page promises to teach the art of composing a
perpetual four-voice canon according to the “true foundation” (wahrer Fundament).206 Whereas
we saw in Chapter One how Heinichen and Adlung use the term Fundament to describe a
compositional principle or a voice-leading pattern, here we encounter the term Fundament used
to describe the art of strict counterpoint, specifically canonic imitation.207 First Stölzel introduces
the concept of the trias harmonica and the four available triads (major, minor, diminished, and
augmented). He immediately states that we will only be dealing with the first two, since they are
consonant. There follows what is perhaps most valuable statement in Stölzel’s treatise:
So wollen nichts desto minder die musicalischen Gesezgeben, daß in dem reinen Concentu à
4. vornehmlich Infimus Triadis, und sodann Supremus, endlich aber und zwar selten oder gar
nicht Medius, doppelt zu sezen sey.
Doch wer mit rechter Behörde und leichter Mühe einen Canonem quaestionis hinschreiben
will, der hat sich so wenig an diese Geseze zu binden, daß er vielmehr in allen Syzygiis à 4. des
ersten Entwurfs, den Medium Triadis unausbleiblich zweymahl, Infimum aber nicht alle mahl
doppelt, sondern bisweilen nur einfach, ja auch wohl gar nicht, Supremum endlich
manchmahl nur einfach, oder gleichfals auch ganz und gar nicht sezen muß. Hierinnen
beruhet das ganze Fundament solcher Noten-Weberey.208
~~~
Nevertheless, the laws of music demand that in a pure four-voice setting, the root of a triad is
the preferred doubling, followed by the fifth, and finally (but seldom or not at all) the third.

Practischer Beweiß wie aus einem nach dem wahren Fundamente solcher Noten-Künsteleyen gesetzten Canone perpetuo in hypo dia
pente quatuor vocum, viel und mancherley, Theils an Melodie, Theils auch nur an Harmonie, unterschiedene Canones perpetui à 4 zu
machen seyn.
206

This is reminiscent of a statement made by Heinrich Bokemeyer (1679–1751) that canon is the true foundation of music:
“Nun wird auch, durch meine fernere Erläuterung, alberet erwiesen seyn, daß die Canones das wahre Fundament aller
harmonischen Kunst, und folgends aller Fugen, imitationum, doppelten Contrapuncte u. in sich halten” (Mattheson 1722–1725,
1:289). This led to an extended debate with Mattheson, who naturally took issue with Bokemeyer’s position. Their letter
exchange, along with replies by several prominent musicians like Heinichen and Telemann, can be found in Mattheson (1722–
1725, 1:235–368).
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Stölzel (1725, §§. 13–14.).
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But whoever would like to compose a quaestio [“inquiry” or “seeking”] canon correctly and
easily need not adopt this principle. Instead, in all four-part harmonies in the initial setting,
the third of the triad is always doubled, the root is not always doubled but occasionally only
present in one voice or even omitted, and the fifth is sometimes only present in one voice or
even omitted. Here rests the entire foundation [Fundament] of this contrapuntal art [lit.
note-weaving].

In other words, the root may be present in two, one, or no voices; the third must be always be
present in two voices; and the fifth may be present either in one or in no voices. But how does
the Fundament of canonic imitation rest in this simple doubling scheme, and what exactly is a
questio canon? As Stölzel admits at the very end of his treatise, Fundament in the abovementioned paragraph refers to Werckmeister's 1702 treatise.209 I posit that Stölzel's Fundament
must be a reference to Werckmeister's four Sätze. 3.43 shows the four Sätze once again, this time
also as triads. If we interpret the lowest note of Satz one as the root, then the doubling pattern
falls within the strictures of Stölzel’s scheme: the root is present in one or two voices, the third is
always doubled, and the fifth is present in one or two voices.210 What remains uncertain is
precisely how the four Sätze relate to the moto perpetuo canon that Stölzel then illustrates (see
3.47). I suspect that a quaestio canon—whatever that may be—is actually a separate genre, since
the initial setting in Stölzel’s canon uses harmonies that do not fit Werckmeister’s Sätze. One
must admit that Werckmeister’s framing of this contrapuntal technique in terms of hand
positions is superior pedagogy (especially for improvisers) compared to Stölzel's more discursive
approach based on trias harmonica theory; one imagines Bach would have preferred
Werckmeister’s more practical approach.
Another passage by Johann Sebastian in the counterpoint studies with Wilhelm Friedemann
applies the same technique of Austerzen combined with canonic imitation. See 3.44. Here we see
four versions of the same theme at diﬀerent starting intervals. Version (a) imitates canonically an
octave below and (b) a sixth below. Version (c) adds a third voice to version (a), this time starting
a sixth below but two quarter notes delayed instead of one. Finally, version (d) adds parallel
thirds below the soprano voice of version (c). As shown in my own continuation in version (d),
Bach could have added thirds to all three voices in version (c). What is it about this theme that
makes this technique possible? The key is in its repeating intervallic pattern. For reasons that will
soon become apparent, it is advantageous to analyze canonic themes not by the musical interval,
but by their number of diatonic steps. Thus a repeated note is 0, a second is 1, a third is 2, etc.
(i.e., always one less than the musical interval). J. S. Bach’s theme employed in 3.44 has the

“Doch ich breche hiemit billig ab, und sage nur, damit auf einmal mein Sentiment von diesem Polymorphischen NotenGewebe von mir gebe, daß ich den vierdten Theil der Criticae Musicae des um das edle Studium der wahren Music hochverdienten
Capellmeisters, Herrn Mathesons gelesen habe; weil solches hoﬀentlich genug seyn wird, um den Verdacht von mir abzulehnen,
als aﬀectirte mit dieser Demonstration der musicalischen Welt etwas sonderliches vor die Augen gelegt zu haben. Ob ich gleich, in
so weit es raisonnable ist, auch dieser Art der Harmonie ihre gebührende Ehre keinesweges zu entziehen, vielweniger von ihrem,
aus der Harmonologia Werckmeisteri oben §. 14. entlehnten wahren Fundamente, mir etwas mehr, als nur den veränderten Vortrag
zuzueignen trachte […]” (Stölzel 1725, §. 44.).
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The reason Satz one cannot be interpreted as a doubled third and fifth with the root omitted is that Stölzel’s prohibits the
doubling of the fifth.
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repeating patter {0, -3, +2}—i.e., a repeated note, down a fourth, up a third. Why does this work
at the interval of an octave and a sixth below?
The table in 3.45 provides an overview of canonic imitation in 1:1 counterpoint. “P” stands for
primary interval (involving the bass); “S” stands for secondary interval (not involving the bass).
“P” denotes a consonance (1, 3, 5, 6, or 8); “S” denotes a fourth, which can only be used as
secondary interval (quarta fundata, or grounded fourth, because it has a bass note below it, like
in the harmonic series). The highest row in the table denotes the available melodic intervals
measured in diatonic steps, not musical intervals, as just outlined. On the far left we see the
interval of the first note between each voice. Canon may appear at the unison, second above or
below, third above or below, etc. For instance, in a canon in 1:1 counterpoint at the octave below,
the dux (leading voice) may make any of the melodic motions where a “P” appears: one may leap
down 5, 3, or 2 diatonic steps, remain held on the same pitch, or leap up 2, 4 or 5 diatonic steps,
since these will all make consonances (adjusting for dissonant tritones as necessary). This may all
seem quite pedantic, but the table has many uses. Take, for example, Bach's theme in the pattern
{0, -3, +2}. We can confirm via the table that this pattern creates consonances at an octave below
and a sixth below, as Bach demonstrated in versions (a) and (b) in 3.44. But we can also
determine without trial and error that this pattern will work at a third above and a fifth above.
One could also compose a theme by choosing among the pre-determined intervals for a given
type of canon (more on this shortly).
The table is not just limited to describing two-voice canons, however. See Bach's version (c) in
3.44. All we have to do is calculate the relationship between each individual voice pair, as shown
by the editorial arrows. We have an octave below (soprano and bass) and a third above (bass and
alto), both of which are “primary” relationships because they involve the bass. These voice pairs
may only have P's in their rows in 3.45. There is also a sixth below (soprano and middle voice),
which is a secondary relationship, meaning it is allowed to have S’s (fourths) because these will
not occur against the bass. We already know that the pattern {0, -3, +2} works at an octave below
and sixth below; moreover, we predicted that it also works at a third above. The situation
becomes even more complex in Bach’s version (d) in 3.44, since this involves four voices. Since
soprano and alto move in parallel thirds, we can disregard this relationship, since it is not strictly
speaking canonic. There remain five interval pairs to account for. The only one we have not yet
tested in the table is the fourth below (secondary), which checks out; even though it has an S at
the “0” slot (a fourth results when the dux repeats a note), this is not a problem because this
fourth does not involve the bass. Although Bach did not do this, we could have used the
technique of Austerzen with all three voices in version (c), as shown in my version (e). It is very
often (always?) the case that a valid three-voice canon can be ornamented in this way, creating a
six-voice texture. Whether the third should be added above or below the structural voice needs to
be considered on a case by case basis. Perhaps there are principles that could determine this in a
generalized manner, though. In any case, I believe that it is never possible to "third out” a fourvoice canon into an eight-voice one, however, since this will result in improperly handled seventh
chords.
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Since Sebastian Bach taught the principles of canonic variation to his son, it is worth exploring
this concept in more detail. 3.46 generalizes what kinds of intervallic motion will result from
various patterns of diatonic steps. So long as the dux continues in the same direction {n, n}, the
comes will of course continue in parallel motion, be it ascending or descending (n may also be
negative, indicating descending motion). If the dux alternates direction in the patterns {+, -} or
{-, +}, then the two voices will move in contrary motion. Lastly, oblique motion results from the
pattern {0, ±1} or {±1, 0}. How can one apply these principles in context? 3.47 illustrates two
overarching strategies. Generally speaking, a theme’s intervallic series may repeat or not. At (a)
we see the repeating pattern {+2, +2, -3} in three voices. At (b) we see a non-repeating intervallic
pattern that is nevertheless restricted to those options available for canons starting a fifth above
(secondary), fourth below (primary), and octave below (primary). It is also quite easy to begin
with a theme, such as a chorale melody, analyze its intervallic pattern, and choose an fitting
interval of imitation. In 3.48(a) we see a two-voice canon of my own composition constructed
on the pattern of the chorale “Vater unser im Himmelreich”: {0, -2, +1, +1, -3}, all of which
work at a fifth below. 3.48(b) shows a chorale prelude of my own composition in the style of
Pachelbel (see 3.4, 3.11, and 3.13) that uses Vorimitation based on this Fundament.
Another example is the first canon given in Stölzel’s Practischer Beweiß, shown in 3.49. The
theme only uses the intervals {0, -2, +3} in a repeating series. This set of intervals is valid for the
first voice pair between soprano and alto (fifth below). Note that the alto enters two time values
(half notes) later, rather than the usual one value. This does not disturb the pattern, however,
because the theme begins with a unison (taking the half note as the structural level). This same
intervallic pattern then enters in the tenor and bass in m. 3–4 in a technique called paired
imitation. This creates many more interval pairs to account for. In total we have six pairs that
need to be checked against the table in 3.45:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soprano/alto = fifth below (secondary): 0, -2, +3 are valid;
Soprano/tenor = octave below (secondary): 0, -2, +3 are valid;
Soprano/bass = fifth below (primary): 0, -2, +3 are valid;
Alto/tenor = fourth below (secondary): 0, -2, +3 are valid;
Alto/bass = octave below (primary): 0, -2, +3 are valid;
Tenor/bass = fifth below (primary: 0, -2, +3 are valid.

Of course, we have not accounted for the diﬀerent time intervals between each of the voices. This
will require further theorizing to determine the generalized principles that control this
compositional factor. It seems that, as long as the above patterns are valid for the given interval of
imitation, they will be able to be placed somewhere canonically. Precisely how to determine this
time interval remains an open question, however.
There is one final general principle to discuss. This leads us to the rationale for calculating
distances in terms of diatonic steps rather than traditional musical intervals. The object of our
analysis is typical canonic patterns that go by the name of Gegenschritt (“opposing step”)
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patterns.211 This leads us back to the topic of Austerzen and simultaneously illustrates how this
technique relates to canonic imitation. Again we find that Werckmeister provides illuminating
instruction in such patterns. Since Werckmeister’s writings on this topic have been investigated in
detail elsewhere, 212 I will instead turn to the writings of Johannes Buchner, who we already
encountered in Chapter Two. The reason for reaching back to this early source (c.1524–1538) is
that Buchner is not only one of the first sources to give models of Gegenschritt patterns, but he
does so in the context of keyboard improvisation, not vocal improvisation. Moreover, he terms
these patterns Fundamenta. See 3.50, which gives Buchner’s Gegenschritt patterns for when the
chorale ascends (a) and descends (b). 3.51 attempts to generalize these patterns. That is, it
represents my conceptualization of the properties of canonic imitation in 1:1 counterpoint with
repeating two-interval series. As the name Gegenschritt implies, such patterns involve a zig-zag
pattern. While many other authors have written extensively about these patterns, no one has
explicitly stated that the underlying principle behind this technique is that all Gegenschritt canons
fit into the pattern:
{n, -(n+1)}.
This may seem like an overly complex description of a simple musical technique, but it is actually
a powerful generalization that accounts for a wide range of contrapuntal patterns. To understand
this we first need to recognize that 3.51 is designed such that the mid-point acts like a mirror—
each passage is the mirror image folding into the center. Next, note that two-interval repeating
series can begin on the first pitch or the second pitch. Thus for every intervallic pattern there are
actually have four series (one starting on the first pitch, one starting on the second, and each of
their mirror images). For instance, {n, -(n+1)} accounts for the pattern {+1, 0}, which describes a
theme that repeats a pitch and ascends a step over and over starting on the first pitch. But it also
accounts for that series starting on the second pitch, or {0, +1}. Moreover, it describes their
mirror images, or {-1, 0} and {0, -1}. Hence the reason for calculating intervals in terms of steps:
the math only works out when repeated pitches are described as 0 rather than 1.
The pattern {n, -(n+1)} also describes all the remaining two-interval series given in bold text in
3.51. We can see that all the canons adhere to the principle of Austerzen, where all harmonies fall
into one of Werckmeister’s three Sätze given in 3.39, and both pairs of voices (soprano/alto,
tenor/bass) always move in contrary motion. As others have already noted, what appears to be a
four-part canon is actually a graduated “revelation” of the underlying voices in thirds.213 This is
shown by the gray pitches, which could be rests; in a canon, each voice would enter first at the
normal black note head. Lastly, the arrows indicate the intervallic relationships between all pairs
211

See Froebe (2007a; 2008), Dobbs, Michael (2006), and Bellotti’s preface to Banchieri (1605 [2014]) for examples.
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Dobbs (2006).

Both Folker Froebe and Michael Dobbs recognize this point in their study of these patterns. “Betrachtet man etwa in den
Beispielen 15 und 16 zunächst nur das erste Einsatzpaar, so ließe sich als lineare Folie ein Terzenparallelismus annehmen, in dem
die komplementären Gegenschritte in jeder zweiten Progression zusammentreﬀen” (Froebe 2008, 220n82). “As in the canons of
these composers, Werckmeister’s sequential subjects and the practice of doubling in thirds are closely intertwined, since in any
stretto in three or more voices in simplex counterpoint that employs one of Werckmeister’s typical subjects, at least two voices will
be moving in parallel thirds, sixths, or tenths—easily invertible intervals" (Dobbs, Michael 2006, 4.6).
213
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of voices, as summarized by the text above each passage. Every intervallic pattern is accounted for
correctly by the table in 3.45.
3.3.6 Summary of Part Three
In Part Three we investigated manuscript sources related to Bach’s teaching of canon and
invertible counterpoint. We saw how Bach’s “Etzliche Reguln” (Diverse Rules) codified what
types of syncopatio dissonances are available in ic8, ic10, and ic12. Here Bach allowed for certain
contrapuntal licenses, like the resolution to a diminished fifth, and even on one occasion to a
minor seventh. That Bach was also interested in canons by Zarlino represents yet another link
between Bach and the stile antico, a connection which we already explored in section 1.1.2 of
Chapter One. Perhaps the most revealing document regarding Bach’s contrapuntal pedagogy is
his exchange with W. F. Bach. Here we saw how Bach modeled the technique of Austerzen as
deriving from the simultaneous use of two kinds of invertible counterpoint. The source nearest to
Bach to describe this technique is Werckmeister, who taught how to improvise on a cantus firmus
using the three Sätze, or hand positions. Sebastian Bach also modeled a canonic passage with a
repeating series in various kinds of invertible counterpoint. The table in 3.45 outlines underlying
principles that allow for canonic imitation in 1:1 counterpoint, not only in repeating series, but
also in non-repeating series. Lastly, we showed how Austerzen relates to canonic imitation using
the Sätze in series that follow the pattern {n, -(n+1)}. Both Stölzel and Buchner described this
sort of technique as “fundamental.” This begs the question whether the Fundamental-Regeln that
Bach imparted in his lessons might have addressed the principles of canonic imitation, among
the other topics outlined in Chapters One and Two.
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SYNOPSIS
~~~
Just as a basso continuo runs throughout an entire piece, so too does it form a through-line within
this study. This is because of the importance Bach ascribed to thoroughbass when he stated in a
testimonial for his pupil, F. G. Wild, that the Fundamental-Regeln (fundamental principles) or
composition are derived from thoroughbass and the keyboard.1 For this reason, we can
understand the keyboard as the physical home and thoroughbass as the conceptual home of
Bachian pedagogy. But did we not already know that thoroughbass played a central role in Bach’s
compositional pedagogy, due to C. P. E.’s description of his father’s teaching (see epigraph to
Chapter Two) and documents like the anonymous “Vorschriften und Grundsätze,” which
originate from Bach’s circle? In fact, based on documents like these, up to now we only suspected a
link between thoroughbass and composition. This is because sources stemming directly from
Bach, like his “Some Rules of Thoroughbass” (see Appendix 6) and his corrections to H. N.
Gerber’s thoroughbass realizations (see 1.66–1.69), could plausibly be understood as dealing
exclusively with thoroughbass accompaniment, not composition. And while some authors like F.
E. Niedt and J. D. Heinichen associated thoroughbass explicitly with composition, others like
Johann Mattheson strove ardently to disassociate the two—hence the foundational significance of
Bach’s testimonial for Wild, which proves unequivocally that, in Bach’s personal view, the
Fundamental-Regeln of composition are explicitly derived from thoroughbass and the keyboard.2
This in turn sheds new light on the above-named sources, which can consequently be understood
as dealing not just with accompaniment practice, but with composition itself.
Having established this much, it is then necessary to diﬀerentiate between two main branches of
thoroughbass practice: the pre-Rameau and post-Rameau traditions.3 At its most fundamental,
the diﬀerence between the two is that the pre-Rameau tradition focuses on the sounding bassline
and views intervals and triads as the basic units of music; in contrast, the post-Rameau tradition
focuses on chordal roots and takes triads and seventh chords as music’s basic units. In making
this distinction, I do not claim that all post-Rameau authors, like J. P. Kirnberger, were
necessarily influenced directly by Rameau. Yet (1) by reducing all harmonies to inversions of the
triad and dominant seventh, (2) by assigning chordal roots to dissonant harmonies, and (3) by
attributing syntactic significance to the progression of chordal roots between harmonies, it is
nonetheless clear that Kirnberger and others were strongly influenced by the Rameauian model.
In contrast, Bachian compositional pedagogy must be primarily associated with the pre-Rameau
model. The diﬀerences between the two traditions are subtle, but nevertheless essential for a more
historically informed understanding of which concepts might have informed Bach’s teaching.
The pre-Rameau thoroughbass tradition recognized inversional equivalence in dissonant
harmonies (Verwechselung; see 1.47 and 1.48), but did not generally posit that root-position
1

See the section “Four Foundational Documents” in the Introduction.

2

See Heimann (1973, 41–47) regarding Mattheson’s conception of thoroughbass.

3

Heimann (1973) argues for such a distinction.
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harmonies were ontologically prior to inverted ones (Rameau’s renversement). The only exception
was that, based on trias harmonica theory, pre-Rameau thoroughbass practice did at times
understand 6/3 and 6/4 chords as inversions of 5/3 chords (see 1.11 and 1.12), but did not yet
extend this logic to seventh chords.4 Rather than viewing dissonance primarily as a
derhythmicized harmonic entity, pre-Rameau thoroughbass practice still maintained a link to the
traditional Renaissance-era model of dissonance as a dyadic event between two voices in a specific
rhythmic constellation: either syncopatio (accented suspension) or transitus (unaccented passing or
neighbors). More complex harmonies result from the addition of auxiliary voices to this twovoice core (see 1.18, 1.21, and 1.22). Lastly and perhaps most significantly, there is no evidence
to suggest that the pre-Rameau thoroughbass viewed the progression of chordal roots in
consecutive harmonies as syntactically meaningful. This places Bachian practice at odds with
most modern harmonic theories, which are for the most part descendants of the post-Rameau
tradition. One could debate the relative merits of the various aspects of these two branches of
thoroughbass theory, but this does not alter the fact that Bach’s compositional pedagogy existed
primarily within the pre-Rameau paradigm.
In order to better understand the pre-Rameau tradition, Chapter One begins by examining the
origins of thoroughbass in late sixteenth-century Italy. Although thoroughbass originated as
accompanimental practice, some Italian authors like Adriano Banchieri quickly recognized its
compositional potential. But due to the persistent use of tablature in German lands, which does
not promote music-theoretical understanding as eﬃciently as thoroughbass does, it would be
nearly a century before German authors like Daniel Speer, Georg Muﬀat, Niedt, J. B. Samber,
and Heinichen recognized thoroughbass as a compositional tool at the turn of the eighteenth
century. The true value of thoroughbass, I argue, was that it enables a single keyboard player to
conceive of a polyphonic texture by reducing all possible intervallic combinations to just one—
an outer-voice framework, conceived as right hand vs. left with subordinate inner voices. That is,
through the simplification, synthesis, and embodiment of the precepts of Renaissance vocal
counterpoint, thoroughbass eﬃciently transferred precepts formerly applied within the vocal
model of musical space using the voces to a keyboard-centered model of musical space using the
claves (see, for example, 1.29 and 2.12). This, I claim, is the reason that Bach attributed such
significance to thoroughbass as the origin of the Fundamental-Regeln of composition.
As is apparent in its title, Heinichen’s treatise, Der General-Bass in der Composition (1728), also
associates thoroughbass explicitly with composition. Moreover, Heinichen’s work represents the
most sophisticated contemporaneous formulation of the pre-Rameau model of thoroughbass.
Given that Bach acted as agent for Heinichen’s treatise, I believe that Heinichen’s theories are
particularly valuable in understanding compositional pedagogy in Bach’s circle. For this reason,
Chapter One focuses on two aspects of Heinichen’s theories that are essential to the pre-Rameau
model: what I call contrapuntal function and scale-degree function. The former describes the
assignment of restricted or unrestricted status to each voice in a dissonant constellation
containing at least one syncopatio. Whereas the “dissonant” patient voice is always restricted (i.e.,
required to resolve down by step), the agent voice—along with any auxiliary voices—is always
4

To my knowledge the only exception to this is the chart in Kellner, D. (1732, 2nd ed. 1737, 92).
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unrestricted, meaning it is free to move at the moment of the patient’s resolution. In this view,
three- and four-voice harmonies are understood contrapuntally as constellations of individual
intervallic pairs, but practically as composite units embodied at the keyboard. See 1.26. On the
one hand, this dyadic model of dissonance reflects the heritage of seventeenth-century
Kontrapuntlehre, to which Bach was heir; on the other hand, Bach’s concept of Accord represents a
more practical reception of speculative trias harmonica theory applied to thoroughbass.
Scale-degree function, in contrast, describes the typical harmony—5/3 chord or 6/3 chord—
associated with each bass scale degree in a tonal context (i.e., major and minor keys), as
formulated in Heinichen’s Schemata and in other authors’ formulations of rule of the octave. The
central issue is how to treat a diminished fifth above a given bass degree. The typical strategies for
addressing this issue underwent dramatic changes c.1700 with the transition from modality to
tonality. Whereas previous authors like F. E. Praetorius used ficta liberally to make 5/3 chords on
nearly any bass degree (see 1.10), Heinichen’s Schemata explicitly forbids ficta in preference for
unified diatonic set, instead using 6/3 chords to avoid diminished fifths against the bass (see
1.28). Taken together, contrapuntal function and scale-degree function help dissolve the spurious
dichotomy between counterpoint and harmony because they emphasize how the horizontal and
vertical dimensions of music are mutually dependent. Their interdependence is evident quite
clearly in Heinichen’s method of how to improvise a prelude at the keyboard, which begins with
a consonant setting (i.e., only 5/3 and 6/3 chords) determined by the scale-degree function of
each bass tone, and then adds syncopatio dissonances such that the contrapuntal function of
certain pitches (i.e., the patient voice) switches from an unrestricted status to a restricted status,
meaning they must be prepared and resolved down by step.
Chapter Two begins by describing the significance of the recent attribution of the Sibley Chorale
Book to Bach’s circle, which prompts us to be more aware that there were two distinct genres of
chorale harmonization in Bach’s time: the ornate, four-part, vocal Choralgesang style and the less
complex, thoroughbass- and keyboard-centered Choralbuch style (see 2.9). A growing body of
Choralbücher from Bach’s circle containing multiple basslines under each melody (see 2.11)
implies that C. P. E. Bach’s statement, “Next he [J. S.] taught them to invent their own basses,”
may in fact refer to multiple-bass composition. If true, this would mean that Kirnberger’s
emphasis on Bach’s Choralgesänge as the paragon of Bachian counterpoint—to which we are heir
—may not be entirely applicable to Bach’s own compositional pedagogy, which seems to have
been more focuses on the Choralbuch style of harmonization. Thus, we see that Bach’s method of
teaching chorale harmonization was more thoroughbass- and keyboard-centered than previously
thought.
Chapter Two continues with a survey of historical sources describing chorale harmonization. Just
as thoroughbass practice involved the transfer of the principles of traditional vocal polyphony to
the keyboard, so too does chorale harmonization involve the transfer of unmeasured unison
chant in tenor clef (canto fermo, musica choralis) into a polyphonic setting in mensural notation
(canto figurato, musica figuralis). That is, like thoroughbass practice in the years around 1700,
chorale harmonization too involves the process of translation from the vocal model of musical
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space to a keyboard-centered model. In essence, there are three basic strategies for how to add a
bassline to a given chorale that resurface throughout the centuries in various guises: (1) the
melodic-intervallic method (“If the given voice ascends or descends by interval X, then the added
voice may do Y”), (2) the scale-degree method (“If the given voice has scale degree X, then the
added voice may have interval(s) Y”), and (3) the harmonic-intervallic method (“Interval[s] X
may be added above or below pitch or interval Y.”). One reason Bach included chorale
harmonization in his teaching—besides that his pupils were budding organists—may be that it
helped compensate for the bass-centered nature of thoroughbass practice by training pupils to
compose counterpoint not only to a given bassline, but also to a given upper voice.
The historical survey in Chapter Two showed how Michael Praetorius was the first author to
associate thoroughbass with chorale accompaniment, and that the earliest description of
multiple-bass chorale harmonization can be found in the writings of Andreas Werckmeister
(1702). We also saw how J. H. Buttstedt, a pupil of Pachelbel, defended solmization and the
modes as essential to chorale harmonization, and how G. H. Stölzel provided the first systematic
description of how to invent a bassline to a given chorale using trias harmonica theory. This
survey showed that F. W. Marpurg, an associate of Bach, oﬀered the first in-depth instruction on
multiple-bass composition, but that Michael Wiedeburg gave the most detailed explanations.
Finally, we saw how Kirnberger also addressed multiple-bass chorales from a Rameauian lens, and
that Bach’s pupil, J. C. Kittel, viewed chorales as concatenated clausulae while also presenting a
sort of rule of the octave for chorale melodies.
Chapter Three examines the topic of fugue. Part One begins by examining the relationship
between chorale and fugue, and by positing a hypothetical pedagogical method by which one
could bridge this divide. The key to this method lies in the use of chorale melodies as fugue
subjects, a practice that is well documented in Bach’s circle. Part Two then examines the genre of
thoroughbass fugue. The discovery that an anonymous source from the state of Kittel’s pupil, J.
C. H. Rinck, contains many of the same thoroughbass fugues as the Langlo(t)z Manuscript
suggests that thoroughbass fugues were used in Bach’s circle even more widely than previously
thought. This is supported by the existence of two pieces in thoroughbass notation (BWV
907/908) that are tentatively attributed to Bach, and which Bach seems to have used in lessons.
Finally, Part Three examines an autograph manuscript from Bach that appears to have had a
pedagogical function. The source lists all syncopatio dissonances in the three most common types
of invertible counterpoint. Another source documenting an exchange between J. S. and W. F.
Bach also reveals that Bach the elder taught his son how to ornament a two-voice setting with
parallel thirds (Austerzen), a technique intimately connected to invertible counterpoint, as seen in
the writings of Werckmeister. Finally, some of the underlying principles of canonic imitation,
particularly of so-called Gegenschritt patterns, are expressed mathematically.
There remain yet this study’s most significant two discoveries. As described in the Introduction,
the autograph manuscript discussed in Chapter Three gives two version for the same passage. The
first contains a resolution to a diminished fifth, which Bach labels licentia; the second version
rationalizes this contrapuntal license in terms of anticipationes transitus, which Bach labels
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fundamental (see 1.52 and 1.53). To my knowledge, the only other theorists to use the word
fundamental in this precise context is Heinichen. It thus stands to reason that Bach’s
Fundamental-Regeln may therefore be related to Heinichen’s theory that modern styles are to be
understood in terms of licenses applies to the “fundamental” stile antico, in which syncopatio
dissonances are generally prepared and resolved by consonances. Further evidence for linking
Heinichen with Bach came via the discovery that the anonymous “Vorschriften” contains the
same table of “fundamental harmonies” that Heinichen gives in his 1711 treatise (see 1.13).
Heinichen’s conception of thoroughbass and counterpoint thus played a foundational role
throughout this study, not only because of these two discoveries, but also since Bach knew
Heinichen’s 1728 treatise and since both men specifically associate thoroughbass with
composition.
In sum, this study presents a variety of images of Bachian pedagogy: the pre-Rameau
thoroughbass tradition, Heinichen’s method of improvising a prelude, the Choralbuch style of
harmonization, multiple-bass chorale harmonization, and thoroughbass fugues. The common
element between most of them is their reliance on thoroughbass. Given Bach’s belief that the
Fundamental-Regeln of composition are derived from thoroughbass, it is thus time to stop
viewing thoroughbass as mere heuristic for accompanists that is only capable of describing the
harmonic dimension of music, albeit poorly at that. Rather, this study prompts us to understand
thoroughbass practice as the theoretical and practical basis of eighteenth-century music-making
in all its sundry guises.
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EPILOGUE: FLEIß OR GENIE?
~~~
Ich habe fleißig seyn müssen; wer eben so fleißig ist, der wird es eben so weit bringen
können.1
I have had to be diligent; whoever is as diligent will achieve just as much.
J. S. Bach (attributed)

~~~
Was die Erfindung der Gedancken betriﬀt, so forderte er [J. S. Bach] gleich anfangs die
Fähigkeit darzu, u. wer sie nicht hatte, dem riethe er, gar von der Composition wegzubleiben.
Mit seinen Kindern u. auch anderen Schülern fieng er das Compositionsstudium nicht eher
an, als bis er vorher Arbeiten von ihnen gesehen hatte, woran er ein Genie entdeckte.2
Regarding the invention of [musical] ideas, [J. S. Bach] demanded ability at this right at the
outset, and he advised whoever lacked this skill to stay completely away from composition.
With this children and also with other pupils he did not begin with the study of composition
until he had seen works from them in which he could find a genius.
C. P. E. Bach

~~~
Who was J. S. Bach as a teacher? For him, did success as a composer depend on merely diligence
(Fleiß) or did it require natural talent (Genie) as a precondition? Or put in the parlance of
modern psychology: Did Bach have a “growth mindset” or a “fixed mindset”? In Bach’s pledge to
the Leipzig town council quoted in the Introduction, he promised “not to take any boys into the
school who have not already laid a foundation in music, or are not at least suited to being
instructed therein.”3 Thus Bach recognized that some people have an aptitude for music,
suggesting that he had a growth mindset. Yet the surviving documents will probably never
provide a conclusive answer to this issue. Ultimately, a survey of Bach’s contemporaries may
provide more insight regarding the issue of diligence vs. talent in musical training—of Fleiß vs.
Genie.

1

Forkel (1802 [1950], 45).

2

Bach-Dok. (3:289).

3

Bach-Dok. (1:177), NBR (104–105).
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According to Andreas Werckmeister, no amount of rules will help those who lack a natural talent
(Naturalia) for music, and it would be better such people avoid music.4 According to Bach’s
pupil, J. C. Kittel, the answer to this quandary is “both.” Kittel writes that, “Musical talent and
craftsmanship are also the two primarily requirements of a good organist.”5 Thus, in Kittel’s
mind, an organist had to be both talented while also developing craftsmanship. Johann
Heinichen devotes a good deal of attention to this issue, whereby we again see the term
fundamental:
Saget man: daß alle solche Regeln- und Rathgeber nichts helﬀen, wenn man nicht selbst brav
Hand anleget. Antwort: Auch ja ihr lieben Christen, Hand müsset ihr anlegen, wenn ihr was
rechtes im General-Bass, in der Composition, und in iedweder Wissenschaﬀt profitiren wollet,
denn die Regeln alleine können euch in keiner Kunst zu Doctors machen. Ich möchte aber
wissen, wer iemahls etwas rechtschaﬀenes gelernet, ohne selbst Hand anzulegen, und wenn er
auch vergüldete Regeln und den Extract von guten Künstlern zu Lehrmeistern gehabt? Ich
sage, fleißig seyn, und brav Hand anlegen, ist zwar nöthig und unentbehrlich: Allein gute
praecepta dabey, seynd uns in Musica practica desto nöthiger, ie weniger man allemahl gute
Lehrmeister findet, die die Sache wohl verstehen, oder sich die Mühe geben wollen. Alles
aber auﬀ eigenen Fleiß und Erfahrung allein (ich sage, allein, ohne gute manuduction)
ankommen zu lassen, solches machet uns nichts allezeit zu fundamentalen Leuthen. 6
One says that all rules and rule-givers are useless if one does not engage in practical exercises.
Answer: indeed, my dear Christians, you must get your hands dirty if you wish to accomplish
anything worthwhile in thoroughbass, composition, and in any science, since the rules alone
cannot make you into a doctor in any art. I would like to know, who ever learned anything
properly without hands-on practice, even if one had gold-plated rules and extracts from good
artists as one’s teachers? I say, it is necessary and indispensable to be diligent and to get
practical experience. Good precepts are all the more necessary in musica practica the less one
can find good teachers who understand the material thoroughly or who wish to give their
best eﬀorts. But betting everything on one’s own diligence and experience (I say, alone,
without good guidance) will not always make us into fundamental people.

Thus, a fundamental musician requires more than talent and access to solid principles; practical
experience and good instruction from a teacher are also necessary. But is this truly all that is
necessary? This leads us in a direction that gets beyond the false dichotomy of Fleiß vs. Genie.
Certainly Bach would also have assumed that his pupils were educated in the teachings of the
Christian faith (or at least those pupils who were training to become church musicians). Indeed,
Bach’s annotations in his personal copy of Abraham Calov’s edition of the Bible emphasize his
detailed involvement with scripture. At the beginning of Chapter 25 of Chronicles 1, Bach
4

Werckmeister (1702, 84).

“Musikalisches Talent und Kunstfertigkeit sind also auch die beiden Haupterfordernisse zu einem guten Organisten” (Kittel
1801–1808, 2: Einleitung).
5

6

Heinichen (1728, 767–768)
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wrote, “This chapter is the true foundation [Fundament] of all god-pleasing church music.”7 This
passage describes how David appointed the chief ministers of music, who played harps, psalteries
(stringed instrument of the zither family), and cymbals; all of them (288 in total) took part in the
duties, regardless of age or status. This verse in the Calov Bible has the heading “Von den Sängern
und instrumentisten” (Of the Singers and Instrumentalists). Günther Stiller has noted the
similarities between this heading and the first sentence of Bach’s request to the Leipzig town
council, titled “A well-appointed church music requires vocalists and instrumentalists.”8 In this
regard, it is of note that, in Bach’s references for students at the Thomasschule, he very often
mentions the students’ ability in vocal and instrumental music.9 Perhaps Bach saw Chpt. 25 of
Chronicles I as fundamental because it confirmed the importance of both areas of study that were
necessary to maintain “a well-appointed church music” staﬀed by fundamental musicians. It
stands to reason that such musicians had to have a basic understanding of the FundamentalRegeln of music—whatever they might have entailed.
In attempting to reconstruct various strands of compositional pedagogy in Bach’s circle, this
study does not necessarily assume that, through rigorous observation and classification of norms
and deviations, a framework can be developed that will encompass all conceivable events.
Besides, this view does not correspond with early eighteenth-century sources. For instance,
Andreas Werckmeister’s writings suggests that theorizing has its limits, and that, at a certain
point, the only path forward for the pupil is continued exposure to good examples and the
application of one’s own ideas in context. Conservative theorists like Werckmeister tend to
embrace the image of infinity, of which the ars combinatoria in their compositional pedagogy
provides a fleeting glimpse. It is as if these particularly tradition-conscious theorists, who also
tended to be God-fearing men, see in mathematical permutation an image of the divine. By
contrast, at the end of the eighteenth century we increasingly encounter rationalists like H. C.
Koch, whose pedagogy of chorale counterpoint reflects Enlightenment ideals in its attempt to
build a theoretical edifice that will account for all deviations. In Koch’s method we find no
exclamations of wonder and delight at the infinite variety of music, but instead a rational,
calculating system that implicitly claims to encompass all that is. If there is any truth to this
binary, then it is self-evident that Bach belongs to Werckmeister’s conservative, God-fearing
camp. I propose that, given the extent to which Bach’s faith penetrated his music-making, it is
not unreasonable to understand his compositional pedagogy as containing a theological element.
Here it would not be thoroughbass, but the chorale, that comes to the fore. This is because the
chorale, symbolizing God’s Word, is the ultimate Fundament from which the infinite variety of
human life springs. Just as the God of Lutheran theology is never fully knowable, neither can the
infinite variety of God’s creation be completely theorized. The same applies to the plurality of
images of Bachian pedagogy proposed in this study. Our strivings to know Bach’s mind, his
methods, and his music reveal not a single Bach, but a multiplicity of understandings, each
potentially valid because each is potentially meaningful in a particular time and place.
7

“Dieses Capitel ist das wahre Fundament aller gottgefälliger Kirchen Music” (Boch-Dok. 3:636; quoted from Stiller 1989, 201).

“Zu einer wohlbestallten Kirchen Music gehören Vocalisten und Instrumentalisten” (Bach-Dok. 1:60, NBR, 145). See Stiller
(1989, 202).
8

9

Bach-Dok. (1:125–151).
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~~~
This study concludes with a panegyric inspired by A. F. C. Kollmann’s celestial imagery of Bach
as the center of the sun of German composers, which was mentioned in the Introduction (see
0.1).10

Praise Bach, the sun of Music’s galaxy!
So magnetizing was his majesty
That orbits genuflecting to him bent
Till heaven’s spheres revolved in harmony.
Thus pilgrim-pupils took his star as guide
And gravitated to their master’s side,
For novices who sought enlightenment
Did in his empyreal house abide.
Although this nova darkened long ago,
Tradition still emits an afterglow;
Such glimmerings in space-time represent
The teachings of a man we may yet know.
So if you Bach’s quietus should lament,
Then resurrect his sounding Fundament.

As is typical of the eulogistic genre, this ode is rife with quixotic hyperbole. This is to be understood as mere rhetoric, not as
dogmatism or mysticism.
10
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